


ABSTRACT 

A grammar of Dzongkha (dzo):  
phonology, words, and simple clauses 

by 

Stephen A Watters 

This	dissertation	is	a	description	of	phonetics,	phonology,	and	word	and	

clause-level	morphosyntax	of	Dzongkha	(dzo),	a	Southern	Tibetic	language	within	

the	Central	Bodish	branch	of	Tibeto-Burman.	Dzongkha	is	spoken	as	a	native	

language	by	about	160,000	speakers	in	Bhutan.	The	dissertation	draws	primarily	on	

conversation	data,	and	makes	use	of	elicited	and	monologic	data	as	noted	in	specific	

examples.		The	dissertation	begins	with	an	overview	of	the	language	situation	of	

Dzongkha	and	its	speech	community,	then	turns	to	an	overview	of	the	phonetics	and	

phonology	of	Dzongkha,	followed	by	chapters	on	select	aspects	of	morphosyntax.	

Dzongkha	has	incipient	tonal	characteristics	with	contrastive	pitch	only	on	

words	with	certain	onset	series.	Pitch	effects	are	also	evident	as	a	result	of	vowel	

length,	and	these	effects	are	assimilated	across	disyllabic	words,	giving	evidence	of	

pitch	as	an	independent	phonological	contrast	within	the	language.	

	Dzongkha	has	two	limited	noun	classification	systems.	One	class	marks	

gender	on	a	small	subset	of	human	nouns,	and	the	other	class	categorizes	a	closed	

set	of	words	for	purposes	of	honorifics.	Verbs	are		typed	on	three	basic	event	

schemas	that	profile	agents,	themes,	and	locations,	and	can	be	further	differentiated	
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on	the	basis	of	whether	theme	or	location	receives	prominence.	There	is	no	lexical	

class	adjective.	Rather,	property	concepts	are	lexicalized	with	descriptive	nouns	and	

verbs	and	various	constructions	with	expressives.	

Dzongkha	has	an	abundance	of	copular	and	existential	verbs	that	in	addition	

to	clausal	function	also	code	egophoric,	endophoric,	and	exophoric	evidential	

distinctions.	These	verbs	may	also	combine	with	one	another	extending	the	

evidential	distinctions	to	such	categories	as	inference	and	speculation.	The	copulas	

and	existentials	function	periphrastically	in	the	tense	aspect	system	where	they	also	

serve	as	evidential	markers.	

Case	marking	in	Dzongkha	is	shown	to	be	probabalistically	dependent	on	and	

functionally	motivated	by	genre.	In	constructed	examples,	Dzongkha	exhibits	a	split-

ergative	case	system,	but	in	conversation	takes	pragmatic	marking,	suggestive	of	

speaker	perspective.	

Tense,	aspect,	and	evidentiality	are	coded	by	a	complex	system	of	suffixes,	

auxiliaries,	and	post-verbal	enclitics	each	of	which	take	evidential	values	in	addition	

to	temporal	contrasts.	
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mod = modal
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pl = plural
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prog = progressive
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quot = quotative
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res = resultative
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tel = telic
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Part I

The Cultural and Sociolinguistic Context



Chapter 1

Introduction

Bhutan is a small land-locked country of the Eastern Himalaya (see Figure 1) well

known for a policy of Gross National Happiness, a policy based on the Tibetan Buddhist

value that the well-being and quality of life of its citizens accrue from material develop-

ment, as well as the intangible aspects of spiritual and emotional well-being (Ura 1997,

Polley 2009). As Bhutan emerges from the mystique of an isolated Buddhist kingdom, one

of the principle issues the nation faces is the way in which modern development can be

harmonized with traditional culture (Aris 1998, Ura 1998). This is no less keenly felt than

in the attempt to give Dzongkha equal prominence alongside English, which is used as a

medium in primary and secondary education. As the two languages compete for linguistic

space in the language ecosystem of western Bhutan, however, Dzongkha shows clear signs

of erosion among the younger generation (Namgyel 2003). My dissertation examines the

resultant linguistic and cultural transformation by studying and documenting the spoken

form of the language.

Dzongkha is one among many Central Bodish languages spoken in the central and

eastern Himalayas and the erstwhile nation of Tibet (Bradley 1997, DeLancey 2003a, Tour-

nadre 2013). The language is spoken as a mother-tongue in eight of the twenty districts of

Bhutan (van Driem and Tshering 1998); these eight districts cover the main valleys of west-

ern Bhutan, as illustrated in Figure 2. The language is also spoken as a mother-tongue in

the Buxa Duars of West Bengal, India by small communities within several hours walking

distance of the Buxa fort which was considered the gateway to Bhutan until motorable roads

were opened up through Phuntsholing. Dzongkha is also spoken in small familial pockets

2
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by Bhutanese who have settled in the Darjeeling hill area (West Bengal) and around Tibetan

Buddhist religious centers in Kathmandu, Nepal.

The traditional inhabitants of western Bhutan are known as Ngalong. They are no

longer the only speakers of Dzongkha, however, as the language is used as a lingua franca

throughout the country where it is also privileged as a national language. Many advocates

of Dzongkha speak other languages as their mother-tongue (van Driem and Tshering 1998).

Van Driem and Tshering (1998) report 160,000 native speakers of Dzongkha in

Bhutan. Lewis et al. (2014) report that the overall population of Dzongkha speakers is

171,080, which includes the communities in the neighboring countries of India and Nepal.1
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Figure 1. Bhutan in relation to other Asian regions
1 It is not clear how these population figures were obtained. There is no official government census data in

Bhutan that delimit population by language. The total population figures for the eight districts where Ngalongs
traditionally live is 351,396, as obtained from the National Statistic Bureau of Bhutan (http://www.nsb.gov.bt
June 5, 2015). These figures are based on a 2005 census which was published in 2008. In comparing van
Driem and Tshering's (1998) earlier figures and the more recent census figures, Dzongkha speakers are either
a minority in their traditional homelands (and even more so the central and eastern regions of the country), or
their population is significantly underestimated.
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Figure 2. Western valleys of Bhutan where Dzongkha is spoken as a mother-tongue
(courtesy of Chamberlain 2015)

Figure 2 also gives the location of the communities who speak languages that are

most closely related to Dzongkha. Beginning in the west, these are Lingzhikha, Lunakha,

Lakha, Brokkat, Chochangachakha, and ending in the east with Brokpa. They belong to

either the central or southern branches of the Tibetic languages (see Table 2).

1.1 Previous Research

Dzongkha is not an unstudied language. As the national language of Bhutan, much

effort has been given to its development and use as the official language of the country.

This section will outline previous work, beginning first with linguistic studies, followed by

language development work done by the Royal Government of Bhutan. The section will

also present sources relevant to a comparative study of other Tibetic languages, as well as

other closely related languages in Bhutan.
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1.1.1 Linguistic Studies of Dzongkha

The most comprehensive and linguistically informed grammatical description of

Dzongkha is the grammar written by George van Driem with the collaboration of Karma

Tshering of Gaselô (1998). The work is also a valuable resource of the Roman orthography

for Dzongkha, select aspects of Bhutanese culture, as well as one of the first introductions

to the languages of Bhutan. The publication is accompanied by a CD containing recordings

of many of the examples found in the book.

Van Driem and Tshering report that the grammar was prepared at the request of the

Dzongkha Development Commission (DDC) as a textbook for foreign students seeking to

learn Dzongkha. The purpose and focus of the material is pedagogical in nature, although

the authors' expertise in linguistics is clear throughout the work. In keeping with the spirit

of van Driem's preface in which he states that he hopes that future studies will provide a

more detailed account, my dissertation will extend the work of his pedagogical grammar,

and will focus on language usage in natural cultural contexts.

Van Driem provides a helpful synopsis at the beginning of his grammar about pre-

vious descriptions of Dzongkha. Many of these descriptions are early efforts by Bhutanese

scholars in cultivating Dzongkha as the written language of the country. However, van

Driem reports that the first foreign scholar to publish a grammar of Dzongkha is St. Quintin

Byrne, and this was in 1909. The grammar is entitled A Colloquial Grammar of the Bhutanese

Language (Byrne 1909). Based on van Driem's description, it appears to be typical of many

grammars of South Asian languages of that time which were based on grammatical cate-

gories found in Indo-European languages.

In addition to van Driem's grammar, Mazaudon and Michailovsky provide the first

account of Dzongkha phonology (Mazaudon and Michailovsky 1988, Michailovsky 1988).

The significance of their work is that it establishes a level falling tone contrast in certain

rhyme types in addition to a high low register pitch contrast on the word.
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A few native-speaker scholars have written linguistic monograms during their stud-

ies at universities abroad. Namgay Thinley completed a masters thesis entitled Dzongkha

Nominalization, and Karma Tshering (collaborator with van Driem) is working on ethno-

botanical research for his dissertation.

In addition to these sources, I have conducted research projects on several aspects of

Dzongkha. My earliest research culminated in a masters thesis entitled A Preliminary Study

of Prosody in Dzongkha, and focused on a phonological description of segments and tone (S.

Watters 1996). This study was included in a later article in Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman

area in which I describe the tone systems of five Tibetic languages of the Himalaya (S. Wat-

ters 2002a). While agreeing with many aspects of Mazaudon and Michailovsky's findings,

my research found that a level falling pitch contrast in the speech variety of Dzongkha I stud-

ied was predictable on the basis of rhyme type (it was not contrastive). My later research

focused on morphosyntax and discourse (S. Watters 2005 and S. Watters 2007). Most of

my work resulted in conference and workshop presentations and remains in unpublished

format.

1.1.2 Language development work in Dzongkha

Much of the work that has been done in Dzongkha revolves broadly around language

development: dictionaries, pedagogical material for primary and secondary education, non-

formal education materials, hand books on appropriate use of language (such as appropriate

ways to write a letter), and standardization of spellings. This is primarily through the Min-

istry of Education and the Dzongkha Development Commission (DDC).

One of the foci of language development efforts has been to prepare Dzongkha for

use in computer technology, particularly in regard to developing a localized operating sys-

tem. Several Bhutanese fonts that reflect different orthographic styles have been available

since the early 2000s. A Dzongkha operating system is also available in Linux. More re-

cently, the DDC has made a Dzongkha-English dictionary app available for use on iPhone
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and Android-based operating systems. Dzongkha is only one of two Tibeto-Burman lan-

guages in the world (the other is Burmese) to be used as the language of communication

on an airline: signage is written in Dzongkha and English, and announcements are given in

both languages. In addition, local and national news is broadcast in Dzongkha, and made

available in at least two Dzongkha circulation newspapers. The Dzongkha circulation, how-

ever, is significantly less than the English circulation.

1.1.3 Grammatical descriptions in related languages

It is remarkable against the backdrop of a program of linguistic research on the In-

dian subcontinent that so little is known about the languages of Bhutan. Sustained linguistic

activity on the subcontinent began some two centuries ago, when Sir William Jones made

his famous pronouncement at the Royal Asiatic Society in Calcutta in 1786 that Greek,

Latin and Sanskrit had all “sprung from some common source”; a source, which, “perhaps,

no longer exists.” Jones' pronouncement changed the face of linguistics as language origins

and language evolution became the new challenge of linguistic enquiry in the nineteenth

century.

In the same period, the British began an ambitious research program in the languages

of the subcontinent, amassing a wealth of linguistic materials, some of which entailed com-

munities with as few as a dozen speakers. Some of this research is now housed in Grierson's

(1909) seven volume series on the languages of India . The British had no direct access to

Nepal or Bhutan, but many Nepalese served as mercenaries in regiments of the now famous

British Gurkhas. Most of the early wordlists and texts of minority languages of Nepal were

collected by British military officers from the men in these regiments. The Bhutanese, how-

ever, did not serve with the British army, nor were its borders open to the British except

for special diplomatic missions (Aris 1998:42). While much was to be learned about the

languages spoken in Nepal and India, little has been known about the languages of Bhutan

until it opened its borders to a few select scholars in the 1980s and 90s.
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Van Driem is one of the few expatriate linguists to have been given research access

to Bhutan. In addition to a pedagogical grammar of Dzongkha, much of what we know

about the languages of Bhutan comes as a result of his ongoing work with the Dzongkha

Development Commission and the linguistic research program envisioned in the Languages

of the Greater Himalayan Region at Leiden, the Netherlands. His work includes a grammar

of Bumthangkha and Black Mountain Mönpa, a survey of the languages of Bhutan, and

other articles on languages of Bhutan.

More recently, a handful of scholars have been given official access to do research

on languages spoken in Bhutan. Gwendolyn Hyslop wrote a grammar of Kurtöp for her

dissertation (2011), and has been able to continue research in the country. Nicolas Tournadre

has begun work on Chochangachakha. Two of van Driem's students have begun work on

Gongduk.

A few researchers, like myself, have worked with speakers who live in the border

area, with occasional visits inside the country. Andvik (2010) wrote a grammar of Tshangla

working primarily with speakers outside of the country. Chamberlain (2004) working with

speakers outside the country wrote a master thesis on the development of an orthography

for Khengkha that takes into account phonology, morphosyntax, and sociolinguistic issues.

The Tibeto-Burman languages of Bhutan belong to three different sub-groups: cen-

tral Bodish languages, east Bodish, and a more distant sub-group to which Tshangla belongs.

Much of the current research effort by expatriate linguists is being conducted in languages

of the east Bodish branch, perhaps because so little is known about this particular sub-group

of Tibeto-Burman.

The central Bodish languages to which Dzongkha belongs, however, have been ex-

tensively studied outside of Bhutan. Tibetan is the best documented Sino-Tibetan language

next to Chinese; the primary focus of these studies has been the written language (the clas-

sical language and modern literary forms of the language). The modern spoken dialects are

much less studied (van Driem 2001:849).
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My dissertation will refer to several grammatical studies of closely related spoken

languages as references and models. Two of these are A grammar of Kham (D. Watters

2002) and A Grammar of Tshangla (Andvik 2010).

1.2 Genetic and Areal Affiliations

Bradley (1997) refers to the Tibeto-Burman languages as the principle languages

of the Himalaya and the regions immediately contiguous to it. They are also spoken in

Pakistan, north-west and north-east India, Burma, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, and China. The

focus of this study, however, is on one of two major groupings within the languages spoken

in the Himalaya, and this is the Central group within the Bodish branch, as given in Table

1 (adapted from Bradley 1997). The Central Bodish branch contains all of the so-called

Tibetan dialects. This group of speech varieties is also referred to as the Tibetic languages.

This is a recent change in nomenclature to reflect the understanding that Tibetan is not one

monolithic form, but rather that the so-called 'dialects of Tibetan' are a fairly diverse group

of languages in their own right (Tournadre 2013).

Table 1. Familial lineage of Tibetic languages within Tibeto-Burman

Tibeto-Burman
Bodic Northeastern India Kuki-Chin Central Northeastern Southeastern

Bodic
Bodish Himalayan

Bodish
West Central East Tshangla West Himalayan

Within the Tibetic languages, Tournadre (2013) reports that there are 50 main lan-

guages and over 200 spoken varieties that range in their intelligibility with one another.

These are divided into eight major classifications based on a "geolinguistic continuum."
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These major classifications are given in Table 2 along with the names of a few well-known

varieties in each region. Dzongkha is classified as a Southern Tibetic language. Typologi-

cally, the southern Tibetic languages share many features with the South-Western languages

e.g., those spoken in Nepal, and with the Central languages e.g., those spoken in the tra-

ditional Ü Tsang areas of Tibet. Other Tibetic varieties spoken in Bhutan are: Lingzhi,

Lunana, Lakha, Brokkat, and Brokpa (van Driem and Tshering 1998, Lewis et al. 2014)

(see map in Figure 2). These varieties may better be classified in the Ü and Tsang branches

of the family rather than in the Southern branch. In addition, Tournadre (2013) notes that

Chochangachakha is a language spoken in Bhutan, but does not list it with the classifica-

tion scheme he presents. Van Driem and Tshering cite it as closely related to Dzongkha

(1998:13).

Table 2. The classification of Dzongkha within
Tibetic languages (adapted from Tournadre 2013)

Central Bodish (Tibetic languages)
North-Western Balti | Purik | Ladakhi
Western Spiti
Central Ü | Tsang
South-Western Sherpa | Jirel
Southern Dzongkha | Denjongke | Chochangachakha
South-Eastern Kham 'dialects'
North-Eastern Amdo 'dialects'
Eastern Thewo | Baima

1.3 Sociolinguistic Situation

The communities which speak Tibetic languages have developed in diglossic pat-

terns throughout central Asia and the Himalaya, and in some communities the stratification

in distinct linguistic varieties has more than a dual nature (diglossia), sometimes taking on

three distinct overlapping varieties. Diglossia is "[c]lassically defined as a situation where
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two closely related languages are used in a speech community. One for High (H) functions

(e.g., church, newspapers) and one for Low (L) functions (e.g., in the home, or market)….

Now often extended to refer to any two languages (even typologically unrelated ones) that

have this kind of social and functional distribution" (Meyerhoff 2006:103). This is perhaps

best illustrated by Chimi Drukpa, a close friend from Bhutan with whom I have had a long

association. At home, he speaks his own village dialect of Dzongkha with his mother and

siblings, an emerging national standard dialect (Dzongkha) with civic leaders in the capital

city (with a few English loan words carefully interspersed), a spoken standard of modern

Tibetan with fellow monks from other parts of the Himalaya, and a classical form of Ti-

betan when reciting proverbs and performing religious rituals. The latter two forms are

known in Bhutan as Chöki. He perceives his own dialects of Dzongkha and Chöki as each

belonging to one language with some minor differences between them. This is not unlike

the numerous situations where researchers have noted that "more than two languages seem

to enter into the same kind of sociohistorical relationships that characterise the classic cases

of (either Ferguson’s or Fishman’s) diglossia" (Meyerhoff 2006:114).

Chimi represents a small elite group in the Tibetic speaking world who are able

to switch between "low" varieties and "high" (Chöki) varieties without necessarily being

aware of the switch. However, many speakers come from isolated mountainous regions

where there is a great deal of variation even between neighboring valleys. S. Watters (1998)

reports that these smaller isolated populations have difficulty in even understanding spoken

regional standards. On the one hand, this is surprising given that these small populations

are considered part of one Tibetic ethnicity, and yet with an increased understanding of

the heterogeneity of Tibetic languages, it should not be unexpected. I am unaware of any

formal studies of intelligibility between central Tibetan and Dzongkha, but anecdotal evi-

dence shows that, without exposure to one another, speakers of the two languages do not

understand each other very well.
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The sociolinguistic situation in Bhutan with Dzongkha, then, is a microcosm of the

Tibetic language-speaking world. A carefully cultivated form of the language with an ad-

mixture of standard Tibetan words is used in formal registers, and this functions alongside

numerous geographically based spoken varieties. Some speakers are able to use many va-

rieties, and some may be limited to only one or two. In seeking to do a grammar of spoken

Dzongkha, I am interested in documenting and describing both the 'higher' and 'lower' forms

of the language. I will be aware of the fact that speakers move 'up and down' or 'in and out'

of different speech varieties for various sociolinguistic reasons.

The composition of languages that make up the traditional linguistic repertoire of

Bhutanese such as Chimi has changed for many Bhutanese. The cultural and linguistic her-

itage of Bhutan looked northward to classical Tibetan and Tibetan Buddhism (Aris 1998). In

recent decades, however, the country has looked southward toward India and beyond. The

traditional education was primarily through monastic eduction and Chöki was its medium,

but education is now a part of a national level government effort that seeks to provide mod-

ern education to all school age children. The medium of education is English, and Dzongkha

is taught as a school subject. It is not surprising, then, that English has replaced standard

Tibetan as the dominant language for "high" functions with the exception of the religious

domain and certain governmental domains.

In a study of high school students and educations based on questionnaires and inter-

views, Namgyel (2003) reports that respondents regard themselves as competent in spoken

Dzongkha (or their own mother-tongue if not Dzongkha), and competent in reading and

writing in English. Namgyel (2003) reports that students felt more comfortable speaking

informally in Dzongkha unless it was a domain such as the class room and education related

topics were being discussed. Not surprisingly, he reports that conversation among friends

entailed code switching, code mixing, and borrowing. Students and parents report to me

that they feel more concern for passing their Dzongkha exams than for their English exams.
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Much of the data in my dissertation come from this informal conversational domain.

Although most interlocutors in my data are well past school age, English words and con-

structions are attested throughout. One of the recorded conversations involves a father and

a school-aged daughter doing homework together. While the morphosyntax structures are

clearly Dzongkha, reference to concepts and task specific to the homework and educational

environment are in English, as in (1). The interlinear gloss here is somewhat simplified

since linguistic categories have not yet been introduced and the focus here is on the dual

use of English and Dzongkha. S1 and S2 are the father and daughter interlocutors in the

conversation.

Here, the daughter asks her father if he knows how to draw a "sarkal". He doubts

that his daughter really understands the difference between a "circle" and a "square". He

feigns to not know how to make a circle, at which the daughter points at what she thinks is a

circle in her book. The father corrects the daughter saying that the object is an "iskwar". In

(1j), the father explains what a "sarkal" is -- an object that is round; he also explains in (1k)

and (1l) that an "iskwar" is an object with four sides. The father's explanations show that the

English words are incorporated as part of the linguistic repertoire of the two interlocutors.

(1) C16-6
a. chö

you
di
this
sarkal
circle

zo
make

she-ga
know-question

'Do you know how to make a circle?'

  [S2]

b. sarkal
circle

yâ
eh?

'A circle?'

  [S1]

c. sarkal
circle
'(Yes) a circle'

  [S2]

d. sarkal
circle

zo
make

mi
negative

she
know

'(I) don't know how to make a circle'

  [S1]
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e. ânâ
there

sarkal
circle

ta
look

me
commmand

'Look at the circle there'

  [S2]

f. aa

'Ok'

  [S1]

g. sarkal
circle
'(See) a circle'

  [S2]

h. di
this

iskwar
square

îmme
is

'This one is a square'

  [S1]

i. âni
here

drish
write

yâ
ya
chö=gi
you

'Here, you write this one.'

  [S1]

j. sarkal
circle

z'êmi
called.thing

di
this
anebe
like.this

gongdo riri
round

be
adverb

dö
sit
ong
will

anebe
like.this

sarkal
circle

'This thing called a circle will be round. Like this. A circle.

k. dele
then

ani
this

ani
this

iskwar
square

'Then, this, this is a square.'

  [S1]

l. dru
side

zhi
four

'With four sides.'

  [S1]

The use of other languages are also attested in my conversation database. Words

and phrases are found in Nepali, Hindi, and Khengkha. The admixture of languages in

conversation illustrates the multilingual nature of Bhutanese society. A commonly held so-

ciolinguistic belief about the use of variation in language and discourse is that it is an impor-

tant tool in the construction and negotiation of identities (De Fina 2011:263). The cultural

framework of Bhutan provides an interesting context in which to explore how language
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variation helps to do this, as well as how language itself is influenced by this phenomenon.

This variation is not the direct result of only geography, but has come about because of the

association of formal registers with religious, economic, political, or cultural power, and

the individuals and social identities that go with it. While the study of identity will not be

a part of this dissertation, it is hoped that the description of the spoken variety here will

provide a basis for future studies of actual language usage, including how language is used

to construct identity.

1.3.1 Viability

There are conflicting reports of the language viability for Dzongkha. It is not an en-

dangered language according to standard evaluative factors of endangerment (Lewis et al.

2014), but it is classified as "vulnerable" according to the "Interactive Atlas of the World’s

Languages in Danger" (UNESCO 2015 http://www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/index.php:

Oct 13, 2015). Many are surprised to learn that Bhutan is one of the most anglicized na-

tions in Asia. The government of Bhutan has followed a language policy that promotes

Dzongkha and English equally in education. In effect, this has meant that English is the

primary medium of education, and Dzongkha is taught as a language subject. A generation

of Bhutanese children have grown up with Dzongkha as the home language, and English

as the language of education and professional life. This has significantly impacted spoken

Dzongkha, although the ways it has affected vocabulary, grammatical structures, and do-

mains of use are little understood. As the use of English increases among younger speakers,

illustrated in example (1) above, Dzongkha shows clear signs of vulnerability.

The consensus among linguists is that spoken languages should be studied while

they are still vital and before they reach the tipping point in the loss of inter-generational

transmission. Once this tipping point is reached, the full range of linguistic and cultural

function is lost quickly, and never recoverable (Bradley 2011). From this point of view, the

immediate production of a grammar of spoken Dzongkha is critical.
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1.4 The Corpus

One dilemma in writing a grammar is to strike a balance between representing lan-

guage as it is distributed across the speakers of a language community (i.e., language as it is

spoken in social and cultural contexts) and as it is abstracted and idealized in the minds of

the few language consultants. While a complete and full picture of language is impossible

to capture, neither is it fully satisfying to work with a few speakers who produce constructed

examples. The methodology may result in an accurate description of form, but lacks a sense

of what Bright (2005) refers to as "real." As Thompson and Mulac (1991:250) note, "... the

particular set of subsystems which we think of as 'grammar' can only arise from patterns in

the way language is used by speakers."

My dissertation seeks to mitigate this problem by drawing on a range of sources

that include different language use situations and many different speakers. The first of

these sources comes from field notes. These are elicited transcriptions of words and phrases

heard while participating in conversation. The second source are elicitation sessions, where

I worked with native speakers, going through transcribed texts, asking for clarification.

These sessions often contain constructed examples that were used to help me understand a

structure found in a text. I also used these sessions to make careful transcriptions of several

thousand words many of which are recorded for acoustic analysis. The names, ages, and

genders of the consultants with whom I worked are given in Table 3. In addition to serving

as language consultants, Karma, Chimi, and Namgay transcribed conversations.

Table 3. Elicitation consultants

Name Gender Age
Phubzam D F 52
Yangki D F 49
Karma D M 47
Chimi D M 62
Shacha S M 51
Namgay T M 35
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The third source consists of twenty two monologic oral texts. About half of these

texts are personal narratives, several are folk legends, eight are expository texts (explaining,

for example, marriage practices), and one text is procedural. A fourth source is the digi-

tal English-Dzongkha and the Dzongkha-Dzongkha dictionary prepared by the Dzongkha

Development Commission.

The majority of my data, however, comes from ten transcribed conversations that

total approximately ten hours of conversation. The transcriptions total over 6000 lines of

text. Each line of text corresponds primarily to a sentence. Some sentences are a single

word. Most sentences are a single clause. Single word and single clause lines correspond to

the Intonation Unit (IU) of (DuBois et. al 1993). However, some lines of text are composed

of longer multiple clause sentences. Language consultants preferred to transcribe whole

sentences rather than break them up into IU's.

The names, gender, and approximate ages of interlocutors of the recorded conver-

sations are given in Table 4. The majority of interlocutors are between the ages of 30 and

50. One interlocutor was a 65 year old female and one a 6 year old girl. The interlocutors

at the time of recording lived in and around Phuntsholing (the main western border town

between Bhutan and India); Gelephu, in south central Bhutan; Thimphu, the capital city;

and in and around Punakha (central Bhutan).
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Table 4. Conversation interlocutors by
name, gender, and approximate age

Name Gender Age
Phurpa T M

30-50

Rinchen Ch F
Ngawang Lh M
Nidup Lh M
Namgay Z F
Rinzin M
Namgay Lh F
Pema D F
Gyeltshen M
Yeshi M
Penjor M
Namgay M
Choden F
Kinley G M
Namgay T M
Jamyang F
Kiba D F 6
Am Kh F 65

Each consultant and conversational interlocutor was asked whether or not they were

willing to participate in the research for my PhD project. Consent was given by signing the

IRB forms prepared for this project.

Texts were recorded with an H6 Zoom 24 bit digital recorder with Audio-Technica

Cardioid Lavalier Mics. Recordings were transcribed in ELAN, a software tool that en-

ables transcription of overlapping sound segments from multiple interlocutors. The ELAN

files then served as a basis for linguistic analysis with several different software programs.

Phonological analysis was done with the aid of Phonology Assistant (3.0). Acoustic analysis

was done with PRAAT (OS X ver 6.0.19) (Boersma and Weenink 2018). Morphosyntactic

analysis and lexical collection was done using the Language Explorer component of FLEx.

BBEdit was used throughout to do text searches of multiple files simultaneously.
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1.4.1 Presentation of Data

Dzongkha is written using the Tibetan script with several different typefaces: Ücen,

which is based on traditional wood-block printing; Jotshum which is a beautiful longhand,

and a cursive known as Joyi. When using the Tibetan script in this dissertation, I will use

the Ücen typeface. When transcriptions of the Tibetan script are given, I will follow the

conventions of the Wylie transliteration system (cf. Wylie 1959).

The Dzongkha Development Commission has also developed a Roman orthography

of Dzongkha with the help of van Driem. This orthography uses several diacritic marks to

represent register (pitch and breathiness) and glottalization. In addition to the five vowel

symbols in Roman orthography, rounded vowels and the front open vowel are represented

with the umlaut symbol i.e. ü, ö, and ä (van Driem 1991). I will use this orthography to

represent interlinearized text, as in example (2). The correspondence of Roman Dzongkha

orthography to the sounds in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) are given in Chapter

2. I will use the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) when precise phonetic representation

is required, such as in the chapters on phonology and tone.

(2) phâ=lu
dir=loc

ngace=gi
1:pl=erg

'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

'Over there (in the village), we said ...'

  [S00-2]

The name to right side of the interlinear gives the source of the example, which

here is "S00-2". Given the importance of the genre of the source in several chapters, an

explanation of the nomenclature used is given in Table 5. There are four genres of source

of interlinear examples in my dissertation: conversation is coded with a C, monologic texts

/ stories coded with S, elicitation sessions with language consultants coded with E, and per-

sonal e-mails from Bhutanese friends written in Dzongkha coded with L. While the mode of

transmission in e-mails is written, the style and content is interactive with requests and pre-

sumption of a response with many constructions analogous to those found in conversation.
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The two digit number following the genre gives the year the recording or transcription was

made. Many of the monologic texts come from recordings made in the 2000s. The digit(s)

following the hyphen give the recording number of that genre for a given year. Thus, source

"C16-10" references the 10th recording and transcription of conversation made in 2016.

Table 5. Nomenclature of interlinear source

Genre Year Item # Prose

S 00 2 Second story in database
Recorded in 2000s

C 16 10 Tenth conversation in database
Recorded in 2016

1.5 Descriptive framework

The nature of my dissertation is descriptive, discussing and illustrating the basic

linguistic categories of Dzongkha. I seek to describe the language on its own terms without

pre-determined notions of the grammatical category of a particular form (Haspelmath 2010).

However, there are several descriptive models on which I draw: the descriptive frame-

work of Payne (1997), Basic Linguistic Theory of Dixon (2010a), Functional-Typology of

Givón (2001a) and the various works of DeLancey, who also draws on Cognitive models

of linguistics such as Langacker (2008). The dissertation also draws on discourse-based

models of linguistics, noting that certain patterns and structures are a function of discourse-

pragmatics (Hopper and Thompson 1980 and 2001, and Ewing 2014).

My effort here is primarily descriptive, but focus on conversation shows the impor-

tance of language usage as motivation for the form language takes. Language is variant,

gradiant, and emergent (Heine and Kuteva 2005, Bybee 2010). Here in Dzongkha, we see

multiple instances of this tripartite nature.
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1.6 Organization of the dissertation

My dissertation has three main components. The first component describes the

sound system of Dzongkha. Chapter 2 of this part covers the phonological inventory, along

with attention to the phonetic detail of the obstruent series and vowels. Chapter 3 covers the

suprasegmental features pitch and breathiness. Earlier tonal studies are extended to include

the study of emergent tone in disyllable words.

The second component of the dissertation describes the word classes of Dzongkha.

Chapter 4 shows the distinction between a phonological word and a grammatical word, and

introduces the word classes. Chapter 5 describes the nouns and pronouns of the language;

Chapter 6 looks at relator nouns, a special category of noun that marks spatial topology;

Chapter 7 is a description of verb classes based on thematic roles; and Chapter 8 describes

the words that lexicalize property concepts. Dzongkha is shown to have the lexical class

expressive that functions in modifying both nouns and verbs.

The third main component describes the morphosyntax of the simple clause. Chap-

ter 9 covers predicate nominal constructions along with the copulas and existentials. Dis-

tinctions based on transitivity are also introduced. Chapter 10 describes the case marking

system in the three genres of elicitation, monologic texts, and conversation. Chapter 11

describes tense, aspect, modality, and evidentiality. Finally, Chapter 12 concludes the dis-

sertation, reviewing the main findings here and suggesting avenues of future research.



Part II

Sounds and Sound systems



Chapter 2

Phonetic description and phonological inventory

The phonology of Dzongkha has been described previously in a number of studies.

Mazaudon and Michailovsky (1988) provide the first linguistic description of the phone-

mic system of Dzongkha of which I am aware, but focus on establishing a tonal contrast

within register in certain syllable types through instrumental means. Their study provided

the first acoustic evidence for a level/falling tone contrast in a southern Tibetic language,

and this contrast in some syllable types was demonstrated to come as a result of the co-

alescence of a disyllable words ending in the nominal suffixes -pa and -ma. Van Driem

(1991) describes the phonology of Dzongkha in a cooperative project with the Dzongkha

Development Commission to develop an official romanized orthography. The phonology

is similarly described in van Driem and Tshering (1998), but with a focus on pedagogy for

expatriates living in Bhutan. I published an M.A. thesis on the interaction of phonation and

pitch, the primary contribution of which was an acoustic description of pitch patterns (S.

Watters 1996). In my M.A. thesis, I did not find the contrastive patterns of which Mazaudon

and Michailovsky (1988) speak, but found three predictable pitch patterns in each high and

low pitch register (S. Watters 1996). This was followed by a further study in which I pro-

vide a typology of tone for Tibetic languages spoken in the Himalayas, and Dzongkha was

one of the languages used for this study (S. Watters 2002a). This chapter builds on previous

studies (both my own and others), but is based on new data, as well as advances in computer

technology that allow for digital analysis not possible in 1996 with an analogue recorder

and a computer.

What is new here in this study is the acoustic characterization of the obstruent series,

i.e., voice onset time in the stop series, an study of vowel length, a description of phonologi-

23
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cal processes, and a description of pitch in multi-syllable words and utterances. This chapter

describes the segments of the language, both those that are contrastive as well as those which

occur as a result of phonological processes. Consonants include stops, heteroganic and ho-

morganic affricates, fricatives, nasals, taps, liquids, and approximants, and are described in

Section 2.1. Vowels include oral and nasal vowels and are described in Section 2.2. This is

followed by syllable and word structure patterns. Phonological processes include several

types of lenition, assimilation, nasalization, compensatory lengthening, and epenthesis. The

suprasegmental features of pitch and voice phonation are described in Chapter 3.

2.1 Consonants

The full range of contrastive consonantal phonemes are found in word-initial pre-

vocalic position. In this position, there are 45 contrastive consonant phonemes which may

be distinguished from one another on the basis of seven points of articulation, and seven

manners of articulation. These are given in International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in Table

6. Sounds surrounded by brackets [] occur in word medial positions and can be predicted on

the basis of phonological processes. Sounds denoted with parenthesis () occur infrequently

in the data set, but are nevertheless contrastive within the consonantal system. The de-

voiced alveolar affricate is conspicuously missing from the data, and is marked with braces

{}. The devoiced manner of articulation is, however, present in all other points of articula-

tion series for obstruents. Devoiced consonants are marked with a small circle underneath

the consonant symbol, i.e., [d̥], unless the consonant symbol extends down, in which case

it is marked with a circle over the consonant, i.e., [ʒ̊].
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Table 6. Dzongkha consonant phonemes

 bilabial alveolar postalveolar retroflex palatal velar glottal

stop
b̥ b d̥ d     ɖ̥ ɖ     g̊ g    
p   t       ʈ       k    
pʰ   tʰ       ʈʰ       kʰ      

affricate     bd̥ʒ̥̊ bdʒ                
(hetero)         ptʃ                

      ptʃʰ                  
affricate     {} dz dʒ̥̊ dʒ              
(homo)     ts tʃ                  

    tsʰ   tʃʰ                

fricative  [ɸ] [β] z̥ z ʒ̊ ʒ          [x]  [ɣ] h  
s ʃ

nasal   m (n̥) n           ɲ   ŋ    
tap     (r)̥ r                    
liquid     l ̥ l                
approxi- w j
mant

The consonant phonemes are contrasted with one another in Table 7, where each

word in spoken form has a simple open syllable structure. The words differ from one another

in a number of characteristics such as vowel length, tone, and voice phonation, but in all

but three of the forty-five words, the consonant phonemes are followed by the /a/ vowel,

illustrating, in part, the monosyllabic nature of Dzongkha words. The left-most column

depicts the Roman Dzongkha orthographic convention of what is written in the middle

column in IPA. The conventions in Roman Dzongkha used to symbolize the consonant

phonemes is self-explanatory with a few exceptions. The apostrophe symbol ['] has a dual

function in Roman Dzongkha: when following a stop, affricate, or fricative it denotes the

devoiced series, i.e., IPA b,̥ bd̥ʒ̥,̊ dʒ̥,̊ and z̥ is written in Roman Dzongkha as /b'/, /bj'/, /j'/, and

/z'/, respectively; when preceding a nasal, lateral, approximant, or vowel the apostrophe

denotes high tone, i.e., IPA ma˦, la˦, ya˦, and a˦, and is written in Roman Dzongkha as

/'ma/, /'la/, /'ya/, and /'a/, respectively. The retroflex series is denoted with orthographic /r/

following one of the alveolar stops, i.e., /tr/, /thr/, /dr'/ and /dr/. The voiceless alveolar nasal,
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n̥, and the voiceless tap, r ̥, are not represented in Roman Dzongkha, but in keeping with the

orthographic convention found in the representation of a voiceless liquid, l ̥ as an /lh/, the

voiceless /n/ and /r/ are represented here as /nh/ and /rh/, respectively. Roman Dzongkha

conventions for vowel length are discussed in Section 2.2.

Table 7. Consonant phoneme contrasts in word initial position

Labials
/b'a/ [bḁ]̤ 'cow'
/pa/ [pa] 'prs'
/phâ/ [pʰaː] 'dir'
/ba/ [ba] 'bamboo'

Alveolars
/d'a/ [dḁ]̤ 'and'
/ta/ [ta] 'look'
/tha/ [tʰa] 'distance (between two points)'
/da/ [da] 'adv'

Retroflex (rhotic)
/dr'ang/ [ɖ̥ã]̤ 'beat (v)'
/trâ/ [ʈaːˀ] 'blunt'
/thrâ/ [ʈʰaːˀ] 'blood'
/drô/ [ɖoː] 'fear'

Velars
/g'a/ [g̊a]̤ 'who'
/ka/ [ka] 'bitter; strong (flavor)'
/kha/ [kʰa] 'ppst:adjacent'
/ga/ [ga] 'q'

Heteroganic Affricates
/bj'a/ [bd̥ʒ̥å]̤ 'bird'
/pca/ [ptʃaʰ] 'monkey'
/pchâ/ [ptʃʰaːˀ] 'clean (v)'
/bjâ/ [bʒaːˀ] 'rice (unhusked)'

Homorganic Affricates
/tsa/ [tsa] 'grass'
/tsha/ [tsʰa] 'salt'
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/dze/ [dze] 'climb (v)'
/j'a/ [dʒ̥å]̤ 'tea'
/ca/ [tʃa] 'hair'
/cha/ [tʃʰa] 'coll'
/jang/ [dʒãː ] 'clean out (v)'

Fricatives
/hang/ [hãː ] 'pillow'
/z'a/ [zḁ] 'eat'
/sa/ [sa] 'soil'
/za/ [za] 'rainbow'
/zh'â/ [ʒåːˀ] 'day (twenty-four hour time period)'
/sha/ [ʃa] 'meat'
/zhâ/ [ʒaːˀ] 'keep'

Nasals
/ma/ [ma˨] 'neg:pst'
(nha) [n̥a˦] 'beg (ask for alms) (v)'
/na/ [na˨] 'sick (v)'
/'nya/ [ɲa˦] 'borrow (v)'
/nga/ [ŋa˨] '1:sg'

Taps
(rhe) [rɛ̥ː] 'tear (v)'
/ra/ [ra] 'goat'

Laterals
/lhâ/ [lḁːˀ˦] 'more than'
/la/ [la˨] 'since'

Approximants
/wa/ [wa˨] 'purp'
/yâ/ [jaː˨] 'up'

2.1.1 Stops

The stop series is contrastive for four points of articulation: bilabial, alveolar, retroflex,

and velar. In manner of articulation in word initial position, stops may be devoiced, voice-
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less unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, and voiced, illustrated in Table 8 preceding the vowels

/u/, /o/, and /e/.

Table 8. Stop contrasts in word-initial position

u o e
[bu̥] 'son' [bo̥ː˨] 'spill.over' [bɛ̥ː˨] 'wool'
[puː˦] 'wrap.around' [poːˀ˦] 'break' [pe] 'new'
[pʰuː] 'fly' [pʰoː] 'hit' [ ɖɑ˨ pʰɛː] 'bag'
[bu] 'coll' [bo] 'call' [be] 'adv'

[du̥ː˨] 'poison'
[to] 'cooked.rice' [me˨ te˦] 'torch'

[tʰu] 'pick up' [tʰo] 'high' [de] 'prs'
[dû] 'exist' [do] 'pair'

[ɖ̥uːˀ˨] 'six' [ɖ̥oː] 'taste (v)' [ɖ̥e̤˨ ] 'measure.grain'
[ʈuːˀ˦] 'tease' [kʌm˦ ʈoʈo] 'dry.hard'

[ɖuːˀ˨] 'dragon' [ɖoː] 'fear' [ɖe˨] 'demon'

[g̊uː] 'tent' [g̊o] 'hear' [g̊ɛː] 'important'
[ku] 'hon.body' [ko˦] 'dig up (v)' [ke] 'be.born'
[kʰuʰ˦] 'brew' [kʰo] '3:sg' [kʰe˦] 'twenty'
[gu] 'ppst' [go] 'deon' [ge] 'virtue'

The voiceless unaspirated series is characterized by a short burst followed almost

immediately by the articulation of the vowel; the voiceless aspirated series by a relatively

long period of aspiration before the vowel. The devoiced series derives historically from

a simple voiced stop onset (as attested in the written Tibetan and Dzongkha orthography),

but in many Tibetic languages is realized phonetically as a voiceless stop. The name given

to this series reflects, in part, the historical change which has come about in the modern

daughter languages of proto-Tibetan. While phonetically voiceless, the devoiced series

in Dzongkha has not merged with either of the voiceless aspirated or unaspirated series,

retaining unique contrastive acoustic characteristics such as a breathy voice quality in the
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following vowel and low pitch. The voiced series is represented orthographically in both

Roman Dzongkha and phonetic transcription as a voiced consonant, but acoustically is more

accurately described as pre-voiced in word-initial position. Oscillograms of each of the

contrastive stops are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Waveform and VOT differences in the four stop series

The oscillograms of each stop illustrate acoustic differences in articulation, even if

three of the four series are voiceless. One way they differ from one another is in the voiced
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onset time (VOT). VOT is here defined as the interval between the release of a consonant

and the start of the voicing for the following vowel (Ladefoged 2008:94).

The pre-voiced series is illustrated with /dâ/ 'chase', and is characterized in word-

initial position by murmur of voicing that precedes the stop burst, followed by the stop burst,

which in the instance given in Figure 3 is slightly voiced. In some instances, the voicing

murmur tapers to voicelessness before the release of a voiceless stop burst. As will be shown

in figures 5 through 7, it has a long negative VOT. The voiceless aspirated series is illustrated

with /thâ/ 'grind', and is characterized by an initial stop burst followed by aspiration. It is

often difficult to demarcate where aspiration ends and the vowel begins. Often there is a

period of co-articulation of both. In Figure 3, I have demarcated the vowel as beginning

where the sound wave is composed of a well-formed periodic four-peaked cycle. The wave

form of the voiceless unaspirated series is illustrated with /ta/ 'horse'. It has a voiceless stop

burst followed almost immediately by the periodic wave of the vowel. The devoiced series

is illustrated with /d'â/ 'flag' whose unique acoustic nature is somewhat of a hybrid of the

voiceless aspirated and unaspirated series. It shares characteristics of the aspirated series in

that it often exhibits slight aspiration. The quality of the aspiration of the devoiced series,

however, is fundamentally different than the aspirated series, as shown in Figure 4. The

wave cycle of the vowel following [d̥] in Figure 4 is seen to be aperiodic (once again images

from /d'â/ [dḁ̤ː ] 'flag'), in contrast to the periodic wave form of modal voice in /tâ/ [taː] 'wear,

put on'. Voice phonation following the voiceless aspirated and pre-voiced stop series is also

modal. The devoiced series shares characteristics with the voiceless unaspirated series in

that it has a short VOT with mean duration that is similar. A sharp drop in F0 following

the articulation of the stop is another one of the defining characteristics of the devoiced

series. This is in contrast to a more gentle drop in F0 following the other voiceless series.

The interaction of onset series, voice phonation, and F0 will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter 3.
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d ̥ a

Time (s)
124.9 125.1

dḁːdḁː

t a

Time (s)
125.6 125.8

wearwear

Figure 4. Voice phonation and F0 part of cluster of features which define the devoiced
series

Figure 3 demonstrates differences in voice onset time (VOT). Each oscillogram

shows a duration of 0.175 seconds by which the duration of each stop is more easily com-

pared with the duration of the other stop series: the wave form for /dâ/ 'chase' has a duration

of approximately 0.1 seconds; /thâ/ 'grind' of 0.08 seconds; /d'â/ 'flag' of 0.02 seconds; and

/ta/ 'horse' of 0.015 seconds. The differences in duration shown in Figure 3 are fairly rep-

resentative of the mean VOT of each of the stop series, as given in figures 5 through 7.

VOT was measured following the illustrations for measurement given in (Lade-

foged 2008:94-103). There are four components to this measurement as can be seen in an

oscillogram: 1) closure (flat line before sound production), 2) the stop burst, 3) the interval

between the stop burst and the articulation of the vowel, and 4) the vowel. The measurement
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begins with the stop burst for the three voiceless stops; there is no voicing before the stop

burst as indicated by the flat line in the oscillogram. Measurements for these three sounds,

then, have positive values. Measurements for the pre-voiced stops begin at voicing, and

this voicing begins sometime before the stop burst. Measurements for this sound are shown

with negative values since the stop burst counts as the beginning for the voiceless onset. By

measuring the VOT in this way, not only are length differences apparent, but one can also

see where the onset of voicing occurs in relation to the stop burst.

Given that VOT increases in duration the further back in the mouth the stop is pro-

duced (Ladefoged 2008:98), and given that the duration in VOT between the voiceless

unaspirated and devoiced in Dzongkha is often slight, VOT is separated for velar, alve-

olar, and bilabial points of articulation. In figures 5 through 7, duration is graphed as a

box and whisker plot showing minimum and maximum values, mean, and quartiles. Val-

ues come from three speakers, primarily from words in citation: n=179 for velar, n=172

for alveolar, and n=115 for bilabial. The mean is given as a red diamond, and outliers

are given as blue dots. The box and whisker plots in Figure 5 does not show one of

the outliers in velar onsets. Outliers are data points which are either much less than the

first quartile or much greater than the third quartile. The standard definition of an out-

lier is: "...a number which is less than Q1 or greater than Q3 by more than 1.5 times

the interquartile range (IQR=Q3−Q1)." (http://hotmath.com/hotmath_help/topics/box-and-

whisker-plots.html; accessed Sep 24, 2016). I did not include one outlier since it is 0.5

seconds in duration, and a) to include it reduces the visual comparability between each

graph (i.e. the velar graph is twice as long in duration as the other two), and b) it appears

to be an anomaly that is far outside of the range of other outliers.
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Figure 5. VOT for velar stops in word-initial position
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Figure 6. VOT for alveolar stops in word-initial position
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Figure 7. VOT for bilabial stops in word-initial position

VOT duration between each phonation type is most clearly distinctive in the bilabial

stop series (figure 7). Mean duration between each is clearly distinct. More significantly,

the values between Q1 and Q3 (the left and right boundaries of the box) do not overlap

between each phonation type. This illustrates that a significant number of the tokens for

each phonation type are distinct in duration from one another, although minimums and

maximums do overlap. VOT is least distinctive between the voiceless unaspirated and

devoiced series in alveolars (figure 6). The values for Q1 - Q3 in the voiceless unaspirated

series are all within the same range as Q1 - Q2 (middle line in the box, also the mean) of

the devoiced alveolar series. A significant number of these tokens have indistinguishable

values. The p value of the two series as measured by a two-tailed t-test assuming unequal

variances has a value of ≤ 0.01, suggesting that in spite of the overlap, the means are not

likely to be the same.

Given that the voiced series is acoustically pre-voiced, characterized by a voicing

murmur before the stop burst, it is not surprising that the mean of this phonation series is

almost five times as long as the voiceless series. The overall mean VOT values as measured
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in seconds for each phonation type in each of the three places of articulation are: voiced

(pre-voicing) -0.1, aspirated 0.07, devoiced 0.03, and voiceless unaspirated 0.02.

One of the distinctives of the mother-tongue Dzongkha speaker is the maintenance

of the four-way phonation contrast in obstruents (stops, affricates, and fricatives). Many of

the other Tibeto-Burman languages of Bhutan have a three way phonation contrast in ob-

struents (Andvik 2010, Hyslop 2011, Chamberlain 2004), and speakers of these languages

neutralize the devoiced, voiced distinction when speaking Dzongkha. Both series are real-

ized as voiced stops. In the multilingual environment of Bhutan, then, it is common to hear

both the voicing-distinct and voicing-neutralized varieties. I hypothesize that the neutral-

ized variety may influence the voicing-distinct variety, particularly as the urban population

of Bhutan grows and speakers in the eastern portions of the country move to the traditional

homeland of the Ngalongs in the western regions of the country. The rise of the use of En-

glish is likely a contributing factor in the voicing-neutralized variety of Dzongkha, although

this is a matter for further research.

The way in which this merger influences Ngalong speakers is somewhat unexpected,

at least for the four Ngalongs whose recordings were studied here. The expectation is

that the devoiced series is merged with the voiced series, as is true for speakers of other

Bhutanese languages. However, for one of the consultants in this study, what was con-

trastive for the other three speakers was neutralized both ways. In some instances, what

was pronounced as voiced by the other three speakers was pronounced in his case as de-

voiced. Figure 8 illustrates that 'happy' and 'who' are both pronounced as devoiced for

speaker 2, and that speaker 1 maintains the distinction. In other instances, stop onsets that

were pronounced as devoiced by the other three speakers were pronounced as voiced by

him: in Figure 9, it is shown that 'arrow' and 'cheese' are both voiced for speaker 2, and

that speaker 3 keeps the distinction. The neutralization of the contrast for speaker 2 may

be evidence of the instability in the devoiced, voiced contrast for some Ngalongs who have
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traditionally maintained the voicing distinction. The influence of the multilingual environ-

ment of Bhutan and the sociolinguistic parameters which influence things like the devoiced,

voiced distinction need further study.1
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Figure 8. Neutralized as devoiced for Speaker 2
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Figure 9. Neutralized as voiced for Speaker 2

The description of the four-way phonation contrast of stops thus far is true of their

characteristics in word-initial position. Their characteristics in word-medial and word-final
1 Voice quality is described in 3.1.1 where it is shown that breathy voice is a concomitant articulation of

the devoiced series. Modal voice follows the other obstruent series including the pre-voiced series. Initial
measurements of voice quality for speaker 2 vowels show this to be true for him, as well. Breathy voice does
not follow his pre-voiced onsets even when the phonation is realized as de-voiced and breathy for the other
speakers. Thus, the variation in onset phonation appears also to affect variation in voice quality as articulated
during the production of the vowel, i.e., variation between modal and breathy voice phonation in the vowel.
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positions are described in further detail under phonological and morphological processes

in Section 2.4. In brief, voiceless unaspirated stops change little word medially; voiceless

aspirated stops become fricatives word medially, and devoiced stops become voiced. Pre-

voiced stops can also be realized as fricatives word-medially. The overall effects of lenition

will also be discussed briefly in Section 2.4.1.

2.1.2 Affricates

There is a three way point of articulation contrast in affricates in Dzongkha: dental,

alveo-palatal, and bilabial-alveo-palatal. Like the stop series, the two alveo-palatal affricate

series are contrastive for the four phonation types illustrated for stops (2.1.1). The dental

affricates have a three-way phonation contrast: voiceless, aspirated, and voiced (they lack

the devoiced series). Affricates in contrastive environments are illustrated in Table 9.

The voiceless unaspirated series is characterized by the short stop burst of the den-

tal [t] followed immediately by the sibilant [s]; the voiceless aspirated series by a relatively

long period of aspiration following the [ts] and before the vowel, as in Figure 10. There

is no devoiced phonation in the dental affricate series. The voiced series begins with a

pre-voiced stop followed by the voiced sibilant [z]. The voiced dental affricate [dz] is com-

monly lenided word-initially as a voiced fricative i.e., <rdzogs> [zoː] 'be_finished, out of

something'; the data present very few examples of the [dz] phoneme in word initial position.
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Table 9. Affricates in contrastive environments

i, e, ɛ a u, o

  [tsiʰ˦] 'squeeze'   [tsa] 'grass'   [tsu] 'put.into'
  [tseːˀ] 'stack'   [tsãː ] 'thorn'

  [tsʰiːˀ] 'burn'   [tsʰa] 'salt'   [tsʰu] 'pl'
  [tsʰeːˀ] 'measure'   [tsʰãː ] 'nest'   [tsʰo] 'raise'

  [dze] 'climb' [dzõ] 'fortress'

  [tʃɛː] 'chop.off'   [tʃa] 'hair'   [tʃu] 'caus'
  [tʃeʰ] 'tongue'   [tʃãː ] 'stretch out' sem [tʃo] 'sad'

ro˨ [tʃʰi] 'dog'   [tʃʰa] 'coll'   [tʃʰu] 'water'
  [tʃʰe] 'pfv'   [tʃʰãː ] 'beer'   [tʃʰo] 'perm'
  [tʃʰɛː] '2:pl'

  [dʒ̥å]̤ 'tea'   [dʒ̥o̊ː] 'owner'
  [dʒ̥å̃ː ] 'north'

  [dʒɛː] 'meet (h)' tʰʌp [dʒaː] 'argue'   [dʒuː] 'run'
  [dʒãː ] 'clean.out'   [dʒoː] 'go'

  [ptʃe] 'examine'   [ptʃaʰ] 'monkey'
  [ptʃãː ] 'hang'

  [ptʃʰi] 'out'   [ptʃʰaːˀ] 'clean' [ptʃʰup] 'rich'
  [ptʃʰeʰ] 'flour'

  [bd̥ʒ̥å]̤ 'bird'   [bd̥ʒ̥o̤̊ː] 'bitter
buckwheat'

  [bdʒaːˀ] 'unhusked.rice'   [bdʒu] 'wealth'
  [bdʒãː ] 'disappear'   [bdʒo] 'fill'
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n d ʒ u

Time (s)
0.04129 0.3413

/ju/ [ndʒu] change

t s ʰ

Time (s)
0.07381 0.2371

/tshaja/ [tshadʒa] ’worry’/tshaja/ [tshadʒa] ’worry’

Figure 10. Stop burst, sibilant, followed by aspiration in dental affricate

The alveopalatal affricate series is similar to the dental series, but each stop is fol-

lowed by the alveopalatal fricative [ʃ], [ʒ̊], or [ʒ], depending on phonation. The pre-voiced

alveopalatal onset is illustrated in Figure 11 with oscillogram and spectrom images of the

word /ju/ [dʒu]. The sound begins with the murmur of pre-voicing, followed by a slight

stop burst, followed by the production of [ʒ].2

2 The wave form in the oscillogram in figure 11 is transcribed as [ndʒu], where the pre-voicing is tran-
scribed as [n]. The [n] here is used to indicate the articulation of pre-voicing, and should not be confused
with a pre-nasal articulation.
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n d ʒ u

Time (s)
0.04129 0.3413

/ju/ [ndʒu] change

Figure 11. Pre-voicing, stop burst, followed by voiced fricative in alveopalatal affricate

t ʃ / ʰ i m d i ɸʃ a m

Time (s)
0.05477 1.632

Figure 12. Alveopalatal and bilabial-alveopalatal fricative contrast
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The bilabial-alveopalatal affricate series adds bilabial articulation to the affricate

series. The phonation of the bilabial stop matches the phonation of the affricate. My tran-

scriptions of this series have two juxtaposed stops: [pt] followed by the alveopalatal fricative

[ʃ]. However, oscillogram and spectoram images of these sounds show no indication of stop

bursting. They are fricatized through out the production of the sound, at least as attested

here. Figure 12 shows the first two words in the clause /chim di pchâm dâ tokto be châ-nu/

'The house was swept clean.' The onsets of the word chim [tʃʰim] 'house' and pchâm [ɸʃaːm]

'broom' differ only in bilabialization. The alveopalatal affricate in 12 exhibits a short stop

burst before the production of the sibilant [ʃ]. The burst can be seen extending in a dark

line up through the spectogram. This is followed by a brief period of no sound, followed by

the production of the sibilant. The form /pcham/ in Figure 12, however, has no such short

burst, exhibiting only the characteristics of a fricative, and according it has been transcribed

in the figure as as [ɸʃ].
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ŋ a ɸ ʃ i r u

Time (s)
0.006079 0.4761

Figure 13. Differing formants in the production of [ɸʃ]

In addition to stop burst difference between chim [tʃʰim] and pcham [ɸʃaːm], the

spectogram in 12 also shows differences in the formants of the two onsets.The [ɸʃ] onset

has a pronounced formant in the lower ranges that the alveopalatal does not. Similarly,

Figure 13 captures the first two words of the clause nga pchiru kham tâbura da cap ing

'I play bows and arrows every evening.' Here, there is no acoustic silence between the

final vowel of nga and the beginning of pchiru, as shown by the ongoing wave form. The

spectrogram of the onset of pchiru shows that there is no stop burst. The spectogram also

shows the semi-random noise of a fricative, followed by the vowel i. However, there are
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two different regions of production of the fricative. The first region shows a low formant,

and the second region shows the diffuse characteristics of the sibilant (and without a low

formant). These two formant regions are taken to be the difference in the production of the

bilabial and alveopalatal affricates.

Speakers of other Bhutanese languages merge the alveopalatal and bilabial alveopalatal

series of affricates: both series for them are produced as alveopalatal. The bilabialized se-

ries has not merged for native speakers but it can vary between alveopalatal and bilabial-

alveopalatal.

2.1.3 Fricatives

Fricatives are contrastive for two points of articulation: dental and alveopalatal. In

phonation, they may be voiceless, devoiced, and voiced. Contrastive pairs are given in

Table 10.

Table 10. Fricative contrasts in word-initial position

i, e, ɛ a u, o

  [siː] 'cool' [sa] 'compl' [so] 'pfv'
  [seːˀ] 'kill'

  [ze̥] 'ray.beam' [zḁ] 'eat' [zu̥ː] 'pain'

  [zi] 'see hon' [za] 'rainbow' [zo] 'make'
  [zeːˀ] 'gunpowder' [zu] 'body'

  [ʃi] 'die' [ʃa] 'meat' [ʃoʰ] 'dice'
  [ʃeːˀ] 'hold' [ʃu] 'peel'

dʒʌp [ʒi̊]̤ 'broadness' [ʒå̤ː ˀ] 'day' [ʒo̤̊] 'yoghurt'
[ʒṳ̊ː] 'melt'

  [ʒi] 'four' [ʒaː] 'keep' [ʒu] 'bow (archery)'
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s a

Time (s)
0.2059 0.4559

0.205948318 0.455948318
samu

z ̥ a

Time (s)
0.2059 0.4559

0.205948318 0.455948318
tship_za

z u

Time (s)
0.1723 0.4223

0.172346528 0.422346528
zu_gi_pu

Figure 14. Voiceless, devoiced, and voiced phonation contrasts illustrated with [s], [z̥ ̥],
and [z]

Figure 14 illustrates the phonation contrast of fricatives with oscillograms of the

words [samu] 'cloud', [tship zḁ] 'be angry', and [zu] 'body'. The oscillograms show the first

0.25 seconds of the sound waves from the point at which the "s" fricative is produced.
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Like the obstruent series, it can be seen here that the voiceless and devoiced series are both

voiceless, i.e., [samu] and [tship zḁ], with voicing only occurring with the voiced series, i.e.,

[zu]. As in the obstruent series, one of the distinctions between them is in VOT, where the

VOT of the devoiced series is between the values of the voiceless and voiced series.

2.1.4 Nasals

Nasals are contrastive for four points of articulation: bilabial, alveolar, palatal, and

velar. Alveolar nasals may be voiced [n ]and voiceless [n̥]; all other nasals are only voiced.

Contrastive pairs are given in Table 11. Tone is indicated as part of the transcription for

nasals and other sonorant consonants; pitch for these series of consonants is not predictable

on the basis of phonation except the voiceless sonorant consonants i.e. [n̥], [r ̥], and [l ̥] which

always have a concomitant high pitch on the following vowel. The IPA symbol [˦] is high

and [˨] is low. The relativizer [-mi] and the infinitive [-ni] are suffixes that do not carry

tone.

Table 11. Nasal contrasts in word-initial position

i, e a o

  [-mi] 'nmlz' [ma˨] 'neg:pst' [mo˨] '3:sg:f'

  [-ni] 'inf' [na˨] 'you hon' [no˦] 'think'

tʰaːm˦ [n̥eː˦ ] 'sift.rice.back.forth' [n̥a˦ ] 'beg'

  [ɲiːˀ˦ ] 'two' [ɲa˦ ] 'borrow' [ɲo˨ ] 'buy'

  [ŋiː˦] '1:sg:poss' [ŋa˨] '1:sg' [ŋoʰ˦ ] 'fry'
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2.1.5 Taps, Laterals, and Approximants

Taps are contrastive for voiceless and voiced phonations, although voiceless /r/ is

rare. [r ]̥ is followed by a concomitant high pitch, and [r] is followed by a concomitant low

pitch, i.e., pitch is not contrastive following r sounds. This is likely a result of the fact that

r in proto-Tibetan had phonotactic constraints which did not allow other consonants to pre-

cede it as a root phoneme. In contrast, it was possible to form complex onsets with other

sonorant onsets as a root phoneme, and modern tones in some branches of the Tibetic lan-

guage family are a phonological reflex of the loss of this consonantal bulk in onset position

(see Chapter 3 for further discussion).

There are two approximants in the language: the palatal /y/ [j] and the labio-velar

/w/ [w]. These approximants, like nasals and laterals, may be followed by high or low

tone, and require marking for tone. (Where the sound in question is the onset of the second

syllable, the first syllable appears in column to the left, e.g., [la˨ li̥ːˀ] and [ptʃi˦ wãː ˨].)

Table 12. Taps, Laterals, and Approximant contrasts in syllable-initial position

i, e, ɛ a u, o

  [rɛ̥ː˦] 'tear'

  [rɛː] 'touch.self.accidentally'   [ra] 'goat' [ro] 'corpse'
  [ri] 'hill'

la˨ [li̥ːˀ] 'mortar'   [lḁːˀ] 'more.than' [lo̥ʰ] 'south'

  [li˨] 'bronze'   [la˨] 'polite' [lo˨] 'age'

  [-ji] 'pst:ego'   [jaː˨] 'go:pfv' [juːˀ˦] 'wave'

  [-wa] 'sup'
ptʃi˦ [wãː ˨] 'Bhutanese.fiddle'
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Laterals are contrastive for voiceless and voiced phonations. The voiceless lateral

acoustically is the sequence [hl]; it begins with aspiration and no voicing, followed by the

lateral [l]. The voiced lateral may be followed by high or low tone and is therefore marked

for tone. Voiceless laterals begin syllables which are inherently high tone and are therefore

unmarked.

h l o

Time (s)
0.07455 0.3093

/lho/ [hlo] south

Figure 15. Wave form of voiceless lateral

2.2 Vowels

There are nine contrastive vowel phonemes in Dzongkha, represented in Table 13

with the symbols used in IPA. The vowel phonemes are contrastive for closure, fronting,

and rounding. Each vowel space ranges somewhat in vowel quality, most notably affected

by duration i.e., contrastive vowel length, and the presence of a consonantal coda (whether

or not the syllable is open or closed). Where relevant, the range in vowel quality is noted

with IPA symbols. The /i/ vowel is unrounded, close, and front, ranging in quality from

near-close [ɪ] to close [i]; /e/ is unrounded, close-mid, and front, ranging in quality from

close-mid [e] to near-close [ɪ]. The [y] and [ø] vowels are rounded counterparts of the front

vowels [i] and [e], respectively; the [ø] vowel is not as open as the /e/ vowel, often articulated

as an [ʏ]. The open-mid vowel /ɛ/ has the widest phonetic range of all the vowels, extending
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from between close-mid [e] to near-mid [ɛ], and, as reported by van Driem and Tshering

(1998), even from [ɛ] to [æ] for some speakers. In some speech varieties [ɛ] has merged

with [e] and is not contrastive. The central vowels /a/ and /â/ are open-mid and near-open.

The /a/ [ɜ] vowel is inherently short, and /â/ [ɐ] is inherently long. The /u/ vowel is close,

rounded, and back, ranging in quality from near-close [ʊ] to close [u]; /o/ is mid, rounded,

and back. Sometimes it is centralized and unrounded approaching the vowel space of [ʌ],

and sometimes can be heard as the rounded open-mid vowel [ɔ].

Table 13. Phonetic range of Dzongkha vowel phonemes

Front Central Back
unround round unround round

Near Close - Close /i/ [ɪ - i] /ü/ [y] /u/ [ʊ - u]
Close Mid - Near Close /e/ [e - ɪ] /ö/ [ø - ʏ] /o/ [ʌ - ɔ - o]
Open Mid - Close Mid /ɛ/ [ɛ - e] /a/ [ɜ]
Near Open /â/ [ɐː]

The nine vowel phonemes are demonstrated to be contrastive with one another in

Tables 14 and 15. Vowels phonemes are represented in Roman Dzongkha orthography in

the left-most column, and pronunciation is given in IPA in the right columns in brackets

[]. In Table 14, vowels are shown to contrast in analogous environments in open syllables:

monosyllables are given in the two center columns, and multi-syllable words in the two

right-most columns.
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Table 14. Vowels contrasted in open syllables

Phoneme Dzongkha Gloss Dzongkha Gloss
/i/ [pi] 'send.away' [gidɜm] 'measure.of.oil; jug'
/e/ [be] 'do' [gewa] 'virtue'
/ɛ/3 [bɛː] 'wool' [gɛrɛ] 'sweet.buckwheat'
/ü/ [by] 'snake' [gynɖum] 'vine, grape'
/ö/ [pø] 'incense' [gøpɐ] 'regret'
/a/ [bɜ̥ʰ] 'cow' [g̊ɜci] 'what'
/â/ [bɐ̬ː] 'rapids' [gɐʈo] 'happiness'
/u/ [bu̥ʰ] 'son; boy' [guto] 'head'
/o/ [bo̥] 'call' [golɐ] 'clothes'

In Table 15, vowels are shown to contrast in closed syllables, specifically syllables

ending in /m/ and /p/.

Table 15. Vowels contrasted in closed syllables

Phoneme Dzongkha Gloss Dzongkha Gloss
/i/ [chɪm] 'house' [kiːp] 'peace'
/e/ [pchem] 'sand' [kep] 'waist'
/ɛ/ [sɛːm] 'daughter hon' [bɛp] 'frog'
/ü/ [kyp] 'thread'
/ö/ [tshøm] 'curry' [bø̥p] 'Tibetan'
/a/ [dɛmpa] 'mud' [bɜ̥p] 'descend'
/â/ [tɐːm] 'speech' [gɐːp] 'messenger'
/u/ [ʈum] 'break' [bu̥p] 'bug'
/o/ [do̥m] 'bear' [phoːp] 'bowl'

Diphthongs are formed with /w/ and /y/ as second vowels, although with some re-

strictions. No diphthongs are formed with the front rounded vowels /ü/ and /ö/. Diphthongs

with /w/ may combine with /i, e, a, â, o/, as given in Table 16. Diphthongs with /i/ are re-

stricted to combine with /a/ and /e/, also shown in Table 16 in the right-most two columns.

3 Roman Dzongkha has the three symbols /e/, /ê/, and /ä/for the mid through near-open vowel spaces.
These symbols fuse vowel quality and vowel length distinctions which roughly approximate [ɛ], [eː], and
[æː], respectively. The symbol [ɛ] will be used in this document to represent the near-open front vowel.
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Table 16. Contrastive diphthongs

Dzongkha Gloss Dzongkha Gloss
/tiw/ 'navel'
/thew/ 'dust, dirt' /wey/ interjection "hey"
/daw/ 'month' /ay/ 'mother'
/âw/ 'thief'

/hay pcha/ 'yawn'
/bow/ 'goitre'

Diphthongs formed with /w/ may be contrastive for short or long vowels, as in Table

17.

Table 17. Short and long vowels contrasted in diphthongs

Short Long
Dzongkha Gloss Dzongkha Gloss
/phaw/, /phow/ 'stomach' /phâw/ 'wild dog'
/kaw/ 'pillar' /kâw/ 'difficulty'
/khaw/ 'snow' /khâw/ 'small stick'
/shaw/ 'deer' /zâw/ 'snack'
/shaw/ 'limping, lame' /shâw/ 'blind'

Vowel length is contrastive in all but the two rounded vowels, /ü/ and /ö/, and the

central vowels /a/ and /â/ which are inherently short and long, respectively. While working

with language consultants, vowel length was easily and readily identified with the near-

open central vowels [ɜ] and [ɐː]. This was particularly true in closed monosyllables. When

categorizing open monosyllables with front or back vowels, however, it often took some

consideration and deliberation before language consultants could agree on a designation for

length. This is likely a function of the fact that open syllables are longer in duration, espe-

cially in citation form, and acoustically less contrastive. Additionally, there is no difference

in vowel quality in front vowels between short and long duration. Language consultants are

likely using vowel quality contrasts to help them make length distinctions in central vow-
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els, but this clue is unavailable to them in front vowels. Minimal and analogous contrasts

in length in open monosyllables are given in Table 18 and closed syllables in Table 19.

Table 18. Vowel length contrasted in open monosyllables

Dzongkha Gloss Dzongkha Gloss
short long

/'mito/ [mi˦ to] 'plough' /mî/ [miː] 'neg:exist'
/pe/ [pe] 'example' /pchê/ [ptʃʰeː] 'flour'
/gɛrɛ/ [gɛrɛ] 'sweet.buckwheat' /bä/ [bɛ̥ː] 'wool'
/b'a/ [bɜ̥] 'cow'

/bâ/ [bɐ̥ː] 'rapids; waves'
/b'u/ [bu̥] 'son, boy' /pû/ [puː] 'wrap around'
/b'o/ [bo̤̥] 'call' /pô/ [pɔː] 'pluck'

Table 19. Vowel length contrasted in closed syllables

Dzongkha Gloss Dzongkha Gloss
short long

/tsip/ [tsɪp] 'stone wall' /tsîp/ [tsiːp] 'astrologer'
/tem têm/ [tem teːm] 'full, brimming' /tem têm/ [tem teːm] 'full, brimming'
/ɛp/ [ɛp] 'press down' /täm/ [tɛːm] 'show; movie'
/map/ [mɜp˦] 'husband' -- -- --

/mâp/ [mɐːp˦] 'red'
/num/ [num] 'oil' /nûm/ [nuːm] 'younger.sister'
/d'om/ [do̤̥m] 'bear' /ôm/ [oːm] 'womans.breast'

2.2.1 Nasal Vowels

The set of nasal vowels is reduced in number from the oral vowels, no doubt because

of the diachronic pathway from which they have emerged. In particular, nasal vowels have

developed from the deletion of nasal codas, and are accompanied by compensatory length-

ening. The short oral vowel /a/[ɜ], then, does not have a nasal counterpart. In addition,

the vowel quality /ɛ/ (short or long) does not have a nasal vowel counterpart, presumably
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because it derives historically from an /l/ coda (see Section 3.1.3 for a further description).

The set of nasal vowels are given in Table 20: these are the front unrounded vowels /ing/ [i ̃ː ]

and /eng/ [ẽː ]; the front rounded vowels /üng/ [ỹː ] and /öng/ [ø̃ː], the central unround vowel

/âng/ [ɐ̃ː ]; and the back rounded vowels /ung/ [ũː] and /ong/ [õː].

Table 20. Dzongkha nasal vowels

Front Central Back
unround round unround round

Near Close - Close /ing/ [i ̃ː ] /üng/ [ỹː ] /ung/ [ũː]
Close Mid - Near Close /eng/ [ẽː ] /öng/ [ø̃ː] /ong/ [õː]
Near Open /âng/ [ɐ̃ː ]

Contrasts between oral and nasal vowels are given in Table 21. Nasal vowels are

inherently longer than their oral counterparts through compensatory lengthening as a result

of the deletion of nasal codas. Nasalization is represented in Roman Dzongkha with the

/ng/ symbol, but in the spoken forms of the language these rhymes are realized as nasal

vowels with no occlusion of a stop. The velar nasal coda is more consistently realized as

nasalization on the vowel than other nasal codas and this is the likely reason for the use

of /ng/ as the symbol for nasalization. There is an increasing likelihood of occlusion the

further forward in the mouth the pronunciation of the nasal (see Section 2.4.3 for further

discussion on nasalization). Bilabial nasal stops are always occluded.

While nasalization is represented as an /ng/ in Table 21, the reader familiar with

transliteration schemes of Tibetan script will notice that the /ng/ coda does not correspond

with the literary spelling in the words for 'all' and 'come' for which the expected coda would

be /n/. This can create confusion not only for speakers of the language, but also for tran-

scribing the alternation between careful speech when the coda /n/ nasal is pronounced, and

normal speech when the syllable is open and nasalized. In Roman Dzongkha, /ng/ is both

the Roman Dzongkha symbol for nasalization (regardless of literary coda) and the symbol

for the coda /ng/.
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Table 21. Contrasts between oral and nasal vowels

Roman Dzongkha Gloss Roman Dzongkha Gloss
oral nasal

/'mi/ [mi˦] 'person' /ming/ [mi]̃ 'name'
/hema/ [hema] 'before' /hengke/ [hek̃e] 'once again'
/tâ/ [tɐː] 'don' /tang/ [tɐ]̃ 'send'
/pu/ [pu] 'body hair' /pung/ [pũ] 'gather together'
/ok/ [oː] 'under' /ông/ [õ] 'come'
/yül/ [yː˦] 'village' /küng/ [kỹː ] 'all'
/yö/ [jøː] 'exist' /jöng/ [dʒø̃ː] 'come hon'

/lam/ [lɜm] 'way' /lângm/ [lɐm̃] 'sufficient'

In addition to the affects of nasalization, the alveolar coda /n/ also gives rise to

an umlauting process, with the result that certain nasalized syllables are ambiguous for

coda nasal. The literary codas <an>, <en>, and <eng>, for example, all result in [ẽ], e.g.,

<morengm> [mo-rem̃] 'widow' and <jo-renm> [dʒo-rem̃] 'time to go'; the literary codas <en>,

<in>, and <ing>, for example, result in [i ̃], e.g., <men> [mi ̃] 'neg cop' and <ming> [mi ̃]

'name'. Moreover, some morphemes which are spelled differently in literary Tibetan come

to be spelled in the same way in Roman Dzongkha. That is, what is a homonym through

nasalization in the spoken language also becomes a homograph in Roman Dzongkha, e.g.,

/ming/ 'name' and /ming/ 'neg cop'. More ambiguities are given in Table 22.
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Table 22. Ambiguity from symbol of nasalization in Roman Dzongkha

Nasal vowels from /ng/ coda
<ming> /ming/ [mi ̃] 'name'
<ing.skad> /ingskad/ [ik̃e] 'English'
<ring.thung> /ringthung/ [rit̃ʰũ] 'length'

<mo.rengm> /morengm/ [mo-rem̃] 'widow'
<yudp.theng.cig> /yüpthengci/ [jypthec̃i] 'momentarily'

Nasal vowels from /n/ coda
<men> /ming/ [mi ̃] 'neg cop'
<in.na> /ing-na/ [i-̃na] 'really?'
<rin.chen> /ringchen/ [rit̃ʃʰẽ] 'jewel'

<jo-renm> /jo-rengm/ [dʒo-rem̃] 'time to go'
<kha.then> /khatheng/ [khathẽ] 'oral message'

2.2.2 Acoustic correlates of vowel length

Short and long vowels are contrastive within the phonological system, but the ac-

tual duration of the vowel may vary a great deal according to the phonetic environment.

Vowel duration in a word in a string of speech is considerably shorter than the same word in

citation form. Similarly, vowel duration in a word-medial syllable is considerably shorter

than the same syllable word-finally e.g., the ci in /ci/ 'one', /gaci/ 'what', and /gacibe/ 'why'.

Measurements of duration across phonetic environments, then, yield values that are not

comparable. In order to control for this, only monosyllabic words or the first syllable of

multi-syllable words in citation form are studied.

In Figure 16 the range of vowel length is illustrated with box and whisker plots

for short and long vowels for three speakers. Measurements were taken from each of the

contrastive vowels except /ü/ and /ö/; n=130 for short vowels and n=149 for long vowels.

The values were obtained by taking the average duration over three utterances for a given

word in citation. The individual values on which the box and whisker plots are based in
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Figure 16, then, are not individual tokens of duration, but tokens of average length for a

given word. As such, the variation in length for a given vowel is significantly smoothed

out. The vertical line in the middle of each box plots the median value of length, with the

second and third quartile values in the boxes to the left and right of the median line. The

red diamond plots the mean. The whiskers on each side plot the minimum and maximum

values of duration in the data set.
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Vowel duration as a function of vowel type

Figure 16. Range of vowel duration in short and long vowels in three speakers

The duration of long vowels is roughly twice the duration of short vowels as uttered

in citation form. The median length of short vowels for the three speakers is approximately

0.1 seconds in duration; speaker one has the longest value at 0.13 seconds, and speaker two

with the shortest value at 0.09 seconds. The median length of long vowels has a greater

variation than short vowels; duration ranges approximately between 0.2 and 0.3 seconds.

The median value of the third speaker is 0.27 seconds. The duration of the two vowel

lengths are clearly distinct for each speaker. While the minimum value of a long vowel

overlaps with the maximum or third quartile values of short vowels, the center quartiles

(quartile two and three) do not overlap for these three speakers. Even when accounting
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for intra-speaker variation, there is a distinct contrast in duration between short and long

vowels e.g., the third quartile of speaker 3 whose short vowels have the longest duration

do not overlap with the second quartile of speaker 2 whose long vowels are the shortest in

duration of the three.

The effect of a stream of natural speech on vowel duration is yet to be studied. How-

ever, Figure 17 illustrates a specific instance in natural speech of the contrast in duration:

the duration of the stem bjô [bd̥ʒ̥o̊ː] 'flee' in the serial verb construction bjô jo is well over

twice as long as the duration of jo [dʒo] 'go'.

Time (s)
0 0.93

-0.2629

0.2846

0

b̥dʒ̥̥ o dʒ o n i

Time (s)
0 0.93

b̥dʒ̥̥ o dʒ o n i

Time (s)
0 0.930 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 17. Duration contrasts maintained in speech.

Short and long vowels affect pitch on a single syllable, as will be shown in Sec-

tion 3.2.1.3, and in Section 3.2.1.5, vowel length will be shown to affect the pitch of the

preceding syllable in disyllable words.

2.3 Syllable Structure

The syllable structure of Dzongkha is described by the schematic: (X)V(V2)(Y),

where X may be a simple consonant or one of the complex heteroganic affricates, Y repre-
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sents a coda consonant, and V2 is a lengthened vowel (which may also be followed by Y).

In its simplest form, the Dzongkha syllable may consist of a single vowel, as in the first

syllable of /'apa/ 'father', and in its most complex form may consist of a complex hetero-

ganic affricate, long (double) vowel, and coda consonant, as in /bjâm/ 'fly'. There are no

consonant clusters other than complex affricates, e.g., no CsC or CCsonorant clusters.

The X slot may be filled by any of the consonants of the language in word initial

position. In the X slot in word medial position, there is an absence of the devoiced series,

and voiceless aspirated consonants commonly (though not consistently) loose aspiration.

The absence of these obstruent series in word medial position is interpreted to result from

phonological processes which are discussed in Section 2.4.

The consonants which may fill the Y slot are severely restricted. These are /p/, /k/,

and /m/, /n/, /ng/, and in instances of careful pronunciation /r/ and /l/. Written Dzongkha

represents /p/ and /k/ as བ་ <b> and ག་ <g>, respectively, although there is no reason to

assume that in the modern spoken form of the language the final coda consonants are not

inherently voiceless. Final /k/ is commonly realized as [ʔ] e.g., /bak mi jo/ [baʔ mi dʒo] '...

won't take it away' [Lit. carry neg go]. The more simple phonetic interpretation of this is

that /k/ is realized as [ʔ], rather than that /g/ looses its voicing and becomes a glottal.

Of the nasal codas /m/, /n/, and /ng/, coda /m/ is the most common. This is undoubt-

edly because /n/ and /ng/ are regularly dropped as segments, and are realized as nasalization

on the previous vowel, as in the variation in transcriptions below.

/khong/ [kʰoŋ] and [kʰõ] 'they'

/jung/ [dʒuŋ] and [dʒũ] 'happen'

/jön/ / /jöng/ [dʒ̥ø̊n] and [dʒ̥ø̃̊] 'come hon'

/thün/ / /thüng/ [tʰyn] and [tʰỹ] 'get along'

The coda /r/ may appear in restricted contexts in careful pronunciations of words.

In the word /barche/ [bḁr̤tʃeʔ] 'harm, calamity', it occurs in the coda slot of a disyllable word.
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Examples of coda /r/ in a monosyllable occur in careful pronunciation. Similarly, coda /l/

can be heard in instances of careful pronunciation, e.g., /kângel/ [kɐŋel] 'difficulty'.

An additional two phonemes not found in the written coda may also appear in the

Y slot in the spoken language. These are /sh/ and /ts/.4 The /sh/ phoneme is not a coda in

a lexical stem, but through inflection is incorporated as one: /ana jö̃-sh/ 'come hon here'

[Lit. here come], where /-sh/ is the morpheme for a familiar command. Historically, /-sh/

is derived from the WT command <shig>, the onset of which is now the only segmental

remnant in spoken Dzongkha. The spoken word for 'children' is [bu̥ts], which is a contrac-

tion of /bu-tshu/ [Lit. son-pl]. The incorporation of the onsets /sh/ and /tsh/ is not unlike

the ubiquitous incorporation of the onsets of nominal suffixes, e.g., <dmar.po> /mâp/ 'red'

or <bu.mo> /bum/ 'girl, daughter'.

Diphthongs are comprised of a V(V2)Y structure such that Y may be filled with a

/w/ or /y/. The vowel may be short or long (see Table 17 for contrasts in short and long

diphthongs). In modern literary Dzongkha, the /w/ in the Y slot is represented as both a

consonant and a vowel: ཀཝ་ <kaw> [kaw] 'pillar' and ཀའ་ཙང་ <ke'u.tsang> [kew tsaŋ] 'cliff

cave'; the /y/ in the Y slot is orthographically represented with a vowel symbol: ཧའ་ <ha'i>

[hay] 'yawn'.

2.4 Phonological and Morphophonological Processes

The phonological and morphophonological processes described here are lenition

(2.4.1), point of articulation assimilation (2.4.2), nasalization (2.4.3), compensatory length-

ening (2.4.4), and epenthesis (2.4.5).

4 In the word class of expressives, the phoneme /s/ may also appear in the coda. This is, in all probability,
a function of the fact that some expressives come from an onomatopoeic source. For example, la phasphus
tang be-nu '(he/she/it) did a shoddy job', where the expressive phasphus is an onomatopoeic construal of
work done poorly.
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2.4.1 Lenition

Lenition is the process that refers to a weakening in the overall strength of a sound,

and involves increases in the sonority of a sound along the sonority hierarchy (Katamba

1989). This frequently involves sound changes such as a voiceless stop becoming a voiced

stop or a stop becoming a fricative or approximant. A number of different stages of lenition

in the sonority hierarchy are evident in Dzongkha, as in examples (3) through (7).

In example (3), the process by which devoiced consonants become voiced word

medially is illustrated. In the word 'bridge', the syllable initial devoiced /z'/ occurs word

medially as a result of compounding, and in this derived environment is realized as a pre-

voiced consonant. In the word 'when going', lenition occurs as a result of inflection; when

the word /d'ang/ 'and' is added as a suffix to the stem /jo/ 'go', the syllable initial devoiced

/d'/ occurs word medially, and is realized as a pre-voiced consonant.

(3) Cdevoiced → Cvoiced /CV(C)__V

/z'am/ [zḁm̤˨/ sam̤˨] 'bridge' → /dozam/ [dozam] 'stone bridge'
/d'ang/ [dḁ̤˨ ] 'and' → /jo-w-da/ [dʒo-w-da] 'when going'

In example (4), syllable initial (specifically, word medial) affricates loose their as-

piration following CVC syllables. In both words in (4), the aspirated alveolar affricate /tsh/

is realized as /ts/. In the first example word, the triggering phonological environment comes

about as a result of inflection through the addition of the plural morpheme /-tshu/. In the

second example word, the trigger environment is found lexeme internally.
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(4) Caspirated → Cplain /CVC$__V

/bögâp-tshu/ → [bøgaːp tsu] 'officer, messengers' [Lit. officer - pl]
/'âmtshu/ → [aːm˦tsu] 'woman, wife'
(see (6) below where /tsh/ also becomes a fricative)

Note that lenition does not apply to aspiration in CV$_V environments, as in /rochi/

[rotʃʰi] 'dog' or /chatshang/ [tʃʰatsʰã] 'all, complete'. Compare aspirated affricates with as-

pirated stops in CV$_V environments (where aspirated affricates are unaffected). In the

word /mâkhu/ [maː˨xu] 'butter' (in example (5)), /kh/ becomes [x].

In example (5), bilabial and velar stops in word medial syllable initial position loose

occlusion and become fricatives. In the first example, /g/ becomes [ɣ] in the word 'village

headman'. While /azha/ and /gap/ are different morphemes (and orthographically separated

by the tshag symbol (syllable separator)), the fact that /g/ is lenided is suggestive of the fact

that the two morphemes constitute a single lexeme. In the final word of example (5), the

vowel medial environment occurs through inflection, and also results in a voiced bilabial

fricative.

(5) Cstop → Cfricative /V__V

/azhagap/ → [aʒaɣʌp] 'village headman'
/drögi/ → [ɖøɣi] 'slowly'
/mâkhu/ → [maː˨xu] 'butter'
/d'ordü/ → [do̤̥rzyː] 'briefly'
/nangpa/ → [nãː ˨βa] 'tomorrow'
/lê-pe/ → [leː˨-βeʔ] 'good-mir'

In example (6), alveolar affricates in syllable initial position loose occlusion and be-

come fricatives. Affricates do not, however, require a word medial environment for lenition,

as in /dzomni/ [zomni] 'to meet'. Modern literary Dzongkha reflects this phonological pro-
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cess with two ways of spelling the word for woman. The traditional spelling is <am.tshu>

while the modern spelling is <am.sru>.

(6) Caffricate → Cfricative /#__V

/dzomni/ → [zomni] 'to meet'
/'âmtshu/ → [aːm˦su] 'woman, wife'
/jamtsho/ → [jamso] 'ocean'

Finally, in example (7), the voiced bilabial stops of nominal suffixes become ap-

proximants vowel medially. This process is the furthest along of the lenition processes in

Dzongkha in loosing strength and gaining sonority. In the first column, both the literary

spelling and Roman Dzongkha spellings are given. The Roman Dzongkha spelling reflects

the phonological process of lenition in this case. Given that this process is reflected in Ro-

man Dzongkha, the phoneme /b/ should be absent vowel medially in all environments, but,

in fact, is found in many words, e.g., /debe/ [debe] 'like that'. The lack of application of leni-

tion in all environments is likely a reflection of the different diachronic pathways by which

/b/ is found vowel medially. In example (7), the /b/ sound is susceptible to the process of

lenition in the morphological environment of the nominalizing suffix /-ba/ and /-bo/. The

word /debe/, on the other hand, is composed of two morphemes /de/ 'that' and /be/ 'adv'. In

several archaic varieties of Tibetan, stress occurs on the first syllable of verbal compounds,

including those with the nominalizing suffix Caplow (2016). This phonological pattern is

evident also in Dzongkha, in part, in the phonetic realization of /b/ as /w/ in the nominaliz-

ing environment, whereas in other morphological environments, /b/ still retains its strength,

and has not gained in sonority.
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(7) Cbilabial stop, nominal suffix → Capproximant /V__V

<ge.ba> /gewa/ → [gewa] 'virtue'
<'dri.ba> /driwa/ → [ɖ̥iwa] 'question'
<gtso.bo> /tsowo/ → [tsowo] / [tsoː] 'main, chief'

2.4.2 Point of articulation assimilation

In assimilation, a sound change happens as a result of the influence of a neighbor-

ing sound (Katamba 1989). A common sound change that happens through assimilation

is nasalization where the vowel is influenced by a following nasal. Nasalization will be

discussed in Section 2.4.3, but the assimilation referred to in this section is the influence

in point of articulation (POA) of the following sound. In example (8), the first two words

illustrate a nasal taking on the point of articulation of the following stop, a concatenation

that results from inflection. The third example which also involves POA assimilation of a

nasal, concatenation of nasal and stop comes as a result of the phrase /jönparlekso/ 'wel-

come', which phrase internally involves nominalization of the verb /jön/ 'come hon' with

the suffix /-pa/ 'nmlz'.

(8) CNasal PoA1 → CNasal PoA2 /__CPoA2

/zh'im-da/ → [ʒi̊n-na] 'after v'
/ing-bacin/ → [im̃baci ̃] 'if it is'
/jönparlekso/ → [dʒømbarlekso] 'welcome'

The presence of a following stop triggers POA assimilation of the coda nasal in

/ingbacin/ and /jönparlekso/. The word /zh'im-da/ exhibits two phonological processes; the

bilabial nasal /m/ assimilates to the alveolar point of articulation of the following /d/, and

/d/ is lenided to /n/. Given that the following stop is the trigger for assimilation in /ingpacin/

and /jönparlekso/, POA assimilation in /zh'im-da/ must happen prior to the process by which
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suffix /-da/ is lenided to the more sonorous nasal /-na/, e.g., /zh'imda/ → (POA assimilation)

→ /zh'inda/ → lenition → /zh'inna/.

Note: there are no examples of POA assimilation as a result of stop / stop concate-

nation, e.g., /cap-da/ 'when doing'.

2.4.3 Nasal assimilation

In Dzongkha, nasalization involves the assimilation of the nasal features of the fol-

lowing nasal stop. In terms of coarticulation, the soft palate is lowered in anticipation of

the nasal consonant during the articulation of the vowel (Katamba 1989:93). Nasalization

is most productive in Dzongkha preceding velar nasals. The velar nasal is pronounced in

careful speech, but otherwise is realized primarily as nasalization on the preceding vowel.

The alveolar nasal appears to be variable, alternating between a fully realized nasal stop

or as nasalization on the preceding vowel, or both. The bilabial nasal is not susceptible to

deletion and is always realized as a nasal stop (although the vowel which precedes it assim-

ilates the effects of nasalization). Note also that when the coda nasal is not pronounced, the

nasalized vowel is lengthened (and in this sense is an example of compensatory lengthen-

ing).
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(9) Nasalization preceding final /ng/
Careful speech

/ong/ → [õː] [õŋ] 'come'
/sang/ → [sɐ̃ː ] [sɐŋ̃] 'get better'
/ring/ → [ri ̃] [riŋ̃] 'length'

Nasalization preceding final /n/
/khen/ → [khẽː ] [kheñ] 'know hon'
/menkhang/ → [mẽː kʰɐ̃ː ] [menkʰaŋ] 'hospital'
/inpacin/ → [im̃baci ̃ː] [im̃bacin] 'if it is ...'
/d'âzün/ → [dḁzỹː ] [dḁzyñ] 'catch up'

2.4.4 Compensatory lengthening

Compensatory lengthening involves an effect when a syllabic segment is deleted

or is released as nonsyllabic and an adjacent syllabic gets lengthened 'in compensation'

(Katamba 1989:171). In Section 2.4.3, it was shown that compensatory lengthening is also

part of the process in nasalization. Here in example (10), the effects of compensatory length-

ening with the deletion of the final /k/ and final /r/ and /l/ are illustrated. Compensatory

lengthening with /k/ is most easily perceived in words with the central vowels: when /k/ is

present the vowel is [ɜ] and when absent it is [ɐː]. In addition to lengthening of the vowel,

deletion of final /k/ results in glottalization of words given in citation form (see section 2.3

on realization of final /k/ as a glottal). In inflected and derived environments, however,

glottalization is absent; the only perceived effect is vowel lengthening. Glottalization is not

represented in Roman Dzongkha.

Coda /r/ and /l/ are much less frequent than coda /k/, and are found primarily in care-

ful speech. With no glottalization effects, the only perceived effect is vowel lengthening.
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(10) Compensatory lengthening with final /k/
/dzak/ → [zɜk] [zɐːʔ] / [zɐː] 'drip'
/bak/ → [bɜk] [bɐːʔ] / [bɐː] 'carry'
/luk/ → [luk] [luːʔ] / [luː] 'sheep'

Compensatory lengthening with final /r, l/
/par/ → [pɐr] [pɐː] 'camera'
/gur/ → [gur] [guː] 'tent'
/kangel/ → [kɐːŋel] [kɐːŋeː] 'difficulty'
/mikshel/ → [mikʃel] [mikʃeː] 'eye glasses'

2.4.5 Epenthesis

Epenthesis refers to the process whereby an extra sound is inserted in a word (Hy-

man 1975:14). In Dzongkha, epenthetic /k/ appears in a certain limited morphological en-

vironment: in converbal constructions (cvb) involving verb stems of high register (modal

voice, high tone) derived historically from rhymes with coda /d/. In spoken Dzongkha,

these stems do not have a coda consonant, as given in the leftmost column of example (11).

When suffixed with /-nu/ 'pst', these stems are open syllables; when suffixed with /-te/

'cvb', however, these stems take an epenthetic /k/. This process is not, however, present

for all speakers of the language. Moreover, the epenthetic /k/ is not inserted in stems of low

register (breathy voice or voiced onset, low tone), as given in the second set of examples of

(11).

The epenthetic /k/ is interpreted as a reflex of the literary coda /d/. While coda /d/

is no longer present in the spoken forms of the language, coda /k/ is. By analogy, coda /d/

has been re-interpreted as a /k/, and is inserted in the limited phonological environment of

the suffix /-te/. It seems to also require that the verb stem be high register. Both of these

phonological environments are low in the sonority scale, giving ample articulatory space

for the erstwhile stop coda to appear. In phonological environments of higher sonority, e.g.,

preceding suffix /-nu/, /k/ is not inserted.
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(11) Epenthetic consonant with /k/ preceding converbal
suffix /-te/ (high register stems)

pst cvb
/sê/ <bsad> [seː-nu] [sek-te] 'kill'
/trö/ <sprod> [ʈøː-nu] [ʈøk-te] 'return'
/cê/ <bcad> [tʃeː-nu] [tʃek-te] 'partition', 'cut'

No epenthetic consonant (low register stems)
/be/ <'bad> [be-nu] [be-te] *[bek-te] 'do'
/je/ <brjed> [je-nu] [je-te] *[jek-te] 'forget'

Interestingly, some verb stems may take an epenthetic /p/, e.g. /jep-so-nu/ 'has/have

forgotten'.

2.5 Summary

In summary, Dzongkha has forty-five consonant phonemes contrasted by seven

points of articulation. The stop and affricate series are distinguished by a four-way con-

trast in phonation: devoiced, voiceless, voiceless aspirated, and pre-voiced (voiced). The

devoiced series is unique in comparison to the non-Tibetic languages spoken in Bhutan.

Speakers of other languages merge the devoiced and pre-voiced series when speaking Dzong-

kha. The distinction is not always maintained by native-speakers of Dzongkha either. The

variation in the maintenance of this series requires further study, especially as it relates to

inter-linguistic identity issues within Bhutan.

The bilabialized affricates are a rare, if not unique, co-articulation of stops in Tibeto-

Burman languages. An understanding of their phonetic characteristics requires further

study. Of particular interest will be video and audio recordings that show the movement of

the lips in relation to the simultaneous articulation of the tongue for the alveolar affricate.

There are nine vowel phonemes. Vowel length is contrastive for each vowel except

/ü/ and /ö/, and the central vowels /a/ and /â/ which are inherently short and long, respec-

tively.
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Suprasegmentals: tone and breathiness

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section consists of a brief recapit-

ulation of my previous research on tone in monosyllables in Dzongkha. Tone is described

as incipient with a strong correlation between pitch distribution and onset type and rhyme

type. Having said this, statistically significant contrasts are developing in certain contexts.

In one context, breathiness pushes pitch down and creates a significant pitch contrast be-

tween syllables with voiceless and devoiced onsets. In another context, pitch is elevated

through glottalization of sonorants, and this creates a significant contrast between syllables

with sonorous onsets. Breathiness and glottalization are mirror images of one another with

regard to pitch: the former creating depressed pitch distributions and the latter rising and

elevated distributions. Together they create phonetic environments in which pitch contrasts

are significantly different, each lending support to the other as pitch emerges as a salient

tone contrast in the language.

The second section of this chapter consists of the main research on tone for this

dissertation and this is the manifestations of pitch on disyllable words. In this second part,

statistics are used to give general characteristics of pitch in the first and second syllable and

to determine whether these characteristics define a statistically significant pattern. Data

comes from citation form and three frame drills. This will be followed by a statistical

description of a number of factors and how these affect pitch in each syllable. It will be

shown that pitch has a moderate correlation to time in syllables following voiceless and

devoiced obstruent onsets, but has almost no correlation with pre-voiced and voiced onsets

(sonorous onsets). A further factor affecting the correlation of pitch and time is the length

of the rhyme. Onset and rhyme as a combined factor show further correlation, and this

67
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increases further when the onset and rhyme of the following syllable are also included as

a factor. The length of the following rhyme, in particular, has a stronger effect on pitch

distribution than does the following onset type.

The Tibetic languages (Shafer's 1955 and Bradley's 1997 Bodish branch) constitute

fertile ground for the investigation of the relationship between laryngeal and tonal features.

Proto-Tibetan had no tones (Benedict 1972), but the daughter languages show evidence of

tonal development, ranging from toneless to fully tonal (Sun 1997). The varying stages of

tonal development have to do with how closely pitch correlates with the laryngeal states

of onset and coda consonants (Sun 1997, Mazaudon 1977). The Tibetic languages have

been described as having an interim relation between laryngeal states and tone "where an

erstwhile segmental laryngeal feature is becoming tonal, but has not yet completed the tran-

sition and severed all ties to its host laryngeal node" (Yip 1993:254).

The development of tone in Tibetic languages can be understood in terms of the

cross-linguistically well-attested phenomenon of onset voicing effect (OVE), whereby there

is a strong correlation in many languages between the phonation class of the consonant and

the following vowel pitch (Kirby and Ladd 2015). This effect can even be seen in languages

that are not tonal, such as English and French (Hombert 1978 and Hombert et. al 1979),

and in languages which are developing tonal contrasts (Howe 2017). Additionally, the

effect of coda consonants and preceding vowel pitch is thought to lead to melody contrasts,

i.e., level vs. falling/rising pitch contrast, in the Tibeto-Burman languages (Maran 1973,

Mazaudon 1977, Yip 1993). In Dzongkha, OVE and coda consonant loss is evident in part

because of the deep orthography of Tibetan script, and can be shown to have contributed

to the incipient tonal qualities of the language. The research here also shows that the pitch

distributions in first syllable also interact with the pitch distributions of the second syllable,

strengthening melody contrasts. The pitch of a long syllable followed by another long

syllable is significantly more contrastive with the pitch of a short syllable followed by a
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short syllable than if only the pitch of long and short are contrasted without regard for

what follows. Moreover, a contrast in the duration of the second syllable rhyme gives rise

to two different pitch distributions in first syllable even within a single rhyme type. The

interaction of pitch with neighboring syllables is an additional acoustic mechanism that

bolsters emerging pitch contrasts. This suggests that the interaction of vowel length and

pitch across syllables is another mechanism in the role of tonogenesis in Tibetic languages,

and not just the transphonologization of certain features in the onset and coda of a single

syllable.

In a recent study of Balti, (Caplow 2016) found fundamental frequency to be a strong

correlate of contrastive stress, suggesting that the transphonologization of stress to tone is a

pathway of tonogenesis. While Dzongkha does not have phonological stress, long and short

rhymes are analogous to stressed and unstressed syllables (in contrast to Balti for which

vowel duration is a weak correlate of stress). Perhaps what is seen here is a manifestation of

the transphonologization of length to pitch: a contrast in the duration of the second syllable

is manifest on the first syllable in elevated and suppressed pitch distributions, contributing

to an emerging melody contrast on the first syllable.

3.1 Contrastive pitch in monosyllabic words

The Proto-Tibetan syllable, as attested in Written Tibetan (WT) spelling conven-

tions, is made up of a complex onset with as many as four consonants, a complex coda

with up to two consonants, and an intervening vowel. That is, the WT syllable can be

schematized as: (C1)(C2)C3(C4)V(C5)(C6)). The eighty-five or so daughter languages vary

significantly in the extent to which this segmental bulk has been reduced. The daughter lan-

guages spoken in the Central and Southern branches of the family have reduced this bulk
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to (C)V(C) patterns1, along with concomitant phonological reflexes in suprasegmental fea-

tures such as breathiness, glottalization, tone, and vowel length. This is illustrated in the

spelling and pronunciation of the following Dzongkha words:

བ ད་ <brgyad> --> [gɛʔ˨] 'eight'

བ བས་ <bskyabs> --> [tʃəp˦] 'do'

This process of sound change makes for fertile ground for the development of tone.

Breathiness has been found to be a pitch depressor (Maddieson and Hess 1986, Laver 1980),

and glottalization to contribute to rising or higher pitch (Matisoff 1970, Maran 1973). In this

section, I draw on S. Watters (1996 and 2002a) acoustical studies of Dzongkha to demon-

strate that it gives evidence of two co-articulatory pathways of tonogenesis: breathy voice

as a pathway to low tone with devoiced obstruent onsets; and glottalization as a pathway

to high tone with sonorous onsets. Syllables with sonorous onsets are demonstrated to be

further along in the pathway to tonogenesis than their obstruent counterparts. Following

Beddor (2009), the development of tone is hypothesized to come about as co-articulated

phonetic cues take on a previous-than-before weightedness, and speakers identify these as

the "new" phonological contrast.

3.1.1 Emerging tone in the obstruent series

In a fully contrastive tonal system, one expects high and low tone to freely associate

with syllables that begin with voiced and voiceless onsets. Phonetic transcriptions and

acoustic studies of Dzongkha demonstrate, however, that breathiness and pitch are emerging

phonological contrasts, and that they do not function contrastively in all environments, as

in Table 23. Low tone follows pre-voiced obstruent or voiced fricative onsets (eg., [ba˨]
1 The orthographic schematic shows an obligatory C3 consonant and an obligatory vowel. In WT con-

vention, the /a/ and /'a/ vowels are considered consonants: these are place holders for either the default vowel
which follows or one of the four digraphs for vowels. The (C)V(C) pattern to which the daughter languages
reduce is not orthographic but actual syllable structure. So, while C3 appears to have gotten lost as obligatory
in the daughter languages, it is still present as an obligatory vowel.
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'bamboo'), and high tone follows voiceless aspirated onsets (eg., [pʰaː˦] 'dir'), and never

the other way round. These co-occurrences are summarized below (where /ph/ and /b/

represent classes of obstruents):

/ph/ [pʰ] with [˦] and no [a̤]

/b/ [b] with [˨] and no [a̤]

The transcriptions in Table 23 demonstrate that breathiness and pitch is contrastive

following voiceless consonants, in as much as the voiceless unaspirated and devoiced series

are both voiceless. That is, the articulation of breathy voice is arbitrary with regard to

voicelessness (eg., [pa˦] 'nmlz' vs. [bḁ̤˨ ] 'cow'). In addition to a voice phonation contrast,

low pitch accompanies breathiness, and high pitch accompanies modal voice; values of

voice quality and pitch co-occur together.

Table 23. Transcription of open syllables beginning with
obstruents and fricative onsets in high and low register

High register Low register
[pa˦] 'nmlz' [bḁ̤˨ ] 'cow'
[pʰaː˦] 'dir' [ba˨] 'bamboo'
[sa˦] 'soil' [zḁ̤˨ ] 'eat'

[za˨] 'rainbow'

The voiceless onset, breathy voice, low tone articulatory bundle derives historically

from a simple WT voiced onset, and is known as the 'devoiced' series in literature on Tibetan

languages. The voiceless onset, modal voice, high tone articulatory bundle derives histor-

ically from WT voiceless onsets. While the transcription above demonstrates that voicing

in these two series has been neutralized, it is clear from a number of independent avenues

of study that there has not been a complete merger. Rather, there is a bundle of features

that maintain the contrast between the two series. This is partially described in Section

2.1.1 under the discussion of VOT where it was shown that the devoiced onset series has

a unique VOT in comparison to the other obstruent onsets. The uniqueness of VOT in the
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devoiced series is evident in phonetic transcriptions. These show that while some words

are transcribed as invariant with regard to aspiration (eg., always [bḁ]̤ 'cow', never [pʻa̤˨ ]),

other words are noted as varying between slight and no aspiration:

• /b'o/ [po̤˨]/[pʻo̤˨] 'invite, call (v)'

• /b'öp/ [pø̤p˨]/[pʻø̤p˨] 'Tibetan'

• /dr'a/ [ʈa̤˨ ]/[ʈʻa̤˨ ] 'slice (v)'

Another of the unique features of the devoiced series is that it does not occur in word

medial position. What is devoiced word initially becomes voiced word medially. The fact

that compounding rules treat this series differently suggests that it belongs to a different

phonological category:

(12) [sø˦] = 'wood charcoal'; [dosø˦] stone + charcoal = 'coal'

(13) [zḁm̤˨] / [sam̤˨] = 'bridge'; [dozam̤˨] stone + bridge = 'stone bridge'

In example (12), the word initial /s/ is unaffected by compounding in the derivation

for the word 'coal'. In example (13), however, the word initial /z'/ [z̥] is realized as a fully

voiced onset after compounding in the word for 'stone bridge'.

S. Watters (1996) study of spectral tilt in Dzongkha demonstrates that there is a sta-

tistically significant difference in voice quality of the vowel following the 'devoiced' series

as compared to other obstruent series. The results of S. Watters' study also illustrate that

there is no statistical difference in voice quality of the vowel following voiceless and pre-

voiced series. The results of this study are reproduced in Figure 18. Breathy voice (voice

quality following devoiced onsets) on average has a negative difference in energy between

the second harmonic (H2) and FØ. Voice quality following pre-voiced and voiceless onsets

has a positive difference such that energy levels rise from FØ to H2.
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Figure 18. Comparison of voice quality using H2-FØ measure. (Adapted from S. Watters
1996:53)

The voice quality differences as measured through the difference in energy level

between FØ to H2 are illustrated in spectral tilts of the words [taʔ] 'tiger' and [dḁ̤] 'lick' in

figures 19 and 20, respectively. In the word [taʔ] 'tiger', voice quality changes across the

duration of the vowel from modal to laryngeal, and in the word [dḁ̤] 'lick', voice quality

changes from breathy to modal. Figure 19 gives two slices of the vowel at 0.01 sec after

the beginning of the vowel and at 0.05 seconds from the end. The first slice demonstrates

energy levels of the first and second harmonics in modal voice. The arrow points to the

second harmonic which has a slightly higher energy level than does the first harmonic (FØ).

The second slice shows energy levels in glottalized voice. The harmonics in this instance

are not as clearly defined and are jagged in appearance.
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Figure 19. Spectral tilt in vowel following voiceless onset ([taʔ] 'tiger')

Figure 20 gives two slices of the vowel at 0.01 sec after the beginning of the vowel

and at 0.175 seconds into the word. The first slice demonstrates energy levels of the first

and second harmonics in breathy voice. The arrow points to the first harmonic (FØ) which

has a higher energy level than does the second harmonic (H2). The second slice shows

energy levels in modal voice. The harmonics in this instance are like those of modal voice

in Figure 19 where energy levels rise incrementally from one harmonic to the next.
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Figure 20. Spectral tilt in vowel following devoiced onset ([dḁ̤] 'lick')

S. Watters (1996) study of pitch in Dzongkha demonstrates that there is a robust

pitch difference between mono-syllables that begin with voiceless obstruent onsets, and

those that begin with the 'devoiced' series. This pitch difference is illustrated in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Pitch traces of words following voiceless and devoiced onsets in long and short
rhymes. (Adapted from S. Watters 1996:58)

Figure 21 shows single pitch traces of the words with devoiced onsets [dḁ̤ː ˨] 'clean'

and [bḁ̤˨ ] 'cow', and the words with voiceless onsets [ta˦] 'look' and [thaː˦] 'weave'. Columns

show a contrast in length; rows show the voiceless devoiced contrast. There is an approx-

imately two semitone pitch distinction that is maintained between the two syllable types

where the vowel begins. High pitch is generally falling and low pitch is essentially level.

S. Watters (1996) reports that the pitch following voiced obstruents parallels that of the

'devoiced' onset syllable (59).
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To summarize, then, the WT (C1)(C2)CvoicelessV(C) syllable and the simple WT CvoicedV(C)

syllable series has merged in voicing quality, both now sharing voicelessness in word initial

position. However, a phonological contrast is maintained between the two syllable types

through a bundle of articulatory cues: variance in aspiration, voice quality contrasts on the

following vowel, and pitch contrasts. Within the overall system, syllables with voiceless

and voiceless aspirated onsets group together as high register syllables (modal voice and

high pitch), and syllables with devoiced and voiced onsets group together as low register

syllables (low pitch).

The 'devoiced' series is one of the places where co-articulated suprasegmental fea-

tures appear to be gaining a foothold into the phonological system of Dzongkha. The rela-

tionship between the voice phonation of the onset consonant and the pitch of the following

syllable is well established: voiceless onsets correlate with higher pitch on the following

vowel, and voiced onsets with lower pitch on the following vowel (Halle and Stevens 1971,

Anderson 1978, Hombert 1978); this is a language specific manifestation of the onset voic-

ing affect (OVE). In this sense, the pitch following the /p/, /ph/, and /b/ series of onsets

in Dzongkha is as expected for passive, co-articulated phonetic cues. However, the 'de-

voiced' series is acoustically marked in that the co-articulated phonetic cues of breathy voice

phonation and low pitch which accompany it are unexpected in relation to passive laryngeal

features which follow voicelessness. The 'devoiced' articulatory bundle is hypothesized to

come from laryngeal features inherent in the historical voicing of this series. In the devel-

opment of the language, co-articulated cues began to be used for the identification of the

phonation contrast, and breathy voice phonation and low pitch began to compensate for

the loss in voicing. As the weightedness of these cues have developed, it has resulted in

an increased awareness of the pitch values in syllables where pitch is passively articulated

through onset phonation. Pitch contrasts between high and low register syllables in promi-

nent positions in clauses are consistently maintained word initially at around two semitones

(S. Watters 1996, 2002).
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3.1.2 Emerging tone in the sonorant series

The development of tone in syllables beginning with sonorants has come about

through a different set of processes. In certain respects, it is the mirror image of what has

happened in the obstruent series. In the obstruent series, the process of tonogenesis gained a

foothold through a loss of voicing that resulted in a compensatory lowering of pitch through

breathy voice phonation. In the sonorant series, glottalization of the onset has resulted in a

compensatory raising of pitch with a resultant high tone. The range and trajectory of high

and low pitch in this series is similar to what has been described for obstruents.

Mazaudon (1977) postulates that tone in the Tibetan languages began first with a

fortis-like onset in the sonorant series that came about as the result of a reduction in conso-

nantal bulk (eg., WT CsonV --> CVlow tone; WT C1C2C3son --> C3high). This process is, in fact, well

attested in numerous Central and Southern Tibetan languages (Mazaudon 1977). What is

unique about Dzongkha is that it exhibits a set of phonetic characteristics that demonstrate

being half way between the atonal Cson / C1,2C3son contrast, and the binary tonal opposition

of Clow and C3high. In addition to the synchronic Clow and C3high contrast, S. Watters (1996)

documents a somewhat rare (rare in Dzongkha, and not attested in other Southern Tibetan

languages (S. Watters 2002)) ʔC3high syllable type.

These three phonetic attestations are illustrated in the phonetic transcription in Table

24. Some high register syllables begin with a glottalized onset (eg., [ʔma˦] 'wound') that is a

phonetic idiosyncrasy, but most begin with a smooth onset (eg., [na˦] 'promise (v)'). There

are no glottalized sonorant onsets that correspond with low register features.

Table 24. Transcription of open syllables beginning with
sonorant onsets in high and low register

WT High register WT Low register
RNA [ʔma˦] 'wound' MAR [maː˨] 'butter'
MNA' [na˦] 'promise (v)' NA [na˨] 'sick (v)'
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S. Watters (1996) reports that the pitch of the vowel following glottalized sonorants

is high (the overall pitch of the syllable is rising falling), and the pitch following smooth

sonorant onsets can be either high or low. This is illustrated in the composite pitch plots in

utterance prominent positions of the three words [ʔlaːʔ˦] 'rent', [loʔ˦] 'talk', and [laːʔ˦] 'work',

as in Figure 22. The pitch plot includes FØ as manifested in the sonorant (and not just as

manifested in the vowel).2
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Figure 22. Pitch plots of plain and glottalized sonorants. (Adapted from S. Watters
1996:63)

As in syllables with obstruent onsets, pitch differences between 'high' and 'low' are

maintained at a robust 2 semitone difference at the onset of the vowel. The contrast in pitch

between smooth onset sonorants is maintained through the onset of the sonorant as well.

The pitch trace of the glottalized onset gives evidence of the effect of glottalization through

rising tone perturbation.
2 The pitch traces in Figure 22 are based on composite plots rather than individual tokens. The composite

data are possible through a MS-DOS based program developed by Jerold Edmondson for work with tone. The
program was never shared publicly, but was available on request. The pitch traces are a composite of three
utterances of each word.
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In addition to pitch characteristics, S. Watters (2002) reports that studies of spectral

tilt in this series do not demonstrate a statistically distinct voice quality difference, although,

perceptually, one can sometimes hear breathy with this series. Note that the transcription

of [maː˨] 'butter' and [na˨] 'sick (v)' do not show breathiness. This is not unlike the values

for voice phonation and pitch following the voiced obstruent series: pitch is low, and does

not require breathy voice as a concomitant phonation feature.

Given Mazaudon's (1977) hypothesis that tone began in Tibetan languages through

complex sonorant onsets (eg., WT C1,2C3son --> C3high), it is assumed that the phonetically

idiosyncratic glottalized onset series in Dzongkha is part of the older co-articulatory system,

and that smooth sonorous onsets followed by high tone are part of a newer phonological

system. That is, I propose that glottalized sonorant onsets illustrate an intermediate step

in the development of tone for syllables beginning with sonorant onsets. In this stage,

several co-articulated phonetic cues are available to speakers, namely glottalized onsets

and concomitant high pitch in the vowel. However, at some point in the development of the

language, the cue for high pitch began to take on 'more weight' with a concomitant loss of

glottalization. The only available contrast between syllables of this type is now pitch, and

as such gives evidence of its phonological status.

The phonological patterns of Dzongkha in the onset demonstrate co-articulatory

pathways by which pitch has gained, and is presumed to be gaining contrastive status. In

syllables that begin with sonorant onsets, it is demonstrated that the contrastive status of

pitch has come about through the co-articulation of glottalized onsets and concomitant high

pitch on the vowel. The fact that there are few glottalized sonorant onsets suggests that the

primary weighted contrast is now one of pitch (i.e., tone). In mirror image to this, loss of

voicing in simple WT onsets has contributed to the co-articulation of breathy phonation on

the vowel and concomitant low pitch. As the passive articulation of pitch (eg., voiceless

onset/high pitch and voiced onset/low pitch) gives way to a newly weighted and contrastive
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use of pitch in syllables that begin with sonorant and 'devoiced' onsets, pitch gains saliency

within the overall system, and is evidenced by a fairly robust pitch contrast on the mono-

syllable even where one might expect only minimal phonetic cues and 'light' perceptual

weighting.

3.1.3 Pitch based on rhyme type

While changes in the onset contribute to pitch height contrasts on the monosyllable,

loss of the WT coda consonant contributes to changes in trajectory. S. Watters (1996, 2002)

reports four rhyme types: short, long, nasal, and glottalized (which is phonetically between

short and long in duration). Table 253 shows how these rhyme types correspond with WT

spellings. In general, short syllables derive from WT coda-less syllables and WT syllables

ending in /'a/ (Tibetan 'achung); long syllables from WT codas ending in /r, l/; nasalized

syllables from WT codas ending in /ng, n/; and glottalized syllables from WT codas ending

in /g, d, s/. WT codas ending in /b/ are realized as a /w/ (creating a diphthong), and WT

codas ending in /m/ are unchanged. While these are general tendencies, Table 25 illustrates

that there are plenty of exceptions. The WT codas /g, d/, for example, tend to result in

glottalized rhymes (98/140 and 68/113, respectively), but they also result in short and long

rhymes. The WT coda /s/ is the least consistent phonetically: 52/107 spellings result in a

glottalized rhyme, but 38/107 words correspond with long rhymes and 17/107 with short

rhymes. The data here demonstrate that WT spelling is not a fully accurate predictor of

spoken pronunciation in the rhyme. As such, the studies of tone for this research have

focused on spoken forms, regardless of the received WT spelling.

These rhyme types also correlate with somewhat different pitch distributions, as

given in Figure 23. In high register (following voiceless onsets), short syllables are sharply

falling; long (and nasal) and glottalized syllables fall further than short syllables by virtue of
3 The order of rows in Table 25 corresponds with the WT alphabetizing order. The WT forms used for

comparison in Table 25 are not archaic WT forms, but are taken from modern literary Dzongkha.
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Table 25. Correspondence between WT rhymes and
spoken Dzongkha. (adapted from S. Watters 2002:54)

WT Coda short long nasal glottalized Total
G 18 23 1 98 140
NG 3 3 156 162
D 16 29 68 113
N 1 17 18
B 4 3 2 9
M 1 1
A' 29 11 5 45
R 5 70 75
L 7 77 1 85
S 17 38 52 107
VOWEL 420 70 4 17 511

GRAND TOTAL 1,266

their duration, but have a more gentle slope. The slope of glottalized rhymes, in particular,

flattens out briefly in the middle of the rhyme. In low register (following devoiced onsets),

pitch height and trajectory are similar between each rhyme type. The overall pitch trajectory

of low register syllables in the middle range of distribution is level (although pitch following

the beginning and prior to the end point is sharply falling).
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Figure 23. Pitch traces of rhyme types following voiceless and devoiced onsets (Adapted
from S. Watters 1996:58)

The distributions of pitch based on rhyme type in monosyllables do not indicate any

emerging phonological contrast. That is, the different trajectories in high register syllables

can be predicted on the basis of rhyme type, and the shape and trajectory of pitch in low

register is similar between rhyme types. The pitch distributions based on rhyme type in di-

syllable words, however, indicate a previously undocumented interaction of duration across

syllables that contributes to contrastive tone melodies on a single rhyme type, and it is this

that the next section describes.

3.2 Contrastive pitch in disyllable words

Pitch in monosyllabic words is described as incipient tone with a strong correlation

between pitch distribution, onset type, and rhyme type. That is, pitch height following

voiceless onsets (stops, fricatives, and affricates) is consistently higher than the pitch height

following de-voiced onsets (stops, fricatives, and affricates), and the pitch height difference

between them is statistically significant, even if the pitch distributions of some words in
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some contexts is overlapping. Pitch following pre-voiced onsets is similar in pitch height

to that of the devoiced series. The height of pitch distributions following voiced (sonorous)

onsets, however, is not predictable: these distributions have a similar range as the higher

distributions following voiceless onsets and the lower distributions following de-voiced

onsets. This range is attributed to high and low tone: there are numerous meaning / form

contrasts found in the language based on this high and low tone distinction.

In addition to pitch height distinctions, monosyllables also exhibit pitch trajectory

distinctions as a function of rhyme type. The pitch trajectory following voiceless onsets is

more sharply falling when the rhyme is short than when it is long. Pitch following devoiced

onsets is level, particularly in the middle distributions of the word. The sharply falling /

more level distinction, however, is predictable on the basis of onset and rhyme type: pitch

trajectory is a corollary feature, but not a contrastive feature.

In this section, then, these pitch characteristics are described as they are manifest in

disyllabic words in citation form and in frame drills. The interaction of pitch with onset and

rhyme type in these contexts demonstrate the amorphous nature of pitch: pitch distinctions

in height and trajectory are diminished in second syllable, but the effects of rhyme type of

the second syllable heighten melody distinctions in the first syllable.

As noted above, pitch is affected by onset and rhyme type, but in the description

which follows, it will also be shown that several other factors are important as explanations

of distribution. These are: the tone frame in which the word is said, whether the syllable is

first or second in the word, and the interaction of the onset and rhyme type with the onset

and rhyme type of the syllable which follows or precedes. These factors are teased apart to

try to describe the pitch characteristics at the level of the word.

If pitch were purely a passive articulation of onset type and the high and low of

voiceless and voiced stops, or the high and low of syllables beginning with sonorant onsets,

then pitch in disyllable words would be expected to exhibit a four-way contrast, as in:
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H1 H2 H1 L2 L1 H2 L1 L2

That is, the expectation is that the first syllable may be high or low, and either one

of these patterns may be followed in the second syllables with high or low pitch. What is

found, however, is the following pattern:

-- -- H1 L2 -- -- L1 L2

That is, pitch height in the first syllable is contrastive, but in the second syllable it

is generally low, and not contrastive overall. While the pitch height contrast found in first

syllable washes out in second syllable, statistical tests show that the affects of rhyme are still

evident. Short syllables are more sharply falling than long syllables, but most interesting

is that this contrast in the second syllable is evident in the first syllable. First syllables

are lower or more falling when followed by a short syllable than when followed by a long

second syllable. The Chao (1930) numbers given in Table 26 illustrate this pattern. For

example, a short first syllable when followed by a short rhyme has the pitch shape 52; or a

long first syllable followed by a long second syllable has the pitch shape 54/44. As will be

demonstrated later in this section, the pitch trajectories of first syllables followed by short

and long rhymes in second syllable are quite distinctive, and are suggestive of an emerging

melody contrast that is not predictable on the basis of the rhyme type itself.

Table 26. The effects of the rhyme on pitch in disyllable words

Syllable 1 Syllable 2
Onset short long rhyme
vl 52 53 short, 31

43 54 / 44 long, 32
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The effect of rhyme on pitch trajectory following pre-voiced and voiced onsets is

more complex and difficult to describe with the Chao number system. Pitch trajectories

in these syllable types can be convex and concave in shape. In Chao numbers they might

be described as 4223 or 2443. These pitch trajectories will be described after syllables

beginning with voiceless and devoiced onsets.

The tone description of disyllable words begins with an overview of pitch distribu-

tion within high and low register. This will provide a background for understanding the

ways in which factors such as onset type and rhyme type interact with one another. This

tone study is based on recordings made with an H6 Zoom 24 bit digital recorder with Audio-

Technica Cardioid Lavalier Mics. Recordings were viewed in PRAAT (OS X ver 6.0.19)

where adjustments in measurement were made to semitones (Boersma and Weenink 2018).

Semitones were chosen as a unit of measure over Hertz since semitones are pre-

sented in an logarithmic scale relative to the overall pitch height of the speaker. Measure-

ments of male and female speakers in semitones are more easily compared; a rise in one

semitone for both male and female speakers is comparable, whereas a rise of 10 Hz, for ex-

ample, in the recording of a male speaker is not equivalent to a 10 Hz rise in the recording of

a female speaker (assuming F0 of the male speaker is considerably lower than the female).

The formula for conversion of Hertz to semitones is: semitones = 12*log2(f0mean/1). This

is one of the options in PRAAT given in the menu "Pitch settings" menu as "semitones re

1Hz". This particular conversation results in higher semitone units than is sometimes seen

in studies where human speech ranges between 0 (100 Hz) and 19 semitones (300 Hz). The

semitone values of the PRAAT conversion used here result in a range of between 70 (60

Hz) and 100 semitones (400 Hz), depending on the individual.

The numerical values of pitch traces were extracted from PRAAT and compiled in a

tab-delimited text file. These numeric pitch trace values were combined with factors such as

tone frame, syllable, onset syllable 1, rhyme syllable 1, onset syllable 2, and rhyme syllable
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2. The tab-delimited file was then imported into R© (R Core Team 2016), and then R©

was used to perform statistical tests and create graphs. Graphs in R© were made following

(Chang 2012). Gries (2013) was used throughout to determine appropriate statistical tests

for the data.

One of the characteristics of pitch in the language is that the distribution in high

and low registers overlaps a great deal, particularly in second syllables. This is illustrated

with the range of pitch height for disyllable words in citation form in Figure 24. The pitch

distribution is given as a scatter plot with a box and whisker plot overlay. H1 pitch values

are given in black dots, H2 in dark grey triangles, L1 in grey squares, and L2 in light grey

crosses; this nomenclature will be followed through out. The distribution of pitch in high

register in first syllables (H1) ranges approximately between 91 and 98 semitones; between

88 and 98 semitones in second syllables which are high register (H2); between 91 and 96

semitones in first syllables which are low register (L1); and between 88 and 96 semitones in

second syllables which are low register (L2). The distribution of pitch is tighter and more

dense in the first syllable than in the second syllable: the first syllable ranges from low to

high about 6 semitones. The pitch range from low to high for H2 is about 10 semitones, and

L2 about 8 semitones. The diffuse more spread out distribution of pitch in second syllable

is presumably because the pitch trajectory extends to lower ranges as the vowel tapers off

slowly in words in citation form.

Notched box and whisper plots are also included in Figure 24, giving additional

statistical interpretation to the distribution of pitch values. Mean values are given in red

diamonds, and outliers in blue dots. The fact that the mean of each tone type differs little

from the median shows that the values for pitch are evenly distributed and uniform. The

mean values in semitones are: H1 = 94.8, H2 = 92.4, L1 = 93.4, and L2 = 91.8. Notches

indicate a confidence interval around the median which is shown as a black line between

the left and right notches. As a rule of thumb, if the notches of two boxes do not overlap
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there is a 95% confidence level that the medians of the two distributions differ (Gries 2013).

The notch of the H1 values are clearly distinct from the other three pitch distributions. The

notches of L1 and L2 also indicate that there is a 95% confidence level that the medians

of these pitch distributions differ from one another. Similarly, the notches of H2 and L1

indicate a strong probability that the two medians are different. There is a slight overlap in

notches between H2 and L2, however, indicating that the medians of the two distributions

are not as distinct as the other syllable tones. This is not surprising as the distribution of

pitch values of H2 and L2 are similar in terms of pitch range and approximate density of

values.
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Figure 24. Box plot overlay of frequency distribution of pitch in disyllable words
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Paired t-tests assuming unequal variances, as given in Table 27, give additional sta-

tistical information concerning the distribution of these pitch values based on variance from

the means. The purpose of the t-test is to determine whether the mean difference in pitch for

the entire sample of words defines a statistically significant pattern as a corroboration of the

visual presentation of data in the box and whisper plots. These distributions were paired

since my study was interested comparing the pitch of first and second syllables, and the

possible correlations of the pitch of one with the other. Syllables are of different length and

occur at different points in a word giving different distributions. Based on these variances,

the paired t-tests were run assuming unequal variances. Unless stated otherwise, the paired

t-tests in this chapter will run assuming unequal variances.4

The paired t-tests here for pitch in disyllable words demonstrate that there is a statis-

tically significant difference (p value < 0.01) between H1 and L1, between H1 and H2, and

L1 and L2 i.e., between high and low in first syllable, between high and high in first and

second syllable, and between low and low in first and second syllable. The p-value of the

variance from the means of H2 and L2, however, is not statistically significant: p=0.175

with a mean difference between them of 0.29 semitones. That is, the difference in pitch

between high and low register washes out in the environment of second syllable.

Table 27. Paired t-test assuming unequal variances

Syllable tones t df p-value mean diff 95% conf. limits
semitones lower upper

H1/L1 11.244 189 p<0.0001 1.37 1.13 1.61
H1/H2 14.76 243 p<0.0001 2.57 2.22 2.91
L1/L2 9.0074 145 p<0.0001 1.4 1.09 1.7

H2/L2 1.3774 145 0.1705 0.29 -0.12 0.7

4 The default t-test function of R is set to unequal variances, and Gries (2013:220) recommends that this
value should only rarely be changed.
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While it is clear from Figure 24 that H1, L1, and L2 are distinct from one another in

terms of means and t-tests, pitch density graphs give an additional interpretation of the data.

The peak level of density is regarded as carrying the most salience for the speaker / hearer.

In Figure 25, the high pitch in first and second syllables are given in the top row, and the low

pitch of first and second syllables in the bottom row. The pitch density of H1 and L1 is fairly

discrete and not spread across a wide pitch range. They are mirror images of one other with

secondary peaks before and after a sharp main peak, respectively. The main peak of density

of H1 is at approximately 95 semitones and of L1 at approximately 94 semitones. The pitch

density of L2 is somewhat more diffuse with a peak around 92 semitones. The peak values

correspond with the mean values given above. The pitch density of H2 is significantly more

diffuse with two different somewhat blunted peaks at 89 and 94 semitones: pitch density

between these peaks is moderately consistent. Like the frequency plot and p-values, the

pitch density graphs show the idiosyncratic nature of high pitch in second syllables.
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Figure 25. Density of pitch as a function of syllable tone

Thus far, box and whisper plots have been used to visualize pitch distributions of

pitch in disyllable words. However, while box and whisper plots can be a useful tool, they

give no indication of distributions that are at variance within the overall set. The ECD

function in R© is a helpful corrective of this, creating graphs that are sensitive to different

distributions within a dataset.

The ECDF in Figure 26 plots the range of pitch on the x-axis, and a percentage scale

from 0 to 1 (=100%) on the y-axis. The points in the graph, then, show how much percentage

of all pitch values are above or below a particular value. This plot is particularly useful
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because every data point is represented and can show variations in distribution. Figure 26

gives further evidence that the pitch distribution of each syllable is distinct from the other.

The pitch of H1, L1, and L2 are similarly distributed although at different pitch levels. The

idiosyncratic nature of H2 pitch is seen, once again, with pitch spread across a wider range

of semitones. The pitch height level of 94 semitones in Figure 26 is particularly instructive:

only 25% of the pitch values of H1 tones are below 94 semitones; 75% of the pitch values

of H2 and L1 are below 94 semitones, and approximately 90% of L2 pitch values are below

94 semitones. These distribution plots also illustrate that H1, L1, and L2 have a more level

pitch and that H2 is falling by comparison.
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Figure 26. Empirical cumulative distribution function of syllable pitch (distribution of
pitch)

The preceding description is based on the overall values of pitch in first and second

syllable. In the following description, a distinction will be made between pitch in the context

of the pitch which follows or precedes. These distributions demonstrate that first syllables

are unaffected by the syllable which follows, as in Figure 27: the first column contains the

pitch values of H1 followed by H2, the second column of H1 followed by L2, the third

column of L1 followed by H2, and the fourth of L1 followed by L2. As can be seen in the

box and whisker plots, the notches of both plots are almost entirely overlapping, and the

mean values are very similar: high pitch before high and low second syllables is 94.8 and
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94.9 semitones, respectively; low pitch before high and low second syllables is 93.2 and

93.4 semitones, respectively.
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First syllable in context of second syllable

Figure 27. First syllable pitch in context of second syllable (frequency plot with box
whisker plot overlay)

Plotting the ECDF of pitch values in the first syllable further illustrates that the

second syllable has no statistical effect on the first syllable, as in Figure 28. The pitch

range between 94 semitones and 96 semitones contains over 50% of the distribution of H1

in the context of either H2 or L2. There is no effective difference between them as illustrated

visually in the graph in Figure 28.
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Here through out the pitch study, individual pitch trajectories are frequently found

to have similar beginning and end points, but differ in the trajectory by which they get

there, e.g., the composite pitch traces demonstrated in Figure 23. Given this distributional

characteristic, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (k-s) statistical test is also applied to pairs of pitch

distributions. The k-s test is valuable for showing differences in distribution even when

means are similar, as for example when there is a bimodal distribution over a single vector

(Gries 2013).

The results of the k-s statistical test here in the context of the distributions in Figure

28 are given in Table 28: D=0.035994, and p=1. The pitch range between 92.5 semitones

and 94 semitones contains over 50% of the distribution of L1 in the context of either H2

or L2. Furthermore, there is no statistical difference between pitch values of L1 in either

of these contexts according to the k-s statistical test given in Table 28: D=0.075746, and

p=0.7656.

While the k-s statistical test shows clearly that there is no difference as a result of

the following pitch, the ECD function in Figure 28 and the k-s test show, once again, a

significant difference between high and low pitches in this context. The dotted lines in

Figure 28 illustrate the difference in pitch at the greatest point: the dotted point line at

94.5 semitones between H1 and L1 in the context of H2, and the morse-code line at 94.25

semitones between H1 and L1 in the context of L2. The statistical difference between H1

and L1 is significant: between H1 and L1 in the context of H2, D=0.5336 and p<0.0001;

between H1 and L1 in the context of L2, D=0.56243 and p<0.0001.
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Figure 28. Empirical cumulative distribution function of first syllable pitch (in context of
second syllable)

Table 28. Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: pitch of first syllables in context of
second syllables

H1 .. L2 L1 .. H2 (3) L1 .. L2 (4)
D, p-value D, p-value D, p-value

H1 .. H2 (1) 0.035994, 1 0.5336, p<0.0001 0.49271, p<0.0001
H1 .. L2 (2) -- 0.56243, p<0.0001 0.52702, p<0.0001
L1 .. H2 (3) -- 0.075746, 0.7656
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In the previous discussion, the distribution of pitch in first syllable was demonstrated

to be unaffected by pitch in the second syllable, and it was shown that the distribution of

pitch between high and low is statistically distinct. This is similar to second syllables, as

given in Figure 29 in frequency plots with an overlay of box and whisker plots. The first

column contains the distribution of pitch of H2 preceded by H1, the second column of H2

preceded by L1, the third column of L2 preceded by H1, and the fourth of L2 preceded

by L1. H2 preceded by H1 or L1 is not statistically distinct in terms of pitch distribution.

However, in second syllables, both H2 distributions are not statistically distinct from L2

preceded by H1. That is, H2 and L2 following H1 are not distinct from each other in terms

of distribution and means. The mean pitch values and overall distribution of pitch for these

syllables is about 2 semitones lower than pitch in first syllables: H2 preceded by H1 and L1

is 92.3 and 91.9 semitones, respectively; L2 preceded by H1 is 91.8 semitones. L2 preceded

by L1 breaks the pattern; it is not lower than the overall distribution of L1. The mean pitch

of this syllable is 93.1 semitones.
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Figure 29. Second syllable pitch in context of first syllable (frequency plot with box
whisker plot overlay)

The notches in the box and whisker plots of the first three columns in Figure 29 are

overlapping, indicating that there is a statistical likelihood that the means are not different.

Paired t-tests assuming unequal variances between these columns confirm this: p is at least

0.02 in each of the paired t-tests of these pitch distributions. Paired t-tests that compare

means with the fourth column are statistically significant: p < 0.0001 is true for each of

the pairings. In this view, high tone (following either high or low) and low tone (following

high tone) are not statistically distinct from each other, but low tone following low tone is
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distinct from all three; the overall pitch distribution of L2 following L1 is higher and more

compact than the other three.

In terms of overall characteristics, then, the pitch distributions between high and

low register overlap a great deal, particularly in the second syllable where pitch is not con-

trastive between high or low register in terms of means. It must be remembered that the

pitch patterns which are described below in Section 3.2.1 are found within the context of

overlapping distributions and narrow ranges of difference.

3.2.1 Factors affecting pitch in disyllable words

In Section 3.2, the overall distribution of pitch in citation form was described. In

this section, a more detailed analysis will be provided by examining the correlation of pitch

~ time as a function of different factors. The factors which will be examined are: a) tone

frame, syllable sequence, b) onset and rhyme type of the pitch of the syllable under inves-

tigation, and c) onset and rhyme type of the syllable which follows or precedes.

3.2.1.1 The effect of tone frame and syllable on word pitch

This section describes the effect of tone frames on disyllable word. The four tone

frames in which words are uttered are:

(14) a. frame 1: citation (in isolation)
b. frame 2: 'ani [] in 'This is a/an [].'
c. frame 3: nga-lu [] yö 'I have a/an [].'
d. frame 4: 'ani-lu [] z'e 'lap in 'This is called a/an [].'

Frame 1 consists of words given in citation form i.e., words spoken in isolation. The

overall general description of the distribution of pitch in high and low register in Section

3.1 was based on words in citation. Frames 2 through 4 consist of words spoken in a clause-

medial context: frame 2 consists of a preceding high and a following low word; frame 3
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of preceding and following low; and while the first word of frame 4 begins as high, by the

time the suffix -lu is uttered, the tone frame is effectively a preceding low and following

low.

The effect of tone frame on pitch in disyllable words is illustrated first with words

which begin with voiceless onsets. In the nomenclature used in Section 3.2, these are H1

syllables (with no differentiation based on what follows). Figure 30 shows the distribution

of pitch as it correlates with time (pitch ~ time) when tone frame is a factor. In addition,

a regression line of best fit is given for each distribution, along with information about the

slope of regression and the r2 value in the top right corner. Pitch begins somewhere between

93 and 97.5 semitones, and ends at approximately between 91 and 95 semitones, depending

on the tone frame. The r2 values show a moderate correlation of pitch ~ time when frame

is a factor, illustrating that the distribution of pitch is somewhat diffuse between the upper

and lower ranges; the range between the highest and lowest token at any given point in time

is about 3 semitones.
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Figure 30. Pitch following voiceless onsets (first syllable) in four tone frames

The slope information in the top right corner of Figure 30 illustrates how pitch distri-

bution is somewhat lowered for each frame. The line of regression begins at 96.1 semitones

and falls most steeply in Frame 1 (citation form). Frame 2 (preceding high, following low)

begins at almost the same pitch height at 95.8 semitones and falls almost as steeply. Frame

3 (preceding low, following low) begins at 95.5 semitones and is the most flat of the dis-

tributions. Frame 4 (preceding low, following low) begins at 94.9 semitones and falls at

almost the same rate as frames 1 and 2. The distribution of pitch is about 1 semitone lower

than that in frames 1 and 2. The cause of the lowering effect on pitch in frames 1 through
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4 is unclear: it may happen as a result of the surrounding words, or as a result of a "list

effect" where each frame is an item on a list, and the pitch of each item on the list is low-

ered. Nevertheless, the net effect is that there are no absolute values for high and low pitch:

in the lowered utterance of frame 4, so-called H1 syllables dip well into the pitch range of

so-called L1 syllables. The lower one half of the distribution in frame 4 overlaps with the

upper half of the distribution of pitch which follows devoiced onsets in first syllable (see

Figure 31).

Frames have a discernable effect on first syllables which begin with other onset types

(L1 onsets). Pitch following devoiced onsets in the tone frames are given in Figure 31 (pitch

following pre-voiced and voiced onset types have unique distributions in comparison with

voiceless and devoiced onsets, and will be discussed in Section 3.2.1.2.) First, it can be

seen that there are significantly less data with this onset type than with voiceless onsets,

and as such do not exhibit the range between low and high distributions within a single

frame. Nevertheless, the pitch distribution in frame 1 diverges from frame 4 with an overall

effect of a lowered distribution for frame 4. Pitch distributions in frames 2 and 3 begin

higher than frame 1, but end lower. Overall, like pitch following voiceless onsets, Figure

31 shows a three semitone range between the low and high instances of pitch distribution

across all syllables with devoiced onsets at any given point in time in the utterance.
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Figure 31. Pitch following devoiced onsets (first syllable)

The slope information in the top right corner of Figure 31 demonstrates, once again,

that pitch distribution is lowered by as much as a semitone between frames. Frame 2 has

an intercept of 94.5 semitones while Frame 4 has an intercept of 93.2 semitones with over a

difference of 1 semitone between their start heights, and this distribution difference is car-

ried throughout the utterance of this syllable type. The upper half of this pitch distribution

overlaps with the lower half of the distribution following voiceless onsets. The r2 value

indicates that there is a moderate correlation between pitch ~ time when frame is a factor:
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pitch height and trajectory are not sufficiently uniform to give a higher correlation between

pitch ~ time.

3.2.1.2 The effect of onset on pitch

This section describes the effect of onset type on pitch as it occurs in the first syllable

of a disyllable word. Figure 32 shows the distribution of pitch as it correlates with time

(pitch ~ time) when onset is a factor. In addition, a regression line of best fit is given for

each distribution, along with information about the slope of regression and the r2 value in

the top right corner. The pitch distributions which follow each major onset type fall into

two groups: one group whose pitch has a moderate correlation with time (r2 > 0.3), and

these are syllables with voiceless and devoiced onsets; another group whose pitch has no

correlation with time (r2 < 0.03) and these are onsets with pre-voiced and voiced onsets. The

former group (voiceless and devoiced) exhibit distributions which are contrastive even if

there is some overlap; pitch here is tonal (although devoiced syllables exhibit breathy voice

phonation, so pitch is not the only contrastive feature). The y intercept is 95.6 semitones

for voiceless onset syllables and 93.5 semitones for devoiced. The slope of regression falls

at a similar rate so that the regression lines between them maintain a distance of about 2

semitones for the length of the syllable. The regression lines account for a little over thirty

percent of the pitch distributions (a slight correlation).

Pitch following pre-voiced and voiced onsets is amorphous such that there is no

correlation between pitch ~ time: r2 in both cases is less than 0.03. As such the lines of

regression are quite flat: the line is slightly rising following pre-voiced onsets and slightly

falling following voiced syllables. While the regression lines show show y intercepts in the

low range (92.6 and 93.6 semitones), the range in pitch at any given point in the distribution

is about seven semitones, covering the high of pitch following voiceless onsets and the low

of pitch following devoiced onsets. The pitch distributions of these syllable types is hardly

high or low. Rather, it is high and low.
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Figure 32. Pitch following four major onset types (in first syllable)

There is a good explanation for the pitch distribution following voiced onsets, and

this is that the distribution of pitch in the "Voiced" graph in Figure 32 includes examples

of both high and low tone voiced onsets. There are numerous examples in the language of

high and low tone contrasts following voiced onsets: /'na/ [nɜ˦] 'promise' vs. /na/ [nɜ˨] 'be

sick' and /'nya/ [ɲɜ˦] 'borrow' vs. /nya/ [ɲɜ˨] 'fish'. The distribution following high and low

tone voiced onsets, however, is still quite amorphous without the tightness of distribution

following voiceless and devoiced onsets. In Figure 33 both lines of regression and best-fit

lines are drawn, but the correlation of pitch ~ time is still well below 15% as reflected in
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the r2 values for low and high: r2 for low = 0.062 and r2 for high = 0.11. The line of best

fit and the regression line are very close in syllables with low pitch. In syllables of high

pitch, however, the line of best fit is a curved line with the peak in the middle. The slope

of regression is positive i.e., rising. Both pitch height and pitch trajectory is distinctive:

so-called high pitch is mid rising or rising falling and so-called low pitch is low level. The

issue of pitch trajectory will be discussed in more detail in Sections 3.2.1.3 and 3.2.1.5.
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Figure 33. Pitch following voiced onsets in first syllable (low and high tone)

There is no clear explanation for why the distribution of pitch is amorphous follow-

ing pre-voiced onsets i.e, why r2 values in Figure 32 are so low. It is likely a function of the
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fact that pitch trajectory is basically level with a fairly high range above and below median

values, and this syllable type is basically atonal.5

As in first syllables, the effect of onset type on pitch in second syllable gives two

contrastive distributions, as shown in Figure 34. There are no devoiced onsets in second

syllable, and the data for voiced onsets are statistically minimal; only pitch distributions fol-

lowing voiceless and pre-voiced onsets are given. The line of best fit and line of regression

show that pitch trajectory following voiceless syllables is falling (with a slope of: intercept

- 23.8x) and pitch trajectory following pre-voiced onsets has no correlation: r2 = 2e-04, such

that the line of regression is flat. The line of best fit for this distribution shows a slightly

rising falling trajectory. Given the range of pitch height following pre-voiced onsets and

the steeply falling distribution following voiceless onsets, the contrast in pitch between the

two is one of trajectory: pitch height distinctions are washed out in the second syllable (and

this accords with the ECDF graph in Figure 26.)
5 Either pre-voiced syllables are atonal, or it has not been noticed that they have become tonal. It may

be that no-one has noticed they're tonal because the standard tonogenetic account in Tibetic languages is that
complex onsets with a voiced root letter develop as low register in the modern languages (low register at least
in the Southern Tibetic languages). In voiced syllables, the wide range in pitch height is an indication of a
tonal contrast. As such, it's possible that tone is developing in the pre-voiced series through voice quality dif-
ferences: pre-voiced with breathy voice develop as low tone while with modal voice tone high tone develops.
Whatever the case may be, this is an area which requires further research.
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Figure 34. Contrastive pitch following voiceless and voiced onsets (second syllable)

3.2.1.3 The effect of rhyme on pitch

This section describes the effect of rhyme type on pitch in a disyllable word. The

overall effect of rhyme type is negligible, particularly when onset type is not taken into

consideration: r2 for short rhymes = 0.08 and r2 for long rhymes = 0.06. Given the fact that

pre-voiced and voiced onsets as a factor result in no correlation between pitch ~ time, this

finding is not surprising. However, when devoiced onsets are considered in combination
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with rhyme type, the effect is strong. The effect shows some difference following voiceless

onsets, but it is not statistically significant.

Figure 35 shows the distribution of pitch as it correlates with time (pitch ~ time)

when rhyme is a factor and onsets are voiceless and devoiced. The pitch distributions are

more clearly distinct following devoiced onsets, although this may simply be a function

of less data than syllables beginning with voiceless onsets. In syllables beginning with

devoiced onsets, the correlation between pitch ~ time is moderate to strong when rhyme

type is a factor: r2 for short rhymes = 0.77 and r2 for long rhymes = 0.52. The slope of the

pitch trajectory in short syllables is more than double long syllables: slope of short rhymes

= intercept - 42.8x; slope of long rhymes = intercept - 13.8x. Phonologically short syllables

are falling and long syllables are level. The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows

that the distributions are statistically different: D = 0.28, p-value = 0.01.

Figure 35 shows that distributions of short and long rhymes following voiceless on-

sets (top graph) are quite similar. When rhyme is a factor in this phonological environment

the correlation between pitch ~ time is moderate: r2 for short rhymes = 0.39 and r2 for long

rhymes = 0.46. The slope of pitch trajectory is very similar: slope of short rhymes = inter-

cept - 22.1x; slope of long rhymes = intercept - 18x.. Long rhymes, however, are slightly

heightened above the distribution of short rhymes. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that

the distributions are not statistically distinct: D = 0.05, p-value = 0.74. In fact, they are

close to being the same distribution.
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Figure 35. The effect of rhyme type as a factor when onsets are voiceless and devoiced
(first syllable)

The effect of rhyme type on pitch following voiced onsets is also negligible. In fact,

if anything, the affect of the rhyme on pitch washes out in syllables with this onset type, as

given in Figure 36. Lines of best fit (the curved lines) and lines of regression are given for

each distribution. A summary of the linear model is given in the top right corner with values

for the y-intercept, slope, and r2. In these graphs, pitch distributions are contrastive more as

a function of "low" and "high", rather than of "short" and "long". Low toned syllables are

basically flat, regardless of rhyme type, and high toned syllables are rising falling, regardless

of rhyme type. This is different than what has been previously reported (S. Watters 2002a)
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for high and low tone with voiced onsets. Previously, high and low pitch values following

voiced onsets were shown to parallel the values of pitch height for syllables with obstruent

onsets. Here, height values are not distinctive, but pitch trajectory (melody) is. This points

to a qualitative difference between the voiced onsets of this syllable type: so-called high

tone sonorant syllables have a fortis like feature that causes rising tone in the onset, and

there is not so much a 'high' and 'low' pitch difference.
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Figure 36. The effect of rhyme type as a factor when onset is voiced (sonorous)

The effect of rhyme type on pitch following pre-voiced onsets is difficult to deter-

mine given the fact that the range in pitch height is amorphous. Figure 37 shows pitch
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distribution in short and long rhymes following pre-voiced onsets. There are only a few

words in the data for short rhymes, but this accords with the general tendency found in syl-

lables with voiceless and devoiced onsets where short rhymes are lower in pitch height or

have a pitch trajectory which is more steeply falling: the line of regression has a negative

slope of intercept - 10.1x. The pitch distribution in long rhymes in Figure 37 is amorphous:

there is no correlation between pitch ~ time; r2 = 0.036. The curved line of best fit shows a

rising trajectory, but individual traces show a rising falling trajectory much like short sylla-

bles. The distribution of pre-voiced long rhyme syllables appear to have pitch distributions

quite similar to those found in voiced onsets with long rhymes with high and low tone. That

is, some trajectories are low level, and some trajectories are rising. For lack of contrastive

words, the distribution is interpreted as atonal i.e, amorphous without pattern (see Section

3.2.1.4 for possible patterns).
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Figure 37. The effect of rhyme type as a factor when onset is pre-voiced

The effect of rhyme type on pitch distribution as a whole is more pronounced in

second syllable, as given in Figure 38. The top graph shows pitch in short and long rhymes

following voiceless onsets in second syllables. The slope of short syllables is: intercept -

34.1x; the slope of long syllables is: intercept - 20.8x. While both syllables are falling, the

slope of long syllables significantly less so, and the overall distribution is higher than short

rhymes. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the distributions are statistically distinct:

D = 0.12, p=0.007. The r2 value also shows a stronger correlation than was seen in first

syllables: r2 for both short and long is approximately 0.6.
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The lower graph shows pitch in short and long rhymes following pre-voiced onsets

in second syllables. The slope of short syllables is: intercept - 11x; the slope of long syl-

lables is: intercept - 3.3x according to the lines of regression. However, the line of best

fit (the curvy line) shows a rising falling pitch trajectory whose beginning and end points

are quite similar. The overall distribution in long rhymes is significantly higher than short

rhymes. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the distributions are statistically distinct: D

= 0.37, p<0.0001. As in other instances of pitch following pre-voiced onsets, the r2 value

shows almost no correlation between pitch ~ time.
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3.2.1.4 The effect of following onset on pitch

The effect of the second syllable onset on first syllable pitch distribution is not sta-

tistically significant as given in Figure 39. In the top graph, the distribution of pitch fol-

lowing voiceless onsets is differentiated on the basis of the three 2nd syllable onset types.

The slope of the line of regression in all three are similar; r2 values show moderate cor-

relation. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the distributions preceded by voiceless and

pre-voiced onsets are not statistically distinct: p > 0.01. The distribution preceded by voiced

onsets, however, is statistically distinct: p < 0.01 in comparisons with both voiceless and

pre-voiced onsets.

The lower graph in Figure 39 shows again that the second syllable onset has no

statistical effect on the distribution of the previous syllable. There are no data of with pre-

voiced followed by voiced onsets, and distributions with voiceless and pre-voiced onsets

are not statistically significant. The data contain only devoiced onsets followed by voiceless

onsets; there are no contrastive data. An examination of individual pitch traces of words

confirm that there is no rise in pitch at the end of the syllable, as might be expected in

co-articulatory effects preceding the constricted glottis of voiceless onsets.

Although not shown here, no statistical effect is found in the interaction of voiced

onsets and the following onsets. Not surprisingly, there is no effect on the distribution of

pitch in the second syllable as a result of the onset of the first syllables. That is, onsets affect

the pitch of the vowel which follows but not the vowel which precedes.
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Figure 39. Effect of second syllable onset on first syllable pitch distribution

3.2.1.5 The effect of following rhyme on pitch

In Section 3.2.1.3, it was shown that the length of the rhyme has an effect on the

distribution of pitch in a single syllable: short rhymes are more sharply falling or lower

(or both) than long rhymes. In addition, this section will demonstrate that the length of the

rhyme in the second syllable has a strong effect on the pitch of the first syllable. The same

effect for falling/lower and level/higher is at work, but its effect is apparent on a single

rhyme type in the previous syllable. Short and long syllables in first syllable do not just
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have contrastive distributions based on length, but in addition, they also have a distinct

distribution that can be predicted on the basis of the 2nd syllable rhyme. These patterns are

illustrated in figures 40 and 41.

As noted in Section 3.2.1.1, the tone frame in which the word is uttered has an effect

on overall pitch of the word. Since the distinction between pitch distributions in a single

rhyme type is minimal, tone frames are one of the factors which have been used in figures

40 and 41. The other major factor is onset type, and in the case of figures 40 and 41, the data

come from syllables which begin with voiceless onsets. This is partly because the data for

this syllable type are the most complete, and partly because the pitch distributions following

these onsets are not as amorphous as pre-voiced and voiced onsets.

Figure 40 shows the pitch distribution following voiceless onsets in short rhymes,

and this distribution is differentiated by the rhyme of the second syllable. Black dots and

the black line of regression correspond to distributions followed by short rhymes in second

syllable, and the grey dots and line correspond to distributions followed by long rhymes in

second syllable. Interestingly, even though the data in question come from short syllables,

the effect of length of the following rhyme is present in the first syllable: the effect of length

induces a heightened or levelling effect on the previous syllable. The r2 value shows some

of the stronger correlative effects in the data: ranging from 0.45 in frame one, to over 0.65

in frames two, three, and four in syllables followed by short rhymes. The correlation in

the distributions followed by long syllables is not as strong: again frame 1 has a lower

correlation with an r2 value of 0.18, frame 3, r2 = 0.36, and frames 2 and 4, r2 ≥ 0.5. The

distributions with following long rhymes, however, are clearly elevated and have more level

slopes. The average slope of short followed by short is 95.6 - 25.9x; short followed by long

is 95.7 - 18.1x. The distributions begin at similar elevation, but end at consistently different

places (see Table 29).
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Figure 40. The effect of following rhyme on short first syllable as seen in four tone frames

Table 29 shows the ending values of the lines of regression for each pitch distribution

in figures 40 and 41. For example, the ending pitch value for the line of regression for short

first syllables followed by short second syllables is 92.8; it is 94.5 for short first syllables

followed by long second syllables; and the difference between them is 1.7. That is, the

difference in the lines of regression at the end points in frame 1 for short first syllables

where following rhyme is a factor is 1.7 semitones. On average, the difference between all

ending points, both for short and long first syllable pitch distributions, is 1.3 semitones. For

short syllables, the average difference in ending point is 1.25 semitones, and 1.3 semitones
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for long syllables. This is a statistically significant and fairly consistent difference in all

four frames for both short and long first syllables.

Table 29. Ending pitch values of lines of regression in first syllable distributions
differentiated by following rhyme

1st Syllable 2nd syllable Difference
short long

frame 1 short 92.8 94.5 1.7
long 92.7 92.9 0.2

frame 2 short 92.4 93.2 0.8
long 92.2 94.0 1.8

frame 3 short 92.3 93.3 1.0
long 93.2 94.3 1.1

frame 4 short 91.6 93.1 1.5
long 91.6 93.6 2.0

Average 92.3 93.6 1.3

Figure 41 demonstrates the same effect at work on long first syllables. Once again,

the r2 values are high in comparison to other distributions seen with other factors, suggesting

that in addition to frame, syllable, onset type, and rhyme type, the following rhyme type is

a statistically relevant factor. It can also be seen that, with the exception of long followed

by long in frame 1, the slope of regression is less in each distribution than the equivalent

distribution in Figure 40, such that long followed by long in frame 4 exhibits a level pitch

(in contrast to short followed by a long in the same frame). Unlike the distributions in

short syllables, however, the average slope difference as differentiated by following rhyme

is negligible: short is 95.6 - 17.9x; long followed by long is 96.1 - 16.5x. The distributions

begin at half a semitone difference in elevation, and end at a consistently elevated point

(see Table 29). Thus, although the slope is slightly leveled, the overall effect of following

rhyme on long first syllables is a distinction in pitch height more than a distinction in slope

(although frame 4 in Figure 41 is an exception to this).
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Figure 41. The effect of following rhyme on long first syllable as seen in four tone frames

There are not enough data to provide a full analysis of syllables with pre-voiced

onsets. However, there are sufficient data to demonstrate the effect of following rhyme on

pre-voiced onset syllables with long rhymes, and this is shown in Figure 42. Given the

amorphous nature of pitch following pre-voiced onsets, it is not surprising that the distri-

bution based on following rhyme is not as distinct as in syllables with voiceless onsets.

In first syllables with pre-voiced onsets, long syllables followed by long syllables have a

slightly elevated distribution above the following short counterpart. Regression lines show

the starting intercept as 0.4 semitones apart, but their ending points as very similar. The two-
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sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that the distributions are statistically distinct,

even if less distinct than what has been demonstrated in syllables with voiceless onsets: D =

0.22681, p-value ≤ 0.01. If there were sufficient data to factor tone frame, the distributions

may have emerged as more statistically significant.
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Figure 42. The effect of following rhyme on long pre-voiced first syllable

The effect of following rhyme on short syllables with voiced onsets is statistically

insignificant, as shown in Figure 43. Lines of regression and lines of best fit are both given

since pitch distributions are rising falling. Low tone pitch distribution is similar to pre-

voiced onsets (higher graph), both in terms of height and trajectory. However, the follow-
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ing rhyme has little if no effect on the height or trajectory. The two-sample Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test indicates that the distributions are not statistically distinct: D = 0.25397, p-

value = 0.07. Similarly, the following rhyme has little effect on height or trajectory of short

high first syllables with voiced onsets (lower graph). There are not sufficient data to contrast

voiced onsets with long rhymes in first syllable according to second syllable rhyme.
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Figure 43. The effect of following rhyme on short voiced first syllable (high and low tone)
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3.2.1.6 Summary of factors affecting pitch

The details of the pitch study of disyllable words are summarized below. They can

be divided into four basic areas of focus. These are 1) the effects of tone frame on pitch,

2) the effects of syllable sequence on pitch, 3) the effect of onset type on pitch, and 4) the

effect of rhyme type on pitch. The study here also looked at how combinations of these

factors affected pitch. The details here in this section are followed by a discussion in the

next section on the potentially emerging melody contrast in first syllables.

1. Tone frame

a. Each frame affects the overall pitch height of a given syllable

b. Citation form results in greater average pitch height; average pitch height de-

creases with each pitch frame so that frame 4 has the lowest average pitch

height (that the pitch heights decrease with each pitch frame is purely coinci-

dental, and was not planned)

c. Variation as a result of tone frames suggests that pitch is susceptible to the

phonological environment of the sentence; absolute values for high or low are

not maintained;

2. Syllable sequence

a. As noted in Section 3.2, the contrast in distribution of pitch in high and low

register in first syllables is statistically significant. Pitch distribution has a

smaller range than in second syllables and is less diffuse.

b. As noted in Section 3.2, the contrast in distribution of pitch in high and low

register in second syllables is not statistically distinct with the exception of

low following low;

3. Onset type (syllable 1)
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a. Pitch following voiceless obstruents is on average higher than pitch following

other onset types; pitch distribution is 'tighter' than that following pre-voiced

and voiced onsets

b. Pitch following devoiced obstruents is on average lower than pitch following

other onset types; pitch distribution is 'tighter' than that following pre-voiced

and voiced onsets

c. Pitch following pre-voiced obstruents is diffuse, ranging from the distribution

which follows voiceless onsets to the distribution which follows devoiced on-

sets.

d. Pitch following voiced (sonorous) onsets is also diffuse in range of pitch height,

but in this case, the range is clearly phonological with numerous high, low tone

contrasts in the language

e. The onset type of syllable 1 has little effect on distributions of pitch in syllable

2;

4. Rhyme type (syllable 1)

a. The length of the rhyme has a strong affect on the trajectory of the pitch dis-

tribution

b. Short rhymes correlate with a steeper falling slope than the flatter more level

slope of long rhymes

c. In some cases, the slope is not significantly different, but short rhymes corre-

late with a lower distribution and long rhymes with a higher one

d. The rhyme type of syllable 1 has little effect on distributions of pitch in syllable

2;

5. Onset type (syllable 2)

a. Pitch following voiceless obstruents in syllable 2 is on average higher than

pitch following other onset types; pitch distribution is 'tighter' (less diffuse)

than that following pre-voiced and voiced onsets
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b. Voiceless obstruents have a moderate raising effect on the tail-end of pitch

distributions following pre-voiced and voiced onsets in syllable 1; they seem

to have no effect on distributions following voiceless and devoiced onsets

c. There is a gap in the data with devoiced onsets in syllable 2. These become

voiced in non-word initial positions

d. Pitch distribution following pre-voiced and voiced onsets is diffuse

e. Pre-voiced and voiced onsets in syllable 2 have a moderate lowering effect on

pitch distributions of syllable 1;

6. Rhyme type (syllable 2)

a. As in syllable 1, short rhymes correlate with a steeper falling slope than the

flatter, more level slope of long rhymes, and in some cases, while the slope

between them is not significantly different, short rhymes correlate with a lower

distribution and long rhymes with a higher one

b. The correlation between pitch ~ time and rhyme type is not as strong as in

syllable 1, possibly because of the tapering effects of word final vowel

c. The short long rhyme distinction of syllable 2 has a strong effect on the tra-

jectory of pitch of syllable 1, resulting in statistically different distributions of

pitch in syllable 1 for a single rhyme type

d. Contrastive pitch distributions in a single rhyme type in syllable 1 are evident

as a result of this effect, suggesting a possible pathway to melody contrasts

within register.

3.2.2 Discussion of pitch distribution in disyllable words

In the monosyllable, pitch contrasts are emerging as two co-articulatory pathways

result in pitch perturbation which are the mirror image of one another: breathiness fol-

lowing devoiced consonants results in depressed pitch values, and glottalization preceding
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sonorant onsets results in elevated pitch values. The two different pathways create analo-

gous pitch contrasts in environments with minimal segmental contrasts: high and low pitch

following voiceless and voiced (sonorous) onsets. In disyllable words these pitch distinc-

tions are maintained in the first syllable, but are washed out in the second syllable. In the

disyllable word, the first syllable distinction is not always one of pitch height, but one of

pitch trajectory: high pitch following voiced onsets is rising, and low pitch is gently falling

or level; high pitch following voiceless onsets is steeply falling, and low pitch following

devoiced onsets is level. In second syllables, the falling / level distinction is the primary

pitch distinction between voiceless and pre-voiced onsets.

In disyllables, rhyme type has been shown to also be a significant factor in predicting

pitch distribution: short rhymes tend to have lower, more sharply falling distributions than

do long rhymes. The interaction of this factor across syllables (from second syllable to

first syllable) is, in fact, a more significant factor than just the rhyme type itself. In this

environment, phonetic effects are seen to spread further than the syllable. The first syllable

assimilates to the effects of rhyme on pitch in the second syllable. What is interesting about

the rhyme factored distributions is further evidence of pitch de-coupling from other phonetic

features. In a phonological system which still shows evidence of passive articulation of

pitch, the expectation is that rhyme type of the first syllable will account for the correlation

between pitch ~ time. What is seen here, however, is that the rhyme type of the second

syllable has little effect on duration of rhyme in the first syllable, but the effects of rhyme

on pitch in second syllable are assimilated to the first syllable. Pitch effects are assimilated

without concomitant segmental features.

While the data at present do not contain any minimal pairs with voiceless onsets,

the pairs in Table 30 illustrate contrasts in analogous environments (and, in fact, are the

words from which the pitch distributions in figures 40 and 41 are drawn). The /sa/ and /cha/

syllables in words like /saga/ 'ginger' and /chagâm/ 'cupboard' (given in yellow) illustrate
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the melody distinction in short rhymes in the first syllable. It remains to be seen how much

this apparent melody contrast gains salience in the overall system of lexical contrasts.

Table 30. Melody contrast in analogous environment in short and long first syllables

1st Syllable 2nd Syllable
short gloss long gloss

short pata 'dagger' phogê 'brother'
kopi 'cabbage' phocâng 'bachelor'
tako 'neck' tshopên 'speaker'
tama 'later' chagâm 'cupboard'
shiki 'coin'
sharap 'hunter'
citap 'grass hopper'
saga 'ginger'

long chôngju 'test' shâkâ 'sunrise'
tâgo 'nut' shâkâm 'jerky'
pêga; päga 'mustard' chângjê 'gift'
sêcu 'earring' câgôp 'garlic'

thâcê 'decide'

3.3 Emerging grammatical tone

Tone in the Tibeto-Burman languages of South Asia is lexical. There are few6 ex-

amples of grammatical tone, where tone perturbation marks a grammatical category. In

Dzongkha, however, there is at least one grammatical category which is marked by a per-

turbation in pitch, and this is the ergative case in a narrow phonological environment. The

ergative marker is frequently indicated with the enclitic=gi. In conversational Dzongkha,

however, the enclitic may be omitted with a concomitant heightened pitch, as in example

(15). That is, in example (15a), first person is lexically a low tone, and is followed by
6 I am not aware of any studies which describe grammatical tone in a Tibeto-Burman language of South

Asia, but I am not prepared to say there are "no" examples of grammatical tone, and so have hedged my
assertion with the qualification that examples are "few".
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the toneless enclitic=gi; in example (15b), however, the normally low tone 1st person is

marked with high tone as a marker of ergativity, and=gi is omitted.

(15) a. nga=gi
1.sg=erg

do
stone

cap-ci
do-pst:ego

'I threw a stone.'

b. 'nga
1.sg:erg

do
stone

cap-ci
do-pst:ego

'I threw a stone.'

Figure 44 illustrates ergative case tone perturbration with lexically low tone nga

'1.sg' across a number of different elicited sentences (18 sentences). The black dots repre-

sent pitch points of the word nga followed by=gi, and the grey dots represent pitch points

of the word 'nga without=gi (when high pitch markes ergative case). The corresponding

black and grey lines are lines of best fit following the contour of the rising and falling pitch.

The top chart illustrates the pitch points of nga preceding a high tone word; the bottom

chart, pitch points of nga preceding a low tone word.
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Figure 44. Grammatical tone as a marker of ergative case

In the top chart in Figure 44, the duration of pitch-marked ergative case tends to be

longer than enclitic-marked ergative case; the line of best fit shows a raised pitch height is

maintained for the longer duration of the vowel, whereas with the enclitic-marked ergative

case pitch falls at the end of its utterance (to meet the lower pitch enclitic). The low tone

nga is characterized as rising falling, whereas high tone nga is level, and slightly rising. The

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that the two pitch distributions are statistically distinct,

even if there is overlap in specific utterances: D = 0.29612, p<0.0001.
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In the bottom chart in Figure 44, the lines of best fit are not as distinctive from one

another as in the top chart, nevertheless, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that the

two pitch distributions are statistically distinct: D = 0.29384, p<0.0001. The pitch-marked

ergative case tends to be higher than the enclitic-marked ergative case: pitch-marked case

is level, whereas enclitic-marked case is rising. The difference in pitch behavior between

the distributions in the top and bottom charts are considered to be a result of the pitch of the

word which follows. The pitch-marked ergative marking appears to be more susceptible to

the influence of the pitch of the following word: a somewhat elevated pitch with following

high, and a somewhat suppressed pitch with following low.

Words which are lexically high pitch (such as chö '2.sg' and kho '3.sg') do not

exhibit the same pitch perturbration with ergative case; they are high pitch to begin with.

Similarly, in careful speech, the phrase ci=gi ci=lu 'one=erg one=dat' ('to one another')

is realized as high tone. In Figure 45, the phrase ci cii 'to one another' lacks the case marking

of careful speech, and the pitch traces demonstrate how both ci's are higher than the low

tone words in the same clause, i.e., langm 'oxen' and dem be 'doing ADV (doing like this)'.

In either case, with or without the enclitic case marking, the pitch of ci is high.

The only phonological environment, then, where pitch-marked grammatical case

marking occurs is in the environment of lexically low tone words, otherwise there is no dif-

ference in pitch between pitch-marked and enclitic-marked case marking. This constitutes

a narrow environment whereby pitch is a marker of a grammatical category, but neverthe-

less has psychological reality for speakers who explained that the=gi can still be "heard"

because the word is said with a bit more strength.
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Figure 45. Omission of case enclitics in conversational speech

Other pitch contrasts are found in a number of pairs of what seem to be homophonous

morphemes. Some of the pairs of which I am aware are: me 'cop:endo' vs. 'me ass and

mo 'q' vs. 'mo tag q. It is not clear whether the contrast in pitch is a result of the differ-

ences in intonation or tone since both members of the pair in these sets occur at the end of a

clause, as in example (16). In clause (16a), the morpheme 'me follows the existential verb

du, and is high tone. The combined meaning of du and 'me indicates strong assertion, pos-

sible because the assertion is visible to the speaker. In clause (16b), the same morpheme is

low tone, although it also marks visual observation. However, clause (16b) is not emphatic

like clause (16a). As such, it is difficult to determine whether the change in pitch marks a

grammatical category of emphasis, or is simply a function of the intonation of the sentence.

The latter interpretation is preferred on the grounds that emphasis is often accompanied by

rising intonation. The difference between mo 'q' vs. 'mo tag q can be similarly described

as a function of intonational emphasis, i.e., a question vs. a tag question which indicates an

assertion with an implicit request for feedback.
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(16) a. azha
uncle

gap
Gap

do
round

riri
expr

dû
exist:endo

'me
ass

'Hey, uncle Gap's really fat and round.'

b. azha
uncle

gap
Gap

do
round

riri
expr

me
cop:endo

'Uncle Gap's fat and round.'

.

3.4 Summary

This chapter has described the pitch characteristics of monosyllable and disylla-

ble words, showing that pitch is not a contrastive feature in all environments. It shows

characteristics of an incipient tonal language, where pitch differences between contrastive

syllables occur as a result of passive articulation. That is, the laryngeal features of the on-

set consonant also co-articulate the production of the vowel which follows. This results in

certain features that come bundled together: voiceless onset and high pitch is one bundle

which has been referred to as the correlates of high register; voiced onset and low pitch is

another bundle that has been referred to as low register.

The passive features of high and low register bundles, however, are eroding in two

areas of sound change and gaining saliency in the system. One sound change is the loss of

voicing in simple voiced onsets which in the modern system has resulted in the devoiced

series of obstruents. This series has a unique VOT halfway in duration between voiceless

and voiceless aspirated onsets, and is followed by breathy voice in the first part of the vowel.

The pitch of the syllable following these onsets is low. Another sound change is the loss

of glottalization in the onset of glottalized sonorants. The pitch of the syllable following

these onsets is high, so that in many words beginning with sonorants the only contrastive

phonological feature is pitch. The emergence of breathy voice quality and the loss of the

glottal component of the glottalized sonorant are like mirror images of one another in terms
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of pitch. The former results in low pitch, and the latter results in high pitch. Here, in these

two environments, we see a break from incipient tonal features, and the emergence of pitch

as an active and salient phonological contrast.

The loss of coda consonants has resulted in four different phonetic syllable shapes:

short, long, glottalized, and nasal. The pitches which accompany these syllable shapes are

predictable on the basis of their shape. That is, melody contrasts, i.e., falling vs. level, are

also incipient, predictable on the basis of other more salient phonological contrasts.

The pitch of disyllable words was found to have many of the same characteristics

of the monosyllable, and predictable to a large extent on the basis of the incipient tonal

characteristics of the language. The pitch contrasts between high and low are maintained

in the first syllable, but are washed out in the second syllable with all second syllables

taking on lower pitch. Short and long syllable shape contrasts are maintained in both first

and second syllable, and these were found to give somewhat different pitch distributions:

steeply falling pitch on short syllables and more level, somewhat lowered pitch on long

syllables. The same was also true in the second syllable.

The interaction of length across syllables (from second syllable to first syllable) is

a more significant factor than just the rhyme type itself. The first syllable assimilates to the

effects of length of pitch in the second syllable. These distributions indicate the ongoing

de-coupling of pitch from other phonetic features in the language. In a phonological system

that has incipient tonal characteristics, the expectation is that rhyme type of the first syllable

will account for the correlation between pitch ~ time. However, we see here that the rhyme

type of the second syllable has little effect on duration of rhyme in the first syllable, but

the effects of rhyme on pitch in second syllable are assimilated to the first syllable. Pitch

effects are assimilated without concomitant segmental features.

The emergence of tone through the loss of voicing and the glottalized sonorant on-

sets are well attested throughout the Tibetic languages. The emergence of pitch contrasts as
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the result of changes in the coda are also attested. Mazaudon and Michailovsky (1988) show

that the incorporation of the nominalizing suffix with certain codas in Dzongkha is another

environment in which melody contrasts within register have developed. Caplow (2016)

shows that the stress system of Balti is a possible mechanism by which pitch contrasts are

developing. What is seen here is another example of the way in which a phonological fea-

ture is transphonologized as tone. Here, length is transphonologized whereby phonetic pitch

affects are assimilated across syllables without the length contrasts associated with them.

Finally, this chapter has also demonstrated that pitch in a narrow phonological envi-

ronment is used to mark the grammatical category of ergative in constructed examples. It is

not known whether this is a distinguishing features in conversation or not. My conversation

database does not mark ergative on nga with high pitch when the enclitic=gi is absent, if

indeed such a contrast in this environment exists.
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Word Classes



Chapter 4

Defining word classes

This component of the dissertation contains four chapters on word classes. They

presuppose a somewhat clear delineation between morphology and syntax, and within mor-

phology clear boundaries between stems, clitics, and affixes. However, defining what con-

stitutes a word (composed of stems, clitics, and affixes) has been problematic for linguistics

from the earliest days of American structuralism, and persists in on going discussion in the

literature (Dixon 2010a, Haspelmath 2011, Hildebrandt 2014). Word-hood in Dzongkha

is problematic in that the phonological word does not always correspond with the gram-

matical word, especially in the case of lexical roots followed by enclitics. Moreover, the

written tradition of Dzongkha is based on the Tibetan tradition which denotes two linguistic

units: 1) clauses, and these are demarcated by a vertical line (shê) followed by a space, and

2) syllables / morphemes, which are demarcated with a small dot (tshak). Word breaks,

in the linguistic sense of the word, are not marked in the written tradition. Example (17)

is written orthographically as a sequence of syllables / morphemes each of which is sep-

arated by a dot, and the sequence is concluded with a vertical line, followed by a space,

as in མ་ནང་ ད་ད་ཡདཔ་ཨན་མས།. The first line of (17) is written in traditional orthography,

the second line as a transliteration into Roman script, the third line the Dzongkha Roman

orthography, followed by lines with linguistic gloss and free translation.

(17) མ་
khyim
chim
house

ནང་
nang
nang
in

ད་
sdod
dö
sit

ད་
do
do
prs

ཡདཔ་
yodp
yö-p
exist:ego-nmlz

ཨན་
in
ing
cop

མས།
mas
me
cop

'(He/She/It/They) is/are probably in the house.'

  [E17-1]
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Each of the syllables in example (17) consists of at least one morpheme. The syllable

<yodp> contains two morphemes: exist and nmlz. The orthography gives no clues as to

which grammatical category the syllables in (17) belong. For example, there is no way of

orthographically determining whether nang 'in' is a separate grammatical word (belonging

to the class of postposition), is a locative suffix which attaches to the stem, or is an enclitic

which attaches to the end of the phonological phrase. Similarly, there are no orthographic

clues about the word-hood status of any of the five syllables which come after the verb

dö 'sit': linguistically, they could be suffixes, auxiliary verbs, particles, or complex verbs

or some combination therein. To further complicate matters, the meta-linguistic name for

each of these syllables in Dzongkha is known as tshik which is commonly translated into

English as 'word'.

Since the orthography is unhelpful in establishing word boundaries, one might say

that this opens up the possibility of redefining, carte blanche, word-hood in Dzongkha ac-

cording to linguistic criteria, and to try to be unbound by orthography. However, linguistic

criteria do not always help resolve the issues either. As has been pointed out by Haspelmath

(2011), of the ten or so criteria by which word-hood might be defined, no one criterion is

sufficient in and of itself to determine word-hood, and no one linguist uses all of these ten

criteria to distinguish between word-hood and other units of a language. If a grammatical

description pays attention to word-hood, a word is usually defined on the basis of criteria

internal to the language, and the number of criteria used is far less than all ten criteria. Most

grammars end up adopting a practical approach that follows the conventions of a (working)

orthography and the conventions of other descriptive grammars, especially the conventions

used in descriptions of related languages.

This grammar likewise takes a practical approach to marking word-hood. It is admit-

tedly influenced by the written Dzongkha orthography, van Driem and Tshering's grammar

of Dzongkha (Roman Dzongkha), and the grammars of closely related languages. The Ro-

man Dzongkha orthography is used primarily in writing proper names on street signs. I am
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not aware of any literature or media that uses Roman Dzongkha, although since the intent

of its development is to make writing Dzongkha easier and not to replace it, I anticipate

that it would have a natural bias toward the traditional Dzongkha script and a tendency to

writing disjunctively rather than conjunctively.

There are a number of problem areas that come from a potential mismatch between

the written tradition and the spoken language. Examples of this mismatch include: the

extensive compounding that occurs with certain morphemes / words, noun-verbalized con-

structions, complex verb constructions, the combination of copular and existential verbs

as potentially single units, and the incorporation of copular and existential verbs into the

tense/aspect system as auxiliaries. I have tried to be linguistically aware using both phono-

logical and grammatical criteria to help sort these combinations of morphemes into the word

units the language uses.

Dzongkha makes a distinction between phonological word and grammatical word.

The domains of the phonological word and grammatical word coincide in word forma-

tion involving compounding and affixation. However, the phonological word covers both

the domain of the noun and the enclitic which follows it (two grammatical words) in word

formation involving enclitics. The difference between the phonological word and the gram-

matical word can be illustrated in the clause d'orzü=ci tâng ta-ge 'Let me tell you a short-

ened version' (S16-1). The sequence tâng ta-ge is an example of a serial verb construction

(SVC), and it consists of two grammatical words, tâng 'send' and ta-ge 'look-adh'. Figure

46 shows, however, that the two grammatical words are part of a single phonological word.

The primary indicator of phonological word is taken to be pitch. The grammatical word ta

would normally take high pitch on account of its higher register phonological features. It

would appear at approximately the same level of pitch as tâng. Here we see that the pitch

of ta is at a level characteristic of the pitch of the second syllable described in Chapter 3,

where it was shown that the main tonal contrasts are maintained in the first syllable but

washed out in second syllable.
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Figure 46. One phonological word; two grammatical words (in SVC construction)

Similarly in Figure 47, the enclitic =ci in the noun phrase chim sâp=ci 'a new

house' shows the pitch characteristics of belonging to the independent word sâp. The in-

dependent words chim and sâp each take high pitch. In fact, sâp takes a higher pitch than

chim showing its independent status even with an NP. The enclitic=ci belongs with high

register words on account of its voiceless onset and modal voice, but here takes low pitch,

showing that it is part of the same phonological word with sâp. The lowered pitch of the

enclitic is a phonological feature of all enclitics and suffixes.
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Figure 47. One phonological word; two grammatical words (with indf enclitic=ci [tʃi])

The ta in tang ta-ge and the=ci in chim sâp=ci might be regarded similarly on

account of phonology alone. However, as noted already, grammatical considerations also

play a part in word-hood, so that the verb ta and the indefinite enclitic=ci can be distin-

guished from one another on morphosyntactic behavior. The verb ta, for example, may

take a suffix, as in the adhortative suffix -ge. The inclitic =ci does not take a suffix and

occurs at the end of noun and verb phrases.

The next four chapters focus on grammatical words. The dissertation draws on both

the phonological and grammatical notion of word-hood. The patterns of the phonological

word, for example, confirm the grammatical distribution of the enclitic as attaching to the

last word in a noun phrase (and not as a separate phonological word). The phonological

word also shows the unique status of the second verb of SVC sequences, confirming the

unitary status of SVCs, even if orthographically the second verb is written disjunctively.
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The boundaries of a phonological word can help in deciding whether or not to separate or

combine two forms as one or two grammatical words in problematic areas.

There are two types of grammatical words in Dzongkha. They are lexical and rela-

tional. These are defined both on the basis of phonological and syntactic criteria. Lexical

words are those that take tone, can be uttered in isolation, and are not phonologically bound

to any other word. On the basis of syntax, lexical words fill the role of the head of a phrase,

and their word class category determines the syntactic role of the phrase. Relational words

(affixes and enclitics), on the other hand, are phonologically bound, they do not take stress,

and cannot be uttered in isolation. The relational word does not carry its own tone, but

comes within the tonal purview of the lexical word to which it attaches, as was demon-

strated in figures 46 and 47 above. Their syntactic role is grammatical.

The lexical classes can be distinguished from one another on the basis of morphosyn-

tactic behavior. The major lexical classes noun and verb are distinguished from one another

by the grammatical morphemes which may attach to the lexical root, where in the word the

grammatical morphemes attach, and the syntactic phrase they may head. Generally, nouns

may be followed by enclitic particles and verbs may be inflected by affixes. However, as

will be explained below, the distinction is not so clearly delineated; the order of grammatical

morphemes is also important.

Nouns and pronouns may both take the nominalizing suffix -p, and its morpho-

phonemic alternates -m and -w. These nominalizing suffixes are lexicalized in most nouns,

e.g., dip 'sin', which can historically be shown to derive from the verb stem <sdig> and the

nominalizer <pa>. The nominalizing morphemes also mark gender in a small set of nouns

that refer to humans and human occupations. In recent language usage, nouns and pro-

nouns are found to take nominalizing morphology to mark gender where none was present

historically, e.g., b'u-p 'son' or de-m=ci 'about that much'. Verbs take the nominalizing

suffixes, as well, where the suffixes mark an imperfective non-progressive aspect. Thus,
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although nouns generally speaking, do not take affixal morphology, recent language usage

shows nominalizing morphology on a few stems. Note that the function of nominalizing

morphology in nouns and verbs is quite different: in nouns it marks gender or unitization

and in verbs it marks grammatical aspect.

Generally speaking verbs take only affixes, but the emphatic enclitic =ra is fre-

quently attested on verb phrases that take the iterative aspect. Evidential markers are com-

monly attested as post-verbal enclitics. Thus, while it is true that verbs are inflected with

affixes, these verb-suffix units may be followed by enclitics. The difference between the

noun and verb with regard to enclitics is where they occur in the word. They directly follow

nouns (with the exception of -p marked nouns discussed above) and they follow after the

verb-suffix complex.

Nouns may directly take enclitics; verbs take intervening inflectional morphology

that must precede the enclitic. The enclitics which follow nouns mark plural, possession,

and emphasis. Verbs may take inflectional morphology relating to the categories of tense,

aspect, and evidentiality; nouns may take inflectional morphology only in the limited con-

text of gender marking and unitization. Syntactically, nouns head noun phrases, and verbs

head verb phrases. Nouns and pronouns are described in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 consists of description of the special class of relator nouns. They are partly

defined by their semantics, denoting intrinsic and relative space in the Figure / Ground /

Observer relationship (Starostra 1985, D. Watters 2002). However, they have unique mor-

phosyntactic characteristics in that they cannot take plural or possessive enclitics like other

nouns. The chapter will also describe the locative enclitics that attach to relator nouns. An-

other word class described in this chapter is the small closed-class of directionals. They

situate a referent with regard to a horizontal and vertical plane.

Verbs are described in Chapter 7. The focus of this chapter is to demonstrate that

verbs in Dzongkha can be typed on the basis of the three thematic relations agent, theme, and
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location, as given in (DeLancey 2001b), and how they interact with one another. It will be

shown that all core argument roles are instantiations of one of these three thematic relations.

Another important distinguishing feature of the verb in Dzongkha is how it interacts with

the object argument, and whether or not that object can be incorporated into the verb or not.

Chapter 8 describes how nouns and verbs are modified. Here it will be shown that

there is no lexical class adjective. Property concepts come from several different sources:

descriptive verbs, descriptive nouns, and adjectival compounds. Another major source of

property concepts is lexicalized in the word class expressive. One of their characteristics

is a reduplicative structure. Many have an onomatopoetic source. There are several sets of

expressives: one which modifies only nouns, one which modifies only verbs, and a small

set which may modify both.

Verbal modification may also come about through the predication of expressives.

However, there is also a small set of general adverbs which describe manner, place, and

time, as well as such functions as intensity. Adjectivals and adverbials refer to a derived

word with a modifying role within a noun or verb phrase, respectively.

Case marking enclitics, auxiliaries, and particles are not discussed in this major part

on word classes. Case marking enclitics are treated in depth in Chapter 10 on case marking

and grammatical relations. Auxiliaries and particles are treated in depth in Chapter 11 on

tense aspect and modality.



Chapter 5

Nouns and Pronouns

This chapter describes the lexical class noun in Dzongkha, beginning first with a

description of classes of noun. Languages can be typed on the basis of whether they cat-

egorize nouns with inflectional categories or whether the categorization happens through

periphrastic constructions with a noun classifier. Languages that categorize nouns on the

basis of inflection have noun classes; languages with juxtaposed classifiers have noun clas-

sifier systems (Aikhenvald 2003, Craig 1986). Dzongkha uses both of these typologically

common processes of categorization of nouns. In addition, compounding also functions to

mark gender in a small set of nouns. Dzongkha shares with other languages the propensity

to overtly categorize "the world in terms of the various types of interactions that human

beings carry out with the objects of their environment..." (Craig 1986:5).

Nouns in Dzongkha show a distinction between human, animal, and non-animate

referents through marking of biological gender by means of inflection and compounding of

several different sets of lexical roots (Section 5.1.1). Similarly, honorific nouns are derived

through the compounding of honorific noun roots that reflect the ways that humans interact

with those items (Section 5.1.2). Dzongkha also has small set of count classes for the buying

and selling of food items that are juxtaposed to the noun they classify (Section 5.1.3).

The same propensity for the categorization of human interaction in gender mark-

ing and honorifics is evident in the grammatical marking of number and possession. The

plural marking of human nouns is morphologically distinguishable from non-human nouns

(Section 5.2). Nouns show a relationship of human belonging in the marking of posses-

sion. Body parts and certain other referents with a close relationship to the human referent

144
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are expressed through juxtaposition, whereas other relations of possession are coded with

a genitive enclitic (Section 5.3).

After a description of noun classes, the chapter focuses on word compounding which

is a prominent and ubiquitous derivational characteristic of the language (5.4).

5.1 Noun Classes

There are a number of noun sets which have inflectional and compounding behavior

internal to the noun that is based on a common semantic value of biological gender. Bio-

logical gender is marked in nouns that reference human roles and persons. It is also marked

in animals, but with a few exceptions, with lexical roots that are different than for human

nouns. Inanimate nouns are not marked for biological gender. The marking of biological

gender on human nouns is marginally paradigmatic. The marking of gender agreement on

dependents of the head noun is infrequently attested; it is mostly unmarked.

The class of honorific nouns as similarly described by DeLancey (1998) for Lhasa

Tibetan are derived through a small set of honorific roots that function like a noun classifier

system, grouping nouns according to the way humans interact with them. Another noun set

which will be described here has characteristics of a marginal classifier system not unlike

other languages in the Himalayan region, whereby "...nouns are grouped together into syn-

tactic count classes, based, at least historically, on the semantic properties of shape, texture,

etc." D. Watters (2002:53).

5.1.1 Gender

Gender marking on nouns occurs on a closed class of lexical items illustrated here

in Table 31. They are nouns which refer broadly to humans, but which primarily reference

social roles and professions. The marking of gender on these roots derives from the old

Tibetan nominal morphemes <pa, po>, <ba, bo>, and <ma, mo>. In Dzongkha, this marking
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persists; nominal morphemes beginning with <p> and <b> mark masculine, and beginning

with <m> mark feminine. In spoken Dzongkha, these historical morphemes have been re-

syllabified as part of the root; the first bilabial phoneme of the second morpheme becomes

the coda of the root, and the final vowel is dropped. The historical <ba, bo> morphemes

are realized as -w in the spoken Dzongkha coda. They now have a polysemous function in

modern usage as gender suffixes in a small set of nouns, and as aspect suffixes in verbs.

Table 31. Gender inflection in class of human nouns

masculine feminine
<g-yog po> 'yo-p servant <g-yog mo> 'yo-m servant
<rgya bo> ja-w slave <rgya mo> ja-m slave
<rgyal po> gê-p king <rgyal mo> gê-m queen
<tsha bo> tsa-w nephew <tsha mo> tsa-m niece
<dpa' bo> pa-w shaman <nyen jo mo> nyenjo-m shaman

Note that although the lexical items for 'shaman' in Table 31 are different for the

masculine and feminine gender, the gender suffixes reflect the paradigmatic difference of

-p and -w for masculine and -m for feminine.

Gender marking also occurs on compounds with ro 'indf pron': nyaro-p/m 'fisher

m/f' and sharo-p/m 'hunter m/f', although charo 'friend' cannot take -p or -m. Biologi-

cal gender is also marked in nouns reflecting modern professions such as drangzha-p/m

'waiter/ress'. These recent uses of markings for gender suggest that p,w,m are more than

lexicalizations of gender, and are also paradigmatic for a small class of human nouns. Fur-

ther evidence of the emergent nature of gender marking is attested in natural speech. The

lexically male noun b'u 'son' in example (18) also takes the semantically redundant male

gender suffix -p.

(18) âze
intj

b'u-p
boy-m

do
pair

'nyi
two

nâ
here

mâ
neg

ô-m
come-nmlz

me
aux:endo

z'ê
quot

'Goodness! Two of the boys haven't shown up here.'

  [S00-2]
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Gender as marked with -p, -w, or -m, however, is by no means paradigmatic with

symmetrical pairs like those given in Table 31 in other than a few dozen nouns. Rather,

gender is encoded in an asymmetrical way where the feminine of the pair is marked with -m,

and the masculine is marked in a way other than inflection. In example (19), the bare root is

common to both lexical items, but the lexical material of the second syllable comes from two

different historical paradigms. The female biological gender is transparently maintained

withmo, but the male gender is derived from compounding, the second morpheme of which

comes from the root <mgo> 'head'. The first and second syllables in this instance have

undergone some phonological reduction such that the old Tibetan prefix <m-> (in <mgo>)

is now re-syllabified as a dental coda of the first syllable (if indeed the correct etymology

is <gle mgo>).

(19) a. 'lengo 'mute m'
b. 'lemo 'mute f'

Other asymmetrical pairs are also attested, as in example (20). Once again, the

feminine gender is maintained transparently with -m, while in the case of 'prince' in 20a),

there is no overt marking of gender.

(20) a. sê 'prince'
b. sê-m 'princess'

Some animals may also be marked for gender in the same asymmetrical pairs found

for human nouns. In the case of 'rooster' in 21a), the marking of masculine gender comes

through the compounding the morpheme pö, and feminine gender is, once again, transpar-

ently marked with -m. The marking for gender in examples (19) through (21) demonstrate

that the marking of feminine gender is regular (with inflection), and that the marking of

masculine gender is irregular and lexically idiosyncratic.
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(21) a. 'japö 'rooster'
b. 'jam 'hen'

The marking of gender with -p, -w, and -m is rarely found elsewhere in the grammar.

My database has one instance of a noun phrase in which both the noun and the modifying

adjectival phrase take gender marking, as in (22). The adjectival phrase bom sho in the NP

b'um bom sho takes female gender marking -m. That is, the noun and adjectival phrase

both take overt marking for feminine gender.

(22) b'um
daughter

bom
big

sho-m
most-f

di
dem

chim
house

na=ra
prox=emph

dö-p
sit-nmlz

îng
aux:ego

lâ
hon

'The oldest daughter will live in (her parents) house.'

  [S00-8]

More commonly, there is no concord in gender marking with the following adjec-

tival or descriptive verb, as in 'mâp 'red' in (23). The feminine gender marking is ungram-

matical, i.e., * 'mâm.

(23) a. 'japö 'mâp 'red rooster'
b. 'jam 'mâp / * 'mâm 'red hen'

In animals, the marking of biological gender is sometimes maintained with different

lexical items, as in (24).

(24) a. 'lang ox
b. 'ba cow

More commonly, the distinction between animal nouns is made by compounding

with the roots pho or pha 'male' and mo 'female', as in Table 32.
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Table 32. Marking of gender in animals
through compounding

masculine feminine
phophak pig mophak pig
phonor cow monor cow
phata horse mota horse

The male and female roots pho, pha andmo appear in a small set of compounds some

of which are obviously related to biological gender, but in other instances are manifestations

of cultural construals of what is male and female (see Table 33). The marking of gender

with these roots is not reflected in other systems of the grammar.

Table 33. Marking of gender in a few body parts
and some cultural items

things that are male things that are female
photshen penis motshen vagina
phocâ bachelor mocâ bachelorette
phoyik unaspirated stops moyik voiced stops, nasals1

phodrang palace

Given that marking for gender in language is often arbitrary, it is not surprising

that there are some oddities in the Dzongkha lexicon. The word phogêm 'older brother'

is lexically both masculine and feminine. Through lexicalization of the old Tibetan mor-

pheme <mo>, gêm is marked as feminine, but through derivational compounding with pho,

is marked as masculine. This is a rare instance in Dzongkha of double semantic categoriza-

tion of the noun.

Inanimate nouns are not marked for gender either through the lexicalization of -p,

-w, or -m, or through compounding, i.e., shing 'tree', do 'rock', chu 'water', etc..
1 The four columns of letters in the traditional alphabet are categorized according to gender: the first

column of unaspirated sounds is considered 'male', perhaps because of the plosive forceful nature of the sound,
the second column of aspirated sounds is 'neuter', and the third and fourth columns of voiced and sonorant
sounds are 'female' and 'very female', respectively.
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A small set of nouns, then, takes marking that demonstrates a form of categorization

based on human perspective. These are a) the small closed set of human roles and profes-

sions that show biological gender with the inflection of the gender suffixes -p, -w, or -m;

b) the set of human and animal nouns the show biological gender through compounding;

and c) the remaining set of mostly inanimate nouns that show no marking for grammatical

gender.

The marking of gender in the nominal morphemes is well attested in classical Ti-

betan (Beyer 1992, DeLancey 2003a), but is largely a defunct system in the modern daughter

languages where the addition of the nominalizing suffix is not derivational, but a fixed part

of the lexical item (DeLancey 2003b). The marginally paradigmatic function of marking

gender with the nominalizing suffixes here is interesting from the perspective of grammat-

icalization. Either the gender inflection inherent in nominalization never fully went away

or it is re-emerging, or both.

5.1.2 Semantic categorization in honorifics

The primary social function of the honorific system is to encode respect in social

interaction, but can also be used in banter to tease, flirt, or mock. The honorific nouns of

Dzongkha are comprised of class of words with well over five hundred items. The hon-

orific system closely approximates the system documented by DeLancey (1998) for Lhasa

Tibetan; in particular, in addition to common honorific roots, the Dzongkha system shares

with Lhasa Tibetan a semantic categorization similar to a classifier system. What is unique

about the Tibetic system, however, is that unlike classifier systems which typically catego-

rize nouns according to features like animacy and shape, the honorific system here classifies

nouns on the basis of how humans interact with these nouns. As such, honorific nouns are

only those nouns which involve the human world, and more specifically the world of those

who may hold places of social honor and prestige such as Buddhist clergy and the nobility of
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the country. Since gender marking on nouns is primarily for human nouns (and their social

or work roles), it is not surprising that the honorific system also pays attention to humans,

their objects, and what they eat. The function of categorizing humans and the immediate

world with which they interact drives the system.

One unique feature of the Tibetic system (at least for Lhasa Tibetan and Dzongkha)

is that, generally speaking, honorific nouns do not carry a broader semantic meaning than

their plain counterparts. (This is different than honorific verbs some of which carry a range

of event meanings, i.e., jön 'come, go hon' or zî 'see, look hon'.) In fact, in some cases,

compounding with an honorific root results in a more specific term than the plain term from

which it is derived, i.e., söchu 'drinking water hon' from chu '(any) water' where sö is an

honorific root for food or eating. The honorific root chap is the more generic term for

'water' and may substitute for chu; when compounded, once again, a more specific term is

derived, i.e., chapchu 'chang (homemade beer)'. It is partly the absence of a hyponymous

relationship in honorific nouns that gives the Tibetic system a classificatory nature.

Honorific nouns are formed through compounding with at least one root from a

small closed class of honorific roots. The small set of honorific roots is very similar, if not

identical, with the set of honorific roots in Lhasa Tibetan. The plain nouns with which they

may combine, however, can be different, and the structural ways in which they may com-

bine are significantly more complex than that documented in DeLancey (1998) for Lhasa

Tibetan. The honorific roots come from three sources: body parts (see Table 34), daily

items (see Table 35), and a few verbs (see Table 36). Daily items have to do with such

things as: food, meat, water, fire, dinner, and interestingly, horse. The equestrian world

was an important part of nobility in traditional society, and continues in many parts of the

Tibetic world to this day. The official honorific word for 'car' in Dzongkha is derived using

the honorific for 'horse', i.e., chipkhor 'car hon' (lit. horse + wheel) from numkhor 'car'

(lit. oil + wheel) where <chibs> chip is the honorific for horse. The fact that cow also has
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a derived honorific word in Dzongkha, no doubt, reflects the social relevance of cattle in

traditional Bhutanese society, i.e., söbam 'cow hon' from b'a 'cow'.

Table 34. Monosyllabic honorific words
of body parts

Plain Honorific Gloss
zu ku body
kangm zh'ap foot
lap chak hand
ökô gul neck
sem thuk mind, spirit
gutô 'û head
mîtô cen eye
'namco nyen ear
nhapa shang nose
kha zh'ê mouth
ce jak tongue
so tshem tooth
rüto dung bone
ro pur corpse

Table 35. Monosyllabic honorific words
of food / household / daily items

Plain Honorific Gloss
to sö food
sha trum meat
chu chap water

g'i shen knife (only compounded ?)
me shuk fire

ta chip horse

ngak kâ speech
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Table 36. Some common monosyllabic honorific verbs
used in noun compounding

Plain Honorific Gloss
ke thrung be born, birth
'lap sung speak
nye zim sleep
len zhê take
she khen know
ta zî see

In addition, there is a small set of monosyllabic honorific kin relations consisting

of only four roots that I am aware of. These kin roots may combine with other kin roots to

refer to a limited set of pairs in converse semantic relation, such as 'mother daughter' (see

Table 37), otherwise they are not used in compounding derivations. Beyond the small set

of kin relations given in Table 37, honor is encoded using the general honorific morpheme

ku, some examples of which are given in Table 38. Note that neither honorific word for

'sibling' derives from the honorific equivalents of the plain word; the honorific words are a

full substitution of the non-honorific. In addition to kin relations, other social relationships

may also be given honor, such as 'guest' and 'enemy'. An honorific guest may refer to the

social status of the host/hostess, to the guest, or both. The honorific of 'enemy hon' only

encodes respect for the person who has an enemy, and not the 'enemy'.

Table 37. Monosyllabic honorific kin words / kinship pairs

Plain Honorific Gloss
b'u sê son
b'um sêm daughter
apa yap father
ai yum mother

phabu yapsê father son
mame yumsêm mother daughter
phama yapyum parents
apa d'a agê yapme father grandfather
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Table 38. Disyllabic honorific kin / social
relation words with ku root

Plain Honorific Gloss
azhâ kuzhang uncle
püncha kuchê, kunda siblings
tshaw kutshaw nephew
tsham kutsham niece
göm kudrön guest
dra, bj'angphê kudra enemy

The honorific monosyllabic roots described thus far, then, form the basis of com-

pounding and classificatory derivations for honorific words. Many honorific roots only

substitute for the plain roots which have equivalent sense, i.e., tshem 'tooth hon' substi-

tutes only for a few compounds with so 'tooth' (see Tables 40 through 44). A handful of

honorific roots, however, may substitute for a larger range of plain roots, increasing the

semantic range of nouns which encode honor and social politeness. The many plain roots

for which one honorific root can substitute is not taken as an instance of a general semantic

meaning for that root, but rather functions to semantically categorize referents, i.e., it has

classificatory function. The many plain nouns for which kumay substitute, for example, is

taken not as an instance of a broad meaning for ku, but of semantically categorizing a fairly

broad range of nouns. As illustrated in Table 39, ku may substitute not only for the two

plain synonyms for 'body', but also for the remainder of the items in Table 39. The words at

the bottom of Table 39 have meanings that are not related, directly at least, to the physical

human body. Knowledge, for example, which may have been categorized as related to the

mind is apparently categorized as related to the body.
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Table 39. General substitution of the honorific root ku

Plain → ku Plain meaning Example Word gloss
zû→ body zûtop→ kutop stamina
lü→ body lütshê→ kutshê stature
ke→ waist kerâ→ kurâ belt
ngo→ face ngopar → kupar portrait
sha→ flesh shadok→ kudok complexion
cha→ pair charo→ kuro friend
mi→ person mitshe→ kutshe life
rang → oneself rangcang → kucang solitary, aloof
yön→ knowledge yönten→ kuyön knowledge
go→ portion gokê → kukê allotment

The remaining monosyllabic roots compound with plain roots in more transparent

ways than ku. Examples are given in Table 40 through 44. The choice of honorific root

depends largely on human interaction with that referent. Some referents are categorized on

the basis of what part of the body interacts with it. Some referents / animals are categorized

on the basis of what one does with that referent, especially things that humans eat or drink.

Referents categorized with chip refer specifically to the equestrian world, but have also

been extended to both traditional and modern forms of transportation: yaks and horses, and

cars.

Table 40. Referents that take chip 'horse hon' as an honorific classifier

ga chipga saddle tara chipra horse stable
yak d'a ta chipa yaks and horses numkhor chipkhor car

animals that get ridden

Referents that take 'u 'head hon' as an honorific classifier include such nouns as hat

and pillow, and physical sensation in the head (dizziness), and more abstract things which

are construed metaphorically as involving the head. The plain equivalents of 'leader' and

'trick' are also comprised of the plain root 'head' (the honorific equivalent is a substitute),
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but the honorific equivalent of 'promise' involves an addition to the monosyllabic plain

equivalent.

Table 41. Referents that take 'u 'head hon' as an honorific classifier

hang 'uhang pillow sham 'usham hat
gukhor 'ukhor dizziness gothri 'uthri leader
gukor 'ukor trick 'na 'unâ promise

construed linguistically as turning the head

Referents that take chak 'hand hon' as an honorific classifier include parts of the

hand such as 'finger', clothing worn on the hand such as 'glove', as well as a host of things

which are handled with the hand: 'money', 'hand purse', 'bow', 'arrow', 'gun', 'rosary', 'pen',

and 'book'. Note that there are many other things which might be handled by the hand,

but these are specifically things with which personages of nobility or religious honor might

touch and interact.

Table 42. Referents that take chak 'hand hon' as an honorific classifier

zumo châzup finger shup châshup gloves
ngü chângü money d'â châdâ gun / arrow
zh'u châzhu bow pchem châthreng rosary
peca chakpe scroll, book nyugu chaknyuk pen

Referents that take zh'ap 'foot hon' as an honorific classifier include parts of the

foot, clothing worn on the foot, as well as 'servant'.

Table 43. Referents that take zh'ap 'foot hon' as an honorific classifier

zumo zh'apzup toe pümo zh'apü knee
omso zh'apso socks bj'aro zh'apchi servant, slave
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Referents that take sö 'food hon' as an honorific classifier belong primarily to items

which can be ingested: various foods, as well as 'medicine' and 'poison'. The items 'kitchen'

and 'firewood' may also be categorized in this manner.

Table 44. Referents that take sö 'food hon' as an honorific classifier

j'a söja tea chu söchu drinking water
pche söpche white flour mâ sömâ butter
d'u södu poison men sömen medicine
thaptshang söthap kitchen shing söshing firewood
tshok sötshok dinner, supper lhâma sölhak leftovers

The structural ways in which honorific classifiers combine with nouns are more

complex than they are in Lhasa Tibetan (as documented by Delancey [1998]); the combina-

tions are summarized in Table 45. The leftmost column denotes the structural change that

happens in the compounding derivation: P indicates a plain noun root, and H an honorific

noun root; 1 and 2 indicate the syllable of a disyllabic word. In example a), an honorific

monosyllable is substituted for a plain monosyllable. The monosyllabic roots shown in Ta-

bles 34 and 35 are an illustration of this. The examples b) through k) illustrate structural

combinations of one sort or another. In b) an honorific compound noun is derived by the

combination of an honorific noun root (of appropriate semantic categorization) followed

by the plain monosyllabic noun root. The remaining examples involve deriving honorific

disyllabic nouns from disyllabic dimorphemic plain nouns.

Disyllabic dimorphemic plain nouns can encode honor through a number of different

derivational process involving monosyllabic honorific roots. The most common of these is

example e). The honorific root replaces the equivalent plain root of the first syllable; the

second plain root remains. Example f) is the reverse of e): the honorific root replaces the

equivalent plain root of the second syllable, the first plain root remains.

Examples c) and d) are a variation of one another. Example d) applies to plain words

whose second syllables are comprised of one of the old Tibetan nominalizing suffixes such
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as pa. This nominalizing suffix is dropped, and an honorific root precedes the first syllable

of the plain noun. Example c) is a variation of d): the honorific root precedes the first

syllable of the plain noun, and the first syllable plain root becomes the second syllable of

the honorific noun.

Example g) entails the honorific substitution of both plain noun roots; similarly in

example h) both plain noun roots are substituted with the equivalent honorific roots, but the

order of morphemes is reversed in the honorific equivalent.

Example i) entails the honorific substitution of the first syllable plain noun, but

with an atypical substitution. The example given with i) in Table 45 is that pur 'corpse

hon' substitutes for me 'fire', where the expected honorific equivalent of me is shuk 'fire

hon' (see Table 35). Example j) also entails a non-typical substitution, but in this case

substitutes a plain root different from either of the two original plain roots (P3). In example

j) the honorific root substitutes for the expected plain noun. Finally, example k) entails an

honorific substitution whose morphemes are unrelated semantically to the plain roots.

In addition to plain nouns undergoing derivation to encode honor, there are a few

instances in which honorific noun roots may receive additional honorific encoding; a kind

of double honorific. Examples are given in (25).

(25) a. kupur corpse (body hon + corpse hon)
b. kuchak hand (body hon + hand hon)
c. kuzhê face (body hon + face hon)
d. sötrum meat (food hon + meat hon)
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Table 45. Types of structural changes in honorific classification

Structural Change Example (plain → hon) Gloss
a. P1 → H1 kam→ zh'ap 'foot'

foot → foot

b. P1 → H1 P1 ke→ sung+ke
voice → speech + voice 'voice, noise'

c. P1 P2 → H1 P1 nyen+dra→ tshen+nyen
hear+extreme → name+hear 'fame'

d. P1-P2nom → H1 P1 jaw→ zh'ê+ja
beard+nom → face+beard 'beard, mustache'

e. P1 P2 → H1 P2 kang+zup→ zh'ap+zup
foot+digit → foot+digit 'toe'
most common honorific noun structure

f. P1 P2 → P1 H2 tsi+len→ tsi+zhe
account+answer → account+answer 'account'
the reverse of example e.

g. P1 P2 → H1 H2 mik+chu→ cen+chap
eye+water → eye+water 'tear'

h. P1 P2 → H2 H1 kang+lak→ chak+zhap (châzhap)
foot+hand → hand+foot 'feet and hands'

i. P1 P2 → HX P2 me+jang→ pur+jang
fire+purify → corpse+purify 'cremation'
where HX refers to an atypical honorific substitute

j. P1 P2 → H1 P3 be+zha→ ze+bja
do+put → do+verb 'behavior'
where P3 is some other root and is not honorific

k. P1 P2 → Unrelated go+la→ na+zâ (namza)
clothes+la → na+eat 'clothes'
where the individual roots are not honorific substitutes
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5.1.3 Count classes

Unlike Newar and other related languages, Dzongkha lacks classifiers, but does

have a small set of lexical items for counting items in the general domains of weights of

food items (example 26), volume of food items (example 27), and for counting lengths and

distances (example 28, 29, and 30); these are something like measuring classifiers. The

items given in (26) through (30) are not exhaustive, but illustrate some of the common

measuring classifiers used in everyday situations of life. English loan words have been

incorporated into the system, as well, as in items (27d) and (28d).

(26) a. pori 'two or three pori in a sang'
b. sang 'three sang in a kilogram'
c. g'ö 'five sang in a g'ö'

(27) a. phita 'one person's food for one meal; five phita's in a dr'e'
b. 'dre 'not quite two kg; same as Nepali 'pati''
c. ba '20 dr'e'
d. litar 'liter'

(28) a. dapje 'one arrow shot length in distance'
b. gomthe 'one step in distance'
c. gele 'one foot in distance'
d. mitar 'metre'

(29) a. chu 'elbow to fisted hand'
b. cang chu 'elbow to open hand'
c. dom 'arms outstretched in length'
d. dom pche 'one arm outstretched to middle of chest in length'

(30) a. tho 'one hand span'
b. pceto 'thumb to index finger outstretched'
c. gi 'curled index finger to thumb'
d. so 'index finger length'
e. thepso 'thumb's length'
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f. lale 'open handed, wrist to middle finger'

Dzongkha has two pairs of words for the numerals one and two: one pair is used for

counting items, and one pair is used for the decimal numbers. The counting numbers 'one'

and 'two' are given in (31). They are used for counting the items in (26) through (30). After

two, the count class number reverts to the decimal numbers (item 31c).

(31) a. g'ang 'one' (decimal number is cî)
b. d'o 'two' (decimal number is 'nyî)
c. sum 'three' (start of decimal or vigesimal counting)

A bowl of rice grain is expressed as chum dr'e g'ang; two metres of rope as thap

mitar do; and three clumps of butter as mâ sang sum. The count numbers ('one' and 'two')

may be used with items which are not classified with numeral classifiers, as in (32).

(32) chu
water

khöm
cool

phop
bowl

g'ang
one

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

nang-me
give:hon-imp:fml

'Please give me a cup of cold water (said to a friend).'

Oranges and doma (areca nut) are measured and counted in pan and tsitra: eighty

pieces in a pan, and four pieces in a tsitra. Apples are usually measured in kilograms and

counted using the decimal system.

5.2 Number marking enclitics

Grammatical number marking in Dzongkha is plural.2 Nouns that are unmarked

may be plural or singular depending on the specificity of the referent. That is, nouns with-

out overt morphological marking for number and without a specific referent are plural.

Nouns with a specific referent and no morphological marking are singular. The auxiliary of
2 Pronouns are marked for singular, dual, and plural, and will be described in the section on pronouns (see

5.5.1).
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probability following the verb along with the non-specific reference of the noun do 'stone'

in (33a) gives a statement of general fact; stones, in general, can be found along the banks

of (mountainous) rivers. The past tense of the verb and reference to a specific event (33b)

gives the meaning of a specific rock used as an instrument. The noun do 'stone' takes

on a singular meaning in this context.

(33) a. tsangchu=gi
river=gen

dram=lu
bank=loc

do
stones

thop
find

ong
aux:prob

'Stones can be found along the river bank.'

  [E00-1]

b. guto
head

gû
on
do=gi
stone=ins

dung-nu
hit-pst:exo

'(He) pounded the head (of some animal) with a rock.'

  [E00-1]

Nouns may be explicitly marked as a single referent with the numeral cî 'one', as in

(34a). However, the grammaticalized form =ci also functions as a marker of indefinite-

ness, as in (34b). The difference between the two ci's is phonological. The numeral cî is

a phonological word, takes a long vowel, and has its own tone. The indefinite =ci is an

enclitic with no tone of its own, is short in length, and attaches phonologically to the last

root of the noun phrase.

(34) a. paip
pipe

cî
one
nang
ppst:in

chu
water

minu
exist:neg

'There isn't any water in one of the pipes.'

  [C17-1]

b. dew
idiot

namgê
Namgay

z'emi=ci
called=indf

yö
exist

mena
tag

'There's a boy called Idiot Namgay, isn't there?'

  [C17-1]

In combination with a non-countable noun such as chu 'water', the enclitic=ci takes

on a meaning of quantity, i.e., 'some', as in example (35).

(35) ke
voc

namgê
Namgay

chu=ci
water=indf

nang-sh
give:hon-imp

'Hey Namgay, give me some water.'

  [C17-1]
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While unmarked nouns may be either singular or plural, plural number may be made

explicit on human nouns by one of two enclitics, =tshu and =châchap, as in (36a) and

(36b). In addition, the pronoun khong '3:pl' may be included as part of the noun phrase with

little change in meaning, as in (36c) and (36d). Non-human nouns do not take=châchap

as a plural marker.

(36) a. alo=tshu 'children'
b. alo=châchap 'children'
c. khong alo=tshu 'children'
d. khong alo=châchap 'children'

The difference in usage between the two is illustrated in examples (37) and (38).

Here in (37), the discourse referent marked with=châchap is specific, and they are taken

as a collective group. The form here is related in form and meaning to the 'whole' clitic

given in (41) below.

(37) nga
1:sg

che=châchap=lu
2:pl=pl:coll=loc

lo
matter

khache
important

toto=ci
expr=indf

lap-ni
tell-inf

yö
exist:ego

'I have something important to tell you.'

  [C16-10]

Here in (38), ngace âlo=tshu makes reference to Bhutanese children in general in

contrast to the specific referent in (37). The group as a single whole unit is not in focus.

(38) te
part

ngace
1:pl

âlo=tshu=gi
child=pl=erg

mi
neg

she-ni
know-inf

mê
aux:neg:ego

'Our children won't know (this).'

  [C16-14]

A third plural morpheme,=bu, indicates an associative meaning for human nouns.

The proper noun namgê om in example (39) indicates singular number, but with the addi-

tion of=bu suggests the person named Namgay Ôm and the people associated with him.
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The morpheme =bu is not unlike the associative.plural category of which Dixon

(2010a:158) speaks.

(39) namgê
Namgay

om
Ôm

bu
assoc:pl

ma
neg

thop
get

be
mir

ro
evid:3

d'ato
now

'Namgay Om and company haven't gotten any yet.'

  [C17-1]

Human body parts do not take explicit plural markers, as in example (40). Note also

that possession is not marked in the examples in (40). Body parts that come in pairs may

take the numeral 'nyi 'two' as an explicit marker of number, as in (40e).

(40) a. mikto tsum lit. eye + close, 'close (your) eyes'
b. *mikto=tshu lit. eye + plural '*close eyes'
c. *mikto 'nyî tsum lit. eye two + close, *'close two eyes'
d. lap bjâ lit. hand + adhere, 'fold (your) hands (namaste)'
e. lap 'nyi bjâ lit. hand two adhere, 'fold (your) two hands'

Emphasis on all the members of a human noun set is indicated with the clitic=châ

'whole, all', usually followed by the emphatic enclitic ra, as in (41).

(41) a. khong 'nyi=cha=ra lit. they two whole emph, 'both of them'
b. alo 'ngap=cha=ra lit. child five whole emph, 'all five of the children'

The explicit plural marking of non-human nouns frequently takes an intervening

demonstrative pronoun. While language consultants will accept a phrase like nô=tshu

'cattle-pl', where a non-human noun takes a direct plural marking, such marking in con-

versation and monologic texts rarely occurs without intervening demonstrative pronouns di

'this' or de 'that', i.e., lamyik di=tshu 'travel papers', do dâ shing di=tshu 'rock and wood'.

Thus, the morphosyntactic marking of plural makes a distinction between human

and non-human nouns. The collective plural =chachap and the associative plural =bu only

marks plural on human nouns. Sets of humans may also be marked as wholes with the

'whole' cha=ra, but not sets of non-humans. Only human nouns and relative clauses which
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refer to humans regularly take a direct plural marking with =tshu. Otherwise, the explicit

marking of non-human nouns is with a demonstrative pronouns di / de followed by the

general plural marker =tshu.

Individuation of items in a single set is indicated with the morpheme ci 'indf', fol-

lowed by the emphatic enclitic=ra. In example (42a), the meaning is that the words (in

the language Layakha), as individual items, cannot be understood or properly heard (rather

than that (in general) many words are not understood). Similarly, in example (42b), while

playing a variation of the game of carems, the player says of his partner that he has put (in

the pocket) the smaller carems (in points); this is in contrast to the 'smallest one' or 'a small

one'.

(42) a. âni
this

zumbe
like

te
conn

tshî
word

lesha
many

ci=ra
indf=emph

dâ
chase

mi
neg

zün
catch

me
cop:endo

'Like this, (the meanings / sound of) many words can't be caught (understood
/ heard).'

(In reference to the language Layakha on the assumption that one should
understand it.)

  [C16-1]

b. kho
3.sg

chungku
small

ci=ra
indf=emph

tsu tsu
put put

ong
aux:prob

me
cop:endo

'It seems he puts each of the small (point) ones in.'

  [C16-12]

Another strategy of individuation of a plural set involves the morpheme re, glossed

in example (43) as 'each'. When reduplicated, re means something like 'every', e.g., daw

rere 'every month'; tsha rere 'every time'; chim rere 'each house'. As a single morpheme,

re has a range of meanings (see Section 8.6 on adverbs for additional meaning). As an

individuation strategy for noun sets, it links the items of two different sets, as in the examples

given in (43). In (43a), go 'first' is marked as co-referential with apa 'dad' and the second go

as coreferential with ama 'mother'; not unlike 'respectively' in English. In (43b), the nouns

followed by re are marked as sets (pairs) of which one member of the set is referenced. A
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full translation of the clause in (43b) might go something like this: from each side (of a pair

of sides), one man (of a pair of men) and one woman (of a pair of women) play (against the

other side and the corresponding members of the pairs).

(43) a. alo
child

chungku=tshu=gi
small=pl=gen

kha=le
mouth=abl

apa
dad

ai
mom

z'ê=wi
call=nmlz:gen

tshik
words

go
first

re
each

go
first

re
each

thön-mi
exit-nmlz

'From the mouth of small children, 'apa' (father) and 'ai' (mother) are the first
words to come out.'

  [E17-1]

b. chô
side

re=le
each=abl

pho
male

re
each

dang
and

mo
female

re
each

tse-do
play-prs

zum
like

'Like playing a man and woman from one side.'
(In a description of mixed doubles tennis)

  [E17-1]

5.3 Possession

The possessive noun phrase is marked with the genitive enclitic=gi on the mod-

ifying element of the noun phrase. The enclitic =gi may be realized as =mi following

m codas and=i following open syllables. These morphophonemic alternations appear to

be optional; assimilation to the preceding coda is not a phonological requirement. Exam-

ples of=gi and its alternates are given in (44). The enclitic=gi is homophonous with the

ergative and instrument case markers.

(44) a. calâ=gi gong 'the price of stuff'
b. mi bom=mi/=gi kudün 'in the presence of an big/important person'
c. kho=i/=gi ming 'his name'

Nominalized verbs are conjoined by the possessive construction with the head noun

which follows. In spoken Dzongkha, these morphemes are realized phonetically as =pi
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and=wi, , e.g., cap-pi gang [lit. do-nmlz while] 'while doing'; jô-wi dön [lit. go-nmlz

purpose] 'in order to go', but are underlyingly pa=i / ba=i. The realization of the posses-

sive=gi as=mi following m codas (see example [44b]) is, likely, a phonological change

by analogy based off the process in nominalized verb forms.

Possession is sometimes marked by juxtaposition with no intervening=gi.3 Appo-

sition with a possessive meaning in spoken language is common following pronouns, as in

examples (45a) and (45b). The juxtaposed nouns and pronouns in example (45) are marked

in brackets.

(45) a. [khong
[3:pl

la=ra]
work=emph]

di
dem

me
cop:endo

te
part

'Actually, this is [their work].'

  [C17-1]

b. pâ
nmlz

[mo
[3:f

b'um]
daughter]

di
dem

namesame
super

tenge
naughty

me
cop:endo

ro
evid:3

'Man, [her daughter] is really naughty.'

  [C17-1]

Some culturally salient items do not require the enclitic=gi, e.g., chimtho 'the roof

of the house' or more literally 'house roof'. These are compound nouns. The relationship

between pronouns and related items, i.e. our children, are neither compounds nor nonce

concatenations that happen infrequently. The relationship between a human and things like

friends, dogs, and pigs are a matter of speaker construal; the closer the relationship the

speaker wishes to encode the more likely juxtaposition marks a possessive relationship.

3 The optionality of the genitive marking with pronouns is not unlike Matisoff's description of Lahu
(1973:57-58), e.g., nɔ̀ 'you', ɔ-̀pa 'father' / nɔ̀ ve ɔ-̀pa, nɔ=̀ɔ-̀pa 'your father' (where ve is the genitive,
and = signifies compounding).
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(46) a. ngace alo=tshu 'our children'
b. kho châro 'his friend'
c. kho rochi 'his dog'
d. kho gi phâp 'his pig' / *kho phâp sounds odd

Personal possession of body parts, i.e., 'my head', is also marked with juxtaposition.

Neither nga 'I' nor dong 'face' are marked morphologically for a possessive relationship,

but the noun phrase takes a possessive meaning (even with an intervening superlative), as

in (47).

(47) nga
1:sg

namesame
super

dong
face

tsha-w
hot-nmlz

me
aux:endo

si
quot:ego

'I'm telling you, my face is burning up.'

  [C17-1]

Other examples of juxtaposition marked possession are given in the list in (48). The

command forms imply a second person pronoun, as in (48a and 48b). The suffixes -w-me in

(48c) involve perception by first person and by implication indicates first person possession,

e.g., 'my head'. Body parts are not disallowed from the possessive construction, but these

usually entail an NP, as in (48d).

(48) a. mikto tsum [lit. eye close] 'close your eyes'
b. lap phâ cângsh [lit. hand over.there stretch] 'stretch out your arms'
c. guto na-w-me [lit. head hurts] 'my head hurts'
d. jodâ=gi kâm [lit. owner=gen leg] 'the owner's leg'

I am aware of one possessive relationship that does not allow the enclitic =gi; it

involves the nominalizing morpheme -sa. The nominalized constructions be-sa, [lit. do-

nmlz], and dö-sa, [lit. sit-nmlz] mean something like 'place' as in 'come over to my

place'. These constructions do not optionally allow for the possessive =gi, e.g., kho be-

sa 'his place'; karma dö-sa 'Karma's place', but not *kho=gi be-sa or *karma=gi dö-sa.

This morphological patterning suggests that -sa is not a full verbal nominalizer in the same

way that -pa and -mi are. As such, the language makes a distinction between the nominal
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attributes of a verb derived by -sa, and a verb derived by -pa and -mi. The morpheme

-sa may better be classified as a verbal locative (but will not be discussed further in my

dissertation).

While Dzongkha does not make a distinction between the canonical alienable and

inalienable possessive relationship, the patterning of the possessive construction in the noun

phrase suggests a pragmatic distinction based on the closeness of the relationship between

the possessor and the possessed. Cultural or speaker construed relationships of closeness

may be marked with juxtaposition; all other possessive relationships are marked with=gi.

Part whole relationships such as chimtho 'house roof' have taken on cultural saliency and

become a compound. Possession of body parts in relationships to first and second person

pronouns are not overtly marked; these have a 'close' relationship. Relationships between

humans and their things may be optionally marked through juxtaposition, otherwise the

possessive relationship is marked by=gi on the modifying element of the noun phrase.

5.4 Derivational Processes

Most morphemes in Dzongkha are monosyllabic, but uninflected stems are over-

whelmingly poly-syllabic. In a database of approximately fourteen thousand lexical en-

tries (based mostly on the dictionaries published by the Dzongkha Development Author-

ity), around forty-five hundred of them are monomorphemic monosyllabic entries.4 Of the

remaining lexical entries, however, around seven thousand are disyllabic words, around

thirteen hundred are trisyllabic, and of the residual entries, most are lexicalized phrases,

e.g., de=gi kor=le [lit. that=gen about=abl] 'about that'. Most poly-syllabic words are

also multi-morphemic; that is, they are compounds.

As Matisoff (1978:58-59, 63) notes:
4 This number is somewhat overstated, however, given the fact that dictionary entries also include the

spellings for verb stem alternations as they would appear in standard written Tibetan. While the verb stem
does not vary in spoken Dzongkha, some stem alterations are still observed in written Dzongkha (although
many are not).
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It is pleasant to think of the proto-TB stock of monosyllabic morphemes as
an "Urwortschatz," or "proto-word-treasury"--a bulging treasure house of jewel-like
entities, each with its own idiosyncratic wedding for form to meaning, and each pro-
vided with a multitude of invisible hooks for hitching itself into unpredictable com-
binations with others of its kind. Each TB language, when faced with the necessity
of forming polysyllabic compounds, dips into its inheritance from the proto-treasury
in its own unpredictable way.

Likewise in Dzongkha, there is a substantial pool of monosyllabic monomorphemic

roots, each of which can serve as a building block in compounding. But compounding may

or may not be transparent, and it certainly is not predictable. Some monosyllabic monomor-

phemic roots appear frequently in compounds, but others do not. For example, kha 'mouth'

occurs around 240 times as the first syllable of a compound in the lexical database, and ap-

proximately 80 times as the second syllable of a compound, khang 'house' around 80 times

as the first syllable of a compound, me 'fire' in only around twenty compounds (counting

the occurrence in both first and second syllable), and rü 'slide' in only four compounds and

never as a monomorphemic word.

Compounding is the primary derivational mechanism for deriving a noun in Dzongkha.

Lexical roots of the major word classes (noun and verb) are juxtaposed to one another to

form noun compounds. There is no overt morphology in noun-root-verb-root compounding

to show that a verb root is derived as a noun. There are two instances in my data in which

numerals (one of the minor word classes) form one member of a noun compound: kâsum

[lit. white three] 'the three whites: yoghurt, milk, and butter'; and 'nyika cap [lit. two split

do] 'sever, chop in half'. Nouns may also derive verbs, but this involves a process through

light verb constructions described in 7.3.

Juxtaposed nouns which have not yet become compounds are separated from one

another by the genitive enclitic particle, as described in Section 5.3. Some referents may be

expressed either as a compound noun or with the two nouns separated by a genitive enclitic,
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as in example (49). In (49a), the noun phrase bongku-i ke involves the two nouns 'donkey'

and 'sound' and they are conjoined by the genitive enclitic particle =i. The whole noun

phrase, 'donkey sound' is verbalized with the light verb cap 'do'; the construction is seman-

tically equivalent to 'brey' in English. In (49b), on the other hand, the light verb verbalizes

a compound noun, showing a tighter phonological bond, loosing both the conjoining geni-

tive enclitic and the second syllable of the word for donkey. The pitch height of ke in (49a)

is indicative of the pitch of the first syllable of a word, whereas the pitch of ke in (49b)

is indicative of the lower pitch of the second syllable of a word. It is presumed that the

phonologically and semantically tighter compound noun comes about through frequency of

use and that at some point the longer noun phrase drops out of use (or is used for special

pragmatic effect).

(49) a. bongku=i
donkey=gen

ke
sound

cap-ni
do-inf

'to brey'

b. bongke
donkey.sound

cap-ni
do-inf

'to brey'

Juxtaposed verbal phrases exhibit similar behavior as nouns. That is, while the

morphology which grammatically relates one verb phrase to another is different than what

relates nouns to one another, two juxtaposed verb phrases can also become more tightly

bound to form a noun compound. The phrase ngu-te 'cry-cvb' in (50a) is a converbal clause

that functions as an adverbial, modifying the light verb construction ke cap 'shout, make

noise'. The two phrases entail two different speaker construed events, crying and shouting,

and can be translated as such. The verbalized compound noun 'nguke cap in (50b) means

to wail or sob, and is often associated with mourning, although it may also refer to crying

as a result of some other tragedy. The compound in (50b) has a more specific sense than
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the converbal clause followed by a light verb construction in (50a). It is hypothesized that

the converb + light verb construction is a regular source of verb + noun compounding.

(50) a. 'ngu-te
cry-cvb

ke
sound

cap-ni
do-inf

'to cry and shout / shout crying-ly'

b. 'nguke
sob

cap-ni
do-inf

'to wail, sob'

As noted in Section 5.3 on possession, the juxtaposition of two nouns marks a close

possessive relationship, i.e., body parts, kin relations, etc.. The noun phrases bongku=i

ke, bongku ke, and bongke or 'ngu-te ke cap, 'nguke cap, and 'nguke lie on a scale of uni-

tary meaning. Nouns with morphology that relate them to one another denote two distinct

referents or events. Nouns that are compounds have a single referent, and juxtaposition of

two nouns lie somewhere in the middle. The differences between the juxtaposition of two

nouns and a noun compound need further research, looking at the constructions in (49) and

(50) as possible structures that feed into noun compounds.

5.4.1 Compounding

I will use the descriptive taxonomy of four kinds of semantic relationships in com-

pounding in Central Tibetan described by Goldstein (1984) as the basis of my description

of compounding in Dzongkha. They are modifying, synonymic, polar, and conjunctive

compounds. I will demonstrate that nouns and verbs form noun compounds to have one of

these four semantic relationships. In addition, I will describe what Matisoff (1978) refers

to as a morphan in Tibeto-Burman languages; these are bound roots with varying degrees

of semantic transparency. The descriptive taxonomy used here is unlikely to account for all

the kinds of compound nouns in the spoken language.
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Some compounds in the sub-sections below have strong diachronic pedigrees, e.g.,

shachi [lit. deer + dog] 'hunting dog'; others are fairly new and have resulted from the

process of modernization and the neologisms developed for new technology, e.g., g'angshê

[lit. snow + glass] 'sun glasses' (presumably to be worn in the snow when the sun is shining).

5.4.1.1 Modifying compounds

A principle semantic relationship between the roots of a noun compound is that of

modification. In this type of compound, one root is the head of the compound and it is a

noun. The other root modifies the meaning of the head noun. The modifying root may be

pre-nominal or postnominal, and the root may come from the word classes noun, verb, or

descriptive verb (a sub-class of verbs that predicates property concepts -- see Chapter 8 for

a full description).

Modifying compounding is ubiquitous in Dzongkha, and is somewhat productive.

Many modifying compounds have a 'class' function, much like Tibetan, where the head

noun denotes a general type, and with the juxtaposition of the modifying root, denotes

a subordinate category that is a 'kind of' the general 'class' (see DeLancey [1998:109]).

DeLancey uses the example of the morpheme 'snake' in English in compound words like

grass snake, water snake, gopher snake, etc. as comparable to the phenomenon in Tibetan.

Dzongkha, like Tibetan, has such superordinate / subordinate groupings that are pervasive

through parts of the vocabulary.

The difference between modifying compounding and a noun preceded or followed

by modifying root lies on a scale of semantic specificity. For example, the descriptive verb

ring 'long' is used in a number of compounds, and the combined meaning is something more

than a modified member of that class: doring [lit. stone + long] is not just a long stone, but

a 'stone pillar.' However, shing ring [lit. tree + long] is just that -- 'a long (tall) tree', and

not a wood pillar. The thing that makes one juxtaposition a compound and the other a noun
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with a modifier is semantic specificity, along with concomitant phonological adjustments.

Beyer (1992) refers to meaning in Classical Tibetan that is semantically exocentric; words

whose meanings are not predictable from the combined meaning of the morphemes, and

the head member cannot be substituted for the whole without semantic change. Thus, for

example, shing can substitute for the whole phrase shing ring with little change in meaning.

In the case of doring, however, do cannot be substituted for the compound without a sig-

nificant change in meaning, e.g., from 'pillar' to 'stone'.5 As Mithun notes, "Compounding

is done for a reason. Some entity, quality, or activity is recognized sufficiently often to be

considered name-worthy in its own right ...." (1984:848). Knowing whether a juxtaposition

is a compound or a noun with a distinct syntactic modifier, then, requires a certain amount

of cultural specific knowledge; context in a stream of natural speech disambiguates some

of the lexicographer's puzzle (but not all).

Matisoff (1978) speaks of a scale of transparency and opacity in Tibeto-Burman

compounding. On the one end are compounds in which each syllable has a clear meaning

of its own, and the meaning of the whole is deducible from the sum of its discrete parts;

menkhang [lit. medicine + house] 'hospital' would be one such example from Dzongkha.

Less transparent are those compounds in which the whole is not deducible from the sum of

its parts--the meaning is unpredictable; donak [lit. stone + black] 'slate' is not predictable

based on the root morphemes; [stone + black] could just as well mean 'onyx', 'shale', or

'charcoal'. Less transparent are those compounds which "acquire a measure of phonolog-

ical opacity by undergoing a change in pronunciation in combination with the adjacent

morpheme" (Matisoff 1978:60). One such example is jamtsho [lit. wide + lake] 'ocean',
5 In English, stone is not a superordinate of pillar, and therefore it is assumed that pillar has a culturally

specific meaning. In Dzongkha, this may not be the case; pillar is encoded as a 'long stone' of which stone is
a superordinate, and in this sense is not much different than a 'tall tree'. Using the semantic differences of the
translated English words as a basis for cultural specificity may obscure some of what is going on. Perhaps,
there is not much of a difference in Dzongkha on the basis of the semantics of the modifying root and head
noun. Having said this, other grammatical criteria, such as phonological considerations and syntactic tests
can be helpful in determining compound-hood.
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where the individual roots are pronounced ja and tsho, and m is inserted in compounding.

Finally, there are those morphemes which have no meaning of their own in isolation; they

are bound morphemes, and have to be derived in a compound. Matisoff refers to these as

morphans (or orphan morphs); these will be discussed in Section 5.4.1.2.

5.4.1.1.1 Pre-nominal modification

I will illustrate pre-nominal modifying compounding with several sets6 of com-

pounds. The modifying root comes from the word classes nouns, verbs and descriptive

verbs. The first set in Table 46 exemplifies the productivity of noun + noun modifica-

tion. The word set in Table 47 exemplifies verb + noun modification. In both tables,

the noun ro 'remains, leftovers' is the head noun and is the root being modified. The mor-

pheme ro functions as a superordinate, or 'class' morpheme, typing all the words which have

something to do with 'what gets left over'.

Table 46. Pre-nominal modification with noun + ro 'remains, leftovers'

noun + ro ---> noun
________ -----> a type of ro 'remains, leftovers'
<me ro> mero fire + remains 'butt'
<lcags ro> cakro iron + remains 'debris, filings'
<skud ro> küro string + remains 'bits of string

after pulling apart the stitching'
<snyigs ro> 'nyikro dregs + remains 'residue'

6 In the Sino-Tibetan linguistic tradition, a word family refers to a group of phonologically and etymo-
logically related words, such as u or o for 'head' in Lahu (what Matisoff [1978] terms an allofam). A word
family within a single language or across related languages share a common etymological meaning, even if the
meaning has changed somewhat in the daughter languages. In order to avoid this terminological confusion, I
will use the word 'set'; I mean simply the words grouped together on the basis of a shared root. The meanings
of the derived words will share in a common generic or superordinate sense, but are quite different from the
word families of the Sino-Tibetan tradition.
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Table 47. Pre-nominal modification with verb: <ro>

verb + ro ---> noun
________ -----> a type of ro 'remains, leftovers'
<'tshigs ro> tshikro burn + remains 'butt'
<chag ro> chakro break + remains 'debris'

Tables 48 and 49 illustrated how a noun or descriptive verb can modify a following

noun in a modifying compound. The resulting compound is one in which the head noun is a

superordinate of the resulting meaning of the compound, e.g., shê 'glass' is the superordinate

of each of the specific types of 'glass'; the words in Table 48 and 49 are specific instances

of 'glass' things.

Table 48. Pre-nominal modification with noun + shê 'glass'

noun + shê ---> noun
________ -----> a type of shê 'glass'
<me shel> meshê fire + glass 'magnifying glass (to start fires)'
<'ja' shel> jashê rainbow + glass 'prism'
<chu shel> chushê water + glass 'crystal'
<gangs shel> g'angshê snow + glass 'sun glasses'
<glog shel> 'lokshê electricity + glass 'electric bulb'
<ko shel> koshê fur/skin + glass 'plastic glass'
<man shel> menshê ?? + glass 'crystal'
<mig shel> mikshê eye + glass 'eye glasses'
<nyi shel> nyishê sun + glass 'sun glasses'
<rdo shel> doshê stone + glass 'stone crystal, stone glass'
<rgyang shel> jangshê distance + glass 'binoculars'
<spos shel> pöshê incense + glass 'amber'
<spyan shel> censhê eye (hon) + glass 'glasses (hon)'

Table 49. Pre-nominal modification with descriptive verb + shê 'glass'

descriptive verb + shê ---> noun
________ -----> a type of shê 'glass'
<che shel> cheshê big + glass magnifying glass

make things big
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Another type of modifying compound entails a relationship that is classificatory in

nature; things that are pernicious like a demon (Table 50) and things that are red, including

'the measles' and 'butchers' (Table 51). In Tables 50 and 51, the head is on the right, and

the modifier is the classificatory element on the left. These word sets are not superordinate

/ subordinate, but more loosely related to one another. That is, 'bed bug' and 'whirlwind'

are not a type of demon, but a type of thing which is pernicious, which is presumably a

semantic extension of the character of a demon.

Table 50. Pre-nominal modification with dre 'demon'

dre + noun ---> noun
dre 'demon' -----> ________
<'dre me> dreme demon + fire blue flamed demon
<'dre rlung> drelung demon + wind whirlwind
<'dre shig> dreshi demon + louse bed bug

Table 51. Pre-nominal modification with 'mâ 'red'

'mâ + noun or verb ---> noun
'mâ 'red' -----> ________
<dmar bshal> 'mâshê red + defecate diarrhea blood with diarrhea
<dmar canm> 'mâcêm red + adjectivizer-nom measles
<dmar gtor> 'mâtô red + torma red torma
<dmar khra> 'mâthra red + ?? red striped
<dmar mkhanm> 'makhêm red + expert butcher

In summary, a pre-nominal modifying compound has the structure of a head noun

preceded by a noun, verb, or descriptive verb. They can be grouped into root 'sets' that

share in common a head noun root or that share in common the modifying root. The words

in a set with a common head noun root denote the specific items within a general class

of items, e.g., superordinate and subordinate items. The words in a compound set with a

common modifying root are classificatory in nature, e.g, all the things that are pernicious,
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and associated by semantic extension with dre 'demon'. Pre-modifying compound words

also illustrate how certain things are culturally categorized, e.g. one of the words for butcher

is mâkhêm [lit. red learned-one] such that the butcher occupation is pejoratively classified

as 'red', where red is a euphemism for blood.

5.4.1.1.2 Postnominal modification

I now turn to a discussion of postnominal modification. Much like prenominal mod-

ification, it involves the juxtaposition of two roots; the head root is usually a noun, and the

modifying roots may be a noun, descriptive verb, or verb. In the following tables, I give

examples of compounds with do 'stone' followed by a modifying morpheme. In most cases

the modifier is a descriptive verb, but in some cases it is a noun or a verb. In Table 52, the

compounds reference natural objects, and in Table 53 the compounds reference man made

objects.

Table 52. Postnominal modification: natural objects with head noun do 'stone'

noun + descriptive verb
<rdo.chen> dochen stone + large the large stone in a Dzong courtyard
<rdo.cung> docu stone + small small pebble
<rdo.rug> doru stone + much gravel ?
<rdo.dkar> dokâ stone + white gypsum, chalk
<rdo.gnag> donâ stone + black graphite
<rdo.khraw> dokhraw stone + hard granite
<rdo.leb> dolep stone + flat stone slab

noun + noun
<rdo.gyam> dojam stone + foundation shale
<rdo.phung> dophu stone + mass boulder
<rdo.phye> dopche stone + flour stone dust
<rdo.snum> donum stone + oil gasoline, petroleum
<rdo.sol> dosö stone + tree charcoal, mined coal
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Table 53. Postnominal modification: man made objects with head noun do 'stone'

noun + noun
Older technology
<rdo.rtsig> dotsî stone + wall stone wall
<rdo.gzhong> dozhong stone + bowl stone bowl
<rdo.sgrom> dodrom stone + box stone box
<rdo.shel> doshê stone + glass crystal
<rdo.tshang> dotshang stone + nest quarry
<rdo.zam> dozam stone + bridge stone bridge
<rdo.smyug> donyuk stone + pen slate pencil
<rdo.'thing> dothing stone + spread stone floor
<rdo.gcal> docê stone + spread courtyard
<rdo.rko> doko stone + carving stone carving
<rdo.sti> doti stone + ?? pestle
<rdo.them> dothem stone + ?? stone steps

Newer, borrowed technology
<rdo.par> dopâ stone + picture lithograph
<rdo.rdzas> dozê stone + gunpowder dynamite
<rdo.rtags> dotak stone + mark milestone

Table 54. Compounds formed with modifying <cung> or <cu> cu 'small'

Animals
<glang.cung> 'langcu bull + small young bull
<gzhon.cung> zhöncu young + small little ones, young
<rti'u.cung> tiucu foal + small foal
<bo'u.cung> bôcu calf
<phag.cung> phakcu pig + small piglet
<lug.cu> lukcu sheep + small lamb
<ra.cu> racu goat + small kid

Body parts
<lce.cung> cecu tongue + small uvula
<mdzub.cung> zucu finger + small baby finger, pinky
<rkang.cung> kangcu leg + small shin

Plants
<byi.li.rna.cu> 'bjilinacu cat + ear + small small black mushroom
<sbubs.cu> bupcu hollow + small bud
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Man-used/made objects
<dung.cu> dungcu horn + small small canister
<gyi.cung> gicu knife + small small knife
<gzim.cung> zimcu sleep + small small room (hon)
<ka.cung> kacu post + small post
<khyim.cung> chimcu house + small cottage
<ku.cung> kucu ladle + small serving ladle
<lag.cung> lakcu hand + small small bamboo basket
<rdo.cung> docu stone + small pebble
<sen.cung> sencu nail + small earring
<sgo.cung> gocu door + small window
<sa.spags.cung> sapacu earth + dough + small small brick
<thim.cung> thimcu package + small small packet
<tig.cung> tikcu drop + small small coin
<yig.cung> yikcu letter + small receipt, bill

The juxtaposition of a noun with the post-nominal descriptive verb cung 'small'

functions as a periphrastic diminutive, as in Table 54. The morpheme cung is not an enclitic

particle or suffix, however, as other modifying elements can not come between the head

morpheme and it. The items given in Table 54 are not exhaustive of the words that are

formed with cu, but nevertheless, they form a closed set. As such, many nouns may not

take the diminutive. The form cung (sometimes written as cu) 'small' is clearly related to

the descriptive verb root chung 'small'.

While cung / cu functions like a diminutive (although in a closed set), other size

descriptive verbs can derive similar sets of compound nouns. Table 55 shows animals and

items that are described as 'long', and Table 56 shows items which are 'flat'. Things which

are 'flat', like things which are 'small', are tangible, real world items. Things which are 'long'

also include more abstract concepts like distance and time.

The descriptive verb ring functions like an augmentative, although also with a close

set of nouns. Nouns modified with lep 'flat' are a variation of this. In Dzongkha, post-

nominal modifying word sets with descriptive verbs exhibit behavior that is something be-

tween a classifier and the idiosyncrasy of a lexicalized item. The descriptive verb functions
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Table 55. Compounds formed with <ring> ring 'long'

<chu.srin.kha.ring> chusinkharing water + bug + mouth + long alligator
<gyi.ring> g'iring knife + long sword
<ka.ring> kâring pillar + long pillar
<rdo.ring> doring stone + long stone pillar
<yu.ring> yuring handle + long long-handled

<dkyus.ring> cüring length + long long in length
<tshad.ring> tshêring measurement + long long in length
<nye.ring> nyering short distance + long distance distance
<rgyang.ring> jangring distance + long far
<thag.ring> thâring distance + long far

<dus.ring> düring time + long long time
<rgyun.ring> güngring time + long long time
<yun.ring> yüngring time + long long time
<sdod.ring> döring sit + long tenure, term

<ngang.ring> ngangring manner + long patiently, carefully

<tshe.ring> tshering life + long longevity
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like a classifier in the sense that it categorizes things according to shape and size. The

categorization is somewhat arbitrary in the instance of some referents, e.g., the physical

characteristic of the long mouth of an alligator, which is also a characteristic of a classi-

fier system. Many juxtapositions of this type, though, have lexicalized a clear reference to

size, e.g., gocu [lit. door + small] 'window'. Words such as 'langlep for soap are clearly

idiosyncratic lexicalizations with no clear meaning for the head noun (see Table 56).

The meanings of most of the head words in Table 56 are clear, but a number of words

have head roots which do not match the meaning of the derived compound. For example,

in the compound 'langlep 'soap', the most obvious meaning of the constituent parts is 'bull'

+ 'flat', but 'bull' is an unlikely candidate as the head noun. Two consultants also were not

able to tell me what 'lang in langlep means, although they readily point to its underived

monomorphemic meaning as 'bull'.

Table 56. Compounds formed with <leb> lep 'flat'

<char.leb> charlep rain + flat rain jacket
<kha.leb> khelep mouth + flat cover
<lcags.leb> câlep iron + flat iron sheets
<nya.leb> nyalep fish + flat sliced fish, fish steaks
<rdo.leb> dolep stone + flat stone slab
<sba.leb> balep hide + flat encircling mat
<sgor.leb> gorlep roll + flat slice
<shing.leb> shinglep wood + flat wood shingles
<thab.leb> thaplep weave + flat strap (flat)
<glang.leb> langlep ?? + flat bar of soap
<khur.leb> khurlep ?? + flat flat bread
<pang.leb> panglep ?? + flat plank

It is important to point out that many monomorphemic roots are not restricted to

either pre- or post- nominal modification. Many roots can appear in both positions. This is

illustrated with modification in compounds with the adjective 'nak 'black' in Table 57.
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Table 57. Compounds with <gnag> 'black'

<gnag> <sems> 'naksem malicious
<gnag> <phyug> 'nakchuk bovine
<gnag> <dog> 'nakdok proper name
<gnag> <rdzi> 'nakzi bovine herder

<khong> <gnag> khongnak malicious, evil
<rdo> <gnag> donak graphite
<sa> <gnag> sanak top soil
<thugs> <gnag> thuknak black-hearted hon

The examples in this section on modificational compounding illustrate the pervasive

nature of compounding in Dzongkha. That is, the lexicon of Dzongkha is composed of

extensive word 'sets' which are made up monomorphemic monosyllables which can either

be modifying or be modified, and can be prenominal or postnominal. The only syntactic

restriction in modificational noun compounds is that a descriptive verb stem cannot serve

as the head of a compound. The modifying descriptive verbs of some word sets, e.g., ring

'long' and lep 'flat' are like classifiers, categorizing nouns according to their shape and size.

The descriptive verb in word sets with cung 'small' functions as a periphrastic diminutive

with a closed set of nouns.

5.4.1.2 Morphans

Morphans (or orphan morphemes) are those roots that have no meaning of their own

in isolation. They have to be derived in a compound to have meaning; a bound morpheme

of sorts.7 There are two kinds of morphans in Dzongkha. The first type of morphan is a

syllable which has no meaning in isolation, and even in a compound its meaning is not clear.

This is illustrated with the syllable ra in Table 58. In compounds with ra, the first syllable

is a noun or verb root with a transparent meaning. The morpheme ra has no transparent
7 This is not unlike the morpheme 'cran' in 'cranberry' which appears to be a monomorphemic syllable

on the grounds that it patterns like other transparent compounds such as 'blackberry', but for which there is
no equitable monomorphemic meaning in English, e.g., there is no such thing or property that is a 'cran' in
English.
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meaning, except that it functions morphologically to derive a noun from a verb, e.g. <ki.ra>

kira [lit. wrap + ra] 'women's dress', but in a number of compounds the word class is not

changed, e.g. <rta.ra> tara [lit. horse + ra] 'horse stable'.

Table 58. Post-nominal modification with a morphan: ______ + <ra>

_______ + <ra> ---> Noun
<dkar ra> kâra white + ra 'white-washed'
<bskor ra> kora circle + ra 'circumambulation'
<bkag ra> kara stop + ra 'barricade'
<bstod ra> töra praise + ra 'praise'
<dkyi ra> kira wrap + ra 'women's dress'
<ldum ra> dumra ?? + ra 'garden orchard'
<rta ra> tara horse + ra 'horse stable'

The second kind of morphan is a syllable which is a bound root, but whose meaning

is more transparent than the ra in Table 58. But, even these kinds of transparent morphans

vary in how clear their meaning is. In the first example set, <tog> tok has a meaning

something like 'peak' or 'top', but such a meaning breaks down in words like <rus.tog>

rüto 'bone' or <rkang.tog> kangto 'leg'; these body parts are not physiologically 'peak-ish'

or 'top-ish'. Examples are given in Table 59.
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Table 59. Post-nominal modification with <tog>: ______ + <tog>

_______ + <tog> ---> Noun
<chu tog> chuto water + tog 'water tap'
<khab tog> khapto cover + tog 'lid'
<mchu tog> chuto ?? + tog 'beak'
<me tog> meto fire + tog 'flower'
<mgu tog> guto head + tog 'head'
<rus tog> rüto bone + tog 'bone'
<shing tog> shingto tree + tog 'fruit'
<spyi tog> pcito ?? + tog 'pinnacle, tip'
<rkang tog> kangto leg + tog 'as in kangto tsuni:

to walk'

On the other hand, the meaning of some 'morphans' is much more clear. This is

illustrated with the root <rud> rü 'slide, flow' that would appear to be a generic of any kind

of natural disaster which involves 'sliding' or 'flowing', as in Table 60.

Table 60. Pre-nominal modification of <rud>:______ + <rud>

_______ + <rud> ---> Noun
<chu rud> churü water + rud 'flood'
<gangs rud> g'angrü snow + rud 'avalanche'
<kha rud> kharü snow + rud 'avalanche'
<sa rud> sarü earth + rud 'land slide'
<rtse rud> tserü peak + rud 'mountain slide'

In summary, then, morphans in Dzongkha participate in the derivational morphol-

ogy of compounding. In some cases their semantic meaning is limited only to a compound-

ing function, e.g, ra. On the other extreme are roots whose meaning is clear, but which

share in common that they must be derived as a compound, e.g. rü. In between these two

extremes are morphans with varying degrees of transparency in meaning, e.g. tok.
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5.4.1.3 Synonymic compounds

Synonymic compounds consist of two roots which are synonyms, and unlike mod-

ifying compounds or compounds with morphans, no one root can be regarded as the head

word. Each root or morpheme is identical if not similar in meaning to the overall meaning

of the compound. In forming these synonymic noun compounds, the language uses juxta-

positions of the following word categories: noun +noun, verb + verb, verb +noun,

and noun compound + noun compound.

Table 61. Compounds formed with synonyms

syn + syn ---> noun
noun + noun
<thugs sems> thuksem mind (hon) + mind 'mind (hon)'
<tobs shugs> topshu strength + strength 'power, strength'

verb + noun
<bsam blo> samlo think + mind 'thought'

verb + verb
<mno bsam> 'nosam think + think 'thought'
<dga' skyid> gâki happy + happy 'happiness'
<tshogs 'dzoms> tshôzom meet + meet 'meeting'
<bde skyid> deki well + happy 'wellness'

Synonymic compounds may extend beyond two morphemes. Pairs of synonymic

compounds may create four morpheme compounds, as in jiktenzamling [lit. samsara +

world] 'world' with a connotation of the natural world and all the inherent difficulties, prob-

lems, and desires of living in it. From a less formal domain is the four syllable word (two

morphemes) cecephangphang lit. [loved + loved] 'beloved' which is said of a child who is

especially endeared to a parent.
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5.4.1.4 Polar Compounds

Polar compounds involve two roots each with an opposite meaning, and the overall

meaning is an abstract notion deriving from the sum of the discrete parts. Like synonymic

compounding, no one root can be regarded as the head of the compound, as the overall

meaning is an abstract notion different from its discrete parts. Such compounds may be

formed with a noun + noun structures, as in Table 62.

Table 62. Noun + Noun polar compound

<pho mo> phomo male + female 'sex, gender'
<nyin nub> nyinnup day + night 'continually'

nyin nup mepâ 'without stopping night or day'
<skyid sdug> kidu happiness + misery 'condition, welfare'

Descriptive verbs may also form the basis of a polar compound, as in Table 63.

Table 63. Descriptive Verb + Descriptive Verb polar compound

<ring thung> ringthung long + short 'length'
<che chung> chechung big + small 'size'
<mtho dman> thomen high + low 'height'
<dkar gnag> kânâk white + black 'appearance'
(see also conjunctive compounding for another meaning of <dkar gnag>)

5.4.1.5 Conjunctive Compounds

The final semantic relationship in compounding described here also involves one

in which neither root is the head of the word. In this type of compounding, the syllables

are related semantically to one another by an additive relationship, and is referred to as

conjunctive. The overall meaning is not a specific item in the real world, but a generic

category. I am not aware of very many of these kinds of compounds in Dzongkha.
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Table 64. Conjunctive compounding: conjunction of two similar related things

<dkar gnag> kânak white + black 'white and black, together'
<kha char> khachar snow + rain 'snow and rain; precipitation'
<rkang lag> kanglak feet + hand 'feet and hands; limbs'

5.4.1.6 Summary of Compounding

Compounding in Dzongkha is a pervasive derivational process. There is a trea-

sure trove of monosyllabic monomorphemic syllables which combine in unpredictable and

idiosyncratic ways to form new words. This section described compounding in terms of

the semantic relationship between the compounded roots. These are modificational, syn-

onymic, polar (or antonymic), and conjunctive (or additive) relationships. It was also

demonstrated that noun compounds can be formed structurally by juxtaposing nouns, verbs,

descriptive verbs, and morphans in pre- and post-nominal positions. Much of Dzongkha vo-

cabulary belongs to compound sets, sharing in common a monomorphemic root. These sets

can share in a superordinate / subordinate relationship where all the members of the set are

a specific instantiation of a more generic item, or these sets can share in categorical rela-

tionship where all the members of the set belong because of a common association, e.g.,

all the things associated with 'perniciousness'. The descriptive verb in some sets functions

like a classifier, categorizing things according to shape and size, e.g., things that are small,

long, flat, etc..

Some compounding is semantically transparent -- the overall meaning is clear from

the meaning of the discrete parts. Some compounding is abstract -- like polar compounding,

or modificational compounding where the overall meaning is unpredictable based on the

sum of its discrete parts. Other compounding is semantically opaque, so much so that some

syllables have no clear meaning of their own. These are the so-called morphans; they are

bound morphemes, requiring compounding derivation in order to appear in a noun phrase.
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5.5 Pronouns and Anaphoric Clitics

Pronouns are free forms that take the position of a noun phrase in a clause (Payne

1997). They are a distinct class from noun. Given the fact that verb morphology in Dzongkha

does not index the nominal constituents of a clause, they play an important role in keeping

track of discourse referents. Most of the forms discussed in this section are pronouns. Ad-

ditionally, anaphoric clitics may also take the place of a noun phrase in Dzongkha. They

are not morphologically free, attaching to a root (Payne 1997).

5.5.1 Personal Pronouns

This section briefly describes the free personal pronouns, as given in Table 65. The

major distinguishing features between them are person and number, although several addi-

tional categories are also distinguished. There are three grammatical persons, 1st, 2nd, and

3rd, and these are given in rows. There are three categories of number: singular, dual and

plural, and these are given in columns. The singular and plural forms take separate forms;

the dual form is composed of the equivalent plural person pronoun followed by the cardinal

number 'nyi 'two'. The plural form may take the human plural enclitic =châchap as an

alternate plural form.

Table 65. Free Pronouns

singular dual plural
1st nga ngace 'nyi ngace ngace=châchap

2nd plain chö che 'nyi che che=châchap
honorific na na 'nyi na=châchap

3rd gender neutral kho khong 'nyi khong khong =châchap
feminine mo
indefinite ro
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Second person pronouns take a plain and honorific form, chö and na, respectively.

The honorific na does not take a unique plural form. The plural is coded with the human

plural enclitic=châchap. There are three singular third person pronouns: kho, which is

a gender neutral form; mo, which specifically references female humans; and ro, which is

an indefinite pronoun. The distinction between kho and ro are illustrated in example (51).

Here, ro takes an unspecified third person discourse referent; kho takes a specific discourse

referent with anaphoric reference.

(51) a. ro=i
3:indf=gen

lang
ox

dâ
and
kho=i
3:sg=gen

lang
ox

thâ
fight

tha-p
fight-nmlz

me
aux:endo

te
part

'Other's oxen and his oxen would fight.'

  [C17-1]

b. tiru=gi
money=gen

thêkha
issue

hö-p-da
arrive-nmlz-adv

kho
3:sg

ro
3:indf

zumbe
like

dösem=yâ
greedy=emph

mâm=ci
much=indf

minu
exist:neg:endo

'When it comes to money, he does not have much of a greedy heart like others.

Dzongkha does not have a distinct class of possessive pronouns. Possession is

marked with the possessive enclitic =gi, i.e., kho=gi 'his' or chö=gi 'your'. The first

person possessive construction is slightly altered from the nominal form taking the vowel

of the enclitic, i.e., ngi=gi < nga=gi. The possessive may be shortened in speech to only

i, i.e., kho=i, ngi=i.

There is one collective pronoun form, and this always collocates with a possessive

construction, as in (52). Here ngace=ra=i takes a collective sense, meaning much more

than 'we' as a specific discourse referent. An often heard collocate of ngacerai is drup

'Bhutanese', i.e., 'our Bhutanese'.
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(52) ngace=ra=i
1:pl=emph=gen

drup-Ø-i
Bhutanese-nmlz-gen

mâmi
soldiers

ditshu
these

yâ
up.there

sasung=gi
border.guards=gen

mâmi
soldiers

ditsu
these

dû
exist:endo

bâ
part

'Our Bhutanese soldiers, (our) border soldiers are up there, right?'

  [C16-1]

The enclicitc =bu may also combine with pronouns to give a similar meaning to

the collective pronoun. Here, the meaning is associative, as in example (53). The honorofic

pronoun na normally takes singular number, but here in combination with =bu takes an

associative (and plural) meaning, referring to all those associated with na.

(53) na=bu
2:hon:sg=ass

gara
all

kuzu
body.hon

zangm-be
well-adv

zhû
stay.hon

yö-p
exist:cop-nmlz

ong
fut:psbl

(Here's hoping that) you (and all your family) are staying well ...
(In the opening clause of an e-mail, embedded in a sentence express-
ing prayers and good wishes.)

  [L16-2]

The root rang among its many different functions also codes both the reflexive and

participant focus. Here in (54), the single form rang is used with anaphoric reference to the

third person pronoun kho. With the addition of the enclitic =gi, it codes possession and

participant focus, i.e., his (very) own friend.

(54) drê=gi
demon=erg

mikthrü
magic

cap-ti
do-cvb

kho=gi
3:sg=erg

rang=gi
=erg

châro=lu
friend=dat

sê
kill
cu-ci
caus-pst:ego

'The demon doing magic, made him kill his own friend.'

  [S00-7]

The form rang in (54) is a phonologically independent word. Here in (55), the form

rang has been grammaticalized, where it functions as an anaphoric enclitic. It commonly

takes the phonologically reduced form=ra. The reduced form maybe reduplicated,=rara
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where it takes both emphatic and reflexive meaning. Here in example (55), it takes a primar-

ily reflexive meaning. The speaker explains how a lawn dart might not get any points: the

one that falls over (does not stick in the target or in the ground) is cancelled. The cancelling

is coded as a reflexive construction with the reduplication of the pronoun and the reflexive,

as in (55c). While there is no control in the action of getting cancelled, the inference to be

drawn is that the action of itself falling over gets itself cancelled.

(55) C16-13
a. te

part
yancin
maybe

tsi-ni
consider-inf

mî-pacin
exist:neg:ego-cond

'Maybe, if (it) is not considered.'

b. yangcin
maybe

kho
3:sg

bü
fall.over

jo-mi
go-rel

di
dem

'Maybe, the one that falls over.'

c. kho
3:sg

kho=rara
3:sg=emph:refl

mî-p
exist:neg:ego-nmlz

be
adv

îng
cop:ego

lâ
hon

'He himself is cancelled / It cancels itself'

Here in (56) the=rara construction takes a primarily emphatic meaning. There is

a participant focus on the third person referent, but no self-initiated action being done on

the referent (as would be the case in a reflexive construction).

(56) âge
grandfather

te
part

kho=rara=gi
3:sg=emph:refl=erg

âi
mother

âpâ
father

ditsu
these

khik-di
take-cvb

hö
arrive

hö-p
arrive-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'Grandfather brought his own elder relatives and arrived (there in
Pasakha).'

  [C00-1]

Similarly here in (57), the=rara construction gives focus to the first person referent

as the one incurring sin. Note that here the nasal coda of the second syllable is maintained,

just like the reduplicative process found in expressives (see 8.3.1).
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(57) nga=rarang
1:sg=emph=emph:refl

gû
ppst:on

phô-mi
hit.on-rel

dip
sin
di
dem

kho=gi
3:sg=gen

kuzu=lu
body:hon=dat

nam-di-gi
take.up-cvb-caus

îmme
cop:exo

'The sin that fell on me myself, it was because it was taken onto his
body.'

  [S00-1]

5.5.2 Demonstrative and Locative Pronouns

There are two demonstrative pronouns: di 'this' and de 'that', and these may take the

plural =tshu giving the forms di=tshu 'these' and de=tshu 'those'. They take a discourse

pragmatic function of marking definiteness. The anaphoric enclitic=ci is the one indefinite

form. It is a grammaticalization of the cardinal number cî 'one'.

There are six locative pronouns that are based on compounding with a, as given in

Table 66. The forms take anaphoric reference, coding where the discourse referent is in

relation to the speaker. The bound roots ni and phi do not occur apart from the locative

pronouns in combination with a. The roots nâ, phâ, yâ, and mâ occur on their own and in

combination with other location constructions.

Table 66. Locative pronouns

Root Combined form Combined meaning

â

ni âni 'here'
nâ 'here' ânâ 'there'
phâ 'over there' âphâ 'over there'
phi âphi 'over on other side'
yâ 'up' âyâ 'up there'
mâ 'down âmâ 'down there'

NP referents commonly take both demonstrative and location pronouns, as in âni

nyugu di 'this pen here'. Here, âni marks the location and di marks definiteness. Other
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examples are given in (58) where the discourse referent is unexpressed as an NP, but marked

through the location pronouns and the pronoun of definiteness di.

(58) a. nga=lu
1:sg-dat

ing-na
cop:ego-q

âni
here

Lit: 'To me is, here?'
Idiomatic: 'This here is for me?'

  [C17-1]

b. 'nyi
two

bâ-yi,
bring-pst:ego

ânâ
there

te
part

'(I) brought two (spoons), there (they are).'

  [C17-1]

c. kho
3:sg

âphâ
over.there

phâ=i
over.there=gen

di
dem

cek
check

cap
do

go
deon

te
part

'He needs to check the one over there.'

  [C16-12]

Here in (59), the locative pronoun âni takes the nominalizer -m. This word is similar

to the phrase de-m=ci 'about that much', which is also composed of the nominalizer -m

following the pronoun de. In recent language usage, the -m is also a marker of feminine

gender with human nouns. However, the anaphoric referent of âni in (59) is the interview

just conducted by me; the pragmatic function is to close the interview. Here the grammatical

use of -m is extended beyond gender so that in combination with âni, it functions more

broadly to code approximate unitization.

(59) âni-m=ci
here-nmlz=indf

me
cop:endo

mena
tag

'This is about it, isn't it?'

  [C16-13]

The reciprocal pronoun takes the form cîci, and is a shortened form of cî=gi cî=lu

'one=erg one=dat. Only the shortened form is attested in my conversational database.
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(60) te
part

rel
train

phâ
over.there

cîci=lu
one.another=dat

te
part

sâgo
place

bjin-do
give-prog:ego

zumbe
like

te
part

'Just like trains get over to the side and give one another space (to pass).'

  [C16-1]

5.5.3 Other Pronouns

The interrogative pronouns are given in (61). The interrogative pronoun g'â 'who'

is the base form on which the other interrogative pronouns are formed with the exception

of nam 'when'.

(61) a. g'â 'who'
b. g'aci 'what'
c. g'âte 'where'
d. g'adebe 'how'
e. g'adeci 'how much'
f. g'acibe 'why'
g. nam 'when'

The whoever/whatever pronouns are formed with a light verb construction. The

interrogative pronoun g'â takes the role of the noun in a light verb construction, followed

by the emphatic=ra. This is followed by the light verb be and the concessive rung, as in

(62). The construction is analyzed here as a fixed unit as a part of the pronoun, but as is

typical for light verb constructions, phrases may be inserted between the light verb and the

incorporated noun.

(62) a. g'â=ra berung 'whoever'
b. g'aci=ra berung 'whatever'
c. gâte=ra berung 'wherever'
d. nam=ra berung 'whenever'
e. g'adeci=ra berung 'however much'
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In usage, the whoever/whatever pronoun can be used as an indefinite pronoun, as

in (63). Here the meaning of g'âtera berung is 'anywhere' or 'nowhere'.

(63) chö
2:sg

g'âte=ra berung
wherever

khung=ci
reason=indf

minnu
exist:neg:exo

z'ê
quot

'There is no excuse (for you) anywhere!'

  [S00-11]

The whoever/whatever pronouns may take additional adverbial phrases, as in (64).

Here, the form g'adeci 'how much' is shortened to g'amci, and the whoever/whatever con-

struction takes an adverbial phrase, marked here in brackets. The ability to incorporate

phrases between the incorporated noun and the light verb is a characteristic of the light verb

construction.

(64) te
part

âni
here

cap-Ø-da-lu
do-nmlz-adv-loc

'mi
person

gamci=ra
however.much

[nyung
few

di=ra]
dem=emph

beru
do

'When playing this, however few people there are ....'

  [C16-13]

5.6 Summary

The noun is a lexical word class in Dzongkha morphologically distinguishable from

other lexical classes by the morphosyntactic arrangements in which it fits. It can be marked

with a set of enclitics that marks plural and an enclitic that marks indefiniteness / singular.

Human nouns take the range of plural marking enclitics; non-human nouns only take the

form =tshu. A possessive relationship may be marked with the genitive enclitic. A close

relationship between the human possessor and possessed is often shown by juxtaposition

of the two noun referents without an interceding genitive enclitic. Body parts and kinships

relations are commonly marked with juxtaposition. The marking of these grammatical cat-

egories demonstrates a distinction between human and non-human nouns.
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Dzongkha has two limited noun classification systems. One class marks gender with

suffixes on a small subset of human nouns which refers to human occupations, roles, and

some kin relations. In rare instances, gender is also marked on the adjective where it agrees

in gender with the head noun. As such, gender marking is marginally paradigmatic. The

marking of gender on some animals comes about through compounding with roots which

mean 'male' and 'female'. Most nouns in Dzongkha are not marked for gender.

The other noun classification system categorizes a closed set of words for purposes

of honorifics. Referents are categorized with monomorphemic roots of body parts based

on the type of human interaction with that referent, e.g., 'usham [lit. head hon + hat] 'hat

hon'. The honorific word for head is compounded with 'hat', categorizing 'hat' as a referent

with which the body part 'head' interacts.

Dzongkha has a small set of lexical items for counting items in the general domains

of weights of food items, volume of food items, and for counting lengths and distances.

They are something like measuring classifiers.

Compounding was also shown to be a pervasive derivational process. Dzongkha

has dozens of compound sets that share in a common monomorphemic root. These sets

take a superordinate / subordinate relationship, so that the members of the set are a specific

instantiation of a more generic item. These sets may also take a relationship of common

association. The descriptive verb in some sets functions like a classifier, categorizing things

according to shape and size.

Finally, Dzongkha has several major types of pronouns (distinct from the class of

nouns). These are free pronouns, demonstratives, locative pronouns, and interrogative pro-

nouns. The function of whoever/whatever pronouns is achieved through a light verb con-

struction.
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Relator Nouns, Locative Enclitics, and Directionals

This chapter describes the morphosyntactic combinations that encode spatial topol-

ogy. One of the principle word classes of these combinations is the relator noun. Semanti-

cally, they denote intrinsic and relative space in the Figure / Ground / Observer relationship

(Starostra 1985, D. Watters 2002). They are conjoined with other nouns through the gen-

itive enclitic or through juxtaposition, but cannot take plural or possessive enclitics like

other nouns. There are five locative enclitics that further differentiate the spatial topology

indicated by the relator nouns with which they combine. Another word class used in spatial

topology is the small class of directionals. They are the four words: yâ 'up', 'mâ 'down',

phâ 'over.there', and tshu 'over.here', and they situate a referent with regard to a horizontal

and vertical plane. Verbs are also a word class used in encoding spatial topology; their use

in spatial topology will be briefly described.

The description in this chapter reveals two characteristics of spatial topology that

are of interest typologically. The first is that there is a strong tendency to locate animate

referents with posture verbs such as 'sit' or 'stand', and inanimate objects in the equivalent

topological relation with predicate locative or existential verbs. The second is that relator

noun + locative enclitic constructions which involve events along a dynamic path of motion

are encoded in the same way as static spatial situations that involve an absence of support.

Both of these findings indicate a dynamic eventive coding of what is otherwise a static

spatial relation.

The primary means by which spatial topology has been explored in Dzongkha is

through the Space stimulus kit 2.1 from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics as

developed by Bowerman and Pederson (1992) (hereafter referred to as the Bowped project).

198
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It consists of a series of seventy-one simple drawings that illustrate static topological rela-

tions of containment, support, encirclement, attachment, piercing, hanging, and so forth. A

Figure in the picture is colored yellow, and the Ground is colored black. For each picture,

respondents respond to the question, "Where is the yellow X?" (see Langacker 2008 for a

discussion of Figure and Ground).

In addition, I categorized each picture in the Space stimulus kit 2.1 for a number of

topological features. The categorization follows Kemmerer (2006) and Feist (2004) accord-

ing to the broad topological features of geometry, function, and qualitative physics: contact

(or attachment), vertical position of the Figure in relation to the Ground (adjacency), inclu-

sion (or containment), and relative size of Figure in relation to the Ground, and the animacy

of the Figure. Animacy has been found cross-linguistically to be important in influencing

speakers choice of spatial term (see Feist 2004).

The data on spatial relations also come from participation in the social events of

bows and arrows, carems, and khuru (a cross between lawn darts and bows and arrows),

and recorded conversations.

6.1 The morphological structure of topology

Spatial topology in Dzongkha is coded through a combination of relator nouns, loca-

tive enclitics, and directionals, and verbs. The five locative enclitics are given in (65), along

with a brief description of the semantic distinctions that emerge as a result of this study.

The locative enclitics may attach to the open class of nouns, or to the closed class of rela-

tor nouns. The semantics of the enclitic restricts the kind of (relator) noun to which it can

attach.
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(65) a. =lu general purpose locative; also dative case
b. =le fictive pathway locative; focus on starting point; also allative case
c. =tâ fictive pathway locative; focus on 'toward' ending point
d. =na physical containment locative
e. =khâ adjacency locative
f. =gu contact locative

Relator nouns are a closed class of nouns which relate the Figure to the Ground in

some kind of spatial way. These nouns function syntactically as postpositions, and are usu-

ally possessed by the noun which precedes them.1 The relator nouns may be distinguished

from one another, in part, by the spatial frame of reference in which they are used, as in

example (66).2 The spatial frame may reference the intrinsic shape of the Ground or it

may reference the three way relationship between the Figure, Ground, and Observer eg.,

behind, middle of, below, etc.. The intrinsic frame of reference makes use of body parts

and reference to a few common items, e.g., roof. The frame of reference of the relator body

part nouns kep 'back / side' and dong 'face' is self explanatory; gu 'head' refers to the top of

something and tâ 'neck' to being above something. In addition to these forms are the nouns

thô 'roof', pcito 'point, top', and tsawa 'base': 'roof' refers to an actual or canonical cover

like top of an object, 'top' to the pointed top of an object, and 'base' to the 'foot' or front

bottom of an object.

1 Recall from Section 5.3 that possession is not always marked with the genitive enclitic=gi, but that
sometimes juxtaposition is a marker of possession. This is also the case between noun and relator noun:
normally the noun is marked with the genitive, but such marking is not an absolute requirement, i.e., chim
nang=na [lit. house inside] 'inside the house'.

2 I have listed the relator nouns of which I am aware, but it is likely not a comprehensive list.
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(66) Intrinsic Relative
kêp 'back, sides (behind)' z'û 'side'
dong 'face (in front of)' jap 'behind'3
gu 'head (top)' bu 'middle'
tâ 'neck (above)' ô 'below'
thô 'roof' nang 'inside'
pcito 'point (tippy top)' pchi 'outside'
tsawa 'base' bolo 'close'

ting / ding 'depth'
bâ 'between'
dün 'in front'

The relator nouns and locative enclitics combine in various ways; the semantics of

the relator noun limits the possible combinations with the set of locative enclitics. Frequent

concatenations are given in (67). The meaning of these will be discussed in Section 6.2.

(67) a. nang=na 'inside'4
b. jap=khâ 'behind'
c. ô=lu 'under'
d. gu=lê 'over the top'5
e. gu=lu 'on top'
f. bolo=khâ 'near, next to'
g. bâ=na 'in between'

In addition to the relator nouns, there are four directional words: tshu 'toward here',

phâ 'toward there' that indicate a horizontal plane. The glosses 'toward here' and 'toward

there' indicate the path-like nature of these directionals. They are often used in conjunction

with verbs of motion, i.e., tshu ong-nu '(he) came here' and phâ song-nu '(he) went there',

although pha da tshu (with intervening 'and') can mean 'on both sides' (static locations) or
3 jap is the same form as Central Tibetan 'back' (body part). In Dzongkha, however, it no longer refers to a

body part, and only has a spatial meaning, which is why I have included it under a relative frame of reference
rather than under an intrinsic frame.

4 A variation of nang=na is the relator noun locative combination nangkhö=na which entails a
spatial relation of full containment.

5 Note that combinations with gu are relator noun-locative combinations; gu 'head (top)' and gu 'on
(contact locative)' are homophonous.
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'to and fro' (directional motion). See (68) for an example of static location with pha tshu.

In addition, na 'here' indicates the location around the speaker.

(68) ngî
1:poss

khap
needle

ânâ
here

phâtshu=ra
hither.thither=emph

jang-yi
lost-pst:ego

'I lost my needle somewhere around here.'

  [E17-1]

The Vertical plane is indicated by the directionals yâ 'up (there)' and 'mâ 'down

(there)'.6 The directionals combine with relator nouns and locative enclitics not just to give

additional horizontal and vertical orientation, but also to give paths of motion (both real

and fictive). Brief examples are given in example (69) (further explanation will be given in

6.2.4).

(69) a. gu=lê 'parallel'
b. gu=lê 'mâ 'in a (fictive) line down from (without support)'
c. gu=lê phâ 'in a (fictive) line across / perpindicular'
d. guto gu=lê 'over the top (of some object)'

6.2 Relator nouns and spatial topology

Four topological features from the Bowped project are particularly useful in distin-

guishing between static spatial terms in Dzongkha. These are contact, inclusion, support,

and adjacency (vertical and horizontal relationship), and will be discussed in Sections 6.2.1

through 6.2.5. Relator nouns in combination with locative enclitics and directionals (see

(67) and (69)) will be treated as single units.

6.2.1 Contact / Attachment

The most frequent relator-noun locative unit in Dzongkha is gu or gu=lu in the

Bowped data, and elicited sentences suggest that it is a semantic unit denoting contact,
6 Interestingly, the tones of yâ and 'mâ are flipped from the iconic expectation that yâ is high tone, and

mâ is low tone. In fact, yâ is low tone and 'mâ is high.
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irrespective of a vertical relationship. In Table 67, the Dzongkha gu is used to describe

a number of different pictures, noted here as English prepositional phrases. The vertical

relationships denote the Figure in three different vertical positions relative to the Ground:

a) Figure which is superadjacent to the Ground (marked as "above" in Table 67); b) Figure

which is adjacent and in contact with the Ground (marked as "equal" in Table 67); and c)

Figure which is subadjacent to the Ground (marked as "below" in Table 67).

Table 67. Contact in variable vertical relationships

gu
cup on table picture on wall handle on door apple from branch ladder against wall
above equal equal below equal

6.2.2 Inclusion / Containment

Not all instances of contact are expressed with the relator noun gu. The topological

relationship of inclusion in Dzongkha, as in many languages, is treated as a unique instance

of contact, and is marked with the unit nang=na, as in Table 68. Once again, pictures are

described as English prepositional phrases. There are no instances in the Bowped project

stimulus responses in which Dzongkha nang=na does not entail inclusion or containment.

Table 68. Relationship of spatial inclusion

nang=na
in bowl in picture frame in cage in tree in (side) tree

However, not all instances of inclusion take nang=na, as given in Table 69.
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Table 69. Partial inclusion

gu
arrow in apple cigarette in mouth fruit in tree cork in bottle
gu 'on' gu 'on' gu 'on' gu 'on'

A comparison of the examples in Table 68 and 69 illustrate that nang=na primar-

ily denotes spatial relationships of full inclusion, while partial inclusion is marked with the

relator noun gu. In addition, Dzongkha also marks full inclusion with nangkhö=na 'inside

of' one meaning of which is that the items inside belong to or are subordinate to a set de-

limited by the outside boundaries, i.e., thimphu=gi nangkhö 'inside of (the boundaries) of

Thimphu town'.

There is some variation between speakers as to what is construed as partial inclu-

sion, as given in Table 70. Speaker 1 has described 'the tree' as a container-like object in

which the apple is situated. Speaker 2 and 3, however, have described the spatial relation-

ship of contact, or partial inclusion.

Table 70. Variation in speaker description of partial inclusion

The apple is in the tree
speaker 1 speaker 2 speaker 3
gu nang 'on inside' gu 'on' gu 'on'

6.2.3 Adjacency

In addition to the spatial relations which are contrasted through notions of contact

and inclusion, Dzongkha makes distinctions based on notions of adjacency. A relationship

of adjacency is one which usually involves contact, but lacks any kind of support. Thus,

both the picture 'The telephone is on the wall' and 'The light is above the table' involve

adjacency, even though only the former actually entails contact / attachment.
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While the locative enclitics =lu and =na occur in topological relations of con-

tact and inclusion, the locative enclitic =kha denotes a relationship of adjacency. It marks

relations of adjacency and super-adjacency, as in Table 71. It does not mark relations of

subadjacency. Pictures are noted as English prepositional phrases.

Table 71. Relationship of adjacency

khâ
dog side of his house tree next to house lamp above table boy behind chair

The locative enclitic=khâ conjoins with the relator nouns to primarily specify no-

tions of horizontal adjacency, as in (70).

(70) a. z'u=khâ The dog is next to his house; The tree is next to the house.
b. bolo=khâ The dog is next to his house.
c. jap=khâ The boy is behind the chair.
d. pcito=khâ The tree is on the top of the mountain.

Not all relator nouns collocate with the adjacency locative=khâ, e.g., tsawa 'base',

which is used as an alternative for the picture 'The man is next to the fire'. Other spatial

relations which indicate horizontal nearness at the base of something do not take tsawa.

6.2.4 Superadjacency

Superadjacency is sometimes coded with the enclitic=khâ, and instances of this

are are given in (71):

(71) a. pcito=khâ The tree is on the top of the mountain.
b. thô=khâ The book is on the shelf; The man is on the roof.

Language consultants do not code superadjacency, however, in a consistent manner.

Speaker 1 describes the picture 'The book is on the shelf' as one of adjacency with the
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relator-noun locative unit thô=khâ 'roof adjacent', and speaker 3 employs gu=lu 'on top

of', coding it as an instance of general location.

The most frequent relator-noun locative units used in superadjacent relationships are

identical to the same combinations used to denote paths of motion. These involve a mod-

ification of the relationship of contact that take the locative enclitic=lê, and in instances

involving a pathway, take an additional directional phâ 'over there', tshu 'over here', mâ

'down there', and yâ 'up there'. The directionals code motion in relation to a deictic center:

phâ codes horizontal motion away from the deictic center, tshu horizontal direction toward

it, and yâ and mâ vertical direction away. Some of these words are also given earlier in

(69a) through (69d).

Motion with the four directionals is linguistically coded as moving along a path, as in

(72). Motion begins at some point in the space of the Ground, and proceeds in a radial path

out from it. The unit gu=lê is the most general of the motion specifications with regard

to horizontal or vertical direction, implying a path parallel with the Ground, i.e., parallel

with the horizontally elongated dimension of the bridge given in example (72a). The unit

gu=lê phâ, which, although also expressing a horizontal path of motion, indicates a per-

pendicular horizontal pathway. In example (72b), the pathway of motion is perpendicular

to the up-down vertical space of the mountain. In example (72c), the pathway of motion is

perpendicular relative to the side of the mountain, but also specifies the direction of motion

relative to the river, specifically that the motion is down, i.e., downstream. The unit gu=lê

yâ / mâ indicate paths of verticality up or down, as in (72d) and (72e).

(72) a. kho
3

z'amp-î
bridge-gen

gu=lê
ppst:on=loc

jo-de
go-3:agr

He's going across the bridge.

  [E00-1]

b. kho
3

gang
mountain

gu=lê phâ
ppst:on=loc-dir:across

jo-de
go-3:agr

He's walking (level) across the (side) of the mountain.

  [Boped]
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c. chu
water

phâ=khâ=lê
over.there=loc=loc

'mâ
dir:down

mi=ci
person=indf

jo-de
go-prs

'A person is walking down stream over on the other side of the river.'

  [C17-1]

d. kho
3

gang
mountain

gu=lê 'mâ
ppst:on=abl-dir:down

b'ap-nu
descend-pst

He descended down from the mountain.

  [E00-1]

e. kho
3

phakp-î
pig-gen

wa
trough

gu=lê yâ
ppst:on=abl-dir:up

long-nu
stand-pst

He stood up on the pig trough.

  [E00-1]

Figure / Ground spatial relations which lack support employ the same relator noun

constructions as are used in the examples of actual motion given in (72), even though the

Figure may lack motion and is animate. Examples of this fictive pathway are given in Table

72. Things which are attached to some surface from which they would fall without special

means of attachment (i.e. things which lack support) are linguistically coded as descending.

However, these forms have been grammaticalized fully enough that they represent only

potential motion pathways, and not actual pathways.

Table 72. Superadjacency coded as downward fictive path

gu=lê 'mâ
spider on the ceiling telephone on the wall lamp hanging from ceiling

The lack of support as part of the topology of gu gives interesting meaning in certain

spatial relations. Thus, the subordinate clause in example (73) does not mean, when water

rains from the roof, but when it rains on the roof from above (from the sky).

(73) chimtho
roof

gu=lê
ppst:on=abl

'mâ
down

châp
rain

cap-da
vblzr-when

'When it rains down on the roof from above ...'

  [E17-1]

Similarly a Figure without support in perpendicular spatial relationship to the Ground

is linguistically coded as perpendicular motion across a canonical vertical space, as in Table

73.
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Table 73. Superadjacency as lateral fictive path

gu=lê phâ
rope across the tree stump (wide) sign above the head

Interestingly, one consultant responded to the picture of the ladder leaning against

the wall with gu=lê. That is, unlike the other two consultants who coded the spatial relation

using gu, the third consultant coded it as parallel with the canonical verticality of the wall,

as in (74).

(74) ekhu
ladder

j'ang
wall

gu=lê
ppst:on=abl

dû
exist

The ladder is leaning up against the wall.

While the relator noun constructions used in static spatial relations which lack sup-

port employ the same constructions as are used in motion, only one of the speakers em-

ployed intransitive verbs. The other two speakers employed the existential verb dû, as in

(74). As such, these clauses do not fully conform to notions of fictive motion; they code

only a potential pathway, but do not code the object fictively moving along the pathway.

The most common way to locate something in Dzongkha is to note both its current

location and the direction to which it is going, whether in actuality or in fictive motion. In

addition to directional words combining with relator nouns, directional words may combine

with other directional words. The first directional, followed by =lê 'pathway locative',

indicates the starting point of the actual or fictive motion. The second direction indicates

the direction of the motion. Table 74 illustrates the way in which directionals combine with

other directionals: row heads, marked with lê, indicate starting point, and column heads

indicate direction of travel. Thus, the gloss of the combination yâ=lê mâ is given as 'from

up there (starting point) going down (direction of travel)'.
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Table 74. Attested concatenations of direction words

yâ 'mâ na phâ tshu
yâ=lê going up going down coming to going to coming here

from up from up here from there from from up
there there up there up there there

'mâ=lê going up going down coming to going to coming here
from down from down here from there from from down
there there down there down there there

na=lê going up going down from here to going to --
from here from here here (pointing there from

at map) here

phâ=lê going up going down coming to going to coming here
from over from over here from there from from over
there there over there over there there

tshu=lê going up going down coming to going to --
from over from over here from there from
here here this side over here

In conversation, the phrase yâ=lê mâ is used to describe any number of different

spatial situations, as varied as the world in which we live: a branch coming straight down

from a horizontal branch or a stream. Here in example (75), the directional combination

yâ=lê mai describes the way in which the water pipe is blocked, that the blockage starts

up there and comes down. Once again, we see the marking of a static topological relation

taking the marking of fictive motion.

(75) yâ
voc

yâ=lê mai
up=abl down

d'i
abl

sup
block

che-w
res-nmlz

ongnime
aux:inf

yâ
up
trengki
tank

nâ
ppst:in

'Oh, (the pipe) down-from-up (thing) is probably blocked, up in the
(water) tank.'

  [C17-1]
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In fact, directional combinations are broadly attested in conversation, and variations

of these basic combinations. Thus, locative pronouns may also precede a concatenation of

direction words, as in: ânâ yâ=lê phâ 'from this high point to over there across (said

in regard to the fields where spinach is planted above the village: C17-1)'. Here in this

locational phrase, the speaker indicates that the spinach fields are there in that area, that

they are above the village, and that the fields run across the face of the hill.

Finally, direction words may take the enclitic=tâ as a marker of motion, as in (76).

Here,=ta is clitisized to both upward and downward direction, which is both away from

and back to the deictic center. The difference between=lê and=tâ is that the former marks

a starting point, whereas the latter marks a direction toward. The example here codes actual

motion.

(76) yâ=tâ
up=toward

âu
older.brother

namgê=i
Namgay=gen

gari
car

nâ
ppst:in

mâ=tâ
down=toward

nga
1:sg

löbe
teacher

gonor=gi
animal.husbandry=gen

gari
car

nâ
ppst:in

'I (went) up by Namgay's car, and (came) down in animal husbandry
sir's car.'

  [C17-1]

However, like the examples above with fictive motion, the=tâ enclitic may also

mark static topological relations. Here in (77), the speaker describes a group of houses in a

village that are grouped together and all facing upward in the same direction. The focus of

the description is on the direction to which the houses are turned, in contrast to a focus on

the starting point of fictive motion coded with=lê.

(77) khâ
face

pura
completely

yâ=tâ
up=toward

gô-di
turn-cvb

me
aux:cop:endo

sü
quot:exo

'The (houses) with their fronts are all turned facing up.'

  [C17-1]
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6.2.5 Subadjacency

The relationship of subadjacency is the least varied of the spatial relations between

consultants. This is marked with ô=lu, as in (78).

(78) a. ô=lu The ball is under the chair; The cat is under the table.

6.3 The syntactic structure of topology

Many studies of spatial topology give focus to locational adpositions and locative

phrases (Bowerman and Choi 2001). However, for Dzongkha, this gives an incomplete

view of the linguistic means speakers employ to locate objects and to relate them in space

to other objects. In particular, the intranstive clause with the verb dö 'sit' is a common means

of locating animate referents. Transitive verbs of wrapping and enclosure locate referents

which cover or encircle something, or are covered or encircled by something.

In responses to the Bowped project stimulus, language consultants used three differ-

ent kinds of syntactic structures: predicate locatives, existential clauses, and clauses with

full verbs. Language consultants responded with very few predicate locative constructions,

and rather tended to respond with existential constructions and full verb constructions. One

consultant, in particular, responded to fifty of the seventy-one stimuli with intransitive and

transitive clauses.

The use of verbal constructions for all three consultants corresponded with two par-

ticular kinds of spatial situations: one in which the Figure is animate, and one which in-

volves wrapping or encircling, as in example (79). Example (79a)) consists of an intransi-

tive structure, and employs the verb dö, which has been glossed as 'sit', as this is its primary

sense. However, given the frequency with which it is used in clauses which locate, it is

potentially fruitful to view it as a locative verb. In addition to the verb dö, location is also

coded with the relator-noun locative bolo=khâ 'near=adjacency loc'.
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(79) Source: Bowped_elicitation
a. rochi

dog
di
dem

kho=rang=gi
3=emph=gen

chim=gi
house=gen

bolo=khâ
near=loc

dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

'The dog sat near his house.'

b. chim
house

raw
fence

gor
encircle

zhâ-nu
put-pst:exo

'The house is encircled by the fence.'

c. 'ma
wound

pû-di
wrap-cvb

kangm
foot

dû
exist:endo

'(The bandage) is wrapping the wound on the foot.'

d. lham
shoe

di
dem

kangm
foot

tsu-di
put-cvb

dû
aux:exist:endo

'The shoe is put on the foot.'

Examples (79b–d) are coded as transitive events whereby the Figure wraps or en-

circles the object (either the Ground or an object in the Ground). All three clauses lack

a relator noun or locative enclitic. In fact, in the case of adverbial expressions which ex-

press spatial topology, only full verbs are allowed; existential verbs are disallowed, as in

(80). These clauses suggest, then, that spatial relations do not require the relator noun /

locative constructions in Dzongkha, but verbs can and, in some cases, are the only means

of indicating spatial topology.

(80) shing
tree

di
dem

lam=khâ
road=loc

keke tangta be
adv:perpendicular

zha-nu/*du
put-pst:exo/*exist:endo

'The tree has been put perpendicular across the road.'

  [E17-1]

6.4 Temporal meaning with locative marking

The extension from spatial meaning to temporal meaning (and usually not the other

way around) is well attested in the world's languages. In Dzongkha, relator nouns and

locatives can also function as subordinating adverbial markers, examples of which are given
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in (81). The middle column gives the meaning of the relator nouns and locatives in their

spatial sense -- the sense that has been described thus far in this chapter. The right-most

column gives the meaning of the same words / constructions when they take a temporal

sense. The temporal sense mirrors the spatial sense, so that the temporal sense is an eventive

analogue of the static spatial relation. Further study is required to determine whether the

temporal sense is a grammaticalization of the spatial sense, or whether the two meanings

have co-existed simultaneously for the time-span of the existence of these morphemes.

(81) spatial sense temporal sense
following nouns following nominalized verbs

khâ 'on, at (adjacent)' 'along with, in addition to'
bâ=na 'in between' while X-ing
lê 'away from' 'since, after'
gu 'on, in' 'at the time'
lu general loc following -d; 'when'

6.5 Honorifics in spatial reference

Honorifics are coded in some spatial relations. The honorific root ku 'body hon'

may be juxtaposed to the relator noun, as in example (82) (see 5.1.2 for a fuller description

of ku). Here ku functions similarly to a locative classifier, categorizing the spatial relation

of the person to which the spatial relation refers. Aikhenvald (2003:172) defines a locative

classifier as a morpheme in a locative noun phrase that is determined by the semantic char-

acter of the head noun. In all of the languages Aikhenvald examines, locative classifiers

involve the choice of an adposition.7 In Dzongkha, the relator noun (which functions like

an adposition) remains unchanged, but can be encoded for honorificity with the juxtaposi-
7 At the time of writing, Aikhenvald (2003) was aware of the existence of locative classifiers only in the

languages of South America, and as such, regarded them as a typologically rare phenomenon. I am not aware
of whether or not locative classifiers have been found in other linguistic areas. While the Dzongkha ku is
different than the phenomenon documented by Aikhenvald, it has functional similarities in that the spatial
context is marked on the basis of the semantic categorization of the spatial Ground.
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tion of the root ku. The relator nouns jap and dün encode the spatial relations 'behind' and

'in front of', respectively, but with the juxtaposition of ku encodes that the Ground is an

honorific referent. The gloss of 'your grace' is an attempt at translating the honorifics of the

spatial relation. The verb car, while not a postposition or a relator noun, encodes a motion

event with a trajectory toward a person of honor, also juxtaposing the root ku to encode an

honorific Ground.

(82) a. ku jap behind (your grace)
b. ku dün in front of (your grace)
c. ku car approach (your grace); come into presence of (your grace)

6.6 Summary

In summary, relator nouns, locative enclitics, and directionals may combine together

to describe the intrinsic and relative space in the Figure / Ground / Observer relationship.

There are four topological features that help differentiate between the spatial categories of

Dzongkha. They are: contact, inclusion, support, and adjacency.

The static topological relation of adjacency is encoded with the same constructions

that are used to describe motion. Thus, although the referent may lack motion and be inan-

imate, the referent is described in the same linguistic terms as an animate referent moving

across time and space. The static location of adjacency (which lacks support) is coded in

terms of a fictive path of motion.

Verbs, particularly posture verbs, locate animate referents, whereas inanimate ref-

erents are located with predicate locative constructions and existential verbs. The coding of

static topological relations as fictive paths of motion and the use of verbs to locate animate

referents show a dynamic eventive view of what is otherwise a fixed topological relation.

The distribution of topological constructions also show another conceptual domain in which

animate and inanimate referents are distinguished.
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The ability to refer to the social status of a human Ground with the juxtaposition

of ku 'body hon' is similar to a locative classifier. The addition of ku serves to mark the

spatial context on the basis of the semantic categorization of the spatial Ground.



Chapter 7

Verbs and verb classes

This chapter describes the word class verb and the major verb types of Dzongkha.

The description necessarily entails a discussion of the nominal constituents required by the

verb. Transitive clause types in descriptive grammars are frequently based on the distinc-

tions that emerge as a result of grammatical relations between nominal constituents. These

usually point to clear distinctions between intransitive and transitive verbs. This is no less

the case for Tibetic languages for which verb types are classified on the basis of overt nom-

inal coding properties (Bailey and Walker 2004 and Tournadre and Dorje 2005). They

catalogue this overt marking behavior, showing that the A argument of most verb types in

central Tibetan take ergative case. The A-argument of so-called affective and benefactive

verb types, however, take absolutive and dative marking, respectively. The marking of the

O argument and the Indirect Object involves a number of different configurations involving

absolutive and dative case-marking. The single argument of intransitive verbs is reported

to take zero-marking. The marking of nominal constituents according to this classificatory

scheme, then, is the basis for five transitive verb types and two intransitive verb types.

This differs from DeLancey whose thumbnail sketch of Lhasa Tibetan describes

grammatical relations as an "aspectually-split active-stative language, in which ergative

marking is obligatory on the A arguments of perfective transitive clauses, optional on A ar-

guments of non-perfective and S arguments of active intransitive imperfective clauses, and

impossible on S arguments of non-perfective clauses" (2005:9). DeLancey gives further

clarification of this description by noting the importance of discourse-pragmatic factors that

determine the distribution of the ergative marker, something which he attributes to Tour-

nadre (1991,1996). As such, the ergative marking in Lhasa Tibetan cannot be interpreted

216
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in the Dixonian sense of distinguishing a transitive from intransitive clause: the so-called

ergative marker is primarily discourse-pragmatic rather than semantic (marking semantic

role) or syntactic (distinguishing A from S).

Similarly, in previous research, I described Dzongkha as an aspectually split-ergative

system (S. Watters 2005), and these findings were based on elicited examples of simple sen-

tences. The findings of this dissertation are augmented significantly by monologic oral texts

and data from interactive conversation. The recent view contradicts some of the earlier find-

ings; Dzongkha marks grammatical relations in a non-canonical way. The best description

is a pragmatic marking system that does not distinguish consistently between grammatical

or semantic roles.

This brief grammatical relations sketch will be explicated in Chapter 10, but for

purposes of an introduction of verb types, it alludes to some of the problems in using gram-

matical relations to determine verb types. Rather than draw on the Dixonian notions of S,

A, and O to differentiate between overt nominal case marking, I will draw on the general

cognitive framework proposed by Langacker (2008) and a formulation specific to Lhasa

Tibetan proposed by DeLancey (2001a). This is not because S, A, and O are not a helpful

rubric for understanding the overt nominal marking in many languages of the world, but

because as DeLancey (2005) points out for Lhasa Tibetan, the Dixonian rubric is an etic

representation of the pattern. The attempt here is to describe the language in its own terms,

in a system that fits more coherently with the linguistic facts of the language. The cognitive

framework provides this internal, emic view of the language.

Verbs are best typed on the basis of the three thematic relations agent, theme, and lo-

cation, and how they interact with one another. DeLancey (2001b) adopts the term thematic

relation from earlier work of Gruber (1965) and Jackendoff (1983). All core argument roles

are instantiations of one of these three thematic relations. Theme and location are roughly

equivalent to the perceptual categories figure and ground. They cannot be defined indepen-

dently of one another: "...the Theme is that argument which is predicated as being located
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or moving with respect to the Location, which is that argument with respect to which the

Theme is predicated as being located or moving" (DeLancey 2001a:10,11). The Agent is

the cause with respect to the motion of the Theme.

Another important verb type distinction can be made on the basis of whether or not

a noun can be incorporated in the verb or not. Many verbs are structurally composed of a

noun-verb juxtaposition. Some juxtapositions are light-verb constructions, composed of a

noun followed by a semantically bleached verb. Some juxtapositions entail a semantically

intact verb (not bleached) preceded by a noun. The noun is incorporated and adds semantic

specificity to the meaning. The incorporated noun interacts with the core arguments in ways

which demonstrate the necessity of an explanation based on thematic relations.

Following the main topics of the verb categories that emerge through the cate-

gories of thematic relations in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, the semantics of light-verb and noun-

incorporated verbs will be discussed in Section 7.3. Honorific verbs are briefly described in

Section 7.4. The chapter also gives a structural description of tense and aspect suffixes and

auxiliaries in Section 7.5. This is followed by a brief description of serial verbs in Section

7.6.

7.1 Themes and locations

Indo-European languages take a decidedly agentive perspective of transitive and in-

transitive events (Langacker 2008). From an Indo-European perspective, transitive clauses

are described as the additional presence of an object, while transitive and intransitive clauses

both share the requirement of a subject. The thing that is 'different' between the verb types

of the two clauses is that the transitive verb takes an object. Ergative languages, on the other

hand, take a theme orientation (Langacker 2008). The movement of the theme, whether in

an intransitive event or a transitive one, is taken as the "center of gravity": the transitive

event in an ergative language is one which is "augmented" with an agent (Langacker 2008).
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This overlaps with the native grammarian perspective for classical Tibetan (Tillemans and

Herforth 1989). Languages with split grammatical relations are said to have a balanced

orientation with both an agent and theme orientation.

Given the previous ergative descriptions of Dzongkha, I take theme orientation as

my departure point, focusing first on the non-agentive constituents of the clause, and what

these reveal about verb classes in Dzongkha. Moreover, since so-called ergative-marked

nominals do not consistently distinguish between the nominal constituents of transitive and

intransitive verbs, agentive constituents will be discussed later in Section 7.2.

DeLancey (2001) describes in cognitive linguistic terms a pattern that has long been

noted by native grammarians of Tibetan. The pattern is that some objects take absolutive

marking (no marking) and may not be marked with dative, and some objects take dative

marking and may not take absolutive. This is not related to what appears to be a similar

phenomenon in Indo-European languages where object marking reflects discourse topical-

ity (Comrie and Keenan 1979, Genetti 1997). In Lhasa Tibetan, it is ungrammatical for

dative-marked objects to take absolutive and vice a versa. DeLancey (2001) posits this dis-

tribution to be the result of a verb class distinction: "change of state" verbs take absolutive

objects and "surface contact" verbs take dative objects.

While the distinction between absolutive and dative objects is not as clearly demar-

cated in Dzongkha as is reported by DeLancey (2001) for Lhasa Tibetan, this general pattern

persists across all verb types except for predicate nominal constructions. The absolutive-

dative distinction is partially influenced by discourse-pragmatic concerns with interesting

ramifications for marking of constituents. The specific discourse-pragmatic details will be

described more fully in Chapter 10. For now, this section illustrates the basic pattern.
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7.1.1 Themes and locations with existential verbs

The contrast between absolutive and dative marking with existential verbs is illus-

trated in example (83). The existential structure is given in example (83a), where the first

constituent of the clause, gutô khâ 'on the head', is a location. The second constituent of the

clause, âwâ 'poop', is the subject referent and gives the content of what is in the location.

The argument takes absolutive case which is indicated by the absence of marking. The con-

struction does not locate the subject referent in relation to the location, however, but marks

the existence of the referent in that place. Example (83b) illustrates a metaphorical exten-

sion of the existential construction, such that the subject possessor is coded as the 'location'

of the possessum, i.e., the possessed object. This construction is one type of possessive

construction in Dzongkha. In example (83b), the first person is marked as the location with

the dative enclitic =lu in the first concessive clause. Note the two different existential verbs

dû and yö in each example: the differences will be explained in Chapter 9. Location in

existential clauses is typically encoded with a postposition without case-marking, whereas

the metaphorical location of the possessor is encoded with the dative.

(83) a. gutô
head

khâ
ppst:on

âwâ
poop

du
exist:endo

'There is poop on the head.'

  [C16-1]

b. nga=lu
1:sg=dat

yö-ru
exist:ego-cncv

mî-ru
exist.neg:ego-cncv

kho
3:sg

'nyi=lê
two=abl

gê
cross.over

mî
aux:neg:exist:ego

sa
epstm:endo

'Whatever I have, it's not more than the two (sons).'

  [C16-10]
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7.1.2 Themes and locations with monosyllabic intransitive verbs

The single core argument of an intransitive verb also exhibits the absolutive, dative

alternation, coding the difference between two verb classes. Verbs that involve a change of

state, or a description of a state such as hunger or thirst take absolutive case, as in example

(84a). Most intransitive verbs have a core constituent that takes the absolutive, including

constituents that have the semantic role of perceiver and experiencer. Verbs that code

surface contact, either in physical terms or as an extension of the physical experience, take

dative marking, as in examples (84b) and (84c). The clause in (84b) illustrates an ambi-

transitive surface contact verb with physical contact. The contextual interpretation from

conversation is given first, i.e., 'This one got hit', but the second free translation is also

possible in a transitive context. The core argument of the verb rê 'hit / touch inadvertently'

consistently takes a dative marked argument. The clause in (84c) illustrates a metaphorical

extension of physical contact whereby the demonstrative di receives the attention flow of

the verb tsi 'consider / regard'.

(84) a. ai-Ø
mother-abs

shi-so-nu
die-inch-pst:exo

'Mother died.'

  [S00-11]

b. di-lu
dem=dat

rê-nu
hit-pst:exo

'This one got hit / (It) hit this one.'

  [C16-12]

c. di=lu
dem=dat

kâre
kare

be=ra
adv=emph

tsi
consider

ong
aux:prob

g'ate
where

pho-ru=ra,
hit-cncv=emph

kâre
kare

Lit. 'to-this as-kare is-considered...'
Idiomatic: 'No matter what, this is considered as a kare, no matter where it

hits, it's a kare.'
Note: Kare is a point in the game of khuru.

  [C16-13]
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7.1.3 Themes and locations with monosyllabic transitive verbs

Absolutive and dative marking on objects is also a distinction found in transitive

verbs. As with intransitive verbs, the overt nominal marking types the event on the basis of

what happens to the non-agentive constituent. Objects that undergo a change of state take

absolutive, and objects that are touched, either physically or metaphorically, are marked

with dative. Example (85) illustrates the change of state verb with two slightly different

meanings of the verb 'kill'. In instance (85a), the verb se has a primary sense, and the object

chö 'you' takes absolutive. Note also that the subject nga 'I' takes absolutive, even though

the verb se 'kill' requires a canonical agent for its subject relation. In example (85b), the

verb se has a secondary sense meaning 'turn off', but it too involves a full change of state of

object, i.e., from 'on' to 'off'. The object here is me 'fire' with the secondary sense meaning

'electric light'; me takes absolutive.

(85) a. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs

chö-Ø
2:sg-abs

se
kill
ge
adh

no
think

z'ê
quot

'I want to kill you,' saying ...

  [S00-11]

b. kho-i
3:sg-erg

âni
prox

me-Ø=ra
fire-abs=emph

ma
neg

se
kill
ba
part

te
part

'He hadn't even turned off the light (and it was already daylight!).'

  [C17-1]

In the other type of transitive verb, the 'surface contact' verb, the object takes dative

marking, as in example (86). In (86a), there is only one overt argument, the object, but

from context it is clear that this is not a passive construction; the agent referent of the

clause, the teacher, is unexpressed. The object argument takes dative marking. Example

(86b) illustrates pho which is another of several hit verbs. With pho, there is an implied

spatial trajectory which comes down onto the object. There is usually no formal distinction

between a spatial location and a 'grammatical' location as surface contact object in that both

take the enclitic =lu. 'Hit' verbs like pho that specify where on the body the hit occurred

require grammatical specificity beyond the marking of surface contact, but are not regarded
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here as taking an oblique argument. Example (86c) illustrates the speech verb 'lap 'talk,

speak' which consistently takes a dative-marked object. The object of this verb type is

analyzed as a grammaticalized extension of surface contact to include the end point of an

event the state of which remains unchanged.

(86) a. b'uts
boy

ditshu=lu
dem:pl=dat

cângmci
only

dr'ang
beat

yö
aux:ego

'(The teacher) only beats the boys (not the girls).'

  [C16-6]

b. re
rice

kho=gi
3:sg-gen

guto
head

kha=lu
ppst:on=dat

pho
hit

be
adv

'The unhusked rice hit on his head.'

  [S00-5]

c. khong=gi
3:pl-erg

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

pura
fully

be
adv

'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

'Then, they fully told me.'

  [S00-2]

Examples (83) through (86) illustrate that there are two classes of verbs based on

absolutive-dative case marking. In intransitive clauses, the case-marking distinction is

found on the single core argument, and in transitive clauses, the distinction is found on

the object. The absolutive-dative case marking in both intransitive and transitive clauses

is based on a common distinction between arguments that change state and arguments that

mark surface contact. Thus in regard to the former, the verbs shi 'die' and se 'kill' both in-

volve referents that change state and both mark this referent with absolutive; the difference

is that se 'kill' involves a second referent that causes the change of state whereas shi 'die' only

requires mention of the referent whose state changes. Similarly, the surface contact verbs

dr'ang 'hit' and re 'get hit' both involve referents that receive contact from an outside source,

but the resultant contact does not change the referent state. The contact does not have to be

physical, but can be extended to grammaticalized meanings that involve receiving some-

thing abstract. The difference between dr'ang 'hit' and re 'get hit' is the requirement of an

agent in the former, and its absence in the latter. In addition to an absolutive-dative distinc-
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tion in intransitive and transitive verbs, existential verbs take absolutive and dative marked

arguments, the difference of which results from existential and possessive constructions.

7.1.4 Themes and locations in cognitive event schema

Drawing on Langacker (2008), and in particular on the thematic roles of DeLancey

(2001a), the absolutive-dative case distinction in Dzongkha is indicative of the event schemas

given below:

1. theme AT location

2. theme MOVE TO location

3. agent CAUSE theme MOVE TO location

Theme and location are roughly equivalent to the perceptual categories figure and

ground. They cannot be defined independently of one another: "...the Theme is that argu-

ment which is predicated as being located or moving with respect to the Location, which is

that argument with respect to which the Theme is predicated as being located or moving"

(DeLancey 2001a:10,11). A theme may be static in relation to location, as in the case of an

existential verb, or a theme may move in relation to a location, as in the case of an intransi-

tive change of state verb, which is interpreted as a grammaticalized extension of movement

to a different location, i.e., theme MOVE TO location. Canonical transitive change of state

verbs are those which show human agency (agent) as the cause of the movement of the

theme. Verbs which take the absolutive in Dzongkha give focal prominence to the theme.

The other major class of verb, the surface contact verb, gives focal prominence to

the location of the event. The marking of grammatical location in intransitive verbs demon-

strates a focus on the end point of the event profile; these are events such as inadvertently

touching something; no change of state results. The surface contact verb with transitive
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verbs involves agency that focuses on causing something to move to the end point of an

event vector. In the case of existential verbs, the focus on location results in a possessive

clause in which the primary referent is a grammatical location.

There are two major verb classes, then, which can be distinguished from one an-

other on the basis of whether they focus on the referent being moved, i.e, the thematic role

theme; or whether they focus on the place where the referent is moved, i.e., the thematic

role location.

7.1.5 Themes and locations with intransitive light verbs

The noun-verb juxtaposition through the light verb construction has interesting mor-

phosyntactic manifestations for the theme vs. location focus class of verbs. As noted in

Section 9.3.1, the noun of a noun-verb juxtaposition functions as an incorporated noun.

Here, it will be shown that light-verb constructions can be typed on the basis of whether the

incorporated noun is a theme or a location. The result of this incorporation is that the non-

agentive clausal constituent will take on whatever thematic role the incorporated noun is

not: incorporated themes result in location marking on the non-agentive clausal constituent

and incorporated locations result in theme marking on the non-agentive clausal constituent.

Examples (87) through (91) illustrate noun incorporation in intransitive verbs with both

types of incorporation. A discussion of noun-incorporated transitive verbs will follow in

examples (92) and (93).

The verb in example (87) takes an incorporated location, and the core clause con-

stituent takes theme. Location-incorporating verbs code states of being such as hunger and

thirst. In terms of the event schema of cognitive linguistics (Langacre 2008), coding a state

as being at a location is coherent to the system. If changes of state are changes in location,

states of being such as hunger are at fixed points of location. As such, the core referent is

coded as being at the location of the incorporated noun. There is little variation in the case-

marking of the core constituent of verbs with incorporated locations: they are consistently
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absolutive. The interlinear throughout this sections gives the thematic relation under each

clausal constituent.

The theme chö 'you:sg' in example (87a) takes absolutive, the location tô 'food' is

unmarked as an incorporated noun, and the noun-verb juxtaposition takes an intransitive

meaning 'be hungry'. Similarly, in (87b), the theme nga '1:sg' takes absolutive, the location

kha 'mouth' is unmarked as an incorporated noun, and the noun-verb juxtaposition takes an

intransitive meaning 'be thirsty'.

(87) a. chö-Ø
2:sg-abs
th

tô
food
lo

ke-che-nu.
generate-res-pst:exo.
verb

tô
food

z'a
eat

'You're hungry. Eat some food.'

  [E00-1]

b. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
th

kha
mouth
lo

kom-che-yi.
thirst-res-pst:ego.
verb

chu=ci
water=indf

thung
drink

go
deon

be
mir

'I'm really thirsty. I need to drink some water.'

  [E00-1]

Examples in (88) further illustrate the theme MOVE TO location schema. The ques-

tion is whether to analyze the incorporated noun nyidu in (88a) as a theme or a location,

i.e., is it 'sleepiness "hits" him' or 'he "hits" sleepiness'? As a parallel construction, example

(88b) shows that (inadvertent) transitive cap takes tropda 'gun' as a location, and the subject

constituent, kho, as a theme constituent. The overt constituent coding in (88b) shows the

inadvertent motion of a theme to a location. While nyidu is unmarked for location, as all

incorporated nouns are, the absolutive marking of the core constituent, kho, shows that the

direction of schematized motion is away from the referent. The direction of schematized

motion in (88a) is identical to the direction of physical motion in (88b). As such, the correct

interpretation of (88a) is 'he "(inadvertently) hits" sleepiness' rather than 'sleepiness "hits"

him'.
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(88) a. kho-Ø
3:sg-abs
th

nyidu
sleepiness
lo

cap-Ø
hit-nmlz
verb

me
aux:endo

'He's falling asleep.'
Lit. He hits sleepiness (inadvertently).'

  [E17-1]

b. tropda=lu
gun=dat
lo

kho-Ø
3:sg-abs
th

cap-nu
hit-pst:exo
verb

'(Having fallen over), he hit the gun (inadvertently).'

  [E17-1]

In light-verb constructions (nyidu cap: example [88a]) or with noun incorporated

verbs (kha kom: example [87b]), the incorporated noun is rarely absent.1 However, some

monosyllabic verbs may optionally incorporate a location noun as an additional argument

without affecting the transitivity valence. The verb na 'sick' does not require an incorporated

noun as part of its basic structure: na occurs frequently with only a single core constituent,

as in example (89a). That being said, semantic specificity can be added with noun incor-

poration with no change to transitivity value. The correct interpretation of (89b) is one in

which the verb takes only a single core constituent. The additional incorporated noun, kêp

'back', takes on the thematic role of location with no change to the transitivity value of na.

Similarly in example (89c), dong 'face' is an incorporated noun giving semantic specificity

to the verb tsha 'be hot', but it formally takes only one core argument. The incorporated

noun is a thematic location.
1 The incorporated noun is usually present as a requirement of semantics, i.e., the noun adds content to

the semantically bleached verb. However, the incorporated noun may be unexpressed. This is illustrated in
the following conversational sequence (from C16-11) where the noun 'water' is elided in the third clause:

(i) a. chu ma tang me ga 'Has (the infant) not peed?'
(chu 'water' tang 'send' = 'to pee')

b. kale 'Here (let me look)'
c. ma tang me 'mo '(The infant) hasn't peed, has (he)?'

(tang 'send'; water absent)
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(89) a. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
th

[]
[]
[lo]

na-w
sick-nmlz
verb

me
aux:endo

si
quot:ego

Lit: 'I sick I-said'
Idiomatic: 'I do think I'm sick.'

  [C16-10]

b. d'ari
today

nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
th

kêp
back
lo

na-w
sick-nmlz
verb

me
aux:endo

Lit: 'Today, I back-sick'
Idiomatic: 'My back hurts today.'

  [E17-1]

c. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
th

namesame
super

dong
face
lo

tsha-w
burn-nmlz
verb

me
aux:endo

Lit: 'I really face-hot'
Idiomatic: 'My face is totally burning up.'

  [C17-1]

Similar event schemas, i.e., theme AT location or theme MOVE TO location, mani-

fest themselves with seemingly anomalous case-marking in clauses with verbs that do not

require noun incorporation. The core constituent in example (90a), kho 'he' is unexpressed

and is marked with brackets [] to indicate this. The normally unmarked noun of a noun-

verb juxtaposition, tshe 'fever', is here marked with dative. Moreover, the transitive verb

tön 'take out' normally takes theme as its object argument, but here shows a polysemous in-

transitive sense in juxtaposition to tshe 'fever'. Here, the normally unmarked incorporated

location takes dative, corroborating its thematic role.

Similarly, the verb in example (90c), illustrates a variation in adding semantic speci-

ficity, whereby location is marked with a postposition that takes case, and the verb takes an

additional incorporated noun as theme. In (90b), zu 'body' is incorporated as a location (and

is unmarked), and the core constituent of the verb nga is a theme, and it takes absolutive.

In (90c), two non-core arguments are included: tribi 'TB (tuberculosis)' is juxtaposed to na,

specifying what kind of sickness, and the oblique phrase zu kha=lu 'on my body', specify-

ing where the referent was sick. The core argument nga 'I' takes absolutive, which is taken

as an indication of its role as a theme of an intransitive verb. The theme is grammaticalized
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as sick at location, but here in this case, location is marked with a postposition, and the verb

incorporates an additional theme, i.e., tribi.

(90) a. pâ
hey!

[]
[]
[th]

tshe=lu
fever=dat
lo

tön
take.out
verb

tang-ni
send-inf

dû
aux:exist:endo

'Yikes, (he's) got signs of a fever.'

  [C16-11]

b. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
th

zu
body
lo

na-yi
sick-pst:ego
verb

Lit: 'I body-sicked'
Idiomatic: 'I'm feeling unwell.'

c. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
th

zu
body
lo

kha=lu
ppst:on=dat

tribi
TB
th

na-yi
sick-pst:ego
verb

Lit: 'I at-body TB-sicked'
Idiomatic: 'My body was sick with TB.'

  [S00-1]

Examples (87) through (90) have demonstrated that one class of intransitive verbs

incorporate nouns as locations, and they give focal prominence to theme. They code an

event schema that either entails *theme* AT location, or *theme* MOVE TO location. Being

hungry, sick, and sleepy are each instances of this type of verb -- instances of states or

changes in state, where states are grammaticalized as being at a location or moving toward

a location. Thematic location is made explicit through the light-verb construction or as an

incorporated noun.

The next part of this section describes the class of intransitive verb that gives focal

prominence to thematic location through the incorporation of theme in light-verb construc-

tions and other noun-incorporating verbs. The focus of thematic location as core constituent

entails that the incorporated noun of a light-verb construction is a theme. Intransitive verbs

with incorporated themes are rare; I find very few examples in any of the genres of my cor-

pus. Nevertheless, this part illustrates two instances of location-focused intransitive verb

types, as given in example (91). Here in (91a), the noun lâkha 'difficulty' is incorporated
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as a theme; the verb is thop 'get'. The noun-verb juxtaposition means 'to suffer'. The core

constituent, khong 'they', takes dative marking. Similarly in instance (91b), the clause in

question is the first clause where nö 'harm' is incorporated as a theme. The verb is kê 'de-

liver', and as a juxtaposed unit means 'to harm'. While nö kê can take a transitive value,

here there is an unexpressed agent, and the clause is intransitive. The core constituent of

the clause, ngi-i amsu, takes dative marking.

(91) a. khong=lu
3:pl=dat
lo

âtsici
little.bit

lâkha
difficulty
th

thop-da
get-adv
verb

'When they (tax payers) suffered a bit ...'

  [C00-1]

b. ngi-i
1:sg-gen

amsu=lu
wife=dat
lo

nö
harm
th

kê-nu
deliver-pst:exo
verb

z'e-wacin
quot-cond

amsu
wife

ku-wa-i
steal-nmlz-gen

dön=lu
purpose=loc

jû-p
state-nmlz

ing
aux:cop:ego

'If it is said, "my wife was harmed", it is meant that the woman has been
stolen (taken away by another man).'

  [S00-3]

While the event scheme remains the same, the class of verbs illustrated in 'suffer'

and 'harm' gives focal prominence to location. The thematic relation location takes the core

constituent position, and is marked with dative, i.e., theme MOVE TO *location*. The

incorporated noun is a theme, and is grammaticalized as moving to location; the state of

the referent in grammatical location does not change. In terms of semantic role, location

prominence verbs take experiencers as the core constituent.

The morphosyntax of noun-incorporated intransitive verbs provides an explicit view

of the interaction of the thematic roles location and theme. In most languages, themes

and locations are explicit simultaneously only in ditransitive clauses as direct and indirect

objects. In Dzongkha, however, themes and locations are evident simultaneously through
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noun incorporation even in intransitive clauses. One class of noun incorporating verbs gives

prominence to the theme by incorporating location; these are the change of state verbs. The

other class gives prominence to location by incorporating theme; these are surface contact

and experiencer verbs. Position as a core constituent is evidence of prominence of either

theme or location.

7.1.6 Themes and locations with transitive light verbs

Transitive verbs exhibit the same pattern of noun-incorporation as was illustrated

with intransitive verbs: transitive light verbs can be typed on the basis of the thematic role

of the noun they incorporate. Verbs that incorporate a location noun take absolutive marking

on the object (92), and verbs that incorporate a theme take dative marking on the object (93).

The noun of the light verb construction tshem cap 'sew' in example (92a) functions

as the incorporated location noun, and the object theme omso 'sock' takes absolutive. The

core constituent with agent role is here marked with the ergative enclitic =gi. In example

(92b), the verb she 'know' takes an incorporated location noun, ngon 'face'. This was a

pattern which was demonstrated in examples with the verb 'sick' where body parts add se-

mantic specificity to the type of ailment, and are incorporated in the form of noun locations.

Here also, a body part is incorporated as a location, also adding semantic specificity to the

verb: 'know' in the specific sense of 'know a face' or 'be acquainted / recognize'. The theme

takes absolutive marking, and the agent ergative. It is ungrammatical to mark the theme

in example (92a) (omso 'sock') with dative. The theme, ngace 'us', in example (92b) pre-

scriptively takes absolutive, but speakers will not infrequently mark the theme of ngo she

'be acquainted' with a dative. This is perhaps influence from Nepali in which the equivalent

expression marks the object with dative, or the lack of consistency may come as a result of

an ambivalence in interpretation of the theme. The theme referent does not undergo a clear
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change of state as does the theme referent in (92a), and moreover, the direction of percep-

tion is toward the theme referent. Speakers tend to interpret these two linguistic facts as

instances of theme incorporation and location prominence.

(92) a. nga=gi
1:sg-erg
ag

omso-Ø
sock-abs
th

tshem
sewn.cloth
lo

cap-ci
do-pst:ego
verb

'I sewed socks.'

  [E17-1]

b. kho=gi
3:sg-erg
ag

ngace-Ø
1:pl-abs
th

ngon
face
lo

mi-she
neg-know
verb

'He doesn't recognize us.'

  [C17-1]

The clauses in example (93) are the reverse of what has been shown in example

(92). Here, the non-agentive constituent (object) takes location. Non-agentive constituents

of transitive incorporated-theme verbs are consistently marked as locations. In form, these

verbs are indistinguishable from ditransitive verbs, but because the theme object is incor-

porated, their valence is bivalent.

In example (93a), the noun of the light verb construction charo be 'be a friend / help'

functions as the incorporated theme; the object mo 'her' takes dative marking. In example

(93b), the noun of the light verb construction da cap 'arrow-do / shoot an arrow' functions

as the incorporated theme; the object kasha 'deer' takes dative marking. In example (93c),

the additional noun, 'lo 'matter, issue' is incorporated as the theme of the general speech

verb 'lap 'talk'; the object kho 'him' takes dative marking.

(93) a. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
ag

mo=lu
3:f=dat
lo

charo
friend
th

be-yi
do-pst:ego
verb

'I helped her.'

  [S00-9]

b. nga=gi
1:sg-erg
ag

kasha=lu
deer=dat
lo

da
arrow
th

cap-ci
do-pst:ego
verb

'I arrow-shot a deer.'

  [S00-7]
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c. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs
ag

kho=lu
3:sg=dat
lo

'lo
matter
th

'lap-ci
say-pst:ego
verb

'I talked to him.'

  [S00-2]

7.1.7 Summary of themes and locations

Two major verb classes of Dzongkha are evident, then, on the basis of the the-

matic role of non-agentive constituents: these are theme-focused verbs and location-focused

verbs. The two verb classes cut across the other major verb distinction which is based on

the three basic cognitive event schemas. I will use the term stative to refer to verbs which

profile the th AT loc event schema; dynamic to refer to verbs which profile th MOVE TO loc

schema; and agentive for the ag CAUSE th MOVE TO loc schema. Light verb constructions

and verbs which incorporate nouns also manifest this distinction in the pairing of what role

is assigned to the incorporated noun and what role is assigned to the core constituent. The

verb type distinction is posited to be the result of either a theme or location focal promi-

nence of the three basic cognitive event schemas. Table 75 illustrates the intersection of

the three cognitive event schemas and the focal prominence of theme or location in those

schemas.

Table 75. Event schemas as instantiated in verb types in Dzongkha

theme prominence location prominence
type example type example

th AT loc existential possessive
stative physiological 'hunger', 'thirst'

th MOVE TO loc changed state 'die' surface contact 'get hit'
dynamic state of 'sick' verbs metaphorical 'suffer', 'harm'being contact

ag CAUSE change of state 'kill' surface contact 'hit', 'throw'
th MOVE TO loc
agentive 'eat' verbs 'talk' verbs

'make' verbs
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7.2 Agents and Control

Section 7.1 describes two classes of verbs from the perspective of theme orientation.

In ergative languages, the theme orientation is considered to be the "center of gravity" of

the cognitive event schema. One implication of this orientation is that the agent is treated as

"augmenting" the basic th MOVE TO lo schema as ag CAUSE th MOVE TO lo. In fact, the

other major verb classes in Dzongkha can be distinguished on the basis of level of control,

a major component of which is agency.

The distinction between agentive and dynamic verbs is manifest in a number of

different constructions one of which is given in examples (94) and (95). In each pair of

examples, the agentive verb is grammatical, and the dynamic verb is not. Thus, ta 'look'

and nyen 'listen' in clauses (94a) and (95a) can be coded in an iterative aspect, but thong 'see'

and g'o 'hear' cannot. An iterative event requires repetition, and this implies an agentivity

that precludes dynamic verbs.

(94) a. nga
1:sg

ta
look

ta-sa=ra
look-comp=emph

dö-ci
sit-pst:ego

'I sat there just staring.'

  [E00-1]

b. *nga
1:sg

thong
see

thong-sa=ra
see-comp=emph

dö-ci
sit-pst:ego

(95) a. nga
1:sg

nyen
listen

nyen-sa=ra
listen-comp=emph

dö-ci
sit-pst:ego

'I sat there just listening.'

b. *nga
1:sg

g'o
hear

g'o-sa=ra
hear-comp=emph

dö-ci
sit-pst:ego

The coding of control is affected by such things as the extent to which the theme is

affected and the perspective by which the event is viewed. These distinctions are closely

tied to the three event schemas which were relevant for theme and location focused verbs.
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Many tense-aspect suffixes have a tendency to correlate with one grammatical per-

son over the other, but given the right discourse-pragmatic environment, can index other

grammatical persons. However, the endophoric auxiliaryme is an exception which indexes

only certain grammatical persons for certain event types (see Chapter 11 for a description

of how the endophoric auxiliary interacts with tense and aspect). The distribution of this

auxiliary gives a helpful diagnostic for distinguishing between levels of control. The lev-

els that emerge from marking with me coincide with the three verb types based on event

schemas. Examples (96) through (104) illustrate the basic pattern, after which the section

returns to a discussion of what it is about the endophoric perspective ofme that corresponds

with the basic event schemas.

Agentive and dynamic verbs can be distinguished from one another on the basis of

the distribution of me. The contrast between the verb ta 'look', an agentive verb, and the

verb thong 'see', a dynamic verb, is illustrative. The indexing of me with non-first person

is grammatical with the verb ta, but is ungrammatical with first-person, as in examples

(96a) and (96b). With the verb thong 'see', however,me is grammatical with first (96c) and

non-first persons (96d).

(96) a. kho=gi
3:sg-erg

mo=lu
3:f-dat

ta-w
look-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'He's looking at her.'

  [E00-1]

b. *nga=gi mo=lu ta-w me

c. nga=gi
1:sg-erg

mo-Ø
3:f-abs

thong-m
see-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'I see her.'

d. kho=gi
3:sg-erg

mo-Ø
3:f-abs

thong-m
see-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'He see's her.'
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The distribution of me and grammatical person given in example (96) is a good

diagnostic for typing a verb as agentive or not. But, not all verbs rigidly keep one value

of control. The auxiliary me signals changes in control level. Example (97) illustrates that

the verb capmay take two different thematic roles in the subject position. In the noun-verb

predication in example (97a), the verb has an agentive meaning with an overt object. In

example (97b), the noun-verb predication is a dynamic verb, and the incorporated noun

takes the thematic role location. While the noun-verb predication of (97b) lacks agency, it

could be argued that cap is inadvertent only because of the noun to which it is juxtaposed.

In example (97c), however, it can be seen that even without a juxtaposed noun, the verb

lacks agency; the case marking of nominal constituents show the schema th MOVE TO lo.

With the inadvertent sense of cap, me indexes first person.

(97) a. nga=gi
1:sg-erg

kasha=lu
deer=dat

da
arrow

cap-ci
do-pst:ego

'I arrow-shot a deer.'

  [S00-7]

b. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs

nyidu
sleepiness

cap-Ø
hit-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'I'm getting sleepy.'

  [E17-1]

c. tropda=lu
gun=dat

nga-Ø
1:sg-abs

cap-Ø
hit-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'(Having fallen over), I hit the gun (inadvertently).'

  [E17-1]

Agentive verbs are primarily transitive verbs, but as noted above, light verb con-

structions can be intransitive and agentive. Verbs of motion and posture are also intransi-

tive and agentive. They exhibit the agentive distribution pattern with me and grammatical

person. Illustrative examples are given in (98).

(98) a. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs

chim
house

nang
in

song-yi
supl:go-pst:ego

'I went home.'

  [E00-1]
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b. kho-Ø
3:sg-abs

chim
house

nang
in

song-nu
supl:go-pst:exo

'He went home (more distant past).'

c. *nga-Ø chim nang song-m me

d. kho-Ø
3:sg-abs

chim
house

nang
in

song-m
supl:go-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'He went home (recent, observable).'

Agentive intransitive verbs are a special instance of the three basic schemas, com-

bining the thematic role of agent and theme in a single core constituent. The schema can

be represented as:

1. [ag - th] MOVE TO lo

Agentive intransitives pattern after agentive verbs in terms of their distribution with

me; they pattern after dynamic verbs with regard to syntactic valence. The auxiliary me,

then, distinguishes between agentive (including agentive intransitives) and dynamic verb

classes.

The verbs thong 'see' and g'o 'hear' do not fit either the canonical agentive or dynamic

event schemas. They are unique verbs in many languages, sometimes referred to as dative-

subject verbs, whose subject metaphorically resembles an agent, but which neither intends

or actively initiates an event (Givón 2001a:128, 129). Examples of the distribution of me

with thong were given in (99), but are repeated here.

(99) a. kho=gi
3:sg-erg

mo-Ø
3:f-abs

thong-m
see-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'He see's her.'

b. nga=gi
1:sg-erg

mo-Ø
3:f-abs

thong-m
see-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'I see her.'
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With regard to distribution withme, the 'see/hear' verbs pattern after dynamic verbs;

me indexes first and non-first persons. With regard to overt nominal case marking, they

pattern after agentive verbs; the two core constituents typically take ergative and absolutive

case, much like an agentive verb with theme prominence ('kill', 'eat' verbs, 'make' verbs). In

terms of the three basic event schemas, see-hear verbs combine the thematic role of agent

and location in the subject constituent. As noted above, the thematic agent of 'see/hear' verbs

is non-canonical, the marking of which makes it seem as though it were active and volitional.

In traditional Tibetan grammar, see-hear verbs are not considered transitive because of this

(Tillemans and Herforth 1989). The schema is represented as follows:

1. th MOVE TO [ag - lo]

In examples (96) through (99), it was shown that verbs can be distinguished on

the basis of whether or not they profile an agent. The basic distinction marks a contrast

between agentive transitive verbs and intransitive dynamic verbs. However, two additional

variations of the basic event types were also illustrated. One type is the agentive intransitive

verb (agentive motion verbs) which combines the thematic roles of agent and theme in the

single core constituent. Agentive intransitive verbs pattern after other agentive verbs with

regard to the auxiliary me. The other hybrid verb type is the dynamic transitive verb (see-

hear verbs) which combine the thematic roles of agent and location. Dynamic transitive

verbs pattern after dynamic verbs with regard to the auxiliary me.

A third verb category, the stative verb, is also one which lacks an agent, but whose

categorical status as distinct from dynamic verbs can be justified on the basis of the distribu-

tion ofme. Stative verbs are in complimentary distribution with agentive verbs with regard

to the marking of me: me indexes 1st person, and cannot index non-1st person. Their dis-

tribution with regard to me is illustrated with the verb thirst (examples [100a] and [100b])

and 'hunger' (examples [100c] and [100d]).
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(100) a. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs

kha
mouth

kom-Ø
thirst-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'I'm thirsty.'

  [E00-1]

b. kho-Ø
3:sg-abs

kha
mouth

kom-nu
thirst-pst:exo

/ *kom me

'He's thirsty.'

c. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs

tow
food

kê-p
birth-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'I'm hungry'

d. kho-Ø
3:sg-abs

tow
food

kê-nu
birth-pst:exo

/ *kê-p me

'He's hungry.'

Notice that the distribution of me makes a distinction between 'get sleepy' (97b)

and 'thirst' (100), the latter being a stative verb, and 'get sleepy' being a dynamic verb.

The internal states of core constituents of an intransitive stative verb are observable to first

person, but are not observable of non-first persons. The change of state of a core constituent

of an intransitive dynamic verb is observable to both first and non-first persons.

A small set of agentive transitive verbs have polysemous inadvertent senses which

pattern after stative verbs with regard to me. The agentive transitive verb thop 'to acquire'

and pche 'to meet' may take the inadvertent senses 'to find' or 'to come across', respectively.

Syntactically, the nominal arguments of these verbs pattern after other agentive transitive

verbs and normally take the ergative case on the subject. However, in terms of verb mor-

phology, they pattern after the stative verbs 'thirst' and 'hunger'. Examples are given in

(101).

(101) a. nga-Ø
1:sg-abs

lam
road

kha=lu
mouth=loc

bâg=ci
bag=indf

dang
com

pche-p
come.across-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'I came across a bag in the road.'

  [E00-1]
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b. **kho-Ø
*3:sg-abs

lam kha=lu bâg=ci dang pche-p me

c. nga=gi
1:sg-erg

zuki=ci
ring=indf

thop-Ø
find-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

'I found a ring.'

d. kho=gi
*3:sg-erg

zuki=ci thop-Ø me

Like 'see/hear' verbs, the inadvertent transitive verb ('come across') is a dative-

subject type verb whose subject metaphorically resembles an agent. The subject argument

takes a thematic location, but is made to resemble an agent. The schema is represented as

follows:

1. th AT [ag - lo]

There is another variation of dynamic and stative verbs with regard to the distri-

bution of me. This variation entails special verbs that cannot take me with either first or

non-first person. It includes verbs which lexicalize property concepts such as 'small', 'long,'

or 'big' (see Chapter 8 for a discussion of this verb type), as well as verbs which profile the

process of changed state of the theme, i.e., 'break' or 'rot'.

Like many Tibetic languages, Dzongkha has a number of lexical pairs that contrast

an active agentive profile and a change-of-state process. The agentive member of the lexical

pair is not different than what as been demonstrated so far for agentive verbs. The change-

of-state member of the pair focuses on the process of the change of state without reference

to a cause. The lexical pairs differ only in manner of voice phonation of the onset, one

manner pairing of which is voiceless-devoiced, as given in example (102). The voiceless

unaspirated onset typically signals an agentive verb, as in example (102a). Aspirated or

devoiced manner commonly signals the process focus verb, as in example (102b). The
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verb in example (102a) requires an agent even if it is unexpressed. The verb in example

(102b), on the other hand, is not ambiguous with regard to an unexpressed agent argument.

It only involves the process of a change-of-state theme; there is no meaning which suggests

an grammatical agentive cause.

(102) a. lam
road

pok
destroy

kô-dâ-nu
throw.away-tel-pst:exo

'(They) destroyed the road.'

  [S00-6]

b. lam
road

b'ok-yâ-so-nu
collapse-supl:go-inch-pst:exo

'The road came apart / The road collapsed.'

  [S00-6]

Pairs of voice phonation distinguished agentive / change-of-state (COS) process

verbs belong to a small, closed class. A few pairs are given in (103).

(103) a. cak / châ 'ag breaks something / th gets broken'
b. kö / khö 'ag boils liquid / liquid th gets boiled'
c. pü / bü 'ag knocks over something / th falls over'

It is ungrammatical for COS process verbs to take me. By virtue of semantics,

first-person intransitive themes are precluded from most change-of-state thematic verbs in

natural conversation. The verb shi 'die' is, perhaps an exception, although to say this requires

a special context, as in (104). The verb shi 'die' withme is ungrammatical with first person,

and even with the special context of a dream requires a work around construction of how one

might observe oneself dying. Here in (104), the work around construction is a complement

of the verb thong 'see'.

(104) milam
dream

nang
in

nga=rang
1:sg=refl

shi-sa
die-comp

thong-ci
see-pst:ego

'I saw myself dying in a dream.'

  [E00-1]

The verbs which cannot take me as an endophoric auxiliary with first or non-first

persons are COS verbs or verbs which lexicalize property concepts (descriptive verbs). In
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the case of descriptive verbs, the state of being is in place at the time of speaking; a change

cannot be observed. It can be schematized as below. I have used brackets [] to indicate that

the internal state of the event is unobservable as far as the endophoric me is concerned:

1. [th AT lo]

In the case of COS process verbs, the change has already happened; the process of

change cannot be observed as required by the auxiliaryme. The event schema is represented

below. The basic event profile of a theme moving to a location is unavailable to the speaker

through me, and is indicated by a bracket [] around the profile.

1. [th MOVE TO lo]

Weather verbs fit this verb event profile, as well. The verb 'snow', for example,

takes the light verb construction khau cap 'lit. snow do', as in (105a). However, the light

verb construction can also take an intransitive volitional meaning, as given in (105b). In

both uses of object incorporation, the noun is part of the predicate. The tense and aspect

morphosyntax signal the difference between the two structures. In past tense, the light verb

construction can only take the meaning of the weather verb 'snow'. When coded with the

endophoric auxiliary, the construction can only take the meaning of the intransitive agentive

verb that involves the action of throwing snow. The auxiliary me codes volitionality with

third person. Weather verbs, however, can not take the endophoric auxiliary.

(105) a. khau
snow

cap-ci
hit-pst

'It snowed.'

  [E00-1]
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b. []
[]
khau
snow

cap-Ø
hit-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

Lit: '(S/he) snow-threw'
Idiomatic: '(S/he) threw snow.'

The distribution of me, then, instantiates three basic event schemas, and points to

variations within these schemas. The distribution of me and its correspondence with the

event schemas are summarized in Table 76. Verbs are typed according to the cognitive

schema to which they belong. The verb types are referred to as stative, dynamic, and agen-

tive. There are transitive and intransitive instantiations of each type. The canonical agentive

verb involves an "augmented" agent which affects a change in the theme. It is an instantia-

tion of the schema: ag CAUSE th MOVE TO lo. Motion verbs are a type of agentive verb

which combine the agent and theme roles in the single core constituent of an intransitive

clause. The auxiliary me indexes non-first person agents, but does not index first person

agents. The canonical dynamic verb involves the core of theme prominence of an ergative

language, profiling the event th MOVE TO lo. 'See/hear' verbs are a special instance of this

type of verb whereby the location is metaphorically extended as an agent. The auxiliary

me indexes first and non-first person subjects of dynamic verbs. The canonical stative verb

involves the schema th AT lo; it describes themes which are in a state of being. A variation

of this verb type is found in the inadvertent sense of a small class of agentive transitive

verbs. Like 'see/hear' verbs, the transitive stative verb involves a metaphorical extension

of the location as an agent. The auxiliary me indexes first person subjects, but does not

index non-first persons of stative verbs. Finally, change-of-state process verbs and descrip-

tive verbs involve an event whose state of being or whose change of state is not observable

in terms of me: the auxiliary me is ungrammatical with either first or non-first persons in

the subject role. Change-of-state process verbs are schematized as [th MOVE TO lo] and

descriptive verbs as [th AT lo].
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Table 76. Verb types based on degree of control as evident in indexing of me with
grammatical person

1st person non 1st person event schema

stative me X th AT lo
inadvertent 'find' th AT [ag-lo]
descriptive verb X X [th AT lo]

dynamic me me th MOVE TO lo
'see/hear' th MOVE TO [ag - loc]
COS process' X X [th MOVE TO lo]

agentive X me ag CAUSE th MOVE TO lo
'go/come' [ag-th] MOVE TO lo

The distribution of me, then, indexes the subject in a way that is reminiscent of, but

not identical to, split-marking systems, as schematized in Table 77. For first person, the

theme subject with a schema of movement, or the theme subject with a schema of state are

indexed differently than an agent subject with a schema of cause. Included in this index-

ing system are first person locations with agentive metaphorical extensions. For non-first

person, the agent subject with a schema of cause, or the theme subject with a schema of

movement are indexed differently than a theme subject with a schema of state. Included

in this indexing system are themes with agentive metaphorical extensions, i.e., agentive

motion verbs.

Table 77. Person split based on indexing with me.

agent theme location
First no yes yes
Non-first yes yes no

Thus, Dzongkha makes a person-split based on thematic role of the subject as in-

dexed on the verb with the endophoric auxiliary me. In first person, agents are treated
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differently than themes and locations. In non-first person, locations are treated differently

than agents and themes. Themes are treated the same for both persons.

One explanation of this pattern lies in the observability of an event from the per-

spective of the speaker. The perspective inherent in the auxiliary me is that of the theme:

the schematic motion of theme is observable both to the speaker (first person) and of non-

first person. Theme in a location (in a state) is only observable to the speaker and not of

non-first person because internal states of being are only observable of oneself. Theme of

location is like change-of-state process verbs for non-first persons: one can only observe

the state 'after the fact', and cannot be marked with me.

The indexing of agent arguments provide further corroboration of the thematic per-

spective ofme. Agents are an "augmented" constituent providing a cause for the movement

of the theme. First person agents are cognitively aware of the cause: they are the ones, after

all, who initiate the action. The perspective of me, however, is that of theme which is one

step removed from causation. The auxiliary me cannot index first person agents because

cause is known. The cause / volition of non-first person agent subjects, however, is not

accessible to the speaker. Non-first person agents and themes are identical from the per-

spective of the speaker since only the schematic motion of the theme is accessible to the

speaker. Thus, the endophoric auxiliary me codes a unique speaker representation of ev-

identiality, splitting the difference between what can be grammatically 'observed' of first

and non-first persons (see Chapters 9 and 11 for a further discussion of the endophoric

perspective).

7.3 The semantics of noun-verb juxtapositions

As noted already, Dzongkha has a number of semantically-bleached verbs that func-

tion as verbalizers of nouns. I have referred to the semantically-bleached verb as a light

verb. While not completely devoid of meaning, the principle semantic component comes
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from the noun with which the light verb attaches. The examples in (106) illustrate the three

most frequent light verbs.

(106) a. do cap [lit. stone do] 'to throw a stone'
b. lâ be [lit. work do] 'to work'
c. chu tang [lit. water send] 'to urinate'

These three light verbs together combine with hundreds of nouns some of which are

lexicalized expressions like do cap 'throw a stone', but some of which also verbalize new

lexical borrowings from English and Nepali, as in (107). Verbalized expressions such as

fan af cap 'turn off the fan' and cop be 'to chop off' are one-off types of expressions that

emerge in the spontaneity of conversation; other expressions such as gadi tang 'to drive' or

môbili tang 'make a phone call' are fixed noun verb juxtapositions with frequent usage.

(107) a. fan af cap [lit. fan-off do] 'turn off the fan'
b. ban cap [lit. Nepali 'close' do] 'to close'
c. cop be [lit. chop do] 'to chop off'
d. môbili tang [lit. mobile-phone send] 'to make a phone call'
e. gadi tang [lit. (Nepali) 'car' send] 'to drive

The primary sense of cap is 'hit'; be might be translated as 'to do', but only in an

approximate sense as a general verb of activity in English. In light verb constructions,

the semantic distinction between cap and be is ascertained by the nouns with which they

combine, and the resultant activity they denote. In the broadest exception-ridden sense,

activities denoted by cap are perfective and more time bound, whereas activities denoted

by be are imperfective, and with less clear time boundaries. Some of the nouns with which

they combine illustrate this difference, as given in Tables 78 and 79. Each of the seman-

tic domains given in Table 78 have tens of words, but only two or three juxtapositions are

given here for illustrative purposes. Weather verbs are construed as perfective / past events

in Dzongkha; said in a recent past tense they take on different meaning, i.e., khaw cap-ci
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(past tense) 'it snowed' vs. khaw cap me (present visual observation) '(he just) threw (some)

snow'. The domain of noises includes onomatopoetic expressives such as troktro cap 'to

clatter' and tsertser cap 'to squawk'. The distinction made here between 'movement' and

'motion forward' could also be combined into activities having to do with bodily motion:

wink, slither, convulse, clap, hop, walk, bounce, and a number of water related activities

such as swim and dive. Many construction related activities are verbalized with cap; some-

times the verbalized noun is the result of the activity, i.e., chim cap 'build a house', and

sometimes an instrument of use, i.e., bj'ili cap 'to plane' (to use a plane). In fact, there are

many activities which are verbalized as uses of an instrument, i.e., ga cap 'to saddle'.

The collocates of the verbalizer be are less easily defined than cap; illustrative ex-

amples are given in Table 79. Structurally, be tends to take noun compounds, although

noun compounds are not disallowed with cap, and monomorphemic nouns are not disal-

lowed with be. The tendency for noun compound collocates is likely a function of more

abstract formal vocabulary (and activities that involve processes). One of the semantic do-

mains which is clearly favored as a collocate of be is that of behavior and character qualities;

there are dozens of these. Occupations are also common collocates of be, including any of

the modern occupations such as being a pilot or a nurse (or whatever). The difference be-

tween the noises that collocate with cap and the verbal activities of be is illustrative of the

difference between the two verbs. Noise activities with cap are temporally succinct with

clear boundaries; a shout, a whistle, a quack, a gurgle. The verbal activities described by be

focus on a process and an interaction; the time boundaries are less clear: argue, discuss, give

testimony. Similarly, occupations involve an activity that persists over time, and character

qualities and behavior involve states of being.
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Table 78. Nouns verbalized by cap

Weather verbs khaw cap snow + cap 'snow'
châp cap rain + cap 'rain

Noises ke cap sound + cap 'shout'
bjisi cap whistle + cap 'whistle'

Deceit trem cap trick + cap 'trick'
gukor cap cheat + cap 'cheat

Movement yom cap wave + cap 'waggle, wobble, tip'
choto cap beak + cap 'peck'
kora cap circle + cap 'circumambulate'

Motion forward chongju cap jump/run + cap 'hurdle, bound'
gêta cap fall ? + cap 'slip, slide'

Put down / harm mepa cap put down + cap 'slam, slight, swear'
kön cap fault + cap 'harm, hurt someone'

Sickness / pain z'u cap pain + cap 'feel hurt'
dung cap sting + cap 'sting'

Construction chim cap house + cap 'build a house'
raw cap fence + cap 'build a fence'
log cap return + cap 'rebuild, reconstruct'

Misc instrument tropda cap gun + cap 'shoot a gun'
khap cap needle + cap 'vaccinate'
'mare cap bandage + cap 'bandage'
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Table 79. Nouns verbalized by be

Behavior cöpa be behavior + be 'behave; habits'
Character qualities nyamnyong be experience + be 'experience'

j'ampa be mercy, love + be 'love, give mercy'
leshom be good + be 'do good'
z'ôp be bad + be 'do bad'
dikpa be sin + be 'sin'
dzöwa be error + be 'make a mistake'
trikti be ok, just right + be 'do something well'
thrang be straight + be 'be honest, just'
drenso be encourage + be 'encourage, exhort'
charo be friend + be 'help'
dra be enemy + be 'thwart, oppose'

Verbal activities khelang be volunteer + be 'volunteer'
tündrö be discussion + be 'discuss'
dzompang be witness + be 'give testimony'
thapzing be argument + be 'argue'

Occupations la be work + be 'work'
löbö be teacher + be 'teach'
zh'ingla be farming + be 'farm'
pailot be pilot + be 'be a pilot'

'fly an airplane'

Miscellaneous trölen be exchange + be 'exchange, barter'
jurcö be transformation + be 'transform'
ngogö be revolt + be 'revolt, rebel'

Given that the collocates in Tables 78 and 79 illustrate a perfective / eventive and

imperfective / stative difference between the two light verbs, it is not surprising that be

carries over into other domains of the grammar as an all-purpose stative-type verbalizer. It

has manifestations of copular-like behavior, i.e., kâp be-mi di [lit. white do-nmlz dem]

'the one that is white'.

Some events may be denoted by either cap or be, although the nouns which they

verbalize are variations of one another: 'nyen cap [lit. marriage do] vs. 'nyenjor be [lit.
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marriage do] 'to marry'; tho cap [lit. list do] vs. thokö be [lit. list do] where the nouns differ

slightly in nuance of meaning (meaning differences that are arrived at by context in natural

texts). Given the difference in time boundedness of the two verbs, one can also expect these

differences to be manifest in the nuances of their meanings.

The primary meaning of tang is 'send'; in light verb usage this semantic meaning

carries over so that it involves activities which, whether in tangible reality or not, are at

least metaphorically construed as an object being moved from one place to another. While

tang occurs in numerous adverbial and serial verb constructions, its usage as a verbalizer is

considerably less frequent than cap and be. Some verbalized noun collocates for tang are

given in Table 80.

Table 80. Nouns verbalized by tang

Body process chu tang water + tang 'urinate'
'awa tang feces + tang 'defecate'
bung tang breath + tang 'exhale'

Artistry tshön tang color + tang 'paint'
ser tang gold + tang 'plate with gold'

Verbal kha tang mouth + tang 'deride, malign'
shetho tang gossip + tang '"shoot the breeze"'

Misc thrim tang law + tang 'punish (legally)'
gongphel tang progress + tang 'develop'
z'ötro tang expenditure + tang 'spend'
me tang fire + tang 'cook by fire'

While I describe cap, be, and tang as the primary light verbs, there are half a dozen

or so other verbs which may also verbalize nouns. The remaining verbalizers carry more

specific meaning, but nevertheless involve a construction semantically tighter than a core
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constituent object-verb sequence; the noun verb sequences are high frequency collocates,

and indicate a "unitary activity" (Mithun 1984) true of noun incorporation.

Table 81. Additional Verbalizers

Nouns with tap phangma tap hug + tap 'embrace'
(primary meaning: 'plant') nyenkhu tap obedience + tap 'heed, obey'

inzü tap false + tap 'fake'

Nouns with thap drelwa thap relationship + thap 'interact, contact'
(primary meaning: 'fight') laklen thap use + thap 'put into practice'

'mak thap war + thap 'battle'

Nouns with z'a tsip z'a anger + z'a 'be angry'
(primary meaning: 'eat') d'okpa z'a suspicion + z'a 'doubt, question'

'yang z'a fortune + z'a 'be inhibited'

Nouns with ke utsu ke persistence + ke 'persist'
(primary meaning: 'generate') gatro ke happiness + ke 'delight'
(many emotions) tsithong ke consideration + ke 'empathize'

Nouns with tön kön tön fault + tön 'show faults'
(primary meaning: 'show') drem tön remember + tön 'be careful'

dr'ow tön taste + tön 'flavor, season'

Nouns with thön mingtam thön fame + thön 'become famous'
(primary meaning: 'exit') dr'im thön smell + thön 'stink'

d'upa thön smoke + thön 'smoke, fume'

Nouns with phok gü phok loss + phok 'have a loss'
(primary meaning: 'be hit') dr'ip phok defiled + phok 'become defiled'

natsha phok sickness + phok 'be diseased'

Nouns with shor awa shor feces + shor 'have diarrhea'
(primary meaning: '') sem shor mind + shor 'infatuated'

ke shor noise + shor 'shriek, yelp'

Many nouns can only be verbalized with one verb, but some light verbs share noun

collocates with other light verbs with meaning differences as varied as the lexicon, i.e.,
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khap cap [lit. needle + cap], 'to vaccinate' vs. khap tap [lit. needle + tap] 'to needle'.

Some nouns may be verbalized by as many as four different light verb combinations, each

conveying nuances in meaning, i.e., d'okpa z'a [lit. suspicion + z'a] 'to doubt' vs. d'okpa ke

[lit. suspicion + ke] 'to be suspicious' vs. d'okpa châ [lit. suspicion + châ] 'to not be sure'

vs. d'okpa sê [lit. suspicion + clear] 'resolve (a doubt, concern)'.

Just as in compound nouns for which there are large swathes of vocabulary that be-

long to the superordinate class through a shared morpheme (see Section 5.4.1.1), so with

verbalized nouns there are large swathes of the vocabulary that entail a noun + verb con-

struction to denote an event, i.e., all the cap-events, or phok-events. Many of the frequent

verbalizers have been illustrated in Tables 78 through 81. In addition to these verbs, how-

ever, there are other verbs with secondary generalized meanings that can verbalize a noun

-- verbs such as tsuk, with the primary meaning 'to put', but with noun + verb constructions

such as drik tsuk [lit. discipline + put] 'to discipline' and kangto tsuk [lit. barefoot + put]

'to hike, trek' take on the unitary semantics of verbalized constructions.

7.4 Honorific verbs

In Section 5.1.2, honorific nouns were described as unique in comparison with other

honorific systems in that they do not take a hyponymous relationship with plain nouns.

That is, honorific nouns in Dzongkha specify a referent just as semantically specific as do

plain nouns. This is not the case for some honorific verbs; some honorific verbs have a

hyponymous relationship with at least two plain verbs, e.g., jön is an honorific form for

both plain ong 'come' and jo 'go'. Similarly, the honorific verb ze may substitute for both

of the verbs cap and be (the semantics of which is described above in Section 7.3). A few

pairs of honorific verbs in hyponymous relationship with plain nouns are given in the first

set of three at the top of Table 82. Some honorific verbs substitute for only one plain verb,

given in the second set in Table 82. The third set illustrates intransitive honorific verbs. The
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fourth set illustrates honorific verbs with juxtaposed nouns. Such verbs are often honorific

by virtue of the juxtaposed noun, rather than the lexical verb, e.g., the honorific of 'thirst'

is zhel 'mouth hon' + kom, where zhel is an honorific substitute for kha 'mouth' and kom

remains the same in both the plain and honorific form. Some honorific forms, such as

'be happy', substitute both the juxtaposed noun and the verb with honorific equivalents.

Honorific verbs may be agentive (the top two sets), dynamic (the third set), and stative (the

fourth, bottom set).

Table 82. Honorific verbs

plain honorific gloss

jo, ong jön 'come, go'
cap, be ze 'do' (verbalizers)
ta, thong zî 'look, see'

tang nang 'send'
se trong 'kill'

ke thrung 'be born, give birth'
j'ong shâk 'die'
nyê zim 'sleep'

kha kom zhel kom 'thirst'
sem gâ thuk nyê / gê 'be happy'

The honorific register of the core constituent is often also coded in the lexical choice

of the verb, i.e., the verb root often concords in honorific register with its syntactic argu-

ments. Agentive verbs which do not have an equivalent honorific root may add the roots

nang (hon of tang 'send') and ze (hon of cap 'hit' or be 'do') to the verb phrase to encode

social deixis (example 108a). With dynamic and stative verbs, however, the addition of the

inherently transitive honorifics nang and ze are ungrammatical. The grammatical mech-

anism for encoding honor with dynamic and stative verbs is reminiscent of classificatory
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noun incorporation, a phenomenon first recognized by Mithun (1984), and also explored in

Aikhenvald (2003). In this morphosyntactic process, "[a] relatively general N stem is in-

corporated to narrow the scope of the V... but the compound stem can be accompanied by

a more specific external NP which identifies the argument implied by the IN....Since only

general N's are incorporated for this purpose, a classificatory system often results" (Mithun

1984:863). In Dzongkha, theme and location incorporating plain verbs can be made hon-

orific by incorporating ku, the general honorific for body, it functions to classify the main

referent of the clause.

In 108b, the theme argument (child) concords with the plain status of the verb

(drown); no noun incorporation is present. In 108c, an additional noun argument ku pre-

cedes the verb and is coreferential with the theme argument. The overall semantics of the

verb does not change with the incorporation of ku, but adds specificity to the event, i.e.,

the drowning of an honorific referent, such that the event is classified with regard to the

honorificity of the theme argument. Similarly, in the verb phrase in (108d), the honorific

root for foot, zh'ap, is incorporated into the complex verb gîta shor 'slip' as a classification

for an honorific theme argument. Data comes from E00-1.

(108) a. cap
save

ze-mi
do.hon-rel

ga
who

yang
also

mî
neg:exist:ego

'There is no one (honorific) to save (me).'

b. alo
child

tsangchu
river

nang
in

thim-so-nu
drown-inch-pst:exo

'The child drowned in the river.'

c. 'lam
Lama

tsangchu
river

nang
in

ku
body.hon

thim-so-nu
drown-inch-pst:exo

'The lama drowned in the river.'

d. zh'ap
foot.hon

gîta
slip

shor
befall

'to slip hon'
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In addition to honorific verbs, there are two humiliative honorific verbs in Dzongkha,

and these are zh'u 'speak hum' and phü 'offer hum'. An honorific verb references one par-

ticipant, whereas a humiliative verb references at least two. The two referents are at either

ends of social deixis, one of which is 'higher' the other of which is 'lower' (Keating 1998

and Hugoniot 2003). Thus, humiliative verbs not only accord status to one referent, they

'put down' the status of another referent in reference to the higher referent. The social deixis

implications of humiliative verbs are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Two examples from conversation are given in (109). The humiliative zh'u in ex-

ample (109a) suggests a request for a favor from a person of higher social standing, but

without overt reference of the higher referent. Example (109b) illustrates the comparison

of the referent in relation to the sacred as coded in the verb phü. Most interactions with the

sacred require overt social deixis, either setting the sacred as 'higher' or the referent inter-

acting with the sacred as 'lower', or both. Thus, in both clauses, the agent referent is 'put

down' in reference to an unspecified / implicit third-person.

(109) a. ngace
1:pl

casho
corrugated.tin

ma
neg

thop-Ø-i
get-nmlz-gen

kô=le
about=abl

zh'u
speak:hum

go
deon

ba
part

te
part

'(You) should have said something about us not getting the corrugated tin.'

  [C17-1]

b. te
part

di
dem

zumbe
like.this

lotar
every.year

dü=gi
time=gen

söchö
offering

phü-ni=tshu
offer:hum-inf=pl

mâto
not.only

'So, like this, not only the yearly offerings ...'

  [C16-10]
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7.5 Tense-aspect morphosyntax

Tense and aspect in Dzongkha is marked primarily through suffixes and periphrastic

auxiliaries. Aspect may also be marked through reduplication of the verb stem, serial verb

constructions, and time adverbs. The semantic distinctions of the morphological and pe-

riphrastic structures will be described in Chapter 11. Here, only the structural possibilities

of tense and aspect are illustrated. Here, I note that tense codes a location in time with ref-

erence to the time of speaking, and aspect marks a temporal contour internal the structure

of the event (Comrie 1976, Comrie 1993). The serial verb construction will be described in

Section 7.6.

The morphosyntax of tense and aspect has a strong tendency to co-occur with one

grammatical person over another, although verb morphosyntax does not index grammatical

person. The effect of this tendency is an evidential system that privileges first person with

knowledge of an event not possible for other grammatical persons. One aspect of this system

was described forme in the Section (7.2) to illustrate the difference in control between verb

types. The evidential system as it interacts with grammatical person and tense and aspect

will not be discussed further until 9.1 and 11.

Dzongkha codes a distinction between perfective and imperfective aspects. The

perfective aspect focuses on the completion or termination of an event, and it has a strong

association with the past tense. Imperfective aspects take focus away from termination and

temporal boundedness, and have a strong association with events that are ongoing (Givón

2001a). Verb morphology in Dzongkha codes one of those two aspects. It has no mor-

phosyntax that marks only tense.

The verb may be marked by one of two sets of suffixes to code perfective and im-

perfective aspects, as given in Table 83. Verb morphology codes past tense in combination

with perfective aspect, as a preterite. The preterite codes an event as taking place previ-

ous to the time of speaking, and as having a clear terminal boundary (Givón 2001a, Payne
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1997). There are two preterite suffixes: -yi and -nu. The distinction between -yi and -ci is

morphophonemic: -yi follows open syllables and -ci follows syllables closed by stops (p

and k), including syllables ending in a glottal stop (which is a phonetic alternate of k). The

distinction between them has been described in van Driem and Tshering (1998) as old and

new knowledge, respectively, but are here analyzed as egophoric and exophoric speaker

perspectives. The egophoric has a tendency to index first person, and the exophoric to in-

dex non-first person, but as will be shown in Chapter 11, the distinction is primarily one of

speaker perspective, rather than the coding of grammatical person.

The imperfective suffixes code events that are ongoing. The suffixes -do and -de

mark progressive aspect, and are distinguished from one another by the egophoric and ex-

ophoric speaker perspectives. The absence of marking, indicated here with -Ø , indicates

unboundedness, and may attach to verbs 'depicting states of relatively long duration whose

initial and terminal boundaries are not focused on' (Givón 2001a:288). The analysis here in-

cludes -ni as an imperfective suffix because it takes an ongoing temporal structure in many

contexts. It functions primarily as an infinitive marker.

Table 83. Inflectional morphology

Perfective Imperfective
Egophoric -yi / -ci preterite -do progressiveExophoric -nu -de
Unbounded -Ø stative
Infinitive -ni (used in future constructions)
imperfective -nmlz

There are four aspectual suffixes that combine with the preterite, as given in Table

84. Aspectual suffixes are followed by one of the preterite suffixes, e.g., -che-yi or -da-nu.

Only the suffix -che takes an imperfective meaning. The remaining suffixes are perfective.

Table 84 is organized on the basis of which verb types take which aspectual suffixes, begin-

ning at the top with descriptive verbs and ending at the bottom with agentive verbs. Agen-
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tive verbs take telic and completive aspects, but exclude verbs with non-canonical agents

such as intransitive motion verbs and transitive perception verbs such as 'see' or 'hear'. If an

agentive verb takes the resultative suffix, -che, it will not be a verb with a change-of-state

object such as 'kill'. The resultative -che and inchoative -so are found primarily as suffixes

of dynamic and stative verbs.

Table 84. Aspects which combine with past tense

Suffix Aspect Thematic Role Verb type
-so inchoative theme some descriptive

stative
dynamic

-che resultative mostly theme (some agent) agentive
dynamic
stative

primarily dynamic and stative
if agentive, excludes COS object themes

-da telic agent agentive
excludes th MOVE TO [lo-ag] (see, hear)
excludes [ag-th] MOVE TO lo (go, come)

-tsha completive agent agentive
includes [ag-th] MOVE TO lo (go, come)

In addition to tense aspect suffixes, Dzongkha has a number of periphrastic con-

structions that code perfective and imperfective aspects, as given in Table 85. The perfective

aspects incorporate the existential verbs yö and du as auxiliary verbs while the imperfective

aspects incorporate the copulas ing, me, and îmme, preceded by the nominalizer -p/-w/-m.

The copular and existential verbs bring their evidential values with them into the aspectual

system. Thus, the difference between the two perfective constructions -di yö and -di dû is

not aspectual, but reflects the egophoric and endophoric / exophoric distinctions of the exis-
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tential verbs yö and dû. The imperfective constructions -nmlz ing, -nmlz me, and -nmlz

îmme also reflect the egophoric, endophoric, and exophoric evidential distinctions found

throughout the system. Note that the endophoric and exophoric categories are collapsed

into the single form dû.

Here in the existential / copula auxiliary system, there are several more distinctions

than the basic-to-the-system monomorphemic auxiliary. Each of the copulas may combine

with yö (but not with du) to form complex (combined) auxiliaries. The p between yö and the

copulas is clearly an old nominalization, but is now lexically frozen. These complex aux-

iliaries are used in socially formal domains. Perfective auxiliaries are optionally preceded

by (-di).

Verbs marked with -nmlz me indicate an immediate past or a currently-in-process

event. The -nmlz ing / îmme forms code events that are non-progessive, often coding

culturally well known events. The perfective and imperfective auxiliaries take a complex

form with the addition of ong. The forms with ong indicate potential or probability of a

future event. The -nmlz ônime construction codes events that the speaker represents as

inference. The semantic distinctions will be described in Chapter 11.

Table 85. Perfective and imperfective aspects without over tense marking

Perfective Imperfective
egophoric (-di) yö (-di) yöp ing -nmlz ing
endophoric (-di) dû (-di) yöp me -nmlz me
exophoric (-di) yöp îmme -nmlz îmme
probable (-di) yöp ong -nmlz ingm ong
inferential -nmlz ônime

The progressive suffix -do (but not -de) and the infinitive -ni may take periphrastic

constructions with the copular and existential verbs, as given in Table 86. Note that -do is

not juxtaposed to yö, leaving a gap in the paradigm of suffixes and auxiliaries. The semantic

distinctions will be described in Chapter 11.
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Table 86. Summary of major aspectual oppositions found with -do and -ni constructions

Imperfective

Progressive v-do / -de v-do-nmlz aux:cop
(habitual)

Future v-ni v-ni aux:cop v-ni aux:exist v ong

In addition to tense and aspect marking with suffixes and auxiliaries, imperfective

aspect is also indicated with the process of reduplication. In example (110), the verb dö 'stay'

is reduplicated, and the reduplication is followed by the nominal suffix -p. Reduplication

of the verb step indicates a progressive aspect.

(110) atsici
little.bit

thep
extra

dö
stay

dö-p
stay-nmlz

ong
aux:prob

'Maybe she's staying a bit longer.'

  [C17-1]

Negation follows a similar marking pattern to what has been described so far for

tense and aspectual distinctions. The prefixesma- andmi- mark negation in perfective and

imperfective, respectively. Aspectual suffixes and auxiliaries do not follow the verb when

negated in this way. More fine grained aspectual distinctions are coded with the negative

forms of copular and existential verbs, as given in Table 87. There are considerably fewer

negative forms than affirmative forms. Negative auxiliaries follow the verb.

Table 87. Aspectual negation

pfv neg aux exist ipfv neg aux cop
ma verb mi verb
verb mî verb-nmlz men
verb mindu verb-nmlz menme
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7.6 Serial verb constructions

There are a number of frequently used verb-verb juxtapositions that are semantically

and syntactically closely tied together that are not verb compounds. Similar juxtapositions

are found commonly throughout the South Asian linguistic area. The juxtapositions are

known by various names. The term explicator compound verb (ECV) has broad usage in

the Indian linguistic tradition (Abbi and Gopalakrishnan 1991). Serial verb construction

(SVC) is a term with wide currency beyond South Asia (Aikhenvald 2006, Bisang 2009,

and Shibatani 2009), and will be used here.

Aikhenvald (2006c) defines an SVC as "a sequence of verbs which act together

as a single predicate, without any overt marker of coordination, subordination, or syntactic

dependency of any other sort" (1). Aikhenvald's definition "suggests a scalar, or continuum-

type approach, to serial verbs which can be either more, or less like the prototype which has

the maximal properties" (1). Here in this section, I illustrate the structure of the SVC, and

some semantic distinctions within SVCs.

Example (111) an SVC with the two verbs jo 'go' and dö 'sit'. Both jo 'go' and dö 'sit'

are verbs that may function independently as the primary verb of a clause, but here function

together as a single event. The two verbs do not indicate two events, i.e., vehicles travel to

and stay over there. The first member of the pair in an SVC retains its primary meaning,

and the second verb of the pair takes on a grammaticalized meaning. In this clause, dö in

combination with the probability auxiliary ong (which is a grammaticalization of 'come')

indicates that travel at night is a common state of affairs. The verb dö functions as a habitual

marker.

(111) zai
ex
numo-i
night-emph

gari
vehicle

jo
go
dö
sit
ong
aux:prob

mâ=lê
down=abl

phâ
over.there

'Yikes! Vehicles even travel at night, down across there (to
Kalimpong).'

  [C17-1]
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The non-primary verb of SVCs in South Asian languages come from the semantic

sets: go, come, give, take, keep, put, sit, and fall (Abbi and Gopalakrishnan 1991).

Many of these sets belong also to the second member of the SVC in Dzongkha: take, put,

and fall, however, are not found. Table 88 illustrates the commonly occurring SVCs,

organized from top to bottom by semantic difference and grammatical usage.

The first three SVC sets entail constructions that have grammaticalized direction

of motion in the second member of the set. SVCs with jo 'go' indicate motion away from

the deictic center of the event. SVCs with ong 'come' indicate motion toward the deictic

center of the event. SVCs with tang 'send' indicate metaphorical motion away, often with

a malefactive sense. The second two SVC sets in Table 88 have grammaticalized aspect

in the verb. SVCs with dö 'sit' indicate ongoing or habitual action. SVCs with zha 'put'

indicate perfective aspect. Finally, bj'in 'give' functions as a benefactive.
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Table 88. Commonly occurring serial verb constructions

Literal meaning Sense
bak jo lok jo thön jo V + thither (away)
carry go return go exit go

bak ong lok ong kê ong V + hither (toward)
carry come return come deliver come

bj'in tang kô tang V + away
give send throw.away send V + causative

long dö nyê dö gu dö V + progressive
stand sit sleep sit wait sit V + habitual

kô zhâ zo zhâ lap zhâ V + perfective
throw.away put make put say put

'lap bj'in tön bj'in luk bj'in V + for
say give show give pour give benefactive

The SVCs in Table 88 illustrate the fine line between verbs with independent syn-

tactic status and those with a dependent grammaticalized meaning. Only the SVCs with

the motion verbs ong 'come' and jo 'go' fit the prototype for syntactic independence. The

remaining SVCs show second members of the pair whose meanings are dependent on the

main verb, i.e., they appear to function as auxiliaries. However, since independence is far

from an agreed upon feature of SVCs (Shibatani 2009), the verb juxtapositions illustrated

in Table 88 are included. Moreover, the second members of the set are not auxiliaries.

Verb auxiliaries in Dzongkha have been grammaticalized from the class of copulas

and existential verbs and take behavior and control properties different from the second verb

of an SVC. Verb auxiliaries can occur as the last grammatical word of a verb phrase, but the

second member of an SVC may not. In (112), the perfective auxiliary yö is contrasted with

zha as the second member of the SVC which has grammaticalized perfective functions. The

auxiliary is the final member of the verb phrase, and does not require that it be followed
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by a suffix or another auxiliary (112a). The auxiliary is part of finite marking. The second

member of the SVC cannot end the verb phrase as an assertion (112b), and requires finite

marking (112c).

(112) a. hö-di
arrive-cvb

yö
aux:exist:ego

'...has/have arrived'

b. *zo-di zhâ

c. 'zo-di
make-cvb

zhâ-nu
put-pst:exo

'...has been made'

The imperfective auxiliary, ing, is contrasted with dö as the second member of the

SVC which has grammaticalized progressive and habitual functions, as given in (113). The

auxiliary is the final member of the verb phrase, and is preceded by nominalization on the

verb stem. The auxiliary does not require that it be followed by a suffix or another auxiliary

(113a). The auxiliary is part of finite marking. The second member of the SVC cannot end

the verb phrase as an assertion (113b), nor can it be preceded by nominalizer. The SVC

dö requires finite marking (113c). On the basis that the second verb of an SVC is not an

auxiliary, then, the verb-verb sequences listed here are taken as SVCs.

(113) a. dö-p
stay-nmlz

ing
aux:cop:ego

'...is/are staying'

b. *z'a-p dö

c. z'a
eat
dö-nu
stay-pst:exo

'...was/were eating'
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Most SVCs consist of a juxtaposition of two verbs. However, events such as 'bring'

and 'take' are commonly constructed using three verbs, as in (114). The juxtaposition of

bak with the spatial deictic verbs jo and ong function like a fixed semantic unit.

(114) a. thu bak jo lit. pick.up carry go 'pick up and carry something away'
b. len bak ong lit. take carry come 'get something and carry it back'

7.7 Verb phrase structure

The structure of the verb phrase is composed of four major position classes, as sum-

marized in Table 89. The first of the position classes takes the incorporated noun (IN) of a

light-verb construction or of a noun-incorporating verb. The second major slot takes up to

two verb roots (or 3 roots in instances like thu bak jo in [114a]); these roots form a serial

verb construction. The verb may belong to the class of light verbs or noun incorporating

verbs and has the structure N + V. The verb may consist of a single monosyllabic verb, V1,

or a series of verbs, V1 + V2, to form complex serial verb constructions. The second verb

in an SVC are listed in the V2 column.

There are two major position classes after the verb and these are based on the distinc-

tion between inflecting suffixes and periphrastic auxiliaries. The suffixes have two position

classes: S1 and S2. The S1 suffixes take the perfective aspect suffixes of which there are

four. The S2 suffixes code an eclectic mix of various tense and aspect categories. The

S2 preterite suffixes -yi / -ci or -nu may combine with the S1 aspect suffixes; the preterite

suffixes do not combine with any of the auxiliaries. The progressive suffixes -do and -de

form a pair. The form -ni is an infinitive. The nmlz suffixes do not occur without one of

the following copular auxiliaries. The stative suffix, -Ø, does not combine with other tense

and aspect morphology. The converbal suffix -di occurs optionally with the existential

auxiliaries.
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The next major position class consist of copulas and existential verbs that have gram-

maticalized as auxiliaries. The existential verbs have grammaticalized as markers of per-

fectivity; the copulas as markers of imperfectivity. The existentials are preceded by the

converbal suffix -di or they may follow an uninflected verb root. The auxiliary copulas fol-

low one of the nmlz suffixes. The auxiliaries may be preceded by the progressive suffixes

-do or the infinitive suffix -ni. Verb auxiliaries may combine as complex forms in which

case either ing or yö is followed by one of the auxiliaries in A2. Combinations of A1 and

A2 forms are given at the bottom of Table 89.

Table 89. Summary of verb structure

IN Verb Suffix Auxiliary
V1 V2 S1 S2 A1 A2

N any verb jo -so -yi / -ci *ing ing
ong -che -nu me me
tang -da -do îmme îmme
dö -tsha -de ong ong
zhâ -ni ônime
bj'in -nmlz *yö

-Ø dû
(-di) yöp ing / îmme /me / ong

ingm ong

The verb phrase takes further syntactic and semantic complexity with the addition

of post-verbal particles. The interaction of these particles with the verb phrase will be

discussed further in the Chapter 11 on tense and aspect.

7.8 Summary

Overt case-marking morphology does not consistently distinguish between the three

core constituents of transitive and intransitive verbs, but the verb can be typed on the basis

of how non-agentive constituents for either transitive and intransitive verbs are marked. The
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two non-agentive constituents are core to the event profile of thematic prominent languages,

i.e., of ergative languages. These are the thematic relations theme and location in the three

basic event schemas (following DeLancey 2001a).

1. theme AT location

2. theme MOVE TO location

3. agent CAUSE theme MOVE TO location

These event schemas are stative (1), dynamic (2), and agentive (3). Each of the

three verb types can be further differentiated on the basis of whether theme or location

receive prominence. Theme focused verbs take absolutive marking on the core constituent

of stative and dynamic verbs, and the object of agentive verbs. Theme focus of an agentive

verb involves an affected referent which undergoes a change of state, i.e., the object of verbs

like 'kill'. Theme focus of stative or dynamic verbs involve a referent that is in a state of

being, such as 'being sick', 'getting sleepy', or 'being hungry'.

Location focused constituents take dative marking. Location focus of an agentive

verb involves the referent at the end of an event trajectory, but which does not undergo

a change of state, i.e., the object of verbs like 'hit'. Location focus of stative or dynamic

verbs involve a referent that receives the metaphorical motion of a theme, i.e., verbs such

as 'suffer' or 'hunger'.

Ditransitive verbs give dual prominence to both the theme and the location, i.e.,

verbs such as 'send'.

Theme or location prominence is maintained in noun-verb juxtapositions through

the incorporation of the noun. The incorporated noun takes either a theme or location role,

leaving the core constituent to take whatever thematic role was not incorporated. Focal

prominence is given to the core constituent.
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The distribution pattern of the endophoric auxiliaryme corroborates the three canon-

ical event schemas. However, there are a number of verb types which are a variation of the

three canonical event schemas. Agentive intransitive verbs, i.e., verbs of motion, are a spe-

cial instance of the three basic schemas, combining the thematic role of agent and theme in

a single core constituent. See-hear verbs are dynamic verbs that combine the thematic role

of agent and location in the subject constituent. The thematic agent is non- canonical, the

marking of which makes it seem as though it were active and volitional. A small set of in-

advertent transitive verbs, i.e., 'come across', are stative verbs that take a thematic location

as its subject argument, but like see-hear verbs mark the subject with ergative.

In addition to the three canonical verb types, the distribution ofme instantiates vari-

ations of stative and dynamic verbs. The variation in stative verbs entails a state of being,

the internal state of which is not open to observation. They are descriptive verbs (prop-

erty concepts lexicalized as verbs). Change-of-state verbs describe the process of change

but disallow grammatical observation internal to the state or observation of the change in

process. Examples include verbs such as b'o 'get destroyed'. Thematic movement to a lo-

cation or thematic state in a location is not grammatically accessible with these sub-classes

of verbs.

The description here also includes existential verbs since they exhibit the theme

and location prominence that cuts across verb types. While there is no lexical distinction

in evidential verb based on theme or location prominence, the marking on the nominal

constituents pattern after what has been found for the other verb types. With existential

verbs, location prominence results in a possessive construction, and theme prominence in

an existential clause.
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Table 90. Summary of verb categories

Theme prominence
Example Event schema

Existential du (there is) *th* AT lo

Stative tô ke 'hunger' *th* AT lo
(Descriptive verbs) ring 'long' [*th* AT lo]

Dynamic na 'sick' *th* MOVE TO lo
(Change of state) chak 'break' [*th* MOVE TO lo]

Agentive sê 'kill' ag CAUSE *th* MOVE TO lo
jo 'go' *[ag-th]* MOVE TO lo

Location prominence
Example Event Schema

Existential du (there is to-me) th AT *lo*

Stative pche 'come across' th AT *[ag-lo]*

Dynamic 'du thop suffer th MOVE TO *lo*
thong 'see' th MOVE TO *[ag-lo]*

Agentive drang 'hit' ag CAUSE th MOVE TO *lo*
(ditransitive) tang 'send' ag CAUSE *th* MOVE TO *lo*

Honorific verbs fit into this classificatory scheme of agentive, dynamic, and stative

verbs. When there is no honorific lexical equivalent, a plain verb may be made honorific

by incorporating ku, the honorific for body. The incorporation of ku is reminiscent of clas-

sificatory noun incorporation of which Mithun (1984) speaks.

There are six frequently occurring serial verb constructions the second member of

the series which is: jo 'go', ong 'come', tang 'send', dö 'sit', zha 'put', and bj'in 'give'. The

motion verbs and tang add grammatical information about the direction of motion of an
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event vis. a vis a deictic center; dö and zha give aspectual meaning, and bj'in often has a

benefactive meaning.

The verb may be inflected for tense and aspect with inflectional morphology and

periphrastic auxiliaries. Speaker perspective as encoded in evidential categories is coded

through out the system. The preterite makes a distinction between the egophoric, -yi / -ci

and the exophoric form -nu. There are four aspectual suffixes associated with the preterite.

Similarly, the progressive suffix codes the egophoric exophoric distinction in the forms -do

and -de, respectively.

In addition to inflectional morphology, aspect and tense are also marked with two

sets of auxiliaries: grammaticalized existential verbs serve to mark past perfective and

grammaticalized copulas serve in the imperfective system. Perfective and imperfective

auxiliaries may combine as complex auxiliaries the semantics of which will be explored in

Chapter 11. Finally, ong 'come' has been grammaticalized to mark probable future; it can

combine with the auxiliaries. The evidential meanings of the tense aspect system will be

described in Chapter 11.



Chapter 8

Descriptive modifiers: property concepts, expressives, and adverbs

This chapter describes the syntactic and semantic features of descriptive modifica-

tion in Dzongkha. Descriptive grammars in related languages make a distinction between

so-called true adjectives, and adjectives which are derived from other word classes. "True"

adjectives belong to the lexical word class adjective; other adjective-like words are derived

from other word classes. Thus, Takale Kham is described as having a small-in-number ad-

jective lexical class, and a robust set of property concepts lexicalized in both nouns and

verbs. Modifying words derived from nouns and verbs are referred to as "adjectivals" (D.

Watters 2002). Genetti and Hildebrandt (2004), on the other hand, posit a variation of this

analysis for Manange. They posit two distinct sub-classes of adjective. The first is a class

of lexical morphemes that do not require derivation, and the second is a hybrid class with

behavior and control properties of both verbs and adjectives. They posit that the hybrid

verb-like class is distinct from verbs and belongs to its own sub-class of adjectives.

Like other Tibeto-Burman languages, Dzongkha employs several lexical classes to

describe the properties of nouns, but it does not have a distinct lexical class adjective. One

of these classes is the descriptive verb. Semantically, it lexicalizes property concepts, and

morphosyntactically has the features of an aspectually stative intransitive verb. It is not a

distinct lexical class of adjective. Another lexical source comes from a small set of nouns

which take on the semantic characteristics of property concepts. I will refer to this sub-

set of nouns as descriptive noun to parallel the terminology for descriptive verb. A third

source of property concepts is found in the small set of adjectival compounds. One root

of the compound is a verb, and the other is a morphan (a bound root) with no transparent

meaning. The meaning of the compound is closely related to the meaning of the verb root.

271
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A fourth source of property concepts comes from a word class referred to as expres-

sives. They may be used independently in a number of constructions, but are also commonly

juxtaposed to a descriptive verb or noun. This juxtaposition is the primary morphosyntac-

tic mechanism by which descriptive verbs and nouns take on modifying function within

an NP or as an adjectival in an attributive clause. Expressives are a word class of verbal

modifiers which are found through out the South Asian and Southeast Asian linguistic area

(Diffloth 1976, D. Watters 2002). One of the characteristics of expressives is their redu-

plicative structure (Abbi 1985), as well as the fact that they often have an onomatopoetic

source (D. Watters 2002). In Dzongkha, there are several sets of expressives: one which

modifies only nouns, one which modifies only verbs, and a small set which may modify

both. Expressives are a distinct lexical word class.

Verbal modification in Dzongkha happens primarily through the predication of ex-

pressives, but there is also a small set of general adverbs which describe manner, place, and

time, as well as such functions as intensity. Adverbs are a "catch-all" word-class category

(Payne 1997), but this chapter will focus on the class of words which modify the verb in

ways relatable to such questions as 'how,' 'where,' and 'when'.

Adjectivals and adverbials refer to a derived word with a modifying role within a

noun or verb phrase. Thus, for example, a descriptive noun followed by an expressive, the

combination of which has a modifying role in an NP, will be referred to as an adjectival.

Similarly, any morphological or syntactic combination which derives a word which has a

modifying role in a VP will be referred to as an adverbial.

The data for this chapter come from two major phases of my study of Dzongkha.

The first phase occurred in the early 2000s during which time I presented an unpublished

paper on adjectives for the 10th Himalayan Languages Symposium in Thimphu, Bhutan

(December 2004). Some of the thinking and data from this earlier work are represented

in this chapter. The second phase began during my time as a graduate student at Rice
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University, particularly once specific research for the dissertation began in Spring 2016.

The text from which sentences are drawn are noted in the side of examples, otherwise lists

and tables with isolated forms come from a combination of elicitation and texts.

8.1 Sources of property concepts

As noted in the introduction, there are a number of lexical sources of property con-

cepts. That is, property concepts are not lexicalized as a class of adjective, but are found

in the class of verbs, nouns, and expressives. I will begin by describing descriptive verbs

and nouns, and will illustrate that they are not a seperate word class. Following this, I focus

on the morphosyntactic mechanisms by which descriptive verbs and nouns are derived. I

will show that this derivation happens through morphology (suffixing), the lexicon (com-

pounding), and syntax (the juxtaposition of expressives). The derivational processes are

suggestive of two distinct sets of descriptive verb: the small closed set which may take

nominal morphology, and the set for which derivation happens through juxtaposition of an

expressive. In addition, I will briefly describe lexically frozen nominalized verbs. These

frozen forms are not synchronically derived in the sense that the other adjectivals in this

section are, but some forms show diachronic evidence of derivation, and is the reason they

are included here.

8.1.1 Descriptive verbs

Dzongkha has an abundance of monosyllabic monomorphemic verbs that state the

property of a noun and which function as the predicate of an intransitive clause. Within the

main categories among verb types, they are aspectually-stative location verbs, based on the

event schema theme AT location (see Chapter 7 for a description of verb categories). In

this section, I demonstrate a few criteria that distinguish descriptive verbs from other verb

types.
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One grammatical category which differentiates verb types in Dzongkha is that of

boundedness, or what is also referred to as aspectually active / stative verb types. Verb

morphology on unbound verbs is significantly reduced from bound verbs. In fact, unbound

verbs do not require overt morphological marking in present tense. In example (115a), the

verb takes no marking (-Ø). However, in assertions of 'new information' or unexpected in-

formation, the unbound verb may take the particle be or its two morphophonemic alternates

(pe | me | e), as in (115b). The 'new information' suffix is glossed here as mirative (mir).

It is possible to illustrate the verbal nature of unbound verbs in ways other than the -Ø / be

alternation, but this is beyond the scope of this particular discussion.

(115) a. nga=gi
1:sg=erg

kho
3:sg

ngo
face

she-Ø
know-sttv

'I recognize / know him.'

b. kho
3:sg

dzongkha
Dzongkha

cap
do

she
know

be
mir

'He knows how to speak Dzongkha.'

Descriptive verbs that predicate intransitive clauses are illustrated here in examples

(116a), (116b), and (116c) with verbs of dimension, quality, and color, respectively. In the

clauses in example (116), the properties of subject nouns are conveyed by an intransitive

verb which functions as head of the verb phrase. The verbs each take the marker of 'new

information' (or mirative), although example (116b) could just as well be expressed with-

out marking. Examples (116a) and (116c) sound slightly odd without the marker of new

information.

(116) a. kau
pillar

di
dem

ring
long

be
mir

'The pillar is long / tall [lit. the pillar longs]'

b. dzongkha
Dzongkha

lhap-ni
learn-inf

jam
easy

me
mir

'Dzongkha is easy to learn [lit. to learn Dzongkha easies].'
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c. chöten
stupa

di
dem

kar-ra
white-emph

kar
white

e
mir

'The stupa is totally white [lit. the stupa totally whites].'

Descriptive verbs, then, are those words which semantically describe the property

of an NP, but which exhibit the morphosyntactic behavior of an unbound (stative) location

verb. Descriptive verbs, not surprisingly, are morphosyntactically distinct from other verb

types. The other category of verb with which it is most similar is the active thematic verb

(see Chapter 7 for a description of verb categories). These verbs involve a change of state

(COS). The difference between descriptive verbs and COS verbs is how a state of being

has been lexicalized. Descriptive verbs involve a state that is ongoing, i.e., unbound, while

change of state verbs have lexicalized a change in state, and as such, the verb type is aspectu-

ally bound. COS verbs may be marked for the preterite, and for the non-progressive imper-

fective aspect, as in (117a) and (117c), respectively. Descriptive verbs such as kar 'white'

and 'nyip 'old (stuff)', however, may not take either the preterite or the non-progressive

imperfective, as demonstrated in the ungrammaticality of (117b) and (117d).

(117) a. sha
meat

di
dem

rü-nu
rot-pst:exo

'The meat rotted.'

b. *chöten
stupa

di
dem

kar-nu
white-pst:exo

c. shing
tree

di
dem

yo yo-w me
wave wave-nmlz aux:cop:endo

'The tree is crooked / wobbl-y'

d. *cala
stuff

di
dem

'nyi 'nyi-p me
old old-nmlz aux:cop:endo

Descriptive verbs and COS verbs may be derived to function as a modifier within

an NP, as in the forms in (118). The derivation of COS verbs requires reduplication and

nominalization on the second root ([118a] through [118c]). The derivation of descriptive
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verbs, however, does not require reduplication. Descriptive verbs often, though not always,

have several derivational pathways to function as a modifier within an NP, as in (118e) and

(118f). With both descriptive verbs and COS verbs, the derived modifying construction

follows the head of the NP (both [118a] through [118c] and [118d] through [118f] follow

the head noun).

(118) a. shing yo yo-w [lit. tree wave wave-nmlz] 'crooked tree'
b. sha rü rü-w [lit. meat rot rot-nmlz] 'rotten meat'
c. chu khö khö-w [lit. water boil boil-nmlz] 'boiled water'
d. meto kâ-p [lit. flower white-nmlz] 'white flower'
e. zu ring-m [lit. body long-nmlz] 'tall (in stature)'
f. zu ring-ku [lit. body long-adjv] 'tall (in stature)'

The patterns of allowable verb morphology and of modification exhibited in de-

scriptive and COS verbs distinguishes them from other verb types. When a modificational

construction within an NP is derived from the agentive verb type, the verb (and associated

clause) precedes the head of the NP as a relative clause. The clause takes the relativizer -mi,

as in the examples in (119); the head noun (the noun which is modified) is co-referential

with the gapped noun in the relative clause. Clauses headed by agentive verbs in the func-

tion of modification cannot follow the head NP, as in the ungrammaticality in (119a) and

(119c). Modificational function is encoded with the relative clause constructions (examples

[119b] and [119d]). Unbound agentive verbs also have this syntactic restriction, as in the

ungrammaticality of (119e), with the requirement of a relative clause construction ([119f]).

(119) a. *sha
meat

za za-w
eat eat-nmlz

b. sha
meat

za-mi
eat-rel

'mi
person

'a meat eater / a person who eats meat'
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c. *mi
person

thimphu=lu
thimphu=loc

dö
stay

dö-p
stay-nmlz

d. thimphu=lu
thimphu=loc

dö-mi
stay-rel

'mi
person

'a person who lives in Thimphu'

e. *mo=lu
she=dat

ga
like

ga-w
like-nmlz

ci
indf

f. mo=lu
she=dat

ga-mi
like-rel

ci
indf

'someone who likes her'

While agentive verbs require the relative clause in a modifying function in the NP,

descriptive verbs and COS verbs cannot be relativized: *ring-mi shing [lit. long-rel tree]

'a tree that is long' or *rü-mi sha [lit. long-rel tree] 'meat that is rotten'.

The morphosyntactic distinctions between descriptive verbs and COS and agentive

verbs are summarized in Table 91. The descriptive verb predicates an intransitive clause, but

with a significant reduction in tense and aspect marking. Semantically, it makes a statement

of property about nouns. Syntactically, it follows, rather than precedes, the head of the NP.

As will be seen in the section on adjectival phrases (see Sections 8.1.3 through 8.1.9), the

derivation required to function as a modifier within an NP comes about through multiple

pathways.

COS verbs take tense affixes, and can take both perfective and imperfective aspects.

While their modifying position in an NP is like the descriptive verb, derivation is possible

only through the nominalizing suffixes -p, -m, and -w (in contrast with the multiple path-

ways of derivation of descriptive verbs). However, COS verbs share with descriptive verbs

the characteristic that neither can function in a relative clause. Finally, the agentive verb

can be distinguished from descriptive verbs and COS verbs on the basis of the modifying
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construction and its position relative to the head noun; its position is pre-head and requires

a relative clause marker.1

Table 91. Distinction in verb classes vis a vis adjectival phrases

Perfective Imperfective Modifying position
Descriptive verbs cannot take unbound (stative) post head

perfective can not take non-progressive multiple paths
of derivation

Change-of-state perfective ok imperfective ok post head
requires nmlz

Other verbs perfective ok imperfective ok pre head
relative clause

8.1.2 Descriptive nouns

There is a small set of nouns in Dzongkha that take on a modifying function within

a noun phrase through derivation. I will refer to them as descriptive nouns to mirror the

terminological convention of descriptive verbs. Unlike descriptive verbs, however, there

is no reduced morphosyntactic behavior which distinguishes them from other nouns. The

distinction would appear to be semantic. As such, the nouns from which adjectivals are

derived are not regarded as a separate sub-class of noun.

The set of descriptive nouns come from such abstract concepts as 'flatness', 'height',

and 'weight', and in a few instances, nouns whose shape or texture become the property

being stated, i.e., 'egg' for 'round' or 'water' for 'watery'. Like descriptive verbs, these nouns

take on a modifying function within a noun phrase through derivation. In example (120a),
1 It should be noted that not all COS verbs are intransitive or non-volitional. Transitive volitional verbs

like kö 'boil' are also COS verbs, and they may appear pre-head in a relative clause construction and post-head
in a reduplicated nominalized construction (like rü 'rot'). In this sense, then, transitive volitional COS verbs
are an exception, appearing in both pre- and post-nominal positions, but since the discussion here is about
intransitive adjective-like verbs, the full distinctions are not discussed here.
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the noun ji 'weight' is the head of the NP 'the weight of the stone'; in clause (120b), ji is

a noun that predicates an attributive clause (it doe not have equative meaning). In clause

(120c), ji is juxtaposed to an expressive forming an adjectival phrase, and the adjectival

phrase is the predicate of the attributive clause. One possibility is to consider that ji has two

homophonous forms: one which means 'weight' and one which means 'heavy'. However,

it is clear that ji does not share in any of the characteristics of a descriptive verb meaning

'heavy', as demonstrated in the ungrammaticality of clause (120d) (see Section 8.1.1 for

descriptive verbs). The form ji is a noun.

(120) a. do
stone

di=gi
dem=gen

ji
weight

bom
big

dû
exist:endo

'The weight of the stone is heavy.'

  [E00-1]

b. do
stone

di
dem

ji
heavy

dû
exist:endo

'The stone has weight / The stone is weighty.'

c. do
stone

di
dem

ji
heavy

takta
expr

dû
exist:endo

'The stone is heavy.'

d. *do di ji e

Descriptive nouns, like descriptive verbs, that are followed by an expressive may

function in a modifying role within an NP. The noun + descriptive noun-expressive juxta-

position is similar to a noun + expressive sequence. In the first two rows given in Table 92,

two noun + expressive sequences are illustrated. The first column gives the expressive, the

second column gives the juxtaposed sequence, the third column the meaning of the noun,

and the fourth column gives the overall meaning of the juxtaposition. In the two top rows,

the juxtapositions result structurally in noun phrases, i.e., a noun + a modifier; the meaning

is not different than the sum of the parts. In the bottom rows, however, the meaning of the

noun of the phrase changes from the literal meaning to a modifying meaning. Moreover,
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the juxtaposition no longer results in a noun + expressive sequence, but a new adjectival

structure which in turn can modify a noun.

Table 92. Nouns with juxtaposed expressives

rakro lam rakro lam 'road' 'rough road'
cala rakro cala 'stuff' 'junky stuff'

takta lep takta lep 'flatness' 'flat (plank)'
thethe câ thethe câ 'appearance' 'brownish, faded'
riri gongdo riri gongdo 'egg' 'round (like ball)'
khokkho ruto khokkho ruto 'bone' 'bony (full of bones)'
khokkho chu khokkho chu 'water' 'watery'

Thus, the juxtaposition of gongdo and riri no longer has a noun phrase structure

with a resultant meaning 'round egg', but an adjectival meaning which is 'egg-like round'

or 'ball-like', as in example (121a). Similarly, the juxtaposition of chu and khokkho in

example (121b) functions as a single syntactic unit which modifies the head noun mikto,

with a resultant meaning of 'blurry eyed'.

(121) a. guto
head

gongdo
egg

riri
expr

'round egg-shaped head'

b. mikto
eye

chu
water

khokkho
expr

'blurry eyed'

Many bodily attributes are also coded as noun expressive combinations where a

salient property of the noun is in focus. Some bodily attributes that are derived with ex-

pressives are given in (122). Like the examples above, these noun-expressive juxtaposi-

tions become adjectival units which may then modify a noun, i.e., dong pu sokso [lit. face

body.hair expr:soso] 'hairy face'.
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(122) a. pu sokso [lit. body.hair expr:soso] 'hairy (faced)'
b. pu zingzing [lit. body.hair expr:zingzing] 'hairy (bodied)'
c. ca tharthor [lit. head.hair expr:tharthor] 'thin / sparse haired'
d. ke z'arzir [lit. voice expr:zarzir] 'hoarse (voice)'
e. ke sarsor [lit. voice expr:sarsor] 'husky (voice)'

Some color terms share semantic characteristics with descriptive nouns; the thing

itself denotes the property of the color. Examples are thelkha 'lit. ash + kha, ashen' and

sêdo 'lit. gold + do, golden'.

8.1.3 Adjectivals derived with nominal morphology

A sub-class of descriptive verbs may be derived through nominalization using one

of the nominalizing suffixes -p, -w, and -m. While in central dialects of Tibetan, these nom-

inal suffixes are lexically frozen and function morphosyntactically as adjectives (DeLancey

2003b) (much like the one lexically frozen exception sâp 'new' described in Section 8.1.9),

this set of descriptive verbs in Dzongkha does not require nominalization for use as a word

in a clause. In example (123), I list some of the set of descriptive verbs which take nominal

morphology. It is important to note that most descriptive verbs can not be derived in this

way; this set of words is limited to some basic color terms, a few terms of dimension, and

a few other words.

(123) a. ring-m 'long'
b. thrang-m 'straight'
c. sê-p 'yellow'
d. kâ-p 'white'
e. mâ-p 'red'
f. 'nyi-p 'old (stuff)'
g. lha-p 'more'

In addition to unique nominalizing behavior, another distinguishing characteristic

of this set of descriptive verbs is that they cannot be reduplicated, or take juxtaposed expres-
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sives. The root thrang 'straight', however, is an exception in that it may take an expressive,

i.e., thrang tangta 'straight'.

8.1.4 Adjectivals derived from various morphological sources

In addition to nominal morphology, a small set of descriptive verbs can be derived

with the morphan ku. I am aware of only three such descriptive verbs, given in (124).

The form ku also appears in lexically frozen form with a few nouns, as in bongku 'colt

(of a donkey)'. It is tempting to view ku as a morphophonemic variant of the diminutive

morpheme cu, with the form ku simply a function of assimilation to the preceding velar

coda. While in nouns this is a possible explanation, it is not possible for ringku 'long' on

the basis of its meaning, i.e., *dim long is a semantic contradiction.

(124) a. thungku 'short'
b. ringku 'long'
c. chungku 'small'

Another restricted set of descriptive verbs are those to which the root cu can be

derived through compounding. This root has a diminutive meaning, and is normally com-

pounded with nouns, but appears to be possible with a small set of descriptive verbs from

color terms, as in (125). When compounded with cu, the derived word becomes a noun

which has 'white' or 'black' as a salient property: kâcu and nakcu are often names given to

pets and even to children.

(125) a. kâcu [lit white + cu] 'little white-y'
b. nakcu [lit black + cu] 'little black-y'

The suffix -tra, which has a superlative meaning (with a negative connotation), may

combine with a fairly large set of descriptive verbs, a partial list of which is given in (126).

These descriptive verbs come from the semantic domains of quantity, dimension, physical
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characteristics, and speed. The suffix -tra cannot combine with roots that come from the

semantic domains of color and value. Several physical description verbs take on extended

meanings as behavioral characteristics, i.e., che-tra literally means 'too big', but also means

'promiscuous', or jô-tra 'too fast' takes on the behavioral meaning of 'hasty'.

(126) a. jik-tra 'too heavy'
b. mang-tra 'too much'
c. nyung-tra 'too few'
d. tup-tra 'too thick'
e. kön-tra 'very rare'
f. bom-tra 'too big'
g. chung-tra 'too small'
h. thung-tra 'too short'
i. kha-tra 'too bitter'
j. ngar-tra 'too sweet'
k. jô-tra 'too fast (hasty)'
l. kam-tra 'too dry'
m. che-tra 'too big (promiscuous)'

Thus, descriptive verbs can be morphologically derived in a number of different

ways. As demonstrated, the descriptive verb root ring 'long' can can be compounded with

ku, and function in an attributive clause, as in (127a); it can be derived with nominal mor-

phology, and also function in an attributive clause, as in (127b); or occur as the head of an

intransitive verb phrase where it predicates the clause, as in (127c). Aside from the differ-

ences in the discourse-pragmatics of each sentence and the resultant differences in syntactic

construction, the verb ring makes a statement of property about the subject noun. Note that

while ring can be derived through compounding with ku or the nominalizing suffix -m, it

cannot be derived with the juxtaposition of an expressive (127d).

(127) a. phâ=gi
over.there=gen

kau
pillar

di
dem

ringku
long

dû
exist:endo

'The pillar is long / tall.'
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b. d'aci
just.now

ta-mi
look-nmlz

kau
pillar

di
dem

ring-m
long-nmlz

dû
exist:endo

'The pillar I/we just looked at is long / tall.'

c. kau
pillar

di
dem

ring
long

be
mir

'The pillar is long / tall.'

d. *ring-tongto *ring-sisi

On the other hand, some descriptive verb roots can only be derived through the

juxtaposition of expressives, and are not free to combine with other derivational suffixes,

although various verbal inflectional morphology can be affixed to the root. This is illus-

trated in example (128) with the descriptive verb kam 'dry'. In (128a), kam is marked with

the mirative me; in (128b), kam appears in an attributive clause; in (128c), kam is derived

as an adjectival with the expressive trongtro. The descriptive verb kammay not be derived

with the derivational morphology looked at above for a small set of descriptive verb roots

(128d).

(128) a. kam me 'It's dry.'
b. kam dû 'It's dry.'
c. kam trongtro dû 'It's hard and dry.'
d. *kam-ku, *kam-cu, *kam-p

The differences in derivational behavior between ring and kam, then, suggests two

classes of descriptive verbs: one class which may take nominal morphology, and one class

to which an expressive may be juxtaposed. A few descriptive verbs seem to fit in both

classes, i.e., thrang-m 'straight' and thrang tangta 'straight'. Most verbs belong to one class

or the other. In the following Section (8.1.5), I turn to a discussion of adjectivals derived

through the juxtaposition of expressives.

I am aware of one descriptive verb, bom 'big', which, interestingly, cannot overtly be

derived. It is illustrated in example (129) where it predicates an intransitive clause (129a),
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functions in an attributive clause (129b), and takes on a modifying function in an NP (129c)

with no overt derivation. With the descriptive verb bom, any of the adjectival morphosyntax

is ungrammatical. All other descriptive verbs require some kind of derivational morphosyn-

tax to take on a modificational role in an NP.

(129) a. chim di bom be [lit. house this bigs] 'The house is big.'
b. chim di bom dû [lit. house this big is] 'The house is big.'
c. chim bom *-ku/*-tongto/*-kaka 'A big house'

(or any other expressive)

8.1.5 Descriptive verbs and expressives

While descriptive verbs may predicate an intransitive clause, they require deriva-

tion to function as an adjectival in an NP, as illustrated in a number of examples above.

A frequent strategy in deriving adjectivals is the juxtaposition of a descriptive verb and an

expressive. I have identified a set of about twenty-five expressives that collocate with de-

scriptive verbs that take on adjectival function in an NP or in an attributive clause. (The

remaining one-hundred plus expressives have an adverbial role.) A set of about fifteen

expressives and their collocates are given in Table 93 below.

The set of expressives which can be affixed to one particular descriptive verb is

usually quite restricted--often a descriptive verb can take only one expressive, as given in

(130). The descriptive verb zh'im 'tasty' may only take one expressive (130a); it may not

take any of the others (130b).

(130) a. zh'im tongto [lit. good.taste expr] 'tasty'
b. zh'im *cucu/*sisi/*takta (or any other expressive)

Some descriptive verbs, on the other hand, can combine with a number of different

expressives, as given in (131). Note that the meaning of the descriptive verb jam 'easy' is
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somewhat different than two of its adjectival forms ([131b] and [131c]), and the adjectival

form has a unique collocation with a particular nominal item, i.e, the juxtaposition with

tongto, cucu, and sisi, results in an adjectival with a different meaning, although the verbal

stem remains the same. In addition, some expressives may combine with a number of

different descriptive verbs, i.e., tongto in zhim tongto in (130a), and jam tongto in (131a).

(131) a. jam tongto 'easy (activity)'
b. jam cucu 'smooth (stuff)'
c. jam sisi 'smooth (cloth)'

Expressives in Table 93 are ordered from top to bottom according to the number

of descriptive verbs to which they are juxtaposed. The expressive tokto juxtaposes to well

over 100 descriptive verbs of which five examples are given. The expressive sisi juxtaposes

with dozens of descriptive verbs, but in addition is found in on-the-fly constructions with

verb phrases of any verb-type. These on-the-fly constructions will be described in further

detail in Section 8.1.7. The remaining expressives illustrate the only examples of which I

am aware: riri combines with five descriptive verbs, chichi with three, and so on and so

forth, until the expressives which combine with only one descriptive verb are listed. The

first column gives the expressive, the second column gives the juxtaposed sequence, the

third column the meaning of the descriptive verb, and the fourth column (rightmost column)

gives the overall meaning of the phrase.

Table 93. Collocations of expressives with descriptive verbs

Expressive Verb + expressive Verb Gloss
tokto de tokto de 'well' 'well'
(over 100 collocates) khe tokto khe 'cheap' 'cheap'

sê tokto sê 'clear' 'clear'
lhö tokto lhö 'loose' 'loose'

sisi jam sisi jam 'easy' 'smooth (cloth)'
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Expressive Verb + expressive Verb Gloss
(dozens of collocates) dr'o sisi dr'o 'fear' 'frightening'
(many on-the-fly co sisi co 'poor' 'pitiable'
constructions) khö sisi khö 'chill' 'chilled (water)'

riri2 ja riri ja 'attractive' 'pretty (person)'
thek riri thek '??' 'flat / round (like CD)'
bo riri bo 'swell' 'swollen and round'
jato riri jato 'fat' 'fat and round'

chichi bja chichi bja '??' 'beautiful'
bö chichi bö 'much' 'abundant'
lhö chichi lhö 'loose' 'loose'

tongto zh'im tongto zh'im 'tasty' 'tasty'
heng tongto heng 'melodious' 'melodious'
sî tongto sî 'cool' 'cool'
jam tongto jam 'easy' 'easy'

thröthrö sap thröthrö sap '??' 'thin (plank)'
d'ang thröthrö d'ang '' 'clear'
yang thröthrö yang '' 'light (not heavy)'

kaka dam kaka dam 'tighten' 'tight'
bo kaka bo 'swell' 'swollen

(like pregnant woman)'
hing sa kaka hing sa 'heart ??' 'cute'

tangta thrang tangta thrang 'straight' 'straight'
'nyom tangta 'nyom 'even' 'even'

pakpa tu pakpa tu 'thick' 'thick (porridge)'
ka pakpa ka '??' 'viscous'

thangta sap thangtha sap '??' 'thin'
tsha thangtha tsha '??' 'capable'

chingchi tu chingchi tu 'thick' 'thick (plank)'
sasa tu sasa tu 'thick' 'thick (plank)'

2 The etymology of riri in ja riri is likely different than that of the other riri adjectivals in this block of
the table. The etymology here is likely from <ris> 'figure, design' Chandra Das (1983:1185). The etymology
of riri in the remaining adjectivals, at least as spelled in Dzongkha, is <ril> 'round' Chandra Das (1983:1185).
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Expressive Verb + expressive Verb Gloss
shosho sap shosho sap '??' 'thin, flimsy'
troktro kam troktro kam 'dry' 'dry and hard'
kiki dam kiki dam 'tighten' 'tight'
saca sâp saca sâp 'new' 'nice and new'

While the adjectival meaning is clear in each of the items in Table 93, the descrip-

tive verb root meaning is not clear for several forms. These are glossed with question

marks in column three. These are examples of the verb root whose meaning is synchroni-

cally unavailable, but which is apparent in adjectival form in combination with one of the

expressives; these are examples of lexically frozen adjectival constructions and is discussed

in Section 8.1.9.

8.1.6 Reduplicated descriptive verb

While some adjectivals are derived through the juxtaposition of an expressive, some

descriptive verbs are themselves reduplicated. This is illustrated in example (132), where

the descriptive verb dam 'strict / tight' can be reduplicated to form an adjectival or adver-

bial. As with other descriptive verbs, dam can take the mirative particle (132b), can be

reduplicated the form of which functions as an adjectival (132c) or adverbial (132d). As a

descriptive verb stem it may take a number of expressives (132e).

(132) a. dam 'strict (law)'
b. dam me 'It's strict.'
c. thrim damdam 'a strict law'
d. damdam be she [lit. expr adv hold] 'grip tightly'
e. dam kaka/kiki/takta 'tight (clothes)'
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8.1.7 Verb phrase and sisi

The expressive sisi has a much broader collocational range than other expressives:

sisi may be added to the end of a verb phrase or clause, however long or syntactically

complicated, to derive a modifying attributive meaning. Examples are given in (133):

(133) a. tem
movie

ta
watch

go
deon

no
think

sisi
expr

'the kind of movie that you'd really like to watch'

  [E00-1]

b. to
food

za
eat
go
deon

no
think

sisi
expr

'the kind of meal you'd really like to eat'

  [E00-1]

c. mi
person

tship
anger

za
eat
sisi
expr

'a hot-tempered person'

  [E17-1]

d. gadebena
however

ong
come

ma
neg

tup
mod:ok

sisi
expr

be
adv

'However I tried, not the kind of thing that was gonna work'

  [C16-7]

In clause (133a) and (133b), sisi is added to a common construction: V + go 'deon'

+ no 'think'. The construction is used to convey intent or desire to do something, i.e., z'a

'eat' + go no, expresses an interest to eat something (delicious). The addition of sisi to this

particular construction derives an adjectival phrase from the verb phrase. The verb phrase

with sisi modifies the noun, such that the head noun becomes 'the X, you'd really like to Z',

i.e., 'the-kind-of-movie-you'd-really-like-to-watch' or 'the-kind-of-meal-you'd-really-like-

to-eat'. As such, it describes a property of the head noun by way of the construction of the

verb phrase. In addition to the go no construction, the expressive sisi may be juxtaposed to

just about any verb phrase to create an attributive, modifying meaning. With the addition

of sisi in clause (133c), the verb phrase tship za 'get angry' becomes an adjectival phrase,

and states the property of the head noun, mi 'person'. In clause (133d), the whole clause,

'However, I tried it didn't work' is adjusted to mean something like, 'the kind of thing that
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just wasn't going to work.' The phrase with sisi in clause (133d) is headless: there is no

overt head which it modifies.

8.1.8 Adjectivals derived through compounding

In addition to descriptive verbs and nouns as lexical class sources of property con-

cepts, monosyllabic nouns and verbs compound with other roots to form words which

function as modifiers. Compound adjectivals belong to a heterogenous set of of seman-

tic types; phonologically they are bisyllabic in form with a few exceptions. Examples of

compound adjectivals include the words lakha 'difficult', leshom 'good', compounded color

terms, compounded words of quantification, and others.

Example (134) illustrates a compound adjectival that is formed with a noun. The

first syllable of the compound la in example (134) is likely the root for 'work'; the obvious

root for kha is 'mouth', although it is not clear how this fits with the meaning 'difficult'.

Compound adjectives appear in attributive clauses as statements of property (134a), and

as modifiers within an NP as specifications of the referent (134b). They cannot predicate

a clause (134c), cannot be reduplicated (134d), or be juxtaposed to any of the expressives

(134e), as is true for descriptive verbs and nouns.

(134) a. thop-ni lakha yö [lit. get-inf difficult exist]
'It's difficult to get.'

b. d'öndâ lakha [lit. meaning difficult]
'difficult-to-understand meaning'

c. *lakha-we 'It's difficult'
d. *lalakha / *lakhakha no meaning
e. *lakha sisi / tongto / cucu no meaning

Example (135) illustrates a compound adjectival that is formed with a verb. The

root gen 'old' is a descriptive verb, as evidenced in its ability to take the mirative particle,

given in (135a). The root gen may be compounded with another descriptive verb gê 'old',
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as in (135b), and in so doing derives an adjectival. The derived compound cannot take the

mirative suffix (135c); as a compound it functions as the specifier of the referent within an

NP (135d).

(135) a. mi gen be [lit. man old mir] 'the man is old'
b. gen + gê = gengê [lit. old + old] 'old (in age)'
c. *ap gengê be 'the old man'
d. ap gengê shi-song-nu [lit. man old died] 'the old man died'

Another example of a compound adjectival derived from a descriptive verb is illus-

trated in (136): the descriptive verb stem le 'good' (136a) is conjoined with the morphan

shom (the meaning of which I am unaware), and as a derived adjectival compound is an

all-purpose (and frequent) word for 'good' (136b). The derived adjectival cannot predicate

a clause (136c), but functions as a modifier within an NP (136d).

(136) a. le-ra le be [lit. good-emph good mir] 'It's really good.'
b. leshom [lit. good + ??] 'good'
c. *leshom-ra leshom be
d. la leshom 'good work'

8.1.9 Lexically frozen nominalized verbs

As was explained in Section 8.1.5, one source of adjectival is the monosyllabic de-

scriptive verb followed by an expressive. While in most cases this derivational process is

productive, in a few cases the mono-morphemic root to which the expressive has been juxta-

posed has no separate meaning on its own (in the current synchronic form of the language).

The synchronic meaning of the monosyllabic root of such lexically frozen constructions has

a different meaning from the historically derived lexically frozen form. In example (137),

the root sap can be combined with a number of expressives. In the synchronic grammar, the

monosyllabic monomorphemic stem sap only has the meaning 'bridle' (137a). The form is

not a descriptive verb (137b). In the first group of 'thin' meanings ([137c] through [137e]),
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the juxtaposition of an expressive derives a meaning by which the dimension of an object is

stated, although the expressive shosho gives a different collocation than the other two ex-

pressives. In the second group, the expressives derive a meaning that describes the human

propensity of 'gentleness'. Historically, sap is related to the Tibetan form <srab.pa> which is

an adjective meaning 'narrow, slight' (Chandra Das 1983:1287). Jäschke (1965) also gives

the meaning 'thickness'. The forms sap thrö thrö, sap thang tha, etc., then, are lexically

frozen forms of an early monomorphemic root whose form and meaning in Dzongkha is

only preserved in this adjective phrase. In this instance, the adjectival reading cannot be

underived back to the synchronic descriptive noun 'thickness'. This kind of adjectival is

rare. Most of the time, the appearance of an expressive is an indication of a productive

derivational process, rather than a lexically frozen form.

(137) a. sap 'bridle'
b. *sap pe
c. sap thröthrö 'thin (board, clothes)'
d. sap thangtha 'thin (board, clothes)'
e. sap shosho 'thin (clothes)'
f. sap tokto 'gentle (behavior)'
g. sap cheche 'gentle (behavior)'

Other examples of lexically frozen adjectives include: ka pakpa 'viscous', bj'a

chichi 'beautiful, cute', and tsha thangta 'capable'. Whereas with sap there is a plausible

diachronic source, in these latter three words, I am unable to find a plausible etymologi-

cal pathway shared with Tibetan, although such may exist in the broader Tibeto-Burman

treasury of monosyllabic monomorphemes.

While in Tibetan dialects, many adjectives have a lexically frozen nominal suffix, I

am only aware of one such form in Dzongkha. Normally in Dzongkha, the descriptive verb

root does not require a nominalizing suffix, such that the root may appear in its base form.

The one exception to this is the monosyllabic sâp 'new' which consists of the diachronic root
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<sar> [sâ] and the nominal suffix -p, as exemplified in (138). Contrast this with the derived

descriptive verb 'white' in (116c) in the section on descriptive verbs, which is reproduced

here in (139a). The root kar or kâmay take the nominal suffix -p, and like other descriptive

verbs, may take limited verb morphology, such as in the construction V-ra V e 'It's totally

V / It's really V', as in (139b). Limited descriptive verb morphology is ungrammatical,

however, with sâp ([138b] and [138c]), which is only able to appear in its lexically frozen

monosyllabic form (138a). With the word sâp, the coda -p is unavailable to the synchronic

grammar; the root with nominal suffix has been lexically frozen, and it now functions in

the morphosyntactic system as a lexically frozen adjectival.

(138) a. sâp 'new'
b. *sâp pe 'it's new'
c. *sâ-ra sâ e 'it's totally new.'

(139) a. kâ-p 'white'
b. kar-ra kar e [lit. white-emph white mir] 'It's totally white.'

If there is a lexical class of adjective, this one form would qualify on the basis of

certain synchronic morphosyntax. The diachronic descriptive root sâ cannot predicate a

clause. Only the nominalized form is found in recent usage, and it functions within an NP

as a modifier. However, it can be juxtaposed with an expressive, as in sâp saca 'nice and

new (brand-spanking new)', and it can head an NP, as in (140). While in the free translation

the NP in question is translated as 'the new one', the Dzongkha NP consists only of sâp di

'the new'. As such, the morphosyntactic behavior of sâp indicates it belongs to the word

class noun. Like the descriptive verb bom 'big' which requires no overt morphology to

function as a modifier within an NP (see example [129]), so sâp is a descriptive noun which

functions as a modifier within an NP without overt derivational morphology.
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(140) [sâp
[new

di]
dem]

bjing-ni
give-inf

gaci
what

mi
neg

be
do

'(We'll) give [the new (one)], it won't matter.'

  [C16-10]

Some color terms such as white (139) can be expressed as both an adjectival (derived

with nominal morphology) and as a root which predicates an intransitive clause. However,

a good number of color terms are compound adjectivals: marmuk 'brown', liwang 'orange',

and more (see Table 95 for further examples). Compound color adjectivals may not pred-

icate an intransitive clause; they may only function as a modifier within an NP or in an

attributive clause.

8.2 The semantic content of adjectivals

The words which modify nouns within a noun phrase in Dzongkha exhibit the se-

mantic characteristics of a language with a large adjective class. The words come from

semantic types such as dimension, age, value, color, physical property, human propensity,

and difficulty (Dixon 1977). Illustrative words from each of these semantic types are given

in Tables 94 through 96. Very few of the itemized words in these tables are monosyllabic

or monomorphemic. Even the few monosyllabic words are bi-morphemic, consisting of a

descriptive verb that has been derived by incorporating one of the nominal suffixes, i.e.,

ring-m 'long / tall'; 'nyi-p 'old (object)'; and zhö-m 'young (person)'. The two words that

show no derivational morphology within an NP are highlighted in yellow: these are bom

'big' and sâp 'new'. The word bom 'big' is the only descriptive verb that takes no deriva-

tional morphology to function as a modifier within an NP. The word sâp 'new' is the only

descriptive noun that requries no derivational morphology to function as a modifier within

an NP.
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Table 94. Core semantic types associated with large adjective class.

dimension
bom 'big' chungku 'small'
ringm 'long / tall' thungku 'short'
ja bom 'wide' ja chungku 'narrow (board)'

pcha sisi 'thin (body)'
do khakha 'narrow (land)'

age
'nyip 'old (object)' sâp 'new'
genge 'old (person)' zhöm 'young (person)'
na khup 'mature' na ma khup 'immature'

value
lezhom 'good' zôp 'bad'
khâ che tokto 'important' ma draw 'odd'
ngoma 'real' züma 'fake'
triktri 'ok' drindri 'solid'

In addition to the three core semantic types in Table 94, Dzongkha has a well de-

veloped set of color terms, no doubt, in part, because of an advanced indigenous textile

industry and extensive temple art. In addition to a decent set of basic color terms such as

black, white, red, blue, purple, brown, colors maybe whitened, blackened, reddened, as in

the designation for 'sky blue' which is a compound involving kâr 'white'. Another source of

color terms is the color of the referent itself, much like 'orange' (the color) from 'orange' (the

fruit) in English. Such terms involve compounds with do, the root morpheme for 'color'.

Examples include sê 'gold' and sêdo 'golden'; z'ang 'copper' and z'angdo 'copper color'.
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Table 95. Adjectives in the semantic class color

color
'ngap 'black' kâp 'white'
'mâp 'red' höm 'blue'
sêp 'yellow' jangkhu 'green'
jamu 'purple' liwang 'orange'
thelkha 'ashen' sêdo 'golden'
tsökham 'saffron' shakha 'pink'
'ngokâr 'sky blue' marmuk 'brown'

Adjectivals in Dzongkha can also be found in other semantic types associated with

large adjective classes; some of these are itemized in Table 96. Only two of the words listed

in Table 96 are monosyllabic: cup 'sour' and ngâm 'sweet', both of which are bi-morphemic

with the nominalizing suffix incorporated as the coda of the syllable. The English glosses

may have more than one Dzongkha equivalent, i.e., 'happy' can be expressed as ga tokto

(merry, joyful), ki tongto (peaceful, pleasant), tro tokto (fun, exciting), and more, depend-

ing on the nuance of what 'happy' means.

Table 96. Additional semantic types associated with large adjective class.

physical property
satra 'hard' jam cucu 'soft'
jig takta 'heavy' yang thröthrö 'light'
cup 'sour' ngâm 'sweet'
tsang tokto 'clean' khamlo sisi 'dirty'

human propensity
tsetra 'clever' lap yangtra 'generous'
j'amtse cen 'kind' codrup cen 'capable'
gâ tokto 'happy' (sem) co sisi 'sad'
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difficulty
lakha 'difficult' jam tongto 'easy, simple'
damdam 'strict' lhölhö 'loose'
gu thom sisi 'complicated'

It can be seen in Tables 94 through 96 that words that modify nouns within an NP

lack adjective as a lexical class. Modification of a noun within an NP comes about through

derivational morphology on descriptive verbs and nouns (with the exception of bom 'big'

and sâp 'new as discussed), or through the juxtaposition of an expressive to a descriptive

verb or noun.

8.3 Expressives

Expressives are modifiers of both nouns and verbs in Dzongkha; when modifying

a noun they take on an adjectival function and when modifying a verb their function may

be adjectival or adverbial. Their adjectival function with a verb occurs when following a

descriptive verb in a modifying role in an NP or when the adverbial phrase actually predi-

cates a property of the subject noun. Phonologically, expressives are composed of rhyming

couplets, or reduplicative structures, usually with two syllables. A small set of expressives

are composed of four syllables. In example (141), the expressive tshoptsho describes the

manner in which the houses across the valley are situated in relation to one another, i.e.,

the houses are bunched-up together. Like many expressives, it is not clear whether the base

syllable (the syllable on which the reduplication is based) tshop is derived from a verbal,

nominal, or onomatopoetic source. I am not aware of the use of tshop as a monosyllabic

morpheme in the synchronic grammar, but the form tsompa 'bunch, bundle' (CD, 1035) has

a likely common diachronic source with Tibetan.

(141) ânâ phâ
there there

chim
house

tshoptsho be
bunched.up adv

dû
exist:endo

gosh
epstm

ama
mom

'Mom, wouldn't you say the houses across the way there are all bunched
up?'

  [C17-2]
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There are about forty expressives in the database of conversational texts and oral

stories, but there are many more examples found through elicitation with native speakers.

In the DDC electronic dictionary, there are several hundred expressives, mostly used in

definitions of words, although some expressives are listed as lexical entries. Native speaker

consultants have heard of most of the several hundred expressives in the DDC electronic

dictionary, but often give different definitions for them. Several expressives that appear in

the conversational database do not appear anywhere in the DDC dictionary.

Some expressives have a wide distribution, such as tokto which is juxtaposed to

over one-hundred different descriptive verbs. Other expressives have a specific noun or

verb with which they are juxtaposed; they modify only one phrasal head and no other. See

Table 93 for an illustration of expressives with a range of collocational distribution.

Unless stated in a specific example, data for this section on expressives come from a

compilation of elicitation and monologic texts over time in the 2000s, and from the research

on recorded conversations and interviews done specifically for this dissertation in 2016 and

2017.

8.3.1 Phonology of expressives

Expressives take the form of rhyming couplets or reduplicative structures, and may

be two or four syllables in length. The phonological form of some four syllable structures

are a predictable phonological variation of a subset of the two syllable structures, and will

be discussed at the end of this section. About half of expressives involve full reduplication

(with some phonetic reduction of the final consonant of the second syllable). The other half

involves partial reduplication; the vowel of the copied syllable is reduced to a, and in cases

where there is umlauting to e. The consonants of the onset and coda are fully copied. In rare

cases, the consonant is changed, as in sâp saca 'nice and new (brand-spanking new)' where

sa is not a full consonantal copy of ca (the base syllable is discussed later in this section).
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The syllable structure of expressives which involve full reduplication may be CV or

CVC with no restrictions on the distribution of consonants and vowels. In example (142),

the first and second syllables are identical to one another in syllable form: C1V2C1V2. Full

reduplication of CV expressives are significantly less in number than CVC expressives in

the data, although this does not appear to be the result of phonological restriction. The

focus of the discussion here is on phonological form; the glosses given in the examples in

this section are approximate since many are semantically bleached, and as such derive their

meaning in combination with the head they modify. Note that the expressives in (142) have

both adverbial and adjectival function.

(142) a. dungê cheche 'great suffering'
b. thap chocho [lit. fight chocho] 'belligerent'
c. gu coco be 'nod one's head'
d. gege zo 'elaborate'
e. keke be zha 'lay horizontally'
f. lhölhö be jo 'amble (go loosely)'
g. bo riri 'chubby'
h. sap shosho 'thin'
i. dr'o sisi 'frightening'
j. ham thethe 'appalling'

Full reduplication with CVC syllables is given in (143) and (144) which have the

phonological form: C1V2C3C1V2(C3). The second syllable of many of these CVC structures

result in a phonetically reduced second syllable whereby the final coda is not pronounced.

This is particularly true for syllables which involve a velar coda, although the pronunciation

of the final coda is somewhat dependent on factors such as formality and speed of speech.

Having said this, there is a much stronger tendency for velar consonants to drop off in

casual speech (144), and other coda consonants less so (143). The expressive simsi which

combines with khu to mean 'quiet' illustrates that the reduction of the final consonant can

also occur with other coda types (144h).
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(143) a. ö chemchem [lit. light chemchem] 'flashy'
b. damdam be she [lit. damdam adv hold] 'grip tightly'
c. thop denden [lit. obtain denden] 'well earned'
d. gorgor [lit. gorgor] 'round'
e. leplep be tô [lit. leplep adv cut] 'to dice, cut flat'
f. tsha raprap mep [lit. ?? raprap without] 'feckless, lazy'
g. thipthip jo [lit. thipthip go] 'become settled, decided'
h. yomyom be [lit. yomyom vblzr] 'to sway'

(144) a. dringdri be zha [lit. dringdri adv put] 'put solidly'
b. tshe khakkha zo [lit. khakkha make] 'annoy'
c. ruto khokko [lit. bone khokkho] 'bony'
d. triktri [lit. triktri] 'ok, good' (functions as adj. and adv.)
e. pu sokso [lit. body.hair sokso] 'hairy'
f. thrang tangta [lit. straight tangta] 'straight'
g. de tokto [lit. well tokto] 'well'
h. khu simsi [lit. ?? simsi] 'quiet'

Partial reduplication occurs only with CVC syllables with examples given in (145)

through (147). Any of the vowels of Dzongkha may appear in the second syllable, but only

a and e may appear in the first syllable. The e vowel appears in first syllable only in those

structures where the second syllable exhibits umlauting as a result of a coronal coda (146).

The a vowel appears in all other first syllables even when the second syllable vowel is e

and is not followed by a coronal coda (147).

(145) a. chapchip 'secretly'
b. chapchop 'hurried'
c. makmo 'glimmering'
d. makmu 'depressed'
e. pchampchim 'odds and ends'
f. raprip 'dimly'
g. raprup 'helpful'
h. sapsop 'thin and flat (like paper)'
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(146) a. hehö 'loose'
b. relrö 'hoarse'

(147) a. rakrek 'scuff'
b. lhaplhep 'thin, supple'
c. laplep 'flat, thin'

On the basis that partially reduplicated syllables have a vowel reduction in the first

syllable, the second syllable is taken to be the base syllable (the syllable which is copied in

the reduplication). Additional evidence comes from the fact that where an expressive can be

shown to be derived from a monosyllabic morpheme, it is the second syllable which matches

with the meaning of a descriptive noun or verb similar in meaning to the expressive (see

Section 8.3.2 for further discussion of the source of expressives).3 Since it is not possible to

determine which is the base syllable of full reduplication for CV syllables, there is no reason

to posit that it is not the second syllable. The rare CV.CV expressive which does not make

an exact copy of the onset consonant provides some help in this regard. In the expressive

saca, it is phonologically more likely that s is a copy of c rather than the other way round,

since a change from c to s involves the common process of lenition. The addition of a

consonant required in the change from s [s] to c [tʃ ], on the other hand, is uncommon and

is unattested elsewhere in Dzongkha.

The pattern with CVC syllables and full reduplication is not as easily explained.

On the basis of the particular C1V2C3C1V2 pattern (see example [144]), one might assume

that it is the first syllable which is copied, since the second syllable is phonetically reduced.

However, it is primarily the velar coda that gets reduced whereas other codas tend to remain.

The presence or absence of these codas is understood to be a manifestation of weakening,

and as such is regarded as a phonetic pattern rather than a templatic one. On this basis and
3 One exception to this pattern is the expressive narnor 'stretched out, hanging out', the base of which is

nar 'to stretch'. Perhaps there are other expressives whose bases are also the first syllable. If such do exist, the
difference is hypothesized to be lexical and arbitrary rather than paradigmatic for a subclass of expressives.
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the general pattern in other expressives, it is assumed that the second syllable as the base

holds for this syllable structure as well.

However, it is possible that there are two different patterns; one which is lexically

frozen with no clear derivable base form and one with a second syllable base. Where the

base syllable is derivable from a descriptive noun or verb in the synchronic grammar or is

traceable to a form extant in Tibetan as a diachronic source, the second syllable is clearly

the base syllable. These syllables tend to keep their phonological shape. In addition, ex-

pressives with an onomatopoetic source tend to keep both first and second syllable codas

(as seen in example (154) in Section 8.3.2 on source of expressives). Where reduction is

evident, it is possible that such forms do so because they are lexically frozen, and are se-

mantically bleached. As such, the base syllable is not recoverable as a derivational source:

the expressive is only available to the grammar as a two syllable word whose syllables are

not recoverable from descriptive nouns and verbs. In this view, then, the examples given

in (144) of phonetic weakening of the velar coda are interpreted as examples of expressives

which are lexically frozen. This gives account of the anomalous reduction of the bilabial

coda in example (144h) and (141).

Two syllable expressives may combine to form rhyming quadruplets involving two

pairs of fully reduplicated syllables, as in (148). Some pairs exhibit phonological reduction

in the second syllable coda. Four syllabled expressives appear to have more defined mean-

ing, and are less dependent for semantic content on the phrasal head which they modify.

(148) a. böbö chopcho 'abundant'
b. cece phangphang 'beloved'
c. keke tangta 'perpendicular'
d. lakla zhuzhu 'grovel-ly'
e. thethe lakla 'destructive'
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Expressives with base syllables that end in sonorant codas may take on optional

four syllable form. Examples are found with codas m, r, and l (but not n or ng). In this

reduplication process, the base syllable is copied (with reduction of vowel to a) and an

epenthetic e is added following the coda. The pattern is schematized in (149), and examples

are given in (150). Thus, for example, the base syllable zor is reduplicated as zar zor (with

reduced vowel in the first syllable), and epenthetic vowel e is added to each syllable to

derive zare zore. (I am unaware of a synchronic meaning for zor.)

(149) a. C1aC3e C1V2C3e < C1V2C3

(150) a. zare zore < zarzor 'mess up'
b. yare yore < yaryor 'sluggish'
c. sarisori < sarsor 'husky (voice)'
d. thare thore < tharthor 'sparse (hair)'
e. zh'ale zh'ole < zh'al zh'ol 'unkempt (clothing)'
f. z'ame z'ime < z'amzim 'mist (manner of rain)'
g. thame thome < thamthom 'confused'

One expressive derives a four syllable expressive with the coda l and the epenthetic

vowel i, as in (151).

(151) a. trali troli < traltrol 'unreliable < unbalanced'

Dzongkha has other types of rhyming quadruplets with modificational function, but

these are distinct from the class of expressives, and will be described in Section 8.4.

8.3.2 Source of expressives

A fairly large set of expressives in Dzongkha are derived through reduplication from

nouns and verbs in the synchronic grammar. The majority of these involve expressives with

partial reduplication (reduced vowel in the first syllable), as in (152). A small set of these
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can be traced diachronically to sources common with Tibetan, i.e., g'akgok 'crawl < Tibetan

<gogpa> 'crawl'. The set of nouns and verbs which are reduplicated to form expressives is

motivated by semantics and not to a particular morphosyntactic or word class subset.

(152) raprup 'assist (manner)' < rup 'do together'
changchung 'stubby (tree)' < chung 'small'
g'akgok 'crawl (manner)' < Tibetan <gog pa> 'crawl'
rakrek 'scuff (manner) < rek '(accidentally) touch'
marmur 'mouth (manner)' < mur 'gnaw'
thakthik 'spotted' < thik 'spot'
thamthom 'confused, shocked' < thom 'be confused'
tshaktshik 'argumentative' < tshik 'word'
yamyom 'waver' < yom 'wave, wobble'
yangyeng 'distracted' < yeng 'be distracted'

In contrast to the expressives in example (152), the majority of expressives take

full reduplication (with no reduction of the vowel in first syllable) and are lexically frozen.

While a few fully reduplicated expressives can be shown to have a base noun or verb in

the synchronic grammar, most are presumably composed of morphemes from an older time

period in the language but which in the synchronic grammar have lost meaning as mono-

syllabic morphemes. It is also possible that some expressives were never derived either di-

achronically or synchronically, and that from the beginning of their use, they were rhyming

couplets with no derivation from other word classes. Onomatopoeic expressives would be

one such example.

The phonological form of the base syllable in lexically frozen expressives may exist

in the spoken language as a monosyllabic morpheme, but the phonological form of the base

syllable is unrelated to the meaning of the independent monosyllabic morpheme. Moreover,

lexically frozen expressives have no independent semantic meaning in and of themselves.

They function to derive an adjectival or adverbial meaning in combination with the descrip-

tive verb to which they are juxtaposed, as in (153). The second syllable is often reduced

phonologically.
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(153) a. dam kaka [lit. tight kaka] 'tight'
b. tu sasa [lit. thick sasa] 'thick'
c. sap shosho [lit. thin4 shosho] 'thin'

The syllables in the lexically frozen expressives given in (153) are not derivable

from any particular monosyllabic morpheme in the language. Similar to this set of expres-

sives is the expressive which has onomatopoeia as a source; no syllable of the expressive

can be derived from an independent monosyllabic morpheme in the language. The base

syllable of the onomatopoetic expressive exhibits a correspondence between the sound and

the activity it encodes, and as such is less arbitrary in form than the expressive in (153). The

copied syllable may be either full or partially reduplicated in the way described in Section

8.3.1. Examples are given in (154). Notice that the function of expressives in (153) are

adjectival, whereas those in (154) are adverbial.

(154) a. comcom tang mû [lit. comcom send gnaw] 'crunch-ily munch'
b. khrapkhrop be z'a [lit. khrapkhrop adv eat] 'crunch-ily eat (an apple)'
c. troktrok=ra z'e thung [lit. troktrok=emph extend drink]

'glugging-ly drink (water)'
d. bakbuk tang khö [lit. bakbuk send boil] 'roiling-ly boil'

In (154), the form of the expressive corresponds to a linguistic construal of the phys-

ical sound made during the activity, i.e., the expressive acoustically resembles the noise

made when eating an apple or drinking from the spout of a pitcher of water held a slight

distance away from the mouth. In many expressives, however, the correspondence between

sound and phonological form is only vaguely present. Examples include those in (155).

(155) a. cakcok tang jo [lit. cakcok send go ] 'walk through mud and puddles'
b. hâphop tang z'a [lit. hâphop send eat ] 'eat slurping up food'

4 Not that the gloss of 'thin' for sap is diachronic; sap in the synchronic grammar means 'bridle'.
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The sound meaning correspondence is less immediately obvious in (155) than in

(154), but is nevertheless present. To the extent that the language uses these expressives

to indicate the manner of activity, i.e., walking through mud and puddles and slurping up

food, cakcok and hâp hop, respectively, do become the sounds that one makes when doing

these activities. The expressive and the activity are mutually reinforcing of one another in

a way that is less arbitrary than a typical lexical item and the thing it references in the real

world.

Finally, another source of expressives derives from the persistent characteristic of

Tibeto-Burman languages to expand words within a word-family. In the Sino-Tibetan lin-

guistic tradition, a word family refers to a group of phonologically and etymologically re-

lated words, such as u or o for 'head' in Lahu (what Matisoff [1978] terms an allofam). In

Dzongkha, a small set of expressives exhibit variations that appear to be much like the pro-

nunciation variation of word families found in other languages. One rhyming expressive

is clearly derived from one of the extant verbs in the language, and another semantically

related form will have a similar rhyming couplet, but with different onsets. Examples are

given in (156). In a number of expressive word families, the change in onset consonant

results in a phonetically related sound, i.e., ch < y (palatalization); ph < b and h < lh (de-

voicing).

(156) chamchom 'wobble' yamyom 'waver' < yom 'wave, wobble'
chapchip 'secretly' -- < yip 'hide'
sapsip 'dimly' raprip 'dimly' < rip 'blur, dim'
phakphok 'lumpish' bakbok 'swollen' < bo 'swell'
hehö 'loose' lhölhö 'loose, flappy' < lhö 'loose'

Assuming that the relation of bo 'swell' to bakbok 'swollen' is correct, a coda k has

been added to the syllable structure in the process of deriving the expressive. This may be

related to the adjectival bo kaka 'all swoll (round and swollen to the point of being tight)'.
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The addition of the coda k likely adds an element of onomatopoeia, illustrating the fine line

between arbitrary lexical association and onomatopoeia.

8.3.3 Expressives as adverbs

Section 8.1.5 showed expressives in the function of modifying a noun, and deriving

an adjectival which modifies a noun. This section describes the morphosyntactic structures

associated with expressives in modification of the verb, i.e., as an adverbial.

Most sentences in this section come from field interviews; some sentences are found

in natural conversation. In addition to an interlinear gloss for each sentence, I give two free

translations for some examples: one which is more idiomatic and one which is more literal.

The two free translations illustrate the difficulty of translating Dzongkha into English where

expressives are involved. This can be illustrated in (157), where the adjectival tsha toto

'piping hot' is syntactically coded as an adverbial phrase, i.e., with be. Syntactically, the

adverbial phrase modifies the head verb be 'do'. Semantically, the adjectival tsha toto states

a property of breakfast. Thus, semantically, the clause is best rendered as 'Prepare a hot

breakfast', but syntactically, the phrase is more accurately translated as 'hotly prepare a

breakfast'.

(157) ânâ
there

ngî
1:poss

alu
child

'nyi-p
two-nmlz

di-lu
dem-loc

dromzâ=ci
breakfast.snack=indf

tsha
hot

toto
expr

be
adv

be-ni
do-inf

me
aux:cop:endo

Lit. 'Hotly do a breakfast for my two children there.'
Idiomatic: 'Prepare a hot breakfast for my two children here.'

  [C16-10]

I describe the adverbial structures that take expressives in order of complexity of

structure, beginning with clauses in which the expressive modifies a lexical verb with no
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intervening morphology. In (158), the expressive, raprip, takes no adverbial marker and

modifies the verb so.

(158) nam
sky

raprip
dim

so-p-da,
set-nmlz-when,

nga
1:sg

na=lê phâ
here=abl there

jo-yi
go-pst:ego

Lit. 'When sky set dimly....'
Idiomatic: 'During the dusk sky, I went from here to there.'

  [E17-1]

The onomatopoeic expressive, troktrok=ra, in (159) takes no adverbial marking,

and directly modifies the complex verb phrase z'e thung.

(159) namgê=gi
Namgay=erg

chu
water

troktrok=ra
expr:troktrok=emph

z'e
pour

thung-de
drink-prog:exo

'me
epstm:ass

Lit. 'Namgay drink pours water troktrok-ly (making the sound trok-
trok).'

Idiomatic: 'Namgay is drinking water glugging-ly (pouring it into his
mouth from the spigot of the pitcher).'

  [E17-1]

The next set of examples, (160) through (161), illustrate expressives that are fol-

lowed by the adverbial clause marker be. The expressives in combination with be are the

adverbial phrase. The difference between (158) and (159) without any adverbial morphol-

ogy, and (160) and (161) is idiosyncratic and lexical. The latter two forms cannot occur

without be, whereas with the former two expressives the use of be is optional.

(160) shing
tree

di
dem

lam=khâ
road=loc

keke tangta be
horizontally.layed adv

zhâ-nu
put-pst:exo

Lit. 'The tree was put horizontally straightly on the road.'
Idiomatic: 'The tree is laying horizontal across (perpendicular) the

road.'

  [E17-1]
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(161) apal
apple

di
dem

khrapkhrop
expr:khrapkhrop

be
adv

z'a-de
eat-prog:exo

Lit. '(He/she/it) eats the apple khrapkhrop-ly (making the sound khrap-
khrop).'

Idiomatic: '(He/she/it) is munching on the apple.'

  [E17-1]

Thus far, the examples have illustrated expressives that function as adverbial phrases

that directly modify the verb. In the next set of examples, the expressive is structurally

embedded in an NP, and the NP with the expressive functions as an adverbial phrase. The

noun phrase chim tshoptsho in (162) consists of the noun chim followed by the expressive

tshoptsho. The NP takes the adverbial marker be, serving in an attributive function with

dû.

(162) ânâ phâ
there over.there

chim
house

tshoptsho be
bunched.up adv

dû
exist:endo

gosh
epstm

ama
mom

Lit. '...there are bunched-up house are over.'
Idiomatic: 'Mom, wouldn't you say the houses across the way there are

bunched up?'

  [C17-2]

In (163), the noun phrase, j'idri huhu, is composed of the noun j'idri 'stench' followed

by the expressive huhu, and the NP takes the adverbial be. The phrase functions as an

adverbial, the translation of which is awkwardly rendered as 'stinked-stenchedly'.

(163) ro-i
3:indf-gen

j'idri
stench

huhu
expr:stink

be
adv

ga-i
who-gen

thu-wa
pick.up-sup

jo-wa
go-sup

Lit. 'Who will stinked-stenchedly go pick up?'
Idiomatic: 'Who will go to steal someone else's (blankets) when they
smell like pee?'

  [C17-1]

Example (164) illustrates the adverbial derivation of a descriptive noun. Recall from

Section 8.1.2 that descriptive nouns loose their primary meaning when juxtaposed to an ex-

pressive, and that the descriptive noun-expressive juxtaposition serves as an adjectival in
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modification of a noun. Descriptive noun-expressive adjectivals may also take on an ad-

verbial function with the addition of be. In (164), the descriptive noun adjectival phrase

consists of the noun, ca, followed by the expressive, shasha, and it means 'white'. The

adjectival phrase is followed by the adverbial, be. The adverbial phrase câ shasha bemod-

ifyies the verb b'ap. Syntactically, the Dzongkha structure is best translated as 'the water

whitely falls down'.

(164) aphi
over.there

bj'â
cliff

gu=lê mâ
on=abl down

chu
water

câ
appearance

shasha
expr:white

be
adv

b'ap-de
descend-prog:exo

Lit. 'The water whitely falls down off that cliff over there.'
Idiomatic: 'The water falling down off that cliff over there is all white.'

  [E17-1]

The descriptive noun adjectival phrase ö cemce functions in a similar way in (165).

The adjectival phrase takes be, and modifies the main verb zhâ.

(165) kho=i
3:sg=gen

numkhor
car

di
dem

ö cemce
light expr:shiny

be
adv

zhâ-nu
put-pst:exo

Lit. 'He shine-ly put his car.'
Idiomatic: 'He made his car shiny.'

  [E17-1]

Thus far, the phrases that contain expressives are separate phrases from the verb,

and they are derived as adverbials with be. However, another equally frequent adverbial

structure is one that incorporates the expressive as part of the verb, much like a light verb

construction. These constructions will first be illustrated first with simple clauses, as in

(166). The expressive z'are z'ore is followed by tang with no intervening morphosyntactic

structures. The verb tang is semantically bleached, and the expressive, z'are z'ore, provides

the semantic content of the verb. The light-verb like construction predicates a property of

the subject NP, bjang di.
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(166) bjang
wall

di
dem

z'are z'ore
rough

tang-m
send-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

Lit. 'The wall sends roughly.'
Idiomatic: 'The wall is rough.'

  [E17-1]

The structure of (167) is similar to (166) with the difference that the incorporated

element is a descriptive noun adjectival, i.e., [[noun-expressive] adjectival]. The verb tang

is semantically bleached, and the adjectival, ö cemce, provides the semantic content of the

verb. The light-verb like construction predicates a property of the subject NP, shê di.

(167) shê
glass

di
dem

ö cemce
light shiny

tang-de
send-prog:exo

Lit. 'The glass sends light brightly / The glass sends bright light.'
Idiomatic: 'The glass is shining / shimmering.'

  [E17-1]

Similarly in (168), the expressive rang rong provides the semantic content of the

light verb construction. Here the verb takes the negative ma-.

(168) rang rong
clutter

ma
neg

tang-sh.
send-imp.

zhip-ti
order-cvb

tsu
put

'Don't clutter up (the place). Put stuff in its proper place.'

  [E17-1]

Expressives may also be incorporated as the semantic component of light verb con-

structions with verbs other than tang. Here in (169), the adjectival tsa shorshor functions

as the semantic component of a light verb construction with be (different than the adverbial

be). The adjectival phrase, tsa shorshor, is derived from the descriptive verb, tsa 'warm'.

The light verb construction predicates a property of the subject NP phow, and in combina-

tion means 'the stomach is / feels all warm inside'.

(169) ja
tea
tshatom
hot

thung-m-da
drink-nmlz-when

phow
stomach

tsa
warm

shorshor
expr:warm

be-w
do-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

Lit. '... the stomach does warmly.'
Idiomatic: 'When one drinks hot tea, it makes the stomach feel all warm

inside.'

  [E17-1]
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The next set of examples illustrates the light verb constructions with expressives

followed by secondary verbs, which in combination form serial verb constructions. The

construction in (170) takes the serial verb zhâ, where it has a perfective function. The

construction in (171) takes the serial verb then, where it functions to do show direction of

motion out of a containing space. Similarly, the construction in (172) takes the serial verb

jo, also showing direction of motion away from a deictic center.

(170) ngaci-i
1:pl=gen

gola
clothes

phangphung
unfolded.messy

tang
send

zhâ-nu
put-pst:exo

Lit. 'Our clothes were put unfolded-ly messily.'
Idiomatic: 'We have left our clothes all over the place, unfolded.'

  [E17-1]

(171) juma
intestines

narnor
stretched.out

tang
send

then-de
come.out-prog:exo

Lit. 'The intestines are coming out stretched-ly.'
Idiomatic: 'The intestines are hanging out all over the place.'

  [E17-1]

(172) chang
beer

thung-te
drink-cvb

chamchom
expr:wobble

tang
send

jo-de
go-prog:exo

'Drinking chang, he's wobbling along.'

  [E17-1]

The next series of examples illustrate light verb constructions where the expressive

modifies the noun that is incorporated as part of the light verb construction. The light

verb construction lâ be in (173) is a common construction that means 'work (v)'. Here, the

incorporated object lâ is modified with the expressive rakro, followed by the indefinite =ci.

The incorporated NP, then, is lâ rakro ci, and it gives the semantic component of the verb

be.

(173) lâ
work

rakro=ci
expr:shoddy=indf

be-da
do-imp

ba
epstm

Lit. 'Do a shoddy work.'
Idiomatic: 'Let's just get it done (even if it's done poorly).'

  [E17-1]
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Example (174) has the same basic light verb lâ be. The first clause is a question,

and lâ and be are separated by the interrogative pronoun g'aci. In the second clause, the

incorporated object is unexpressed, and is modified by the expressive pchamchim takatoka,

followed by the adverb re, and the adverbial be. The light verb be, then, is semantically

specified by the complex adverbial phrase pchamchim takatoka re be.

(174) chö
2:sg

lâ
work

g'aci
what

be-w
do-nmlz

'mo?
q

pchamchim
expr:here.there

takatoka
expr:unimportant

re
only

be
adv

be
do
dö-p
sit-nmlz

ing
aux:cop:ego

'What work do you do?'
'I only do a bit of unimportant (stuff) here and there (nothing full-time
or substantial).'

  [E17-1]

Example (175) illustrates the light verb 'lo 'lap 'to talk'. Here, 'lo is modified by the

expressive zh'ipzhip and be. The NP 'lo zh'ipzhip specifies the manner of speaking.

(175) 'lo
matter

zh'ipzhip
expr:methodically

be 'lap-sh
adv tell-imp

Lit. 'Speak careful matters.'
Idiomatic: 'Tell the whole matter carefully (in order from one thing
to the next).'

  [E17-1]

Example (176) also illustrates the light verb 'lo 'lap 'to talk'. Here, 'lo is modified

by the expressive harhur and be. However, in addition to incorporating the NP 'lo harhur,

the adjectival phrase also takes the light verb tang. The light verb construction functions

to specify the manner of speaking. Thus, the verb 'lap not only incorporates 'lo, but here

incorporates a light verb construction that functions as an adverbial.
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(176) 'lo
matter

harhur
expr:haphazardly

be
adv

tang
send

'lap-Ø
tell-nmlz

me
aux:endo

Lit. '(He/she/it) says haphazard matters.'
Idiomatic: '(He/she/it) told the story all over the place (without any
cohesion or orderliness).'

  [E17-1]

In the weather light verb construction chu cap 'to rain' in (177), chu is modified with

z'amzim, followed by re, and this adverbial phrase chu z'amzim re, is incorporated as the

semantic component of the verb.

(177) chu
water

z'amzim
expr:misting

re
only

cap-de
do-prog:exo

Lit. 'Only misty water does.'
Idiomatic: 'It's just sprinkling a bit (rain).'

  [E17-1]

Thus far, this section has illustrated simple clauses that code adverbial phrases

within the main clause, or simple clauses that code adverbials through incorporation in a

light verb construction. The remaining examples illustrate adverbials which function as full

clauses, and these clauses function to modify the main clause. The verb of the main clause

in (178) is nazu cap, and it is a light verb construction composed of noun nazu and verb

cap. It takes an intervening adverbial shu be=ra. However, the focus here is the adverbial

light verb construction thukthuk tang. It takes the converbal suffix -di, and the converbal

clause functions as an adverbial of the main clause.

(178) thukthuk
expr:pain

tang-di
send-cvb

nazu
pain

shu
strength

be=ra
adv=emph

cap-de
do-prog:exo

Lit. 'Throbbingly, it pains greatly.'
Idiomatic: 'It's a throbbing pain.'

  [E17-1]

In (179), the light verb adverbial construction tsha kepkep tang takes the converbal

-di, and modifies the light verb construction z'u cap of the main clause.

(179) tsha kepkep
expr:biting.pain

tang-di
send-cvb

z'u
pain

cap-do
do-prog:ego

Lit. 'It's pains bitingly (coming and going).'
Idiomatic: 'It's a biting pain (that comes and goes).'

  [E17-1]
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In (180), the light verb adverbial construction lhanglhang tang takes the converbal

-di, and modifies the light verb construction z'u cap of the main clause.

(180) ngi
1:poss

phow
stomach

nang
loc:containment

lhanglhang
expr:a.bit

tang-di
send-cvb

na-w
sick-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

Lit. 'In my stomach, it sicks dully (coming and going).'
Idiomatic: 'My stomach has a dull pain that comes and goes.'

  [E17-1]

In summary, expressives function as adverbs in a number of different constructions.

In the simplest construction, the expressive directly modifies the verb with no intervening

morphology. In a similar construction, the expressive takes the adverbial marker be, and

the adverbial phrase modifies the verb. Expressives may also be incorporated into light

verb constructions, most commonly with the light verb tang. The difference between be

and tang taking expressives is lexical; some expressives may take both, but often just one

or the other.

In simple clauses, light verbs that take incorporated expressives predicate a property

of the subject NP. In more complex structures, the expressive modifies a noun as part of

an NP, and the NP functions as an adverbial of the verb. NPs with expressives can be

incorporated as the object of light verb constructions, and the NP functions as an adverbial.

Finally, light verb constructions with expressives may form converbal clauses, and these

clauses serve as adverbial clauses of the main clause.

8.4 Rhyming Quadruplets

In addition to the four-syllabled rhyming expressive, rhyming quadruplets are also

formed by way of a syncopated mixing formation. The resultant words are not regarded

as expressives, although some mixed couplets have a modificational function. The mixing

of words may also result in the formation of an adjectival noun. However, since the focus
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of this chapter is modification through the word classes of expressive and descriptive verb

and noun, I will limit my discussion of word-mixing to only words with a modificational

function. In the mixing formation, two related roots are separated by a third root, and

that third root, then, is juxtaposed to either the beginning or ending of the resultant tri-

syllabic structure to form a four-syllabic structure. The structure of these quadruplets can

be expressed as: XZ YZ < XY + Z where XY are two related mono-morphemic roots, and

Z is a third mono-morphemic root. The mix can also appear as: ZX ZY. The four syllabled

structure has a syncopated rhythm with the strong syllable occurring on the first and third

syllables.

In example (181), the two related roots form a compound noun, as in drithrim 'disci-

pline'. However, the two related roots need not form a compound word: an antonymic pair

like nam 'sky' and sa 'earth' or a synonymic pair like sa 'earth' and do 'stone' may also form

the basis of the adjectival or adverbial mixing derivation. Thus, in (181), the negative exis-

tential mî "mixes" with the compound drithrim 'discipline' to form the rhyming quadruplet

drime thrime 'wild'. The antonymic roots nam 'sky' and sa 'earth' are also "mixed" with

mî to form the frequently used superlative namesame. The di-syllable word pcheka 'half',

which is only mono-morphemic, is "mixed" with tsho 'cook' with the resultant meaning of

'half-cooked'. Similarly, pcheka combines with the morphan ta with the resultant pcheta

kota 'not very well' or 'half way (done)'.
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(181) dri 'arrange' thrim 'law' drithrim 'discipline' drime thrime 'wild'mî 'exist:neg'

nam 'sky' sa 'earth' antonymic pair name same 'super'mî 'exist:neg'

sa 'earth' do 'stone' synonymic pair sakam dokam 'dried-up'
kam 'dry'

ci 'one' 'nyi 'two' sequence cishu nyishu 'herd'
shu 'later' (as a manner)

pcheka 'half' di-syllabic morpheme pchetso kotsho 'half-cooked'
tsho 'dry'

pcheka 'half' di-syllabic morpheme pcheta kota 'not very well'
ta '??'

Given the fact that many expressives are composed of syllables with no monosyl-

labic meaning, it is not surprisingly, that the meaning of the XY roots are unclear in some

instances. In (182) only the Z root has a clear mono-morphemic root. Thus, the rhyming

quadruplet khari khathu 'frank' has the structure ZX ZY, but only Z is related to the overall

meaning of the quadruplet, i.e., kha 'mouth' related to notions of speech and 'frankness'.

The syllables ri and thu have no independent status of which I am aware.

(182)
ri '??' thu '??' kha 'mouth' khari khathu 'frank'

Another variation of the mixing structure involves a syncopated rhyming couplet

based off the question word ga 'who' and a verb root. The structure of these couplets is:

ga.V gu.V, where V is a verb. Examples are given in (183). These rhyming structures form

adverbial phrases which modify a verb.
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(183) a. gathop guthop [thop 'obtain'] 'haphazardly'
b. galap gulap [lap 'speak'] 'incoherently'
c. gaing guing mep [ing 'cop:ego'] 'in shambles'
d. gano guno mep [no 'think'] 'in shock'

Similar adverbial expressions are formed with the syncopated rhyming couplets yâ

'up' and 'mâ 'down', and phâ 'thither' and tshu 'hither', as in (184).

(184) a. yâjo mâjo [jo 'go'] 'here and there, haphazardly'
b. yâlap mâlap [lap 'speak'] 'incoherently'
c. phâyom tshuyom [yom 'wave'] 'knocked about'
d. phâlok tshulok [lok 'return'] 'back and forth, switchback'

The rhyming quadruplets with mixing structure exhibit morphosyntactic behavior

that is distinct from expressives. In addition to the fact that the derivational pathway of

mixing structures and expressives is distinct, rhyming mixed quadruplets do not combine

with descriptive verbs or nouns or other verb types in the same way as expressives. Never-

theless, I have described the mixed structure here as an example of the Dzongkha penchant

for rhyming structures in modificational function.

8.5 Quantification

Modifying words in the semantic class of quantification come primarily from ad-

jectivals, but in a few instances, also belongs to the descriptive verb word class. The 'all'

words come from the class of compound adjectivals and expressives, as given in (185). The

word gera 'all' has the broadest semantic and collocational range of the 'all' words (185a);

thamce 'all' is common in central Tibetan and Tshangla, but in Dzongkha is used in more

formal registers (185b). It also has a broad semantic range. The word chatsang can also

be translated as 'complete'; it implies that nothing is missing (185c). The word chanyam

has a similar meaning; it implies a complete set (185d). The expressive tsangtsang can

also be understood as 'only'; all one type. The root yong 'all' is here compounded with
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zok 'finish'; the compound means something like 'all of complete entity" (185f). The root

yong frequently appears with gê 'country'; gêyong as a compound means 'national' or 'whole

country'.

(185) a. mi
people

gera=gi
all=erg

she
know

ong
aux:prob

'All people / everyone knows that.'

b. semcen
animal

thamce
all

'all sentient beings'

c. thaptshang=gi
kitchen=gen

cala
stuff

chatsang
all

dû
exist:endo

'The kitchen stuff is all there (nothing is missing)'

d. makmi
soldier

chânyam=gi
all=gen

gopen
officer

'The officer of all the soldiers (the full set of soldiers).'

e. drup
Bhutanese

tsangtsang
all.only

dû
exist:endo

'They are all Bhutanese; only Bhutanese are here.'

f. lü
body

yongzok
whole

sa=khâ
ground=loc

dap-di
hit-cvb

chaktshê-nu
prostrate-pst:exo

'With the whole body falling to the ground, (he) prostrated himself.'

The 'many' words of Dzongkha come primarily from the class of compound adjec-

tivals, with the exception of mang 'many' which is a descriptive verb. The word lesha is

the most generic of the 'many' words (186a); it could stand in for the 'many' words in the

example sentences (186b) and (186c). The wordmangrap implies a group; 'years' are often

quantified with mangrap instead of lesha, apparently as a construal of their belonging to a

single set (186b). The word mang 'a lot' is a descriptive verb which may be derived as an

adjectival with nominal morphology, i.e.,mang-m. In (186c),mang takes both an emphatic

clitic and a conditional construction, demonstrating the hybrid characteristics of descriptive
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verbs. The root mang may also take on meanings of 'additional amount' (more) with the

"additional suffix" -su: mang-su 'more and more'.

(186) a. 'mi
people

lesha
a.lot

'wang=nang
empowerment=loc

ong-nu
come-pst:exo

'Many people came to the empowerment ceremony.'

  [E00-1]

b. nga
1:sg

lo
year

mangrap=ci=gi
many=indf=gen

hema=lê
before-abl

chö
2:sg

dö-sa
stay-nmlz

ong-ni
come-inf

rewa
hope

namesame
super

ke-di
generate-cvb

yö
aux:exist:ego

'I've really been wanting to visit you for many years.'

  [E17-1]

c. mang=ra
many=emph

mang-macin
many-cond

cênga
fifteen

"At the most, fifteen ...."

  [C16-13]

The 'more' words of Dzongkha are descriptive verbs or verbal expressions. The

descriptive verb root lhâ 'more' may be derived as an adjectival through nominalization

with -p; in example (187a) the nominalized form is juxtaposed to the adverbial marker be.

As such, the root lha functions as part of an adverbial phrase in (187a). The juxtaposition

men do (or min do) in (187b) is another 'more than' construction involving the negative

egophoric copula min. It is not clear what etymon do may come from since none of the

other do homonyms fit in this context. Another 'more than' expression involves the verb

tshe 'measure', although here in the context of quantification, it has taken on a secondary

meaning of 'sufficient'. In (187c), the translation which was first suggested to me was, "It's

way more than that." On further examination, "And how is that enough!" is perhaps a better

idiomatic English translation.

(187) a. d'aru
again

de=lê
dem=abl

yâ
also

lhap
more

be
adv

bjin
give

ong
aux:prob

'Even more will be given than that.'

  [E17-1]
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b. lo
year

ci
one

men
cop:ego:neg

dow
more

wai
intj

'Hey (he stayed there) for more than a year.'

  [C17-1]

c. d'eci=gi
that.much=ins

g'ate
where

tshe-ni
measure-inf

sa
quot:endo

'And how is that enough / Its way more than that!"

  [E17-1]

The 'few' words of Dzongkha come from a mix of descriptive verbs and compound

adjectivals: nyung and kön in (188a) and (188b), respectively, are descriptive verbs; dakpa

(commonly dakpa=ci) is a lexically frozen form with the nominalizing suffix -pa; atsi (also

commonly atsi=ci), given its bi-syllabic nature, is not surprisingly a compound adjectival.

The English glosses in the examples make the semantic differences between them fairly

clear.

(188) a. nyung 'few (not many)'
b. kön 'rare'
c. atsitsi 'a little bit'
d. dakpa 'several'

8.6 Adverbs and adverbials

In the previous sections, it was illustrated that adjectivals and adverbs overlap through

a shared juxtaposition with expressives. Many of the illustrated adverbial phrases are quite

specific to Dzongkha; specific manners such as 'walking through mud and puddles'. The

focus of this section, however, is the manner adverb which does not involve the juxtaposi-

tion of an expressive, or which is not itself an expressive. They are more general adverbs,

and as such are considered a distinct lexical class. They come from the broader semantic

types of manner, time, intensity, and a fourth category of epistemic adverbs.
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8.6.1 Adverbs of manner

Here I describe general adverbs of manner. They are illustrated in example (189)

with sentences from natural conversation: joba 'quickly' in (189a); cikha 'together' in (189b);

rup 'together' in (189c); and debera 'just' in (189d). The adverb joba is a lexically frozen

form evidenced by the nominal ba in the second syllable.. While joba appears twice in

example (189a), it is a repetition for emphasis, rather than reduplication as in the case of

an expressive. The clause in example (189b) illustrates an instance of a compound adverb,

meaning 'together'; the clause in (189c) illustrates a verbal expression of 'togethering' such

that rup is a verb (which is also the source of the expressive raprup 'together'). The debera

adverb in clause (189d) is composed of the compound adverb debe 'like.that' which is a

general adverb that means 'in this manner'. With the addition of the emphatic ra, it means

'just like that' or 'just because'. The adverbs of manner illustrated here specifically modify

the verb of the clause.

(189) a. ... joba
quickly

joba
quickly

nga
1:sg

bjo
flee

ong-yi
come-pst:ego

'... I fled coming quickly.'

  [C16-6]

b. 'mi
people

'nâp
ignorant

lesha
many

cikhâ
together

zom-di
gather-cvb

dû
aux:exist:exo

'Many illiterate people have gathered together.'

  [C16-5]

c. wei
intj

chö
2:sg

dang
and

nga
1:sg

to
food

rup-di
together-cvb

ing-na
cop:ego-q

'Hey, are we sharing the food together?'

  [C17-1]
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d. khöm
cool

di
dem

debe=ra
like.that=emph

tsu
put.in

zha zha-p
put put-nmlz

ing-na
aux:cop:ego-q

'Did you just leave the cool one like that? (You did nothing more to it?)'

  [C16-7]

While almost all adverbs in Dzongkha are multisyllabic and multimorphemic (at

least historically), there is one form which is monosyllabic and which is not a verb. This

is the form re one sense of which was described earlier in Section 5.2 as an individuation

strategy in marking nouns. When reduplicated, re means something like 'every', e.g., daw

rere 'every month'; tsha rere 'every time'; chim rere 'each house'. The single syllable form

re, on the other hand, as an adverb means 'only' or 'just'. In example (190), a mother has

written an e-mail about an internship for her son to a possible employer. She does not want

to give too much trouble to the employer, and so emphasizes the possibility of an internship

rather than full employment, i.e., 'only an internship (not an actual job)'.

(190) na=gi
2:sg:hon

sung-do
speak:hon-prog:ego

zumbe=ra
like=emph

dawgem=gi
dawgem=erg

kejur
translation

be-ni-gi
do-inf-gen

internship
internship

re
only

thop-pacin
obtain-cond

gokab
opportunity

bom=ci
big=indf

îmme
cop:exo

z'ê
quot

zh'u-ni
offer-inf

ing
aux:cop:ego

'Like you said, it would be a great opportunity if Dawgem could have
an intership in translation.'

(Just an intership, not employment)

  [L16-1]

In example (191), two speakers are talking about whether a third individual has

studied English or not. Speaker 2 concludes with the juxtaposition atsi re 'just/only a little'.

Speaker 2 means that the third individual has studied a bit of English, but probably not too

much.
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(191) C16-10
a. inglis

English
ta-yi
look-pst:ego

yâ
tag

'(You ask) has he studied English?'

  [S1]

b. she-p
know-nmlz

dre
probably

men-na
aux:neg:cop:ego-q

'Don't you think he knows it?'

  [S2]

c. atsi
little

re
only

ta ta-w
look look-nmlz

ong
aux:prob

'He's probably studied it (just) a little bit.'

  [S2]

8.6.2 Adverbs of time

The semantic scope of adverbs of time is typically the entire event Givón (2001b).

Adverbs of time in Dzongkha are illustrated in example (192). In clause (192a), the adverb

d'atara 'right now' is in clause initial position and modifies the full clause; in addition, the

temporal adverb d'atara is helped by nyo, the modal of 'urgency'. Together the temporal

adverb and modal give a sense of 'right now at any time'. In (192b) drandra 'equally / at

the same time' takes on a temporal sense modifying the verb jo 'go'; the clause can also

be translated as 'go together' depending on whether time or manner is in focus. Note that

drandra is an expressive (reduplicated form).

(192) a. joba
quickly

z'a-wacin
eat-cond

triktri
good

ong
exist:prob

d'atara
immediately

no
cows

yâ
supl:go

nyo
mod:immediate

mai
epstm:warning

'It's best if I eat quickly. The cows may go at any time.'

  [C17-1]
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b. chö
2:sg

da
and
ama
mother

na=lê
here=sg

drandra
equally

jo jo-w
go go-nmlz

mim
tag

'Did you not go with mum from here at the same time?'

  [C16-6]

Adverbs of time can be categorized into those of a "specific time" and "relative time"

(D. Watters 2002:144). In Dzongkha, I illustrate several sets of "specific time" adverbs.

These are the sets related to adverbs in reference to today, parts of a day, years, and now.

This is followed by the set of adverbs which do not relate to one time in particular, but are

relative to now, and describe time more generally.

Example (193) shows the category of days in reference to today:

(193) a. d'are 'today'
b. nangba 'tomorrow'
c. d'are nangba 'these days'
d. khatsa 'yesterday'
e. nyinnup mepar 'day and night, continually'
f. nangse 'day after tomorrow'
g. khanyim 'day before yesterday'

parts of a day are given in (194). Each of these may take the locative enclitic

lu with the exception of shâkâ 'dawn', which is a verb. As a verb, it may be inflected with

the temporal subordinate clause marker nmlz-da, as in shâkâ-w-da ong-nu '(s/he/it) came

when it dawned'.

(194) a. nyingung 'mid-day'
b. nyinpche 'mid-day (half-day)'
c. shâkâ 'dawn'
d. dr'oba 'morning'
e. pchiru kham 'evening'
f. pchiru 'night'
g. pchiru numo 'middle of the night'
h. nupche 'middle of the night'
i. d'ang pchiru 'last night'
j. thrasa dr'oba 'this morning'
k. tama pchiru 'tonight'
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Temporal adverbs relating to years are given in (195):

(195) a. d'ü ci 'this year'
b. nahing 'last year'
c. zhuhing 'year before last'
d. sangphö 'next year'
e. zhiphö 'year after next'

Temporal adverbs relating to now are given in (196):

(196) a. d'ato 'now'
b. shuma 'later'
c. hema 'before'
d. d'are kham cikhâ 'recently'
e. hangsak 'early'
f. joba 'soon'
g. d'atora 'right now'

In contrast to temporal adverbs with reference to a specific time, Dzongkha has a

small set of adverbs which have a relative temporal reference. Examples are given in (197):

(197) a. kapkap 'now and again'
b. threthre 'occasionally'
c. risakap 'occasionally'
d. atara 'always'
e. dethröle 'immediately, urgently'
f. daru 'again'

8.6.3 Adverbs of intensity

Adverbs of intensity are type of adverb that may modify an adjective; they mark

the "extent" of an adjective (Givón 2001b). In Dzongkha, this type of adverb may mod-

ify an adjective as both the predicate of an intransitive clause in which case it is similar

to an adverb of manner (modifies verb). However, adverbs of intensity may also modify
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derived adjectives in modifying position in an attributive clause, as in (198a), and a derived

expressive, as in (198b). Adverbs of intensity can also modify a verb (198c).

(198) a. alutshu=gi
children=gen

thekha
matter

hö-p-da-lu
arrive-nmlz-when-loc

khong
3:pl

namesame
very

lezhim
good

yö
exist:ego

'When it comes to children, they are really good.'

  [C16-10]

b. rul
rule

namesame
very

damdam
expr:strict

ing
cop:ego

'The rules are really strict.'

  [C16-12]

c. namesame
very

nga-i
1:sg-gen

charo=lu
friend=dat

tro
stir
dö
stay

ong
aux:prob

si
quot:ego

'I said they're always really teasing my friend.'

  [C16-6]

Examples of adverbs of intensity are given in (199).

(199) a. namesame 'very'
b. halam 'quite'
c. pitsabe 'exceptional / very'

Adjectives may also be modified with the emphatic ra to give a meaning of intensity,

as in (200). The verb tang is an intransitive light verb, as exemplified in Section 8.3.3 on

adverbial clauses with expressives.

(200) pâ
dat

tshep=ra
hot=emph

tön
take.out

tang-nu
send-pst:exo

'Wow! (the forehead) is really feverish / hot.'

  [C16-10]
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8.6.4 Epistemic adverbs

Epistemic adverbs "denote the speaker's attitude toward the truth, certainty or prob-

ability of the state or event" (Givón 2001b:92-93). In the examples below, I limit myself

to single words which modify the entire clause. The list of single-word epistemics (all of

which are fixed expressions) in (201) is not exhaustive.

(201) a. theribari 'certainly'
b. d'öndara 'truthfully, certainly'
c. mangshora 'mostly'
d. mapelera 'actually'
e. atsicilera 'almost'
f. d'ürang 'nearly'

8.7 Summary

This chapter described the lexical and structural means by which Dzongkha codes

modification of nouns and verbs. While nouns and verbs are modified in different ways,

they share commonality in modification through the function of a separate word class ex-

pressive. The property concepts which describe nouns are found in the class of verbs, nouns,

and expressives; there is no lexical class adjective. This chapter illustrated how descriptive

verbs are intransitive verbs that predicate the property of a noun. This discussion also illus-

trated the morphosyntactic mechanisms by which descriptive verbs and nouns are derived to

function as adjectivals within an NP. This derivation happens through morphology (suffix-

ing), the lexicon (compounding), and syntax (the juxtaposition of expressives). The deriva-

tional processes are suggestive of two distinct sets of descriptive verb: the small closed set

which may take nominal morphology, and an open set for which derivation happens through

juxtaposition of an expressive.

This chapter discussed the reduplicative structure of expressives, and showed that

the base syllable is the second syllable. Variations of this in four syllable combinations were
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also illustrated. In addition to adjectival function, expressives were shown to function as

adverbials in a number of different constructions. They may directly modify the verb, take

derivational morphology (the adverbial be), and be incorporated as part of light verb con-

structions. An NP with an expressive takes on an adverbial function when it is incorporated

as the object of a light verb construction.

Finally, this chapter illustrated general adverbs not formed with expressives. Unlike

expressives which describe Dzongkha language-specific manners such as 'walking through

mud and puddles', these adverbs code such semantic categories as time, intensity, and epis-

temics.



Part IV

Clause Level Grammar



Chapter 9

Simple clauses and transitivity

This next major component of the grammar describes and illustrates the simple

clause in Dzongkha. The simple clause is a "reference point" from which other clause

types may be seen as variations (Givón 2001a:105). Simple clauses have a systematic one-

to-one mapping of semantic roles onto syntactic or grammatical roles. There is a strong

isomorphism, for example, between semantic role agent, and the grammatical role subject,

or the semantic role patient, and the grammatical role object, in a simple transitive clause.

Simple clauses and the overt nominal and verb morphology that emerge as a result

of elicited data and monologic texts are the basis for description in many grammars (Payne

1997, Givón 2001a, Dixon 2010a). While the insights from these frameworks have proven

helpful in describing many languages, the usefulness of the framework is less clear for

conversational texts in Dzongkha. The genre or language usage environment of the text

makes a significant difference in morphosyntactic patterns. As found in numerous studies,

the morphosyntactic behavior of argument structure in interactional text is significantly

different than that found in elicited data and monologic texts. For English, Hopper and

Thompson (2001) found that clauses in conversation are low in transitivity, based on the

scalar measurements of Hopper and Thompson's early work on the Transitivity Hypothesis

(1980). Most clauses were found to have an argument structure with only one participant.

Similarly, Ewing (2014) shows that first and second pronominal referents are primarily

unexpressed in discourse in conversational Javanese. Ewing shows that the better research

question is not why arguments are unexpressed, but why arguments are overtly mentioned.

He quotes a number of other studies in Japanese and Korean for which overt mention of an

argument is regarded as the marked instance of argument structure. In conversational texts

331
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in Dzongkha, also, there are significantly fewer clauses with full argument structure than

clauses with unexpressed arguments.

In this and other chapters that deal with verbs and argument structure, I will rely

on the descriptive frameworks of Functional-Typology and the insights of discourse based

studies of language as it is used in particular textual environments. The two approaches can

give complimentary insights. It will be shown in Chapter 10 on case marking, for example,

that an aspectually-split ergative system is found in elicited examples and the main event

line of a narrative text, but elsewhere in other language usage environments, this is better

described as a discourse-pragmatic based marking system sensitive to thematic role of the

argument and speaker perspective. Thus, rather than describing a single case-marking pat-

tern that is universally true for Dzongkha, the text corpus shows that grammatical relations

are subject to variation dependent on genre, ranging from a split-ergative system in elicited

data to a pragmatically based system in interactional conversational data.

Clauses in conversational usage regularly appear without overt nominal arguments,

as in (202) and (203). Note that clause level arguments are not indexed with verb mor-

phology in Dzongkha, so that without overt nominal expression many clauses are left to

inference. The clause in (202) can have a transitive sense, and consist of an unexpressed

agent and theme, or it can have an intransitive sense, and consist only of an unexpressed

theme. Here, at the start of the food offering sequence, speaker 2 offers food to speaker

1 who responds with (202). After this initial refusal, the interlocutors go back and forth

for several turns with speaker 2 insisting that speaker 1 take the plate of food, until finally

speaker 1 becomes insistent with an imperative form: (you) halve (it). The most probable

inference for the start of this sequence (the one recorded in [202]) is the intransitive one,

i.e., an indirect speech act, saying that the food should get halved, before having to use the

imperative form several conversational turns later.
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(202) pchî
halve

go
deon

'(You) must halve (the food)
'(The food) should get halved'

  [C17-1]

The monovalent serial verb construction in (203) has no overt nominal mention; in

context of the conversation, the unexpressed referent is inanimate 'water.stream'. The verb

cap 'hit' is "normally" a transitive verb, but with incorporated objects can function as an

intransitive. The structure suggests a light verb construction with yüshê 'village wandering'

as a compound, i.e., 'do a village-wandering'.

(203) yüshê
village.wandering

cap
hit

ong-m-da
come-nmlz-adv

yâ
tag

'When, (it) comes wandering through the village, right?'

  [C17-1]

I distinguish between types of simple clauses, then, on the basis of the number of

core arguments in language usage context. Simple clauses in Dzongkha have four cate-

gories. They are clauses which do not have a) any core nominal argument, b) have 1 core

nominal argument, c) have 2 core nominal arguments, and d) have 3 nominal core argu-

ments. These correspond to zero-valent, intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive clauses,

respectively. The definition offered here is based on language usage and not on a fixed

lexical category. Implicit in this definition is the fact that most verbs will have more than

one value for transitivity, and discourse-pragmatics enables the hearer to infer from context

which value is being used. The core argument need not be overtly expressed, as in (202)

and (203) above.

As noted earlier, case marking is sensitive to syntactic role in some language usage

environments, but in most environments, it is sensitive to semantic role. In no environment

is it a consistent indicator of either syntactic role or semantic role. This brief grammatical

relations statement will be explicated in Chapter 10, but for purposes of this discussion on

transitive categories, alludes to the problem in using grammatical relations to determine

transitive categories in Dzongkha. Formally, there is no distinction in terms of transitivity
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between two clauses with a single nominal argument marked with so-called ergative mark-

ing. The clause may be inferred to be an intransitive agentive verb, or a transitive agentive

verb with a missing P argument. Other nominal marking patterns also require inference.

An important factor in defining clauses based on the number of core arguments is

whether or not the verb may incorporate a noun or not. Mithun shows that one type of noun

incorporation is simply the juxtaposition of a noun and verb in an especially "tight" bond.

The two words remain phonologically separate, but the noun looses its syntactic status as

an argument (1984:849). Many verbs in Dzongkha are structurally composed of a noun-

verb juxtaposition, but the noun does not have syntactic status as a core argument. Some

noun incorporations are light-verb constructions, composed of a noun followed by a seman-

tically bleached verb. Some incorporations entail a semantically intact verb (not bleached)

preceded by a noun. In the latter case, the incorporated noun adds semantic specificity.

The incorporated noun interacts with the core arguments in ways which demonstrates the

necessity of an explanation of argument structure based on thematic relations. In terms of

transitivity, the incorporated noun does not add to the valence of the clause. The role of

incorporated nouns and transitivity will be discussed in Section 9.3.1.

The discussion above has focused on the argument structure as the basis for defining

clause types. An additional criterion I will pay attention to is the semantics of the verb itself.

Weather verbs commonly coalesce the event and the semantic participant, for example, such

that clauses with weather verbs have no argument.

This chapter is divided into two major sections. I begin first with a discussion of

predicate nominals, existentials, and related clauses. In the second major section, I illus-

trate clauses with monovalent, intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive lexical verbs. This

will include a discussion about unexpressed arguments and possible semantic and syntactic

interpretations of these clauses. Clauses that take a verb that predicates a property of the

subject argument are discussed in Chapter 8.
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9.1 Copulas and Existentials

A prominent feature of Tibetic languages is the copula and evidential verb systems.

In addition to functions such as equation, attribution, possession, or location, for exam-

ple, the copula and evidential systems code evidential, mirative, and epistemic categories

(DeLancey 1986, Yliniemi 2017, Zeisler 2000).

In van Driem and Tshering (1998) and Hyslop and Tshering (2017), there are two

simple copulas and two simple evidentials (simple is my term to mean not taking tense or

other copulas or existentials as auxiliaries): 'ing vs. 'immä and yö vs dû, respectively. Van

Driem and Tshering (1998) describe the distinction between both sets as one of old knowl-

edge and new knowledge. The old knowledge category expresses assimilated or personal

knowledge, and the new knowledge category expresses newly acquired or objective knowl-

edge (1998:135). Hyslop and Tshering (2017) describe the distinction as one of mirativity

which they define as encoding expectation of knowledge, which as they note is not different

than encoding that knowledge is newly acquired.

In addition to the two copulas and two evidentials, Hyslop and Tshering 2017 also

illustrate a number of additional copulas for a total of eight, as given in Table 97.1 These

are what I am referring to as complex copulas in that they are forms composed of additional

grammaticalized morphemes, including combinations with other copulas. In addition to the

eight in Table 97, they list another additional six copulas that require further study: yöbi, yöp

'ing, yöpme, yöp 'immä, ongmä, 'imdre. They note also that there may be more. Hyslop and

Tshering's analysis is based on treating monomorphemic copula stems and the morphemes

which follow them as single grammaticalized units, although they do not provide evidence

for why they should be treated as single units.

1 The abbreviations Hyslop and Tshering (2017) use are: cop = copula; eq = equative; exis = existential;
ind = indirect; and nmz = nominalizer.
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Table 97. Additional categories found in Dzongkha copulas and
evidentials (adapted from Hyslop and Tshering 2017:364)

Evidential Mirative Speculation
yönime dû (vs yö) yöp ong
cop.exis.ind cop.exis.mir cop.exis.nmz come
ongnime 'immä (vs. 'ing) 'ing mong
cop.eq.ind cop.eq.mir cop.eq.pres

My analysis is somewhat different than either van Driem and Tshering (1998) and

Hyslop and Tshering (2017). Treating the combined forms as lexicalized single units leads

to an analysis with over two dozen copulas and counting. While there is no theoretical limit

on the number of copulas in a language, there are patterned combinations which illustrate

the verbal properties of copulas. The data from the conversational and textual database

suggest a small set of copulas and existentials both of which have verbal behaviors that

may take copulas and existentials as auxiliaries. Rather than treating each of these as single

lexicalized units, I treat them as exhibiting productive paradigmatic behavior.

Thus, for example, the possessive clause in (204) illustrates a comparatively long

string of verbs, particles, and embedding, showing that speakers make use of combinations

to code the intricacies of the pragmatics of a speech act. The basic structure of the clause

takes a dative-marked possessor and the negative egophoric existential, mî . The clause

in its basic meaning is: 'He doesn't have work.' However, the social pragmatics of the

situation require that the speaker is tentative in her assertion. The negative copula is then

inflected with the infinitive, -ni, followed by the auxiliary of probability ong, followed by

the mirative particle be, all of which is embedded in a complement clauses marked with the

general quotative, z'ê, inflected with the exophoric auxiliary, îmme.
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(204) kho=lu
3:sg=dat

lâ
work

mî-ni
exist:ego:neg-inf

ong
aux:prob

be
mir

z'ê
quot

îmme
cop:exo

'It seems he probably wouldn't have any work.'

  [L17-1]

Unlike Hyslop and Tshering (2017) who have interpreted a number of copular se-

quences as single grammatical units, I have interpreted the copula as a verb that may be

inflected with the infinitive, as well as take other copulas which serve as auxiliaries. My

view is that the simple copulas and existentials exhibit a productivity of forms similar to

other lexical verbs, and it is this productivity which accounts for the many "complex" cop-

ulas.

Having said this, some combinations are no doubt further down the road to becoming

fully lexicalized units than others. In the view taken here, this is a natural consequence of

language usage, and the fact that there does not necessarily have to be a clear boundary

between a productive form and fixed linguistic unit. For now, I describe and illustrate the

combinations, as given in Table 98, with the possibility of future research into their status

as fixed lexical units. All the forms found in van Driem and Tshering (1998) and Hyslop

and Tshering (2017) are found here. However, the text corpus show additional patterns

not previously observed, with the result that I have organized the copulas and existentials

somewhat differently. One of the things not previously documented is that some predicate

nominal clauses consist of two juxtaposed nouns, and do not require a copula. These clauses

will be illustrated in Section 9.1.2.

I depart from van Driem and Tshering (1998) and Hyslop and Tshering (2017) in

my treatment of the basic unit copulas. Neither have me as a copula for reasons which are

not clear to me since me is abundantly attested in natural speech with most of the syntactic

functions of ing. They both have immä as the contrastive copula to ing, which in conversa-

tion appears to have a more limited function than me and ing, as I illustrate in the sections

below.
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I use a minimal amount of elicited material since the differences between copulas

is primarily evidential, and the differences are apparent only through pragmatic context

not readily observable from elicited material. Discourse-pragmatic patterns are not easy

to discern in monologic texts, nor in conversation data, but at least there is an observable

context of larger patterns that can, potentially, provide insight.

Clauses which take copular and existential verbs take one core argument, although

infrequently the argument is unexpressed.

Table 98. Copulas and existential verbs in Dzongkha

Copulas Existential
Simple forms

î (ing) ego yö ego
me endo, perception dû endo, exo, visual
îmme general ô (ong) general

exo, information prob

be 'do' vblzr, predicate nominal dö 'sit' loc

Combinations (lexicalized units, inflected forms)

yöbi ego
yöp ing ego.pfv
yöp me endo.pfv
yöp îmme exo.pfv

du 'me surprise

yöni me inference
îm ong probable yöp ong probable

îm dre probable reason yöp dre probable reason

ôm me (ông me) probable inference
ônime (ôngni me)
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9.1.1 Textual function of copulas

This section describes predicate nominal clauses and related constructions. Clauses

of this type take copular verbs, existential verbs, and lexical verbs that have taken on copular

functions. Copular and existential verbs lack the semantic richness of lexical verbs, but

are different than the semantically bleached verbs of light verb constructions (see 7.3 for

discussion of the semantics of light verb constructions). Copular and existential verbs link

a noun phrase to another phrase in the clause through the functions of inclusion, equation,

attribution, location, existence, or possession (Payne 1997:111,12). In addition to these

functions, copular and existential verbs in Dzongkha also have the function of benefaction,

presentation, and cause. Dzongkha also has an interrogative copula. Each of these functions

will be defined and discussed in turn in the sections below. Some of the difference between

copular and existential verbs can be ascribed to distinguishing between groups of these

functions.

As noted by van Driem and Tshering (1998) and Hyslop and Tshering (2017), cop-

ular and existential verbs also encode epistemic, evidential, and mirative categories. These

categories are not coded with separate morphemes but are inherent in the meaning of the

copula or existential itself, i.e., the verb ing has a portmanteau function that is both a copular

verb and a marker of the egophoric evidential perspective. While this is true, the conversa-

tion data here point to the patterned uses of copulas in certain discourse environments that

are not found in others. Language usage suggests that these patterns interact with their func-

tion of marking evidential categories. Thus, for example, rather than finding clear evidential

categories inherent in the verb, e.g., observation by sight vs. already known information,

what is found are distinctions based on where in the conversation the referent is discussed.

This patterned usage can be illustrated in two segments of conversation between four inter-

locutors who have gone for a picnic outside of their village in central Bhutan. While their

conversation is frequently punctuated with the activity around serving and eating food, the
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four interlocutors make comments about the world they observe, and the people and ani-

mals that pass by their field of view. Humans and animals new to the conversation show up

throughout the text, providing interesting data for the linguistic coding of epistemic, evi-

dential, and mirative categories, particularly as they are encoded in copulas and existentials.

The two sequences ([205] and [206]) below illustrate the introduction of two new referents

to the conversation.

In sequence (205), the human referent is never seen and all comments made about

him/her are through inference of a sound heard in the distance. In sequence (206), the hu-

man referent is never physically present, and is only known to one of the interlocutors. The

introduction (or observation) of a new referent in a conversation comes about frequently

through a question with the copula ing, as in (205a) and (206a). Existential verbs com-

monly take a presentative function in discourse in many languages including Dzongkha

(see Section 9.1.7.1), but here we see that the so-called 'old information' copula (what is

here analyzed as egophoric) also has a presentative, or introductory function. In sequence

(206), the interlocutors do not hear the first question, and it is repeated with another question

using the 'old information' (egophoric) copula (206b). Thus, 'old information' copulas, may

be used to bring new and even inferred referents into the discourse even though Dzongkha

has 'new information' and inference copulas.

The response to the question / introduction is often a tentative. In (205b), the re-

sponse is short. It consists of a clause with the 'old information' copula inflected with nom-

inalization, î-m (ing-m), followed by the form ong. The form ong in its primary sense

means 'come', but has been grammaticalized as a copula that has also become part of the

auxiliary system. It encodes both probability and general information. The combined 'old

information' copula and 'probable' auxiliary together code probability or speculation about

the referent of the predicate nominal clause. The clause in (205c) gives further speculation

about the referent: 'if it was a person ...'. The conditional clause is a copular clause formed

with the verb be which is one of the verbs used in light verb constructions.
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(205) C17-1
a. 'mî

person
ing-na
cop:ego-q

nô
cow

ing-na
cop:ego-q

chap chep
chap chep

si
quot:ego

'moi
tag:certain

'Is (it) a person? A cow? (Whatever it is, it) goes "chap chep", doesn't it!'

  [S1]

b. 'mi
person

î-m
cop:ego-nmlz

ong
aux:prob

'It's probably a person.'

  [S2]

c. 'mî
person

be-n-di
vblzr-cond-cvb

ânâ
here

phâ
there

jô-sa
go-comp

thong-m
see-nmlz

ma
aux:endo+part

te
part

'If it was a person, s/he/it would have been seen going along.'

  [S4]

The response to the presentative / introductory function of the 'old information' cop-

ula is longer in sequence (206). It consists of an assertion with the endophoric copula, me,

followed by the evidential particle, ro (206c). The endophoric copula, me, is often used

with inference and lacks complete certainty. This is followed by another question with the

'old information' copula, ing, in (206d). The main topical referent then is unexpressed in

the complement clause in (206e); the complement clause lacks a copula. It consists only of

the noun, jagâ 'Nepali'. The referent is also unexpressed in the next clause, and the clause

is an attributive clause describing the referents physical characteristics. The verb of the

attributive clause is yö, the 'old information' existential, implying that S4 has observed the

referent in the past. The sequence ends with a polite acquiescence from S1 with the copula

îmme.

(206) C17-1
a. lobe

teacher
singê
Singye

khengpa
Khengpa

ing
cop:ego

'mo
tag

'Sir Singye is a Khengpa, right?

  [S4]
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b. khengpa
Khengpa

ing-na
cop:ego-q

di
dem

'Is (he) Khengpa, this one?'

  [S4]

c. mî
exist:ego:neg

kurtöp
Kurtoep

me
cop:endo

ro
evid:3

'No. (He) is Kurtoep, (they say).'

  [S2]

d. kurtöp
Kurtoep

ing-na
cop:ego-q

'Is he Kurtoep?'

  [S4]

e. nga
1:sg

jagâ
Nepali

dre
likely

no-yi
think-pst:ego

te
part

'I thought (he was) probably Nepali.'

  [S1]

f. zo
appearance

ta-w-da
look-nmlz-adv

nepali=gi
Nepali=gen

luks
looks

yö
exist:ego

'mo
tag

'Looking at (his appearance), he has the looks of a Nepali.'

  [S4]

g. îmme
cop:exo
'So, it seems.'

  [S1]

In van Driem and Tshering (1998) and Hyslop and Tshering (2017), îmme is a 'new

information' equative copula in opposition with ing, the 'old information' equative copula.

In my conversation database, however, ing and me function as the two primary equative

copulas, and îmme is found primarily in clauses of agreement. The copula îmme is rarely

found in predicate nominal constructions. My database is a minuscule sample of the sum

total of language usage of Dzongkha, but it demonstrates that there are more factors at work

than source of information formulated in canonical categories of evidentiality. The distri-

bution of copulas suggest an interaction of discourse patterns and speaker representations

about their perception of the state of affairs.

Evidentiality is defined as information source (Aikhenvald 2004, Aikhenvald and

Dixon 2016). The Tibetic languages require further refinement of this, making a distinc-

tion between source and speaker perspective of the event. Tournadre and LaPolla define it
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as "the representation of source and access to information according to the speaker's per-

spective and strategy" (2014:241). That is, Tournadre and LaPolla show the necessity of

distinguishing between verbal source of information and the speaker representation of how

that information is accessed. My dissertation will use this two featured definition of evi-

dentiality, i.e., "source" and "access," the specifics of which will become more clear in this

chapter and the chapter on tense, aspect, modality, and evidentiality.

Dzongkha makes a three way distinction in "access" or speaker perspective in the

simple copular and existential verbs. These are egophoric, endophoric, and exophoric per-

spectives. The evidential source in these verbs is always first person. Egophoric marking

codes an event closely associated with the speaker. The close association may come about

through several different mediums of interaction: through direct sensory mediation, through

volition and agency in the event, through empathy or shared experience with the hearer, or

through ingrained knowledge about the event. All of these do not have to be present at the

same time as a requirement of egophoric marking, but often several are present simultane-

ously.

The endophoric perspective was partially demonstrated in 7.2 to distinguish between

the three basic verb types, as it was manifest in the distribution of the auxiliary me. It

codes first person perspective with stative events which focus on location, i.e., events that

code internal states that are observable only to the speaker. It can also code speaker self-

awareness of an event or state of affairs. It codes non-first person with agentive verbs as

observations of inference or 'after the fact' kind of observations. The exophoric perspective

codes speaker distance from the event. It can code such things as 'new' information, surprise,

or the absence of certainty.

The simple copular verbs code all three of the possible speaker perspectives in

Dzongkha. The endophoric and exophoric categories are collapsed, however, in the ex-

istential dû with a fourth perspective that codes probability in the form ong. The complex
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copulas potentially code two perspectives, and is a likely explanation for why some of them

are found in formal domains such as T.V. and radio. The news broadcasters encode their

own perspective in addition to the encoding of the event as it was originally reported to

them. The remainder of this section will focus on the syntactic structures that occur with

copular verbs with parallel discussion of the encoded speaker perspective.

9.1.2 Predicate nominal clauses

Predicate nominal clauses express the notions of inclusion and equation. Inclusion

is defined as "when a specific entity is asserted to be among the class of items specified in

the nominal predicate" (Payne 1997:114). Equative clauses "assert that a particular entity

(the subject of the clause) is identical to the entity specified in the predicate nominal" (Payne

1997:114). There is no grammatical difference in Dzongkha between inclusion and equative

clauses.

The structure of a predicate nominal is NP NP Copula. Only the nominal predicate

is required: the subject NP or the copula may be absent. The copulas ing, me, îmme, and

yö are found in predicate nominal constructions. In addition, ing is followed by the particle

dre and the auxiliary ong which code additional evidential and epistemic categories.

In example (207), a young mother holds her infant in her arms and speaks to him

about who he is. Here, she takes on the viewpoint of the infant. The mother makes the as-

sertion, "I am grandmother's" (apparently the baby resembles its grandmother). The copula

ing codes an egophoric, speaker involved perspective; there is no expressed subject.

(207) ângge
grandmother

ângge=gi
grandmother=gen

ing
cop:ego

'(I) am grandmothers, grandmothers.'

  [C16-8]

The interlocutor explains in example (208) that a whole series of deities are not

actual Sangay (Buddha) gods; they are lesser gods. The speaker uses men, coding an
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egophoric perspective of knowledge. Speaker certainty can be inferred. The form men

is the negative of ing.

(208) sanggê=gi
Sangay=gen

men
cop:ego:neg

'(They) are not Sangay (gods).'

  [C00-1]

The negative form may be made emphatic with the ing râ men construction. It

is composed of the egophoric copula ing, followed by the emphatic ra, followed by men.

Here, the clause is a flat denial of having said something.

(209) ngacê
1:pl

ing=râ
cop:ego=emph

men
cop:ego:neg

'It absolutely wasn't us (that said that).'

  [E17-1]

The clause in example (210) occurs during a father daughter interaction over home-

work. The daughter has been instructed to write a "two", but when she shows her writing

to her father, it is a "six", at which the father demurs, "Your's is a six." The subject of the

clause is present as is the predicate nominal; the copula is me, which is the endophoric

copula, followed by the mirative particle be. The endophoric copula with non-first person

suggests 'after-the-fact' observation, and in juxtaposition with be indicates newly observed,

unexpected information.

(210) chö=gi
2:sg=gen

te
part

siks
six

me
cop:endo

be
mir

'Your's is a six!'

  [C16-6]

The clause in example (211) is one of the few examples of the egophoric copula

îmme in a predicate nominal clause. Here, the speaker explains the marriage customs of

Bhutan, talking about the many changes that have taken place. The information is not newly

assimilated or surprise. I interpret it as neutral observation about the state of affairs (neutral

with regard to certainty or surprise). The hearer can infer an absence of full certainty, and
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an absence of speaker involvement in this general state of affairs. It is what it is without the

speaker having participated in bringing it about.

(211) d'are
today

sa=gi
ground=gen

dang
and

hêma
before

atsi
little

soso
different

îmme
cop:exo

'These days and (the days) of before are a little different.'

  [S00-8]

The negative exophoric copula,menme, is used in a predicate nominal clause given

in (212). The clause occurs in the same conversation illustrated in (210): a father's attempts

to tutor his daughter with her homework. The daughter has drawn a square when she was

meant to draw a circle, and here the father refutes that the drawing is an instance of a circle.

The form menme codes that the father is uninvolved and not responsible for the drawing.

(212) sirkal
circle

menme
cop:exo:neg

âni
this

'This is not a circle.'

  [C16-6]

While predicate nominals commonly take an equative copular verb, existentials are

not disallowed from this clause type. Example (213) illustrates a predicate nominal clause

that takes the egophoric existential yö; the example also gives the clause which precedes

it to show the co-text. The existential yö in a predicate nominal construction occurs in a

number of contexts that would indicate contesting the previous statement. Here, the narrator

of the story is asked by an important official what is in his bag. The narrator replies it is

a religious book. Perhaps in this context, it can also be regarded as taking issue with the

official, i.e., the book has no importance for security reasons, it is just a religious book. The

form yö is the existential analogue of ing, conveying the egophoric perspective of certainty

and personal responsibility.
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(213) di
dem

g'aci
what

mo
cop:q

z'e
quot

dri-w-da
ask-nmlz-adv

te
part

zâi
intj

di
dem

sung
religious.book

yö
exist:ego

'When asking, "What is this," (I said), "Goodness, this is (just) a reli-
gious book."'

  [C16-1]

The copula verb may be absent altogether in nominal predicate constructions, as in

(214). Here, two speakers are admiring a house with many amenities. One speaker admires

the refrigerator to which the other makes the reply in (214). The speaker wishes to convey

'this (house)' with all the amenities of modern convenience is 'his house'.

(214) âni
prox

te
part

kho=i
3:sg=gen

chim
house

'Yah, *this* (is) his house.'

  [C16-10]

The copula may be followed by a number of post-verbal particles two examples of

which are given in (215) and (216). The juxtaposition î-m dre occurs in sequence (215) in

two consecutive clauses. Here, the clauses illustrate a presentative / introductory function

of ing, but with epistemic posturing that codes speculation, as coded in dre. A teacher is

said to cry through all of his speeches, and the suggestion given here is that it is because he

is 'emotional'. The response is laughter followed by agreement, also with the same copula

and epistemic particle îm dre, followed by a tag question (215c). The assertion being made

here is one of speculation: the teacher cries during his speech because he is an emotional

person, but both interlocutors code that they are only speculating.

(215) C17-1
a. emoshnal

emotional
ispich
speech

î-m
cop:ego-nmlz

dre
likely

mena
tag

kho=i
3:sg=gen

di
dem

'His are emotional speeches, are they not?'

  [S3]

b. laughter
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c. âni
prox

î-m
cop:ego-nmlz

dre
likely

mena
tag

'Yup, it must be some thing like that.'

  [S1]

The example given in (216) is one of inference. Based on a sound the interlocutor

hears, he surmises it must be coming from a person. The difference between (215) and

(216) is that (215) expresses speculation about an internal state of another person, whereas

(216) expresses inference of observation.

(216) 'mi
person

î-m
cop:ego-nmlz

ong
aux:prob

'It's probably a person.'

  [C17-1]

In addition to expressing probability, ong may also function in statements that as-

sert general knowledge about the world. The interlocutor in (217) is not speculating about

whether the square with the long sides is a rectangle, but is making a general statement that

objects of this shape are rectangles. The clause in (217) is an instance of inclusion.

(217) rîm
long

be
adv

be-mi
do-rel

di
dem

rektenggal
rectangle

ong
cop:prob

'The one which is long [will be / is] a rectangle.'

  [C16-6]

The negative of ong is formed with the negative particle mi; ong does not have

a unique negative form which is likely a result of the fact that its copular function has

grammaticalized from the verb ong 'come'.

(218) âna
here

mi
neg

ong
cop:prob

'mo
tag

'This here probably isn't it, is it?'

  [C16-7]

The subject NP in examples (207) through (218) is equated to or included in the

predicate NP. Moreover, the predicate NP lacks any modifying word, e.g., lacks an adjec-

tival. Both copulas and existentials may serve as the linker in predicate nominal clauses.
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9.1.3 Attributive

Chapter 8 demonstrates that there is no lexical class adjective in Dzongkha. Words

which lexicalize property concepts come primarily from the subclass of descriptive verbs.

Adjectivals are derived from descriptive verbs through a number of morphosyntactic pro-

cesses. One process of derivation is the juxtaposition of an expressive with a verb or noun;

other processes include compounding and nominalization. Since there is no lexical class

adjective, clauses with adjectivals as predicates are referred to as attributive. The structure

of an attributive clause is given in 1) and 2) below:

1. NP Adjectival Copula

2. NP1 NP2 Copula; NP2 = Noun Adjectival

There is little structural difference between an attributive clause and a predicate

nominal clause. In the case of the attributive structure in 1), the primary difference lies in

the semantics of the predicate, i.e., an adjectival vs a nominal. In the case of the attributive

structure in 2), an NP is the predicate of both the predicate nominal and attributive clause,

but in the case of the attributive structure, the predicate NP takes a modifying adjectival.

This section will demonstrate later that this difference has implications for case marking of

the subject NP.

Most copular and existential verbs can be found in attributive structures 1) and 2),

although there is a tendency for existential verbs to appear in the structure given in 1), and

copulas to appear in 2). Examples of structure 1) are given in (219). The clause (219a) takes

the endophoric copula dû, suggesting direct perception at the time of the utterance. The

copula dû also has a tendency to be used with visual perception. The clause is pragmatically

marked with an indirect question particle, yâ, that softens the request for information. The
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clause has an overt NP as its subject, and a compound adjectival, tshatom, as predicate.

The subject NP has the property of the adjectival.

The copula yö was introduced in the predicate nominal section as an existential

verb that functions in discourse as more than simple assertion, taking on counter factual

meaning. Here in example (219b), also, it can be seen that yö is used with counter factual

meaning, or at the least as an assertion with conviction. The structure of the clause consists

of an adjectival followed by the existential; the subject NP is unexpressed. The egophoric

existential yö may take dre, the post-verbal particle of speculation, as in (219c).

(219) a. âni
here

pcem
forehead

tshatom
hot.feverish

dû
exist:exo

yâ
q

'So, this (child's) forehead is feverish?'

  [C16-8]

b. intelijen
intelligent

yö
exist:ego

ba
ass

te
part

'(He) is actually really intelligent.'

  [C17-1]

c. thranglam
short.cut

di
dem

soso
different

yö-p
exist:ego-nmlz

dre
spc

'The short cut must be different.'

  [C17-1]

The attributive structure in 2) entails an NP predicate. In terms of constituent struc-

ture, it is identical to the predicate nominal clause, but with the difference that the predicate

NP contains an adjectival in its internal structure. The clauses in example (220) consist

of a special kind of NP, one which I have called a descriptive noun. They are a small set

of nouns which when juxtaposed to an expressive loose their lexical meaning and function

semantically as part of the adjectival unit. The adjectival phrase consists of a lexicalized

unit, do riri, that means 'round'. Thus, the clause in (220) is not an equative clause, i.e.,

'the headman is a round rock' (see 8.1.2 for a fuller description of descriptive nouns), but a

clause where the subject NP is equated to the property of the adjectival, do riri.

(220) azha gap
respected.headman

do
stone

riri
expr

dû
exist:endo

'me
ass

'The respected headman is really round, for sure'

  [C16-5]
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The negative form of egophoric yö is mî . Here in example (221) the negative form

is used in an attributive clause. Just as in the affirmative form, the use of mî expresses

certainty, if not a degree of disagreement with the previous assertion in the conversation.

(221) kham
pride

mî
exist:ego:neg

wei
intj

ro
evid:3

'Hey, (he) is not proud.'

  [C17-1]

The negative form of endophoric dû ismindu, as given in example (222). As in the

affirmative form, the negative form implies visual perception and observation.

(222) tôm
empty

mindu
exist:endo:neg

'It's not empty.'

  [C16-6]

Other examples of a predicate NP with attributive meaning include NPs with or-

dinary nouns followed by adjectivals. In example (223), the predicate of the clause is the

NP composed of the noun mi 'person' followed by the expressive trali troli 'unbalanced'

followed by the indefinite =ci. Structurally, the clause is a predicate nominal with the

egophoric copula ing. The predicate NP denotes a broad category of person, 'an unreli-

able person', of which the subject is a set member. However, in terms of semantics, the

focus is on the property of the set and not membership in the set. The clause is interpretable

as both of the two translations I have given, but language consultants prefer the 'predicate

adjective' translation.

(223) kho
3:sg

mi
person

trali troli=ci
expr:unbalanced=indf

ing
cop:ego

'He is an unreliable person / He is unreliable.'

  [E17-1]

Here in (224), the exophoric copula îmme functions in an attributive clause with the

adjectival leshom. The copula is followed by a post-verbal 'mewhich functions as a particle

of assertion. The utterance is one of sarcasm with the inference of opposite meaning, i.e.,
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'You're really terrible'. The exophoric perspective distances the speaker from the truth value

of the statement.

(224) chö
2:sg

di
dem

te
part

leshom
good

îmme
cop:exo

'me
ass

'You're really good (sarcasm).'

  [C16-6]

In conversation, attributive copular clauses frequently have no overt subject NP,

leaving a potentially pared down adjectival structure to serve as predicate. For example,

the clause in example (225), once again, is not an equative clause, but an attributive clause.

The clause has the structure, 'Is it the hot one?', but functions semantically as, 'Is it hot?'.

(225) tshâtom
hot

di
dem

ing-na
cop:ego-q

'Is (it) the hot (one)? / Is it hot?'

  [C16-7]

Examples with other copulas and copula combinations with NP (noun + adjectival)

as a predicate of an attributive clause are given in examples (226) through (228). Example

(226) takesme as its copula, example (227) takes ô-m me, and example (228) takes ônime.

Each of the clauses have in common an endophoric speaker perspective. One thing that

distinguish these copulas from dû is that their coding involves more than visual perception.

Here in (226), the speaker describes the unexpressed subject referent which is a diaper full

of feces. The copula me codes speaker representation of an internal state, which here is

undoubtedly a sense of revulsion.

(226) pura
completely

dro
scary

sisi=ci
expr=indf

me
cop:endo

te
part

'(It) is a totally scary one / It's totally gross.'

  [C16-10]

The inflected form ô-m me, in (227), codes two speaker represented perspectives.

The main representation is one of speculation or probability as coded in the copula ong (ô).

The copula ong, then, is inflected for the endophoric perspective, coding that access to the
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state of affairs is through a speaker internal state. Here, that internal state is the sensation

of taste.

(227) chu
water

boel
boil

be
do
be-w=gi
do-nmlz=gen

trest
taste

ô-m
cop:prob-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'It has boiled water taste.'

  [C17-1]

Example (228) takes the form ônime. There is good evidence to suggest that this

form is a fixed unit, rather than an inflected form as in ô-m me above (227). One piece

of evidence is found here in this example. The other major piece of evidence is found in

example (375) in 11.3.1.1.4 in relation to the tense-aspect system. There it is shown that

ônime functions as one of the auxiliary copulas alongside simple auxiliaries such as ing.

Here, ônime is followed by the post verbal particle 'me, showing that what precedes it is a

verbal unit.

The copula ônime (228) codes a socially tentative statement. Here, the statement is

tentative from the point of view of social deixis since the speaker is aware of the property of

the referent. The speaker likely expresses his assertion with an epistemic hedge to mitigate

the social snub he makes. The second me would seem to code speaker's internal awareness

of the perceived state of affairs.

(228) kinle
Kuenley

ôm-mi
Ôm=gen

b'u
son
di
dem

tâmâ diw
idiot

game gume=ci
expr:odd=indf

ônime
cop:infr

'me
ass

'For sure, Kuenley Ôm's son is a bit of a weirdo / is a bit odd.'

  [C17-1]

Thus far I have shown several copulas and copula combinations in the two attributive

clause structures. Existential copulas tend to appear in clauses where the predicate is an

adjectival. Equative copulas with attributive meaning tend to appear in clauses where the
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predicate is an NP that has an adjectival as part of its structure. Now, I will show that the

two clause structures also show differences in pragmatic marking of the subject NP. When

the predicate is an adjectival and the verb is an existential (type 1) structures), the subject

may not take dative marking, as in (229).

(229) kho/*=lu
3:sg

bom
big

dû
exist:endo

'He is big.'

  [E00-1]

When an attributive clause takes a predicate NP with an existential copula (type 2

structures), the subject NP may optionally take the dative marker. Here in (230), it does not

take the dative marker. (It appears to be no different in structure than the clause in [229].)

(230) kho
3:sg

rîp
intelligence

dû
exist:endo

'He is intelligent / He has intelligence.'

  [E00-1]

However, case marking in Dzongkha is pragmatic, so that when the subject NP is a

thematic location with an existential copula, it may optionally take the dative marker, as in

example (231). Thus, while the subject NP in (230) does not take case marking, the clauses

in (230) and (231) are structurally similar to one another, each taking the second NP as the

predicate. They are structurally different in structure than clause (229), borne out in part by

the case-marking morphology possible with the subject referent.

(231) mi
person

di=lu
dem=dat

lêp
brain

mindu
exist:endo:neg

'The guy is dumb / The guy doesn't have a brain.'

  [E00-1]

The clauses in (230) and (231) are not structurally different than possessive clauses

where the possessor is coded in the same way as a location. In such a structure, the literal

interpretation of example (231) is one of possession, i.e., 'he does not have a brain', but here

takes on a metaphorical extension, functioning with an attributive meaning. In the case of
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the attributive construction with an adjectival (229), however, the possessive interpretation

is not possible.

9.1.4 Possessive

Possessive clauses are formed with existential copulas and the grammaticalized cop-

ular verb ong. The canonical possessive construction in Dzongkha also entails marking the

possessor with dative case. The possessor is coded like a location in an existential clause.

Examples are given in (232) and (233) with the existential verbs yö and dû, respectively.

Example (232), once again, shows the pragmatics of contra-expectation coded in the exis-

tential yö. The clause which follows is: '... but she died.' The subject NP is marked with

dative =lu.

(232) hemâ
before

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

amsu
wife

yö
exist:ego

ba
ass

te
part

Lit: 'To me, there is a wife.'
Idiomatic: 'Yah, I had a wife before.'

  [C16-10]

Similarly in the embedded clause in (233), the possessor takes dative case and the

clause is headed by the existential verb dû. The structure of the clause takes the form:

'to them, there is a method'. The existential dû often codes immediate visual perception,

but here serves a more neutral purpose with regard to an evidential category. There are no

physical sensations involved in the immediate context of the statement. The "possibility"

which is being spoken about is a new idea to the speaker, and is about to be explained.

(233) debewdalu
but

khong=lu
3:pl=dat

thapshe=ci
method=indf

g'aci
what

dû
exist:exo

z'ê-wa-cin
quot-nmlz-cond

'But if one says what possibility they have ...'

  [C16-1]
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In (234), the possessor is unmarked for case and the copula is yöbi, followed by an

honorific particle. Here, the speaker is seeking to join in a business venture with his inter-

locutors, and he offers the use of his machine (a pressing machine). He can do the required

material compression. The use of yöbi is infrequently attested in the textual database, and

needs further study. Here, it seems to be a statement of assertion, but without the tendency

of counter-expectation coded in yö.

(234) dâtô
now

yâ
also

nga
1:sg

masin=ci
machine=indf

yöbi
exist:ego

lâ
hon

'Even now I have a machine.'

  [C16-10]

In addition to the possessive construction with a dative-marked possessor, posses-

sion may also be marked with a genitive marked NP followed by an existential verb. The

possessor is marked with genitive and the head of the NP is unmarked. In (235), the verb

ong functions as an existential of probability or speculation. The NP of the clause consists

of the possessor, khong ra=i 'their own' and the possessum, pawtrilâr 'power tiller'. The

clause is structured as: 'There is their power tiller' or alternatively, '(It) is their own power

tiller.' However, the meaning of the clause is possessive, i.e., 'They have their own power

tiller.'

(235) khong
3:pl

ra=i
refl=gen

pawtrilâr
power.tillar

ong
exist:prob

te
part

ro
evid:3

Lit: 'There is their power tiller. / (It) is their own power tiller.'
Idiomatic: 'They have their own power tiller (from 3rd person
source).'

  [C17-1]

The core argument of the clause in (236) is the noun phrase aku=gi (points) lêsha

'Aku's many (points)', consisting of the possessor aku=gi 'Aku's', the unexpressed posses-

sum 'points', inferred in context, and the adjectival lêsha (the NP also has the intervening

dâtô 'now'); yö is the existential verb of the clause. The clause is structured as: 'There

are many Aku's (points)'. However, the clause is best understood as a possessive clause

meaning, 'Aku has many (points) now'.
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(236) aku=gi
Aku=gen

dâtô
now

lêsha
much

yö
exist:ego

Lit: 'There are now many Aku's (points).'
Idiomatic: 'Aku has many (points) now.'

  [C16-12]

9.1.5 Benefactive

There are only a few examples of a benefactive clause with a copular verb in my

database. Like the possessive clause, the beneficiary of the clause takes dative marking.

However, the benefactive clause differs from the possessive in that it is formed with one

of the equative copulas. In (237), the structure is: 'To me, is this?'. Note that the locative

pronoun âni 'this' is post posed to the end of the clause.

(237) nga=lu
1-dat

ing-na
cop:ego-q

âni
here

Lit: 'To me is, this?'
Idiomatic: 'This is for me?'

  [C17-1]

9.1.6 Locative constructions and verbs

There are two locative clause types in Dzongkha: one type that uses one of the

equative copular verbs or one of the existential verbs, and one type that uses the lexical verb

dö 'sit'. Both clause types have in common a locative adjunct that relates the clausal subject

to a spatial location. The spatial location is coded with a locative adjunct that is typically

marked with postposition relator nouns, as in chim pchi kha, in (238). The difference

between a locative clause with an existential verb and an existential clause with a locative

adjunct is the order of the locative adjunct in relation to the subject NP. The locative adjunct

has a strong tendency to follow the clausal subject in locative clauses, but precede the clausal

subject in existential clauses. Existential clauses with locative adjuncts are illustrated in

Section 9.1.7.
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Example (238) illustrates a locative clause with an existential verb. The free pro-

noun subject occurs as the first constituent of the clause followed by two locative adjuncts:

na and chim pchi=khâ. The existential verb yö expresses the self-awareness of first person

knowledge of one's own location.

(238) nga
1:sg

nâ
here

chim
house

pchi
outside

khâ
ppst:adjacent

yö
exist:ego

'I am here outside the house.'

  [C16-10]

Interestingly, there are no examples of a locative construction with the existential

dû in my conversation database. Numerous examples, however, are found in elicited and

monologic texts. There are two locative clauses in the sentence in (239), the first one with

the equative copula me, and the second with the existential dû. Here, the speaker is narrat-

ing an account of when he attempted to cross a river, and was swept away by its current,

knocked out when his head hit a boulder, and miraculously washed up onto the banks of the

river. When he comes to consciousness, to his surprise, he finds a group of people standing

around him. It is not clear to me why the speaker chooses two different verbs for the same

clause constructions while referring to the same event. Nevertheless, both are statements of

observation. The first one would seem to focus on mental awareness, and the second one

on visual observation. The locative adjuncts in both clauses follow the subject NP.

(239) lalu
some

ngi=gi
1:sg:poss=gen

hemâ
in.front

me
cop:endo

lalu=ci
some=indf

ngi=gi
1:sg=gen

shül=lê
later=abl

dû
exist:endo

'Some were in front of me. Some were behind me.'

  [S00-1]

The negative endophoric existential in a locative clause is given in (240). The ut-

terance in (240) is a clear example of visual interaction; the lost item is searched / looked

for, and when it is not seen, the endophoric perspective is coded with mindu. Note also
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that endophoric me follows dû, augmenting the speaker represented coding of sensory and

perceptual access to the state of affairs.

(240) nga=gi
1:sg=gen

tshö-w-da
search-nmlz-adv

di
dem

mindu
exist:exo:neg

me
aux:endo

'When I look for it, it's not there.'

As illustrated in (239) and (240), both equative copulas and existential verbs may

code a locative clause. Example (241) illustrates a locative clause with the egophoric copula

ing. There are two locative adjuncts: the first one, mâ, follows the subject NP, and the

second one, risepshan nâ, is post-posed to the end of the clause. Here, the egophoric copula

codes speaker represented association with the referent's location. It can also be inferred

that the state of affairs is more or less permanent.

(241) âu
sir.madam

jambe
Jambay

di
dem

mâ
down

ing
cop:ego

te
part

risepshan
reception

nâ
ppst:in

'Madam Jambay is down, in reception.'

  [C17-1]

The difference between the locative clauses in (241) and (238) are unclear since

both clauses take egophoric verbs. That is, certainty and speaker perspective are compa-

rable between ing and yö. One possibility lies in temporal structure implied in each. The

temporal structure inherent in yö is temporary. The temporal structure inherent in ing is

less temporary with the inference that the referent's location is on ongoing state, and that

the location also makes reference to the referent's job.

The negative egophoric copula,men, is illustrated in (242) with the locative adjunct

ânâ.

(242) ânâ
here

men
cop:ego:neg

'mo
tag

'It's not here, is it?

  [C16-10]
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The temporal adjunct of a locative clause need not follow the subject NP, as illus-

trated in (243), where the temporal adjunct is the first phrasal constituent of the clause.

(243) te
part

mâ=lu
down=loc

ngace
1:pl

sum
three

câmci
only

me
cop:endo

lâ
hon

'Only the three of us were down there.'

  [S00-9]

The complex copula yö-p îmme is commonly used in radio and TV broadcasts in

locative clauses, as in (244). It is not attested in interaction between interlocutors in conver-

sation. Language usage suggests a coding of reported information. The yö-p îmme copula

is composed of the simple copular verb yö, is inflected for imperfective with -p, and takes

the auxiliary îmme. The complex copula codes two different sources: an unspecified source

as coded in the egophoric yö, and speaker as source in the exophoric îmme. The slot for

the first copula takes only one form and this is the egophoric form: it does not vary with

several different speaker perspectives. The second slot may take any of the three copulas

and the probable / speculative form ong, functioning to code speaker perspective. Here in

TV reporting usage, the exophoric coding represents a perspective of detachment from the

responsibility of the event. This is perhaps a cultural expression of neutrality. The locative

adjunct, gangzur gêwôk nang=lu, is the last phrasal constituent before the verb.

(244) lhuntsi
Lhuntsi

dzongkhak
dzongkhag

nang=lu
ppst:in=loc

densang=gi
today=gen

thâp
oven

lalen thap-mi
use-rel

mangshoci=râ
mostly=emph

gangzur
Gangzur

gêwôk
gewog

nang=lu
ppst:in=loc

yö-p
exist:ego-nmlz

îmme
aux:cop:exo

'In Lhuntsi dzongkhag, those who use modern ovens are mostly in the
Gangzur gewog.'

  [C16-10]
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Thus far, this section has illustrated the coding of locative clauses with copular

verbs. Dzongkha may also code location with the lexical verb dö which in its primary

sense means 'sit'. The locative use of dö is particularly salient with inanimate referents, but

is indeterminate with animate referents, i.e., 'he's over there' vs. 'he's sitting over there'. The

sequence in (245) illustrates the locative sense of dö where the referent is a sound that the

two interlocutors, S2 and S4, think they hear. First, S2 locates the sound with the negative

endophoric existential mindu in (245a), and then S4 locates the sound in (245b) with the

locative adjunct, âphâ, and the verb dö. The sound is heard again in (245c), its existence

coded with the probable form ong.

(245) C17-1
a. ânâ

there.
ke
voice

mindu
exist:endo:neg

mena
tag

'There. Isn't that a voice?'

  [S2]

b. d'aci
just.now

âphâ
over.there

dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

te
part

'Just now (it) was over there.'

  [S4]

c. dâto
now

ong
exist:prob

te
part

'Now there it is (again).'

  [S4]

The sequence in (245) also illustrates the grammatical constructions available to

the speaker, coding changing speaker perspectives as they change with changing sensory

inputs.

9.1.7 Existence

Existential clauses have the structure of an NP followed by one of the existential

verbs with the option of a temporal or locative adjunct. My database has three simple

existential verbs: yö, dû, and ong. These three verbs may also be followed by other copulas

that function as auxiliaries and will be illustrated after the simple existentials. Existential
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clauses with the simple existential verbs are illustrated in examples (246a), (246b), and

(246c).

In (246a), the clause consists of an NP and an existential verb. The clause has

no overt locative adjunct, but it is implicit in its meaning, and I have added "there" to

indicate this in the free translation. The egophoric existential yö also implies certainty in

the existence of the subject NP, bjâ bom. The particle te along with yö indicates that the

speaker is countering any doubt in the cliff's existence. In (246b), there are two clauses

with the same referent, hoka, although it is unexpressed in the second clause. The clauses

consist of the locative adjuncts, ânâ=le and ânâ=ta, followed by the subject NP (overt

and unexpressed), followed by the endophoric existential verb dû. Here, we see a common

use of dû as an existential that codes visual perception. The pragmatics of the context

also suggest surprise, or something unexpected. The clause in (246c) consists of a locative

adjunct paip nang, followed by the subject NP küp, and the speculative existential verb ong.

The speaker speculates about something that has been observed in the straw (for drinking),

suggesting that it might be a küp 'thread'.

(246) C17-1
a. bjâ

cliff
bom=ci
big=indf

yö
exist:ego

te
part

'There is a very big cliff (there).'

b. ânâ=le
prox=abl

hoka=ci
hole=indf

dû
exist:endo

si
quot:endo

ânâ=ta
prox=loc

mâpâlêra
actually

dû
exist:endo

ânâ
prox

'Here, I'm telling you there's a hole here. Right here, there's actually (a hole),
here.'

c. paip
drinking.straw

nang
ppst:in

küp
thread

ong
exist:prob

'There is (probably) a thread in the straw.'
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The negative of endophoric dû is mindu, as illustrated in example (247). Here, a

mother teases her new born infant, falsely asserting that there is no milk in her breasts. The

use of mindu codes that the speaker's representation of the absence of milk is sensory.

(247) mindu
exist:endo:neg

te
part

ôm
milk

di
dem

'There's no milk.'

  [C16-8]

The existential yöbi is a lexicalization of the longer, more formal-usage copula yöp

ing. In its contracted form, attested usage suggests yöbi is a more pragmatically neutral form

than yö. That is, in language usage, the existential yö primarily codes counter-factual or

counter-expectation claims. The existential yöbi codes statements of existence without the

surprise or newness of information inherent in dû, or the somewhat dissenting or disputing

use of yö. In (248), the speaker repairs several times before giving the existential clause with

yöbi; the corrections give clarification of what the speaker means in the final clause. The

structure of the final clause in (248) is indeterminate, at least as far as English translation

is concerned. It may either be an existential clause with the meaning, 'There was a Layap

(with us)', or it can also take the meaning, 'We had a Layap (with us)'. (See Section 9.1.4

for possessive interpretation of this clause structure.)

(248) te
part

nga
1:sg

dang cikha=lu
with.together

te
part

ngî
1:sg:poss

layâp
Layap

ngace=gi
1:pl=gen

layâp=ci
Layap=gen

yöbi
exist:ego

'With me... my Layap... there was a Layap (with us) / we had a Layap
(with us).'

  [C16-1]

In (249), the clause has one NP (no clausal adjuncts), chu jo tup=ci, and it is fol-

lowed by the existential-auxiliary combination yöp ong. The speaker speculates that in
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spite of a water blockage, there is, by way of inference, a water system that could make it

possible for the water to pass through all of the pipes (down into the village).

(249) chu
water

jo
go
tup=ci
mod:ok=indf

yöp
exist:ego-nmlz

ong
aux:prob

wei
intj

'There must be (a system) for the water to be able to go.'

  [C17-1]

In (250), the clause takes a temporal adjunct, afta lanch, followed by the main ar-

gument, cî , and the copula combination ôm me (followed bymena, a tag question marker).

The existential ô (ong) codes probability or speculation, and the auxiliaryme, codes an in-

ternal speaker state. Here, the interlocutors speak about how a school has many more breaks

than it used to. The speaker asserts that after the two morning breaks there is another break

after lunch; the assertion, however, lacks certainty and is speculative. The speaker further

represents that the speculation is based on perception (not general knowledge or personal

involvement), and seeks affirmation of this speculative perception, as coded with the tag

mena.

(250) delen
then

doroi
again

afta lanch
after.lunch

cî
one
ô-m
exist:prob-nmlz

me
aux:endo

mena
tag

'Then, again, after lunch, there is one (break), right?'

  [C17-1]

9.1.7.1 Presentative

An additional function of the existential verb is presentative. That is, existential

verbs introduce new participants onto the discourse stage (Payne 1997:123). The simple

existentials yö and dû are attested in this function, along with the existential auxiliary com-

bination yö-p me. The simple copulas yö and dû in the presentative function frequently

occur with the tag question marker, mena. Examples are given in (251) and (252). In both

examples, the referent introduced in the presentative clauses is the main topic for several

subsequent clauses.
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(251) biswasi
believer

âm=ci
woman=indf

yö
exist:ego

mena
tag

sanci maya
Sanci Maya

z'ê
quot

ing-na
cop:ego-q

kanci maya
Kanci Maya

z'ê
quot

ing-na
cop:ego-q

'There's (this) Christian woman, right? I think she's called Sanci Maya
or Kanci Maya (or something like that).'

  [C16-10]

The difference in speaker perspective coded in the use of yö or dû in these presen-

tative contexts is not clear to me since the referents are both known to the speaker. Here, it

is possible we see the difference between speaker representations of access to information.

In (251), the speaker represents close association with the referent, whereas in (252), the

speaker represents the absence of association. The referent in (252) is vilified later in the

conversation.

(252) iskul
school

nang=gi
ppst:in=gen

b'utsh
boys

chungku
small

chungku
small

dû
exist:exo

mena
tag

'There are these small, small boys at school, yah?'

  [C16-6]

In addition to the presentative function in conversation, narrative stories and legend

stories often begin with the complex existential yö-p me. In this language usage environ-

ment, the participants of the story are introduced, or presented, in the first clause, followed

by some properties about the participants. The presentative clause of these stories is coded

with yö-p me, and the opening predicate nominal clause with îmme, as in (253). The existen-

tial yö codes an unspecified source with the assumption that that source takes an egophoric

perspective. The auxiliary me codes an endophoric perspective, coding that the speaker is

aware of the event, but is not personally involved in it.
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(253) d'angphu
long.ago

d'angphu=lu
long.ago=loc

âm
woman

ci=lu
one=dat

b'u
son
'nyî
two

yö-p
exist:ego-nmlz

me
aux:endo

lâ
hon

âm
woman

di=gi
dem=gen

b'u
son
'nyî
two

besa=lê
place=abl

b'u
son
cî
one
tsâge
idiot

îmme
cop:exo

lâ
hon

'Long long ago, a woman had two sons. From among the two sons,
one son was an idiot.'

  [S00-11]

9.1.8 Cause

Clauses with copular verbs also code causal constructions. The subject NP takes

the case marker =gi and is followed by copulas that code inference and speculation. The

referents may be animate or inanimate. The clause in (254) takes the endophoric copula

me, followed by the tag, mena. Here, the endophoric perspective codes that the speaker

believes the referent to be the cause of the state of affairs, but is unable to state this with

certainty. It also suggests inference, i.e., by virtue of all that has happened, it is the demon

(who did it).

(254) ngî
1:sg:poss

sem
mind

khâ
ppst:adjacent

âni
this

dre=gi
demon=erg

me
cop:endo

mena
tag

lâ
hon

'In my opinion, it's because of this demon, don't you think?'

  [S00-9]

The cause in (255) is the event 'coming out into the sun'. The main clause takes

the egophoric copula î (ing), inflected with present tense -m, followed by the auxiliary of

probability, ong. The clause expresses speculation.
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(255) nyima
sun

nang
ppst:in

ong-ni
come-inf

di=gi
dem=ins

î-m
cop:ego-nmlz

ong
aux:prob

'It's because of coming out into the sun.'

  [C17-1]

The cause in (256) is the inanimate referent 'weather'. The clause takes the gram-

maticalized copula ônime. Here, it expresses inference about the cause.

(256) namshi
weather

di=gi
dem=ins

ônime
cop:infr

'(It) is because of the weather'

  [C16-10]

9.1.9 Interrogative copula

Finally, Dzongkha has an interrogative copula mo, in addition to copulas that may

take question particles. The clause types that are attested with mo are predicate nominal

clauses, as in (257), and clauses with interrogative pronouns, as in (258). The first clause

in (257) consists of clausal subject chö, the predicate nominal ngâlôp, followed by the

interrogative copula mo. In the second clause of (257), the clausal subject is post-posed,

and the interrogative copula mo follows the predicate nominal, khenpa.

(257) chö
2:sg

ngâlôp
Ngalop

mo
cop:itrr

khenpa
Khengpa

mo
cop:itrr

alu
child

'Child, are you a Ngalop? (Or) are you a Khengpa?'

  [C16-10]

In (258), the complement clause consists of an interrogative pronoun, g'aci, with the

interrogative copula mo. The interrogative copula functions as the predicate of the clause.

(258) di
dem

g'aci
what

mo
cop:itrr

z'e
quot

dri-w-da
ask-nmlz-adv

te
part

'When asking, 'What is this?''

  [C16-1]

The form mo codes that the interlocutor can take an egophoric perspective in re-

sponse to the question. As such, it is also frequently used to elicit feedback from an inter-

locutor, as in (259). The feedback marker takes high intonation, whereas the interrogative
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copula does not, but the two forms are analyzed as closely related polysemous forms with

somewhat different language usage.

(259) mo
3:sg:f

râ=i
emph=gen

ke
voice

me
cop:endo

'mo
tag

'It's her voice, right?'

  [C16-10]

9.1.10 Summary of copular and existential verbs and their function

The five verbs that function in the broadest structural range are ing, andme, and yö,

dû, and ô (ong) each with slightly different distributions of function, at least as attested in

my database. The copulas and the clause types in which they are found are given in Table

99. The verbs ing and me are copular verbs that have in common with each other that they

function in predicate nominal, attributive, and locative clauses. They differ in that ing is

attested in the benefactive clause, and me is attested in the cause clause.

The verbs yö, dû, and ong are existential verbs and are each attested in attributive,

possessive, locative and existential clauses. Possessive, locative, and existential clauses are

structurally very similar to one another, each with a locative adjunct, or the extension of a

locative adjunct through marking the possessor as a location. They differ from one another

in terms of structure in that yö is found in predicate nominal clauses and dû and ong are

not. The form ong is not found with a presentative function. However, ong is also found in

predicate nominal clauses, suggesting that it has both copula and existential functions.

The basic copulas and existentials overlap in a few clause types. The form yö ap-

pears to have a specialized use in predicate nominal clauses in that it expresses counter-

factual assertion or contra-expectation assertion. Locative clauses have a shared distribu-

tion between copulas and existentials: the difference between these two verb families in the

locative clause type requires further research .

The other copular and existential verbs with inflected forms (that take other copulas

as auxiliaries) are attested in a narrower range of clause structures, suggesting more spe-

cialized functions of these verbs. As noted earlier, the copula îmme is found in only a few
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predicate nominal clauses; it is also found in attributive and locative clauses. Elsewhere it

appears as a form of acquiescence or agreement. The inflected forms îm ong and îm dre are

attested only in predicate nominal clauses, and îm ong is only attested in a clause of cause.

Similarly, the existential verbs with tense and auxiliary inflection are attested with much

narrower ranges of function than the basic existentials: yöp me only takes a presentative

function, yöp ong only an existential function, and yöp îmme only a locative function (in

addition to the fact that these latter three occur primarily in formal domains). The form ôn-

ime is analyzed as a fixed form (not inflected). It also takes a reduced function, occurring

in attributive and cause clauses.
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Table 99. Summary of copulas and existential verbs and clause type

pn attr poss ben pres loc exist cause
î / ing X X X X
me X X X X
îmme X X X
îm ong X X
îm dre X

ô / ong X X X X X
ôm me X X
ônime X X

yö X X X X X
yöbi X X
yöp me X
yöp ong X
yöp îmme X
yöp dre X

du X X X X
du 'me X

be X
dö X

ZERO X

pn = predicate nominal ; attr = attributive; poss = possessive; ben =

benefactive; pres = presentative; loc = locative; exist = existential; cause =

cause.

The lexical verbs be and dö also have narrow ranges of function as copulas: be only

in subordinate clauses in predicate nominal clauses and dö only with inanimate referents

in a locative function. The juxtaposition of two NPs without a copula may take a predicate

nominal meaning (ZERO in Table 99).
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The negative copular forms attested in my database are significantly reduced from

the affirmative copular forms. These are summarized in Table 100.2 The first two forms,

men andmen me, are roughly the negative analogues of ing and îmme. The three forms,mî ,

mîni ong, and mindu, are negative existential verbs that are roughly analogous to yö, yöp

ong, and dû. The form, mi ong, is the negative form of ong. Interestingly, the affirmative

form, ong, takes the functions of other existential verbs, but here in its negative form takes

the function of one of the equative copular verbs. There is no negative analogue of the

copula me.

Table 100. Summary of negative copulas and existential verbs and clause type

pn attr poss ben pres loc exist
men X
men me X

mî X X X
mîni ong X
mindu X X X X

mi ong X

In addition to the clausal differences attested here, the copulas and existentials also

differ in the evidential categories they code. Table 101 gives these categories encoded in the

simple most frequent copulas, and in the form ônime. The forms show evidence of coding

several different aspects of a broad knowledge system. The main system codes how knowl-

edge of an event or state of affairs is known. It makes three distinctions: knowledge which

is personally well known to the speaker (egophoric), knowledge which is perceptually ob-

served or which is an internal state known only to the speaker (endophoric), and knowledge
2 Note that Table 100 lacks the "cause" column found above in Table 99. It is likely that the language can

construct negative cause clauses, but these are lacking in the conversation data and elicitation interviews, and
so are absent here.
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for which the speaker claims no involvement or responsibility (exophoric). These distinc-

tions draw on the evidential notion of "access" attested in Tibetic languages (Tournadre and

LaPolla 2014).

The three way evidential / knowledge distinctions each have a corresponding form

in copulas. The endophoric and exophoric categories collapse in the existentials in the form

dû. The forms ô (ong) and ônime extend the coding of knowledge to include speculation

and inference. In addition to technical linguistic labels, I have given summary explanations

of their function in the column under comments. The verbs also take other related functions,

and these are given in the column under other categories. They have been described and

illustrated in the sections above.

Table 101. Knowledge system categories of copular and existential verbs

evidential comments other categories
î (ing) egophoric speaker involvement introductory (with question)

me endophoric general perception inference
surprise

îmme exophoric deflect responsibility neutral
agreement

yö egophoric speaker involvement contradictory

dû endophoric / exophoric visual perception surprise

ô (ong) general / probable speculation

ônime inference based on perception

Other complex copulas and existentials (inflected forms) primarily have the mean-

ing of the auxiliary that accompanies them. Thus, the combination îm ong has a speculative

meaning; yöp î has a meaning of certainty; yöp îmme conveys reported information. This
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section also analyzed these complex copulas as coding two sources: the first copula codes

source as other than speaker, and its perspective is always egophoric. The second copula

codes speaker as source, along with how the event / situation is known to the speaker. The

second perspective is somewhat evaluative of the first, coding agreement or distance with

the egophoric perspective of the first source. Section 11.5 will return to the two source

event.

The existential form yönime in Hyslop and Tshering (2017) does not appear any-

where in my database except when used as an auxiliary following a verb. The fact that it

appears as an auxiliary suggests that it has become a lexicalized unit. If my database were

large enough, the form would likely be encountered in one of the existential clause types.

Finally, this section on copulas has not exhausted all of the possible combinations.

Other combinations not discussed are: ingdo, medo, yödo which appear to take the pro-

gressive aspect suffix -do; the forms indozum, yödozum are attested and give the meaning

'similar to...'; yödowme appears to mean 'used to be the case'. The copulas of Dzongkha

need a good deal more research, particularly with regard to determining which inflected

combinations are lexicalized units and which combinations are better analyzed as inflected

forms or forms that maybe juxtaposed to other grammatical words. The language usage

environment of conversation provides fertile ground for how these forms are being lexical-

ized.

9.2 Transitivity in language usage

In the approximately 6000 lines of conversational data used as the basis of this study,

there are comparatively few clauses which have overt mentions of the full argument struc-

ture of a clause. It is beyond the scope of the current study to catalogue the argument

structure of all 6000 plus clauses. However, as a preliminary study, I have catalogued the

argument structure of 158 clauses in two different conversations, as given in Table 102. The
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transitive classes given in rows are lexical classes based on the presumed semantic frame

of the verb, i.e., z'a 'eat' is catalogued as a transitive verb, although many clauses with this

verb regularly occur with only one argument. There were no clauses with semantically zero

valent verbs (weather verbs or predicate nominals) in the 158 clauses. The number of overt

arguments is given in columns.

As found for many languages, clauses in conversation are overwhelmingly intran-

sitive in terms of number of overt syntactic arguments. The total number of syntactically

intransitive clauses (clauses with zero or one overt argument) is 129, and this makes up

82% of the clauses catalogued for this preliminary study. The total number of syntacti-

cally transitive clauses (clauses with two or more overt arguments) is 29 which is 18% of

the clauses. Of the 87 lexically transitive clauses (not including ditransitive clauses), only

26 of them (30%) had both overt nominal arguments. About half of lexically intransitive

clauses had an overt core argument, while half had no expressed argument. The different

syntactic manifestations of intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive clauses are discussed in

Section 9.3 below.

There is a marked distinction in expressed arguments between lexical verbs and cop-

ular and existential verbs. There are 41 clauses with copular and existential verbs only three

of which have an unexpressed argument. There are 117 clauses with lexical verbs, and 78 of

these clauses had at least one unexpressed argument; 28 of these clauses had no expressed

argument. As will be described in Section 9.3 below, many unexpressed arguments can be

inferred from context, but a good number have no clear reference in the discourse, requiring

extra-linguistic context to infer whether the clauses take unexpressed arguments or not.
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Table 102. Number of overt arguments based on
lexical transitivity of the verb (n = 158)

0 1 2 3
Ditransitive 1 2 1
Transitive 14 47 26 -
Intransitive 14 12 - -
Copula 2 24 - -
Existential 1 14 - -

Total 31 98 28 1

9.3 Transitivity

Transitivity is a complex phenomenon involving both semantic and syntactic com-

ponents. Values for syntactic transitivity are distinguished on the basis of the number of

core arguments in a clause, although the core argument may lack overt expression. Seman-

tic transitivity, on the other hand, is a prototype category, involving features that are, at least

in principle, a matter of degree. A semantically transitive event will have features such

as agentivity (a deliberate, active agent), affectedness (a concrete, affected patient), and

perfectivity (a bounded, terminated, fast- changing event) (Hopper and Thompson 1980).

Under this definition, transitivity is a more-or-less kind of thing. However, as Givón points

out, syntactic transitivity in ergative languages (of which Dzongkha is a non-canonical type)

is closely linked to semantic transitivity, and things like agentivity, affectedness, and per-

fectivity have strong clause-level morphosyntactic consequences (2001a).

I distinguish between types of clauses, then, on the basis of the number of core ar-

guments. They are clauses which do not have a) any core nominal argument, b) have 1

core nominal argument, c) have 2 core nominal arguments, and d) have 3 nominal core ar-

guments. These correspond to zero-valent, intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive clauses,

respectively. The definition here is based on language usage and not on a fixed lexical cate-

gory. Implicit in this definition is the fact that most verbs will have more than one value for
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transitivity, and discourse-pragmatics enables the hearer to infer from context which value

is being used. The core argument(s) need not be overtly expressed.

Canonical intransitive verbs take one core argument. Examples (260a) and (260b)

illustrate intransitive motion verbs whose core arguments are morphologically unmarked for

case; there are no oblique arguments. The semantic role of the arguments in both clauses is

agent.

(260) a. nga
1:sg

d'ato
now

hö-p-ci-ra
arrive-nmlz-pst-emph

ing
aux:ego

'I'm just arriving now.'

  [C16-10]

b. dele
then

chö
1:sg

bjô
flee

ong-m
come-nmlz

ing-na
aux:ego-q

'Then you escaped to here?'

  [C16-6]

As many as half of semanatically intransitive clauses make no overt mention of the

core argument, as given in (261). No arguments are promoted or demoted. The referent of

the core argument is inferrable from the context of the conversation.

(261) g'î ngen-di
lazy-cvb

chapsa
bathroom

yang
emph

ânâ
there

dö-p
sit-nmlz

dö-p-sa
sit-nmlz-comp

rang
emph

be-do
do-prog:ego

ong
aux:prob

'mo
tag

Lit: lazying, even sitting bathroom here itself, probably does, yah?
Idiomatic: '(He) is so lazy, (he) probably just goes to the bathroom
right from here (his bed), yah.'

  [C17-1]

The lack of the core argument in some intransitive clauses, however, is indetermi-

nate with regard to referent, as is the case for (262). Here, one of the interlocutor's faces

is red from sunburn, and the interlocutor is somewhat embarrassed by it. The fellow inter-

locutors are commenting on it. They provide several explanations one of which is given
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here. The speaker shows politeness as found in the honorific word for house zimcu. In

showing politeness, it is likely that the speaker wishes to provide a face-saving explanation

for the reddened face; referent responsibility is downplayed. The speaker likely intends to

not express the referent argument as a discourse-pragmatic face-saving strategy. The fo-

cus of (262) is in the event of 'coming out of the house' and who came out of the house is

irrelevant. As such, the form ong is here expressed as a verb with zero valence.

(262) zimcu
house.hon

nang=lê
ppst:in=abl

nyimi
sun

nang
ppst:in

ong-ni
come-inf

di=gi
dem=ins

'Because of the coming out of the house into the sun (your face turned
red).'

  [C17-1]

Thus, intransitive clauses are those which take one argument whether that argument

is overtly expressed or not. In some usage contexts, the unexpressed argument is directly

inferable from linguistic context. In other contexts, the normally intransitive form may

alternate with a transitive type of zero valence.

Canonical transitive verbs take two core arguments one of which is the most-agent

like argument and the other of which is the most-affected argument. The two arguments

take various case marking morphology. The most-agent argument of a transitive clause

may be unmarked (263a) or take =gi (263b). The most-affected second argument may be

unmarked ([263a] and [263b]). The affected arguments here are theme arguments, which,

as explained in Chapter 7, are normally unmarked.

(263) a. yâ
ex
chö
2:sg

to
rice

aphâ
over.there

z'a
eat
da
imp

nga
1:sg

[]
[]
ânâ
here

za-ni
eat-inf

'Here, you eat rice in that plate, I will eat [it] here (in this plate).'

  [C17-1]
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b. kho=gi
3:sg=erg

calâ
stuff

bak
carry

jo-de
go-prog:exo

'He's carrying away some stuff.'

  [C16-5]

In (264), the agent argument is unexpressed (marked []), and the referent is clear

from the context of the conversation. Similarly, the affected argument in the second clause

of example (263a) is unexpressed (and marked here with []). Given the previous clause

of the sentence, the unexpressed affected argument is recoverable as a referent of 'rice'.

Thus, both the most agent like argument and the most affected argument of a clause may be

unexpressed, but nevertheless, inferable from discourse context.

(264) []
[]
namesame
super

nga-i
1:sg=gen

charo=lu
friend=dat

tro
provoke

dô
sit
ong
aux:prob

si
quot:ego

'[They] always totally mess with my friend.'

  [C16-6]

Note that there is no clear case marking alignment between either of the core argu-

ments of a transitive clause and the core argument of an intransitive clause. Case marking

of core constituents is affected by discourse-pragmatic concerns that are too detailed to ad-

dress here with a few examples. For now, I draw attention to the fact that overt case marking

of core constituents does not consistently differentiate one from the other. Thus, a compar-

ison of example (260a) and the second clause in (263a), for example, shows that there is no

formal difference between them, either in terms of number of arguments or in terms of case

marking. The difference in transitivity lies in the unexpressed argument found in (263a).

The absence of an affected argument, i.e., the object, occurs most frequently with

verbs which take complement clauses. The verb 'lap 'say' commonly takes a compliment

clause that codes the content of direct speech, but here in (265a), it is absent, and the clause

formally takes a single core argument. Here, the co-text is a statement about what happens

to cloth when rubbed with massage oil. The fact that this happens is ascribed to 'Thrin-

ley', who is the inferred speaker of the co-text, but the co-text is not a coded as a direct
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quote. Similarly in (265b), the complement clause of shi 'know' is unexpressed, although

by way of pragmatic inference, the speaker implies that the interlocutor knows nothing.

The clauses here are examples of complement taking transitive verbs whose complements

are unexpressed. The complements may be inferred from discourse context or recoverable

from the pragmatic context.

(265) a. âni
here

mâ
oil
di=gi
dem=ins

âni
here

zum
like

jo-w
go-nmlz

ma
aux:endo

ba
part

te
part

gola.
clothes

thrinlê=gi
Thrinley=erg

'lap-de
say-prog:exo

'By this massage oil, becomes like that, right, the cloth. (That's what) Thrin-
ley says.'

  [C16-10]

b. chö
2:sg

mi
neg

shi
know

be
mir

'You don't know (what you're talking about).'
'You don't know (anything).'

  [C16-6]

Less common in the text corpus are examples of unexpressed objects, as given in

example (266). The object referent in question here is koth 'fat'. Reference to 'fat' as koth

is pragmatically marked, given that it is a Khengkha word, and not a native Dzongkha

word. Here, koth is a food item that is unwanted and the interlocutors try to serve it to one

another. In the first two references (266a) and (266b), it is overtly expressed. In the third

mention (266c), it is unexpressed, mentioned again overtly in (266d), and is unexpressed in

(266e), (266f), and (266g). The unexpressed object argument can be inferred throughout the

sequence. Note that subject arguments throughout this sequence are also unexpressed, but

inferable from discourse context. Thus, although there is only one clause in this sequence

that takes two overt arguments (266d), subject and object arguments are inferable from the

discourse context.
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(266) C17-1: 'hot potato'
a. âni

here
go-ga
want-q

koth
fat

'Do (you) want this, the fat?'

  [Speaker 1]

b. koth
fat

mi
neg

go
want

'(I) don't want the fat.'

  [Speaker 3]

c. âna
prox

lu-ge
pour-adh

ngace
1:pl

'yâ
intj

'Let us pour (it) here.'

  [Speaker 2]

d. koth=gi
fat=gen

tâma
later

koth
fat

lesha
much

zô
make

zhâ
put

ong
aux:prob

'The fat will make more fat.'
'Eat a piece of fat and you'll throw it all up.'

  [Speaker 3]

e. iya
here
'Here (you have some).'

  [Speaker 4]

f. chö
2:sg

ra
refl

'(Have some) yourself.'

  [Speaker 2]

g. âni
here

lu-da
pour-imp

'yâ
intj

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

'Here, put (some), for me.'

  [Speaker 1]

Agent arguments are the most frequent unexpressed arguments of transitive clauses

with one overt core argument (see Table 102): the unexpressed argument of 39 of the 47

clauses are agent subjects, and the remaining unexpressed 8 arguments are themes or lo-

cations (objects). All of the unexpressed arguments catalogued in Table 102 are inferable

from the discourse context. In the larger database, however, they can not always be inferred.

Some agent argument-less clauses with semantically transitive verbs function as intransi-

tive clauses, as in (267). The verb kö 'boil' is an agentive verb which normally takes an

agent in the subject role, but, here there is no inferable agent referent; the clause can only

be interpreted as an intransitive clause.
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(267) chu
water

kö-di=ra
boil-cvb=emph

'The water has been boiling.'
'The water is just-a boiling away.'

  [C17-1]

Similarly, in spite of the fact that there appear to be two arguments in the clause in

(268), chö tshöm di 'your gravy' is an juxtaposition that codes possession. The clause has

no overt subject agent. The interlocutor in the conversation will be the subject agent by

way of pragmatic inference, i.e., the recipient of the rice and gravy will be the agent who

does the pouring. There is, however, no anaphoric reference to a previously stated discourse

referent. The often-transitive form lu here is intransitive.

(268) chö
2:sg

tshöm
gravy

di
dem

to=i
rice=gen

kha
ppst:adj

lu
pour

go
deon

be
adv

te
part

d'â
now

ân
here

'Your gravy has to be poured over the rice. Now, here (take it).

  [C17-1]

Thus, canonical transitive clauses are those which take two overt arguments. More

commonly, the transitive clause takes one unexpressed argument that is inferable from dis-

course context. Some transitive clauses may also take two unexpressed arguments; the two

arguments in these contexts are also inferable from discourse context. The normally tran-

sitive verb may take monovalent transitivity, however, in which case there is no inferable

discourse referent. These intransitive clauses take themes as their core argument.

Finally, in addition to the intransitive and transitive clause types, clauses with such

verbs such as bjin 'give' and kê 'deliver' take three core arguments. The direct and indirect

objects are consistently differentiated from one another with dative marking. As for the

most agent like argument, it is unmarked in example (269a), but may also take =gi, as in

example (269b). Note that (269a) is reciprocal, and this affects the marking of the agent

argument, i.e., a reciprocal agent lacks enough of the characteristics of the agent prototype

that it does not take ergative.
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(269) a. khong
3:pl

cici=lu
one.another=dat

sâgo
space

bjin
give

tshu
mod:able

be
mir

'(Only after they get to Aiya can) they give one another the space (to pass one
another).'

  [C16-1]

b. di
dem

go-w-ci,
hear-nmlz-as.soon.as,

nga=gi
1:sg=erg

dethrölê
immediately

chö=lu
2:sg=dat

meses
message

kê-yi
deliver-pst:ego

mena
tag

'As soon as I heard it, did I not send you a message immediately?'

  [C16-10]

9.3.1 Noun-Verb juxtapositions and transitivity

The verbs like those illustrated in the intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive ex-

amples above (examples [260] through [269]) belong to a decent size class, the verbs of

which are monomorphemic and which have full semantic content. Most verbs in Dzongkha,

however, are formed through the juxtaposition of a noun and a verb which is semantically

bleached. The semantic content of the verb comes primarily from the noun to which it is

juxtaposed. Moreover, the noun does not count toward one of the core constituents of the

verb; it does not add to the valence of a clause. The noun-verb juxtapositions come from

two different structures one of which is a light-verb construction, and the other of which

adds semantic specificity to an otherwise semantically general (but not-bleached) verb.

Light verbs are composed of an NP + V structure. The verb lacks semantic con-

tent, and in this sense is semantically light, but at the same time contributes something to

the predication of the joint noun-verb structure (Jespersen 1965, Butt 2010). They have

been called by various terms; in the South Asian linguistic context they are referred to as

conjunct verbs in Hindi (Mohanan 1990), and "light verbs in verbo-nominal predicates"

in the Bhutanese language of Kurtoep (Hyslop 2011:465). In the Tibetic languages, these

verb-noun structures have been called phrasal verbs since the light verb can verbalize an ad-

verbial phrase or a full non-finite clause in addition to a noun (Bartee 2007). In Dzongkha,
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the light verb predicates noun phrases as well as adverbials, and non-finite clauses. The

noun-verb juxtapositions are described here in this section where it is relevant to issues of

transitivity. They are also discussed in Section 7.1 on thematic roles where the noun in the

juxtapositions is demonstrated to take on one of the thematic roles within a cognitive event

schema. The semantics of light-verb juxtapositions are discussed in Section 7.3.

The nouns of a light-verb construction do not contribute to the valence of a clause.

The subjects of transitive agentive verbs normally take ergative case, especially in past

tense in elicitation. But, here in example (270), the core constituent agent kho is unmarked

in keeping with expected intransitive marking. The noun of the light verb juxtaposition

tropda is unmarked, as is the case for most incorporated nouns. Thus, although the clause

here formally consists of two arguments, only the agent kho is part of the core argument

structure, and the clause is intransitive.

(270) kho
3:sg

tropda
gun

cap-nu
hit-pst:exo

Lit: 'He gun-shot.'
Idiomatic: 'He shot a gun.'

  [E17-1]

Core constituents that are thematic locations are consistently marked with dative

case (see Section 7.1 for a full description of thematic roles). The juxtaposed noun kha

'mouth' in example (271) takes the thematic role location, but is unmarked. Here, the ab-

sence in dative marking shows that the juxtaposed noun is not one of the core constituents of

the clause; it is incorporated as part of the predicate structure. Once again, though formally

a two argument clause, it is treated by the grammar as a single argument intransitive clause.

(271) nga
1:sg

kha
mouth

kom-che-yi
thirst-res-pst:ego

Lit: 'I to-mouth thirsted.'
Idiomatic: 'I'm really thirsty.'

  [E00-1]

Transitive clauses with noun-verb juxtapositions appear formally to be ditransitive,

but overt nominal marking shows that they are transitive. Example (272) illustrates this with
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the noun-verb juxtaposition 'to lie'. Here, the noun-verb juxtaposition consists of the noun

shop 'lie' and the verb cap 'hit'. The clause is identical to a ditransitive clause in terms of

number of overt arguments: 'you hit a lie to us'. However, the agent takes no marking, and

while unmarked agents occur sometimes with transitive verbs in non-perfective clauses,

they are consistently marked with ergative case in ditransitive clauses. On the basis of

expected nominal marking, then, the clause patterns as a transitive clause; the noun shop is

incorporated as part of the light verb construction.

(272) nga
1:sg

ta-wacin
look-cond

chö
2:sg

ngace=lu
1:pl-dat

shop
lie

cap
hit

dre
prob

mena
tag

'If you ask me, you're lying to us, aren't you?'

  [C16-6]

While transitive light verb construction may be distinguishable from ditransitive

verbs, transitive noun-verb predicates with the light-verb tang 'send' are formally indistin-

guishable from the ditransitive tang 'send'. There are three nouns in the clause in (273), and

these are agent, location, and theme. The agent am di is marked with ergative, the loca-

tion ngace with dative, and the theme lakha is unmarked, much like a ditransitive clause.

However, sending a message in the ditransitive example in (269b) is different than sending

lakha 'difficulty', the latter of which is a metaphorical extension of the spatial event. The

noun-verb juxtaposition with lakha tang 'lit. difficulty send' has a unitary meaning that is

different than if the noun was a physical object. A single unitary meaning is one of the fea-

tures of object incorporation (Mithun 1984). As such, on the basis of semantics, the theme

lakha is analyzed as an incorporated noun in a light verb construction. The clause here is

transitive, whereas the clause in (269b) with a specific physical referent is ditransitive.
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(273) am
woman

di=gi
dem=erg

phâ
over.there

ngace=lu
1:pl-dat

yâ
emph

lap-sa
speak-comp

lakha
difficulty

tâng-nu
send-pst:exo

Lit: 'That woman over there sent difficulty even to us to speak.'
Idiomatic: 'That woman created problems over there (in the village)
for even us to say anything.'

  [C16-5]

In addition to noun-verb juxtapositions with light verbs, some semantically generic

verbs can take a juxtaposed noun. Like noun light-verb juxtapositions, the additional noun

does not increase valency. The added noun is incorporated as part of the noun-verb pred-

ication. However, these verbs are not semantically bleached like light verbs. They are

commonly used without an incorporated noun. Noun-verb juxtapositions with semantically

general verbs add semantic specificity.

Three nouns, kha 'mouth', 'lo 'mind, matter', and tam 'story', for example, are com-

monly juxtaposed to the generic speech verb 'lap. The bare stem lap is ambitransitive such

that the intransitive verb means something like 'say' with no requirement of an additional

argument. Example (274) gives two English translations of the Dzongkha to illustrate the

intransitive value of 'lap. The top-most free translation is provided by my language consul-

tant whose English rendering carries over the Dzongkha structure with no requirement of

an object. A second more idiomatic translation is also provided (with the required object of

English 'say'). Intransitive 'lap requires an agent as its core constituent.

(274) ai
ex
kho
3:sg

'lap-ni
speak-inf

yö
aux:exist:ego

te
part

Consultant: 'He used to say.'
Idiomatic: 'Yah, he used to say (that).'

  [C16-3]

Example (275) is illustrative of transitive 'lap. It takes two arguments: khong 'they',

the agent, and nga 'I', which takes the thematic role location. The theme, i.e., what is said,

is unexpressed and not in focus. Examples (274) and (275) both take unexpressed themes.
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(275) khong=gi
3:sg-erg

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

pura be
fully

'lap-ci
tell-pst:ego

Lit: 'Then, they to-me fully told.'
Idiomatic: 'Then, they told me (everything) in its entirety.'

  [S00-2]

The theme argument, however, is expressed with the incorporated noun kha 'mouth'

in example (276). With the addition of kha, the semantics of the verb changes, and means

something like 'talk (back and forth)'. The incorporated noun kha is like the grammatical

object that passes back and forth between the interlocutors, rather than from one interlocutor

to another in unidirectional fashion. The agent and location roles are both found in the single

core constituent ngace sum. There is no core constituent object. As such, the incorporated

verb structure kha 'lap is a reciprocal transitive verb.

(276) dele
then

ngace
1:pl

sum,
three,

'mi
people

sum
three

phâ
over.there

kha
mouth

'lap-ci
speak-pst:ego

'Then, we three, we three people talked (among ourselves) over there.'

  [S00-2]

The theme argument is made explicit with the incorporated object 'lo 'matter, issue'

in example (277). The verb 'lo 'lap simply means 'to talk', but implies a directionality in

speech from the agent to the thematic location. The agent is unmarked and the location

takes dative marking.

(277) nga
1:sg

kho=lu
3:sg=dat

'lo
matter

'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

Lit: 'I to-him matter-talked.'
Idiomatic: 'I talked to him.'

  [S00-2]

Throughout the examples with noun-verb juxtaposition, the formal number of nouns

is one greater than the transitivity value of the verb. The di-transitive verb 'lo lap in ex-

ample (278) takes a maximum of three core constituents, but here in this clause there are

four nouns present. The four nouns are: the agent, chö, unmarked; the location, nga=lu,
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marked dative; and two themes -- the core constituent theme (in contrast to the incorporated

theme), g'aci, unmarked, and the incorporated theme, 'lo. The fourth noun, 'lo, is part of the

predication of the clause, and not one of the core constituents.

(278) chö
2:sg

nga=lu
1:sg-dat

'lo
mind

g'aci
what

lap-ni
speak-inf

mî-ga
aux:exist:ego:neg-q

Lit: 'You to-me matter what to-say exist?'
Idiomatic: 'Don't you have anything to say to me?'

  [C16-10]

In terms of transitivity, then, noun-verb juxtapositions add a noun to the clause.

Although nominal case-marking is not always an accurate predictor of grammatical re-

lations, the morphological patterns found on nominal constituents demonstrates that the

noun of noun-verb juxtapositions is not included as one of the core constituents. Noun-

verb juxtapositions occur structurally as light verb constructions, as well as a small class of

monomorphemic verbs that add semantic specificity. The semantics of the juxtapositions

and the overt nominal marking of the noun suggest a unitary meaning which is indicative

of object incorporation into the predicate.

Noun incorporation into verbs like 'lap 'say' also illustrate the variability in transi-

tivity, ranging from an intransitive clausal structure in (274), a transitive structure in (275),

and a ditransitive structure in (278). The remaining section of this chapter addresses the

variability of transitivity in verbs.

9.3.2 Verb lability

As noted above, the defining characteristic of transitivity of a simple clause in

Dzongkha is the number of possible core constituents. While the core constituents of a

clause may be unexpressed, they can often be inferred from context. The absence of an

argument but inferable from context, then, is taken not as an instance of verb lability, but
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as an instance of discourse-pragmatics such as topicality. However, many noun-verb pred-

ications show an alternation between an intransitive and transitive sense. For purposes of

verb classification, I look at instances of so-called strong lability. Creissels defines strong

lability as "either the only core argument of the intransitive construction is encoded differ-

ently from the argument with a similar or identical role in the transitive construction ..., or

the two constructions differ formally in other respects than the mere absence of a nominal

term" (2014:913).

Strong lability is illustrated with the weather verb 'to snow' in (279). The verb 'to

snow' is a light verb construction that incorporates the noun khau 'snow' into the light verb

cap. The verb has zero valence, as in (279a). However, the noun-verb incorporation khau

cap 'snow + hit' also has an intransitive volitional meaning, as given in (279b). In both con-

structions of object incorporation, the noun is part of the predicate. The tense and aspect

morphosyntax signal the difference in semantics between the two clauses. In past tense,

the light verb construction can only be the zero-valence weather verb, 'to snow'. With the

endophoric auxiliary in (279b), the incorporation can only be an intransitive agentive verb

that involves the action of throwing snow (see Chapter 7.2 for how the auxiliary me distin-

guishes between levels of control in a verb).

(279) a. khau
snow

cap-ci
hit-pst:ego

'It snowed.'

  [E00-1]

b. []
[]
khau
snow

cap-Ø
hit-nmlz

me
aux:endo

Lit: '(S/he) snow-threw'
Idiomatic: '(S/he) threw snow.'

While khau 'snow' is an incorporated noun in both clauses, the light verb construc-

tions takes two different clausal structures, and as such is an instance of Creissels' strong

lability. Example (279a) has no core argument, and (279b) has a single unexpressed core
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argument and it is an agent; the object is incorporated as part of the light verb construction

and does not participate in the valence of the clause. The difference between the two clauses

is not coded with overt nominal marking, but with the use of tense-aspect morphosyntax

which has functions beyond tense and aspect, and which are beyond the scope of the cur-

rent discussion. It is sufficient here to note that the auxiliary me signals volitionality with

third person. Thus, although Dzongkha does not have (de)transitivizing morphology, me

signals agentivity with third person, among a number of functions. Here in (279), it can be

seen that some noun-verb incorporations can be manipulated for transitivity and volitional

values, and as such are strongly labile (in Creissels' sense).

One way that noun-verb juxtapositions change transitivity value is through changes

in the role of the noun. In some clauses, the noun-verb juxtaposition codes object incorpo-

ration, as in light verb structures. However, the noun can also be de-coupled from the verb

and function as a grammatical object. In (280a), chu tang 'water + send', chu functions as

an incorporated object, and the combination functions as an intransitive verb, meaning 'to

pee'. The ergative marking of the core constituent, b'u 'son', is not an indication of transi-

tivity, but a pragmatic issue to be discussed further in Chapter 10. The clause is thematic.

In (280b), chu is not incorporated as part of the predication, but functions grammatically

as the object of the transitive verb tang. The most agent like argument of the imperative is

unexpressed (marked with []). This is another instance of Creissels' strong lability in that

the role of the noun in the noun-verb juxtaposition changes: an incorporated noun in (280a),

and an object in (280b). There is no verb morphology which reflects the intransitive or tran-

sitive meanings of tang. The difference in grammatical structure is inferred from discourse

pragmatics.

(280) a. chu
water

tang-yi
send-pst:ego

b'u=gi
son.boy=erg

'The kid peed!'

  [C16-10]
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b. âi
intj

[]
[]
chu
water

na
here

tang
send

'[You] give me that water.'

  [C17-1]

In the clauses in (281), the noun-verb juxtapositions are manipulated with case

marking and word order with different semantic consequences. In (281a), the noun-verb

juxtaposition results in incorporation and an intransitive light verb construction. The one

core argument, nga=gi, is an agent. In (281b), the noun-verb juxtaposition is not different

than (281a), but an oblique argument, rochi gu, has been added. The clause in (281b) is

intransitive. In (281c), the noun, do, is not incorporated, but heads an oblique phrase. The

light verb capwithout an incorporated noun requires two arguments, although in (281c) the

object is unexpressed.

(281) a. nga=gi
1:sg=erg

do
stone

cap-ci
hit-pst:ego

Lit: 'I stone-hit.'
Idiomatic: 'I threw a stone.'

  [E17-1]

b. nga=gi
1:sg=erg

rochi
dog

gu
ppst:on

do
stone

cap-ci
hit-pst:ego

Lit: 'I stone-hit on a dog.'
Idiomatic: 'I threw a stone at the dog.'

  [E17-1]

c. nga=gi
1:sg=erg

[]
[it]
do
stone

gu
ppst:on

cap-ci
hit-pst:ego

Lit: 'I [it] on-stone hit.'
'I hit (it) on the stone.'

  [E17-1]

A number of monomorphemic verbs (not noun-verb light verb constructions) are

also strongly labile in the sense that the same root has both transitive and intransitive senses.

The verb root gâ is polysemous with a number of intransitive and transitive senses. (282a)

illustrates a transitive volitional sense that means 'like' that takes two core arguments. (282b)

illustrates the root as an intransitive non-agentive verb; the core argument is a theme. Note

that the verb in (282b) requires the incorporated noun sem 'mind'. (282c) illustrates an

intransitive sense that means 'laugh'. It is an agentive verb, as indicated by the co-occurrence
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of third person and me. Neither of the core arguments of the intransitive senses of gâ take

the same case-marking as either of the core arguments of the transitive clause, which is

indicative of the different argument roles of Creissels' strong lability.

(282) a. karma=gi
karma=erg

b'um
daugher.girl

di=lu
dem=dat

gâ-nu
like-pst:exo

'Karma likes the girl.'

  [E00-1]

b. karma
karma

sem
mind

gâ-nu
like-pst:exo

'Karma is happy'

  [E00-1]

c. karma
karma

gâ-w
laugh-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'Karma's laughing (and happy too).'

  [E00-1]

The verb thong is another verb with a transitive and intransitive sense. In its tran-

sitive sense it means 'see'. Here in (283), I illustrate two examples from natural speech of

the intransitive sense which is best translated idiomatically as 'arrive'. However, the literal

sense is something like 'is visible' with the implication that whatever is visible has 'arrived'.

Neither of the clauses imply an unexpressed agent argument, i.e., the clauses do not mean,

'[I] saw my husband' or '[I] saw my taxi'. Rather, the NPs in both clauses are the core ar-

guments of the intransitive sense of 'see'. The intransitive non-agentive thong may not take

me with third person as an indication of its lack of volitionality, as in (283c).

(283) a. wei
ex
âp
husband

di
dem

d'aci=lê
just.now=abl

thong-yi
visible-pst:ego

bu
q

'Hey, have (you) (my) husband already arrived?'

  [C16-10]

b. nga-i
1:sg-gen

tyas
taxi

thong-ci
visible-pst:ego

'My taxi has arrived.'

  [E00-1]
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c. **nga-i tyas thong me   [E00-1]

Other examples of polysemous senses with transitive and intransitive values include

the verbs ong 'come' and jo 'go'. The transitive senses are illustrated in example (284). The

formal use of jo in (284a) gives the structure 'a holiday goes to-them' and in the second

clause, '[a holiday] doesn't go to us'. The transitive sense, 'get', is a grammaticalization

of 'to-NP go'. Similarly in (284b), the structure gives 'an e-mail ID comes to-him'. The

transitive sense, 'have', is a grammaticalization of 'to-NP come'. This is also a possessive

clause with the existential ong (see Section 9.1.4 for possessive clauses).

(284) a. pipi
pipi

tang-ru
send-cncv

yâ
emph

chuti
holiday

khong
3:sg

jo
go
dö
sit
ong
aux:prob

te
part

ngace-n
1:pl-dat

mi
neg

jo
go
te
part

'If the class PP students are sent (home), they get a holiday, but we will not
get (one).'

b. kho
3:sg

imel
e-mail

aidi
ID

ong
come

te
part

'mo
tag

'He has an e-mail ID, yah?'

  [C16-10]

Many noun-verb predications take transitive and intransitive senses depending on

whether the noun of the noun-verb predication is incorporated or not. In some cases, the

two different senses change with regard to volitionality in addition to valence. The ability to

change volitionality is understood to be idiosyncratic of the verb rather than an indication

of a noun-verb predication type. Confirmation is a matter for further research. A small

class of monomorphemic verbs take transitive and intransitive senses as well, but these are

metaphorical extensions of a basic primary sense.
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9.4 Summary

There are four clause types in Dzongkha based on syntactic transitivity: zero-valent

clauses with only an incorporated argument (weather verbs), intransitive clauses with one

core argument, transitive clauses with two core arguments, and ditransitive clauses with

three core arguments. Clauses with copular and existential verbs are intransitive. Many

clauses take an incorporated noun, but they do not count toward the valence of the clause.

There is no verb morphology which marks transitivity type. Core arguments of

simple clauses are not case-marked consistently for grammatical or semantic roles. Syn-

tactic transitivity type is evident solely through an argument, although some arguments are

unexpressed.

Natural language clauses in Dzongkha, as in other languages, are found to frequently

lack overt nominal arguments. Over seventy percent of transitive clauses and about fifty

percent of intransitive clauses have an unexpressed argument. Many unexpressed argu-

ments can be inferred from discourse and pragmatic context. Their absence is not an indi-

cation of a change in transitivity.

However, in addition to unexpressed arguments, frequently used verbs such as 'go',

'come', and 'see' all exhibit polysemy, whereby the same verb form belongs to an intransitive

and transitive set. Some lexical verbs may even take three different values of transitivity,

such as the verb 'lap 'say'. Categorizing a clause for transitivity for the analyst is problem-

atic: the absence of an argument may signal a clause with an unexpressed argument, or it

may signal a change in transitivity.

Analytic problems aside, there is no morphosyntactic behavior, other than the num-

ber of core arguments, that consistently distinguishes between clause types based on tran-

sitivity. There is a great deal of fluidity between syntactic and semantic transitivity with

many verbs taking at least two values for transitivity. The knowledge of whether a clause is

one type or another is more often than not a matter of inference, drawing either on discourse

clues, or extra-linguistic knowledge available to the hearer.
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Case marking and grammatical relations

Overt nominal case marking in many languages patterns after one of the basic mark-

ing systems found in the world's languages. Some languages have morphosyntactic distri-

butions that show the patterns of two marking systems such as the split-ergative system. The

marking systems of split systems are commonly found to be based on sensitivity to a num-

ber of different semantic factors. Lhasa Tibetan, for example, has been described as a split

system, sensitive to such issues as perfectivity and volition (Tournadre 1991 and DeLancey

1982). The assumption made in these descriptions is that the systems share cross-linguistic

structures, and that each language exhibits a specific instance of a structure common to all

of the languages with that system. While the specific details may differ from one language

to another, these cross-linguistic structures exist independently of particular languages. In

this view, language specific details are an instantiation of general functional and cognitive

principles (Dixon 2010a, Dryer 1997, Givón 1995).

Dryer (1997) challenges the assumption of an abstract cross-linguistic structure,

showing that grammatical relations in particular code language specific structures that are

not comparable across languages, i.e., they are not part of a common cross-linguistic struc-

ture. Functional and cognitive principles motivate linguistic structures, but the competing

pathways by which they are realized are manifold. There are at least two major competing

principles in the coding of grammatical relations: one is association with semantic roles and

the other is pragmatic function, and it is likely that this latter function is multi-dimensional.

The difference in grammatical relations between languages comes about through divergent

resolutions of these competing functions.

394
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The distribution of case marking of nominal constituents in Dzongkha illustrates

the major competing principles of grammatical relations. Nominal marking codes a differ-

ence between the three core arguments of transitive and intransitive clauses, but it does so

inconsistently. The semantic role of a nominal constituent may also be marked, but again

inconsistently. The two systems are found to be in overt competition; neither is dominant

over the other (or if one is dominant, the other is frequently over-ridden). Moreover, the

motivating principles for marking nominal constituents appear to be multi-dimensional, so

that other principles such as speaker representation of perspective is also apparent as part

of the pragmatic system.

Another common assumption in grammar writing is that grammatical relations are

universal throughout the language, i.e., that split-ergativity, for example, is found in all

environments of usage in the language. As found here, however, case-marking of nominal

constituents is affected by the context in which it is found, as also reported for other Tibeto-

Burman languages (DeLancey 2011 and Willis 2011). Based on elicited data, S. Watters

(2005) posits that Dzongkha is sensitive to the semantic notions of perfectivity and animacy,

the former affecting how the A argument is marked and the latter how the P argument is

marked. The A-argument of perfective events is reported to be marked in ergative case;

the A-argument of present and future events is optionally ergative or absolutive. The P-

argument is reported to take the dative case when high in animacy (humaness), otherwise

it takes absolutive case-marking (S. Watters 2005). As such, the case-marking system in

elicited data can be understood in terms of a discriminatory function, i.e., distinguishing

between the grammatical roles S, A, and P.

Here, two additional genres of language use are investigated: monologic texts and

interactional conversation. This chapter will show that overt nominal case making in these

genres is sensitive to sentence level semantic categories such as thematic role of the core

arguments, discourse patterns, such as contrast, and extra-linguistic pragmatics such as sur-

prise and unwanted outcomes. Thus, grammatical relations in Dzongkha is found to range
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from a split-ergative system to a pragmatic system, whereby the manifestation of one mark-

ing pattern over another is probabalistically dependent on and functionally motivated by

genre.

If the nominal marking system in Dzongkha differs from the canonical systems, one

must ask whether the labels ergative, absolutive, and dative are appropriate. The nomen-

clature used here is influenced by earlier linguistic studies of Tibetic languages and more

distantly related Bodish languages. Recent studies of the case marking system of Tibeto-

Burman languages have referred to the dominant marking system of the language family as

"pragmatic ergativity" (DeLancey 2011, Andvik 2010, Willis 2011). Since the label "erga-

tivity" persists, it will also be used here with the caveat that the kind of ergativity being

talked about covers a range of meanings within the language, and that any meaning within

that range may or may not be comparable with other languages.

10.1 Case marking in elicited data

This section briefly summarizes case marking found in elicited data. The data are

taken from S. Watters (2005); it was transcribed using the Wylie transcription standard for

Written Tibetan. Morphological parsing has been slightly adjusted to reflect the analysis of

this dissertation.

Examples (285a) and (285b) illustrate two simple transitive clauses. The agent-most

like argument (A) takes <=gis> (and its written morphophonemic variant <=kyis>), and the

most-patient like argument (P) is unmarked (noted as -Ø in the interlinear). In contrast,

example (285c) illustrates a simple intransitive clause where the single core argument is

unmarked. The S argument of the intransitive clause and the P argument of a transitive

clause take no marking, i.e., they are coded in the same way. The A argument of the transi-

tive clause takes marking distinct from S and P. The A arguments of the transitive clauses

and S argument of the intransitive clause in (285) each take the agent semantic role. The
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pattern in these clauses show the classic ergative-absolutive alignment: case marking is

based on syntactic differentiation of the A argument of a transitive clause from the other

core arguments of transitive and intransitive clauses. Note that the clauses in (285) are

coded for perfectivity.

(285) a. bkra.shes.=kyis.
trashi=erg

ke.wa.
potato

a.tsi.cig.-Ø
a.little-abs

nyo.-nug.
buy-pst:exo

'Trashi bought a few potatoes.'

b. skar.ma.=gis.
Karma=erg

ro.khyi.-Ø
dog-abs

bsad.-nug.
kill-pst:exo

'Karma killed a dog.'

c. bum.
girl

'di.-Ø
this-abs

khyim.
house

nang.
ppst:in

song.-nug.
go:supl-pst:exo

'The girl went home.'

The clauses in (286) illustrate that even when the A argument is not a canonical

agent, it takes the case marker <=gis>. In clause (286a), the A argument is a semantic

recipient, and it is marked with <=gis>. In clause (286b), the A argument is a semantic

experiencer, and it is also marked with <=gis>. The P arguments of either clause are not

affected in any kind of way, and neither take marking. Thus, although the core arguments

in (286) are not canonical semantic agents or patients, Dzongkha marks the A argument as

different from the S and P arguments. In elicited data coded for perfectivity, case marking

appears to be a function of syntactic transitivity.

(286) a. phurp.bzangm.=gis.
Phubzam=erg

yig.tshang.
office

nang.=las
ppst:in=abl

lag.khyer.-Ø
permit-abs

thob-nug.
received-pst:exo

'Phubzam received a permit from the office.'
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b. kho.=gis.
3:sg=erg

mi.=cig.-Ø
person=indf-abs

mthong.-nug.
see-pst:exo

'He saw someone.'

The semantic role of the S argument of intransitive clauses does not affect case

marking in perfective aspect. It is consistently unmarked, as given in clauses (287a) through

(287c). (The semantic role of the S argument is given to the right of each clause.) The S

argument invariantly takes absolutive case in perfective clauses regardless of semantic role.

(287) a. bum.
girl

'di.-Ø
this-abs

khyim.
house

nang.
ppst:in

song.-nug.
go:supl-pst:exo

'The girl went home.'

  [agent]

b. kho.-Ø
3:sg-abs

kha.
mouth

skom.nug.
thirst-pst:exo

'He was thirsty.'

  [experiencer]

c. dang.phyi.ru.
last.nigh

kho.-Ø
3:sg-abs

shi.-song.-nug.
die-inch-pst:exo

'He died last night.'

  [change of state]

The marking of the P argument was found to be sensitive to issues of animacy. Thus,

the P argument in clause (288a), was described as optionally taking either no marking or

<=lu> depending on discourse-pragmatic issues. The P argument in clause (288b), however,

cannot take the dative <=lu>. The optionality in (288a) and the ungrammaticality of (288b)

was analyzed as sensitivity to the animacy hierarchy: inanimate P arguments do not take

dative, whereas with the right discourse-pragmatic environment, an animate P argument

can take the dative case.

(288) a. skar.ma.=gis.
Karma=erg

a.phi.
over.there

nor-Ø/=lu
cow-abs/=dat

'kharw.=gis.
stick=ins

drang.-nug.
hit-pst:exo

'Karma hit that cow over there with a stick.'

b. skar.ma.=gis.
Karma=erg

e.ma-Ø/*=lu
chili-abs/*=dat

rdung.-nug.
pound-pst:exo

'Karma pounded the chili peppers.'
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Thus, with the exception of optionally marked animate dative P arguments, the

elicited data of Dzongkha are a straight forward illustration of ergative-absolutive case

marking in perfective clauses. The A argument takes ergative case, regardless of semantic

role; the S argument takes absolutive case, regardless of semantic role; and the P argument

takes absolutive case, with the exception of animate P's which may optionally take dative

case.

In hindsight, the difference between the marking of P arguments in (288) is a func-

tion of verb type. The P argument of the verb <rdung> (288b) takes a "change of state"

semantic role, and as such takes a theme object. The P argument of the verb <drang>

(288a), however, takes a "surface contact" semantic role; it takes a location object. The fact

that location objects may take no marking or <=lu> is a function of competing discourse-

pragmatic motivations, whether in the previous explanation or the current one.

S Watters (2005) also showed that the ergative marking of A arguments was op-

tional in imperfective environments. It was described as sensitive to the semantic notions

of certainty and contrast. As such, the elicited data show a split ergative system: ergative-

absolutive in perfective environments, and primarily unmarked in non-perfective environ-

ments with the possibility of showing certainty and contrast with the ergative case.

10.2 Case marking in monologic texts

Case marking of nominal arguments in one monologic narrative text gives a less cat-

egorical view of the ergative-absolutive system found in elicited data. Deictic, evidential,

and mirative categories have different distributions in the "outer shell" of legend narra-

tives than they do in the "inner" dialogue between participants of the narrative (S. Watters

2002b). The "outer shell" and "inner" dialogue can be illustrated in example (289), where

the text often consists of sentences with multiple complement clauses and ends with a short

final main clause that carries marking for TAME (tense, aspect, modality, evidentiality).
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The main clause is the "outer shell" and the "inner" dialogue is contained within speech

complements.

(289) S00-2
a. nga=gi

1:sg:erg
'lap-ci
say-pst:exo

'I said.'

b. chim
house

dore
each

cî
one
nang=lu
ppst:in=dat

b'u
son
'nga
five

yö-pa-cin
exist:ego-nmlz-cond

'If in each individual house, there are five sons...'

c. b'u
son
'nga-p
five-nmlz

châ=râ
whole=emph

nang
ppst:in

mitring
meeting

zom
meet

go
deon

z'ê
quot

'...all five sons have to come here to the meeting.'

d. ti
part

di
dem

nang
ppst:in

mindu
exist:endo:neg

z'ê
quot

'lap-da-lu
say-adv-dat

' "So, (they) are not in this (meeting)," when (I was) saying...'

e. khong
3:pl

'lap-de
say-prog:exo

'They say...'

f. gara
all

ong-yi
come-pst

z'ê
quot

'lap-de
say-prog:exo

' "Everyone came," (they) say.'

The "outer shell" often takes the exophoric perspective, and primarily codes inter-

action between third persons. The "inner" dialogue takes a proximate, near view and occurs

as dialogue in the present between speech-act participants (1st and 2nd persons). The per-

spective is primarily egophoric and endophoric. The two types of clauses, the main clause
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and the clauses within speech and perception complement clauses, have affect on the mor-

phosyntactic behavior of a number of grammatical categories, including case marking. Case

marking in the main clause in perfective environments is characterized by a fairly robust

ergative-absolutive system, whereas case marking in imperfective clauses in the main clause

and in both perfective and imperfective environments in complement clauses is clearly a

function of something other than sentence level argument structure.

The current study is limited to the "Adma Murder" text. It is a personal narrative,

told by a man who at the time of telling was in his early fifties, who lived most of his

adult life in the Bhutanese village of Pasakha, in the Buxa Tiger Reserve, West Bengal. It

consists of thirty-six main clauses in which thirty co-subordinate and subordinate clauses

are embedded. These clauses are part of the outer shell. Another thirty three clauses are

complement clauses of speech and perception verbs (hear). These comprise the "inner"

dialogue. Much of the interactive content between speech act participants is found in these

complement clauses.

Table 103 gives the frequency of case marking on nominal arguments in the two

main clausal environments. The three cases =gi (ergative), unmarked (absolutive), and =lu

(dative) are given in columns under each of the two major clausal environments. The main

clausal constituents A, S, and P are given in rows. The P argument is differentiated for its

role in the verb schema as a theme and location (see Chapter 7). Numbers which can be

attributed to a single grammatical relation, i.e., A, S or P, are bracketed []. For example, the

A argument in the main clause columns is marked [30 and 5] times: 30 with =gi and 5 are

unmarked. The S argument can be contrasted with both A and P arguments. The contrast

with A argument involves the pairing with =gi and unmarked categories, i.e., [0 and 10]

in main clauses. The contrast with P argument involves pairing with unmarked and =lu

categories in main clauses, i.e., [10 and 0].
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Table 103. Frequency of case marking in "Adma Murder" text

Main clauses Complement Clauses
=gi unmarked =lu =gi unmarked =lu

A [30 5] - [11 12] -
S [0 [10] 0] [1 [18] 0]
P theme - [13 2] - [13 2]
P location - [0 3] - [2 8]

The marking on A and S arguments in main clauses has a strong tendency toward

ergative-absolutive marking. Thirty out of thirty-five A arguments take =gi; only five are

unmarked. No S arguments take =gi; they are all unmarked. Similarly, the frequency counts

suggest a strong tendency of maintaining a distinction between theme and location of the P

argument: all locations are marked with =lu, and thirteen of fifteen themes are unmarked.

S arguments and P themes are a unified category in terms of case morphology; neither is

marked.

The marking of nominal arguments in complement clauses is inconsistent, at least

with regard to the marking of A argument. About half are marked with =gi and about half

are unmarked. The marking of S argument has a strong tendency toward being unmarked

with only one instance of =gimarking, e.g., [1 and 18]. The marking of theme and location

of P arguments keeps the same tendencies as the main clauses of the outer shell: themes are

unmarked and locations are marked with =lu.

Example (290) illustrates transitive clauses with overt nominal constituents in the

main "outer shell" environment. In both (290a) and (290b), the clauses are coded for per-

fectivity, and take overt human nominal arguments. As such, they are instances of high

semantic transitivity. The A-argument in both is marked with =gi, and the P argument in

(290a) is unmarked. Example (290b), excludes the complement clause for sake of space

in the interlinear, but illustrates a common structure in the narrative; an ergative marked

A-argument, followed by the complement clause, following by a speech verb or verb of

cognition.
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(290) a. kho=gi
3:sg=erg

'mi
people

ditshu
dem:pl

gara
all

bo-ci
invite-pst:ego

'He invited all the people.'

b. ngace=gi
1:pl=erg

CC
complement clause

g'o-yi
hear-pst:ego

'We heard CC.'

Example (291) illustrates intransitive clauses with the overt nominal argument in

the main event line environment. Both clauses are coded for perfectivity, although the two

clauses code different aspects of perfectivity. The single core argument in both clauses is

unmarked.

(291) a. d'ele
then

di=gi
dem=gen

shulê
later

kho
3:sg

drô-da
fear-tel

dû
aux:exist:endo

'Then, later, he got scared.'

b. di
dem

kha=lu
ppst:adjacent=dat

chim
house

phudore=lê
each=abl

'mi
people

gara
all

ong-yi
come-pst:ego

'There, all the people came from each house.'

I now turn to a brief discussion of nominal case marking in the "inner" dialogue, i.e.,

in complement clauses. The frequency counts in Table 104 show that marked and unmarked

A's are inversely proportional to one another when perfectivity is a factor. Perfectively

coded main clauses have the lowest rate of unmarked A's, but with each column to the right,

the rate of frequency increases, so that imperfectively coded complement clauses have the

highest rate of unmarked As. The reverse is true of marked A's.

Frequency counts in Table 104 also show a strong tendency for ergative marking in

perfective environment with main clauses, i.e., 22 take =gi, and 2 are unmarked. However,

there is no discernable pattern for the other morphosyntactic environments. Imperfective

main clauses show that 8 take =gi and 3 are unmarked, and in complement clauses, 4 take =gi

and 5 are unmarked in perfective clauses and 5 take =gi and 9 are unmarked in imperfective
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clauses. The marking of A arguments matches with elicited data in that perfectivity in

main clauses is a good indicator of whether or not the A argument will be marked. But

this is a narrow morphosyntactic environment. The A is marked variably outside of this

environment.

Table 104. The effect of perfectivity on nominal marking
in "outer shell" and "inner" dialogue environments

Main CC
pfv ipfv pfv ipfv

A =gi 22 8 4 5
S = gi 0 0 0 *1
Subtotal 22 8 4 6

A 2 3 5 9
S 7 3 6 12
Subtotal 9 6 11 21

Total 31 14 15 27

Examples of A arguments in complement clauses are given in (292). Neither clause

is marked for perfectivity which, as noted, is also a tendency of complement clauses.

(292) a. chö
2:sg

di
dem

thrang
straight

ma
neg

'lap
say

be-wa-cin
do-nmlz-cond

'If you don't tell (me) straight...'

b. chê
2:pl

'nyi
two

zung-di
catch-cvb

nga
1:sg

bâ-ni
carry-inf

'I'm gonna arrest both of you and take you away.'

There are two unmarked A arguments in perfective environments in main clauses,

as given in (293). There is a good explanation for the absence of marking in clause (293a).

The verb kha lap 'talk' is a reciprocal verb where the core argument is both agent and

patient (location). Many reciprocal verbs do not take marking on the core argument. I
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am unable to provide an explanation for the absence in marking in the second instance

given in (293b). The expectation is that nga '1:sg' would take marking, both on the basis

of morphosyntax and discourse-pragmatics. In terms of morphosyntax, the main clause

is coded for perfectivity and this frequently correlates with ergative marking. In terms

of rhetorical structure, the clause has an important place in the story when the narrator

confronts the villagers of Adma as to the identity of the thief.

(293) a. d'ele
then

ngace
1:pl

sum,
three

'mi
people

sum
three

phâ
over.there

kha
mouth

lap-ci
speak-pst:ego

'Then, we three, three people, talked (amongst ourselves) over there.'

b. d'ele
then

nga
1:sg

'lap-ci
speak-pst:ego

'âu
thief

di
dem

'ani
prox

'ing
cop:ego

'lap-da-lu
speak-adv-loc

'Then, I said, "This is the thief," when saying ..."

The S argument is consistently unmarked whether the clause is coded for perfective

or imperfective in main or complement clauses. The one exception, marked with * in Table

104, is given below in (294). The clause in (294) is the first of a sequence of co-subordinate

clauses within the complement clause of a speech verb. "Daniel" is the main topic of the

sentence, but is not overtly expressed in the subsequent clauses. Two clauses later, "Daniel"

is the agent referent of a transitive verb, but here in this clause, it is the core argument of

the verb jô 'go'. It is marked with the reflexive, =rang, which also functions as a marker

of emphasis. It is quite possible, then, that as an accompaniment of=rang, =gi indicates a

discourse-pragmatic function of emphasis.
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(294) d'aniyal
Daniel

kho
3:sg

rang=gi
refl=erg

kalcin=lu
Kalcini=loc

jô-di
go-cvb

'Daniel, he, himself, going...'

The semantic verb type found in the "Adma murder" text is somewhat limited. The

text primarily consists of speech verbs, followed in frequency by motion verbs, and then a

few verbs such as 'kill', 'arrest', 'wear'. To get a better sense of marking of nominal arguments

in interaction of speech act participants, i.e., the "inner" dailogue, I now turn to the broader

range of verbs as recorded and transcribed in conversation.

10.3 Case marking in conversation

This section returns to the fact that different functional and cognitive principles com-

pete in the grammatical relations system. The chapter started with the notion that two of

these competing notions may be an association with semantic role and pragmatic principles.

Here in Dzongkha, the latter set of principles are multi-dimensional, drawing on several

systems within the grammar. Moreover, Dzongkha gives clear evidence of competing mo-

tivations in the marking of nominal arguments in the clause. Three of these will be explored:

thematic role, a discriminatory function, and the coding of speaker perspective.

The previous two sections draw on a "compare and contrast" methodology used

in many descriptive grammars. Two sentences of similar morphosyntactic structure are

compared, difference features are noted, and those features are deduced to be instances of a

particular grammatical category. The study of case marking in monologic texts shows that

the unit of "compare and contrast" must be larger than the sentence. What was compared

and contrasted was the textual environment of the main clause and the speech complement

clause. These two environments are found to have clause level implications for a number

of grammatical systems: perfectivity, speaker perspective, and case marking.

This section draws from the conversation corpus, and it is significantly larger than

the tens of clauses in the "Adma murder" text. There are numerous contrastive sentence
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pairs of unmarked and marked nominal arguments attested throughout, as given in (295).

The sentence pair here illustrates the intransitive sense of the verb ta 'look' i.e., 'look' with-

out a direct object. Both clauses are structurally and semantically comparable; they are

permissive requests to look (at something), and are coded as adhortative statements. Both

clauses take agent as the thematic role of the core argument. The core argument nga of

clause (295a) takes no marking and the core argument apa of clause (295b) takes the enclitic

=gi.

(295) a. kalê
hey

[nga]
[1:sg]

tâ-ge
look-adh

'Hey, let me look'

  [C16-12]

b. kalê
hey

tâ-ge
look-adh

[apa=gi]
[dad=erg]

'Hey, let dad look.'

  [C16-8]

A limitation with the "compare and contrast" method, then, is determining what it

is that makes the marking in clause (295a) different from clause (295b). The difference

in case marking may be the result of any number of factors, and these are likely the result

of multi-dimensional principles in competition with one another. These principles are not

discernible by simply comparing and contrasting two like sentences. They require study

of language usage which requires a large corpus, and the study of patterned distributions

across numerous clauses. For now, this section will show the obvious marking patterns,

that the system is sensitive to thematic role, a discriminatory function, and the possibility

of it also marking speaker perspective. The further study of language usage will require the

development of a larger database.

The difference in case marking in the examples in this section are labeled as an un-

marked / ergative or unmarked / dative contrast. As discussed already, the ergative enclitic

=gi of Dzongkha does not fit the canonical definition of ergative case. Similarly, the dative
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enclitic =lu is quite different from the canonical definition. The difference between canon-

ical marking and what is found in Dzongkha is especially apparent in conversational texts.

However, since the ergative and dative case labels fit the description of the pattern in elicited

data and the main event line in perfective environments in monologic texts, I will continue

to use the labels. I do not use the label absolutive for unmarked nominal constituents since

ergative / absolutive in conversational data are best characterized as marked / unmarked.

Section 3.3 demonstrated that first person ergative can be marked with high pitch

without the enclitic =gi in the environment of elicitation. Section 3.3 also notes that high

pitch of first person is not demarcated in the transcriptions of conversations. It is possi-

ble, then, that some ergative marking has been missed in the transcription of this narrow

morphophonemic environment. Nevertheless, as demonstrated here, "pragmatic ergativity"

is evident in other morphophonemic environments, and by extension is understood to be

present also with first person. The possibility of pitch to mark ergativity in the environment

of conversation requires further investigation.

10.3.1 The marking of thematic role

Chapter 7 shows that three basic event schemas account for the basic verb types in

Dzongkha. The schemas are:

1. th AT loc

2. th MOVE TO loc

3. ag CAUSE th MOVE TO loc

They correspond to what are here called stative, dynamic, and agentive verb types,

respectively. The core thematic roles, then, are locations, themes, and agents. Case marking

in conversation is sensitive to these three roles. The thematic role of the core argument in
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examples (296) through (301) is agent, and in each case here it is marked with=gi. Example

(296) takes two overt arguments; the agent is marked with=gi and the theme is unmarked.

The verb takes non-progressive imperfective morphology.

(296) [kho-i]
[3:sg=erg]

ber
beer

thung-m
drink-nmlz

me
aux:endo

te
part

'(Yeah), he drinks (a lot of) beer.'

  [C17-1]

Example (297) codes similar nominal marking with a =gi marked agent and an

unmarked theme. Here, the agent is marked with the enclitic =ra where it functions as both

a reflexive and emphatic marker. Verbal morphology marks a progressive aspect.

(297) [che=ra=gi]
[2:pl=refl=erg]

âni
prox

program
program

zo-di
make-cvb

'yâ
q

'You yourselves are planning the program, eh?'

  [C17-1]

The agent argument is post-posed to the clause in (298), where it takes emphatic

=ra and the enclitic =gi. The theme argument is unexpressed. Verb morphology takes

non-progressive imperfective morphology.

(298) âni
here

di=gi
dem=ins

namesame
super

zhipca
investigation

dro
fear

sisi
expr

cap-Ø
do-nmlz

me
aux:endo

[kho=ra=gi]
[3=refl=erg]

'Because of this, he himself interrogated (me) intimidatingly.'

  [C16-1]

The transitive examples here show that the agent can be marked in non-perfective

environments and in several different syntactic environments, i.e., clause initial and post-

clausal positions, and with and without overt theme arguments.

The next set of examples show =gi marking on intransitive agents. These verbs

belong to a special class of verbs whose event schema combine agent and theme into a

single argument, as in [ag-th] MOVE TO lo. Here in (299), the NP ta di is the single
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argument in an event of motion. It takes the thematic role agent, and it is marked with=gi.

The verb is unmarked for tense and aspect, but a perfective time frame can be inferred.

(299) [ta
[horse

di=gi]
dem=erg]

ju-p
run-nmlz

ju-sa
run-comp

âni
here

mâ
down

bop
field

zü
enter

sü
quot:exo

'As the horse went running like crazy, (it) entered the field down there.'

  [C17-1]

The single core argument in (300) is an agent, and it takes=gi. The verb be 'do'

takes a secondary or polysemous sense that in this subordinate clause is a verb of cogni-

tion that means something like 'think' or 'consider'. There is no direct object, expressed or

unexpressed.

(300) [chö=gi]
[2:sg=erg]

be-wacin
do-cond

'gaci-m
what-q

'So, in your view, what is this?'
Lit. If you think, what (is this)?

  [C16-6]

The clause in example (301) also illustrates a cognitive verb. Here, ta takes a special

intransitive sense that means 'consider' or 'think', much like be 'do' in example (300) above.

The core argument nga 'I' is marked ergative; its thematic role is agent.

(301) [nga=gi]
[1:sg=erg]

tâ-wacin
look-cond

'If I look ... / In my opinion ...'

  [C16-10]

Examples (296) through (301) show that arguments that take the thematic role agent

are marked with=gi. The=gi marked argument may be the most agent-like argument of

a transitive clause or the single core argument of an intransitive clause. That is, the system

is sensitive in these instances of language usage to thematic role over and above other com-

peting motivations such as differentiating between the grammatical roles of constituents of
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a transitive and intransitive clause. However, as noted above, clauses with similar struc-

tures, similar verbs, and similar contexts are attested without marking of the agent. One

instance of this was illustrated in (295) at the beginning of this section. Here in example

(302), the clause consists of two overt nominal arguments, and the verb is coded with per-

fective verb morphology. According to Hopper and Thompson's Transitivity Hypothesis

the clause here takes a high semantic value, and in elicited examples and monologic texts

the two arguments would take ergative / absolutive case. Here in conversation, however, it

does not, and neither argument is marked morphologically.

(302) mecha
bed

[nga]
[1:sg]

d'aci=lê
just.now=abl

zô
make

zha-yi
put-pst:ego

'I made the bed already awhile ago.'

  [C16-10]

Thus, case marking on the agent role alternates between =gi and no marking in

both transitive and intransitive clauses in perfective and imperfective tense aspect environ-

ments. Transitive agents are more commonly marked with=gi, but as illustrated, intransi-

tive marked agents are well attested.

The alternation in agent marking is not a function of the marking of volition, as is

the case in fluid active-stative systems. The thematic agent in example (303) does not take

marking, but is not somehow less volitional or does not exhibit less control than the agents

marked above. The argument in (303) is a bonafide agent with the semantic properties of

the volitional initiator of the event.

(303) [gêp]
[king]

ta
horse

gu
ppst:on

zh'ön-di
ride-cvb

jön-de
come:hon-prog:exo

'The king is coming/going riding on a horse.'

  [C16-2]

The thematic theme bu in (304) takes the =gi enclitic, and the intransitive verb

takes a light verb construction chu tang. The verb is not volitional, and nor by marking it

with=gi does the meaning change to one of volitionality, i.e., that the kid peed (his linens

on purpose).
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(304) chu
water

tang-yi
send-pst:ego

[bu=gi]
[son.boy=erg]

'The kid peed!'

  [C16-10]

We see here that one of the motivations for nominal marking with=gi is sensitivity

to the thematic role agent both in transitive and intransitive clauses in perfective and imper-

fective environments. However, other motivating factors are clearly at work, since agent

nominal marking may be absent even in events high in semantic transitivity. It was also

demonstrated that the marking system does not reflect a fluid active-stative system where

the same verb form can take volitional or inadvertent meanings. Transitive events without

=gimarking are not inadvertent, and inadvertent intransitive events are not made volitional

with=gi.

10.3.2 Case marking of agent-locations

This section describes and discusses the case marking of the special thematic role

[agent-location]. Recall that this thematic role is found in a small set of special verbs that

are sometimes referred to as dative-subject verbs, whose subject metaphorically resembles

an agent, but which neither intends or actively initiates an event (Givón 2001a:128, 129).

These are verbs with the schemas:

1. th AT [ag-loc] (inadvertent 'find')

2. th MOVE TO [ag - loc] ('see', 'hear')

Thematic locations in Dzongkha normally take the dative enclitic =lu, but these

special experiential instances semantically qualify the nominal argument for ergative=gi

marking. They are unique verbs in many languages.

The clause in in (305) takes the verb thop 'obtain', and it is marked with perfective

morphology. The clause exhibits the characteristics of a transitive clause with two argu-

ments (lekhung 'office' is marked with ablative, and as such is an oblique). The A argument
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is a thematic location, i.e., th AT [ag-loc], but qualifies for ergative marking because it "re-

sembles" an agent. It is the most agent-like of the two arguments even if it does not intend

or initiate the event.

(305) phubzam=gi
Phubzam=erg

lakher
permit

lekhung=lê
office=abl

thop-nu
obtain-pst:exo

'Phubzam got the permit from the office.'

  [E00-1]

The agent-location argument, nga, in example (306) is unmarked. As in (305)

above, here the agent-location is the most agent-like argument of the clause, but neither

intends or initiates the event.

(306) nga
1:sg

lâ=ci
work=indf

theng-yi
emerge-pst:ego

Lit: (to) me some work emerged
Idiomatic: 'I got some work.'

  [C16-10]

Although the marking is not consistent, at least with regard to the principle of one

case marker for one argument type, the system is sensitive to thematic role. However, here

we see that sensitivity to semantic role in the marking of agent-locations can be resolved

in two different ways: =gi and no marking. The most-agent like argument may take the

canonical marking of an agent or theme.

10.3.3 Case marking of transitive themes and locations

This section describes and discusses the thematic roles theme and location in the

syntactic position of an object. Chapter 7 on verb classes demonstrated that verbs can be

differentiated on the basis of the thematic role of the object: change of state verbs take

theme objects, and they normally take no marking; surface contact verbs take location ob-

jects, and they are normally marked with the dative enclitic =lu. This section returns to

the case marking of the object. Examples in this section come from monologic texts and

conversations.
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The verb se 'kill' is a canonical change of state verb that does not take marking on the

theme object. Examples of an unmarked theme with the verb se are commonly attested in

both monologic and conversational texts, as given in (307). Neither the agent nga, or theme

chö, are marked in example (307a). Examples (307b) and (307c) illustrate a secondary sense

of the verb se that means 'turn off'; it collocates with me 'fire', the combination of which

means 'turn off the lights'. In both instances, the object theme me is unmarked.

(307) a. nga
1:sg

chö
2:sg

se-ge
kill-adh

no
think

z'ê
quot

'I want/try to kill you,' saying ...

  [S00-11]

b. me
fire
se-yi-ga
kill-pst:ego-q

wei
intj

'Hey, did (you) turn off the lights?'

  [C16-7]

c. kho-i
3:sg-erg

âni
here

me=ra
fire=emph

ma
neg

se
kill
ba
part

te
part

'He hadn't even turned off the light (and it was already daylight!).'

  [C17-1]

There are a number of interesting examples of dative-marked object themes, how-

ever, attested in speech complement clauses in discourse in monologic texts. Here in (308),

two friends have gone hunting for deer. The one friend chases the deer toward the other

who waits in ambush to shoot the deer as it comes by. However, things go terribly wrong

and the friend waiting in ambush accidentally shoots the deer-chasing friend with a poison

arrow. As the friend lay on the ground dying, he exclaims, 'Why did you kill me?'. Here,

the theme object nga takes the enclitic=lu.
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(308) di kha=ra
at.very.time

kho
3:sg

te
part

ayâ we
intj

rikzin
Rigzin

nga=lu
1:sg-dat

gacibe
why

sek
kill
'mo
q

ke
voice

shor-di
inadvertently-cvb

lo
quot:3

'At that very time, he reportedly cried out, "Aaah dang!, Rigzin! Why
did you kill me?"'

  [S00-7]

The following two sentences likewise illustrate the two possibilities of theme object

marking with se. Here, the narrative is fictional. The ai 'mother' is the theme object in

(309) who is killed on the spot by her idiot son with an axe (as he tried to kill the fly on his

mother's face). The mother undergoes an immediate change of state and dies. The argument

takes no marking.

(309) bjangm
fly

sê-p-da-lu
kill-nmlz-adv-loc

tari
axe

di=gi
dem=ins

phâ
over.there

bjangm
fly

gu
ppst:on

cap-da-lu
hit-adv-loc

ai=gi
mother=gen

dong
face

kha
ppst:adjacent

phok-ti
hit.on-cvb

ai
mother

di kha=ra
at.very.time

sê-da-nu
kill-tel-pst:exo

lâ
hon

'As (he) was killing the fly, with the axe, when hitting over on the fly,
hitting the face of the mother, the mother was killed on the spot.'

  [S00-11]

A few sentences later in the fictional narrative, the older brother finds that his mother

has been killed, and wonders who the perpetrator is. Here in (310) ai takes=lu.
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(310) phogêm
brother

di
dem

ong-m-da
come-nmlz-adv

te
part

shu=lê
later

ai=lu
mother=dat

ga=gi
who=erg

se
kill
se-p
kill-nmlz

mo
q

'When the older brother came, (he said) "Who has killed mother?"'

  [S00-11]

Thus, object themes vary between no marking and =lu marking, with a more fre-

quent tendency toward the former.

It was shown with agent arguments that the presence or absence of =gi marking

does not affect agency or volitionality. Agent arguments are bonafide agents with or without

=gi marking as volitional initiators of an event. Similarly, the unique tripartite marking of

agent-locations does not change the agency or affectedness of the arguments of the event.

So here, unmarked themes do no undergo more of a change of state than do=lu marked

themes.

This section now examines the marking of object location, i.e., the object of surface

contact verbs in which a change of state does not occur. Chapter 7 demonstrated that syn-

tactic objects of these verbs take thematic locations, and commonly take dative marking.

However, as has been shown thus far, the marking of thematic roles may each take at least

two possibilities, if not three. The variability in location objects is no exception with the

possibility of no marking and=lu. The difference in marking between object themes and

locations is a difference in frequency: object themes primarily take no marking and object

locations primarily take=lu.

My earlier research in Dzongkha showed that object marking was sensitive to the hu-

manness of the object referent. Human referents optionally take=lu, whereas non-human

referents do not (S. Watters 2005). The conversational data do not bare this out. Inanimate

referent object locations that take dative marking are attested through out the corpus. Here

in (311), the thematic location di takes=lu.
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(311) di=lu
dem=dat

rê-nu
hit-pst:exo

'(It) hit this one / This one got hit.'

  [C16-12]

Unmarked inanimate referent object locations, however, are also attested through

out the corpus. Here in example (312a), the unexpressed referent is a carem, and in example

(312b), the anaphoric reference is to a drawing on a piece of paper. In both instances, there

is no overt change of state to the object referents. That is, the absence of marking of an

object location does not indicate that it has undergone a change of state, as would be the

case of a thematic object.

(312) a. d'a
now

ngi=gi
1:sg:poss=gen

di
dem

tro-yi
meddle-pst:ego

'Now, (he) has touched / meddled with mine.'

  [C16-12]

b. âni
prox

trok
touch

ta-sh
see-imp

ta-sh
see-imp

'Touch and look at this one, look.'

  [C16-6]

Similarly, dative-marked and unmarked human referent object locations are attested

through out the corpus. Here in (313), the speaker asserts a general situation about the boys

in her school who tease her and her friend. The location object nga=i châro takes=lu,

and is analyzed as the expected marking of thematic location for the verb tro.

(313) nâmesâme
super

nga=i
1:sg=gen

châro=lu
friend=dat

tro
touch

dö
sit
ong
aux:prob

si
quot:ego

'I said, (they) will tease my friend a lot.'

  [C16-6]

In (314), the first person pronoun nga is followed by the dative enclitic =lu.
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(314) chö
2:sg

chö
2:sg

yö-ni
exist:ego-inf

di=gi
dem=ins

nga=lu
1:sg:dat

tro-ni
touch-inf

mî
aux:neg:exist:ego

'You, because you are there, (he) does not tease me.'

  [C16-6]

The interlocutor in (315) is irritated with her husband, and scolds him for messing

around with their new born infant. Here in this instance, the object location takes no mark-

ing. It is pragmatically marked from the tokens in (313) and (314) in that the emotional

tone of the utterance is one of strong annoyance.

(315) gara
all

tro,
touch

âlo
child

tro-p
touch-nmlz

be-sa
do-comp

râ
emph

me
aux:ego

z'ê
quot

me
aux:endo

shu
strength

shu
strength

be
adv

Idiomatic: 'Being all a nuisance, I said quit messing around with the
kid, all up in its face.'

  [C16-7]

The variability in marking of location objects is further illustrated with the verb

drang 'beat'. Here in (316), the implied agent is the teacher, previously mentioned in the

discourse. "Beating students" has been discussed already for several clauses; the female

interlocutor explains to her father that only the boys get beat. The most obvious pragmatic

implication is the one encoded with the counter-factual use of yö (see Chapter 9 on copula

and existential verbs) with the implication that the female interlocutor does not get beat.

The location object takes the expected dative enclitic.

(316) b'uts
boy:pl

ditshu=lu
dem:pl=dat

câmci
only

drang
beat

yö
aux:exist:ego

'(The teacher) has only been beating boys.'
'Only the boys are getting beat.'

  [C16-6]

In contrast, the information in (317) is unexpected, relating information that a teacher

known to the speaker was beating one of his students. The location object is unmarked.
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(317) ditshe
recently

âlu=ci
child=indf

drang-de
beat-prog:exo

kho
3:sg

'He was recently beating a student.'

  [C17-1]

The marking of object locations varies between=lu and no marking, although=lu

marking is more frequent than no marking.

Theme and location objects can best be understood in terms of the inter-relationship

of figure and ground. As noted in Chapter 7, the two cannot be defined independently of

one another: "...the Theme is that argument which is predicated as being located or moving

with respect to the Location, which is that argument with respect to which the Theme is

predicated as being located or moving" (DeLancey 2001a:10,11). Here in Dzongkha, theme

and location take the same forms of marking, but differ from one another in the frequency

with which one marks the other: the absence of marking is more frequent with themes, and

the marking of=lu is more frequent with locations. The marking is not categorical, but the

distribution demonstrates that cognitive and function motivation strongly favors marking

thematic role.

10.3.4 Case marking of intransitive themes and locations

The marking of agent arguments in intransitive clauses was described in Section

10.3, where it was shown that they vary between no marking and marking with =gi. Nom-

inal arguments of special verbs such as 'receive' take agent-location roles, and these argu-

ments were found to have a three way variation between no marking, =gi marking, and =lu

marking. This section describes the nominal marking of intransitive clauses that take the

thematic roles theme and location. They pattern somewhat differently than theme and loca-

tion objects. Themes of intransitive clauses vary between no marking and =gi, and locations

vary between the enclitic =gi and the enclitic =lu. Examples are provided below.

Example (318) illustrates intransitive argument marking with the physiological pro-

cess verbs tship tsho 'feeling hot' and chu tang 'urinating'. The verbs in both clauses take
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object incorporation, so that although there are two arguments in each clause, they are in-

transitive. Here in both clauses, the core argument occurs post-posed to the clause, (as is

common in conversation). The referent is the same three-week old infant in both clauses.

The core argument kho 'he' in (318a) is a theme, and it takes no marking. The core argu-

ment in (318b) clause is also a theme, but nevertheless, takes =gi marking. The absence of

marking for the theme argument in the former is the expected form; the=gimarking of the

latter is pragmatically marked, but nevertheless, not unattested. Here, the extra-linguistic

context of the peeing kid suggests surprise, and likely something unwanted, and may have

had influence on the=gi marking.

(318) a. tship
fever

tsho-w
feel-nmlz

me
aux:endo

namesame
super

[kho]
[3:sg]

'He feels really hot.'

  [C16-11]

b. chu
water

tang-yi
send-pst:ego

[bu=gi]
[son.boy=erg]

'The kid peed!'

  [C16-10]

Example (319) consists of two clauses, each with the main verb 'cry'. In the first

clause, the theme argument, mo, takes no marking, and in the second clause, the theme,

kho, takes ergative marking. The overt nominal marking here is illustrative of a contrastive

discourse focus, i.e., when she cries, *he* cries.

(319) mo
3:f-abs

ngu-w-da
cry-nmlz-adv

kho=i
3:sg=erg

ngu-w
cry-nmlz

me
aux:endo

si
q

'When she cries, he also cries.'

Intransitive theme arguments with no marking and ergative marking are attested

throughout the corpus. There are no=lu marked intransitive themes.

Intransitive location arguments take=gi and=lu case marking options. However,

the most commonly attested marking for intransitive locations is to take=lu marking, as

in example (320). With the light verb construction lakha thop 'experience difficulty', the
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object is incorporated, and the clause is syntactically intransitive. The incorporated object,

lakha 'difficulty', is coded as moving to thematic location, khong=lu '3:pl=dat'.

(320) delê
then

khong=lu
3:pl=dat

atsici
a.bit

lâkhâ
difficulty

thop-da-lu
get-adv-loc

'Then when they were afflicted / had problems ...'

  [Conversation_1]

Similarly, the commonly transitive verb gâ 'like' takes=lumarking in the pragmat-

ically marked structure given in (321). Here, the conversational interlocutor responds to a

question about monks studying traditional Tibetan medicine. The syntactic object of gâ is

unexpressed, and what is normally the subject agent is coded as the location, i.e., 'to-some

(studying medicine) is liked.'

(321) lalu=ci=lu
some=indf=dat

gâ-Ø
like-sttv

Lit. to some (studying medicine) is liked.
Idiomatic: 'Some like (it).'

  [E00-1]

In (322), the object NP, lâkhâ, is incorporated as a part of the light verb construc-

tion. The intransitive location 'mikser is treated morphosyntactically as an agent, taking the

ergative case marker =gi. However, the clause does not mean, 'The public creates problems

in the summer time', but that 'the public experiences problems'. The location-argument is

coded like an agent-location, but functions semantically as an experiencer or recipient of

difficulty. As such, 'mikser is clearly pragmatically distinct, suggesting that the problems

for the public are significant. Here, it is possible that=gi functions as a focus marker.

(322) 'mikser=gi
public=erg

nam
sky

j'â=lu
summer=dat

lâkhâ
difficulty

tâ-m
send-nmlz

me
aux:endo

z'ê
quot

îmme
aux:exo

'During the summer, the public experiences real problems.'

  [C16-10]

Thus, the marking of intransitive themes and locations also varies according to the-

matic role assumed in the clause. Themes vary between no marking and=gi, and locations
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vary between=gi and=lu. Intransitive and transitive themes and locations differ in the

variation in marking they may take. The transitive constituents vary between no marking

and=lu; they do not take=gi. Intransitive constituents, on the other hand, vary between

=gi and one of the other two possibilities depending on the thematic role.

10.4 Oblique phrase case marking

This section describes marking of the non core arguments of the clause. They are

the phrases that are not the S, A, or P arguments, nor do they take the thematic roles theme,

agent, and location. The enclitics =gi and =lu may mark these non-core phrases, and is the

focus of discussion in 10.4.1. Non-core phrases may also take postposition relator nouns

and are described in Section 10.4.2. The semantics of relator nouns is described in Chapter

8, but here their use in a clause as an oblique phrase is briefly illustrated.

10.4.1 Extended distributions of =gi and =lu

The focus of the examples which take =gi thus far have been animate referents.

However, =gi may also mark inanimate referents, and in such instances I have glossed =gi

as ins, instrumental. The nominal constituent marked with instrumental khâw in example

(323) is a physical object manipulated by the ergative marked A argument. Both A argument

and the instrument argument take =gi.

(323) kârmâ=gi
Karma=erg

âphi
over.there

nô=lu
cow=dat

khâw=gi
stick=ins

drang-nu
hit-pst:exo

'Karma hit that cow over there with a stick.'

  [E00-1]

The polysemy of ergative and instrumental cases can be found in many languages

(Dixon 2010a). In elicited examples like (323), the ergative marked argument can be re-

garded as primary cause, and the instrument marked argument as secondary cause. The two

can be distinguished from one another on the basis of semantics and real world knowledge.
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However, in example (324), the nominal constituent marked with =gi, kho=gi chu=gi=râ,

is less clearly a secondary cause. In terms of the syntax of the clause, the =gi marked con-

stituent is not morphosyntactically different from an A argument, occurring in the sentence

initial position. Other than that the constituent here is inanimate, and as such lacks the

agency of a prototypical A argument, it functions as the cause of the change of state of the

P argument. In discourse context, the source of the urine is an infant, who clearly lacks

agency in the production of urine, but might be regarded as a primary cause.

(324) kho=gi
3:sg=gen

chu=gi=râ
water=ins=emph

nga=i
1:sg=gen

gola
clothes

di
dem

gara
all

mêp
nothing

tâ-m
send-nmlz

me
aux:endo

d'â
now

'By his very urine, all my clothes are being ruined, now.'

  [C16-10]

The nominal argument taking instrument marking in example (325) cannot be un-

derstood as a secondary cause. The instrument marked argument, âni=gi, functions as the

source of the benefit received by the A argument which is marked with dative =lu. As such,

primary cause is coded as coming from 'this' (which refers to pictures in a dictionary).

(325) âni=gi
this=ins

ngace=lu
1:pl=dat

phemba=ci
benefit=indf

g'aci
what

ong-ni
come-inf

me
aux:endo

z'ê
quot

la-pacin
say-cond

'By this if one says what benefit we receive ...'

  [C16-14]

The coding of inanimate nominal referents with =gi shows a more unified grammat-

ical category than marking with animate referents. As noted above with animate referents,

in addition to agency, =gi codes the marking of arguments in a variety of pragmatically

marked clauses. The coding of inanimate referents with =gi, however, shows the marking

of the general category of cause / source. The cause may be either primary or secondary.
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Adverbial clauses that give reason or cause for the main event are also coded with

=gi. Examples are given in (326). The examples have somewhat different structures in the

two clauses. In (326a), the adverbial phrase, chö yö-ni di=gi, is formally an NP, consisting

of the infinitive phrase, chö yö-ni, followed by the demonstrative di, and the enclitic =gi.

A literal translation gives the phrase: 'because of your existing'. In (326b), the adverbial

clause, ngâce ükha dö-di-gi, consists of a converb construction, 'because of we living in the

village'. In spite of the different structures, the function of =gi remains the same, serving

to mark reason for the main event. Note that the subordinated clauses occur in different

positions in relation to the main clause: pre-main clause in (326a) and post-main clause in

(326b).

(326) a. chö
2:sg

chö
2:sg

yö-ni
exist:ego-inf

di=gi
dem=ins

nga=lu
1:sg:dat

tro-ni
touch-inf

mî
aux:neg:exist:ego

'You, because you are there, (he) does not tease me.'

  [C16-6]

b. ngâce
1:pl

âni
prox

ditshu
dem:pl

te
part

âtsi
a.little

she
know

ba
nmlz

ngâce
1:pl

ükha
village

dö-di=gi
live-cvb=ins

'We know a little about these things, because we have lived in the village.'

  [C16-14]

In the same way that =gi as an ergative marker is not required, so also =gi as a

marker of cause or reason is not required. The sentence pair in example (327) illustrates

this variance. In the a) example, the relative clause is the means to getting a point in a game

of carems. In the b) clause, the interrogative pronoun is the instrument by which something

is made. In the former instance, the means takes no marking, and in the latter, the means or

instrument takes =gi. Neither clause is perfective.
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(327) a. [ani
[prox

thop-mi
get-rel

d'i]
dem]

chö
2:sg

point
point

mi
neg

thop
get

'You won't get a point by means of what you (just) got.'

  [C16-12]

b. dele
then

âni
here

di
dem

[gaci=gi]
[what=erg]

zo
make

zo-w
make-nmlz

mo
cop:q

'So, by what is this made?' Or 'What is this made of?'

  [C16-13]

In the dialect of Dzongkha spoken in Pasakha, V-di-gi has taken on a more gener-

alized function of a converbal clause construction. As such, =gi functions as an instance

of versatile case (see Aikhenvald (2008)) where =gi is both nominal and verbal, and in the

verbal instance is a clause connector. As a converbal clause construction, it does not code

cause or reason. Thus, the converbal clause, chê=gi zung-di=gi, in example (328), simply

means 'you catching (him) ...'.

(328) S00-2
'mi
person

se-mi
kill-nmlz

de
dem

ngace=lu
1:pl=dat

zung
catch

cû-ni-na
caus-inf-q

chê=gi
2:pl=erg

zung-di=gi
catch-cvb=conn

chê
2:pl

phâ=ra=ra
over.there=emph=emph

khrî-ni-na
lead-inf-q

z'ê
quot

'lap-ci
say-pst:exo

'I said, "Are you gonna make us catch the murderer, or will you catch (him), and
take him over there?"'

In addition to the use of =gi as an inter-clausal connector, the enclitic =lu may also

function as a clausal connector in subordinate adverbial clauses with da. The clause final

verb may be suffixed with either -nmlz-da or -nmlz-da=lu. Examples are given in (329).

The two clause connecting constructions appear to have identical distribution and meaning,

and may be interchanged with one another. A search of the corpus shows that -nmlz-da=lu
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constructions are much more frequent than -nmlz-da constructions. Further research is

required to understand what functionality =lu adds in this context.

(329) a. âni
prox

ôm
milk

thung
drink

be
adv

dö-p-da
sit-nmlz-adv

jôba
quickly

jôba
quickly

nga
1:sg

bjô
flee

ong-yi
come-pst:exo

'As (the baby) drank milk, I quickly ran away and came (here).'

  [C16-6]

b. 'lâng
ox

lâ
work

be-w-da=lu
sit-nmlz-adv=conn

tsâ
grass

z'a
eat
dö
sit
ong
aux:prob

mena
tag

âco
older.brother

'When oxen work (thresh grain), they will eat grass, right, older brother?'

10.4.2 Postpositions

This section briefly describes the use of postposition relator nouns in marking oblique

phrases. The oblique phrases marked with relator nouns are interesting from the point of

view of the argument structure of a clause with a surface contact verb. While surface con-

tact verbs commonly take =lu marked objects, the would be object may also be coded as

a noun phrase embedded in an oblique phrase. The corpus suggests a strong tendency for

surface contact verbs to take oblique post-positional phrases when the object referent is a

human body part. Examples are given in (330) through (333).

In (330), nâdo=gi bj'angko gu is composed of the possessor, nâdo=gi (with the

genitive enclitic), followed by the possessum, bj'angko, followed by the relator noun, gu.

The literal translation of the Dzongkha structure reads 'hitting straight on the chest of Nado',

but could idiomatically be translated as, 'hitting Nado straight on the chest'. The syntactic

structure of the noun phrase here is similar to the noun phrase structure of possessive clauses

with equative copular verbs (see Chapter 9 on Simple clauses and transitivity) where the
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phrase is the core argument of the clause. Here, the would be object is embedded in the

possessive phrase, and it is part of the oblique phrase headed by the post-position.

(330) kho=gi
3:sg=erg

kasha
deer

zumbe
like

thong-di
see-cvb

da
arrow

cap-da-lu
hit-adv-loc

thram thrang sa
straightly

nâdo=gi
Nado=gen

bj'angko
chest

gu
ppst:on

rek
hit
be
adv

Lit: 'He seeing (Nado) as a deer, when shooting an arrow, hitting
straight on the chest of Nado ...'

Idiomatic: 'He thought he saw a dear, and when shooting it with an
arrow, the arrow hit Nado straight on the chest ...'

  [S00-7]

In (331), the object of the final clause consists of the oblique phrase kho=gi guto

kha=lu: kho=gi is the possessor, guto the possessum forming a noun phrase, and kha=lu

the relator noun that functions as a spatial postposition followed by the locative =lu. Note

that =lu is here analyzed as a locative and not a dative. The syntactic structure of the clause

consists of the subject, re 'unhusked rice' followed by the oblique phrase kho=gi guto

kha=lu 'on his head', but functionally can also be translated as 'the rice hit him on his

head'.

(331) te
part

kho=gi
3:sg=erg

re
unhusked.rice

pcang
hang

sha-mi
put-nmlz

di=gi
dem=gen

thap
rope

di
dem-abs

bj'itsi=gi
mouse=erg

z'a-di
eat-cvb

re
unhusked.rice

kho=gi
3:sg=gen

guto
head

kha=lu
ppst:at=loc

phok
hit.on

be
adv

'Then the rope he had used to hang the unhusked rice, the rat eating, the
unhusked (bag of) rice hit on his head...'

  [S00-5]
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The clause in (332) consists of the subject,moskito, followed by the oblique phrase,

kho=i guto gu, followed by the verb phrase. The location of surface contact is coded as

possessive noun phrase embedded in the oblique phrase. The clause has no core P argument.

(332) moskito
mosquito

kho=i
3:sg=gen

guto
head

gu
ppst:on

zâ
eat
be
adv

dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

'The mosquito is sitting there biting on his head.'

  [C16-10]

The clause in (333) does not contain reference to a body part, but nevertheless codes

the surface contact object as an NP in an oblique phrase with nâ. The clause formally lacks

any valence. The subject is unexpressed.

(333) bâik
motorbike

nâ
ppst:in

tro-de
touch-prog:exo

mena
tag

d'aci
just.now

'(You) were messing with the motorbike, just now, weren't (you)?'

  [C16-6]

The functional pressures that lead to a tendency to code body part surface contact

objects with postpositions is a pattern that needs further investigation.

10.5 Summary of case in conversational data

Table 105 summarizes the attested instances of case marking of nominal arguments

as an intersection of case marking possibilities and the thematic roles agent, theme, and

location. It is organized around the commonality of case-marking possibilities with the

=gi / Ø alternation comprising one grouping, the =lu / Ø alternation a second group,

and=gi / =lu a third group. The rows in Table 105 give the syntactic and thematic roles

for which the case marking alternations are attested. The first row gives the most frequent

thematic / syntactic type for that marking; the second row, marked in parenthesis, gives the

less frequent of the attested tokens.

The data summary in Table 105 amply demonstrates that =gi, =lu, and the absence

of marking do not discriminate between the syntactic roles S, A, and P. The marking of
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a nominal constituent is sensitive to thematic role, although there are clearly competing

motivations as to how that marking is resolved. Thus, the=gi / Ø alternation marks S and

A agents and agent-locations and S themes: =gi primarily marks A agents, and S and A

themes primarily take no marking, but the reverse is also attested. The=lu / Ø alternation

marks P themes and locations: =lu primarily marks P locations, and P themes primarily

take no marking; the reverse is attested. The=gi / =lu alternation marks only S agent-

locations.

The A argument may take two of the three case-marking possibilities. When the A

argument is a thematic agent or agent-location, the nominal constituent varies between no

marking and =gi.

The S argument may take all three of the case-marking possibilities. S agents and

themes are either unmarked or take the enclitic =gi. S agents tend not to take =gi, but when

they do, they can often be associated with pragmatic implications of surprise or something

unwanted. S themes tend toward no marking, but may also take =gi. S locations tend to

take the enclitic =lu, but =gi is also attested; unmarked S locations are not attested in the

corpus.

The P argument takes the thematic roles theme and location. P themes and locations

are grammatical analogues of figure and ground, and are best understood in terms of their

inter-relationship. In as much as change of state (theme) objects are closer to the prototype

of an object than surface contact objects, location objects are the marked category. Both P

themes and locations vary between no marking and=lumarking, but differ in the frequency

of marking: themes are more frequently associated with no marking and locations more

frequently associated with=lu marking.
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Table 105. Case marking of S, A, and P arguments in three thematic roles

=gi / Ø =lu / Ø =gi / =lu
=gi Ø =lu Ø

A - ag, [ag-lo] S-ag, th P - lo P - th S - [ag-lo]
(S-ag, th) (A - ag, [ag-lo]) (P - th) (P - lo)

Given the orientation of the theme as the "center of gravity" of the event schema,

the absence of marking of the theme is taken as the basic unmarked nominal constituent of

the Dzongkha clause. The agent, particularly as an A argument, is a marked nominal con-

stituent, "augmenting" the basic cognitive schema. Its marked status is often accompanied

by the enclitic =gi so that =gi is often associated with agentivity and cause. However, =gi's

function as coding of markedness extends to each of the other thematic roles in S and A

syntactic roles, and as such =gi more broadly encodes other aspects of pragmatic marked-

ness.

The split in marking between themes and locations in S and P syntactic roles is

different than the split between agents and themes. Themes and locations are part of the

same core event schema, but code different ends of that schema: themes are the figure in

relation to the ground and locations are the ground in relation to the figure. As such their

marking is the mirror image of the other: P themes are pragmatically marked when coded

with =lu; P locations are pragmatically marked when they take no marking.



Chapter 11

Tense, Aspect, Mode, and Evidentiality

This chapter describes the grammatical coding of tense, aspect, modality, and ev-

identiality. The categories of tense, aspect, and evidentiality are integrated systems in

Dzongkha. The same morphosyntax that codes tense and or aspect may also code evidential

categories, marking such things as source of knowledge and speaker perspective.

Tense is a grammaticalized expression of location in time Comrie (1993:9). Lin-

guistic tradition uses the term "absolute tense" (Givón 2001b, Dixon 2010c) by which is

meant that the moment of speaking is taken as the deictic center Comrie (1993:36). Past

tense, then, codes a location in time the precedes the time of speaking; present codes an

event time that is concurrent with the time of speaking; future, a location in time that fol-

lows the time of speaking. Grammatical aspect is another grammatically encoded notion of

time, coding the internal temporal contour of a situation, where situation is a technical term

that refers to events, states, and processes (Comrie 1976, Comrie 1993). Many languages

code both tense and aspect in a single linguistic form. That is, for example, the conception

of location in time and internal temporal contour are coded together in the preterite: it is

both past tense and perfective aspect.

Evidentiality is part of a broader category of how one knows things and what this

knowledge is based on, i.e., a grammar of knowledge (Aikhenvald and Dixon 2016). Verb

morphology, lexical verbs, adverbials, and larger clauses may all have this function. How-

ever, this chapter will focus specifically on the coding of knowledge as it is manifest in the

verbal morphology system. As such, the coding of knowledge in Dzongkha is an obligatory

grammatical system.
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Within the broader system of knowledge, evidentiality is defined as information

source (Aikhenvald 2004, Aikhenvald and Dixon 2016), but has been refined to accom-

modate some of the complexities of evidentiality in the Tibetic languages. Tournadre and

LaPolla define it as "the representation of source and access to information according to

the speaker's perspective and strategy" (2014:241). That is, Tournadre and LaPolla make

a distinction between verbal source of information, i.e., the reported information, and how

that information was accessed, i.e., sensory or inference. This chapter will use the two fea-

tured definition of evidentiality, i.e., "source" and "access," the specifics of which will be

elucidated throughout the chapter.

This chapter uses the temporal categories of tense and aspect to form the general

outline for the first two sections. The first major section describes past tense and aspectual

markers associated with past tense and the perfective. The second major section describes

the imperfective and the aspectual systems within this broad category. Evidential categories

are discussed where they are fused with tense and aspectual categories. This is followed by

a section on modal verbs. The final major section describes post-verbal particles that code

evidential and epistemic categories. There are at least two sets of these particles that mirror

the evidential distinctions found in the tense aspect system.

11.1 Nominalized and non-nominalized tense

There are three basic clause types with regard to tense, aspect, and evidential mark-

ing. One is formally nominalized, one takes converbal marking and is finite, and one clause

type takes tense / aspect morphology without nominalizing or converbal morphology. The

nominalized clauses code various permutations of imperfective aspect, as in (334); the con-

verbal finite clause codes different perfective aspects, as in (335). The clause type with-

out nominal or converbal morphology may code perfective and imperfective aspects, as in

(336).
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Perfective and imperfective aspects make a distinction in the notions of termination

and boundedness. The perfective aspect focuses on the completion or termination of an

event, and the temporal boundaries of an event. The event is seen as a whole. It has a strong

association with the past tense. Imperfective aspects take focus away from termination

and temporal boundedness. They have a strong association with temporal meaning that is

ongoing, or that is repetitive (Givón 2001a).

The verb phrase in (334) formally ends with the nominalization morpheme -w, fol-

lowed by a periphrastic construction with copula me, which functions here as an auxiliary.

The nominalizer functions as a marker of imperfective aspect. The grammatical details of

nmlz followed by an auxiliary will be illustrated in Section 11.3.

(334) imperfective with nominalization
chö
2:sg

ai=gi
mother=erg

traim
time

triktri
ok

ta-w
watch-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'Your mother keeps perfect time.'

  [C16-5]

The verb phrase in (335) formally ends with the converbal suffix -di, followed by a

periphrastic construction with existential dû, and it functions here as an auxiliary. The suffix

-di followed by one of the existential verbs code perfective aspect, the details of which will

be illustrated in Section 11.2.4.

(335) perfective with finite with converbal
di
dem

khâ=lu
ppst:adjacent=loc

d'â
flag

lêsha
many

châ-di
become-cvb

dû
pfv:endo

'Many flags are gathered here together.'

  [C16-5]

The sequence in (336) illustrates two verb phrases without nominalization or con-

verbal morphology. The negative verb phrase in (336a) consists ofma jo, coding an imper-

fective aspect. The verb root in (336b) takes the suffix -dowithout intervening nominalizing

or converbal morphology. The suffix codes a progressive aspect. (The sequence in (336)

is taken from C17-1.)
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(336) imperfective without nominalization
a. lo

year
cutham
ten

ma
neg

jo
go
si
quot:ego

d'ato
now

Lit. 'Ten years did not go now.'
Idiomatic: 'I said it hasn't been ten years yet.'

  [Speaker 1]

b. jo-do
go-prog:ego

sü
quot:exo

Lit. '(Ten years) are going.'
Idiomatic: 'But, it has been (ten years).'

  [Speaker 2]

11.2 Past tense and perfective aspect

In Dzongkha, past tense cannot occur on its own and is inseparable from aspect.

Verb morphology codes past tense in combination with perfective aspect, as a preterite.

The preterite codes an event as taking place previous to the time of speaking, and as having

a clear terminal boundary (Givón 2001a, Payne 1997). There are two preterite suffixes: -yi

and -nu. They take no nominalizing or converbal morphology. The distinction between

them has been described in van Driem and Tshering (1998) as old and new knowledge, re-

spectively. They code the same temporal frame, i.e., preterite, but by virtue of the evidential

values associated with them, they can imply different time frames. The suffix -yi, by virtue

of common association with first person, tends to code recent past, and the suffix -nu, by

virtue of common association with non-first person, codes remote past.

Dzongkha makes a three way evidential distinction in copular and existential aux-

iliaries. The distinction is in egophoric, endophoric, and exophoric marking. Egophoric

marking codes an event closely associated with the speaker. The close association may

come about through several different mediums of interaction: through direct sensory medi-

ation, through volition and agency in the event, through empathy or shared experience with

the hearer, or through ingrained knowledge about the event. All of these do not have to be

present at the same time as a requirement of egophoric marking; but several may often be
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present. The suffix -yi marks the egophoric category in the preterite, and is illustrated in

examples (337) through (340).

11.2.1 Preterite with -yi

The subject referent of clauses coded with -yi is commonly the speaker, but this

is not a grammatical requirement. The two clauses in (337) both take first person subject

referents, although the referent is inferred in (337a). The verbs in both clauses are agentive,

taking deliberate, volitional subject referents. Here in (337a), the speaker and hearer have

gone on a picnic together, and while the hearer may not know where the spoon is, the speaker

and hearer have the shared experience of carrying the food and accoutrements to the picnic

site together. They both have direct sensory and experiential knowledge of the event. In

(337b), the speaker has just returned from her neighbor's house where she went to play,

and is explaining to her father why she has returned. The speaker has direct sensory and

experiential knowledge of the event even if the hearer, the father, is only learning about it.

The temporal reference is previous to the time of speaking with a clear temporal

boundary and the end of the event. Both events take place in the recent past.

(337) a. 'nyi
two

bâ-yi,
bring-pst:ego

ânâ
here

te
part

'(I) brought two (spoons), there.'

  [C17-1]

b. te
part

nga=gi
1:sg=erg

bjok
flee

jo-yi
go-pst:ego

'So, I escaped.'

  [C16-6]

The clause in (338) is a transitive clause with an unexpressed second person subject

experiencer. Given the pragmatics of the tag question, the subject referent must include

more than the hearer; the speaker is also included. There is some doubt as to whether

the hearer has also heard the sound, and the speaker seeks confirmation. The suffix -yi,

then, codes both the speaker's direct sensory input, and the potential input of the hearer.
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Egophoric marking here shows a close connection between speech act participants, i.e.,

first and second persons.

The event has direct auditory sensory input that has already happened prior to the

time of speaking, and the input has ended.

(338) a. thakthok=ci
thakthok=indf

g'o-yi
hear-pst:simple

'mo
tag

'(You) heard a thakthok, yah?'

  [C17-1]

The conversation sequence in (339) illustrates egophoric marking with -yi for a third

person subject referent. Here, a husband and wife wonder whether their infant has defecated

or not. The husband has been away for the day, and while sitting around in the evening asks

the wife the question given in (339a). The subject referent, alu=gi, is post-posed to the end

of the clause, and the verb takes -yi. The response in (339b) similarly takes -yi, reminding

him that the infant had defecated in the morning (and he should have remembered). While

agency and first person experience are lacking in these clauses, the egophoric marking indi-

cates the close involvement in and knowledge of the infant by the parents. Thus, although

egophoric marking is commonly associated with first person and speech act participant ref-

erents, as in examples (337) and (338), the example here illustrates that egophoric also codes

something else. Egophoric marking here codes knowledge through direct sensory media-

tion, i.e., the parents had direct sensory awareness of the child defecating, and an awareness

of and involvement with the referent that goes beyond observation of an event result.

The temporal frame is a recent past with a clear terminal boundary.

(339) C16-10
a. d'ari

today
awa
poop

tang-yi-ga,
send-pst:ego-q

alu=gi
child=erg

'Did the child poop today?'

  [S1]

b. dr'oba
today

tang-yi
send-pst:ego-q

mena
tag

te
part

'He pooped in the morning, did he not?'

  [S2]
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c. ê
tag

î-m
cop:ego-nmlz

'Ah, yes.'

  [S1]

Here in (340), the clause similarly illustrates a third person subject referent with a

close association with the speaker. Here the referent is inanimate, i.e., ngi=gi di 'mine (tv

show)'. The referent is a possessum of first person, i.e., the speaker's tv show. Thus also

the referent has no agency, nor is it human, the speaker claims a relationship with it through

possession, and the verb takes the egophoric marking. The temporal frame is an immediate

past.

(340) d'aben
So

wei
voc

ngi=gi
1:sg=gen

di
dem

theng-yi
come.out-pst:ego

'mare
epstm:evaluative

'Hey now, mine (tv show) came on, ok.'

  [C16-1]

11.2.2 Preterite with -nu

The suffix -nu, codes the preterite with an exophoric speaker perspective. The sub-

ject referent of a verb with exophoric marking is commonly different than the speaker, i.e.,

second or third person. Knowledge about the event comes through inference; "after the

fact". The speaker distances herself from the event, whether actual or speaker representa-

tion for pragmatic reasons. The temporal frame is in the past with a clear terminal boundary,

but is non-specific for how recently the event transpired. It may be recent, or it may be long

ago.

In (341a), the speaker reports about whether electricity has come to a remote village

or not. The speaker has been to the village and has seen the electric cables piled in a big

field outside the village. The cables have not yet been hooked up to a power source, nor to

individual houses. The speaker reports that the cables have arrived, but separates himself
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from knowledge about the details of how or when they might have arrived. He only knows

that they're now there.

Similarly in (341b), the statement is a general statement about wood that was carried

to the top of a hill; the subject referent is indeterminate; the speaker did not see the event;

the speaker knows about it from another source, although the fact that the knowledge comes

from another source is not in focus here.

The temporal reference is not specific; the events happened sometime in the past,

prior to the immediate past.

(341) a. thap
cable

di
dem

yâ
up.there

hö-nu
arrive-pst:exo

'The (electric) cables arrived up there (in the village).'

  [C16-1]

b. gangto
hill

gu
ppst:on

shing
wood

bâ-nu
carry-pst:exo

'Wood was carried on a hill.'

  [C16-10]

The clauses in (342) show exophoric marking with second person. The verb in

(342a) also takes aspectual marker -chi, but nevertheless illustrates the co-occurrence of

second person and -nu. Here, the difference between egophoric and exophoric marking is

clearly not a matter of direct sensory perception. Here, the speaker and hearer are unpacking

the picnic basket, the hearer wonders if there's anything left, and the speaker responds with

(342a). The speaker knows that there is one item left, can see the pickled chili on the ground,

and so infers that the hearer has taken it out, with the implication that there is no more to

unpack. The speaker knows what the hearer has done, but it is known through inference.

The temporal reference is the immediate past.

The clause in (342b) is used here as a greeting, which is followed by 'You must be

tired.' The speaker sees that the hearer has arrived, so once again, direct perception is not

a distinguishing feature of egophoric and exophoric marking. Rather, the speaker codes a
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mental distance from the hearer, showing that the arrival is "new news". Volition or speaker

involvement is not in focus; only knowledge that the event happened.

(342) a. 'ezen
pickled.chili

chö
2:sg

tön-chi-nu
take.out-res-pst:exo

te
part

'But, you've already taken the pickled chili out (of the bag).'

  [C17-1]

b. chö
2:sg

ông-nu
come-pst:exo

mena
tag

'You came, right'

  [C16-8]

Finally, exophoric verbal marking with -numay also co-occur with first person sub-

ject referents. The sentence in (343) has two clauses that show how a mis-match in "ex-

pected" evidential marking and subject referent is coded for pragmatic effect. Here, four

people play a game of carems, but Karma is much better than the others. Karma has already

cycled through knocking in all the carems several times, while the other three players have

succeeded at hitting in a few carems. When its their turn, they're able to only knock in a

few carems at time, and their turn quickly passes to the next individual. They mostly watch

Karma play. Finally, one of the individuals says (343) in frustration. Third person referent,

Karma, co-occurs with -yi in the first clause, and first person referent, ngace, co-occurs

with -nu. The mismatched evidentials have the pragmatic effect of showing that Karma is

good at his game, and the other players have no choice but to sit around waiting to make

their pathetic attempts at knocking the carems in the pockets.

(343) karma=gi
karma=erg

wâsh
wash

g'adeci
how.many

yâ-so-yi
supl:go-inch-pst:ego

ngace
1:pl

gû-di=râ
wait-cvb=emph

dö-nu
stay-pst:exo

'Karma has had how many "washes", and we just sit here waiting.'

  [C16-12]

The co-occurrence of first person and -nu has a more conventional usage in (344)

with the verb jê. Since forgetting is an involuntary event, it takes marking with -nu. The

speaker signals that the event was inadvertent.
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(344) nga
1:sg

tâ
look

be
adv

zhâ-ni
put-inf

jê-so-nu
forget-inch-pst:exo

'I forgot to keep notice (of it).'

  [C16-12]

11.2.3 The anticipation rule

The pattern of egophoric and exophoric marking results in what DeLancey (2003b)

and Tournadre and LaPolla (2014) refer to as an "anticipation rule" in Lhasa Tibetan. The

verb marking of questions anticipates the expected answer of the interlocutor. Second per-

son questions take egophoric marking in anticipation of the first person answer. First and

third person questions take exophoric marking in anticipation of second and third person

answers (DeLancey 2003b, and Tournadre and LaPolla 2014). The "anticipation rule" is

also attested in Dzongkha, as illustrated in the sequences in (345) and (346), but given

that egophoric and exophoric forms can co-occur with first, second, and third grammatical

persons, it is not surprising that the "anticipation rule" is only a tendency.

The sequence in (345) takes the egophoric form, -yi, in the question (345a), followed

by the egophoric form, -ci, in the answer (345b). Note that while the question clause takes

a third person NP as its subject argument, the question is addressed to the husband. The

husband understands that the question was addressed to him and follows immediately with

his answer.

(345) C16-10
a. wei

ex
âp
husband

di
dem

d'aci=lê
just.now=abl

thong-yi
visible-pst:ego

bu
q

'Hey, have (you) (my) husband already arrived?'

  [S1:question]

b. nga
1:sg

d'ato
now

he-p-ci=râ
arrive-nmlz-pst=emph

î
aux:cop:ego

'I'm just arriving now.'

  [S2: answer]

The sequence in (346) takes third person referents; the question takes the exophoric

form, minu (346a), followed by the answer, also in exophoric form (346b).
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(346) a. höntsho
greens

minu-ga
exist:neg:exo-q

'Are there any greens (in the field)?'

b. höntsho
greens

minu
exist:neg:exo

cam
paddy

kê,
grow,

anê=râ
like.this=emph

yâ-so-nu
supl:go-inch-pst:exo

'There are no greens. Paddy seed has grown up, and its about this much
(motioning with hand).'

As shown in example (339) above, third person subject referents can also take

egophoric marking in question clauses, and answers. However, there are no question clauses

with second person subject referents and exophoric forms attested in the text corpus.

11.2.4 Perfective aspect

Dzongkha has a perfective aspect marker distinct from the preterite. It is coded by

the periphrastic use of the existentials yö and dû as auxiliaries. While the perfective is

strongly associated with past tense, it does not focus on termination or completion of an

event. The perfective focuses on all the parts of an event as a single whole (Comrie 1976).

In non-formal language usage domains, the verb is followed by the perfective aux-

iliaries with no intervening morphosyntax, as in (347). There are no perfective clauses

attested in the conversation corpus, but there are a few examples in monologic texts and

field notes. Here the final clause takes the perfective marked verb zhâ yö. The egophoric

perspective yö is followed by the quotative verb zê and the egophoric preterite suffix -yi.

The addition quotative formula with the egophoric marking codes a first person narrative

perspective; the speaker vouches for the personal experience of the content.

The perfective frame codes the event as a single whole.
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(347) d'are=gi
these.days=gen

könchok=gi
God=gen

thûji
grace

dâ
and

kho=gi
3:sg=gen

kâdrin=gi
kindness=gen

go=lê
through=abl

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

d'are
these.days

bar=tu
until=loc:formal

kho=gi
3:sg=erg

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

thûji
grace

zî-di
hon:look-cvb

zhâ
put

yö
aux:pfv:ego

z'ê-yi
quot-pst:ego

'In these days, by God's grace and through his kindness, until now, he
has kept me in his grace.'

  [S00-1]

In formal registers of speech, perfective marking takes the converb suffix -di fol-

lowed by yö or dû depending on the evidential focus. The clause in (348) illustrates a

sentence given on a TV news broadcast. Complex copulas as auxiliaries are common in

this language usage environment. Here, the verb phrase consists of the root zhâ, the suffix

-di, and the complex copula yöp îmme. The complex copula consists of the nominalization

on the egophoric existential yö-p, followed by the exophoric copula îmme. The auxiliary

copula codes a complex evidential perspective. It codes a distinction between two sources:

the source which apprehended the original event as coded in yö-p, and the speaker as a

source who represents the event with an exophoric perspective îmme. Thus, although the

event is reported to have happened by a verifiable source, the speaker distances herself from

it, representing her perspective as one of inference.

The temporal focus is on the event as a single whole.
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(348) zhen
other

'mi
people

'nyip
two

di
dem

d'ato
now

ta
look

ta-w=gi
look-nmlz=gen

den=lu
purpose=dat

be
adv

zhâ-di
put-cvb

yö-p
exist:ego-nmlz

îmme
aux:exo

'The other two men have been put (in the hospital) for observation.'

  [C16-15]

The existential dû is not attested in the spoken corpus as a perfective marker, al-

though it is found in this function in elicitation. Here in (349), the verb phrase takes con-

verbal morphology followed by the periphrastic existential dû. The existential dû codes

that speaker access is through sensory perception, i.e., sight.

(349) di
dem

khâ=lu
ppst:adjacent=loc

d'â
flag

lêsha
many

châ-di
become-cvb

dû
pfv:endo

'Many flags are gathered here together.'

  [C16-5]

11.2.5 Additional perfective aspects

Dzongkha has four grammatical aspect suffixes that may combine with either of

the two preterite tense suffixes. The suffix -da marks the telicity of a verb, -tsha marks

completive aspect, -che marks resultative, and -so marks inchoative. Each of these will be

illustrated and described in turn.

11.2.5.1 The telic

Telic is commonly described as an inherent aspect of the verb (Comrie 1976), but

in Dzongkha it is a category marked in the inflectional morphology. A telic verb is one that

has a built-in terminal end point (Comrie 1976). An event is not complete until that built-in

end point has been achieved. Telic verbs contrast with atelic verbs which have no inherent

terminal end point. In Dzongkha, the inflectional suffix -da codes a focus on the telicity of
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a verb. That is, the suffix focuses on the fact that the inherent end point of event has been

reached.

The final clause in (350) illustrates a not-infrequent co-occurrence of the verb sê

with -da-nu. The verb sê is a telic verb with a clear terminal point where the affected

argument reaches the point of 'being killed'. When sê is coded with -da, the end point of

the event is amplified or focused. Taken together with the temporal adverb, di kha=ra, the

clause codes a meaning something like, '...the mother was killed on the spot'.

(350) bjangm
fly

sê-p-da-lu
kill-nmlz-adv-loc

tari
axe

di=gi
dem=ins

phâ
over.there

bjangm
fly

gu
ppst:on

cap-da-lu
hit-adv-loc

ai=gi
mother=gen

dong=kha
face=

phok-ti
hit.on-cvb

ai
mother

di kha=ra
at.very.time

sê-da-nu
kill-tel-pst:exo

lâ
voc

'As (he) was killing the fly, with the axe, when hitting over on the fly,
hitting the face of the mother, the mother was killed on the spot.'

  [S00-11]

The final clause in (351) illustrates -da with the verb nge. It is the agentive equiva-

lent of the inadvertent 'nyikhu 'fall asleep'. Here, the speaker codes that the subject referent

has finished two activities, chu tang and om thung, and has now reached the end point of

the third event nge. The verb nge shows an instructive distinction between -da and -tsha,

the completive suffix. The verb nge followed by -tsha would indicate that the referent has

finished sleeping, and is now awake. Here, only the end point of volitionally sleeping has

been reached. The referent is now sound asleep.
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(351) d'â
now

chu
water

tang,
send

om
milk

thung
drink

be
adv

nge-dâ-yi
sleep-tel-pst:ego

te
part

'Now, he's peed, drunk (his) milk, and up and slept.

  [C16-10]

The coding of the verb with -da in examples (350) and (351) also implies punctu-

ality.

The simple clauses in (352) also focus on the end point of the event. The verb zo

in (352a) is inherently an activity and implies a degree of durativity. Similarly the verb tön

in (352b) is inherently durative. However, the clauses in (352) code that the activity has

ended, and they imply an ongoing resultant state that persists.

(352) a. 'nyi
two

dom
come.together

cî
one
zo-dâ-nu
make-tel-pst:exo

pâ
intj

'Two (photos) were up and put together as one, ha.'

  [C16-10]

b. 'mâ
wound

bom
big

be=râ
adv=emph

tön-dâ-nu
take.out-tel-pst:exo

'A huge wound got lanced (and now its lanced).'

  [C16-5]

The conversation corpus contains one instance of -da with the continuous aspect (-

nmlz) followed by the complex auxiliary ongni me. and is illustrated in Section 11.3.1.1,

in example (376).

11.2.5.2 The completive

The suffix -tsha codes a completive aspect. The completive aspect is described in

opposition to inceptive aspect which focuses on the beginning of an event. The two aspects

are sometimes called phasal aspect because they focus on different "phases" of an event

(Payne 1997). The completive aspect focuses on the completion phase of an event. It treats

the event as a whole. The use of -tsha in (353a) focuses on the fact that the hole in the

paper is fully made. Here, the speaker is surprised that there's a hole in the paper; the hole
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is irreparable. Similarly in (353b), the use of -tsha codes that the speaker's hands have been

completely or totally pricked by pine needles. Here, the speaker is sitting on the ground,

and she supports herself in the sitting position with her palms face down in pine needles.

After sitting like this for awhile, she adjusts her sitting position and moves her hands, and

sees that her hands are full of indentations from the pine needles on the forest floor. The

event of pricking her hands has already happened (much to the speakers surprise / chagrin).

(353) a. pâ
voc

d'â
now

shoku
paper

dong
hole

yâ
emph

pek-tshâ
poke-compl

dû
aux:exo

'Now (you've) even put a hole in the paper.'

  [C16-6]

b. tsâu
thorn

thangse
pine

di
dem

lab-â
hand-dat

pura
complete

sop-tsha-nu
pierce-compl-pst:exo

wei
voc

ânâ
here

ta
look

'Look here, my hands are all pricked by the pine needles.'

  [C17-1]

11.2.5.3 The inchoative

The suffix -so codes inchoative aspect. The inchoative aspect focuses on entry into

a state (Comrie 1976). This aspectual suffix does not code agentive verbs in Dzongkha; it

co-occurs with thematic and stative verbs, as in tshü 'fall into' in (354a), and gang 'to be

filled up' in (354b). Here in (354), the clauses code the referent as "becoming". In (354a),

the referent, a contestant in Bhutan Idol, falls into "the danger zone"; the referent has come

to be in the danger zone. In (354b), dairektar=gi chim is described as coming into the

state of being full of beer bottles.

(354) Inchoative
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a. chö=gi
2:sg=sg

shê
know

gâ
pron:indf

'lap-mi
say-rel

di
dem

tshü-so-nu
fall.in-inch-pst:exo

'Do you know, the one talked about has fallen into (the danger zone) .'

  [C16-7]

b. bir
beer

botrol=gi
bottle=ins

gang-so-nu
fill.up-inch-pst:exo

te
part

dairektar=gi
director=gen

chim
house

'The director's house is full of beer bottles.'

  [C16-10]

The unexpressed subject referent, a carem, is described as becoming "cancelled" in

example (355). Note that the referent is inanimate. Here, the aspect marker is followed

by the exophoric auxiliary dû. It marks direct sensory perception, in addition to taking a

perfective aspect (see Section 11.2.4 above for perfective use of existential auxiliaries.)

(355) âni
this

câmci
only

châme
cancelled

yâ-so
supl:go-inch

dû
aux:exo

'Only this one has been cancelled.'

  [C16-12]

11.2.5.4 The resultative

The suffix -che codes a resultative aspect. The resultative aspect in Dzongkha

focuses on the resultant state of the affected argument. The resultant state comes about

through the activity indicated in the verb. The focus is away from the terminal end point,

or the completion of the event.

The verb châ in (356a) means 'to become', but here has an inference of pregnancy.

The marking with -che codes that the referent has become pregnant and is currently in the

state of pregnancy. The verb bo in (356b) means to swell, and here with -che means that

the referent's lips have swollen up, and remain swollen. Both of these verbs are thematic

verbs that schematically involve the movement of the referent from one location to another,

or from one state to another.
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(356) a. b'um
daughter

zeki
Zeki

di
dem

zû
body

mâ
neg

de-w
well-nmlz

châ-che-nu
become-res-pst:exo

bâ
part

te
part

'Zeki has not been well (because) (she) became pregnant, right?'

  [C16-10]

b. te
part

namesame
super

bo-che-yi
swell-res-pst:ego

'(Her lips) totally swelled up.'

  [S00-9]

The clause in (357) takes the agentive verb tön, and with -che focuses on the fact

that the pickled chilies are out of the bag. While not a change of state verb, the location of

the pickled chilies changes. Moreover, the chilies remain in a location that is different than

the interlocutor expects, and the speaker corrects this mis-perception.

(357) 'ezen
pickled.chili

chö
2:sg

tön-che-nu
take.out-res-pst:exo

te
part

'But, you've already taken the pickled chili out (of the bag).'

  [C17-1]

The four aspects that combine with preterite suffixes are given in (358). The list

shows non-technical descriptive labels in quotation marks in addition to giving a technical

name. These suffixes give additional focus to the event, and this is to give a temporal

reference point internal to the event itself. As such, the suffix -da focuses on the end point

of a telic verb, and gives a meaning that can be translated into English as "up and verb".

The suffixes -tsha and -so focus on different "phases" of a verb: the former on the completed

phase and the latter on the beginning phase. Clauses with the completive can be translated

as "finished" and "become" with the inchoative. The suffix -che focuses on the state which

results from the event, i.e., "in a state".

(358) a. -da telic, "up and "
b. -tsha completive, "finished"
c. -so inchoative, "become"
d. -che resultative, "in a state"
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11.3 Imperfective aspect

This section describes the coding of imperfective aspect along with its sub-categories.

Imperfective aspect codes the temporal reference from within the event itself. It provides

an internal temporal structure of the event (Comrie 1976, and Givón 2001a). The imper-

fective category is commonly divided into two main groups: events that are ongoing and

events that are repeated (habitual) (Givón 2001a). Dzongkha codes both types as well, but

not in opposition to one another. The main imperfective opposition in Dzongkha is be-

tween progressive and non-progressive. The two categories code two different ends of a

spectrum of temporality. Non-progressive events tend to be more permanent, and range

between immediate observation and the habitual. Well known cultural knowledge is coded

with non-progressive morphosyntax. Progressive events tend to be temporary, but may

also extend to events that are habitual. Past habitual constructions combine progressive and

non-progressive morphosyntax.

The range between temporal and habitual in non-progressive aspect results from

the inferences derived from the evidential values of the copulas that are part of the non-

progressive construction. Egophoric constructions commonly code the habitual, whereas

exophoric constructions, for example, code events that are temporally immediate. They are

both ongoing, and fit within continuous aspect, however, and will be described in Section

11.3.1.

As noted above, languages commonly make a distinction between ongoing events

and repeated events. Usually, this is a distinction between durative and habitual. There is

no major distinction in Dzongkha between these two categories. Rather, the habitual can

come from egophoric marking, in addition to uniquely habitual morphosyntax. Dzongkha

does, however, mark iterative, and will be described briefly in Section 11.3.2. The iterative

construction is not part of main clause morphosyntax, but coded through an adverbial phrase

with reduplicated egophoric preterite morphology.
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The imperfective distinctions attested in Dzongkha fit partly with the classification

of aspectual oppositions given by Comrie (1976). These distinctions are summarized in

Table 106 below.

Table 106. Aspectual oppositions (adapted from Comrie (1976:25)

Perfective Imperfective
|

Iterative ----- Continuous
|

Non-progressive ----- Progressive
| |

Immediate Observation-Habitual Habitual-Temporary

This section on imperfective aspect is organized around the basic oppositions given

in Table 106. The opposition between progressive and non-progressive is the primary im-

perfective distinction. Definitions for each aspect are provided at the beginning of each

description.

The examples in (359) and (360) illustrate the internal temporal structure of imper-

fective clauses. The complement clause khatsha hö-ni in (359) takes the infinitive suffix,

coding a future time, i.e., an event time after the time of speaking. The complement clause

is embedded in the main clause that takes the verb 'lap, and it takes the exophoric progres-

sive aspect suffix -de. While there is no tense marking in the main clause, the time adverb

khatsha in the embedded clause specifies the absolute time reference, by which it can be

inferred that the original, embedded utterance was before yesterday, since the embedded

utterance codes "yesterday" as a future time. The progressive suffix -de specifies only an

ongoing process internal to the event of speaking; it does not mark an external or absolute

time reference.
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(359) khatsha
yesterday

hö-ni
arrive-inf

z'ê
quot

'lap-de
say-prog:exo

mena
tag

Lit. 'Yesterday will arrive she is saying, is it not.'
Idiomatic: 'She said she was coming back yesterday, didn't she?'

  [C17-1]

The time adverb khatsha in (360) also codes an absolute time reference and the

inflectional morphology of the verb of the main clause takes -de which codes progressive

aspect. The post-posed converbal clause takes the aspectual reference of the main clause.

The interlinear provides a past progressive translation into English, but this is problematic,

since progressive often infers a contingent situation. In Dzongkha, the progressive has no

such meaning.

(360) panga
Panga

khatsha
yesterday

jo-de
go-prog:exo

zh'al zh'ol
expr:unkempt

tang-di
send-cvb

'Panga goes (to school) yesterday, (wearing his clothes) in an unkempt
manner.

  [C17-1]

The ways in which -de interacts with complement clauses of speech will be de-

scribed in Section 11.5 on logophoric systems. Here, it takes a temporal structure internal

to the speech event, and the absolute temporal reference is coded in time adverbs.

11.3.1 Continuous aspect

Continuous aspect refers here to events that are ongoing and durative. There are

two such continuous categories in Dzongkha: progressive and non-progressive. The pro-

gressive form codes an event which is more or less temporary (and which is ongoing). In

opposition to this, the non-progressive codes "a more or less permanent state of affairs"

(Comrie 1976:37). The present section is divided into a discussion of these two continuous

aspects.
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Habitual aspect is commonly separated from continuous aspect (Comrie 1976, Givón

2001a), but in Dzongkha it is not coded differently than egophoric marked continuous as-

pect. The habitual meaning is taken as a function of the general knowledge first person per-

spective of egophoricity. However, there is a specific past habitual tense, formed through

a combination of progressive and non-progressive morphology, and this will be described

in Section 11.3.1.3.

The distinction between a temporary process and one that extends over time is a

mental category, rather than a linguistic one. That is, the cut-off point between an event

which is represented as extended and one which is temporarily ongoing is not defined by

the linguistic category itself, but by the speaker's representation of the event. This is open

to discourse-pragmatic effects and the coding of knowledge / evidentiality. Moreover, the

distinction between a habitual event and a non-progressive event that is a "permanent state

of affairs" is semantically narrow. Nevertheless, as will become clear through examples,

language usage makes a clear distinction between them.

Progressive aspect is marked by the suffixes -do or -de. Like -yi and -nu, the suf-

fixes -do and -de code a single aspectual category, but can be differentiated on the basis

of egophoric and exophoric evidential distinctions, respectively. Non-progressive aspect is

marked through nominalization followed by one of the copulas which function as auxiliary

verbs. The copular auxiliaries keep their evidential values in the marking of aspect.

11.3.1.1 Non-Progressive

Clauses with non-progressive aspect formally take nominalization followed by one

of the three copulas as auxiliaries. The evidential values of the copulas are manifest also in

their function as auxiliaries. The endophoric and exophoric copulas which are associated

with immediate observation and inference tend to code currently ongoing processes. How-

ever, the egophoric copula which is associated with internal and experiential knowledge
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of an event, tends to code events that are habitual with regard to first person, or culturally

well known situations with regard to third person referents. The non-progressive aspect,

then, extends across a wide range of temporal structures, from events recently perceived to

general statements of knowledge.

11.3.1.1.1 verb-nmlz ing

The egophoric non-progressive construction is infrequently attested in my conver-

sation database. As in constructions with the other auxiliaries, it may co-occur with all

grammatical persons. Egophoric marking in the non-progressive aspect tends to code the

habitual, as in (361). Here in (361a), the speaker explains what she does when she gets

something wrong at school. She explains that as soon as she gets her school work wrong,

she takes it to the teacher (to get help and correct it). The inference to be drawn from the

speaker representation is that her activity is habitual. In (361b), the speaker, an old man,

explains trade practices when he was a young man. The non-progressive combined with

the egophoric auxiliary gives a strong inference of habitual practice.

(361) a. rong
wrong

rong
wrong

jo-w-ci
go-nmlz-as.soon.as

madam=lu
madam=dat

tö-m
show-nmlz

îng
aux:ego

'As soon as I get it wrong, I show it to my teacher.'

  [C16-6]

b. mangshocira
mostly

ngace
1:pl

b'ö=lu
Tibet=loc

jo-w
go-nmlz

îng
aux:ego

'Mostly we were going to Tibet / we would go to Tibet.'

  [S00-10]

The egophoric non-progressive need not only take a habitual inference. Here in

(362), the temporal structure refers to a single and immediately observable temporary event.

The temporal structure is ongoing and durative. Note that the verb is reduplicated.
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(362) mî
neg:exist:ego

nga
1:sg

ânâ
prox

ta
look

ta-w
look-nmlz

îng
aux:ego

'No, I am looking here.'

  [C16-6]

The conversation corpus only has one instance of second person with the egophoric

non-progressive construction. It takes a question form, and is an instance of the "antici-

pation rule". That is, the question is given in the form anticipated in the answer, i.e., the

anticipated answer will be in the egophoric form. Having said this, the question functions

as a rhetorical question, the inferred intent of which is, "You have some crazy kind of fever,

child."

(363) g'aci=gi
what=ins

tship
fever

tsha-w
hot-nmlz

ing-na
aux:ego-q

alo
child

'What kind of fever do (you) have, child?'

  [C16-11]

Egophoric non-progressive constructions with third person are not infrequent, as

in (364). The clause codes a specific event within a larger personal narrative. Here the

speaker describes a previous physical ailment which persisted for some time; it was more

than a temporary state of affairs. Although the referent is grammatical third person, events

with body parts and physical processes commonly take the egophoric construction.

(364) hema=lu
before=

thra
blood

thö-m
exit-nmlz

ing
aux:ego

ngi=gi
1:poss=gen

kha=lê
mouth=abl

'Before, blood would come out, of my mouth.'

  [S00-1]

Here in (365), the speaker gives a general description of the responsibilities of the

leaders of two competing teams in a game of khuru (a game something like a cross between

lawn darts and archery). The speaker explains that it is the leaders of the two teams that set

specific changeable parameters before the game starts. The aspect is atemporal, a general

statement about a well known cultural practice.

(365) gopen
leader

ditshu=gi
dem:pl=erg

lap-Ø
speak-nmlz

î,
aux:ego

âni
here

'The leaders tell, this (instructions).'

  [C16-13]
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The clause in (366) refers to the cultural practice of raising cattle and pigs. The

reference to this well known cultural practice provides an explanation for why this time

period is a good one. The situation is non-specific; the referent people (pl) is non-specific.

The verb phrase takes the egophoric non-progressive construction.

(366) d'ari
today

z'a
day
lêsha
many

dr'a-be
good-mir

'mi
people

ditshu=gi
these=erg

nô
cattle

so-w
raise-nmlz

îng
aux:ego

phap
pigs

so-w
raise-nmlz

îng
aux:ego

'These days are very good. People raise cows, raise pigs.'

  [C00-1]

Similarly, here in (367) the speaker refers to the cultural practice of the family es-

tate passing to the eldest daughter, and of her living there in the family estate. The situa-

tion is non-specific; the referent eldest daughter is non-specific. The verb phrase takes the

egophoric non-progressive construction.

(367) b'u
son
yö-ru
exist:ego-cncv

yö
exist:ego

b'um
daugher

yö-ru
exist:ego-cncv

be-ru
do-cncv

b'um
daughter

bom
big

sho-m
most-f

di
dem

chim
house

na=ra
prox=emph

dö-p
sit-nmlz

îng
aux:ego

lâ
hon

'Whether there are sons, whether there are daughters, the oldest daugh-
ter lives in the (parent's) house.'

  [S00-8]
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11.3.1.1.2 verb-nmlz me

The most commonly attested non-progressive construction occurs with the periphrastic

use of the endophoric copula me. The endophoric construction codes different types of

events for first and non-first persons: certain types of sensations for first person, and agen-

tive and thematic events for non-first person (see XX for a more detail discussion of the

difference). The temporal reference takes an event that is immediate within the internal

temporal structure. For first person, the construction tends to code present states, and for

non-first persons can code past and non-past events.

The four simple clauses in (368) each code an event in which a first person referent

experiences a type of physical ailment. These events are consistently coded in the con-

versation corpus with the -nmlz me construction. The temporal reference is the present

in relation to the time of speech. The beginning of the event has already occurred, and is

perceivable to the speaker. The sensations or effects of the event have not ended. These are

types of events which are observable only to the speaker since they are internal states. The

same events are typically represented with the exophoric preterite -nu for non-first persons.

(368) a. nga
1:sg

na-w
sick-nmlz

me
aux:endo

si
quot:ego

'I do think I'm sick.'

  [C16-10]

b. d'ari
today

nga
1:sg

kêp
back

na-w
sick-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'My back hurts today.'

  [E17-1]

c. nga=i
1:sg=erg

ma
neg

de-w=ci=ra
well-nmlz=indf=emph

be-w
do-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'I am also not feeling very well.'

  [C16-10]
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d. nga
1:sg

namesame
super

dong
face

tsha-w
burn-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'My face is totally burning up.'

  [C17-1]

The endophoric construction with second person in the examples in (369) have a

present or immediate past temporal reference. The events are immediately observable or

perceivable to the speaker. The verbs in both clauses are agentive verbs. While the speak-

ers cannot know the internal state of volition of the referents, the speakers can observe or

perceive the event as it is in process. The construction takes the temporal focus away from

the end point. The example in (369b) is translated into English with an exclamation. Here

the exclamation mark is intended to translate indignation, not surprise. Note that nominal-

ization following a p coda in (369a) is phonologically unexpressed, and is noted as -Ø in

the interlinear.

(369) a. chö=gi
2:sg=erg

yâ
also

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

shop
lie

cap-Ø
hit-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'You too are lying to me.'

  [C16-10]

b. chö=ra
2:sg=refl

yâ
emph

mi
neg

she-ba=lu
know-sup=loc

nga=lu
1:sg=dat

tö-m
teach-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'You don't know what's going on and you're teaching me!'

  [C16-6]

The endophoric construction with third person in examples (370) and (371) take both

a past and present time reference. Although the sentence in (370) has no overt marking of

past or present time reference, it occurs in the context of a personal narrative, and it is this

overall context which gives it its past time reference. Here, the interrogation of the speaker

has immediacy and is ongoing in the story. Example (370) is followed by several sentences

that describe how the interrogation unfolded. Though translated with a past progressive,

there is no contingent effect in Dzongkha as there is in English.
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(370) âni
here

di=gi
dem=erg

namesame
super

zhipca
investigation

dro
fear

sisi
expr

cap-Ø
do-nmlz

me
aux:endo

kho=ra=gi
3=refl=erg

'Because of this, he himself was interrogating (me) intimidatingly.'

  [C16-1]

Here in (371), the clause takes a present temporal reference, and the event is imme-

diately observable. The noise is ongoing; neither the beginning or termination of the event

are in focus.

(371) âni
prox

pangka=gi
fan=ins

ke
noise

cap-Ø
do-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'mo-sh
tag-ass

'This fan is making a lot of noise, isn't it?'

  [C16-7]

In (372), the speaker explains the function of a muzzle over the mouth of an ox who

walks in a circle around the threshing floor. The ox eats the grain in the muzzle, helping

it stay occupied as it goes round and round the threshing floor. This is a different function

of the endophoric construction than has been shown so far; here the construction codes

general knowledge. The sentence does not refer to a specific event, but is a description of

the function of an oxen muzzle in the cultural schema of threshing grain.

(372) âni
prox

di
dem

kho
3:sg

lâ
work

be-w-da=lu
do-nmlz-adv=loc

taim pas
time pass

be-w
nmlz

me
aux:endo

'This, when he works, (helps him) pass the time.'

  [C16-4]

It is possible that the endophoric marking of this general cultural description is a

function of me as the hearer. The knowledge is new for me with the result that the speaker

uses an endophoric immediately observable representation. The speaker does not want to

come across as pretentious with the egophoric marking (there is no dispute with me about

certainty), but neither does he want to mark it as exophoric, since this would imply inference

or new information to the speaker.
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11.3.1.1.3 verb-nmlz îmme

The construction verb-nmlz îmme as a copula is the least frequently attested in

my conversation corpus (just as îmme occurs infrequently in the corpus). In (373), the

construction is combined with the reduplicated verb no no. The reduplicated verb codes

progressive, and together with -w îmme codes the ongoing desire for milk. Without any time

adverbs that specify temporal reference external to the event, the inferred time reference is

the present. The desire for milk is coded in the exophoric form since events like this are

internal to the state of the referent and can not be known to the speaker except through

external means. Here, the mother can only infer that her infant son wants milk because he

keeps opening his mouth to suckle from her breast.

(373) om
milk

thung
drink

go
want

no
think

no-w
think-nmlz

îmme
aux:exo

yâ,
tag,

ta-sh
look-imp

'So (you) wanna drink some milk, huh? Look!'

  [C16-10]

In (374), the construction -verb-nmlz îmme marks the serial verb construction

tön zhâ; zhâ functions here to code perfective aspect, with the implication of an event prior

to the time of speech, but with ongoing effect into the present. Here, the interlocutors are

preparing to sit down and eat a dinner of rice and an unspecified curried gravy. The inter-

locutor has taken rice out ahead of the speaker and appears to proceed to eat without cooling

the rice. The speaker responds to the situation with the clause in (374). The construction

-p îmme suggests a time reference in keeping with the past implied by zhâ. However, the

event is ongoing in that the rice remains out of the bowl. The exophoric auxiliary here

conveys that interlocutor's actions are unexpected, possibly unwanted.

(374) chikha
outside

tön
take.out

zha-p
put-nmlz

îmme
aux:exo

'(You) have taken (the rice) out (already)!'

  [C16-7]
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11.3.1.1.4 verb-nmlz ongnime

The inferential copula ônime (ongnime) is also attested in the conversational corpus.

Its function as an auxiliary in a number of non-progressive constructions is further evidence

that the three morphemes ong, ni, and me have grammaticalized to be a fixed unit. The

non-progressive construction takes nominalization on the verb stem followed by one of the

copular verbs, as does the verb when it is followed by ônime. As with the evidential value

of the copula, ônime also codes inference. Here in (375), the interlocutors discuss a third

person who is a close family friend. Although she is referred to as ama 'mother', she is

not a blood relationship. She is an 'auntie', i.e., an aunt-like figure for the family. The

interlocutors discuss whether she has returned home or not, but no one in the conversation

knows this with any certainty. The speaker in (375) surmises that she has not returned

because another discourse referent is still looking after the cow (and speaker 1 has just

finished talking about the other referent who is looking after the cow). The statement is

coded as an inference with ongnime. The temporal reference is an ongoing state of affairs,

i.e., her not arriving continues through to the time of speaking.

(375) ama
mother

ma
neg

hö-p
arrive-nmlz

ongnime
cop:infr

'mo-sh
tag-ass

'Maybe auntie hasn't returned back, wouldn't you say?'

  [C17-1]

Here in (376), the speaker sees that the hearer is tipsy, but has not seen him drinking.

The speaker codes his observation as one of inference based on the hearer's behavior. The

temporal reference is coded as an ongoing event, although the event began some time ago.

Interestingly, the verb phrase takes the telic aspect marker -da, coding that the terminal

boundary of the event has been reached, i.e., beer got drunk. The telic suffix then takes the

non-progressive construction (-nmlz aux:cop) coding the ongoing feature of the event.

The pragmatic inference, however, is not that the hearer continues to drink beer, but that

the effects of drinking continue into the time of speaking.
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(376) wei
intj

tâ-n
look-imp

chö
2:sg

chang
beer

thung-da-p
drink-tel-nmlz

ongnime
cop:infr

'Hey, would you look at that. You must have been drinking beer.'

  [C16-10]

Here in (377), the interlocutors gaze across the valley at a village across the way.

Speaker 1 is explaining where he played a game of khuru, but speaker 2 disputes that speaker

1 knows where it is in relation to what they can see from their vantage point. Speaker 1

responds more assertively here in (377a), and speaker 2 acquiesces in (377b), but without

conviction. Speaker two's acquiescence is coded as a statement of possibility; she agrees

that the khuru range must be where speaker 1 says, based on speaker 1's assertion.

(377) C17-1
a. iyâ=lu=ra

up.there=loc=emph
îng
cop:ego

sâ
quot:exo

'It's up there only, I say.'

  [Speaker 1]

b. î-m
cop:ego-nmlz

ongnime
cop:infr

yangcin
possibly

'Yah, it's probably up there / Yah, it must be the case (that that's where it is).'

  [Speaker 2]

11.3.1.1.5 Non-progressive with stative verbs

The class of stative verbs are inherently non-progressive. That is, the verbs have an

inherent atelicity, and lack inherent temporal boundaries. These verbs are described in detail

in Chapter 8 where descriptive verbs are described. In addition to descriptive verbs, a small

class of non-descriptive verbs also have inherent atelicity and are temporally unbounded.

These are verbs like 'know' and 'like' that code more or less permanent ongoing states. They

are briefly illustrated here in the context of non-progressive aspect.

Stative verbs do not take verbal morphology in imperfective contexts, as in (378).

The interlinear here glosses the absence of morphology as -Ø, but it should not be interpreted

as a morpheme. Here, the game khuru is described as something 'we all know'. The inherent

lack of temporal boundaries in the verb she serve to code the event 'knowing' as an ongoing
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process, and that the process is not temporary like a progressive event. It is more or less a

permanent state of affairs.

(378) khuru
khuru

di
dem

mâpa
actually

ngace
1:pl

gara=i
all=erg

she-Ø
know-sttv

'mo
tag

'This khuru, we actually all know it, right?'

  [C16-13]

Here in (379), the speaker explains the point system in the game of khuru. The

speaker asserts that two points are acquired for a certain configuration of lawn darts. When

this configuration is present, the player will get two points, and this is a certainty. The verb

thop is temporally unbounded (without inherent temporal boundaries). In the absence of

any morphology, this inherent stativity codes the general state of affairs for this kind of

situation in the game: two points are always acquired.

(379) ku
point

'nyi
two

mâpâlera
actually

thop-Ø
get-sttv

lâ
hon

'Two points will be gotten for sure.'

  [C16-14]

Stative verbs may also take the particle be in imperfective aspect, as in (380). The

main verb nyen is followed by the stative modal verb tup. The main verb is followed by be,

indicating a speaker perspective of surprise, or contra-expectation. Evidently, the speaker

expected the clausal referent to not be willing to listen to songs. The temporal structure of

the clause codes an ongoing state of affairs that is more or less permanent.

(380) delê
then

shapthrâ
songs

di-tshu
dem:pl

nyen
listen

tup
mod:ok

be
mir

'Then (they) were willing to listen to some songs.'

  [C16-1]

Similarly, here in (381), the descriptive stative verb nâp is followed by the mirative

particle be. It codes a new observation -- the newness is that the object is now black. Here,

an agricultural field has been burned in order to bring about new green shoots (a common

agricultural practice across the Himalayas). That the field was recently burned is new to
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the speaker. The temporal structure of nâp is inherently ongoing, and the color 'black' is a

state (as opposed to an event or process).

(381) âma
mother

mâ
down

ta
look

nâp
black

be
mir

'Mother, look down. (The field) is black.'

  [C17-1]

The non-progressive aspect, then, extends across a range of ongoing, continuous

temporal structures. The tendency with egophoric marking is to code the habitual and the

general. The habitual and general meanings of egophoric marking are often inferred from

discourse pragmatics. Non-progressive egophoric marking may also code more temporary

events. General statements can also be inferred even if the clausal referent is non-first per-

son. There are no temporary events coded with third person and egophoric marking attested

in the corpora. With endophoric marking, the temporal structure varies with person. First

person and endophoric marking code physical sensations and experiences only the speaker

can represent about herself. The temporal structure of first person endophoric marking

codes the time of speaking. Non-first person and endophoric marking code events that are

ongoing and immediate to the temporal reference point. It was also found to code an event

that was descriptive of a cultural practice. With exophoric marking, the construction codes

events that are temporary and have immediacy with the time of speaking. Clauses with

stative verbs do not take verb morphology in the imperfective other than the mirative be.

Stative verbs take an inherently ongoing temporal structure that is more or less permanent.

11.3.1.2 Progressive

The progressive aspect in Dzongkha marks an event as both temporary and ongo-

ing. Time adverbs and the pragmatics of the language usage situation provide the context

for absolute time reference, i.e., past, present, or future. As has been demonstrated for

other tense-aspects in Dzongkha, a single tense-aspect value codes at least two evidential
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oppositions. This opposition is not primarily one of person agreement, but one of coding

source and the speaker's representation of the how knowledge of the event was accessed.

The egophoric progressive suffix is -do, and the contrasting exophoric marking takes -de.

The distinction between the two suffixes is difficult to illustrate without a discussion

of speech complements, in particular without hearsay and quotative enclitics. This section,

therefore, will focus briefly on their temporal use; the difference between them will not be

clear in this section other than that one is egophoric and the other exophoric. Section 11.5

will return to these two suffixes to illustrate how they function within a logophoric system.

11.3.1.2.1 Progressive -do

The egophoric progressive suffix -do is the less common of the two suffixes found

in the conversation corpus. A possible explanation for this is the overlap in temporal struc-

tural with the egophoric non-progressive construction. Both have meanings that extend to

immediate and ongoing temporary events. Further research is required to determine the

difference of language usage environments in which they occur. Here in (382), the speaker

explains that it is by a software program that an e-mail is being sent. The computer is con-

necting to the internet and the e-mail is in a queue to be sent. The temporal structure is at

the time of speaking, is ongoing, and is temporary.

(382) ong
Yah

te
part

ani=gi
prox=ins

tang-do
send-prog:ego

mena
tag

te
part

'But of course, this one is sending (e-mails).'

  [C16-10]

Here in (383), the speaker refers to an event prior to the time of speaking, but rep-

resents the event with an ongoing progressive structure. Speech events in conversation are

sometimes represented with this progressive structure.

(383) ugê
Ugyen

lap-do
say-prog:ego

zumbe
like

'yâ
tag

'Just like Ugyen says, huh?'

  [C17-1]
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The sequence in (384) illustrates a temporally extended structure coded in -do. The

negative verb phrasema jo in (384a) codes an imperfective aspect. The verb root in (384b)

takes the egophoric suffix -do, coding the ongoing passing of ten years. The time frame of

the event is clearly more than temporary. However, the event is not habitual, nor is it en-

trenched as shared knowledge by the speaker and hearer. The event is coded as progressive

without the "permanent" inferences associated with the non-progressive.

(384) a. lo
year

cutham
ten

ma
neg

jo
go
si
quot:ego

d'ato
now

Lit. 'Ten years did not go now.'
Idiomatic: 'I said it hasn't been ten years yet.'

  [Speaker 1]

b. jo-do
go-prog:ego

sü
quot:ego:constrast

Lit. '(Ten years) are going.'
Idiomatic: 'But, it has been (ten years).'

  [Speaker 2]

11.3.1.2.2 Progressive -de

The progressive marked with -de takes a similar temporal structure to -do. The

temporal structure is also ongoing and temporary. However, the temporal structure tends

toward marking directly perceptible events, whereas -do suffixes code structures that extend

beyond the direct. Unlike the copulas which may co-occur with each of the grammatical

persons, the -de suffix only co-occurs with third person, while -do may co-occur with all

grammatical persons. The two function within a logophoric system, as will be explained in

Section 11.5.

Here in (385), the speaker describes his observation of a man some distance away

plowing his field. The event is present, ongoing, and temporary.

(385) thrü
machine

dâ
follow

lu-de
plod.along-prog:exo

'(He's) plodding along pushing the machine (power-tiller).'

  [C17-1]
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The event in (386) is similarly present, ongoing, and temporary. Access to the event

is represented as based on visual observation.

(386) pâw
intj

bjicu
small.bird

zumra
like

kha
mouth

jang
open

ong-de
come-prog:exo

'Woa! (He) is coming like a little bird, opening its mouth.'

  [C16-7]

The event in (387) is also present, ongoing, and temporary. The referent is abstract

and cannot be seen or apprehended with the five senses. Nevertheless, here the interlocutor

is suggesting a new way of doing something. The speaker is sarcastic.

(387) d'â ben
now.then

lêrim
plan

soso=ci
different=indf

thön-de
exit-prog:exo

'mare,
epstm:evaluative

'lap-sh
say-imp:familiar

'Now then, another plan is emerging. Do tell.'

  [C16-7]

11.3.1.3 Habitual

Section 11.3.1.1 described how the habitual may be inferred from the non-progressive

construction, particularly with the egophoric auxiliary. The habitual with first person is typ-

ically coded with this construction. This section describes several additional constructions

that code habitual past and habitual present. The referents of these clauses are non-first per-

son. The habitual construction is complex, taking a combination of suffixes, nominaliza-

tion, periphrastic auxiliaries, and serial verb constructions with the verb dö 'sit'. However,

as in non-progressive marking, the difference between the habitual and more temporary

events is a function of inference, time adverbs, or pragmatic context.

11.3.1.3.1 Habitual -do-w aux constructions

This section will first illustrate the habitual past with the -do-w me construction

and the habitual present with the -do ong construction. The sentence here in (388) comes
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from a monologic text that describes previous practices of writing, among other things.

Thus, although the sentence does not have a time adverb to situate the time frame of the

clause, the context of the text gives a past time frame. The verb phrase in (388) consists of

a converbal construction followed by the inflected verbal use of the existential verb yö (in

contrast to an auxiliary use). Here, yö takes the progressive suffix -do, the nominalizer -w,

and the copulame as the final auxiliary. The combination of progressive -do and perfective

yö codes a habitual or a 'used to' aspect. That is, the event is represented in its entirety in

the past with an added focus of duration at the time of the event. The combination marks

the habitual.

The evidential function of the existential and copula in (388) codes two sources.

The existential yö codes an original source to which the event was known, and that source's

representation of the closeness of the event to his/her experiential knowledge. The auxiliary

me codes an endophoric perspective, that the speaker is generally aware of the knowledge,

but does not have personal involvement in it.

(388) gara
everything

kow
leather

gû=lu
on=loc

cap-ti
do-cvb

yô-do-w
exist:ego-prog-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'They used to put everything (in writing) on leather.'

  [S00-4]

Similarly, here in (389), the verb phrase consists of the stem jo, the progressive

suffix -do, the nominalizer -w, and the copula me as the final auxiliary. The suffix -do

codes an egophoric progressive representation of the event, followed by the auxiliary me

that codes general awareness. The clause contains the adverbial time phrase which situates

it in past tense. By inference of a past event, the event is habitual.
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(389) d'angphû=lu
long.ago=loc

pham
parents

ditshu=gi
these=gen

dü=lu
time=loc

gadi
vehicle

mî-pa
neg:exist:ego-sup

kangto=gi
foot.walk=ins

jô-do-w
go-prog:ego-nmlz

me
aux:endo

'Long ago, there not being any cars, the forefathers used to go by foot.'

  [E00-2]

However, the -do-w me construction does not require a habitual inference. The

clause in (390) takes the same -do-w me construction but is not habitual. It is present,

temporary, and ongoing. The final auxiliary 'me takes high pitch, which is analyzed as

an assertion of perception, something asserted as immediately observable. In the current

research, it is not clear whether 'me with high pitch marks a different grammatical category

from me (low pitch). If it does mark a different category, then the present progressive

temporal structure can be contrasted with the habitual use. If it is a phonological variation,

then there is no difference in grammatical category, and the clause illustrates the extended

uses of the -do-w me construction. It would also illustrate that the habitual interpretation

of the clauses in (388) and (389) are a result of inference, rather than a specific habitual

category. The variation in me and 'me is a matter for further research.

(390) d'aben
so.now

chölo
Chölo

thön-do-w
exit-prog:ego-nmlz

'me
aux:endo

'So, Chölo is exiting (from the house) now.'

  [C16-10]

The habitual construction commonly takes me with the inference of an extended

event prior to the time of speaking. The same construction with the exophoric auxiliary

îmme takes a present meaning, as in (391). It is not habitual, but is progressive and tem-

porary. The exophoric marking codes that the speaker cannot vouch for the veracity of

the claim he makes. The word 'nâp 'black' has a figurative meaning that means ignorant,

un-studied, or illiterate.
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(391) d'are
today

'mi
people

'nâp=tshu=gi
black=pl=erg

zom-do-w
meet-prog:ego-nmlz

îmme
aux:exo

'It seems the illiterate people are gathering together today.'

  [C16-5]

11.3.1.3.2 Habitual dö constructions

Another construction that involves habitual takes the verb dö 'sit' as the second verb

in a serial verb construction. Here in (392), the clause takes both dö and the construction

-do ong. The speaker describes a property of an unexpressed object, which here is a heavy

box. The form ji is a descriptive verb, and dö functions as the second verb in a serial verb

construction, coding an ongoing temporal structure. The construction -do ong also codes

an ongoing state, and together with dö gives a clear sense of an unbounded temporal state of

the box's weight. Again, ong codes lack of certainty, and that the speaker is hypothesizing.

Here the speaker hypothesizes about the weight of the box, given that the strong person who

carries it is struggling to walk up the hill.

(392) g'amci
how.much

ji
heavy

dö-do
sit-prog:ego

ong
aux:prob

'How heavy (the box) must be!'

  [C16-10]

The verb phrase in example (393) consists of the two verbs jo 'go' and dö 'sit' with no

marking between them. Both jo 'go' and dö 'sit' are verbs that may function independently

as the primary verb of a clause, but here function together as a single event. The two verbs

do not indicate two events, i.e., vehicles travel to and stay over there. The first member

of the pair in an SVC retains its primary meaning, and the second verb of the pair takes

on a grammaticalized meaning. Here, dö in combination with the probability auxiliary ong

indicates that travel at night is a common state of affairs, and not that vehicles travel all

night long. The verb dö here marks the habitual.

(393) zai
ex
numo-i
night-emph

gari
vehicle

jo
jo
dö
sit
ong
prob

mâ=lê
down=abl

phâ
over.there

'Yikes! Vehicles even travel at night, down across there (to
Kalimpong).'

  [C17-1]
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In example (394), the verb phrase consists of the two verbs jo 'go' and dö 'sit', and

is separated by the converb marker -di and the emphatic =ra. The emphatic enclitic =ra

functions to embed the phrase jo-di=ra as an adverbial phrase of dö. Here dö, as the main

verb, takes tense aspect marking. It habituates the adverbial phrase mata jo-di=ra 'going

down.'

(394) te
part

yâ=lê
up=abl

mai
down

chu
water

te
part

mapale=ra
actually-emph

mata
down

jo-di=ra
go-cvb=emph

dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

te
part

'mo
tag

'The water [coming] from higher up keeps going down anyway, right?'

  [C17-1]

Finally, clauses marked with the egophoric preterite suffix -yi are coded as habitual

when juxtaposed with dö, as in (395). The verb phrase z'a-yi in isolation codes a single

preterite event. The emphatic enclitic =ra marks the phrase as an adverbial that modifies

the main verb dö. It habituates the adverbial phrase zhen=lê z'a-yi=ra 'eating from others'.

(395) zhen=lê
others=abl

z'a-yi=ra
eat-pst:ego=emph

dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

Lit. '(He) sat ate from others itself.'
Idiomatic: '(He) mooches off of others.'

  [E17-1]

Thus, the habitual may be coded in a variety of constructions, but primarily through

periphrastic auxiliaries that follow the progressive suffix -do, or various adverbial phrases

that modify the verb dö.

11.3.2 Iterative

The habitual is an "event type that is instantiated from time to time by actual events"

(Payne 1997:245). The iterative, in contrast, is an event that is temporarily repeated. Whereas

the habitual is repeated (instantiated) over time, the repetition of the iterative extends no fur-

ther than one specific instance of the repetition.
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11.3.2.1 verb-yi verb-yi constructions

In Dzongkha, the iterative reduplicates the egophoric preterite structure followed

by dö 'sit' or jo 'go'. Example (396) takes the iterative event z'a-yi and reduplicates this

structure; the reduplicated structure, then, modifies the main verb dö 'sit' as an adverbial.

(396) tsa
grass

z'a-yi
eat-pst:ego

z'a-yi
eat-pst:ego

dö-p
sit-nmlz

mena
tag

Lit. 'Grass ate ate sitting'
Idiomatic: '(The cow) keeps eating grass, right?'

  [C16-14]

Here in (397), the speaker explains how a field is traditionally plowed with oxen. In

the first clause (397a), the speaker describes how a furrow is created going one direction,

and then the oxen are turned around, and they come the other direction, plowing the next

furrow. As they plow, the speaker emphasizes the repetitive character of the event, i.e.

plowing and plowing (397b).

(397) C16-14
a. delên

then
âni
here

lâng
ox

mo-di=gi
plow-cvb=cvb

be
adv

jo-w-da=lu
go-nmlz-adv=loc

ana=lê
prox=abl

thêng
exit

ong
aux:prob

mena
tag

âco
older.brother

'Then, as this cow goes along ploughing, it come out here, right, Aco.'

b. mo-yi
plough-pst:ego

mo-yi
plough-pst:ego

jo-w
go-nmlz

mena
tag

'Going along plowing and plowing, right?'

11.3.2.2 verb-nmlz verb-nmlz=sa=ra constructions

In addition to the iterative with -yi, the construction verb-nmlz verb-(nmlz)-

sa=ra also codes a repetitive event. Here in (398), the speaker derides a neighbor who

is so lazy he will not even leave his bed to urinate. The verb consists of the light verb
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construction chapsa be, into which the adverbial phrase ânâ dö-p döp-sa=ra is inserted.

The adverbial phrase serves to reinforce the present progressive coding of the light verb,

which takes -do ong. The temporal structure coded by -do ong indicates that the practice

of urinating from the bed is regular and ongoing. However, the adverbial phrase also codes

that the event of urination occurs multiple times, i.e., he pees and pees again right from his

bed.

The evidential value indicates that the speaker is hypothesizing; he has not seen the

neighbor do this, nor is he inferring based on sensory perception. The speaker is putting

reported evidence of a stinky blanket and a lazy character together, and guessing that such

must be the case.

(398) g'î ngen-di
lazy-cvb

chapsa
bathroom

yang
emph

ânâ
there

dö-p
sit-nmlz

dö-p-sa=ra
sit-nmlz-comp=emph

be-do
do-prog:ego

ong
aux:prob

'mo
tag

'(He) is so lazy, (he) probably just pees right from here (his bed), yah.'

  [C17-1]

Here in (399), the speaker describes how he traversed a scary trail along the river.

The trail negotiates its way along a cliff's edge. The repetitive nature of the event implies

that the trail follows the river for a long distance. The repeated event is not habitual, but

particular to one instance of traveling this particular trail.
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(399) lam
trail

di
dem

namesame
super

dro
fear

sisi
expr

be
adv

bjâ
cliff

gu
ppst:on

nang
ppst:in

chu
river

da-w
follow-nmlz

dâ-sa=ra
follow-comp=emph

jo
go
go
must

be
mir

'The trail is really scary. (One) has to go along the cliff following and
following the river.'

  [C16-1]

11.3.3 Future constructions

It was noted earlier that future tense codes events that are located in time after the

time of speaking. The future in Dzongkha takes a range of meanings that includes the

present and the future. That is, the starting time of the event may be the present or it may

take a location in time after the present. In both cases, the end point of the event is located

in time after the time of speaking. These events are coded with variations of one of two

constructions. These are verb stems that take: 1) the infinitive suffix -ni followed by one

of the copular auxiliaries, or 2) the probability auxiliary ong.

The future construction with the infinitive codes an event that may begin in the

present and that has a terminal point sometime after the time of speaking. As in the non-

progressive aspect, the copula auxiliaries code speaker representation about knowledge of

the event. In the non-progressive, the auxiliary codes evidential values with events that

occur before the time of speaking or at the time of speaking. With events that will end after

the time of speaking, however, the auxiliary can not be said to code source of information,

since the event has not yet finished. Rather, the auxiliary is analyzed as coding speaker

representations of certainty about the event, i.e., epistemic values. The terms egophoric,

endophoric, and exophoric will continue to be used since in addition to coding (source),

they also code the speaker's representation of access to event (access). Here in future con-

structions, evidential access is taken broadly to code speaker knowledge and involvement.
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11.3.3.1 Future imperfective -ni

Copular auxiliaries following the infinitive suffix -ni need not be expressed, as in

(400). The suffix -ni codes that the end of the event will occur after the time of speaking.

There is no specification for epistemic coding.

(400) di
purp

yâ
also

ko-ni
throw.away-inf

'(I) will also throw this one away.'

  [C16-6]

11.3.3.2 Future imperfective -ni ing

The addition of the egophoric auxiliary ing with -ni codes certainty for the speaker

about the event. Although the future can never be certain, in (401), the speaker represents

that he will go play in the field. The event will occur after the time of speaking. Internal to

the event, the temporal structure is ongoing.

(401) phâ
over.there

thang
open.field

nang
ppst:in

tsem
play

cap-pa
hit-purp

jo-ni
go-inf

ing
aux:ego

'I'm going over there to play on the field.'

  [C16-5]

Here in example (402), the -ni ing construction is used in a more socially formal

domain. The main clause verb takes zh'u, glossed here as 'offer'. It is part of the humilific

system whereby the speaker lowers his own social position in relation to the hearer. Taken

together with -ni ing, the main clause provides a certainty and assertiveness for the content

of the embedded clause. The main clause frame codes something like, "I will submit that

...." The temporal frame is represented as future, but the event of assertion occurs at the time

of speaking. A future representation of the present event gives a certain amount of gravitas

to the statement.
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(402) te
part

z'a
eat
thung=gi
dring=gen

'loju
matter

'la-pacin
speak-cond

löbe
teacher

te
part

z'a
eat
thung
drink

di
dem

mape=ra
actually

khong
3:pl

yâ
also

ngace
1:pl

zumbe=ra
like=emph

îmme
cop:exo

z'ê
quot

zh'u-ni
offer-inf

îng
aux:ego

lâ
hon

'So, teacher, I will submit that if you talk about food, actually, their
food is just like ours.'

  [C16-1]

11.3.3.3 Future imperfective -ni me

Events that lack the epistemic certainty of the egophoric perspective are coded

with the endophoric auxiliary me, as in (403). The auxiliary me codes inference, i.e.,

events which can be inferred will take place based either on immediate perceptions or extra-

contextual knowledge not necessarily apparent in the context of the conversation. Here in

(403), the speaker does not have certainty about the referents, but assumes or infers that they

will go (to plant paddy rice). There is no specific evidence given in the conversation that

leads to the speaker's inference. Rather, the statement is based on extra-contextual knowl-

edge. The temporal reference codes an event that will begin after the time of speaking, but

internal to the event is ongoing.

(403) cikhâ
together

be
ppst

jo-ni
go-inf

me
aux:endo

te
part

'Actually, (they) will be going together.'

  [C17-1]

Here in (404), the beginning of the event will occur in the immediate future. The

event is the arrival of the T.V. show "Azha Gap". The speaker is able to make an inference

based on extra-linguistic information, i.e., the sequence of advertisements and real world

knowledge.
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(404) 'dâben
now.then

âzhâ gap
Azha Gap

then-ni
emerge-inf

me
aux:endo

'Now then, Azha Gap (the show) is starting.'

  [C16-10]

The function of -ni me here in (405) codes a conditional future reality. The speaker

needs to leave at the time of speaking, with the inference that if she does not leave now, she

will be late in the future. She knows it will be true if she does not take immediate corrective

measures.

(405) nga
1:sg

jo
go
go
need

be
sttv

'dâ
now

tâmâ
later

pchî-ni
late-inf

me
aux:endo

'I need to go now, (or) I'll be late later.'

  [C16-10]

The -ni me construction is frequently used as a permissive, as in (406). The literal

interpretation of the clause is that the referent 'will sleep over there'. However, the pragmatic

function is a familiar permissive to sleep 'over there'.

(406) phâ
over.there

jo
go
nye-ni
sleep-inf

me
aux:endo

Lit. 'Over there (you) will go sleep.'
Idiomatic: '(You) can go sleep over there.'

11.3.3.4 Future imperfective -ni îmme

The exophoric copula îmme functions in the future imperfective to code a range of

epistemic meanings. Two examples with different epistemic postures are given in (407)

and (408). Here in (407), the speaker returns home from a long day of work in April after

the weather has already started to get warm, and exclaims that he needs to take a bath. The

temporal reference of bathing is for an event after the time of speaking. However, the modal

go, indicates that the need for a bath exists in the present, and with the suffix -ni codes that
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the need will continue until after the time of speaking. The epistemic function of îmme

here codes speaker representation of something newly learned, as well as expectation of

something in the future. While the speaker is no doubt aware of his own bodily sensations

in the heat, he represents that the need for a bath is newly learned. He expects or anticipates

that he will be able to take a bath.

(407) kale
intj

zu
body

chu
water

chu
bathe

go-ni
need-inf

îmme
aux:exo

'Yikes! (I) will be needing to bathe!'

  [C16-7]

Here in (408), -ni îmme codes that the event will begin in the near future, and that

the speaker has reasonable expectation that the event will happen.

(408) lü
compost

zô
make

zhim=lê
after=abl

tsong-ni
sell-inf

gotsu-ni
start-inf

îmme
aux:exo

'After the compost is made, it will start getting sold.'

  [C16-9]

11.3.3.5 Future imperfective -ni ong

The future construction may also take the copula ong as an auxiliary, as in (409).

Ong occurs as the main verb of the clause in its primary sense 'come'. This occurrence takes

-ni followed by the auxiliary use of ong. The event will occur after the time of speaking.

However with auxiliary ong, the speaker codes that the event is probable, and only likely to

occur, in contrast to the stronger epistemic certainty in ni ing/me/îmme constructions above.

It makes no representation about egophoric involvement, inference, or expectation. Here,

the speaker is making a statement of probability, i.e., the speaker lacks complete information

for a more certain representation of the future.

(409) chê
2:pl

'nyi
two

alu
child

chu
bathe

chu-w
bathe-nmlz

be
adv

ong-ni
come-inf

ong
aux:prob

te
part

'You two will probably be coming after the child is bathed.'

  [C16-10]
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Thus, the future constructions code a range of of starting points with regard to future

events. These range from events that begin in the present to events which will begin after

the time of speaking. They are future events in all cases, however, in that they end after

the time of speaking. Additionally, the events have in common that the internal structure is

ongoing.

11.3.3.6 Future probability

The probability auxiliary ong may also directly follow the verb (without taking in-

finitive suffix -ni). Here too, the function of ong is to code likelihood in the future, as in

(410). The speaker expresses the likelihood of the hearer catching a cold as a result of eat-

ing from the same plate as the speaker (the speaker has a cold). The future is expressed as

a probability, rather than as an event after the time of speaking.

(410) chö
2:sg

tshatem
cold

tâ
wear

ong
aux:prob

mai
part:warning

'You might / will catch a cold [if you eat from the same plate as me].'

  [C17-1]

Example (411) also codes the event as one of probability. Here, the main verb takes

the resultative -che, and as such, the event can not be understood as occurring in the future.

Rather, it is understood as a possibility for the present.

(411) chö
2:sg

udû-che
fatigue-sg

ong
aux:prob

'You must be tired.'

  [C16-10]

Thus, coding with ong takes a range of meanings. The clause can be understood

as occurring during or after the time of speaking based on pragmatic inference. Whether

inferred to be present or future, the event is coded as one of probability without anchoring

the event to a specific temporal reference point.
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11.3.4 -ni exist constructions

The -ni exist constructions are divided on the basis of two temporal meanings.

When used with a non-specific referent (either non-specific subject or object), these con-

structions take the meaning of a general statement. When used with a specific referent,

these constructions take the form: have x to verb. The event time reference can be present

and ongoing, but may extend to after the time of speaking with future time adverbs.

11.3.4.1 -ni yö constructions

The clause in (412a) is a constructed example in field elicitation that codes a general

statement about letters from the post. Here, the clause referent is non-specific, i.e., letters

that may come in the post. It is in contrast to a state of affairs in which only a single specific

letter arrives. In the second clause, the referent is known to have frequently said something.

The speaker introduces the sequence with the clause in (412b). What the referent says has

not been specified, coding a general state of affairs for this event. The -ni yö construc-

tion codes the temporal structure of the event as being without temporal boundaries. Both

constructions in (412) lack a temporal focus. Both clauses take the egophoric perspective.

(412) a. yigu
letter

hö-ni
arrive-inf

yö
exist:ego

'Letters do come.'

  [E17-1]

b. ai
ex
kho
3:sg

'lap-ni
speak-inf

yö
exist:ego

te
part

'Yah, he says (that).'

  [C17-1]

The general statement meaning an also occur with the endophoric existential dû, as

in (413). Once again, the focus is not on the temporal boundaries of the event, but on the

fact that the event occurs. The subject referent is non-specific. The coding of a general

statement with the endophoric existential is interesting in light of the fact that it regularly

encodes newly perceived or newly acquired information. Here dû codes an unexpected
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response from one of the interlocutors. This is different than surprise at the content of

information which is what surprise (mirative) usually encodes.

(413) drꞌôli
Droli

'lap-ni
speak-inf

du
exist:endo

we
intj

'Hey, it is called a Droli (wood piece on a plow).'

  [C16-14]

In contrast to a general statement usage, when one of the clausal referents is specific,

the meaning of the clause becomes specific to an event in reference to the time adverb, as

in (414). Here, the specificity of listening to a recording is accompanied by a bounded time

reference. The clause also takes the adverb d'atara specifying that the event will occur in

the immediate moment.

(414) d'ata=ra
now=emph

nyen-ni
lisen-inf

yö
exist:ego

ba
part

te
part

ngace
1:pl

'nyî
two

'In just a moment, the two of us will listen (to it), ok?'

  [C16-6]

The clause in (415) codes the potential of a specific event. This event is coded in

the clause that takes the infinitive -ni. The event in question is realized only as intent at the

time of speaking. The speaker commits to making the event happen through her agency,

as coded in the egophoric existential. Note that while the free translation is likely the best

way to translate this clause into English, the Dzongkha and English clausal structures are

somewhat different. The Dzongkha clause is an agentive clause (not a possessive clause).

(415) nga
1:sg

che=châchap=lu
2:pl=pl:coll=loc

lo
matter

khache
important

toto=ci
expr=indf

lap-ni
tell-inf

yö
exist:ego

'I have something important to tell you.'

  [C16-10]
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11.3.4.2 -ni dû constructions

The clause in (416) takes the endophoric existential. It also codes a specific event.

Here, the temporal reference takes the time of speaking. As in the earlier example in (414),

the focus is on the event, rather than on the beginning or terminal temporal boundaries. The

endophoric auxiliary codes immediate and direct sensory perception.

(416) pâ
hey!

kho
[he]

tshe=lu
fever=dat

tön
take.out

tang-ni
send-inf

dû
exist:endo

'Yikes, he has got signs of a fever.'

  [C16-11]

11.3.5 Summary of imperfective

In summary, Dzongkha has an array of constructions that code the imperfective,

as summarized in Table 107. There are four main imperfective categories: iterative, non-

progressive, progressive, and future. The iterative may be distinguished from the habitual

in that it specifies a single temporary instance of an event that is represented as repeated.

The iterative is coded with embedded adverbial phrases that have in common reduplicated

verbal structures. The habitual is found in each of the other aspects, where it is inferred from

such things as an egophoric auxiliary, non-specific referents, time adverbs, and discourse-

pragmatic context.

The non-progressive and progressive can be distinguished from one another on the

basis of the duration of the event. Non-progressive morphosyntax tends to code permanent

states of affairs, whereas the progressive is more immediate and temporary. As noted in the

discussion in this section on the imperfective, however, the two morphosyntactic construc-

tions can extend in either direction of permanence or temporariness. The past habitual is

consistently coded by the v-do-nmlz aux:cop and v-di=ra dö constructions.

The future imperfective is coded with the infinitive -ni, and it may be followed by

an array of copula and existential verbs (as auxiliaries). These constructions range from
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present to certain, conditional, and potential futures. The auxiliary ong codes a probable

present or future.

Table 107. Aspectual oppositions in the imperfective

Imperfective

Iterative v-yi v-yi main v v-nmlz v-nmlz =sa =ra main v

Non-progressive v-nmlz aux:cop

Progressive v-do / -de v-do-nmlz aux:cop v-di=ra dö
(habitual)

Future v-ni v-ni aux:cop v-ni aux:exist v ong

11.4 Mode

Mode is defined as speaker attitude toward a situation, and this includes the speaker's

representation of the situation as real, likely, or uncertain (Givón 2001a, Payne 1997). Tense

and aspect interact with these modalities as demonstrated already with the incorporation of

the copular system into the tense aspect system. This section, however, describes a specific

closed set of verbs that code modality. They code modalities such as ability, permission,

and willingness. They follow the main verb of the clause, and may be take a subset of the

possible tense aspect constructions. They are stative verbs, as evidenced by the fact that

they tend to take no morphology, and if there is a grammatical word that follows them, it

will be the mirative marker be.

The modal of willingness tup is ubiquitous in conversation. It functions frequently

to mark agreement between interlocutors, as in (417). Here, speaker 1 asks speaker 2 if they

can listen to a song together, having already listened to it once. Speaker 1 asks speaker 2

with tup-go sa, where the modal tup functions to code willingness or okay-ness. Speaker
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2 responds with tup. As a stative verb, the modal does not require verb morphology (as

discussed in Section 11.3.1.1.5).

(417) C16-6
a. ngace

1:pl
'nyi
two

lok
return

nyen-ge
listen-adh

mo
tag

tup-go
mod:willing-q

sa
quot:endo

'Let's the two of us listen to it again. Is that ok with you?'

  [S1]

b. tup
mod:willing
'Ok.'

  [S2]

Here in (418), the modal tup takes negation, indicating a modality of refusal.

(418) 'lâng
ox

nyen
listen

ma
neg

tup-Ø-da-lu
mod:willing-nmlz-adv-loc

'When the ox refuses to listen....'

  [C16-14]

The conversational sequence in (419) illustrates the modal of ability tshu. Here,

there are three interlocutors, and they are getting ready to leave. Speaker 1 asks speaker 3,

an elderly woman, if she also wants to go. Speaker 3 gives no verbal response. Speaker 2

says, "Let's go," and then addresses speaker 3 with the clause in (419c). The question asks

whether speaker 3 has the ability to walk (to a location not specified in the conversation).

Undoubtedly, travel there requires walking a mountain trail. Speaker 3, it appears, is some-

what affronted by the question, and responds vigorously with the clause in (419c). Speaker

3 asserts that she has the ability.

(419) C17-1
a. chö

2:sg
yâ
also

jo-ni
go-inf

yâ
q

'You also want to go?'

  [Speaker 1 -> 3]
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b. jo
go
ge
adh

te
part

jo
go

'Let's go, then. Let's go.'

  [Speaker 2 -> 1,3]

c. jo
go
tshu
mod:ability

ga
q

'Can you walk / go? Are you able to walk?'

  [Speaker 2 -> 3]

d. jo
go
tshu
mod:ability

wei

'Of course I'm able to walk!'

  [Speaker 3 -> 2]

Example (420) shows the modal of provocation num, where it functions in an em-

bedded clause. This modal was only encountered in one monologic text. I have also heard it

with older speakers of Dzongkha. Here, the clausal subject referent explains to his brother

that he did not want to wake him from his sleep. The referent, in fact, is trying to cover up a

theft, and pretends that he had his brother's best interests in letting him sleep. The referent

codes this through the modality of provocation, i.e., that the referent did not want to dare

disturb the brother.

(420) di
dem

ben-di=gi
do-cvb=ins

trô
stir.up

ma
neg

num
mod:dare

z'ê
quot

'lap-nu
say-pst:exo

'He said, "On account of this (I) didn't dare disturb (you)."'

  [S16-1]

Example (421) demonstrates the modal of immediacy nyo. Here, the speaker is in a

hurry to eat because his cows may start leaving the field at any time. The modal codes that

the cows may go any time soon. It also implies that the speaker must hurry to be ready for

their imminent departure. As such, this modal may also be glossed as urgency.

(421) joba
quickly

z'a-wacin
eat-emph

triktri
good

ong
emph

d'atara
immediately

nô
cows

yâ
supl:go

nyo
mod:immediate

mai
epstm

'It's best if I eat quickly. The cows may go at any time.'

  [C17-1]
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The monologic sequence in (422) illustrates both the modal go and chô. The former

is frequently attested in all of the corpora. The latter appears less frequently. The modal

go codes obligation and necessity. The modal chô codes permission. Here in (422), the

narrator explains the matrilineal practices of traditional Bhutanese houses. The clause se-

quence contains no tense aspect morphology: all clauses are coded in one modality or the

other. Clause (422a) takes negative modality, clauses (422b), (422e), and (422f) take go,

and clauses (422b) and (422b) take chô. The go clauses code obligation or duty. The chô

clauses code permission or allowance. Thus, the life of the eldest daughter (the one through

whom the family estate passes) is coded as permission to get married, denial to leave the

home, and obligation to stay at home, including the man whom the eldest daughter marries.

(422) S00-8
a. mo

3:f
pchî
outside

khâ
ppst:adjacent

tön
take.out

mi
neg

tang
send

'She is not sent out (of the home).

b. di
dem

chim
house

nang=ra
ppst:inside=emph

dö
sit
go
mod:must

'This one must stay only in the house.'

c. 'nyen
marriage

di
dem

cap
do

chô
mod:permit

'As for marriage, she is permitted.'

d. te
part

pchî
outside

khâ
ppst:adjacent

thön
exit

jo
go
mi
neg

chô
mod:permit

'Just, she is not permitted to leave (the home).'

e. di
dem

khâ=râ
ppst:adjacent=emph

dö
sit
go
mod:must

'She must stay there itself.'
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f. mâp
husband

di
dem

yâ
also

di
dem

khâ=ra
ppst:adjacent=emph

dö
sit
go
mod:must

chim
house

nang=ra
ppst:inside=emph

'The husband also must stay there itself, in the house itself.'

In addition to coding obligation, the modal go also codes necessity, as given in (423).

Here, speaker 3 refuses food by asserting in (423c) that he does not need more food. The

lack of need is coded with negation preceding go.

(423) C17-1
a. jamyang

Jamyang
tô
cooked.rice

tô
cooked.rice

jing-sh
give-imp

'Give some rice to Jamyang.'

  [Speaker 2]

b. yâ
here

yâ
here

tô
cooked.rice

tshöm
curry.gravey

phâ
over.there

lû
pour

cû
caus

me
aux:endo

'Here, here. Let (him) serve (himself) some food.'

  [Speaker 2]

c. mong
neg

go
need

yö
exist:ego

'I don't need anymore. I have some.'

  [Speaker 3]

The construction in (424) is formed by juxtaposition of the adhortative particle with

the verb no, i.e., ge no. It takes a modality that means something like try or attempt. Here,

a father teases his daughter, giving false information about the cookies they're about to eat.

He pretends that the cookies are not tasty, providing a pretext for drinking the tea to see if

he might find something tasty, and if this proves to be tasty, to drink it all. He claims he

wants to try the tea to see if it is tasty or not. The attempt modality is coded with ge no in

(424c). Note that like a stative verb, this construction takes no verbal morphology.

(424) C16-6
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a. âni
here

biskut
cookie

zh'im=ra
tasty=emph

mi
neg

zh'im
tasty

be
mir

'This cookie is not tasty at all!'

b. zhâ
put

dâ,
prox,

jâ
tea
ta
look

ge
adh

'me
ass

'Leave it. Let me try (some) tea.'

c. zh'im
tasty

ga
q
mi
neg

zh'im
tasty

ga
q
ta
look

ge
adh

no
think

'Let me try it and see if its tasty or not.'

d. zh'im-bacin
tasty-cond

gara
all

z'a-ni
eat-inf

'If it's tasty, I'll eat (drink) it all.'

The remaining example described here does not use a modal verb, but the semantic

function is modal-like, expressing desire. Here in (425), a construction is built around the

verb go no 'want'. The go no juxtaposition occurs frequently with the expressive sisi, i.e., z'a

go no sisi 'delectable, wantable to eat'. The go no sisi construction was illustrated in Section

8.1.7. Note that here the verb no is reduplicated and takes non-progressive morphology,

illustrating the difference between this construction and the modal verbs above (examples

(419) through (424)) which are inherently modal (and stative).

(425) om
milk

thung
drink

go
want

no
think

no-w
think-nmlz

îmme
aux:exo

yâ,
tag,

ta-sh
look-imp

'So (you) wanna drink some milk, huh? Look!'

  [C16-10]

Thus, while there are many epistemic modalities coded in adverbs and the copular

and existential systems, this section specifically described the modal verbs that may follow

the main clause verb. These are tup (willingness), tshu (ability), num (provocation), go

(obligation), cho (permission) and ge no (attempt). Clauses that are coded with these verbs

are stative. An additional construction with go no also takes modal-like function, meaning

'want'.
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11.5 Post verbal evidentials: a logophoric system

The term logophoric commonly refers to a phenomenon in the pronoun system of

some languages spoken in the sub-Sahara. It has to do with the anaphoric reference of third

person pronouns in speech complement clauses. When the third person pronoun in the

speech complement is co-referential with the subject referent of the main clause, it takes

the logophoric form. When the third person speech complement pronoun form refers to a

discourse referent other than the main clause referent, it takes a neutral form (Dixon 2010b).

Hale (1980) describes a person marking system for Newari that has two term per-

son marking on the verb in reported speech. When the referent in the speech complement is

co-referential with the main clause, the verb takes the conjunct form, otherwise it takes the

disjunct form. The conjunct, disjunct terminology has also been applied to some Tibetic

languages, including Sherpa (DeLancey 2003b, Tournadre 2001, and Givón 1980). The

"anticipation rule" illustrated in Section 11.2 above, for example, is the Tibetic analogue of

the Newari conjunct/disjunct system. Recently, Hargreaves expounds on the conjunct / dis-

junct system to show that the verb takes conjunct suffixes whenever the subject is "also the

epistemic source for the action to which the utterance refers" (2005:5). Similarly in Tibetic

languages, the evidential and epistemic systems as manifested in egophoric, endophoric,

and exophoric perspectives is taken as a more accurate representation of the Tibetic phe-

nomenon (Tournadre and LaPolla 2014).

Nevertheless, the Tibetic system involves a kind of referential system in reported

speech whereby the auxiliary morphology codes the perspective of the original utterance,

but not the perspective of the speaker of the reported utterance (Haller 2000:46,47). Stir-

ling's (1993) take of Givón's (1980) description of Sherpa is that it is logophoric. That is,

while Sherpa does not have the logophoric and neutral pronouns of the African languages,

it does mark the verb in such a way as to reference the perspective of the speaker of the

reported speech as different from the main clause referent.
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The interplay of the perspective of the speaker and the reported event is evident

throughout my conversation corpus. This chapter has described the three way contrast in

speaker perspective as coded in copular verbs and existentials as they interact with the tense

aspect system. However, the tripartite speaker perspective system in Dzongkha extends

beyond the copula and existential verbs to several other grammatical categories. Epistemic

and evidential particles distinct from the tense aspect system also code the tripartite speaker

perspective, and interact with the speaker perspective coded in the tense aspect system.

These additional manifestations of the speaker perspective have not been documented to

my knowledge in other Tibetic languages. The complexity of the interaction is beyond

the scope of the present section, but will be introduced here with suggestions for further

research.

This section is divided into three sub-sections. The first sub-section introduces the

more simple patterns found in the data, showing how the verbal phrase may represent the

perspective of two different speakers. The next two sub-sections describe how the tripartite

speaker representation is manifest in quotative and evidential particles.

11.5.1 The basic logophoric system

The Dzongkha system allows for two perspectives to be coded in each sentence.

One perspective is coded in the suffixes and auxiliaries of the tense aspect system, and is

obligatory; the other perspective is coded in the post-verbal particles, and is optional. The

two perspectives in combination function as a logophoric system, coding the perspective of

the original event as distinct from the perspective of the speaker reporting about the event.

The two perspectives are illustrated in the constructed example in (426).

(426) a. kho
3:sg

ong-do
come-prog:ego

lo
quot:3

'He said he's coming.'
(He and he are co-referential)
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b. kho
3:sg

ong-de
come-prog:exo

lo
quot:3

'He said he's coming.'
(He and he are not co-referential)

The clause in (426a) is a record of direct speech that 'he is coming'. The particle lo

functions as the marker of direct speech, but as will be shown below fits within a tripartite

system with two other evidential forms. The form lo codes that the main clause is a quote,

and takes an exophoric perspective of what was said. The exophoric form codes that the

speaker has no involvement in the event, only that the speaker heard that "he said" that "he

is coming". The direct speech complement clauses takes the egophoric marked progressive

-do, and in so doing codes that referent who will come, and the referent who reported the

event are co-referential.

The clause in (426b) has the same grammatical structure as (426a). The same rela-

tionship between speaker and the reported event apply. However, in (426b) the progressive

marker takes the exophoric form, coding that the referent who will come and the referent

who reported the event are not co-referential. The contrastive clauses here show how the

egophoric and exophoric forms extend beyond speaker perspective, and are employed in

the system also as a logophoric-type referential system. The referential system is possible

when a second perspective (the exophoric perspective of the speaker) is coded as a reference

point.

While the system can be described in terms of co-reference, the pattern can also be

understood in terms of the evidential system of source and access. As in Hargreaves (2005)

re-analysis of the conjunct / disjunct system, the -do suffix codes that the subject referent

and the source of the utterance are the same. The subject reference and the evidential source,

on the other hand, are coded as different with the -de suffix.

The logophoric-like system is also evident with the auxiliary copulas, as in example

(427). In (427a), the main clause verb shi takes the resultative -so followed by the egophoric
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preterite suffix -yi. Whether the event was directly perceived, or is known because the

mother is well known to the speaker, is irrelevant from the perspective of egophoric mark-

ing. Of relevance is the fact that the speaker codes involved knowledge of the event.

The clause in (427b), on the other hand, takes the endophoric auxiliary me. The

endophoric category marks first person events apprehended through the five senses, but also

includes inner sensations such as cold, pain, and hunger experienced by first person. Self-

awareness is another aspect of endophoric marking. With reference to non-first persons, the

endophoric marking codes inference, since things like inner sensations of another person

can only be known through inference. Here in (427b), the endophoric marking codes that

the speaker knows about the clausal referent through indirect perception. The inference is

that the speaker has heard about the event from a third-party source.

(427) a. te
part

chim
house

nang=gi
ppst:inside=gen

âi
mother

shi-so-yi
die-inch-pst:ego

'So, the mother of the house died.'

  [E00-1]

b. âi
mother

gê-so
old-inch

me
aux:endo

'(His) mother has gotten old (I understand).'

  [C16-7]

Bergqvist and Kittilä (2017) note that Goffman's work on the sociology of interac-

tion has had significant impact on studies of various aspects of verbal interaction. Goffman

posits a division of three speaker roles. They are author, animator, and principal. The

author composes the words; the animator speaks the words; and the principal commits to

what is being said (Goffman 1974, Goffman 1981). What is interesting about the data here

in Dzongkha is that these roles appear in the structure of the grammar.

Examples (426a) and (426b) can be distinguished from one another on the basis of

these three roles. The author and animator of the reported speech clause are co-referential

in example (426a), but distinct in (426b). The animator of the full clause as coded by lo is

principal, but does not commit to what is being said. These distinctions are a helpful rubric
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for understanding the dual evidential coding of an event, that the grammar may code these

three roles distinctly.

Tournadre and LaPolla's (2014) insite into distinguishing source from access in the

Tibetic languages is similar to Goffman. In particular, they show that the Tibetic evidential

system entails more than coding source of information. They note that in all cases, the

speaker remains responsible as the source, but may then code how access to the event was

obtained. The grammar does not code both types of information for every event. Thus, in

example (427a), the source (first person) is coded, but access to the information is irrelevant.

In (427b), the source is irrelevant (some other person), and access to the information is

coded, i.e., that it comes through indirect means or inference.

The following sections on post verbal epistemic and evidential particles will draw

on the insights of Goffman and Tournadre and LaPolla.

11.5.2 The hearsay lo

The hearsay particle lo grammatically marks the clause as direct speech, demarcat-

ing the speech event in an analogous way to punctuating direct speech with quote marks

in English. In addition to the function of marking off direct speech, it also functions as

non-obligatory particle of evidentiality, coding access to information. The particle lo codes

third person source.

Speaker access, i.e., egophoric or endophoric perspective, to the reported event is

not in focus. The specific source is not in focus either, only that the source is not the speaker.

The clause, g'aci lo [lit. what lo] 'What was said? / What (did you) say?', for example, is a

common response to something not heard clearly in conversation. Here, the speaker codes

that something was said by someone else without pronominal reference, even if the speaker

has direct knowledge of who said it, and intends indirectly to ask the interlocutor to repeat

what was said.
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The quotative function of lo is further illustrated in the sequence in (428), occurring

in clauses (428a) and (428d). Here in both cases, lo indicates that the one responsible for

the reported speech is not the speaker. In Tournadre and LaPolla's terms, it indicates source,

but does not code how that information was accessed. In Goffman's terms, the author and

animator are coded as distinct. The clause (428c), however, codes the reported speech with

the epistemic particle sa. The form sa codes that the source of the speech is the speaker. In

Goffman's terms, author and animator are grammatically indistinct.

(428) C17-1
a. papapa

intj
lo
quot:3

samdingkha
Samdingkha

hö-p-da
arrive-nmlz-adv

'When we reached samdingkha, (he) was saying "Papapa."'

b. yâ
intj

löbe
teacher

tirun
money

minu
exist:exo:neg

'"So, sir, I don't have any money."'

c. nake
nake

bâ-na
take-q

sa
epstm:endo

'"Would you take some nake," I said.'

d. mong
neg

go
mod:need

mong
neg

go
mod:need

nake
nake

mâ
down

bazâ=lê
bazaar=abl

jopjo
bunched.together

tho
acquire

be
abl

lo
quot:3

'"Don't need any. (One) can get abundant nake down in the bazaar," he said.'

One other function of lo to be discussed here is its enumerating function in a list.

Here in (429), the speaker is learning how to read Dzongkha, and is reading a series of short

sentences out loud. After each sentence, the speaker post-poses the read sentence with lo.

In so doing, the speaker codes that the sentences come from another source.

(429) shing
tree

khâ
ppst:adjacent

ola
crow

dû
exist:endo

lo
quot:3

'"There's a crow in the tree," it says (reading).'

  [C16-10]
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11.5.3 Epistemic particles

There is a set of three related particles that follow the verb phrase, functioning as

non-obligatory particles of epistimicity: si, sa, and sü. The three s particles code first per-

son source and speaker certainty, and speaker certainty, as coded in these particles, is not

unrelated to attitude of the speaker. Another function is to mark imperative clauses, but this

latter function will not be discussed, and is a matter for further research. The s epistemic

particles can be distinguished from one another on the basis of speaker certainty in ways

that are similar to the three speaker perspectives found in the copulas. The si particle paral-

lels the egophoric perspective, but with the added dimension of speaker attitude of certainty

(an I-told-you-so particle). The sa particle parallels the endophoric perspective, mitigating

the certainty of the statement (an I-think particle). The sü particle parallels the exophoric

perspective, coding the pragmatic middle ground between certainty and tentativeness.

11.5.3.1 Epistemic si

As noted above, the particle si codes speaker certainty. Here in (430), there is one

source of information, the speaker, but two different speaker representations of the event are

coded. First person subject referent co-occurring with the endophoric auxiliary, me, codes

that the event is an internal perception, not perceivable except to the speaker. The particle

si codes certainty of the internal perceptions of the speaker. The latter is an evidential

perspective, and the latter is epistemic. Thus, there are two representations of the event:

one which is internal and one which shows a personal certainty of the statement. The two

representations combined give the pragmatic effect of strong physical discomfort.

(430) nga
1:sg

namesame
super

dong
face

tsha-w
hot-nmlz

me
aux:cop:endo

si
epstm:ego

'I'm telling you, my face is burning up.'

  [C17-1]
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Here in (431), there are three clauses spoken by three different interlocutors. Speaker

1 gives a command to speaker 2: 'serve the rice' (431a). Speaker 2 does nothing, at which

speaker 3 responds with: 'I say, it was said, "Serve the rice"' (431b). Speaker 2 complies and

asks, 'Shall I serve the rice?' (431c). Clause (431b) codes two sources and one representa-

tion of access. The first source, represented by lo, codes a direct quote of the reported event

tô luk j'in. The specific source is not in focus, only that the source is not the speaker; access

is not coded. The second source, coded by si, indicates speaker represented certainty of

the reported speech (an egophoric perspective). Thus, author, animator, and principal each

take grammatical coding: the author is found in tô luk j'in, the animator as source is found

in lo, reporting what the author said, and finally, the principal is coded in si, indicating that

the speaker vouches for the veracity of the animator.

(431) C17-1
a. tô

cooked.rice
luk
pour

j'in
give

'Serve the rice.'

  [Speaker 1>2]

b. tô
cooked.rice

luk
pour

j'in
give

lo
evid:exo

si
epstm:ego

Lit. 'Serve cooked rice, it was said, I say.'
Idiomatic: 'Did you not hear? Serve the rice.'

  [Speaker 3>2]

c. tô
cooked.rice

luk-ga
pour-q

'Shall (I) serve (you) the rice?'

  [Speaker 2]

By pragmatic implication, the particle si can be understood as quoting speech, as

given in (432). The reported speech is the onomatopoeiac chap chep. Here, the speaker

codes that he is certain of what he hears, functioning like an 'I-told-you' particle.
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(432) 'mî
person

ing-na
cop:ego-q

nô
cow

ing-na
cop:ego-q

chap chep
chap chep

si
quot:ego

'moi
tag:certain

'Is (it) a person? A cow? (Whatever it is, it) goes "chap chep", doesn't
it!'

  [C17-1]

11.5.3.2 Epistemic sa

The form sa codes a somewhat softened perspective by comparison with si. It par-

allels the endophoric perspective inasmuch as one's own opinion is internal. Here in (433),

the sequence provides speaker explanation for the intent of using sa. The speaker wonders

what is in the container (433a), the interlocutor asks, 'What?', and this is followed by a di-

rect quote of what the speaker said (433c), followed by what was meant by it (433d). The

speaker explains that by saying g'aci men-ni sa, she meant that she thought it was not milk.

There are no examples of direct speech demarcated with sa in my conversation corpus, but

as illustrated here it serves to mark thought. This is not surprising since the endophoric

representation codes internal states. The representation of internal states may also code the

pragmatics of the speaker not understanding the motivations of the author, or softening the

assertion of what is being quoted, as will be illustrated below.

(433) a. g'aci
what

men-ni
cop:ego:neg-inf

sa
epstm:endo

'What? Is it not (milk)?.'

b. â
'What?'

c. g'aci mî-ni
what

sa
exist:ego:neg-inf

lap-Ø
epstm:endo

î
say-nmlz aux:cop:ego

'I said, "What? Is it not (milk)?"'

d. om
milk

me-m
cop:ego:neg-nmlz

dre
prob

z'e
quot

no-yi
think-pst:ego

'I thought it wasn't milk.'
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The function of sa extends beyond marking thought. Here in (434), the speaker

represents access to the event through the endophoric perspective me. That is, with a third

person referent, the endophoric perspective codes observation or inference by the speaker.

This is followed by the endophoric form sa. While the speaker represents observational

access to the event, sa serves to code the speaker's internal self awareness of the reported

events. Coding sa also takes a pragmatic function of tentativeness and softening one's as-

sertions. (The speaker is seeking resolution with the interlocutor.)

(434) phâ
over.there

cî
one

'lap-Ø-da=ra
say-nmlz-adv=emph

tshu
over.here

'nyî
two

'lap-Ø
say-nmlz

me
aux:copendo

sa
epstm:endo

'When I say one thing (to you), (you) say two things back (at me).'

  [C16-10]

Here in (435), the speaker is amazed at the strictness of the interlocutor's mother in

keeping time. The mother makes sure that the workers do not leave the building site until

they have put in a full day's work. The speaker asks if the workers leave at 4:30, and later

in the day, much to the speaker's surprise, finds that this is precisely what transpires. The

speaker codes incredulity with ing sa. The egophoric copula codes speaker involvement,

and sa codes an internal state of surprise. The internal state of tentativeness in (434) and

the surprise meaning here are not unrelated. Tentativeness may extend into surprise when

the posture of tentativeness is punctual and temporally bounded. Both are internal states.

(435) zhi
four

da
and
cheka=lu
half=nmlz

jo-w
go-nmlz

îng-na
aux:ego-q

z'ê
quot

'lap-Ø-da
say-nmlz-adv

te
part

ing
cop:ego

sa
epstm:endo

'When (I) asked, "Do (they) leave at 4:30," and (it turns out) yes (they
left exactly at 4:30).'

  [C16-5]

The sequence in (436) illustrates a contrast with the sequence in (431) with verb

lo si. Here, the egophoric copula ing is followed by lo sa in (436c). Once again, there
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are two sources. The first source, represented by lo, marks the reported speech drê kutsi

ing. The specificity of the source is irrelevant and not in focus, coding only that it was

not the speaker; access is not coded. The second source, coded by sa, indicates speaker

represented endophoric perspective of the reported speech. Thus, author, animator, and

principal are each coded grammatically: the author is found in drê kutsi ing, the animator

as source is found in lo, reporting what the author said, and finally, the principal as access

is found in sa, coding that the speaker is tentative, wondering about what the animator has

said. The interlinear gives the free translation as "I heard that ..." in an attempt to code the

tentativeness of the claim.

(436) C17-1
a. ga

who
ing-na
cop:ego-q

ap
old.man

drê
Dre

kutsi
Kutsi

botorü-yi
fall.over-pst:ego

z'ê-mi
quot-rel

di
dem

ing-na
cop:ego-q

'Who is that? Is it the Ap Dre Kutsi that fell?'

  [Speaker 1]

b. tandi
Tandin

ongchu
Wangchuk

dre
Dre

kutsi
Kutsi

ing-na
cop:ego-q

tandi
Tandin

ongchu
Wangchuk

ing-na
cop:ego-q

cî
one
ing
cop:ego

'Is it Tandin Wangchuk or Dre Kutsi? Is it Tandi Wangchuk? It's one of them.'

  [Speaker 2]

c. drê
Dre

kutsi
Kutsi

ing
cop:ego

lo
evid:exo

sa
quot:endo

Lit. 'I say possibly, it is said, "It's Dre Kutsi"'
Idiomatic: 'I heard that it was Dre Kutsi'

  [Speaker 1]

11.5.3.3 Epistemic sü

The form sü codes an exophoric perspective. It may demarcate direct speech much

like a quotative, as illustrated in the conversation sequence in (437). Here, there are four

interlocutors; speaker 3 is a guest; the other speakers belong to the same extended family.
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The family are serving a meal to speaker 3, which is a regular Bhutanese ritual of token

refusal and host / hostess insistence. Here, the offers of food are made in clauses (437a),

(437c) through (437e), and (437g) through (437h). Refusals are made in (437b) and (437f).

It appears that speaker 3 is genuine in his refusal for more food, and Speaker 2, as the

older matriarch of the clan, gives on more gallant effort to feed the guest, and this occurs in

(437h). The clause takes an imperative form z'â followed by exophoric sü which has been

translated as, 'I insist, eat.' The speaker representation of the conversational interaction is

neither as direct as would be the case in si, nor as tentative as sa, but something in between

in terms of pragmatics.

(437) a. tô
cooked.rice

yâ
here

'Here, have some rice.'

  [Speaker 1>3]

b. tô
cooked.rice

yö
exist:ego

yö
exist:ego

'I have rice (don't need anymore).'

  [Speaker 3]

c. tô
cooked.rice

z'ê
request

tô
cooked.rice

z'ê
request

'Put your plate out for more rice.'

  [Speaker 4>3]

d. jamyang
Jamyang

tô
cooked.rice

tô
cooked.rice

jing-sh
give-imp

'Give some rice to Jamyang.'

  [Speaker 2>1]

e. yâ
here

yâ
here

tô
cooked.rice

tshöm
curry.gravey

phâ
over.there

lû
pour

cû
caus

me
imp:familiar

'Here, here. Let (him) serve (himself) some food.'

  [Speaker 2]

f. mong
imp

go
need

yö
exist:ego

'I don't need anymore. I have some.'

  [Speaker 3]
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g. yâ
here

tô
food

'Here, the rice.'

  [Speaker 1>3]

h. z'â
eat
sü
epstm:exo

'I insist eat / have some food.'

  [Speaker 2>3]

Here in (438), the exophoric coding indicates that the speaker's representation of

access to the event is indirect. Note, that the verb takes no verb morphology or periphrastic

structure. The epistemic sü is the sole speaker representation of evidential categories.

(438) ta
[horse

di=gi
dem=erg]

ju-p
run-nmlz

ju-sa
run-comp

âni
here

mâ
down

bop
field

zü
enter

sü
epstm:exo

'As the horse went running like crazy, (it) entered the field down there.'

  [C17-1]

Here in (439), speaker 1 and 2 disagree about how long it has been since their prop-

erty was surveyed. The main clause in (439a) is coded with si, taking an egophoric perspec-

tive. Speaker 1 is certain that it has not been ten years since the survey. Speaker 2 counters

with (439a), taking an exophoric perspective that the knowledge of the passing of time is

indirect. It has the pragmatic effect of making a counter claim.
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(439) C17-1
a. lo

year
cutham
ten

ma
neg

jo
go
si
quot:ego

d'ato
now

Lit. 'Ten years did not go now.'
Idiomatic: 'I said it hasn't been ten years yet.'

  [Speaker 1]

b. jo-do
go-prog:ego

sü
quot:exo

Lit. '(Ten years) are going.'
Idiomatic: 'But, it has been (ten years).'

  [Speaker 2]

This section has illustrated three epistemic particles in Dzongkha, and how they

code epistemic distinctions of certainty. The s epistemics code speaker as source, but can

be distinguished from one another by certainty of information. The evidential values of the

tense aspect system can be stacked with additional values of the epistemic system, providing

for a system of coding two speaker perspectives and at least one representation of access to

information. Similarly, the quotative lo can be stacked with one of the s epistemics which

provides an additional grammatical device for coding two sources of information.

11.5.4 Evidentials

In contrast to the s quotatives which code access to an event, Dzongkha has another

two particles that code source of information. These particles code what is canonically

regarded as an evidential. That is, they code source of information. The opposition is

binary rather than tripartite as has been described for copulas, existentials, and quotatives.

They mark: a) the speaker or b) third person. They are analogous to the egophoric and

endophoric perspectives, respectively, but code person rather than perspective. Like the

other post verbal evidential particles, they are not obligatory.

11.5.4.1 Evidential rang

The post verbal particle rang marks the speaker, or 1st person, as source of infor-

mation, as in (440). The form rang also codes reflexivity (see 5.5). Here, the speaker gives
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two evidential sources: the endophoric perspective of me, and an additional first person

source in rang. The endophoric perspective codes the sensory perception of smell for the

speaker. The first person source marking has the pragmatic effect of veracity.

(440) kho=i
1:sg=gen

mecha
bed

nâ
ppst:in

j'idri=ci
stench=indf

nam-Ø
smell-nmlz

me
aux:endo

rang
evid:1

'His bed smells of a stench (I smelled it and saw it myself).'

  [C17-1]

Here in (441), the verb phrase takes a future negative, and does not take tense aspect

markers. There are two post verbal particles: mai, a warning particle, i.e., something like

'be aware', and rang. The juxtaposition ofmai and rang have the pragmatic effect of letting

the interlocutors know with certainty that the speaker will be late, and to not count on the

speaker for anything later in the evening.

(441) nga
1:sg

di
dem

tâmâ
later

wa
comparative

gê
cross.over

chim
house

nâ
ppst:in

mi
neg

hö
arrive

mâi
epstm:warning

rang
evid:1

'Just be aware, I won't get home until late, ok?'

  [C17-1]

The form rangmay also be used in commands, as in the clauses in (442). The nuance

of meaning in these clauses is not understood, requiring further research.

(442) C17-1
a. thung

drink
sa
quot:endo

rang
evid:1

'Drink some.'
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b. löbö
teacher

de
quot

'lap-de
say-prog:exo

nâba
tomorrow

len-ba
take-purp

rang
evid:1

'Sir says, "Come get (it) tomorrow."'

11.5.4.2 Evidential ro

In contrast to rang, the form ro codes third person as source of information. Here

in the elicited example in (443), my language consultants construct a scenario wherein the

example might be possible. Consultant 1 reports what I said to consultant 2, but consultant 2

believes consultant 1's report to be false. Consultant 2 later asks me if I said what consultant

1 says I said. I deny it, and consultant 2 later returns to consultant 1 and gives the constructed

example here. The clause codes two sources: the third person source indicated in lo, and

a third person source indicated in ro. The lo source marks the reported speech of âcho

stib (me). The ro marker of source indicates it comes from third person. However, ro also

codes speaker perspective as one of veracity. Both rang and ro have the pragmatic effect of

marking truthfulness with grammatical person as the distinguishing feature between them.

(443) âcho
older.brother

stib
Steve

âni
prox

zum
like

'lap=ra
say=emph

ma
neg

'lap
say
lo
quot:3

te
part

ro
evid:3

'Older brother Steve didn't say that at all.'

The sequence in (444) illustrates the contrastive use of lo and ro. In (444a), speaker

2 codes a third person source with lo, and speaker perspective is unspecified. The pragmatic

effect is something like hearsay, although it does not imply that the reported speech is untrue.

In clause (444b), speaker 4 codes source of information with ro, and speaker perspective of

the veracity of the claim.
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(444) C17-1
a. te

part
gara
all

thop-che-nu
get-res-pst:exo

lo
quot:3

'They say that everyone got (tin).'

  [S2]

b. namgê
Namgay

om
Ôm

bu
assoc:pl

ma
neg

thop
get

be
mir

ro
evid:3

d'ato
now

'Namgay Om and company haven't gotten any yet.'

  [S4]

The sequence in (444) further illustrates the combination of ro with the endophoric

copula me. The speaker takes a first person perceptual representation with the copula me.

The post-verbal particle ro gives an additional third person source with speaker represen-

tation of veracity. According to good sources, then, the referent is Kurtöp, and the original

claim is made on the basis of observation or inference (not close speaker involvement).

(445) C17-1
a. khengpa

Khengpa
ing-na
cop:ego-q

di
dem

'Is (he) Khengpa, this one?'

  [S4]

b. mî
exist:ego:neg

kurtöp
Kurtoep

me
cop:endo

ro
evid:3

'No. (He) is Kurtoep, (they say).'

  [S2]

An additional function of ro is evaluative, as given in (446). Here, the speaker

comments on a woman's hair, and the comment is coded with the endophoric existential dû,

followed by the endophoric copula me. The existential codes sensory perception (sight),

and the copula codes a personal awareness. These are followed by ro, and here consultants

explain that the function is to evaluate the hair style as good, to praise it. Further research

is required to determine if the two apparent meanings of ro are a function of polysemy.

(446) mo=i
3:f=gen

câ
hair

mâpâlera
actually

pakka
well.done

dû
evid:endo

me
cop:endo

ro
part:praise

'Her hair is actually quite well done. Nice.'

  [C16-10]
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11.6 Summary

This chapter described the morphosyntax of tense, aspect, modality, and eviden-

tiality. The four systems are inter-related, especially through the marking of evidential

categories. They are found to code two different aspects of evidentiality. They may code

source of information or speaker perspective of how the information is known (access), or

both. Table 108 summarizes how the copulas and existentials, and the post verbal quota-

tive, epistemic, and evidential particles codes these two aspects of evidentiality. Most of

the evidential system codes source as first person: first person is an inferred source unless

specified otherwise. There are two third person source particles, and these are lo and ro.

The first person sources can be distinguished from one another on the basis of speaker ac-

cess to information. The three speaker perspectives of access are egophoric, endophoric,

and exophoric. In addition to these three, probability and inference are also attested speaker

perspectives.

Reported speech is coded for two sources. The two sources function to reference

one another, creating a logophoric type system. The system distinguishes between the ref-

erentiality of third person referents in speech complements and the matrix clause. However,

the dual source coding system goes beyond speech complements to code multiple nuances

of certainty and tentativeness and other speaker representations of discourse pragmatics.

The evidential value coded in tense and aspect auxiliaries affect inferences about

the temporal structure of the event. Thus, the preterite suffixes -yi and -nu can be distin-

guished from one another on the basis of egophoric and exophoric perspectives, respec-

tively, but so also can the temporal references. The egophoric -yi tends to code events of

the immediate past, and the exophoric events further in distance from the time of speaking.

Speaker perspective in the non-progressive imperfective aspect also changes the interpre-

tation of temporariness of an event: egophoric events tend to be habitual, and exophoric

events immediate and temporary. Endophoric events code ongoing physical sensations in
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first person, and recently observed or inferred events with non-first person. Similarly, in

the future imperfect, the egophoric tends to code events as also occurring at the time of

speaking, whereas more future meaning can be inferred from exophoric coded events.

Table 108. Knowledge system categories of copulas, epistemics, quotatives, and
evidentials

form source access (speaker perspective)
1st 3rd ego endo exo prob

cop î (ing) x x
me x x
îmme x x
ongnime x infr

exist yö x x
dû x x
ong x x

epstm si x x
sü x x
sa x x

quot lo x unspecified (verbal)

evid rang x x
ro x x



Chapter 12

Review: language is variant, gradiant, and emergent

My dissertation has examined three major components of the grammar of spoken

Dzongkha: sounds and sound systems, word classes, and simple clauses. The focus of

my writing has been descriptive, discussing and illustrating the basic categories of the lan-

guage. While primarily descriptive, focus on conversation has shown the importance of

language usage as motivation for the form language takes. Language is variant, gradiant,

and emergent Bybee (2010). Here in Dzongkha, we see these aspects of language as old

sound contrasts are merging, new ones are emerging, lexical and grammatical words are pol-

ysemous with multiple functions, and frequently juxtaposed words show signs of becoming

fixed structures to name but a few of many instances. We see here another instantiation of

what Bybee (2010) refers to as the complex adaptive systems of language.

This chapter reviews a selection of findings in the dissertation from the viewpoint

of language as a complex adaptive system. The review is organized around each of the

three major parts of the dissertation. It points to the fact that while the description here

has extended our knowledge of Tibetic languages, going further will require a usage-based

approach with access to a larger corpus of conversation. It also indicates that the interaction

of interlocutors plays an important role in the choice of linguistic form.

12.1 Sounds and Sound systems

Inter-speaker variation is found in the obstruent series of consonants that are con-

trastive for four laryngeal states. These are devoiced, voiceless, voiceless aspirated, and

pre-voiced (voiced). They take different Voice Onset Times (VOT): the pre-voiced series

takes a negative value with voicing occurring before the stop burst; the voiceless takes the

507
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shortest of the VOTs with a short stop burst followed almost immediately by the production

of the vowel. The voiceless aspirated series takes a relatively long positive VOT with a pe-

riod of aspiration between the stop burst and the vowel. The devoiced series takes a VOT

that is between the voiceless and voiceless aspirated series, and it is followed by breathy

voice phonation on the vowel. The devoiced series comes historically from simple voiced

onsets, but has lost voicing in the modern system. The loss of voicing is posited to be one of

beachheads by which pitch contrasts are developing saliency and the language is becoming

tonal.

The non-Tibetic languages of Bhutan have a three-way phonation contrast, i.e., the

three phonation contrasts of Dzongkha minus the devoiced series. The devoiced series for

speakers of these languages merges with the prevoiced series. Native speakers of Dzongkha

can pick out the "accent" of these other language speakers in the merger of the devoiced and

prevoiced series. However, it turns out that native speakers are not consistent in making the

distinction either. The older of the four consultants studied for this series was found to al-

ternate between prevoiced and devoiced where the other three consultants made consistent

distinctions. Moreover, the consultants who helped to transcribe stories were not always

able to determine whether a word onset was prevoiced or devoiced. This may have been a

result of recording quality, but the inter-speaker variation in these two series of obstruents

needs further research. One avenue of research is to continue with how the distinction con-

tributes to pitch contrasts, i.e., as a beachhead of sound change by which tone is emerging.

The second avenue of research is to study how the distinction is used as a marker of identity

among the Ngalong who traditionally claim Dzongkha as their native language.

Another area where sound change in the onset contributes to the salience of pitch

contrasts is in the sonorant series. The sonorant onsets that are followed by high pitch

historically derive from complex onsets. This series is posited to have developed a fortis

onset (Mazaudon 1977). In Dzongkha, a few tokens in this series still give acoustic evidence
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of glottalization on the onset, but it is absent for most speakers. In the modern system,

glottalization is lost, and the pitch of the syllable is high. This series contrasts with sonorants

that derive historically from simple onsets and the pitch of this series is low. Pitch is now

the main phonological contrast between the two series.

In addition, phonetic contrasts in pitch are also found in disyllable words where

the first syllable assimilates to the effects of length of pitch in the second syllable. The

expectation is that the length of the first syllable will account for two phonetic variations in

pitch. Short syllables have steeply falling pitch and long syllables have a more gradiant fall.

However, it was shown that although the second syllable has little effect on duration of the

rhyme in the first syllable, the effects of rhyme on pitch in second syllable are assimilated to

the first syllable. Short syllables followed by short and long syllables have the pitch features

of short and long syllables. Pitch effects are assimilated without concomitant segmental

features, so that pitch melodies are contrastive on a single syllable type.

The emergence of tone through the loss of voicing and loss of coda consonants is

well attested in the Tibeto-Burman languages. Other mechanisms such as the transphonol-

ogization of stress to pitch have been shown for Balti (Caplow 2016). What is seen here in

Dzongkha is another example of the way in which a phonological feature is transphonol-

ogized as tone. Here, phonetic pitch effects that result from length are assimilated across

syllables without the length contrasts associated with them.

One wonders whether the atonal characteristics of English and Nepali will have any

affect on tonogenesis in Dzongkha. It is difficult to say, for example, how variation in voic-

ing in the devoiced series will affect the emergence of tone in this series. It is possible that

while devoicing gives evidence of an emerging tonal contrasts in the middle-aged genera-

tion, the atonal nature of English and Nepali may push it back to its previous atonal state in

the younger generation where these two languages have stronger influence. The saliency

of pitch contrasts among older and younger generations need further research to determine
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the saliency of pitch as a contrastive feature in the phonological system, and to see whether

or not there is a difference in saliency for these groups of speakers.

Finally, the ergative case is marked by high pitch with first person pronouns with

the two consultants in constructed examples, but was not observed or noted in conversation.

The pattern for my consultants is suggestive of the ongoing emergence of the salience of

pitch in phonological contrasts. However, tone in Tibeto-Burman languages is normally

lexical; the emergence of grammatical tone would be quite rare.

12.2 Word classes

Nouns are one of the major word classes of Dzongkha, morphologically distinguish-

able from verbs by the enclitics they take, and the one inflectional suffix that marks gender

in a small set of words. The patterns that emerge with enclitics show that human perspective

is important. Human nouns, including pronouns, take a range of plural marking enclitics

whereas non-human nouns take only one plural enclitic. Similarly, body parts and kin-

ship relations are distinguished in possessive constructions. The possessive relationship in

these instances is consistently marked by juxtaposition of the possessor and the possessum

(without genitive marking).

Dzongkha has two limited noun classification systems. One class marks gender on

a small subset of human nouns which refers to human occupations, roles, and some kin

relations. Where marking for gender exists, it has been lexicalized in most nouns. The

marking of gender on some animals comes about through compounding with roots which

mean 'male' and 'female'. Most nouns in Dzongkha are not marked for gender. However,

the nominalizaing suffix is attested in a few cases in my conversational database where

it is a marker of gender. These words give evidence of gender marking being marginally

paradigmatic.

The marking of gender is well attested in classical Tibetan (Beyer 1992, DeLancey

2003a), but is largely a defunct system in the modern daughter languages where the addition
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of the nominalizing suffix is not derivational, but part of the lexical item (DeLancey 2003b).

Thus, the marginally paradigmatic function of the nominalizing suffix is interesting from the

perspective of grammaticalization. Either the gender inflection inherent in nominalization

never fully went away or it is re-emerging, or both.

The other noun classification system categorizes a closed set of words for purposes

of honorifics. Again, we see in the honorific system, the special treatment of human per-

spective in the marking of nouns. In the honorific system, however, referents are cate-

gorized with honorific monomorphemic roots of body parts based on the type of human

interaction with that referent, e.g., 'usham [lit. head hon + hat] 'hat hon'. The honorific

word for head is compounded with 'hat', categorizing 'hat' as a referent with which the body

part 'head' interacts. The honorific monomorphemic roots also function to mark the so-

cial status of topological Ground when it is human. As such, the honorific ku 'body hon'

functions as a typologically rare locative classifier when juxtaposed to a relator noun.

Inherent in the Dzongkha noun system is the coding of human and non-human

nouns, and if human the possibility of gender, and if non-human the possibility of cod-

ing of human interaction with that referent when it belongs to someone with a higher social

status than oneself. Honorifics are found in formal domains, i.e., speeches and TV broad-

casts, and in religious domains. They occur less frequently in conversation. The traditional

formal language of Bhutanese society is Chöki, but this is being eroded by English. Fewer

people find themselves comfortable in formal domains in Dzongkha (Namgyel 2003). It

remains to be seen, then, what creative linguistic strategies will emerge in the coding of

social status in modern Bhutanese society, and is a matter for further research.

Verbs are the other major word class in Dzongkha, morphologically distinguish-

able from nouns in that they may take a wide range of inflectional morphology, primarily

marking tense and aspect categories. The enclitics which follow mark evidential and epis-

temic categories. Verbs can be categorized according to one of three basic event schemas

(following DeLancey [2001a] for Lhasa Tibetan). These are:
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1. theme AT location

2. theme MOVE TO location

3. agent CAUSE theme MOVE TO location

The two non-agentive constituents are core to the event profile of thematic promi-

nent languages such as Dzongkha. These are the thematic relations theme and location.

Agents are an "augmented" constituent providing a cause for the movement of the theme.

The three event schemas are instantiated in Dzongkha in stative (1), dynamic (2),

and agentive (3) verb types. Each of the three verb types can be further differentiated on the

basis of whether theme or location receives prominence. Theme focused verbs commonly

take absolutive marking, and location focused verbs commonly take=lu marking. These

two foci result, for example, in verb class distinctions such as "change of state" and "surface

contact" transitive verbs. The large class of light verb constructions follow this pattern with

incorporated noun objects. The incorporated noun does not take case marking (except in

rare instances), and the core object argument of light verb constructions takes whatever

thematic role the incorporated noun is not. That is, if the incorporated noun is a thematic

location, the core object will be a theme and is normally unmarked, and vica versa with an

incorporated theme. A third class of verbs takes agent focus, and is commonly marked with

=gi in certain environments. These are the agentive verbs.

Based on the event schemas, we can say the canonical marking of core arguments is

to mark agents with=gi, themes with no marking, and locations with=lu. However, it was

also demonstrated that certain verb types are gradiant or hybrid, such as "see-hear" verbs.

They are dynamic verbs (event schema 2) that combine the thematic role of agent and loca-

tion in the subject constituent. The thematic agent is non- canonical, the marking of which

makes it seem as though it were active and volitional. A small set of inadvertent transitive

verbs, i.e., 'come across', are stative verbs (event schema 1) that give focal prominence to
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location, i.e., the subject argument is a thematic location, but like see-hear verbs mark the

subject with=gi. Hybrid agent-location arguments may take the canonical marking of all

three thematic roles. The gradiant nature of these verb types opens up the possibility for

pragmatic case marking whereby the speaker has several options in representing the role of

the argument in the event.

The lexical categories that code property concepts also illustrate gradiance and mal-

leability of word classes. Descriptive nouns take juxtaposed expressives, and these form

a construction which takes on the syntactic function of modification, and the noun takes

on a slightly altered meaning. Descriptive verbs take a limited set of verb affixes showing

verb like behavior, but may combine with other roots not possible for other verb types to

form adjectival compounds. As such, there is no distinct lexical class adjective: property

concepts are lexicalized with nouns and verbs. Descriptive verbs, in particular, are a hybrid

class that functions syntactically as a verb or as a modifier of a noun in an NP.

The lexical class expressive is a distinct lexical class that combines with various

verb types to form adjectival and adverbial phrases. In some cases, it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between an adjectival and an adverbial phrase. A noun with an expressive takes

on an adverbial function, for example, when it is incorporated as the object of a light verb

construction.

12.3 Select features of the clause

There are a many aspects of the simple clause which could be addressed from the

point of view of usage-based grammar, but here I will focus on copulas and auxiliaries, and

case marking. While it has already been established that speaker perspective is encoded in

copulas and existentials, I explore a potential avenue of future research in speaker perspec-

tive as one of the competing motivations in marking case. I also look at the added dimension

of an interactional system between speaker and interlocutor in copulas and auxiliaries and

question markers.
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12.3.1 Shared world of interlocutors

The copulas present a complex array of possibilities for the speaker. Their use in

conversation suggests the coding of at least two categories. The first is the coding of a

distinction between equative and existential functions. The second is the coding of eviden-

tial categories. The former is primarily a structural distinction coding the type of clause in

which it functions, and the latter is the coding of speaker represented knowledge. However,

the clausal function and the evidential function do not intersect perfectly, so that there is

not an equal number of evidential distinctions for each clausal function.

The most obvious reason for this is that there is not a clear distinction between verb

and clausal function. That is, one set of verbs takes primarily equative functions and one

set takes both equative and existential functions, but the members within each set do not

all function within the same set of clausal types. This is particularly true for the full set

of copulas given in Table 99 in Section 9.1.10. Here, Table 109 summarizes copula and

existential verbs for clause type but with a few of the clausal types deleted for the sake of

simplification. Most of the complex copulas are also deleted, giving the simple copulas

here.

The simple equative verbs and existential verbs can both occur in locative, predi-

cate nominal, and attributive clauses. The possessive and existential clause types take only

existential verbs. Equative verbs are not distinct in clausal type from existential verbs, but

existential verbs are distinct in the latter two clause types. Thus, we see both overlapping

and distinctive functions within the two sets of copular verbs. No one clause type takes all

of the possible copulas. The inferential copula ônime has a minimal range of clause types

in which it is attested, and this is the attributive clause.
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Table 109. Summary of copulas and clause type (simplified)

loc pn attr poss exist

equative
egophoric î / ing X X X
endophoric me X X X
exophoric îmme X X X

existential

egophoric yö X X X X X
endo/exophoric dû X X X X
speculative ô / ong X X X X X
inferential ônime X

loc = locative; pn = predicate nominal ; attr = attributive; poss = pos-

sessive; exist = existential.

The distinction between the overlapping equative and existential verbs in the same

clause types needs further research. Thus, for example, in 9.1.2 it was shown that the

egophoric yö took contrafactual inference in predicate nominal constructions whereas ing

did not. The difference between ing and yö in locative clauses is less clear, but there may be

similar differences. The association of inference may play an important role in differentiat-

ing between the overlapping functions. This is not to mention the evidential categories that

each codes. It is likely that the egophoric perspective in ing takes on nuanced differences

from yö, and the same could be said forme and dû. Nevertheless, there is a great deal more

to be understood about the distribution of these forms in language usage.

The forms given in Table 109 do not include the complex copulas (see Section

9.1.10). In particular, they are a combination of two copulas; the first copula is nominalized

and is followed by another copula, e.g., yö-p me 'exist:ego-nmlz cop:endo'. The form

is structurally identical to a verb that takes inflection for the non-progressive imperfective,

e.g., dö-p me 'sit-nmlz cop:endo'. Moreover, the existential yö may take each of the

three equative copulas expressing speaker perspective, just like a lexical verb may take one

of the three copulas as auxiliaries. The egophoric existential takes the same form as verbs
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in the non-progressive paradigm, and for this reason the second copula in complex copulas

has been analyzed as an auxiliary. However, some complex copulas such as ônime appear

to have a fixed form, and the same may be true for other complex copula combinations.

The complex copulas likely express two evidential perspectives. The first copula

codes that the event is established as having happened, although the source is not in view.

The second copula expresses the speaker as source, and speaker representation of access to

the event. This explains why news reporting is coded primarily with one of the complex

copulas in non-progressive aspect, particularly with yö-p îmme, where the news reporter

gives an exophoric, not-responsible, representation of the event.

There are many more copula combinations such as dû 'me that are of interest. The

second form 'me may be polysemous with the copula, functioning here as a post-verbal

particle that codes assertion. That is, yö-p me and dû 'me are structurally and segmentally

similar, both composed of an existential and both followed byme, but are significantly dif-

ferent in certain respects. The latter combination lacks nominalization for one, and secondly

the 'me form takes high pitch / intonation. The combined meaning gives an inference of vi-

sual access and strong assertion, taking a different meaning from the endophoricme. Thus,

the language has an auxiliary me, and a post-verbal particle 'me. Here in (447), the post-

verbal particle 'me follows the copula îmme. (Although not discussed in the dissertation,

the familiar imperative marking is also given with me.)

(447) chö
2:sg

di
dem

te
part

leshom
good

îmme
cop:exo

'me
ass

'You're really good (sarcasm).'

  [C16-6]

The description of evidentiality (see 11.5) shows that there are at least two sets

of particles that mark speaker perspective. These are the quotative and evidential source

particles, and like 'me above, they follow the verb phrase. The forms which follow the main

auxiliary, then, suggest a gradience of independence, ranging from a second independent
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auxiliary, to a post-verbal particle, to an incorporated, fixed form, as in (448). However,

the range in gradience from one form to another needs further research. This includes most

of the dozen or so complex copulas noted in Table 99 in Section 9.1.10. It is possible that

epistemic and evidential distinctions continue to develop in the copula / auxiliary system

alongside already existing contrasts.

(448) a. yö-p
exist:ego-nmlz

me
cop:endo

  [independent aux]

b. dû
exist:ego

'me
ass

  [independent particle]

c. ônime
exist:infr

  [fused form]

Evidential categories were referred to in each of the chapters of the last major section

of my dissertation. The distinctions are made in the copular and existential verbs, and in the

tense aspect system where these verbs are incorporated into the tense aspect system. They

keep the same basic evidential value as a copula / existential and as an auxiliary. These

values are summarized in Table 110; only the simple, un-inflected copulas are given here

with the exception of îm ong, îm dre, and yöp dre, which I have included to better fill in

the epistemic paradigm.

The simple copula and existential verbs make three-way evidential distinction, and

a three-way epistemic distinction. The two verb sets are largely overlapping, although there

are different gaps for each set of verbs. The copulas do not make an inferential distinction,

and the existentials do not make an exophoric distinction.
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Table 110. Speaker perspective / evidential categories encoded in copulas
and existentials

evidential epistemic
ego endo exo probable inferential speculation

copula î (ing) me îmme îm ong îm dre
existential yö dû ong ônime yöp dre

The evidential distinctions code access to the event or state, as reported for closely

related Tibetic languages (Tournadre and LaPolla 2014). Access has to do with speaker

representation of how an event or state is known (see 11.5). The assumption in the term

access is that the form codes only speaker knowledge. The relationship of interlocutors is

not considered to be a factor, except in the so-called anticipation rule. The anticipation rule

specifies that the copula or auxiliary of questions take the form of the anticipated answers,

i.e., the form the speaker anticipates of the interlocutor. This results in the pattern reported

for Lhasa Tibetan where 2nd person questions take the egophoric form, and 1st and 3rd

person questions take the endophoric form.

As noted for Dzongkha this is only a tendency since all three copulas are attested

with all three grammatical persons. There is no strict first person, non-first person co-

occurrence of copula / auxiliary and grammatical person. Thus, the speaker not only rep-

resents his/her own access to knowledge, but may also include the speaker's anticipation

of the interlocutor's access to knowledge. In the canonical system, 2nd person takes the

egophoric form because the speaker will assume the interlocutor to take an egophoric per-

spective. In conversation, however, there may be many reasons the speaker chooses to

include or exclude the interlocutor in shared knowledge.

The grammar codes the interaction of interlocutors in ways little understood. One

avenue of research is to further investigate the use of copular and existential verbs in in-

teractive conversation, looking further at the details of the anticipation rule. In addition to

these, the categories encoded in question and command forms are of particular interest in
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this regard. Thus, for example, we return to the example given in 11.2.3 where the anticipa-

tion rule was discussed, given here as example (449). The clause takes the egophoric past

-yi and the question particle bu. Although the question clause is formulated with a third

person referent, the response from the husband makes it clear that the inferential reference

of clause is second person.

(449) C16-10
a. wei

ex
âp
husband

di
dem

d'aci=lê
just.now=abl

thong-yi
visible-pst:ego

bu
q

'Hey, have (you) (my) husband already arrived?'

  [S1:question]

b. nga
1:sg

d'ato
now

he-p-ci=râ
arrive-nmlz-pst=emph

î
aux:ego

'I'm just arriving now.'

  [S2: answer]

Many questions with a 2nd person referent take the bu question particle, and in fact

no 1st or 3rd person referents are attested as co-occurring with bu in my database. Here in

(450), the speaker holds the interlocutor responsible for what he/she is doing much like the

egophoric categories found in copulas and auxiliaries.

(450) nâ
here

thön
stretch

thâ
way

rîm
long

be
adv

ma
neg

thön
stretch

go
need

bu
q
te
part

'Is it really necessary to pull (it) down so far?'

  [C16-6]

The question clause in (451) takes the suffix -ga; the subject referent of the clause

is 3rd person. The co-occurrence of -ga and 3rd person is consistent in my database. The

preterite tense form here is egophoric, and as talked about earlier, the speaker here codes

expectation that the interlocutor has personal knowledge about the question. However,

the -ga question form changes the expectation of knowledge; the interlocutor is not held

responsible for the knowledge of the event.
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(451) d'ari
today

awa
poop

tang-yi-ga,
send-pst:ego-q

alu=gi
child=erg

'Did the child poop today?'

  [S1]

Clauses with 2nd person referents may also take -ga as the question particle, as in

(452). Here, once again, we see the special way that Dzongkha treats certain physiological

sensations such as fullness and hunger, as accessible to speaker knowledge in only certain

ways. The form si is a contraction of -so-yi coding egophoric expectation of knowledge,

but with -ga the speaker shows that the knowledge of an internal state concerning the inter-

locutor is inaccessible.

(452) phow
stomach

dr'ang-si-ga
fill-inch:pst:ego-q

'Did (you get) your fill? / Are you full?'

  [C16-7]

Thus, we see hear the potential to code representations of knowledge of both the

speaker and the interlocutor. The use of these categories in conversation may potentially

be employed to mark many things in discourse interaction between interlocutors. Future

research here would benefit from the analytic tools provided in Conversational Analysis.

12.3.2 Speaker perspective in case marking

There are two major competing principles at work in the nominal marking system in

Dzongkha. One of these is sensitivity to thematic role: agents tend to be marked with=gi,

locations tend to be marked with=lu, and themes tend to be unmarked. Another principle to

which case marking is sensitive is the syntactic function of discriminating between the core

arguments of transitive and intransitive clauses, and this is probabalistically dependent on

and functionally motivated by genre. The syntactic function takes precedence in perfective

environments in the constructed examples of elicitation. The two competing motivations,

however, do not account for the variation in distribution in conversation. It suggests a third

pragmatic function that is multi-dimensional and this is here hypothesized to code speaker

perspective.
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The marking of speaker perspective is evident throughout the copulas and verbal

morphology system. The system is predicated on a three way opposition between egophoric,

endophoric, and exophoric perspectives. These perspectives are also found coded in at least

two sets of post-verbal enclitics. The endophoric perspective gives an interesting distribu-

tion of verb auxiliaries with the major verb types: internal events observable only to the

speaker (stative), externally observable events of both the speaker and others (dynamic),

and volitional events reportable by the speaker only of other referents.

Stative events take a focus of location, dynamic events focus on the movement of

the theme, and agentive events give focus to an augmented agent. The dynamic event is

the "center of gravity" of event types. These event types are analogous to the three case

markers. The =lu enclitic takes a focus of location, the absence of marking takes a focus of

theme, and the=gi enclitic takes the focus of the augmented agent.

The tripartite distinctions in thematic roles, case marking possibilities, and speaker

perspective are intuitively related to one another. They are instantiations of the core cog-

nitive event schemas in the different grammatical systems in different ways, but each is

reflective of the core schemas. The marking of speaker perspective, then, is not unrelated

to the case marking possibilities, and just as the copulas and verb morphology may encode

at least three different speaker represented mediums of access to an event, so case marking

encodes similar variation in the perspective of an event.

The tripartite distinction in the case marking is analogous to the three speaker per-

spectives: the endophoric perspective takes the perspective of internal states, i.e., locations,

of the speaker. The enclitic=lu is the case marking analogue of the endophoric perspective

coding the thematic locations of internal states. The exophoric perspective takes a separate,

distant perspective of the event. The agentive event in schematic terms is an augmentation.

The enclitic=gi is the case marking of the exophoric perspective, especially as it is coded

through endophoric verb morphology where agentive events can only be coded for non-first
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persons. The egophoric perspective is neutral (neutral to the speaker) and the center of the

speaker perspectives. The absence of marking is neutral with regard to either internal states

or the agency of someone else.

In this view, then, case marking in Dzongkha instantiates the core event schemas

of the language. It manifests itself as marking semantic roles, as well as how these roles

are grammaticalized in certain grammatical relations, but its use is also extended to include

speaker perspective of an event. These competing motivations are resolved in different ways

in different genres. Speaker perspective takes higher priority in competing motivations in

conversation and why we see a great deal of variation in this environment.

Volition is in flux in a fluid active-stative system, but here it is hypothesized that

speaker perspective is in flux, and has not been grammaticalized into one thematic role

or another, or into one syntactic role or another. Several examples already given above

illustrate the potential difference in coding speaker perspective in case marking.

The sentence pair in example (453) illustrates the intransitive sense of the verb ta

'look' i.e., 'look' without a direct object. Both clauses are structurally and semantically com-

parable; they are permissive requests to look (at something), and are coded as adhortative

statements. Both clauses take agent as the thematic role of the core argument. First person

nga is the core argument in example (453a), and a third person referent apa is the post-posed

core argument in example (453b). First person is unmarked. The third person referent takes

=gi. The third person referent, however, is a reference to the speaker who codes himself

in the third person. It is hypothesized that the speaker in (453a) codes the event from a

"neutral" egophoric perspective: no case marking is required. The pragmatics of the event

in (453b) entail that the speaker codes the event from an exophoric perspective, distancing

himself in terms of referent and agency of that referent.

(453) a. kalê
hey

[nga]
[1:sg]

tâ-ge
look-adh

'Hey, let me look'

  [C16-12]
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b. kalê
hey

tâ-ge
look-adh

[apa=gi]
[dad=erg]

'Hey, let dad look.'

  [C16-8]

The exophoric perspective inherent in=gi is a potential explanation for the prag-

matic marking of emphasis, contrast, and surprise. They all have in common somewhat

removed, inferential speaker perspective.

The speaker perspective view of nominal marking also gives good account of agent-

locations. Examples (321) and (322) above are reproduced here. The verb gâ takes poly-

semous senses, ranging in meaning between 'like someone or something', 'be happy', and

'laugh'. Here in (454), we see two different perspectives of a similar event. The verb in

(454a) takes a thematic location coded with=lu in contrast with the agent in (454b) that

takes=gi. The latter codes an exophoric perspective of the event, noting the external behav-

iors of the referent. The former codes an endophoric perspective, focusing on the internal

states of the referents. Note that the speaker of (454a) was speaking from his experience as

a monk.

(454) a. lalu=ci=lu
some=indf=dat

gâ-Ø
like-sttv

Lit. to some (studying medicine) is liked.
Idiomatic: 'Some like (it).'

  [E00-1]

b. karma=gi
karma=erg

b'um
daugher.girl

di=lu
dem=dat

gâ-nu
like-pst:exo

'Karma likes the girl.'

  [E00-1]

Here in (455), the intransitive location 'mikser is treated morphosyntactically as an

agent, taking the ergative case marker =gi. The marking here is somewhat anamolous from

the point of view of=gi as a marker of agency. As noted earlier, the clause does not mean

'The public creates problems in the summer time', but that 'the public experiences problems'.

It is hypothesized that here the speaker is representing an exophoric perspective over and

above the coding of an internal perspective of experience. This perspective is also coded in

the final auxiliary of the clause where it codes a reportative distance from the event.
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(455) 'mikser=gi
public=erg

nam
sky

j'â=lu
summer=dat

lâkhâ
difficulty

tâ-m
send-nmlz

me
aux:endo

z'ê
quot

îmme
aux:exo

'During the summer, the public experiences real problems.'

  [C16-10]

Thus, the view here is that there are a number of competing motivations in the coding

of case marking in Dzongkha. These are syntactic roles, association with semantic role,

and the coding of speaker perspective as an instantiation of cognitive event schemas. These

motivations take different resolutions that are probabilistically determined and functionally

motivated by language usage.

My dissertation is not able to go further with the hypothesis that speaker perspective

is one of the motivating principles behind case marking. Nevertheless, the instantiation of

the cognitive event schemas as manifest in several grammatical systems within Dzongkha,

particularly in case marking, appears to be a fruitful avenue of future research.

12.4 Conclusion

Spoken Dzongkha exhibits the genius of human creativity over many hundreds of

years that is unique to the social and cultural milieu of the Eastern Himalaya. The data

here show the language to be an adaptive system within that milieu, and that it is complex

and multidimensional. The description here also illustrates how the system is only partially

understood, obviating the need for much further research.

At the outset of the dissertation, it was noted that languages may reach a tipping point

in the loss of inter-generational transmission, and once this point is reached, the full range

of linguistic and cultural function is lost quickly, and never recoverable (Bradley 2011).

It is difficult to say where Dzongkha is in this process; almost certainly some social and

cultural practices will be lost along with the linguistic repertoires that code that social and

cultural knowledge. Preservation is not a goal that is attainable or perhaps even desirable,
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but it is realistic to document current usage. It is hoped that my dissertation will serve as

a step in that direction, and that the current generation of Bhutanese linguists will take the

opportunity of documenting language as it is actually used, extending our knowledge of the

interactive and adaptive mechanisms at work in Dzongkha and other languages of Bhutan.
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Appendix A

Monologic Text: Adma murder

(456) ཨད་མ་ལ་
âdma=lu
Adma=loc

བ ་ཤས་
trashi
Trashi

ཚ་རང་ག་
tshering=gi
Tshering=gen

མ་
chim
house

ནང་ལ་
nang=lu
ppst:inside-loc

སང་འད་གས་
song-di=gi
pst:go-cvb=erg

ང་བཅས་ ས་
ngace=gi
1:pl=erg

ན་ག་
nâ=gi
here=gen

མ་
'mi
people

ལམ་
lam
track

ཁར་ལ་
khâ=lu
ppst:adjacent=loc

་གར་
jakâ
Indian

གཉས་
'nî
two

བསད་མ་ག་
sê-mi=gi
kill-rel=gen

ར་ལས་
kôle
concerning

ཏ་
ti
part

ཁང་ག་
khong=gi
3:pl=gen

ཨརཝ་
'âu
thief

འད་ག་
di=gi
dem=gen

ར་ལས་
kôle
concerning

ཁ་
kha
mouth

བ་པ་
'lap-pa
speak-purp

དན་ལ་
d'önlu
for.this.reason

སང་ཡ་
song-yi
pst:go-pst:ego

'Because of going to Trashi Tshering's house in Adma, we, the people from here --
about the killing of two Indians on the road -- about their (Adma villager's) thief
-- (we) went for the purpose to talk (with them).'

(457) ཕར་ལ་
phâ=lu
dir=loc

ང་བཅས་ ས་
ngace=gi
1:pl=erg

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
speak-pst:ego

'Over there we said ...'
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(458) ཏ་
ti
part

མ་
'mi
people

འད་
di
dem

བསད་མ་
sê-mi
kill-rel

འད་
di
dem:this

ཏ་
ti
part

ང་བཅས་ ས་
ngace=gi
1:pl=erg

ད་ ་
chê=gi
2:pl=gen

ནང་ལས་
nang=lê
ppst:inside=abl

བདའ་ཟན་ཆ་
dâzün-che
catch-compl

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

ག་ཡ་
g'o-yi
hear-pst:ego

'"We heard that you caught the murderer from among you."'

(459) འད་འབདཝ་ད་ལ་
debeudalu
but

མ་
'mi
people

བསད་མ་
sê-mi
kill-rel

ད་
de
dem:that

ང་བཅས་ལ་
ngace=lu
1:pl=dat

བཟང་
zung
catch

བཅག་ན་ན་
cu-ni-na
caus-inf-cond

'"But are you going to make us arrest him?"'

(460) ཏ་
ti
part

ད་ ས་
chê=gi
2:pl=erg

བཟང་འད་གས་
zung-di=gi
catch-cvb=erg

ད་
chê
2:pl

ཕར་རང་ར་
phâ=rara
dir=emph

ད་ན་ན་
khrî-ni-na
lead-inf-cond

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

'"Or arresting him, will you lead him over there?" we said.'

(461) འད་
di
dem:this

བ་ད་ལ་
'lap-da=lu
say-adv=loc

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

ད་མ་
d'ama
first

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prog:exo

'When (we) said this, first they said ...'

(462) ཁ་
kho
3:sg

འད་ག་
di=gi
dem:this=gen

ར་ལས་
kôle
concerning

ག་ན་ཡང་
g'aniyang
nothing

མ་
mi
neg

ཤས་
shê
know

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

ཏ་
ti
part

ག་ན་ཡང་
g'aniyang
nothing

མ་
mi
neg

ཤས་
shê
know

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་ད་ལ་
'lap-da=lu
say-adv=loc

'"They didn't know anything about this," and when saying, "don't know anything,"...
'
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(463) ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

ད་
chö
2:sg

འད་
di
dem:this

ང་
thrang
straight

མ་
ma
neg

བ་
'lap
say

འབད་བ་ཅན་
bewacin
if.done

ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

ད་
chö
2:sg

བཟང་ན་
zung-ni
catch-inf

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

'Then I said, "If you're not going to speak truthfully, I will arrest you."'

(464) ད་ལ་
chö=lu
2:sg=dat

བཟང་ན་
zung-ni
catch-inf

ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ང་
nga
1:sg

ད་ན་ཡལ་ལ་
d'aniyal=lu
Daniel=dat

བཟང་ན་
zung-ni
catch-inf

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

ད་
chê
2:pl

གཉས་
'nî
two

བཟང་འད་
zung-di
catch-cvb

ང་
nga
1:sg

འབག་ན་
bâ-ni
take-inf

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

'"(I) will arrest you. Then I will arrest Daniel," saying, "Arresting the two of you,
I will take (you) away,"'

(465) འད་
di
dem:this

བ་ད་ལ་
'lap-da=lu
say-adv=loc

ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

འད་ག་
di=gi
this=gen

ཤལ་ལས་
shule
later

ཁ་
kho
3:sg

འ ག་ད་
drô-da
fear-tel

འདག་
du
aux:exist:endo

'When saying, then after this, they got scared.'

(466) ཏ་
ti
part

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prog:exo

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

ད་ ་
d'ato
now

ཨ་ཙ་ཅག་
'atsici
a.little

ལགས་ཤམ་
lezhim
good

བ་
'lap
say

མ་
mi
neg

ཚགས་
tshu
mod:abil

'They said, "We can't quite tell you right now."'
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(467) ཏ་
ti
part

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

མ་
'mi
people

ག་ར་
gara
all

ན་ལ་
nâ=lu
here=loc

འབ་ག་
bo-ge
call-adh

མ་
'mi
people

ག་ར་
gara
all

ན་
nâ
here

བཀགཔ་
kû-p
summon-ipfv

ཞནམ་ད་
zh'in-m-da
compl-nmlz-adv

ཏ་
ti
part

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

ད་རང་
chê=rang
2:pl=emph

ང་བ ་འད་གས་
ngota-di=gi
identify-cvb=erg

ད་རང་གས་
chê=rang=gi
2:pl=refl=erg

བཟང་འད་
zung-di
catch-cvb

འབག་
bâ
take

ཆག་
chô
mod:permit

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

'They (said), "Let's call everyone here. After we've summoned everyone," they
(said), "You yourself identify (the murderer), and you can arrest and take (him)
away."'

(468) ཏ་
ti
part

ད་
de
dem:that

འབད་བ་ཅན་
bewacin
if.done

ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

བཏབ་
tup
mod:okay

པས་
pe
mir

ཟར་འད་གས་
z'ê-di=gi
quot-cvb=erg

ཏ་
ti
part

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

མ་
'mi
people

འད་ཚ་
di-tshu
dem:this-pl

ག་ར་
gara
all

འབ་ཅ་
bo-ci
call-pst:ego

'If that's the case, I (said), "Ok," and he called everyone.'

(469) མ་
'mi
people

འད་ཚ་
di-tshu
dem:this-pl

ག་ར་
gara
all

འབཔ་ད་ལ་
bo-p-da=lu
call-nmlz-adv=loc

ཏ་
ti
part

འད་
di
dem:this

ཁར་ལ་
khâ=lu
ppst:adjacent=loc

མ་
chim
house

ཕ་ད་ར་ལས་
phudore=lê
each=abl

མ་
'mi
people

ག་ར་
gara
all

འང་ཡ་
ong-yi
come-pst:ego

ཕར་ལ་
phâ=lu
dir=loc

མ་ ང་
mitring
meeting

འད་
di
dem:this

ཁར་ལ་
khâ=lu
ppst:adjacent=loc

'Calling all the people, from each house unit all people came there, over to the
meeting, over there.'
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(470) ཏ་
ti
part

མ་ ང་
mitring
meeting

འད་
di
dem:this

ཁར་ལ་
khâ=lu
ppst:adjacent=loc

འཛམས་ད་ལ་
zom-da=lu
meet-adv=loc

ཏ་
ti
part

ཁང་
khong
3:pl

ག་ར་
gara
all

འང་ཡ་
ong-yi
come-pst:ego

'When gathering there in the meeting, they all came.'

(471) ད་འབདཝ་ད་ལ་
de bê-w-da=lu
do-nmlz-adv=loc

མ་
'mi
people

ཨརཝ་
'âu
thief

གསམ་
sum
three

བ་
bu
assoc:pl

མ་
ma
neg

ད་
lhö
arrive

པས་
pe
mir

'But, the three thieves didn't arrive.'

(472) ཏ་
ti
part

མ་
ma
neg

དཔ་ད་ལ་
lhö-p-da=lu
arrive-prs-adv=loc

ཏ་
ti
part

ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

ད་
chê
2:pl

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

མ་
'mi
people

མ་
mi
neg

ཚང་
tshang
complete

མས་
me
mir

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

'When they didn't arrive, I said, "Not everyone from among you is accounted for."'

(473) ཏ་
ti
part

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prog:exo

མ་
'mi
people

ག་ར་
gara
all

འང་ཡ་
ong-yi
come-pst:ego

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

'They said, "Everyone came."'
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(474) ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

མ་
chim
house

ད་ར་
do-re
pair-indv

གཅག་
ci
one

ནང་ལ་
nang=lu
ppst:inside=loc

བ་
b'u
boy

་
'nga
five

ཡད་པ་ཅན་
yö-pa-cin
exist:ego-nmlz-cond

བ་
b'u
boy

པ་
'nga-p
five-m

ཆ་ར་
cha=rang
coll=refl

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

མ་ ང་
mitring
meeting

འཛམས་
zom
meet

དག་
go
deon

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

ཏ་
ti
part

འད་
di
dem:this

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

མན་འདག་
mindu
exist:neg:endo

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་ད་ལ་
'lap-da=lu
say-adv=loc

'I said, "If in each house unit, there are five boys, each of the five boys must gather
here in the meeting. But they're not here," when saying ...'

(475) ཁང་
khong
3:pl

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prog:exo

ག་ར་
gara
all

འང་ཡ་
ong-yi
come-pst:ego

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prog:exo

'They said, "Everyone came," saying said.'

(476) ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

མ་
'mi
people

ག་
g'a
who

དང་
d'a
and

ག་
g'a
who

ན་
nâ
here

མ་
ma
neg

ཚང་
tshang
complete

་
mo
q:cop

མ་
ma
neg

ཚང་
tshang
complete

་
mo
q:cop

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་ད་ལ་
'lap-da=lu
say-adv=loc

'Then I said, "Who are the ones who aren't accounted for? Not accounted for?"
when saying ...'
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(477) ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prs

ཨ་ཟ་
aze
intj

བཔ་
b'u-p
son-m

ད་
do
pair

གཉས་
'nî
two

ན་
nâ
here

མ་
ma
neg

འངམ་
ong-m
come-nmlz

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

'They said, "Yikes, the pair of two boys didn't come here."'

(478) ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ང་
nga
1:sg

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

ཨརཝ་
'âu
thief

འད་
di
dem:this

འ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron

ཨན་
ing
cop:ego

བ་ད་ལ་
'lap-da=lu
say-adv=loc

'Then I said, "This is the theif," when saying ...'

(479) ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prs

ཏ་
ti
conn

ག་ ་
tritri
ok

མས་
me
cop:endo

ད་
de
dem:that

འབད་བ་ཅན་
be-wacin
do-cond

ང་བཅས་རང་
ngace=rang
1:pl-refl

བཟང་འད་གས་
zung-di=gi
catch-cvb=erg

དམའ་ལ་
'mâ=lu
low=loc

དམག་མ་ག་
'makmi=gi
soldier=gen

ལགཔ་པར་
lâp-pâ
hand-dat

ད་ན་
trö-ni
give-inf

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་འད་གས་
'lap-di=gi
say-cvb=erg

འབད་
bê
do

'They said, "Ok. If that's the case, we ourselves will arrest, and turn them over to
the soldiers down (below)," and then having said ...'

(480) འད་ལས་
di=lê
dem:this=abl

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

ང་ལ་
nga=lu
1:sg=dat

ནང་འཁད་
nangkhö
inside

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

འ ག་ཅ་
khik-ci
lead-pst:ego

'Then, they took me inside (a house).'
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(481) ཁང་ག་
khong=gi
3:pl=gen

མ་ ་
chim=gi
house=gen

ནང་འཁད་
nangkhö
inside

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

འ ག་འད་གས་
khik-di=gi
lead-cvb=erg

ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

གསམ་
sum
three

མ་
'mi
people

གསམ་
sum
three

ཕར་
phâ
dir:over.there

ཁ་
kha
mouth

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
speak-pst:ego

'They took me into the house, and then the three of us talked over there.'

(482) ཏ་
ti
part

ད་
de
dem:that

བ་ད་ལ་
'lap-da=lu
say-adv=loc

ཁང་
khong
3:pl

འ ག་འད་གས་
drô-di=gi
fear-cvb=erg

ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ཁང་ག་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

ང་ལ་
nga=lu
1:sg=dat

པ་ར་ ་
pura-be
complete-adv

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:ego

'And having talked, they got scared, and then they told me everything.'

(483) ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

ཧ་མ་ལས་རང་
hema=lê=rang
before=abl-emph

ཤས་
shê
know

ཤསཔ་
shê-p
know-nmlz

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

'They had known everything from the beginning.'

(484) འད་
di
dem:this

ཨརཝ་
'âu
thief

འད་
di
dem:this

ཕར་
phâ
dir:over.there

འདག་
du
exist:endo

'The thief was over there.'

(485) ད་འབདཝ་ད་ལ་
debê-w-da=lu
do-prs-adv=loc

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

ང་ཚ་ལ་
nga-tshu=lu
1:sg-pl=dat

ད་འ ས་ ་
dethröbe
immediately

མ་
ma
neg

ག་བ་ལས་
g'o-w-lê
hear-nmlz-abl

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

བ་
'lap
say

མ་
ma
neg

བཏབ་
tup
okay

པས་
pe
mir

འབད་
bê
do

བཞགཔ་
zhâ-p
keep-nmlz

ཨན་མས་
îmme
cop:exo

'But since (they figured) we hadn't heard everything immediately, they had left it
as refusing to tell us.'
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(486) ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

ན་ལས་
nâ=lê
here=abl

བ་
'lap
say

པ་ར་ ་
pura-be
complete-adv

ཏ་རག་
tarik
date

དང་
d'a
and

ག་ར་
gara
all

བ་པའ་
'lap-pa-i
say-nmlz-gen

བ ང་ལས་
gang=lê
when=abl

'Saying everything from my perspective, dates and everything, and when saying
...'

(487) ཁ་
kho
3:sg

ག་ ་ ་
tritri-be
accurate-adv

ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ཁ་རང་གས་
kho=rang=gi
3:sg-refl=erg

ཁ་
kha
mouth

བཟད་ཡ་
z'e-yi
agree-pst:ego

ཁ་
kha
mouth

བཟད་
z'e
agree

'They appropriately agreed (accepted the truth), and agreeing ...'

(488) ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prog:exo

ན་
nâ
here

ཙ་ན་པ་ཏ་ལ་
tsunapati=lu
Tsunapati=loc

འད་ག་
di=gi
dem:this=gen

ར་ལས་ ་
kôle-be
concerning-adv

ཉན་ཁ་
nyenkha
danger

ག་ཅ་ཡང་
g'aciyang
anything

མ་
mi
neg

འ ང་
jung
happen

'Then they said, "Here in Tsunapati, no harm will come to you over this."'

(489) ཏ་
ti
part

ད་ན་ཡལ་
d'aniyal
Daniel

ཁ་རང་གས་
kho=rang=gi
3:sg=refl=erg

ཀལ་ཅན་ལ་
kalcin=lu
Kalcin=loc

འ ་འད་
jô-di
go-cvb

ཨ་སན་ལ་
'osin=lu
lawyer=dat

བ་ ་
'lap-ti
say-cvb

'With Daniel saying that he himself would go and talk to the lawyer ...'
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(490) ཏ་
ti
part

འད་
di
dem:this

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

ག་ར་
gara
all

བཟ་
zo
make

འང་
ong
aux:prob

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་འད་གས་
'lap-di=gi
say-cvb=erg

ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

དམ་ཅག་ ་
demci-be
about.that.much-adv

འང་ཡ་
ong-yi
come-pst:ego

'... that he would fix everything, with that much, we came.'

(491) ང་བཅས་ལ་
ngace=lu
1:pl=dat

ཕར་ ་
phâ=gi
dir=gen

མ་
'mi
people

གཉས་
'nî
two

གསམ་
sum
three

ང་བཅས་ལ་
ngace=lu
1:pl=dat

འཐམ་
tham
fight

བ་ན་
cap-ni
do-inf

འབད་ཡ་
bê-yi
do-pst:ego

'A few people from over were about to fight us.'

(492) ང་ལ་
nga=lu
1:sg=dat

ང་ན་ ་
dr'ang-ni-be
beat-inf-adv

ཁ་གས་
kho=gi
3:sg=erg

ཁ་ཀ་ར་
khukari
khukari

ཡར་
yâ
up

ད་ ་རང་
d'atarâ
immediate

བང་ནང་
bangnang
inside

བཏག་ ་
tâ-ti
wear-cvb

འབག་
bâ
take

མཐང་
thong
arrive

འདག་
du
aux:exist:endo

'In an attempt to beat me, it was seen that all of a suddent (someone) wore brought
a khukari.'

(493) འད་འབདཝ་ད་ལ་
dibê-w-da=lu
do-prs-adv=loc

ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

ན་ལས་
nâ=lê
here=abl

ཕར་
phâ
dir:over.there

འ ་བའ་
jô-w-i
go-nmlz-gen

བ ང་ལས་
gang=lê
when=abl

ང་ག་
ngigi
1:poss

མ་
'mi
people

འད་ཚ་ལ་
di-tshu=lu
dem:this-pl=dat

བ་
'lap
say

'But, when we went from here to over there, I said to my people ...'

(494) ད་
chê
2:pl

ག་ར་
gara
all

ཁ་
kha
mouth

མ་
ma
neg

ར་
pâ
move

'"None of you mouth off."'
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(495) ད་
chê
2:pl

ག་ར་
gara
all

ཁ་
kha
mouth

ར་བ་ཅན་
pâ-wacin
move-cond

འཐབ་འ ར་
thap bjâ
fight

ཨ་ན་ ་
'ani-be
this-adv

འབད་
bê
do

འང་
ong
aux:prob

'"If you mouth off, then they'll do something like a fight."'

(496) ང་རང་
nga=rang
1:sg=refl

ངམ་ཅག་གས་
câmci=gi
only=ins

བ་ན་
'lap-ni
say-inf

'"Only I myself will talk."'

(497) ང་
nga
1:sg

ག་ཅ་རང་
g'acira
whatever

བ་རང་
'lap-rung
say-cncv

ང་གས་
nga=gi
1:sg=erg

བ་མ་
'lap-mi
say-nmlz

འད་
di
dem:this

ག་
g'a
who

བཏབ་
tup
okay

པས་
pe
mir

'"Whatever I say, all that I say will be ok."'

(498) ད་
chê
2:pl

ཁ་སམ་ས་ ་
khusimsi-be
expr:quiet-adv

ད་
dö
sit

'"You stay quiet."'

(499) ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

འཐབ་ན་
thap-ni
quarrel-inf

དན་ལ་
d'önlu
for.this.reason

འ ཝ་
jô-w
go-nmlz

མན་
min
aux:neg:cop:ego

'"We didn't go to quarrel."'
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(500) ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

ན་ལས་
nâ=lê
here=abl

ཕར་
phâ
dir:over.there

ཨརཝ་ག་
'âu=gi
thief=gen

དན་ལ་
d'önlu
for.this.reason

ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

མག་ཏག་
guto
head

ག་ལ་
gu=lu
ppst=loc

ཕག་མ་
phô-mi
hit-nmlz

འབད་ན་
bê-ni
do-inf

འད་གས་
di=gi
dem:this=erg

ཕར་
phâ
dir:over.there

ཁ་རང་ལ་
kho=rang=lu
3:sg-refl=dat

བཀལ་བའ་
kê-w-i
deliver-nmlz-gen

དན་ལ་
d'önlu
for.this.reason

ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

འ ་ན་
jô-ni
go-inf

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་
'lap
say

'"Because the crime of the theif will fall to us, we are going to take that fault and
deliver it to them," saying ...'

(501) ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

ན་ལས་
nâ=lê
ppst:here=abl

སང་
song
pst:go

སཔ་
so-p
pst:go-nmlz

ཨན་
ing
aux:cop:ego

'... we had left from here.'

(502) ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ཁང་ག་
khong=gi
3:pl=gen

ར་
ro
3:indf

ཕར་ར་
phâ=rang
dir=refl

ང་བཅས་རང་
ngace=rang
1:pl=refl

བཟང་འད་གས་
zung-di=gi
catch-cvb=erg

ད་རས་
d'are
these.days

དང་
d'a
and

ནངས་པ་ར་ག་
nâba=rang=gi
tomorrow=emph=gen

ནང་འཁད་
nangkhö
inside

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

ཁ་རང་གས་
kho=rang=gi
3:sg=refl=erg

བཟང་འད་གས་
zung-di=gi
catch-cvb=erg

པ་ལས་ ་
polis=gi
police=gen

ལགཔ་
lâp
hand

ད་ན་
trö-ni
give-inf

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་འད་
'lap-di
say-cvb

'Then, we ourselves had caught their person over there, and they said that inside of
today and tomorrow, they would catch (him) and turn (him) over to the police
...'
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(503) ད་འ ས་ལས་རང་
dethröle=rang
immediately=emph

ཁང་ག་
khong=gi
3:pl=gen

མདའ་
dâ
arrow

བ བ་ན་
cap-ni
shoot-inf

དང་
d'a
and

བ བ་ན་
cap-ni
do-inf

འབདན་
bên
for.example

བ བས་འད་
cap-di
do-cvb

ཁང་
khong
3:pl

མ་
'mi
people

བཞ་བཞ་
zhi-zhi
four-four

བཞ་ ་
zhi-be
four-adv

ཁ་བ མ་འད་གས་
kha tram-di=gi
spread.news-cvb=erg

ཏ་
ti
part

འད་
di
this

ཨརཝ་
'âu
thief

འཚལ་བ་
tshö-wa
search-purp

སང་ཡ་
song-yi
pst:go-pst:ego

'... and immediately, for example though they were in the middle of playing archery,
in groups of fours, they spread the news, and went in search of the thief.'

(504) འད་ག་ འ ས་ལས་
dethröle
immediately

གན་ ་
gantra
hour

གཅག་ག་
ci=gi
one=gen

ནང་འཁད་
nangkhö
inside

ནང་ལས་
nang=lê
ppst:inside=abl

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

མ་
'mi
people

གཅག་
ci
one

ཐབ་ཆ་ནག་
thop-che-nu
get-compl-pst:exo

ཐབ་ཆ་
thop-che
get-compl

འདག་
du
aux:exist:endo

'Immediately, inside of an hour, they had already got one of the people (one of the
thieves).'

(505) འད་
di
dem:this

མ་
'mi
people

འད་
di
dem:this

ཐབ་འད་
thop-di
get-cvb

ཡར་ལས་
yâ=lê
up=abl

དམའ་
'mâ
low

འ ག་འད་
khik-di
lead-cvb

དམའ་
'mâ
low

ཨད་མ་ལ་
âdma=lu
Adma=loc

དཔ་ཅག་
lhö-p-ci
arrive-prs-as.soon.as

ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ད་རང་
d'aru
again

གཅགཔ་
ci-p
one-nmlz

འད་ཡང་
di=yang
this=also

ཐབ་ཆ་
thop-che
get-compl

འདག་
du
aux:exist:endo

'Finding the person, leading him from up to down, as soon as they arrived down to
Adma, then, again, the other one they had also found.'
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(506) འད་ག་
di=gi
dem:this=gen

དན་དག་
d'öndâ
meaning

འད་
di
dem:this

ཨན་མས་
îmme
cop:exo

'The meaning of all this is this.'

(507) ཁ་རང་གས་
kho=rang=gi
3:sg=emph=erg

ཕར་ལ་
phâ=lu
dir:over.there=loc

་
ba
hide

བཞག་
zhâ
keep

བཞགཔ་
zhâ-p
keep-nmlz

ཨནམ་
ing-m
aux:cop:ego-nmlz

བཟམ་ཅག་
zum=ci
like-indf

ཡར་ས་ནག་
yâ-so-nu
supl:go-inch-pst:exo

'It is like they had hid all of this over there.'

(508) ད་
de
dem:that

ད་སང་ ་པ་
d'asa dr'owa
this.morning

ཁང་གས་
khong=gi
3:pl=erg

བ་དས་
'lap-de
say-prog:exo

'Just this morning, they were saying ...'

(509) ད་
chö
2:sg

ཕར་
phâ
dir:over.there

འང་འད་གས་
ong-di=gi
come-cvb=erg

ཏ་
ti
part

ང་བཅས་ལ་
ngace=lu
1:pl=dat

ཨ་ནམ་ཅག་
'anim ci
this.much

བ་འད་གས་
'lap-di=gi
say-cvb=erg

ང་བཅས་ལ་
ngace=lu
1:pl=dat

ལ་ཤ་
lesha
much

བཀའ་ ན་ཆ་ཡ་
kadrin-che-yi
gratitude-compl-pst:ego

དགའ་ཚར་ཆ་ཡ་
gâtsô-che-yi
appreciate-compl-pst:ego

'"We are grateful that you came over there, and saying as much as you did. We are
appreciative."'

(510) འད་ག་
di=gi
this=gen

དན་ལ་
d'önlu
for.this.reason

བཀའ་ ན་ཆ་
kadrinche
thank.you

'"Thank you for this."'
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(511) ད་
chö
2:sg

ཙགཔ་
tsip
anger

མ་
ma
neg

ཟ་
z'a
eat

ཟར་ད་
z'ê-ti
quot-cvb

ཁ་
kho
3:sg

ན་
nâ
here

བ་པར་
'lap-pâ
say-purp

འང་ཡ་
ong-yi
come-pst:ego

ད་སང་ ་པ་ལ་
d'asa dr'owa=lu
this.morning=loc

'"Don't be angry," saying he came here to say.'

(512) ཨ་ནམ་ཅག་
'anim=ci
this.much=indf

མས་
me
cop:endo

'That's it.'



Appendix B

Conversation Text: Picnic in Punakha

S1 = speaker 1, S2 = speaker 2, etc..

(513) ་
to
cooked.rice

ཟ་ག་
z'a-ge
eat-adh

ཝའ་
wei
intj

'Lets eat food.'

  [S1]

(514) ཇ་ མ་
j'adrom
tea.flask

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

ཇ་
j'a
tea

ག་
'lû
pour

མ་
ma
neg:pst

ན་
bj'in
give

་
'mo
tag

'(You) did not pour tea from the tea flask.'

  [S2]

(515) ན་མ་རང་
'ngöma=ra
before=refl
'Before'

  [S2]

(516) ཆ་
chu
water

འཐང་ན་
thung-ni
drink-inf

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'(You want) to drink some water, here (take some).'

  [S1]

(517) ཕརཔ་
phôp
bowl
'(In) a bowl'

  [S1]
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(518) དཡའ་
'yâ
intj
'Here (take it)'

  [S2]

(519) མད་
mî
exist:neg:ego

ཆ་
chu
water

འད་
di
dem:this

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

་
be
adv

འཐང་
thung
drink

མས་
me
cop:endo

'No. (You) drink the water like this.'

  [S2]

(520) ད་མད་
khê mi
phrase: it does not matter
'It doesn't matter.'

  [S3]

(521) ཇ་
j'a
tea

ཌལ་ན་ཀ་

pour
'Pour the tea (Dzongkha - Hindi mix)'

  [S3]

(522) ག་ཅ་
g'aci
itrr.pron:what

་
'mo
tag

བདའ་
dâ
drive

ཡང་
=yang
=also

མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

ཟན་
zün
befall, catch

་
'me
ass

'Good grief. (I) can't quite reach it.'

  [S2]

(523) ག་ཅ་
g'aci
itrr.pron:what

་
'mo
tag

'What's up?'

  [S2]
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(524) ག་
g'a
itrr:pron:who

འད་
di
dem:this

'Which one?'

  [S1]

(525) ཇ་
j'a
tea

འཐང་
thung
drink

འཐངཔ་ག་
thung-p=gi
drink-ipfv=gen

མས་
me
cop:endo

ད་ཅག་
d'aci
just now

ང་
nga
1:sg

'The (cup) from which I drank tea just now.'

  [S1]

(526) ཆ་
chu
water

བ་ཡལ་
boyal
boil

འབད་
bê
do

འབདཝ་ག་
bê-w=gi
do-ipfv=gen

ཊསཏ་
trest
taste

འང་
ô
exist:prob

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

'It tastes like boiled water.'

  [S3]

(527) ཆ་
chu
water

བ ལ་ ་རང་
kö-ti=ra
boil-cvb=refl

'The water has been boiling.'

  [S2]

(528) དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

གནསཔ་
nêp
valley.spirit

འད་གས་
di=gi
dem:this=erg

བ ལ་
kö
boil

བཏང་
tang
send

བཏངམ་
tang-m
send-ipfv

འང་
ô
aux:exist:prob

ཏ་
ti
conn

'Hey, maybe the protector spirit made it boil.'

  [S1]
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(529) ཆ་
chu
water

བ ལ་ ་རང་
kö-ti=ra
boil-cvb=refl

འཐང་
thung
drink

བཞནམ་ལས་
zhin-m=lê
accordingly-ipfv=abl

མ་
ma
nmlz

བ ལ་མ་
kö-mi
boil-rel

ཆ་
chu
water

མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

ཞམ་
zh'im
tasty

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

་
'mo
tag

'After drinking water that's only been boiled, unboiled water isn't tasty, is
it?'

  [S2]

(530) དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

གནགཔ་
'nâp
black

འབད་རང་
bê-rung
do-cncv

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

འཐང་
thung
drink

དག་
d'â
imp

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'Even if its black, drink it. Here.'

  [S1]

(531) འ་དཡའ་
iyâ
intj
'Here (take it).'

  [S2]

(532) ང་ལ་
nga=lu
1:sg=dat

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

'This is for me?'

  [S1]

(533) འང་
ô
exist:prob

འང་
ô
exist:prob

'Yes. Yes.'

  [S1]

(534) ས་དཡའ་

intj
'Watch out!'

  [S3]
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(535) པའའཔ་
paip
pipe

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

དཔ་
küp
thread

འང་
ô
exist:prob

'There seems to be a thread in the straw.'

  [S1]

(536) ག་ཅ་རང་
g'acira
whatever

ཡདཔ་
yö-p
exist:ego-ipfv

བཏན་ན་
tön-ni
take.out-inf

ཡད་ག་
yö-ga
exist:ego-itrr

ད་
d'a
now

'If you've got something to take out, go ahead and take it out.' (Is there
more to take out (of the picnic bag)?)

  [S1]

(537) མད་
mî
exist:neg:ego
'No.'

  [S2]

(538) མད་
mî
exist:neg:ego

ཨར་ ས་
'ezen
chilli.pickled

ད་
chö
2:sg

བཏན་ཆ་ནག་
tön-che-nu
take.out-res-pst:exo

ཏ་
ti
conn

'No. You've already taken out the pickled chilli.'

  [S2]

(539) ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

བ་ཊ་ལ་
botrola
bottle

བཞག་
zhâ
keep

མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

བཏབ་བ་
tup-ba
okay-nmlz

ད་
chö
2:sg

ཕར་
phâ
dir

'Won't you put this bottle over there?'

  [S2]

(540) ཐ་ལ་ཅག་
thali=ci
plate=indf

འབག་འང་ན་
bakô-ni
bring-inf

་
be
adv

ད་སང་བ་
dö-song-ba
sit-inch-nmlz

བ ད་སང་ནག་
jê-song-nu
forget-inch-pst:exo

ཏ་
ti
conn

'I had wanted to bring a plate but I plain forgot.'

  [S2]
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(541) མ གས་པར་
jôbâ
quickly

ཟ་བ་ཅན་
z'a-ba-cin
eat-nmlz-cond

ག་ ་
tritri
ok

འང་
ô
exist:prob

ད་ ་རང་
d'atarâ
immediate

ནར་
nô
cattle

ཡང་
=yang
=also

ཉ་
nyo
mod:urgent

འ་
mai
part

'It's best if I eat right now. The cattle might go at anytime.'

  [S1]

(542) དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

་
to
cooked.rice

གཤ་
'lû-sh
pour-imp

'Here. Put the rice in here.'

  [S4]

(543) གཅག་ཁར་
cikhâ
together

་
be
adv

འ ་ན་
jô-ni
go-inf

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

ཏ་
ti
conn

ཁའས་
kho=i
3:sg=erg

མངརཔ་
'ngâ-p
sweet-nmlz

་
bj'â
rice

ས་ས་
soso
different

་
be
adv

བཏབ་ད་
tap-da
sow-adv:dr

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

ན་
nâ
here

ཚདཔ་
tshü-p
included-nmlz

་
be
adv

བཏབ་
tap
sow

དག་
go
deon

ཏ་
ti
conn

'(The two of them) are going together, so when he sows the ngaap rice he
should sow in the time that falls now.'

  [S4]

(544) འ་དཡའ་
iyâ
intj
'Here (take it).'

  [S2]

(545) ད་
pchi
halve

དག་
go
deon

'It needs to be halved.'

  [S1]
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(546) ད་
pchi
halve

དག་
go
deon

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'Halve it?'

  [S2]

(547) ཆ་
chu
water

འད་
di
dem:this

བག་བཤའ་ཡ་
gopshâ-yi
share-pst:ego

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་
'lap
say

དག་
go
deon

བས་
be
mir

འ་
'moi
tag

'I need to say the irrigation water has been divided, yah?'

  [S4]

(548) འ་དཡའ་
iyâ
intj
'Here (take it).'

  [S2]

(549) ཐརམ་
thûm
spoon

ཡང་
=yang
=also

མད་
mî
exist:neg:ego

བ་
bu
itrr

'Don't (you) even have a spoon.'

  [S1]

(550) ཐརམ་
thûm
spoon

གཉས་
'nyî
two

ཡད་
yö
exist:ego

ཝའ་
wai
intj

'Hey, (I) have two spoons.'

  [S2]

(551) གཉས་
'nyî
two

འབག་ཡ་
bâ-yi
take-pst:ego

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ཏ་
ti
conn

'(I) brought two. There (they are).'

  [S2]

(552) ད་
pchi
halve

དག་
d'â
imp

ཏ་
ti
conn

Halve it.

  [S2]
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(553) ་
ke
voc

མ་ ལ་
namgê
Namgay

ཆ་ཅག་
chu=ci
water=indf

གནངཤ་
nâng-sh
give:hon-imp

'Hey, Namgay, pass (me) some water.'

  [S4]

(554) ཌའཊ་
dreit
date

ཊན་
tren
ten

ཀ་
ka
gen

པའ་ན་
pâni
water

'Its the water of ten (The water bottle date is ten.) (English and Hindi).'

  [S3]

(555) ཆ་
chu
water

འདག་ག་
dû-ga
exist:endo-itrr

'Is there water?'

  [S4]

(556) པའའཔ་
paip
pipe

གཅག་
ci
one

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

ཆ་
chu
water

མན་འདག་
mindu
neg.exist:endo

'There isn't water in one of the pipes.'

  [S1]

(557) ཡར་ལས་
yâ=lê
up=abl

འ་
mai
part

འད་
di
dem:this

ཁར་
khâ
ppst:adjacent

'Up there, right, with this.'

  [S1]

(558) པའའཔ་
paip
pipe

གཅག་
cî
one

'One pipe.' (The other pipe)

  [S2]

(559) པའའཔ་
paip
pipe

གཅག་
cî
one

'One pipe.' (The other pipe.)

  [S4]
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(560) ཨ་ཡར་ལས་
âyâ=lê
around.up.there=abl

དམའ་
'mâ
low

འད་
di
dem:this

མན་འདག་
mindu
neg.exist:endo

ལ་
lo
quot:3

ས་
si
quot:ego

ཆ་
chu
water

'I told (you) that I heard that there was no water up around there coming
down.'

  [S2]

(561) ཡར་
yâ
up

ཡར་ལས་
yâ=lê
up=abl

དམའ་
'mâ=i
low=gen

འད་
di
dem:this

བསབ་ཆཝ་
sup-che-w
block-res-ipfv

འང་ན་མས་
ônime
aux:cop:inf

ཡར་
yâ
up

ཊནཀ་
trenki
tank

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

'The (water) must be blocked up there, in the tank.'

  [S4]

(562) ཡར་ལ་
yâ=lu
up=dat

ཊནཀ་
trenki
tank

ཡད་བ་
yöbu
exist:ego-itrr

'Is there a tank up there?'

  [S1]

(563) ཡད་
yö
exist:ego

ཝའ་
wei
intj

'Of course there is.'

  [S4]

(564) ད་
chö
2:sg

ཚདམ་
tshöm
curry

འད་
di
dem:this

འ་
to=i
cooked.rice=gen

ཁར་ལ་
khâ=lu
ppst:adjacent=loc

ག་
'lû
pour

དག་
go
deon

བས་
be
mir

ཏ་
ti
conn

ད་
d'a
now

ཨན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

'Sorry, your curry has to be put over your rice, now here.'

  [S2]
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(565) ཀ་
kale
intj:where

ཆ་
chu
water

'Hey, where's the water?'

  [S4]

(566) ག་འད་འབདན་ན་
g'adebe-na
how-cond
'What should I do?'

  [S2]

(567) ཚདམ་
tshöm
curry

ག་ཅམ་
g'aci-'mo
itrr.pron:what-cop:itrr

ཀ་བ་
kewa
potato

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

'What curry is it? Is it potato curry?'

  [S4]

(568) འང་
ô
exist:prob

ཀ་བ་
kewa
potato

དང་
d'a
and

ཀ་པ་
kopi
cabbage

་བ ་
'lasi
mix

་
be
adv

འབག་ཡ་
bâ-yi
take-pst:ego

'Yes. (I) brought potato and cabbage (curry) mixed together.'

  [S2]

(569) མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

ཚར་
tshâ
finish

འང་
ô
aux:exist:prob

མན་ན་
men-na
cop:neg:ego-q

'(I) won't finish eating (this much).'

  [S3]

(570) མ་
ma
mm

ཨ་
â
q

'Umm, what?'

  [S1]

(571) ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

གཉས་
'nyî
two

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

རབ་ག་
rup-ge
help-adh

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'Here, let's help each other.'

  [S2]
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(572) ཀ་ཅ་ ཀ་ཅ་ ཀ་ཅ་
'kici, kici, kici'

  [S3]

(573) དཡའ་
'yâ
intj
'Here'

  [S1]

(574) ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this
'This'

  [S2]

(575) ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

བ་ཊལ་
botrola
bottle

ཁབ་ཏ་
khapto
lid

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

ག་ག་
'lû-ga
pour-itrr

ཚདམ་
tshöm
curry

'Shall I pour the gravy in that bottle cap there?'

  [S2]

(576) མམམ་
'mmm'

  [S4]

(577) ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ག་
'lû
pour

མས་
me
cop:endo

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'Here, pour some in there.'

  [S1]

(578) ཧག་ཀ་
hoka
hole

ཨན་
'ing
cop:ego

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

'This is a hole here.'

  [S4]
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(579) ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q
'Really?'

  [S2]

(580) ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

ཨ་ན་ལས་
'ânâ=lê
loc:pron:there=abl

ཧག་ཀ་ཅག་
hoka=ci
hole=indf

འདག་
dû
exist:endo

ས་
si
quot:ego

ཨ་ན་ཏ་
'ânâ=ta
loc:pron:there=loc

མ་པ་ལས་རང་
mapalera
actually

འདག་
dû
exist:endo

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

'I say there's a hole there. It's actually right there. There.'

  [S4]

(581) ང་
'lung
wind

འཐན་
thön
come.out

ས་
tshu
mod:abil

འང་
ô
aux:exist:prob

ཏ་
ti
conn

'It's probably for the air to be able to get out.'

  [S1]

(582) མ་
ma
neg:pst

ཤས་
shê
know

ཏ་
ti
conn

'(I'm) not sure.'

  [S4]

(583) འ་དཡའ་
iyâ
intj

ཨར་ ས་
'ezen
chilli.pickled

'Here, (take) the pickled chilli'

  [S1]
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(584) འ་དཡའ་
iyâ
intj

འཇམ་ད ངས་
jamyang
Jamyang

'Here, Jamyang'

  [S2]

(585) ག་ག་
'lû-ga
pour-itrr
'Shall (I) pour some?'

  [S1]

(586) ཀ་བ་
kewa
potato

ཟ་
z'a
eat

ཟ་བའ་
z'a-ba-i
eat-nmlz-gen

འང་རང་
ong=ra
come=refl

བ ལ་ས་བ་
gê-song-yi-ba
cross_over-inch-pst:ego-nmlz

ཡང་
=yang
=also

ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

'I'm totally fed up of eating potatoes all the time.'

  [S4]

(587) ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

དག་ག་
go-ga
deon-itrr

'Do (you) want this?'

  [S1]

(588) ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

ག་རང་
'lû-rung
pour-cncv

བཏབ་
tup
okay

ཨའ་
'ay
mother

ཐག་ཁ་
thokha
upstairs

'(You) can put this on top, mother.'

  [S3]

(589) ཨ་
â
q
'What?'

  [S2]
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(590) ཊཔ་
trop
top

མ་
me
on

ཧ་ག་
hoga
ok

་
to
cooked.rice

'It's ok to put it on top (English, Hindi, Dzongkha mix).'

  [S3]

(591) ཐ་ལ་
thali
plate

ཐག་ཁ་
thokha
upstairs

ཏ་
ti
conn

ར་
ro
evid:3

ཁ་
kho
3:sg

་
to
cooked.rice

དང་
d'a
and

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

གཅག་ཁར་
cikhâ
together

ཟཝ་
z'a-w
eat-ipfv

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

མན་ན་
men-na
cop:neg:ego-q

'Over the plate actually; he is eating it together with the rice, right?'

  [S4]

(592) ཐརམ་
thûm
spoon

དག་ག་
go-ga
deon-itrr

'Do (you) need a spoon?'

  [S1]

(593) ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

དག་ག་
go-ga
deon-itrr

ཀཐ་
koth
fat

'Do (you) want this, the fat?' (Dzongkha Khengkha mix)

  [S1]

(594) ཀཐ་
koth
fat

མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

དག་
go
deon

'(I) don't want fat.' (Dzongkha Khengkha mix)

  [S3]

(595) ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ག་ག་
'lû-ga
pour-itrr

ང་བཅས་
ngace
1:pl

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'Let's put it here, shall we?'

  [S2]
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(596) ཀཐ་ག་
koth=gi
fat=gen

ག་མ་
tâma
later

ཀཐ་
koth
fat

ལ་ཤ་
lesha
much

བཟ་
zo
make

བཞག་
zhâ
keep

འང་
ô
aux:exist:prob

'A piece of fat will make more fat. (Eat a piece of fat and you will throw
it all up.)' (Dzongkha Khengkha mix)

  [S3]

(597) འ་དཡའ་
iyâ
intj
'Here (have some).'

  [S4]

(598) ད་རང་
chö=ra
2:sg=refl
'You yourself'

  [S2]

(599) ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

ག་
'lû
pour

དག་
d'â
imp

ང་ལ་
nga=lu
1:sg=dat

'Here with this, put some for me.'

  [S1]

(600) མ་ ལ་
namgê
Namgay

ཨ་པ་ལ་
'apa=lu
father=dat

ཀལ་
kol
call

བ་
cap
do

་
be
adv

རལ་
ril
cassette

འཚལ་
tshö
search

བཞག་
zhâ
keep

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བཤ་
'lap-sh
say-imp

ཐག་ཁ་
thokha
upstairs

'Namgay, call Dad, and tell him to look for the cassette tape, upstairs.'

  [S4]

(601) རལ་
ril
cassette

ཡད་
yö
exist:ego

ཨ་
â
q

'There's a cassette tape (up there), eh?'

  [S1]
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(602) པའ་
pâ
intj:wow

ནངས་པ་
nâba
tomorrow

་པ་ལས་རང་
dr'owa=lê=ra
morning=abl=emph

ལ་ཀ་
leko
pheasant

མ་ ་
temte
full

རབ་ཆ་ས་
rup-che-song-yi
gather-res-inch-pst:ego

'Oh, from tomorrow morning onwards there will be lots of pheasants.'

  [S4]

(603) ཨའཐ་
âeth
intj:disgust

་
to
cooked.rice

ཟ་
z'a
eat

ང་མ་རང་
'ngema=ra
ancient=emph

ཁ་གས་
kha=gi
mouth=erg

'Pss, first eat your food, mouthing off (like that)'

  [S2]

(604) པའ་
pâ
intj:wow

མའ་
mo=i
3:sg:f=gen

འད་
di
dem:this

མ་
'ngam
proud

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

ད་རང་
d'aru
again

'Wow, her (thing) is proud, (coming at us) again.'

  [S1]

(605) མ་ར་
mo=ra=gi
3:sg:f=refl=erg

བ་པ་ཅན་
'lap-p-cin
say-ipfv-cond

ད་
khê
difference

མན་འདག་
mindu
neg.exist:endo

ཏ་
ti
conn

'If she says it, it's fine.'

  [S1]

(606) ག་ཅ་
g'aci
itrr.pron:what

ཁདཔ་
khöp
difference

ཏ་
ti
conn

ཝའ་
wei
intj

འད་
di
dem:this

བ་པ་
'lap-pa
say-purp

'What difference does it make to say this?'

  [S4]
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(607) ཝ་
tsaw
needle

ཐང་ས་
thangse
pine.tree

འད་
di
dem:this

ལག་པ་
lâpa
hand

པ་ར་
pura
complete

གསབ་ཚར་ནག་
sop-tshâ-nu
pierce-compl-pst:exo

ཝའ་
wei
intj

ཨ་ན་ཏ་
'ânâ=ta
loc:pron:there=loc

'Huh! Here, my hands are all pricked by the pine needles'

  [S4]

(608) ལ་ཀ་
leko
pheasant

རམ་
ram
***

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་པ་ཅན་
'lap-pa-cin
say-ipfv-cond

ཏ་
ti
conn

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

མས་
me
cop:endo

ཏ་
ti
conn

མའ་
mo=i
3:sg:f=gen

'When she said pheasant, it was like this, her (saying)'

  [S1]

(609) ག་ཅ་
g'aci
itrr.pron:what

ལ་
lo
quot:3

རགས་
rô
3:indf

བ་ད་
'lap-da
say-adv:dr

འད་
di
dem:this

བ་
'lap
say

མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

བཏབ་
tup
okay

བས་
be
mir

ས་
si
quot:ego

'When others speak she says its not ok for them to speak.'

  [S1]

(610) ལ་ཀ་
leko
pheasant

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'Are you talking about the pheasant?'

  [S4]
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(611) མན་
men
cop:neg:ego

ལ་ཀ་
leko
pheasant

རབ་ ་
rup-ti
gather-cvb

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

བ་
'lap
say

བ་རང་
'lap-rung
say-cncv

ད་
d'a
now

བ་
'lap
say

མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

བཏབ་
tup
okay

བས་
be
mir

ས་
si
quot:ego

'No, when we say the pheasants will come together, she is not letting us
talk about it.'

  [S1]

(612) ཆ་
chu
water

ནང་ལས་
nang-lä
ppst:inside-abl

དམའ་
'mâ
low

ཆ་
chu
water

འད་
di
dem:this

ལམ་
lum
stream

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

དམའ་
'mâ
low

བཏང་
tang
send

དག་
go
deon

ལ་
lo
quot:3

'She says the irrigation water has to be sent through the creek.'

  [S1]

(613) འད་
di
dem:this

དན་དག་
d'öndâ
meaning

ག་ཅ་འབད་
gacibe
why

ཨནམ་
'ing-m
cop:ego-ipfv

'What's the reason for this?'

  [S1]

(614) ཆ་
chu
water

ལམ་
lum
stream

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

བཏང་
tang
send

དག་མ་
go-mi
deon-rel

འད་
di
dem:this

'To need to send the water in the canal?'

  [S2]
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(615) ང་མ་
'ngema
before

ཡར་ལས་
yâ=lê
up=abl

མ་
ma
nmlz

འང་མ་ཅན་
ong-ma-cin
come-nmlz-cond

དམའ་
'mâ
low

གཙང་ཆ་
tsangchu
major_river

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

བཏང་ད་བ་ཅན་
tang-da-ba-cin
send-adv:dr-nmlz-cond

ད་ལས་
d'ele
then

ཏ་
ti
conn

ད་མད་
khê-mî
difference-exist:neg:ego

ལ་
lo
quot:3

'When the water first time comes here (through pipe), if we sent it down
once into the big river, then it won't give any problem. (this is her un-
derstanding)'

  [S2]

(616) ཆ་མཇག་
chu-jû
water-end

ཟར་
z'ê
quot

་
ja
India

བ་ཨན་
'lap-'ing
say-cop:ego

'The water's end is in India (proverb). (Just like the Bhutanese say this and
its not true, so my sister says things without really understanding.)'

  [S4]

(617) ཏ་
ti
conn

ཡར་ལས་
yâ=lê
up=abl

དམའ་
'mâ=i
low=gen

ཆ་
chu
water

ཏ་
ti
conn

མ་པ་ལས་རང་
mapalera
actually

དམའ་ཏ་
'mâ=ta
low=loc

འ ་ ་རང་
jô-ti=ra
go-cvb=emph

ད་ནག་
dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

ཏ་
ti
conn

་
'mo
tag

'The water coming from higner up will keep going down anyway right?'

  [S4]

(618) མས་
me
cop:endo

འ ་ན་
jô-ni
go-inf

དམའ་
'mâ
low

འ ་
jô
go

ད་ནག་
dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

ཨ་ན་ལས་
'ânâ=lê
loc:pron:there=abl

དམའ་
'mâ
low

'Yah it does go down. From here down....'

  [S2]
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(619) གསརཔ་
sâp
new

འངམ་ད་
ong-m-da
come-ipfv-adv:dr

བཏང་
tang
send

དག་
go
deon

ཟརཝ་
z'ê-w
quot-ipfv

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

མན་ན་
men-na
cop:neg:ego-q

ཏ་
ti
conn

'When the water first (new) comes, I heard we have to send it through the
creek once.'

  [S2]

(620) གཡས་བཤལ་
'yü-shä
village-roam

བ་
cap
do

འངམ་ད་
ong-m-da
come-ipfv-adv:dr

དཡའ་
'yâ
intj

'So when it comes meandering through village, right?'

  [S4]

(621) འང་
ô
exist:prob
'Yes'

  [S2]

(622) ཏ་
ti
conn

གཡས་
'yü
village

ཁར་ལས་
khâ=lê
ppst:adjacent=abl

དམའ་
'mâ
low

འངམ་ད་
ong-m-da
come-ipfv-adv:dr

'So when it comes down through the village.'

  [S2]

(623) ད་ལསན་
delên
then

ཞང་
zh'ing
field

ཁར་ལས་
khâ=lê
ppst:adj=abl

ཕར་
phâ
dir

བ མ་
tram
distribute

ད་
dö
sit

དམའ་
'mâ
down

མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

ཧད་
hö
arrive

བས་
be
mir

མན་ན་
men-na
cop:neg:ego-q

'Then when (the water) is distributed around to the fields it doesn't reach
down to (the creek) right?'

  [S2]
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(624) ཝའ་
wei
intj

ད་
chö
2:sg

དང་
d'a
and

ང་
nga
1:sg

་
to
cooked.rice

རབ་ ་
rup-ti
help-cvb

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

'Hey, are you and I sharing this together?'

  [S4]

(625) ཧ་ཧ་ཧ་
'Ha ha ha'

  [S2]

(626) ད་
chö
2:sg

ཚ་ཏམ་
tshatem
cold

བཏག་
tâ
wear

འང་
ô
aux:exist:prob

འ་
mai
part

'Careful, you'll catch a cold.'

  [S4]

(627) མ་
mo
3:sg:f

ང་ལ་
nga=lu
1:sg=dat

ཁམས་
kham
health

ལག་བའ་
lô-w-'ing
return-ipfv-cop:ego

ས་
si
quot:ego

'She says that I nauseate her.'

  [S4]

(628) ཟའ་
zai
intj

ང་ལ་
nga=lu
1:sg=dat

ཇ་ཡང་
j'a=yang
tea=also

ག་
'lû
pour

མ་
ma
nmlz

བཏབ་
tup
okay

བས་
be
mir

ས་
si
quot:ego

ཁའ་
kho=i
3:sg=gen

'Good grief, he did not even pour tea for me.'

  [S4]

(629) ཨ་ཡར་
âyâ
around.up.there

ད་ནག་
dö-nu
sit-pst:exo

ཏ་
ti
conn

'It's over there.'

  [S2]
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(630) ཨ་ཡར་
'ayâ
up.there

ཆ་
chu
water

ན་
nâ
here

བཏང་
tang
send

'Give (me) that water, up there.'

  [S2]

(631) ང་
nga
1:sg

་པ་
dr'owa
morning

ཁར་ལས་
khâ=lê
ppst:adjacent=abl

མ་
ma
nmlz

འ ་ན་
chu-ni
wash-inf

འད་གས་
di=gi
dem:this=erg

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

'Is it because I didn't wash this morning?'

  [S4]

(632) ང་
nga
1:sg

གནམ་མད་ས་མད་
namesame
very

གདང་
dong
face

ཚཝ་
tsha-w
hot-ipfv

མས་
me
aux:cop:endo

ས་
si
quot:ego

'I'm telling you, my face is totally burning up.'

  [S4]

(633) ཇ་
j'a
tea

ཁ་
kha
mouth

་
pchi
out

བཞག་
zhâ
keep

བ་
b'a
cow

ཏ་
ti
conn

་
mâ
part

'Hey keep the tea flask open.'

  [S4]

(634) ཉ་མ་
nyima
sun

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

འང་ན་
ong-ni
come-inf

འད་གས་
di=gi
dem:this=erg

ཨནམ་
'ing-m
cop:ego-ipfv

འང་
ô
aux:exist:prob

'Maybe because of coming out into the sun.'

  [S2]
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(635) ཨ་
â
q
'What?'

  [S4]

(636) གཟམ་ཅང་
zimcu
house:hon

ནང་ལས་
nang-lä
ppst:inside-abl

ཉ་མའ་
nyima-i
sun-gen

ནང་
nang
ppst:inside

འང་ན་
ong-ni
come-inf

འད་གས་
di=gi
dem:this=erg

'Because of coming out of the house into the sun.'

  [S2]

(637) འ ལ་ ས་
thrü=gi
machine=erg

མ་དས་
mo-de
plow-prog:exo

མན་ན་
men-na
cop:neg:ego-q

ཨ་མ་
âmâ
mother

ག་
g'a
itrr:pron:who

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

དམའ་
'mâ
low

'(They're) plowing with a machine. Mother, who is that, down there.'

  [S1]

(638) ཨའ་
au
older.brother

བསདམ་
söm
Sonam

ཚ་རང་ག་
tshering=gi
Tshering=gen

ཨ་ན་
'ani
loc:pron:this

མན་ན་
men-na
cop:neg:ego-q

'It's older brother Sonam Tshering's (field), is it not?'

  [S4]
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(639) ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ཏ་
ti
conn

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

མས་
me
cop:endo

ཏ་
ti
conn

ཨའ་
au
older.brother

བཟང་མའ་ཅ་ས་ཅན་
zang-m-i-cisicen
good-nmlz-gen-Cisicen

'Um, Uh, Uh, the one there, uh, older brother Zangmi of Cisicen'

  [S4]

(640) འད་
di
dem:this

འད་
di
dem:this

ང་
nga
1:sg

ད་ཅ་ལས་
d'acilê
already

བ་ཅ་
'lap-ci
say-pst:conj

ཏ་
ti
conn

འ ལ་
thrü
machine

འད་
di
dem:this

བ་བའ་
'lap-'ing
say-cop:ego

'I already said that. I'm talking about the machine.'

  [S1]

(641) བམ་ཏཔ་
b'umtap
Bumthangi

ཨ་ ན་
ugê
Ugyen

མས་
me
cop:endo

'It's Bumthangi Ugyen.'

  [S4]

(642) ཁ་
kho
3:sg

མན་
men
cop:neg:ego

མས་
me
ass

་
'mo
tag

ཐང་
thang
plain

་བ་ཅན་
ta-w-cin
look-nom-cond

'It's not him, right, if you look at (his) mannerism'

  [S1]

(643) ཕར་
phâ
dir

ཁར་ལས་
khâ=lê
ppst:adjacent=abl

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

'Is (he) from the other side (of the river)?'

  [S1]
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(644) ཁང་རའ་
khong=ra=i
3:pl=refl=gen

པཝ་ཊ་ལར་
powtrelar
Powertiller

འང་
ô
exist:prob

ཏ་
ti
conn

ར་
ro
evid:3

'It's his own powertillar.'

  [S4]

(645) ག་ཅ་
g'aci
itrr.pron:what

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

'What was that?'

  [S1]

(646) ཐག་ཐག་ཅག་
thakthok=ci
expr:thakthok=indf

ག་ཡ་
g'o-yi
hear-pst:ego

་
'mo
tag

'It was a "thakthok" wasn't it?'

  [S4]

(647) ཇ་ར་ ཧ་ན་
'(Someone's) going along (Hindi)'

  [S3]

(648) མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

ནར་
nô
cattle

ཨན་ན་
'ing-na
cop:ego-q

ཆབ་ཆབ་
chapchep
expr:chapchep

ས་
si
quot:ego

འ་
'moi
tag

'Whether its a person or a cow, it goes "chapchep," doesn't it?'

  [S1]

(649) མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

ཨནམ་
'ing-m
cop:ego-ipfv

འང་
ô
aux:exist:prob

'It's probably a person'

  [S2]
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(650) མ་
mi
neg:ipfv

འབདན་
bê-na
do-cond

འད་
di
dem:this

ཨ་ན་
'ânâ
loc:pron:there

ཕར་
phâ
dir

འ ་ས་
jô-sa
go-compl

མཐང་
thong
see

མ་
ma
nmlz

ཏ་
ti
conn

'If it was a person, (we would have) seen this one going along there across.'

  [S4]
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Gloss with semantic domain IPA Ucen, Transliteration

above, below
above taː˨ lu ག་ལ་, LTAG LU
below; under ɔː˨ lu འག་ལ་, 'OG LU
up jaː˨ ཡར་, YAR

abundance, excess, sparing
remaining lḁːʔ˦ ག་, LHAG

activities related to cleaning
clean (v) ptʃhaːʔ˦ འ ག་, 'PHYAG
clean (v) dḁːʔ˨ དག་, DAG
clean out (v) dʒãː ˨
polish (v) ptʃhaːʔ˦ འ ག་, 'PHYAG
brew (v) khuʰ˦
fry (v) ŋoʰ˦ བ ་, BRNGO
heat up (food) ɖøː˨ tɑːʔ˦ ད་བཏགས་, DROD BTAGS
pluck (v) pɔːʔ˦
pluck [by hand] (v) tɔːʔ˦ བཏག་, btog
sift rice back thaːm˦ n̥eː˦
and forth (v)
winnow (v) tʃhɜp˦ ཆགཔ་, CHAGP
winnow (v) thaːm˦ tʃhɜp
plant (v) tsuːʔ˦ བཙག་, BTSUG
plough (v) mo˦ ་, RMO
sow (v) søːn˦ tɜp˦ སན་བཏབ་, SON BTAB
sow (v) tɜp˦ བཏབ་, BTAB

adornments
bracelet dop˨ tʃuːʔ གདབ་ཅང་, GDOB CUNG
earring seː˦ tʃuːʔ སར་ཅང་, SER CUNG
necklace bd̥ʒ̥i̊ ̤˨ ru ་ར་, BYU RU ?
ring zu˨ ki མཛབ་ད ་, MDZUB DKYI
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Gloss with semantic domain IPA Ucen, Transliteration

advise
advice, counsel lɜp˦ bdʒa བ བ་ ་, BSLAB BYA

all, any, each, every (totality)
all g̊a̤˨ ra ག་ར་, GE RA

among, between, in, inside
middle (in the) bu˨ lu ག་ལ་, SBUG LU

anger, be indignant with
angry (v intr.) tsip˦ zḁ̤˨ ཙགཔ་ཟ་, TSIGP ZA

animal homes
nest tshãː ˦ ཚང་, TSHANG

animals (domestic)
animal sem˦ tʃe སམས་ཅན་, SEMS CAN
buffalo ma˨ hẽː ʔ མ་ཧ་, MA HE
bull, ox lãː ˦ ང་, GLANG
cat bd̥ʒ̥i̊˨ li ་ལ་, BYI LI
cow bɜ̥̤˨ བ་, BA
dog ro˨ tʃhi ར་ ་, RO KHYI
goat le˨ le
goat ra˨ ར་, RA
horse tɜʰ˦ ་, RTA
mule ɖ̥ɛː˨ ལ་, DREL
pig phɜp˦ ཕག་པ་, PHAG PA
sheep luːʔ˨ ལག་, LUG
yak jaːʔ˦ གཡག་, G YAG

animals (wild)
animal (wild) ri˨ daːʔ ར་ གས་, RI DWAGS
animal (wild) sem˦ tʃe སམས་ཅན་, SEMS CAN
antlers ʃau˦ ཝ་, SHWAWA
bear do̥m˨ དམ་, DOM
deer ka˦ ʃaʰ ་ཤ་, KWA SHA
dog (wild) phau˦ འཕརཝ་, 'PHARAWA
elephant lãː m˦ tʃhe ང་མ་ཆ་, GLANG MO CHE
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Gloss with semantic domain IPA Ucen, Transliteration
jackal haːm˦ འམ་, 'AM
leopard ziːʔ˨ གཟག་, GZIG
mongoose ha˦ ni
monkey ptʃɜʰ˦ ་, SPYA
rat ptʃɪ˨ tsiː ་ཙ་, BYI TSI
squirrel ʃi ̃ː ˦ kɛ˨ ta ཤང་འ ལ་ཏ,

SHING 'GYEL TA
tiger taːʔ˦ ག་, STAG
wolf phaːu˦ འཕརཝ་, 'PHARAWA

appearance as an outward manifestation of form
appearance tʃaːʔ˦ བ ག་, BKYAG
appearance zo˨ ta བཟ་བ ་, BZO BLTA

argue, quarrel
argue (v) thɜp˦ འཐབ་
argue (v) thɜp˦ dʒaː˨ འཐབ་ གས་,

'THAB RGYAGS

artifacts used in agriculture
plough kha˦ miʰ ཁ་མག་, KHA MIG

ask for, request
ask (v) ɖ̥i ̤˨ ་, DRI
ask hon (v) ʒṳ̊˨ ཞ་, ZHU
beg (ask for alms) (v) n̥a˦ ང་, NHA
plead (v) siu˦ tɜp གསལཝ་བཏབ་, GSOLW BTAB

at, beside, near, far
far tha˦ ri ̃ː ཐ་རང་, THA RING
near bo˨ lo ་ལགས་, SBO LOGS

bad, evil, harmful, damaging
sin diːp˨ ག་པ་, SDIG PA

be poor, be needy, poverty
pitiful tʃo˦ si si ་ས་ས་, SKYO SI SI
poor ptʃaŋ˦ ka ང་ཀ་, SPYANG KA
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Gloss with semantic domain IPA Ucen, Transliteration
be rich, be wealthy
fortune (good) ʈa˦ ʃi བ ་ཤས་, BKRA SHIS
rich ptʃhup˦ གཔ་, PHYUG PO
behavior, conduct
behavior tʃøː˦ lɜm ད་ལམ་, SPYOD LAM

bend over, straighten up
droop (v) maː˨ kup˦

birds
bird bd̥ʒ̥å̤˨ ་, BYA
chick bd̥ʒ̥å˨ thɜm
chicken (hen) bd̥ʒ̥ɜ̊m˨ མ་, BYAMO
crow oː˦ la ཨ་ལ་, O LA
egg gõː˨ doːʔ ང་ ག་, SGONG RDOG
hen bd̥ʒ̥ɜ̊m˨ མ་, BYAMO
owl ṳk˨ pa འག་པ་, 'UGPA

birth, procreation
birth (v) ke˦, ki˦ ་, SKYE
deliver a child (v) ki˦, ke˦ ་

blemished, unblemished
blemish, imperfection køːn˦ ན་, SKYON

boats and parts of boats
boat ɖ̥uːʔ˨ ་, GRU

bodies of water
bubble bo˨ kaː
lake tsho˦ མཚ་, MTSHO
ocean dʒɜm˨ tsho ་མཚ་, RGYA MTSHO
rapids; waves bḁː˨ ་, RBA
rapids; waves bḁː˨ lɜp ་ བས་, RBA RLABS
river tsãː ˦ tʃhu གཙང་ཆ་, GTSANG CHU
stream lum˨

body
body zuːʔ˨ གཟགས་, GZUGS
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body hon ku˦ zuːʔ ་གཟགས་, SKU GZUGS
body hon luː˨ ལས་, LUS
honorific prefix for ku˦ ་, SKU
parts of body
break, break through
break (v) poːʔ˦ ག་, SPOG
break (v) tʃaːʔ˦, tʃɜk˦ བཅག་, BCAG
break apart (v) ʈum˦ ད མ་, BKRUM
come apart (v) tʃheːʔ˦ ཆད་, CHAD
sever a rope (v) tʃeːʔ˦ གཅད་, GCAD

breathe, breath
breath (v) bṳ˨ tãː ˦ ངས་གཏང་,

SBUNGS GTANG

buildings
house tʃhɪm˦, tʃhiːm˦ མ་, KHYIM
house hon zɪm˨ tʃũː གཟམ་ཅང་, GZIM CUNG
monastary gøn˨ pa དགན་པ་, DGON PA
monastery (central) ɖ̥ɑ̤˨ tsɑ̃ː ་ཚང་, GRWA TSHANG
office jɪk˨ tshãː ཡག་ཚང་, YIG TSHANG
palace pho˦ ɖãː ཕ་ ང་, PHO BRANG
prison tsøːn˦ khãː བཙན་ཁང་, BTSON KHANG
restaurant sa˨ khãː ཟ་ཁང་, ZA KHANG
school lop˦ ɖ̥a̤ བ་ ་, SLOB GRWA
temple lḁ˦ khãː ་ཁང་, LHA KHANG

burial
grave; cemetary du̥r˨ ʈhøːʔ དར་ ད་, DUR KHROD
grave; hole dõ̥ː˨ དང་, DONG
grave; hole du̥r˨ khũː དར་ཁང་, DUR KHUNG
mourning (v) ɲa˨ ŋe ་ངན་, MYA NGAN

burning
burn (v) baː˨ འབར་, 'BAR

cause to be safe, free from danger
hide (v) jip˦ གཡབ་, G YIB
hide (v) ba˨ ་, SBA
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protect (v) tʃɜp˦ བ བ་, BSKYAB
protect (v) tʃɜp˦ be˨ བ བ་འབད་, BSKYAB 'BAD

change of state
change, convert (v) dʒuː˨ བ ར་, BSGYUR
children
baby aː˦ lo ཨ་ལ་, A LO
boy bu̥̤˨ བ་, BU
child ʔaː˦ lo ཨ་ལ་, A LO
girl bu̥m˨ བམ་, BUMO
son; lad; boy bu̥̤˨ བ་, BU

clean, dirty
clean tsãː ˦ གཙང་, GTSANG
clean, clear sɛː˦ གསལ་, GSAL
crystal clear ɖã̤ː ˨ ʈhøːʔ˦ ʈhøːʔ ངས་འ ས་འ ས,

DWANGS 'PHROS 'PHROS
dirty khɜm˦ loːʔ siːʔ si ཁམས་ལག་སད་ས་,

KHAMS LOG SID SI
dirty tsop˦ བཙག་པ་, BTSOG PA

cloth, clothing, and leather
cloth g̊o̤˨ གས་, GOS
cloth spread meː˨ tʃha
cloth spread den˨ khep གདན་ཁབ་, GDAN KHEB
clothes g̊o̤˨ la བག་ལ་, BGO LA
ethnic dress g̊ɔːʔ˨ བག་, BGO
hat hon u˦ ʃɜm དབ་ ་, DBU ZHWA
hat, cap ʒɜ̊m˨ མ་, ZHWAMO
leather kou˦ ཀ་ཝ་, KOWA
needle khɜp˦ ཁབ་, KHAB
pillow hãː ˦ ཧང་, HANG
scarf kɜp˦ ne བཀབ་ན་, BKAB NE
shawl; bed spread meː˨ tʃha
shoe [one of a pair] lɜ̥m˦ ja˨ tʃiʔ མ་ཡ་གཅག་,

LHWAM YA GCIG
shoes lɜ̥m˦ མ་, LHWAM
shoes (h) ku˦ lɜ̥m ་ མ་, SKU LHAM
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thread kyːp˦ དཔ་, SKUDPA
thread thiːʔ˦
trousers do̥m˨ དརམ་, DORMA
wool bɛ̥ː˨ བལ་, BAL

color
black nɜp˦ གནགཔ་, GNAGPO
blue hø̃ːm˦ ཧནམ་, HONMO
color tʃaːʔ˦ བ ག་, BSKYAG
green dʒãː ˨ khu ང་ཁ་, LJANG KHU
red maːp˦ དམརཔ་, DMAR PO
white kaːp˦ དཀརཔ་, DKAR PO
yellow sɛːp˦ སརཔ་, SERPO

come, come to, arrive
arrive (v) høːʔ˦ ཧད་, HOD
arrive (v) lø̥ːʔ˦ ད་, LHOD
come (v) õ˦ འང་, 'ONG
come hon (v) dʒ̥ø̊ːn˨ ན་, BYON
come out (v) thø̃ː˦, then˦ འཐན་, 'THON
descend (v) bɜ̥p˨ འབབས་, 'BABS

come/go into
enter (intr v) tshyːʔ˦ ཚད་, 'TSHUD
enter (v) zyː˨ འཛལ་, 'DZUL

complete, finish, succeed
exhaust (v) zoː˨ གས་, DZOGS
finish, complete (v) tshaː˦ ཚར་, TSHAR
finish, complete (v) zoː˨ གས་, DZOGS

containers
bag (for small things) ʈa˦ no
bag [generic] do phɛː ད་ཕད་, DO PHAD
bag [generic] ɖɑ˨ phɛː ་ཕད་, DRA PHAD
bag for grains phɛː˦ tsa ཕད་ ་, PHAD RTSI
balloon gãː ˨ phu ང་ཕ་, LGANG PHU
bamboo case zem˨ གཟདམ་, GZEDMA
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(carried on the back)
basket (bamboo) bãː ˨ tʃuːʔ བང་ཅང་, BANG CUNG
large basket tsiu˦ འ་, RTSI'U
(bamboo for carrying)
box ɖom˨ མ་, SGROM
cover [lid] khep˦ ཁབས་, KHEBS
cupboard tʃha˦ gɜm འཆའ་ མ་, 'CHA' SGAM
purse ɲiː˦ khuːʔ དངལ་ཁག་, DNGUL KHUG
shelf hãː ˨ ka, haːŋ˦ ki
counting
by turns rim˨ pa be˨ རམ་པ་ ་, RIM PA SBE
counting tʃãː ˨ kha ངས་ཁ་, GYANGS KHA
line, row g̊ɛː˨ ལ་, GYAL

dance
dance (v) ʃɜp˨ ʈha tʃɜp˦ ཞབས་ ་ བས་,

ZHABS KHRA RKYABS

darkness
dark naːʔ˦ dũː du ནག་དང་ད་, NAG DUNG DU
become evening nɜm˦ soː ནམ་ ་, NAM SRO

deictics
that de˨ ད་, DE
these di˨ tshu འད་ཚ་, 'DI TSHU
this aː˦ ni ཨ་ན་, A NI
this di˨ འད་, 'DI
this much de̥˨ tʃiːʔ ད་ཅག་, DE CIG
those de˨ tshu ད་ཚ་, DE TSHU

depressions and hole
deep ti ̃ː ˦ གཏང་, GTING
hole dõ̥ː˨ དང་, DONG

diary products
butter maː˨ མར་, MAR
yoghurt, curd ʒo̤̊˨ ཞ་, ZHO
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different kind of class
different ma˨ ɖɜu˨ མ་འ ཝ་, MA 'DRAWA
different so˦ so ས་ས་, SO SO

difficult, hard
difficult laː˨ khaːʔ ལ་ཁག་, LA~ KHAG
difficulty ka˦ ŋɛː དཀའ་ངལ་, DKA' NGAL
difficulty kaːu˦ དཀའཝ་, DKA'W
hard, difficult kaʰ˦ དཀའ་, DKA'

dig
dig up (v) ko˦ ཀག་, KOG

divide
divide (v) gop˨ ʃaː tʃɜp˦ བག་བཤའ་ བ་,

BGO BSHA'A RKYAB
share; division gop˨ ʃa བག་བཤའ་, BGO BSHA'A

do, perform
copy (v) ɖɑ˨ ʒøːʔ tʃɜp˦ འ ་བཤས་, 'DRA BSHUS
do (v) be̤˨ འབད་, 'BAD
do (v) tɜp˦ བཏབ་, BTAB
do (v) tʃɜp˦ བ་, RKYAB
do hon (v) zɛː˨ མཛད་, MDZAD

drink
buttermilk tɜu˨ དརཝ་, DARW
milk om˦
tea dʒ̥ɜ̤̊˨
wine; beer tʃhãː ˦ ཆང་, CHANG

drive along, carry along
send (v) tãː ˦ བཏང་, BTANG

earn, gain, do business
bazaar, market ʈhom˦ kha མ་ཁ་, KHROM KHA

earth, mud, sand, rock
dust, dirt thɛːu˦ ཐལཝ་, THAL BA
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mud dɜm˨ འདམ་, 'DAM
sand ptʃhem˨ མ་, BYEM
stone do˨ ་, RDO

earth's surface
cave bd̥ʒ̥åː˨ phuːʔ ག་ཕག་, BYAG PHUG
cliff bd̥ʒ̥åːʔ˨ ག་, BYAG
earth, ground saʰ˦ ས་, SA
forest nɜk˨ tsheː ནགས་ཚལ་, NAGS TSHAL
hill (mountain) ri˨ ར་, RI
jungle tshe˦ ma ཚལ་མ་, TSHAL MA
land sa˦ ʒiː ས་ཞང་, SA ZHING
mountain g̊ãː ˨ གངས་, GANGS
mountain pass laʰ˦ ལ་, LA
peak kũː˨
valley ʃõː˦ གཤང་, GSHONG

easy, light
easy dʒɜm˨ འཇམ་, 'JAM
easy dʒɜm˨ toːʔ to འཇམ་ཏག་ཏ་, 'JAM TOG TO
light (not heavy) jã˨ ʈʰøːʔ ʈʰøː ཡང་འ ས་འ ས་,

YANG 'PHROS 'PHROS

eat, drink
bark (v) hɜp˦ ཧབ་, HAB
bite (v) so˦ tɜp˦ ས་བཏབ་, SO BTAB
chew (v) mũː˦ ར་, RMUR
drink (v) thũː˦ འཐང་, 'THUNG
drink hon (v) ʒɛː˨ བཞས་, BZHES
eat (v) zḁ̤˨ ཟ་, ZA
full (stomach) (v) phou˦ ɖãː ˨ ཕཝ་འ ང་, PHOW 'GRANG
hungry (v) tou˦ keː˦ ་ ་, LTO SKYE
lick (v) daːʔ˨, dɜk˨ བ གས་, BLDAGS
spit (n) tshiː˦ ma ཚལ་མ་, TSHIL MA
spit (v) tshiː˦ ma˨ koːʔ, ཚལ་མ་བཀག་,

TSHIL MA BKOG
tshiː˦ ma˨ toː ཚལ་མ་གཏར་,

TSHIL MA GTOR
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swallow (v) køː˦ ma tãː ˦ ད་མར་གཏང་,
LKOD MAR GTANG

thirsty (v) kha˦ kom˦ ཁ་ མ་, KHA SKOM

elements
oil maː˨ khu མར་ཁ་, MAR KHU
oil (kerosene) hum˦ ཧམ་, HUM
ray, beam ze̥˨ ཟར་, ZER

enough, sufficient
plenty dʒɜk˨ tse གས་ཚ་, RGYAGS TSHE

entertainment
show; movie tɛːm˦ དམ་, LTADMO
envy, jealousy
jealous (v) miːʔ˦ to tsha˦ མག་ཏ་ཚ་, MIG TO TSHA

ethni-cultural (people)
carpenter zou˨ བཟཝ་, BZOWA
cowherd hon noː˨ zip ནར་ ་པ་, NOR RDZI PA
donor; boss dʒin˨ daːʔ ན་བདག་, SBYIN BDAG
hero poːu˦, paː˦ βa དཔའབ་, DPA'BO
hunter ʃaʰ˦ rɜp ཤ་རགཔ་, SHA ROGP
owner, master dɜk˨ po བདག་པ་, BDAG PO
owner, master dʒ̥o̊ː ̤˨ da ཇ་བདག་, JO BDAG
owner, master dʒ̥o̊ː˨ ཇཝ་, JOW
sponsor of a tsau˦ ཝ་, RTSAWA
religious ritual
host of a party tsau˦ ཝ་, RTSAWA

events involving liquids and dry masses
boil (v) khøː˦ འཁལ་, 'KHOL
boil (v) køː˦ བ ལ་, BSKOL
burn (v) baː˨ འབར་, 'BAR
burn (v) tshiːʔ˦ འཚག་, 'TSHIGs
dissipate (v) jɛː˨ ཡལ་, YAL
drip (v) zaːʔ˨, zɜk˨ ཛགས་, DZAGS
melt (v) ʒůː˨ བཞ་, BZHU
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steam laːm˦ ངསམ, RLANGSM

exchange
return (something) (v) ʈøːʔ˦ ད་, SPROD

exercise authority
inspect (v) taː˦ tʃeːʔ tʃɜp བ ག་ད ད་ བ་,

BRTAG DPYAD RKYAB

fall
fall (v) giː˨ འ ལ་, 'GYEL
slide (v) ʃyː˦ བཤད་, BSHUD
slip (v) ge˨ ta tʃɜp˦ འ ལ་ཏ་ བ་,

'GYEL TA RKYAB
topple (v) giː˨ འ ལ་, 'GYEL
tumble (v) giː˨ འ ལ་, 'GYEL
fasten, stick to
hang (v) ptʃãː ˦ ད ང་, DPYANG

favorable circumstances or state
peace kiːʔ˦ ད་, SKYID
united; peace ʒi̊˨ de ཞ་བད, ZHI BDE

fear, terror, alarm
fearsome, scary ɖoː˨ si si འ ག་ ད་ ད་,

'DROG SRID SRID
fear, scared (v) ɖoːʔ˨ འ ག་, 'DROG

females
bachelorette mo˨ tʃaŋ མ་ ང་, MO RKYANG
woman ʔɜm˦ tsu, ɑm˦ su ཨམ་ ་, AM SRU
woman (old) aːm˦ gen˨ ge ཨང་ ས་, ANG RGAS
woman (older) aː˦ ʒɪm ཨ་ཞམ་, A ZHE MO

fire
ashes g̊o˨ thɛː ག་ཐལ་, GO THAL
fire me˨, meː˨, mɪ˨ མ་, ME
smoke du̥̤˨ pa དད་པ་, DUD PA
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fish and other sea creatures
crab bɛːp˨ kaŋ ku ru ལཔ་ཀང་ཀར་ར་,

SBALP KANG KUR RU
fish ɲa˨ ཉ་, NYA

fly
fly (v) phuː˦ འཕར་, 'PHUR
swing (v) juːʔ˦ གཡག་, GYUG
swing (v) tse˦ tʃɜp˦ ni

follow, accompany
follow after (v) ti ̃ː ˦ da˨ ང་བ འ་, RTING BRDA'
follow after (v) ti ̃ː ˦ ང་, RTING

food (cooked and uncooked)
bread khuː˦ lep འཁར་ལབ་, 'KHUR LEB
curry tshø̃ːm˦ ཚདམ་, TSHODM
food ʒeː˨ go བཞས་ ་, BZHES SGO
food tsɜm˦ མ་, RTSAM
gravy; juice khuː˦ ཁ་བ་, KHUBA
rice (cooked); food to˦ ་, LTO
snack (n) zaːu˨ འཛརཝ་, 'DZARAWA
uncooked dʒɪm˨ ba,

dʒem˨ ba

fruit and fruit parts of plants
banana ŋa˨ laːʔ ངང་ལག་, NGANG LAG
fruit ʃi ̃ː ˦ ɖe ཤང་འ ས་, SHING 'BRAS
fruit do˨ ma ག་མ་, RDOG MA
grape gøːn˨ ɖum ན་འ མ་, RGUN 'BRUM
orange tshe˦ lu ཚལ་ལ་, TSHAL LU
peach khɜm˦ ཁམ་, KHAM
peel pɜk˦ ko པགས་ཀ་, PAGS KO

full, empty
empty tõːm˦ ངམ་, STONGM
full g̊ãː ˨ གང་, GANG
full, brimming tem˦ tem མ་ མ་, LTEM LTEM
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function
close [a window] (v) kha˦ tʃeːʔ˦ ཁ་གཅད་, KHA GCAD
use; employ be˨ tʃo be˨ དབ་ ད་འབད་,

DBE SPYOD 'BAD

gather, cause to come together
gather (v) zom˨
gather stuff (v) dom˨ བ མས་, BSDOMS
gather stuff (v) pũː˦ ང་, SPUNG
together ɲɜm˦ tʃiː མཉམ་གཅག་, MNYAM GCIG
together; with tʃiː˦ khaː གཅག་ཁར་, GCIG KHAR

general (people)
guest gø̃ːm˨ མ ནམ་, MGYON MA
limping, lame ʒåu˨ ཝ་, ZHWAWA
sick person nep˨ ནདཔ་, NADPA
thief ʔaː˦ khe ཨརཝ་, ARAWA
thief ʔaːu ཨརཝ་, ARAWA
general sensory perception
disappear (v) bdʒãː ˨
sense (v) tshoː˦ ཚར་, TSHOR

give
give (v) ptʃɪn˨ ན་, BYIN
give hon (v) nãː ˦ གནང་, GNANG
hand over (v) ʈøːʔ˦ ད་, SPROD

good, bad
bad zo̥p˨ ཟགཔ་, ZOGPA
good lɛː˨ ལགས་, LEGS
good lɛː˨ ʒum ལགས་ཤམ་, LEGS SHOM
good, pure zãː ˨ བཟང་, BZANG

goodness
virtue ge˨ wa དག་བ་, DGE BA

government administrative areas
border sa˦ tshɜm ས་མཚམས་, SA MTSHAMS
border tshɜm˦ མཚམས་, MTSHAMS
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grains
buckwheat (bitter) bd̥ʒ̥o̊ː˨ ་, BY'O
buckwheat (sweet) gɛ˨ rɛ, ge˨ re
grain bdʒṳ˨ འ ་, 'BYU
millet mem˨ bdʒa̤ མནམ་ ་, MONM BYA'
rice on the stock bdʒaːʔ˨ ་, BYA'
wheat kaː˦ དཀར་, DKAR

grasp, hold
catch (v), hold (v) ʃeːʔ˦ བཤད་, BSHED

groups and members of groups of persons
regarded as related by blood but
without special reference to successive generations
family unit; house hold khɛːp˦
house hold member nɛːp˦ གནསཔ་, GNASPO
(opposite of a guest)

guard, watch over
guard, keep (v) sũː˦ ང་, SRUNG

happy, glad, joyful
happy (v) ga̤˨ དགའ་, DGA'
happy hon thuːʔ˦ giː ཐགས་ད ས་, THUGS DGYES

have sufficient
luck, fortune søːʔ˦ nɜm བསད་ནམས་, BSOD NAMS

have, possess, property, owner
household wealth bdʒṳ˨ ptʃhe ʈɜm འ ་ ད་ མ་,

'BYU PHYED KRAM
property dʒṳ˨ ་, RGYU
wealth bdʒṳ˨ འ ་, 'BYU
wealth ptʃhe˦ ʈɜm ད་ མ་, PHYED KRAM

health, vigor, strength
well; in a good state khɜm˦ ཁམས་, KHAMS
of affairs
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well; in a good state de˨ བད་, DE
of affairs

hear
hear (v)r g̊o̤˨, kho̤˨ ག་, GO
hear hon (v) sen˦ གསན་, GSAN
listen (v) ɲen˨ ཉན་, NYAN
listen hon (v) sen˦ གསན་, GSAN

heavenly bodies
moon dɜu˨ ཝ་, ZLA BA
sky nɜm˦ གནམ་, GNAM
star kaːm˦ རམ་, SKARMA
sun ɲi ̃ːm˨ ཉ་མ་, NYI MA
world zɜm˨ liŋ འཛམ་ ང་,

'DZAM GLING
world zɜm˨ bu liŋ འཛམ་བ་ ང་,

'DZAM BU GLING

help
care for (v) daː˨ zi ̃ː thɜp˦ བདག་འཟན་འཐབ་,

BDAG 'ZIN 'THAB
care daː˨ zin བདག་འཟན་, BDAG 'ZIN
love, care tʃha˦ dʒaːʔ ཚ་ ང་, TSHA GYANG

Here, There
here naː˨ ན་, NA~
there anaː˨ ཨ་ན་, A NA
toward here tshuː˦ ཚར་, TSHUR
toward over there phaː˦ ཕར་, PHAR

high, low, deep
height ri ̃ː ˨ thũː རང་ཐང་, RING THUNG
high thoʰ˦ མཐ་, MTHO
long riːm˨ རངམ་, RING MO
low maʰ˦ དམའ་, DMA'
tall zuː˨ ri ̃ːm˨ གཟགས་རངམ་, GZUGS RINGMO
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hit, strike
beat someone (v) ɖ̥ãː ˨ ང་, DRANG
chop (into bits) (v) tɔːʔ˦ བཏག་, BTOG
chop off (v) tʃeːʔ˦ བཅད་, BCAD
clear a clearing (v) lɜm˨ seː˦ ལམ་གསལ་, LAM GSAL
cut into pieces (v) tup˦ བཏབ་, BTUB
fight (v) thɜp˦ འཐབ་, 'THAB
fight (v) thɜp˦ ziŋ འཐབ་འཛང་, 'THAB 'DZING
bang (v) dũː˨ བ ང་, BRDUNG
kick (v) dok˦ the tʃɜp˦ དག་ཐ་ བ་,

DOG THE RKYAB
knock over (v) dɜp˨ བ བ་, BRDAB
slap (v) den˨ tʃa ɖ̥ãː ˨ དན་ཅགས་ ང་,

DEN CAGS DRANG

honesty, sincerity
honest ʈhãː ˦ tãː ta ང་ཏང་ཏ་,

THRANG TANG TA
honest one ʈhãː m˦ ངམ་, THRANGM

hot, lukewarm, cold
cold (water) khø̃ːm˦ འ ལམ་, 'KHYOLM
hot (tea) tsha˦ toːʔ to ཚ་ཏག་ཏ་, TSHA TOG TO
human beings
corpse ro˨ ར་, RO
old (human) gen˨ ge ན་ ས་, RGAN RGAS
person mi˦ མ་, MI
single; by oneself tʃãː m˦ ངམ་, RKYANG MA
young ptʃhuː˦ ku ག་ཀ་, PHYUG KU

humility
humble ɲɜm˨ tʃhũː ཉམ་ཆང་, NYAM CHUNG

images and religious artifacts
amulet, talisman sũː˦ ki ང་ཀ་, SRUNG KI
bell-metal li˦ ལ་, LI
dance (mask) tʃhɜm˦ འཆམ་, 'CHAM
dough effigy lyːʔ˦ ད་, GLUD
incense pøːʔ˦ ས་, SPOS
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mask bɜp˨ བབ་, BAB
offeratory vessel ti ̃ː ˦ ཏང་, TING
prayer flag dḁː˨ ʃi ̃ː དར་ཤང་, DAR SHING
rosary ptʃheːm˦ འ ངམ་, 'PHYENG MA

in front of, face to face, in back of, behind
behind, in back dʒɜp˨ བ་, RGYAB
behind, in back dʒɜp˨ khaː བ་ཁར་, RGYAB KHAR
front dõ̥ː˨ གདང་, GDONG
front dõ̥ː˨ khaː གདང་ཁར་, GDONG KHAR
front hon ku˦ døːn ་མདན་, SKU MDUN

increase, decrease
decrease (v) ɲũː˨ ཉང་, NYUNG
increase in number (v) ptʃhiː˦ ར་, PHYIR

insects
ant dʒ̥ṳ̊˨ mo གཡགམ་, GYOG MO
bed bug ɖe˨ ʃiːʔ འ ་ཤག་, 'DRE SHIG
bee bdʒaːm˨ ངམ་, SBYANGMA
butterfly ptʃhɜm˦ lɜm མ་ལམ་, PHYEM LAM
firefly au˦ me˨ teʰ ཨའ་མ་ཏ་, A'U ME TE
grasshopper tsi˦ tsi dɜp ཙ་ཙ་འདབ་, TSI TSI 'DAB
grasshopper, cricket ptʃi˦ taʔp འ་ གཔ་,

SPYI'U LTAGP
honey bdʒãː ˨ ང་, SBYANG
houseflies bdʒaː˨ naːʔ ང་ནག་, SBYANG NAG
louse ʃiːʔ˦ ཤག་, SHIG
mosquito sen˨ dom ཟན་དམ་, ZAN DOM
scorpion dep˨ raː˨ tsa ག་པ་ར་ཙ་,

SDIG PA RA TSA
spider bɜ̥p˨ ʃem བབ་ཤམ་, BAB SHAM
spider web bɜ̥p˨ ʃem tʃhim བབ་ཤམ་ མ་,

BAB SHAM KHYIM
termite ʃop˨ tʃhem
tick kɛːn˦ sa ra ཀན་ ་ར་, KEN RTSA RA
worm bup˨ འབཔ་, 'BUP
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instruments used in agriculture and husbandry
axe ta˦ ri ་ར་, STA RI
saddle ga̤˨ ་, SGA
sickle zo̥u˨ ཟརཝ་, ZORAWA

instruments used in marking and writing
glue ptʃi ̃ː ˦ ང་, PYING
ink naːʔ˦ tsi ང་ ་, SNAG RTSI
seal; imprint thiu˦ ཐའ་, THI'U

instruments used in the home
broom ptʃhaːm˦ གམ་, PHYAGMA
cup phoːp˦ ཕརཔ་, PHORPA
lock de˨ miː ་མག་, LDE MIG
mill stone rãː ˨ thaːʔ རང་འཐག་, RANG 'THAG
mortar la˨ li̥ːʔ ལག་ ་, LAG LHI
pestle li̥u˦
pot (earthenware) zɜm˨ མ་, RDZAM
tray ko˦ ti ho
tray (bamboo winnowing) ptʃiː˨ tʃɜp

invite
call (v) bo̥̤˨, pho̤˨ འབ་, 'BO

join, begin to associate
with, along with ɖɑːʔ˨ གས་, SBRAGS
with; around tʃiː˦ kha གཅག་ཁར་, GCIG KHAR

jump, leap
jump (v) tʃhõː˦ མཆངས་, MCHONGS

kill
kill (v) seːʔ˦ བསད་, BSAD
kill hon ʈõː˦ བ ང་, BKRONG

kinship relations based upon marriage
bride nɜm˨ མནའམ་, MNA'M
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bride groom mɜp˦ གཔ་, RMAGP
father-in-law aːp˦ ptʃɔːp˨ ཨཔ་ སཔ་, AP GYOSP
husband mɜp˦ གཔ་, RMAGPA
husband pho˦ dʒa̤ ཕ་ ་, PHO RGYA
mother-in-law aːm˦ dʒum ཨམ་ གམ་, AM SGYUGM
sister-in-law nɜm˦, ɑ˨ ʒåŋ གནའམ་, MNA'MA
(brother's wife)
sister's husband aː˦ tʃoːʔ ཨ་ ་, A LCO
(older sister's)
step father aː˦ ku ཨ་ཀ་, A KU
step mother aːm˦ dʒum ཨམ་ གམ་, AM SGYUGM
wife ʔɜm˦ ཨམ་, AM

kinship relations involving successive generations
daughter bu̥m˨ བམ་, BUMO
father ʔaː˦ pa ཨ་པ་, A PA
father hon jɜp˨ ཡབ་, YAB
forefather phɜm˦ ཕམ་, PHAM
granddaughter tshɜm˦ ཚམ་, TSHAMO
grandson tshou˦ ཚབ་, TSHABO
lineage hon gɛː˨ rik ལ་རགས་, RGYAL RIGS
mother ai˦ ཨའ་, A'I
mother hon jum˨ ཡམ་, YUM
nephew tshou˦ ཚབ་, TSHABO
niece tshɜm˦ ཚམ་, TSHAMO
parents phɜm˦ ཕམ་, PHAM
race, lineage ri˨ dʒuː རགས་ ད་, RIGS RGYUD

kinship relations of the same generation
brother (younger) nu˨ tʃuːʔ ན་གཅང་, NU GCUNG
cousin pyːn˦ tʃaʰ ན་ ག་, SPUN KYAG
siblings pyːn˦ tʃaʰ ན་ ག་, SPUN KYAG
sister (woman's younger) num˨ ནམ་ , NU MO
sister, older aː˦ ʒim ཨ་ཞམ་, A ZHEMO
sister, younger siːm˦ ངམ་, SRINGMO

know (the content of knowledge
knowledge tʃhɔːʔ˦ ཆས་, CHOS
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land, plots
compost lyːʔ˨ ལད་, LUD
field sa˦ ʒiː ས་ཞང་, SA ZHING
field ʒi̊ ̃ː ˨ ཞང་, ZHING

large, small
fat, plump dʒa̤˨ riː ri
large bom˨ མ་, SBOM
small tʃhuŋ˦ ku ཆང་ཀ་, CHUNG KU
thin (weak) ʃen˨ kho ཞན་འཁགས་, ZHAN 'KHOGS

laugh, cry, groan
cry (v) ŋu˦ ་, SNGU
giddy (v) ʈhøː˦ kɔː tʃheː
laugh (v) ga˨ ʃoː དགའ་ཤར་, DGA' SHOR

lead, bring, take
bring (v) khiː˦ õ̤ː འ ད་འང་, 'KHYID 'ONG
bring (v) baːʔ˨ õː ག་འང་, SBAG 'ONG
carry away (v) bɜk, baːʔ˨ ག་, SBAG
carry away (v) bɜk˨ dʒow ག་འ ་, SBAG 'GYO
escort, lead (v) khiːʔ˦, khiː˦ འ ད་, 'KHYID
lead (v) khiː˦ dʒo འ ད་འ ་, 'KHYIG 'GYO
push (v) phyː˦ འཕལ་, 'PHUL
take out (v) tøːn˦ གཏན་, GTON

learn
instruct, teach (v) tøːn˦ ན་, STON
learn, read, study (v) lɜ̥p˦ བ་, LHAB
read, study (v) pe˦ tʃa taʰ˦ དཔ་ཆ་བ ་, DPE CHA BLTA

learn the location of something
find (v) tshøː˦ འཚལ་, 'TSHOL
look for (v) tshøː˦ ta འཚལ་ ་, 'TSHOL LTA
lose (v) lø̥ːʔ˦ ད་ ད་, LHOD LHOD
loose lø̥ːʔ˦ lø̥ːʔ ད་ ད་, LHOD LHOD
disappear (v) ptʃãː ˨, bdʒãː ˨ ང་, BYANG
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lose a game, race (v) phɜm˦ ཕམ་, PHAM
search (v) tshøː˦ འཚལ་, 'TSHOL

leave, depart, flee, escape, send
flee (v) bd̥ʒ̥o̊ː˨ འ ལ་, 'BYOL
leave, exit (v) then˦, thø̃ː˦ འཐན་, 'THON

left, right, straight ahead, opposite
left jøːn˦ གཡནམ་, G YON MO
right jɛːp˦ གཡསཔ་, G YAS PA
straight; directly ʈhãː m˦ ʈhãː sa ངམ་ ང་ས་,

THRANGM THRANG SA

lend, loan, interest, borrow, bank
borrow (v) ɲaʰ˦ བ ་, BRNYA
borrow, lend (v) kiː˦ བ ས་, BSKYIS

lie
lie down (v) maː˨ ɲɛː˨ མར་ཉལ་ ??, MAR NYAL
lie flat on your back (v) giː˨ འ ལ་, 'GYEL

light
light høːʔ˦ འད་, 'OD
light tʃaʰ˦ dũː˨ du ་དང་ད་, SKYA DUNG DU
rainbow za˨ གཟའ་, GZA'

live, die
die (v) ʃi˦ ཤ་, SHI
die hon ʃaː˦ བཤག་, BSHAG

long, short, far
length ri ̃ː ˨ khu རང་ཁ་, RING KHU
short thuːŋ˦ ku ཐང་ཀ་, THUNG KU

love, affection, compassion
like (v) ga˨ དགའ་, DGA'
love dʒ̥ɜ̊m˨ pa མས་, BYAMS
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make, create
make (v) zo˨ བཟ་, BZO
make arrangements (v) tʃa˦ ɖik tʃɜp˦ བཅའ་ ག་ བ་,

BCA' SGRIG RKYAB

males
bachelor pho˦ tʃãː ཕ་ ང་, PHO RKYANG
man pho˦ geːʔ ཕ་ ས་, PHO RGES
man pho˦ dʒa ཕ་ ་, PHO RGYA
man (old) mi˦ gen˨ ge མ་ ན་ ས་, MI RGAN RGAS
man (older) ʔa˦ ge ཨ་ ས་, A RGAS
man (older) pho˦ gem ཕ་ ནམ་, PHO RGAN MA

Many, Few (Countables)
extra, more thep˦ ཐབ་, THEB
few aː˦ tsi˨ tʃiːʔ ཨ་ཙ་ཅག་, A TSI CIG
few du̥m˨ ʈaːʔ tʃiːʔ དམ་ ་ཅག་, DUM GRA CIG
few dɜ̥k˨ pa tʃiːʔ དག་པ་ཅག་, DAG PA CIG
few ɲũː˨ ཉང་, NYUNG
many mãː ʔ˦ མང་, MANG
more than lḁːʔ˦ ག་, LHAG
over much g̊aːm˨ གངམ་, GANGM

marriage, divorce
marry (v) ɲen˦ tʃɜp˦ གཉན་ བ་, GNYEN RKYAB

Measure, To Measure
measure (grain) ɖ̥e̤˨
measure (of butter) sãː ˦
measure (of oil); jug gi˨ dɜm
measure (v) dʒɛː˨ འཇལ་, 'JAL
measure, size tsheːʔ˦ ཚད་, TSHAD

meat
fat tshi˦ luːʔ ཚ་ལ་, TSHI LU
meat ʃa˦ ཤ་, SHA
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medicines
medicine men˦ ན་, SMAN
poison du̥ːʔ˨ དག་, DUG

meet
encounter (v) kha˦ thu tʃɜp˦ ཁ་ཐག་ བ་,

KHA THUG RKYAB
encounter, meet (v) ptʃheːʔ˦ འ ད་, 'PHYAD
meet hon dʒɛː˨ མཇལ་, MJAL
meet together (v) zom˨ འཛམ་, 'DZOM
visit hon (v) tʃaː˦ བཅར་, BCAR

mercy, merciless
mercy, pity ɲi ̃ː ˨ dʒ̥e̊ ང་ ་, SNYING RJE
mercy, compassion dʒ̥ɜ̊m˨ མས་, BYAMS

metals
gold sɛː˦ གསར་, GSER
iron tʃaːʔ˦ གས་, LCAGS
rust tsaːʔ˦ བཙའ་, BTSA'
silver ŋyː˦ དངལ་, DNGUL

miscellaneous constructions
bridge zɜ̥m˨ ཟམ་, ZAM
stone wall tsɪp˦ གཔ་, RTSIG PA
tent g̊ũː˨ གར་, GUR

miscellaneous instruments
camera paː˦ ʃe དཔར་ཆས་, DPAR CHAS
comb gu˨ ʃɛːʔ མག་ཤད་, MGU SHAD
dice ʃoʰ˦ ཤ་, SHO
hammer thou˦ ཐཝ་, THOW
picture paː˦ དཔར་, DPAR
rope thɜp˦ ཐགཔ་, THAG PA

miscellaneous physiological processes
close eyes (v) miːʔ˦ to tsum མག་ཏ་བཙམ་, MIG TO BTSUM
itch (v) jaː˦ གཡའ་, GYA'
snore (v) hõː˦ kɛː tʃɜp˦ ཧར་ ད་ བ་,
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HOR SKAD RKYAB

yawn (v) hai˦ ptʃhaː˦ ཧའ་འ ར, HA'I 'PHYAR

move, come/go
go (v) dʒou˨ འ ་, 'GYO
go hon dʒ̥ø̊ːn˨ ན་, BYON

movement of liquids or masses
fill (v) kãː ˦ བཀང་, BKANG
fill (v) bdʒo̤˨ ་, BYO
pour (v) luːʔ˦ ག་, BLUG
pour (v) bdʒo̤˨ ་, BYO
spill over (v) bo̥ː˨, phoː˨ བད་, BUD

movement of the earth
dawn nɜm˨ naː˨ ནམ་གནས་, NAM GNAS
dawn (-pre) ɲi˨ ma˨ khɜm ཉ་མ་ཁམ་, NYI MA KHAM
earthquake sa˦ jum ས་གཡམ་, SA GYOM
evening ptʃhi˦ ru˨ khɜm ་ར་ཁམ་, PHYI RU KHAM
explode (v) geːʔ˨ འགས་, 'GAS
set (for the sun to) (v) ɲi ̃ːm˨ la˨ zyː˨ ཉམ་ལ་འཛལ, NYIM LA 'DZUL
dawn, sunrise (v) ʃaː˦ kaː˦ ཤར་དཀར་, SHAR DKAR
dawn, sunrise (v) nɜm˦ nãː ˨ གནམ་ནངས་, GNAM NANGS

movement with speed
knock (knock knock) ʈɔːʔ˦ ག་, KROG

much, little (masses, collectives, extensions)
little aː˦ tsi re ཨ་ཙ་ར་, A TSI RE
little aː˦ tsi tʃiʔ ཨ་ཙ་ཅག་, A TSI CIG
little ɲũː˨ sou ཉང་ས་, NUNG SO
much lɛː˨ ʃaʰ ལ་ཤ་, LE SHA~

musical instruments
cymbal røːm˨ རལ་མ, ROLM
drum ŋaʰ˦ ་, RNGA
fiddle (Bhutanese) ptʃi˦ wãː ་ཝང་, PYI WANG
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name
introduce (v) ŋo˨ bdʒaː˨ ་ ར་, RNGO SBYAR
name mi ̃ː˨ མང་, MING
name hon tshen˦ མཚན་, MTSHAN

narrow, wide
broad dʒa˨ bom ་ མ་, RGYA SBOM
broadness dʒɜp˨ ʒi̊ བ ་བཞ་, BRGYA BZHI
narrowness dʒa˨ tʃhũː ་ཆང་, RGYA CHUNG
thick tup˦ tsha tsha ག་ཚ་ཚ་,
(of clothes or feet) STUG TSHA TSHA
thick (of milk or suji) ka˦ pɜk paʔ, ་པག་པ་,

ka˦ tɜk ta SKA PAG PA

new, old (primarily non-temporal)
new saːp˦ གསརཔ་, GSARPA
old (inanimate things) ɲiːp˦ ངཔ་, RNYINGP
old (of stuff) gep˨ སཔ་, RGAS PA

North, South, East, West
east ʃaː˦ ཤར་, SHAR
flat lep˨ ལབ་, LEB
flat lep˨ taː ta ལབ་ཏག་ཏ་, LEG TAG TA
north dʒ̥å̃ː ˨ ང་, BYANG
north east dʒ̥å̃ː ˨ ʃaː ང་ཤར་, BYANG SHAR
north west nup˦ dʒ̥å̃ː ནབ་ ང་, NUB BYANG
point (n) ptʃi˦ to ག་ཏ་, PYIG TO
south lo̥ʰ˦ ་, LHO
south east ʃaː˦ lo̥ʰ ཤར་ ་, SHAR LHO
south west lo̥ʰ˦ nup ་ནབ་, LHO NUB
west nup˦

not remembering, forgetting
forget (v) dʒeːp˨ tãː བ དཔ་གཏང་,

BRJED PA GTANG
forget (v) dʒeʔp˨, dʒeːʔ˨ བ དཔ་, BRJED PA
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numbers
eight geːʔ˨ བ ད་, BRGYAD
eleven tʃu˦ tʃiːʔ བཅ་གཅག་, BCU GCIG
five ŋaʰ˦ ་, LNGA
four ʒi˨ བཞ་, BZHI
half ptʃheːʔ˦ ད་, PHYED
half ptʃheːʔ˦ ka ཕད་ཀ་, PHYED KA
nine gu˨ དག་, DGU
one tʃiːʔ གཅག་, GCIG
one hundred tʃik˦ dʒa̤ གཅག་བ ་, GCIG BRGYA
seven dyːn˨ བདན་, BDUN
six ɖ̥uːʔ˨ ག་, DRUG
ten tʃu˦ བཅ་, BCU
ten tʃu˦ thɜm ཅག་ཐམ་, BCU THAM
thousand tõː˦ ʈhaːʔ ང་ ག་, STONG PHRAG
thousand (ten) ʈhiʔ˦ ་, KHRI
three sum˦ གསམ་, GSUM
twelve tʃuːʔ˦ ɲiː, tʃoʔ˦ ɲi བཅ་གཉས་, BCU GNYIS
twenty (decimal) ɲi˨ ʃu ཉ་ཤ་, NYI SHU
twenty (vigecimal) kheː˦ tʃiːʔ ཁལ་གཅག་, KHAL GCIG
two ɲiːʔ˦ གཉས་, GNYIS

on, upon, on the surface of
on guː˨ འགར་, 'GUR
on top thoː˦ kha ཐག་ཁར་, THOG KHAR

opposition, hostility
block, stop (v) kaːʔ˦ བཀག་, BKAG
block (v) tʃheːʔ˦ ཆད་, CHAD
hinder (v) kaːʔ˦ བཀག་, BKAG
make mad, tease (v) ʈuːʔ˦ བ ག་, BSKROG
pester (v) ʈɔːʔ˦ ད གས་, DKROGS

organs of the body
brain lep˦ དཔ་, KLADPA
heart dũː˨ hi ̃ː དན་ཧང་, DON HING
intestines dʒu˨ ma ་མ་, RGYU MA
kidney kheː˦ do མཁལ་ ག་, MKHAL RDOG
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liver tʃhem˦ མཆནཔ་, MCHINPA
lung lou˦ ་བ་, GLO BA
nerve, vein tsaʰ˦ ་, RTSA
spleen tʃhe˦ tʃum, tʃhɪ˦ tʃum མཚར་ཅངམ་, MTSHER CUNGM

owe, debt, cancel
incurr (v) phoːʔ˦ ཕག་, PHOG

pain, suffering
tired; desperate uː˨ duːʔ འ་ གས་, 'U RDUGS

parts and areas of buildings
bathroom sãː ˦ tshoːʔ གསང་ ད་, GSANG SPYOD
bathroom tʃhɜp˦ sãː ཆབ་གསང་, CHAB GSANG
bathroom ʈhyː˦ khãː ས་ཁང་, KHRUS KHANG
door go̤˨ ་, SGO
fence (wood) ra˨ wa ར་བ་, RA BA
floor sa˦ kha ས་ཁ་, SA KHA
ladder, steps je˦ khuːʔ ཨ་ཁག་, E KHUG
oven, stove thɜp˦ ཐབ་, THAB
pillar kɜu˦ ཀཝ་, KAWA
post, a (fence) ka˦ tʃhu ཀ་ཅང་, KA CUNG
roof tʃhim˦ toːʔ མ་ཐག་, KHYIM THOG
stairs ʔje˦ khuːʔ ཨ་ཁག་, E KHUG
wall ʃaːʔ˦ བཤའ་, BSHA'
window go˨ ʈhiːʔ ་ ག་, SGO SGRIG

parts of animals
claw siu˨
horns rau˨ རཝ་, RAWWO
snout tõː˨
tail dʒum˨ མཇགམ་, MJUG MA

parts of birds
beak tʃho˦ toʰ ཆ་ཏ
crest (bird or wild boar) siu˨
feather ɖo̤˨ ་, SGRO
wings of a bird ʃo˦ thɛː གཤག་མཐལ་, GSHOG MTHIL
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Parts of Grain Plants and Products of Grain Processing
flour ptʃheʰ˦ ་, PHYE
husk põːʔ˨
rice (husked ) tʃhum˦ ཆམ་, CHUM
rice (unhusked) bdʒaːʔ˨ ་, BYA~
rice (unhusked) reːʔ˦ རད་, RED
rice after pounding tʃhaːp˦ tʃi
(small broken)

parts of the body
ankle kaːm˦ tshik˦ toːʔ ངམ་ཚགས་ཏ་,

RKANGM TSHIGS TO
arm lɜp˨ ལགཔ་, LAGP
back (the whole) gɛː˨ thaːʔ ལ་ཏ , SGAL TO
back (upper) kɛːp˨ ལཔ་, SGALP
backbone gɛː˨ pi ryː˨ toːʔ ལ་པའ་རས་ཏ་,

SGAL PA'I RUS TO
beard dʒao˨ ཝ་ , RGYALW
belly, abdomen pho˦ tʃum ཕ་ཅངམ་, PHO CUNG MA
bone ryː˨ toːʔ ར་ཏག་, RU TOG
breast om˦ ཨམ་, OM
buttocks uːp˦ ཨ་ ག་, A SBUG
cheek dʒɜm˨ thaːʔ འ མ་ཐག་, 'GYAM THAG
cheek sa˨ thaːʔ
chest bd̥ʒ̥å̃ː ˨ koːʔ ང་ཁག་, BYANG KHOG
chin mãː ˨ kiʰ མ་མཁལ་, MA MKHAL
ear na˦ wa ཝ་, RNA WA
ear nɜm˦ tʃo མ་ཅ་, RNAM CO
elbow ki˦ li ཀ་ལ་, KI LI
eye miːʔ˦ to མག་ཏ་, MIG TO
eyebrow mi˦ zim
face dõː˨ གདང་, GDONG
face hon ʒɛ̊ː˨ ཞལ་, ZHAL
finger zu˦ mo མཛབ་མ་, MDZUB MO
finger nail si˦ mo སན་མ་, SEN MO
foot kaːm˦ ངམ་, RKANGMA
forehead ptʃɛːu˦ ད ལཝ་, DPYALAWA
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hair tʃɜ˦, tʃaʰ˦ ་, SKYA
hair (body) puʰ˦ པ་, PU
hand lɜp˨ ལགཔ་, LAG PA
hand hon tʃhaːʔ˦ ག་, PHYAG
head gu˨ toːʔ མག་ཏག་, MGU TOG
heel kaːm˦ tiːm ངམ་ ངམ་,

RKANGM RTINGM
hips ptʃi˦ miːʔ ་ ད་, DPYI SMAD
joints tshiːʔ˦ toːʔ ཚགས་ཏ་, TSHIGS TO
knee pu˦ mo པ་མ་, PU MO
knee cap pu˦ mo˨ tho˦ lo པ་མ་ཐ་ལ་, PU MO THO LO
leg kaːm˦ ངམ་, RKANGMA
leg (lower) kãː ˦ tʃuːʔ ང་ཅང་, RKANG CUNG
leg hon ʒɜ̊p˨ ཞབས་, ZHABS
lip kha˦ tʃhu ཁ་མཆ་, KHA MCHU
moustache dʒao˨ བ་, RGYABO
mouth kha˦ ཁ་, KHA
navel tiu˦ ཝ་, LTEWA
neck (back of) taːʔ˦ ko ག་ཀ་, STAG KO
neck (front of) øː˦ koːʔ ཨལ་ ག་, OL LKOG
neck hon ku˦ øː kɔːʔ ་ཨལ་ ག་, SKU OL LKOG
nose n̥a˦ pa ་པ་, LHA PA
palm laːʔ˨ thiː ལག་མཐལ་, LAG MTHIL
ribs tsiːm˦ བསམ་, RTSIBS MA
shoulder ptʃhaːʔ˦ taːʔ ད་ ག་, PHYED LTAG
shoulder bone ko˦ tɜp
shoulder bone tʃo˦ lep
skin pɜk˦ ko པགས་ཀ་, PAGS KO
stomach phau˦, phou˦ འཕཝ་, 'PHOW
thigh leː˦ du བ ད་ད་, BRLAD DO
throat kjø̃ːm˦ དམ་, SKODMA
thumb aː˦ pa the˨ pa ཨ་པ་མཐ་པ་, A PA MTHE PA
tongue tʃeʰ˦ ་, LCE
tooth soʰ˦ ས་, SO
waist kep˦ དཔ་, RKEDPA
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parts of trees
bark ʃi ̃ː ˦ pɜk˦ ko ཤང་ག་པགས་ཀ་,

SHING GI PAGS KO
branch ʒe̤̊˨ laːʔ ཞལ་ལག་, ZHAL LAG
flower me˨ toːʔ མ་ཏག་, ME TOG
leaf ʃom˦ dɜp ཤམ་འདབ་, SHOM 'DAB
leaf daː˨ ma འདབ་མ་, 'DAB MA
root ra˨ toːʔ ར་ཏ་, RA TO
root tsɜw˦ ཝ་, RTSAW
seed søːn˦ སན་, SON
thorn tsãː ˦ ང་, RTSANG
tree stump ʃi ̃ː ˦ dum ཤང་དམ་, SHING DUM

pass, cross over, go through, go around
cross (v) gɛː˨ བ ལ་, BRGAL

pastures and cultivated lands
pasture ri˨ tsho ར་མཚ་, RI MTSHO
pasture tsɜm˦ noːʔ མ་འ ག་, RTSWAM 'BROG

patience, endurance, perseverance
endure (v) ɖe̤˨

persons for whom there is affectionate concern
friend (close) to˦ tshãː ་ཚང་, LTO TSHANG
friend tʃʰa˦ roː ཆ་རགས་, CHA ROGS

physiological products of the body
blood ʈhaːʔ˦ ག་, KHRAG
blood hon ku˦ ʈhaːʔ ་ ག་, SKU KHRAG
earwax nɛː˨ pa ལ་ བས, RNAL SPABS
pus naːʔ˦ ག་, RNAG
snot hãː p˦, n̥ɜp˦ ཧབ་, HAB
sweat øː˨ na˨ thøn ལ་ནག་འཐན་,

RNGUL NAG 'THON
sweat jøː˨ naːʔ ལ་ནག་, RNGUL NAG
tear mi˦ tʃhu མག་ཆ་, MIG CHU
urine tʃhu˦ ཆ་, CHU
urine tʃhɜp˦ sãː ཆབ་གསང་, CHAB GSANG
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plant products
cane (dry bamboo) tshaː˦ ཚར་, TSHAR
mat (rice) pɜ˦ ri ་ར་, SPA RI
thatch (weave) thaː˦

plants (general meaning)
plant, tree ʃi ̃ː ˦ ཤང་, SHING

plants that are not trees
grass ptʃhi˦ ་, SPYI
grass tsaʰ˦ ་, RTSWA
mushroom ʃa˦ mu ཤ་མ་, SHA MU
nettles so˨ tʃaːʔ ་ཆག, ZWO CHAG
vine ʃeː˨ la ཞལ་ལག་, ZHAL LAG

points of time
before hẽː ˦ ma ཧན་མ་, HEN MA
before ŋø̃ː˦ ma ན་མ་, SNGON MA
early in the morning hãː ˦ sɜk ཧ་སག་, HA SAG
late (be) (v) ptʃhi˦ ་, PHYI
later ʃu˦ le ཤ་ལས་, SHU LAS
later ta˦ ma ག་མ་, LTAG MA
morning ɖ̥oː˨ βa ་པ་, DRO PA
night ptʃhi˦ ru ་ར་, PHYI RU
noon ɲi ̃ːm˨ kũː ཉམ་གང་, NYIM GUNG
now dḁ˨ toʰ ད་ ་, DA LTO
summer nɜm˦ bdʒaː གནམ་ འ་, GNAM BYA'
three days ago ʒu˨ ɲi ̃ːm བཞ་ཉམ་, BZHU NYIM
three days hence ʒi˨ tshɛːʔ བཞ་ཚ་, BZHI TSHE
today dḁ˨ rɛːʔ ད་རས་, DA RIS
tomorrow naː˨ βa ནངས་པ་, NANGS PA
two days ago kha˦ ɲi ̃ːm ཁ་ཉམ་, KHA NYIM
two days hence naː˨ tshɛːʔ ནངས་ཚ་, NANGS TSHE
winter gyːn˨ དགན་, DGUN
winter nɜm˦ gyːn གནམ་དགན་, GNAM DGUN
winter siː˦ kha བསལ་ཁ་, BSIL KHA
year (after next) ʒɪ˨ pɛː བཞ་ཕད་, BZHI PHOD
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year (last) na˨ hi ̃ː ན་ཧང་, NA HING
year (next) sãː ˦ pøːʔ
yesterday kha˦ tsaʰ ཁ་ ང་, KHA RTSANG

population centers
town ʈhom˦ མ་, KHROM
village yː˦ གཡས་, GYUS
village yː˦ tshen གཡས་མཚན་,

GYUS MTSHAN

precious and semiprecious stones and substances
onyx zi ̤˨ གཟ་, GZI

press
press down (v) ʔɛːp˦ གཡབ་, G YEB
press down (v) tiː˦
squeeze (v) tsiʰ˦ བཙར་, BTSIR

pronouns
he khoʰ˦ ཁ་, KHO
I nga˨ ང་, NGA
she mo˨ མ་, MO
they khõː˦ ཁང་, KHONG
they khõː˦ tʃha tʃhɜp ཁང་ཆ་ བ་,

KHONG CHA KHYAB
we ŋa˨ tʃeːʔ ང་བཅས་, NGA BCAS
we [two] ŋa˨ tʃeːʔ ɲiː ང་བཅས་གཉས་,

NGA BCAS GNYIS
you tʃhøːʔ˦ ད་, KHYOD
you hon naː˨ ན་, NA'
you pl tʃheːʔ˦ ད་, KHYED
you pl tʃheːʔ˦ tʃha tʃhɜp ད་ཆ་ བ་,

KHYED CHA KHYAB

prostrate as an act of reverence or supplication
prostrate oneself tʃhaː˦ tsheː ག་འཚལ་, PHYAG 'TSHAL
in obeisance (v)
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pursue, follow
pursue (v) daː˨ བ འ་, BRDA'

put on, take off
put on (a kira) kiʰ˦ ད ས་, DKYIS
take off (v) ʃyːʔ˦ བཤབ་, BSHUB

put together, arrange (of physical objects)
arrange nicely (v) ʒiːp˨
arrange stuff (v) de˨ ʒip
stack (v) tseːʔ˦ བ གས་, BRTSEGS

question words
how g̊a̤˨ te˨ be ག་འད་ ་, GA 'DE SBE
how many g̊a̤˨ tɛm˨ tʃiʔ ག་དམ་ཅག་, GA DEM CIG
what g̊a˨ tʃiʰ ག་ཅ་, GA CI
what kind g̊a̤˨ tɛm ག་དམ་, GA DEM
when nɜm˨ ནམ་, NAM
where g̊aːʔ˨ te ག་ཏ་, GA TE
which g̊aːʔ˨ di ག་འད་, GA 'DI
who g̊aːʔ˨ ག་, GA
whose g̊aːʔ˨ gi ག་ཅ་, GA GI
why g̊a̤˨ tʃi be ག་ཅ་འབད་, GA CI 'BAD

question, answer
answer (n) len˨ ལན་, LAN
answer (v) len˨ ptʃi ̃ː ལན་ ན་, LAN BYIN
question ɖ̥i ̤˨ wa ་ཝ་, DRI WA

rain
hail siu˦ སརཝ་, SERW
rain tʃhaːp˦ ཆརཔ་, CHAR PA
rain (v) tʃhaːp˦ tʃɜp˦ ཆརཔ་ བ་,

CHAR PA RKYAB
snow khau˦ ཁཝ་, KHAW

rapidity, suddenness
fast, quickly dʒo̤˨ wa མ གས་པར་, MGYOGS PAR
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slow goː˨ le be̤ འགར་ལས་འབད་,
'GOR LAS 'BAD

recalling from memory
recall, remember (v) ɖen˨ ན་, DRAN

recline
relax, rest (v) ɲɛː˨ tshoʰ ངལ་འཚ་, NGAL 'TSHO

recognize
know hon khen˦ མ ན་, MKHYEN
recognize (v) ŋo˨ ʃeː ང་ཤས་, NGO SHES

regions below the surface of the earth
hell ɲɛː˨ wa ད ལ་བ་, DMYAL BA

religious practice
hoist a prayer flag (v) dḁː˨ phaː དར་འཕར་, DAR 'PHAR
turn a prayer wheel (v) giː˨ འ ར་, 'GYIR

reptiles and other 'creeping things'
frog bep˨, bɛːp˨, baːp˨ ལཔ་, SBALPA
lizard ptʃhe˨ tsem
python byː˨ ze naːʔ
snail dɜm˨ siʰ
snake byː˨ ལ་, SBUL
tortoise bɛːp˨ tʃhim˨ baː˨ mi ལཔ་ མ་འབག་མ་,

SBALP KHYIM 'BAG MI

return
return (v) lɔːʔ˨ ལག་, LOG

roll, slide
roll (v) ɖiː˨ འ ལ་, 'GRIL

rot, decay
decay (v) ryː˨, riː རལ་, RUL
ripe tshoː˦ ཚ་, TSHO
ripen (v) khuʰ˦ ཁག་, KHUG
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rotten; decayed ryː˨ rij˨ རལ་རལཝ་, RUL RULW
unripe ma˨ tshoː˦ mi མ་ཚ་མ་, MA TSHO MI

rule, govern
government ʒũː˨ གཞང་, GZHUNG
independence rãː ˨ wãː རང་དབང་, RANG DBANG
responsibility gen˨ khaːʔ འགན་ཁག་, 'GAN KHAG

run
jog, run (v) bãː ˨ dʒuːʔ བང་ ག, BANG RGYUG
jog, run (v) dʒuːʔ˨ ག, RGYUG

same or equivalent kind of class
equal, same ɖɑː˨ ɲɜm
like, as zum˨ be བཟམ་ ་, BZUM SBE
same tʃiːʔ˦ གཅགཔ་, GCIGP
same; equal ɲɜm˦ མཉམ་, MNYAM

see
look (v) tɜ˦ བ ་, BLTA
look hon (v) zi˨ གཟགས་, GZIGS
see (v) thõː˦ མཐང་, MTHONG
see hon (v) zi˨ གཟགས་, GZIGS

seize, take into custody
arrest (v) zuːŋ གཟང་, GZUNG

sell, buy, price
affordable khe˦ tok toːʔ ཁ་ཏག་ཏ་, KHE TOG TO
buy (v) ɲo˨ ཉ་, NYO

sensible behavior, senseless behavior
fool, foolish kuk˦ pa གས་པ་, LKUGS PA
fool, foolish tsa˦ gɛː ་ ས་, RTSA RGAS
inept, sloppy ŋɜm˦ si si མ་ས་ས་, RNGAM SI SI

sewing
fold cloth (v) g̊o˨ la tɜp˦ བག་ལ་ བ་, BGO LA LTAB
sew (v) tsem˦ བཙམ་, BTSEM
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weave (v) thaːʔ˦ འཐག་, 'THAG

shame, disgrace, humiliation
shame (bring) (v) lɔːʔ˦ tsõː˦ ་བཙང་, BLO BTSONG

sharp
blunt ʈaːʔ˦
sharp (of a blade) ŋøːʔ˦ དངས་, DNGOS

sickness, disease, weakness
boil søːn˦ thɛː ན་ཐལ་, SRIN THOL
cough loʰ˦ ་, GLO
cough (v) loʰ˦ khoː ་འཁར་, GLO 'KHOR
fever (hot) ɖ̥øː˨ baː ད་འབར་, DROD 'BAR
fever, cold tʃãː ˨ ʃi ང་བསལ་, GRANG BSIL
goitre bou˨ བ་, LBABA
leprosy ziː˦ nɛː མཛ་ནད་, MDZE NAD
pain zu̥ːʔ˨ ཟག་, ZUG
sick (v) na˨ ན་, NA
sickness na˨ tsha ན་ཚ་, NA TSHA
sickness neːʔ˨ ནད་, NAD
swell (v) bo˨ ་, SBO
vomit (v) kha˦ le tʃuː˦ ཁ་ལས་བ ག་,

KHA LAS BSKYUG
wound maʰ˦ ་, RMA

sing, lament
song luʰ˦ ་, GLU

sit
sit (v) døːʔ˨ ད་, SDOD
wait (v) guː˨ བ ག་, BSGUG

sleep, waking
dream (n) ɲi˦ lɜm གཉད་ལམ་, GNYID LAM
dream (v) ɲiːʔ˦ lɜm thõː˦ གཉད་ལམ་མཐང་,

GNYID LAM MTHONG
sleep (v) ɲɛː˨ ཉལ་, NYAL
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sleep (v) ɲiː˦ khuːʔ གཉད་ཁག་, GNYID KHUG
sleep (v) ɲiː˦ loːʔ གཉད་ལག་, GNYID LOG
sleep (v) ɲiː˦ tshoː གཉད་ཚ་, GNYID TSHO
sleep hon (v) zim˨ གཟམ་, GZIM
sleep hon (v) ɲiː˦ zim གཉད་ཟམ་, GNYID ZIM

smell
smell ɖɪm˨ བ མ་, BSGRIM
smell (v) ɖ̥ɪm˨ n̥ɜm˦ མ་མནམ་, DRIM MNAM
stink (v) ɖ̥ɪm˨ n̥ɜm˦ མ་མནམ་, DRIM MNAM

socio-political (people)
king gɛːp˨ ལཔ་, RGYAL PO
lord, chief tsou གཙབ་, GTSO BO
nobleman ɖ̥aː˨ ʃoː ག་ཤས་, DRAG SHOS
prince seːʔ˦ ས་, SRAS
princess aː˦ ʒe ཨ་ཞ་, A ZHE
princess sɛːm˦ སམ་, SRAS MO
senior officer ɖ̥aː˨ ʃoː ག་ཤས་, DRAG SHOS
soldier maːʔ˦ mi དམག་མ་, DMAG MI
abbot dʒe˨ khen˦ po ་མཁན་པ་, RJE MKHAN PO
adept, expert khen˦ po མཁས་པ་, MKHAS PA
astrologer tsiːp˦ སཔ་, RTSISAPA
gelong ge˨ lõː དག་ ང་, DGE SLONG
lama lɜm˦ མ་, BLAM
shaman; ritual healer ŋaːp˦ གསཔ་, SNGAGS PA
teacher løː˦ bøːʔ བ་དཔན་, SLOB DPON

soft, tender
hard sa˦ ʈɜk ʈa ་ ག་ ་, SRA KRAG KRA
soft dʒɜm˨ tʃuː tʃuːʔ འཇམ་ ག་ ག་,

'JAM KHYUG KHYUG
soft (of clothes, feet) sɜp˦ ʈhøː ʈhøː གསབ་, GSOB

sorrow, regret
sad (v) sem˦ tʃo སམས་ ་, SEMS SKYO
sad hon (v) thuːʔ˦ ʈhøː ཐགས་ ས་, THUGS GROS
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sorrow tʃom˦ བཅམ་, BCOM
sorrow ɲa˨ ŋe ་ངན་, MYA NGAN

speak, talk
say, tell, speak (v) lɜp˦ བ་, SLAB
tell ʃeːʔ˦ བཤད་, BSHAD

specific measures of length
distance tha˦ ཐག་, THAG
length (clothing) tʃu˦ ri ̃ː རང་ཐང་, RING THUNG

spices
salt tshaʰ˦ ་, TSHWA
sugar go˨ rɜm ག་རམ་, GU RAM
turmeric jũː˨ ka
yeast (brewing) tʃhãː ˦ gi˨ phoː ཆང་ག་ཕཝ་, CHANG GI PHO'O

split, tear
rip, tear (v) rɛ̥ː˦ ལ་, HRAL
tear (v) peːʔ˦ པགས་, PEGS

stand
rise (v) ʃaː˦ ཤར་, SHAR
stand (v) lõː˨ ལང་, LONG
be (v) i ̃ː ˨ ཨན་, IN

storing of information
concentrate (v) ɖɪm˨ བ མས་, BSGRIMS

straight, crooked
bent; crooked kup˦ བཀགཔ་, BKUGPA
straight ʈhãː ˦ ང་, THRANG

supernatural beings
demon, devil dyːʔ˨ བདད་, BDUD
demon, devil ɖe˨ འ ་, 'DRE
demon, devil sim˦
demon, devil tsøːn˦
dragon ɖuːʔ˨ འ ག་, 'BRUG
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surprise, astonish
startle, surprise (v) nɜm˦ ʃo tøn མ་ཤར་གཏན,

RNAM SHOR GTON

sweet, bitter, tasteless
bitter kha˦ jøː˨ mi ཁ་ཡད་མ་, KHA YOD MI
bitter kha˦ tɛːʔ tɛːʔ ཁ་ཏག་ཏ་, KHA TIG TI
bitter; strong (flavor) ka˦
salty tshaʰ˦ khu ་ཁ་, TSHWA KHU
sour tʃuːp˦ རཔ་, SKYUR PO
spicy kha˦ tsha ཁ་ཚ་, KHA TSHA
sweet ŋaːm˦ མངརམ་, MNGAR MO
tasty ʃim˦ ཤམ་, SHIM
tasty ʃim˦ tõː to ཤམ་ཏང་ཏ་, SHIM TONG TO

swim
swim (v) tsɛː˦ tʃɜp˦ ད་ བས་, RTSED RKYABS

take, obtain, gain, lose
get, obtain (v) thop˦ ཐབ་, THOB
take (v) len˨ ལན་, LEN
take hon (v) ʒɛː˨ བཞས་, BZHES
take hon (v) nɜm˦ བ མ་, BSNAM
take away (v) bɜk˨ dʒow ག་འ ་, SBAG 'GYO

taste
taste (v) ɖ̥oː˨ ཝ་, BROW
taste (v) ɖ̥oː˨ tãː ˦ ཝ་ བ ་, BROW BLTA

tax, tribute
tax khɛː˦ ལ་, KHYAL

thoroughfares: roads, streets, paths, etc.
road; way lɜm˨ ལམ་, LAM

thunder and lightning
lightning loːʔ˦ tʃem ག་ཆམ་, GLOG CHEM
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storm tʃhaːp˦ da˨ lũː˨ phu ཆརཔ་དང་ ང་འཕ་,

CHARP DANG RLUNG 'PHU
thunder ɖuk˨ ke འ ག་ ད་, 'BRUG SKAD

tight, loose
loose thyː˦ ʃoː˦

to intend, to purpose, to plan
plan bd̥ʒ̥o̊ː ̤˨ ko འ ལ་ཀ་, 'BYOL KO
plan thɜp˦ laː ཐབས་ལ་, THABS LA
plot (v) neː˨ kɜp giː˨ གནས་ བ་, GNAS SKAB

to think, thought
think (v) no˦ sa tãː ˦ མན་བསམ་གཏང་,

MNO BSAM GTANG
thought; opinion no˦ sɜm མན་བསམ་, MNO BSAM

touch, feel
feel (v) tshoː˦ ཚར་, TSHOR
touch (yourself accidentally) (v) reːʔ˨ རག་, REG

traps, snares
trap hi ̃ː ˦ ཧང་, HING

travel, journey
roam (v) ʃɛː˦ བཤལ་, BSHAL
wander (v) ʃɛː˦ བཤལ་, BSHAL

wander hon (v) khɜm˦ sa bʒ̥õ̊ː˨ ཁམས་ཟ་འ ན་,
KHAMS ZA 'BYON

uneven (rough), level (smooth)
rough tsha˦ rok˨ ro ཚ་རག་ར་, TSHA ROG RO

units of time
age lo˨ ལ་, LO
day ɲim˨ ཉན་མ་, NYINM
day (twenty-four ʒåːʔ˨ ཞག་, ZHAG
hour time period)
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month dɜu˨ ཝ་, ZLA BA
week dun˨ ʈhaːʔ བདན་ ག་, BDUN PHRAG
year lo˨ ལ་, LO

useful, useless
bad, useless tʃaːŋ˨ ŋeːʔ
useless; waste khũː˦ min duːʔ ཁང་མན་འདག་,

KHUNG MIN 'DUG
useless; waste laːʔ˦ toː
useless; waste dʒa˨ ŋeːʔ
waste ko˨ laːʔ
waste ko˨ laːʔ tʃɜp˦

uses of liquids
bathe, wash (v) tʃhu˦ འ ་, 'KHYU
rinse (v) ʃɛː˦ བཤལ་, BSHAL

vegetables
cabbage ko˦ pi ཀ་པ་, KO PI
cauliflower me˨ toːʔ ko˦ pi མ་ཏག་ཀ་པ་, ME TOG KO PI
chilli pepper eː˦ ma ཨར་མ་, ER MA
cucumber g̊øːn˨ གན་, GON
eggplant do˨ lom ད་ལམ་, DO LOM
garlic tʃa˦ gɔːʔp ་ ག་, SKYA SGOG
jackfruit ɖɜm˨ siʰ མ་ཙ་, SBRAM TSI
onion gɔːp˨ གཔ་, SGOGPA
peanut bɜ˨ dɜm བ་དམ་, BA DAM
potato ke˦ wa ཀ་བ་, KE BA
tomato lɜm˦ men˨ da མ་བན་ད་, BLAM BAN DA
vegetable høn˦ tshøː ཧན་ཚལ་, HON TSHAL
vegetable tsøːm˦ siːʔ
yam tou˨

walk, step
trample (v) kaːm˦ tʃhɜm˦

water
water tʃhu˦ ཆ་, CHU
water, hot boiled tʃhu˦ tshe ཆ་ཚན་, CHU TSHAN
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weapons and armor
arrow dɜ˨ མདའ་, MDA'
bow (archery) ʒṳ˨ གཞ་, GZHU
bullet diu˨ མདའ་, MDE'U
gun ʈop˦ da ད གས་མདའ་, DKROGS MDA'
gunpowder zeːʔ˨ ས་, RDZAS
knife gi ̤˨ ་, GYI
stick (bamboo) tshaː˦ ཚརཝ་, TSHARW
stick (big) khaːu˦ འཁརཝ་, 'KHARW

weather
clear, clean (weather) tʃa˦ seːʔ seːʔ བ ག་ས་ས་, BSKYAG SE SE
cloud sa˦ muːʔ ས་ ག་, SA SMUG
cold (weather) tʃhãː ˨ ང་, GYANG
cool siː˦ tõː to བསལ་ཏང་ཏ་, BSIL TONG TO
cool siː˦ ʈhøː ʈhø བསལ་ ལ་ ལ་,

BSIL KHROL KHROL
cool, fresh siː˦ བསལ་, BSIL
fog sa˦ mu ས་ ག་, SA SMUG
hot (very hot weather) ɖ̥øːʔ˨ ད་, DROD
hot (weather) tshep˦ tsha ཚདཔ་ཚ་, TSHADP TSHA
warmth ɖ̥øːʔ˨ ད་, DROD

wet, dry
dry (v) kɜm˦ མ་, SKAM
dry and hard kɜm˦ ʈo ʈo མ་ ག་ ་, SKAM KROG KRO
sticky (it's) bdʒaː˨, bdʒɜp˨ ར་, SBYAR
wet lø̃ːm˦ ནམ་, RLONM

where, somewhere, everywhere
everywhere tʃha˦ ɲɜm ཆ་མཉམ་, CHA MNYAM

whole
all gaː˨ ra ག་ར་, GA RA

wind
wind lũː˦ ང་, RLUNG
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wood and wood products
firewood thɜp˦ ʃi ̃ː ཐབ་ཤང་, THAB SHING
splinter tsãː ˦ ང་, RTSANG
wood ʃi ̃ː ˦ ཤང་, SHING

work, toil
work (n) laː˨ ལ་, LA~
work (v) laː˨ be˨ ལ་འབད་, L~A 'BAD
work hon tʃhaː˦ laː ག་ལ་, PHYAG LA'

written language
letter; alphabet ji˨ gu ཡ་ག་, YI GU
story sũː˦ གསང་, GSUNG
word; decree kaʰ˦ བཀའ་, BKA'
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